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Jede Gegenwart muss sich immer wieder fragen: Wieviel 




Around the time of World War I, Ghentian horn player Charles Heylbroeck cut an 
acoustic recording of two short melodic pieces for horn. When I discovered this 
hauntingly beautiful time capsule around fifteen years ago, it intrigued me as much for 
its historical value as for its outrageous artistic extravagancy. The seemingly improbable 
link between this record and my own artistic identity as a Ghent-trained horn player was 
the starting point of my artistic exploration of the Ghentian horn legacy. 
 
At age 43, I have been working at the center of the Historical Informed Practice (HIP) 
movement, performing music of the past on “period” instruments. I have tried to enhance 
the future, passing on a passion for music through the horn to students, audiences and 
peers for most of the past twenty years. From my threefold perspective of performer, 
educator and researcher a particular multifocal research methodology has developed, 
providing a profound insight into artistic practices of past and present, directly 
transferable into my own artistic and educational practices. 
The experience also taught me ‘the hard way’ that a seemingly small research domain 
could generate an ever-continuous number of new research questions, projects and 




1 ‘every present should ask itself how much of the past it needs on the trail to the future.’ Bruno Flierl (1927) was 
one of the most important architects of the German Democratic Republic, who expressed with this quote his 
opinion on the large-scale demolition of GDR buildings after the Wende. See: Kirchhoff, Jörg. Press Release: 
Palastportrait: DDR-Sonderbauten Fotografisch Eindrucksvoll Dokumentiert. Universität der Künste Berlin, 
August 3, 2002. Retrieved on 10 November 2019 on https://idw-online.de/en/news45367. 
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I strongly believe artistic research to be a quintessentially multidisciplinary matter, and 
the work I present here is no exception to this. The scope of this thesis might seem purely 
historical, or in large intention linked to modern-day Historically Informed Performance 
(HIP). I have explicitly merged this ‘museal information’ into a broader and practice-
based framework that is useable for future wide-focus artistic research.  
In the span of the Brave Belgians-project, the focus of this study moved from a historical-
artistic case study into a multifocal horizon merger,2 assimilating past and present, 
exploring the loop between players, their instruments, repertoire, educational methods 
and artistic impact in past, present and future.  
 
This contribution to the general knowledge of horn playing during the romantic era is 
not intended to change or reject any finding of canonic musicological literature. It is 
mostly conceived as an additional reflection on the art of music and its link with history, 
on the intriguing artistry of people that have shaped horn playing worldwide, as a case-
study of an artistic microsystem that never was subject to any comprehensive study.   
But can profound knowledge of past traditions be a resource for modern-day artistic 
development? The fact is that we know surprisingly little about local playing traditions 
of the past, let alone their true typological connection with performers of today.  
 
The artistic rediscovery of the world of the Ghent horn players, of which you will read a 
report in this thesis, evolved to some extent as an identitarian quest. 
The work presented here might be the ending point of my past five years as a doctoral 
fellow at Royal Ghent Conservatory and Ghent University. However, the varied output of 
this Brave Belgians project that serves as an extensive supplement to this dissertation in 
not intended as a way to preserve the past for present or future. It merely shapes an 
artistic testimonial of a man driven by true passion, the power of a deep interest in people 
and their achievements, and a tribute to true artistry. 
 
In the end, the music talks.  
 
Jeroen Billiet, January 2021
 
 
2 Gadamer, Hans-Georg. ‘Truth and method. Part 1.’ London: Continuum International Publishing Group, 1975. 
When discussing language, Gadamer argues that we are influenced by our own historical and cultural 
frameworks, and that interpreters of texts must find the way to articulate historical information from their own 
background. The same idea could be applied to other texts, including musical ones which, like their literary 
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Use of jargon has been limited to a bare minimum. The following list of jargon terms 
refers mainly to horn-related words that are commonly used throughout this 
dissertation. For a more comprehensive list, consult the cited articles in ‘The Cambridge 
Encyclopedia of Brass Instruments’. 2019 
 
Cor d’Orchestre Commonly used name for a natural horn using the 
system of terminal crooks. This is the most common 
type of natural horn for orchestral use. 
See: Herbert et al. 2019 (Humphries): 179-184 
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Annex and Appendix 
The following information has been collected in a comprehensive Appendix in an 
external volume: 
 
 -comprehensive information on archival documents 
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 -comprehensive technical data and pictures of all instruments used in this study. 
 -overview of publications and artistic output in relation to the research project 
The following information is comprised in the Annex at the back of this volume: 
 
-Lists of media used in the project 
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‘Brave Belgians of the Belle Époque’ is een artistieke case-studie, die het paradigma van 
een bloeiende Gentse hoorntraditie in de late negentiende en vroege twintigste eeuw 
ontrafelt.  
Omstreeks 1870 onderging het hoornspelen in België een drastische stilistische 
ommezwaai. De vroegere vrolijke en elegant versierde speelstijl die ontwikkeld was onder 
eminente musici als Martin-Joseph Mengal (1784-1851) en Jean-Désirée Artôt (1803-1887) 
transformeerde plots tot een uitgesproken lyrisch-poëtisch idioom met een klemtoon op 
transparantie, eenvoud en toegankelijkheid. Een sterke generatie spelers, opgeleid met 
en bijgestaan door de artistieke-educatieve ideeën van conservatoriumdirecteurs 
François-Auguste Gevaert (1828-1908) en Adolphe Samuel (1824-1898) ontwikkelden een 
hoornschool die functionele techniciteit in dienst stelde van vrije artistieke expressie. 
Vanaf het einde van de Negentiende eeuw centraliseerde het zwaartepunt van deze 
traditie zich in de hoornklassen van Jean Deprez (1840-1902), Charles Heylbroeck (1872-
1945) en Maurice Van Bocxstaele (1897-1974) aan het Koninklijk Conservatorium te Gent.  
Deze hoornschool ontwikkelde een specifieke educatieve methodiek en zou componisten 
inspireren tot het schrijven van een bijzonder educatief repertoire waarin ‘verbale’ 
expressie van primair belang was. Ze had een duidelijke impact op de kunst van het 
hoornspelen wereldwijd, door een diaspora van migrerende hoornisten die door hun 
tijdgenoten vaak met de bijnaam ‘dappere Belgen’ (‘brave Belgians’) bedacht werden. Hun 
levensverhalen en verwezenlijkingen illustreren als geen ander de wisselwerking tussen 
de muzikale, educatieve, sociale, organologische en algemeen-artistieke ontwikkelingen 
die België te beurt vielen tijdens de Belle Époque. 
 
Analyse van een omvangrijke tijdscapsule van gerelateerde instrumenten, partituren, en 
archiefstukken leidde tot een herontdekking van het universum van deze ‘verloren’ 
traditie. De bevindingen werden in de context en het perspectief van een hedendaagse 
uitvoerder geplaatst en resulteerden in een praktijkgericht denkkader dat tools aanreikt 
voor reflectie over muzikale uitvoering en -perceptie, artistieke identiteit en de opleiding 







‘Brave Belgians of the Belle Époque’ is an artistic case study that unravels the paradigm 
of a flourishing legacy of horn playing in Ghent at the end of the nineteenth and the 
beginning of the twentieth centuries.  
 
In around 1870 Belgian horn playing undertook a drastic stylistic volte-face. The earlier 
joyful and elegantly ornamented manner instigated by such eminent musicians as 
Martin-Joseph Mengal (1784-1851) and Jean-Désirée Artôt (1803-1887) suddenly changed 
into a highly lyrical and poetic musical language with an emphasis on transparency, 
simplicity, and accessibility. A strong generation of horn players trained, aided and 
abetted by the artistic and institutional achievements of François-Auguste Gevaert (1828-
1908) and Adolphe Samuel (1824-1898) developed a horn school that emphasized 
functional technical proficiency in the service of free artistic expression.  
From the end of the nineteenth century onwards, the center of gravity of this tradition 
was located in the horn studios of Jean Deprez (1840-1902), Charles Heylbroeck (1872-
1945), and Maurice Van Bocxstaele (1897-1974) at the Royal Ghent Conservatory. This 
training line developed a particular educational methodology and inspired composers to 
create a highly evocative repertoire in which verbal-style expression was of primary 
importance. This had a notable impact on horn playing worldwide through a diaspora of 
émigré players, commonly nicknamed ‘brave Belgians’ by their contemporaries. Their life 
stories and achievements are exemplary of the relation between musical, educational, 
social, organological and artistic developments that emerged in Belgium during the Belle 
Epoque era. 
 
The rediscovery of this lost legacy was enabled by analysis of a comprehensive time 
capsule of related archival findings, historical instruments and repertoire. Findings were 
contextualized from the perspective of a modern-day performer, creating a practice-
based framework that reflects musical performance and perception, artistic identity and 







Belgium developed a thriving brass playing tradition during the 19th and early 20th 
century. Besides the Royal Brussels Conservatory, with such eminent teachers as Jean-
Désiré Artot, Jean-Hippolyte Duhem, Henri Séha, Henri-Louis Merck and Théophile 
Goeyens, two other schools had an important share in the development of brass and wind 
instrument training: the Liège and Ghent Conservatories.  
 
Inspired by their visionary directors, brass teachers at these institutions acquired a high 
level of playing and trained some of the leading international brass players of the 
romantic era. The horn class that emerged at the Ghent conservatory is a fine example in 
this context. Players from this institute obtained important positions worldwide during 
the romantic period and inspired many composers to write a substantial and highly 
particular Ghentian repertoire. Their preference for horns of the Brussels-based 
manufacturer Ferdinand Van Cauwelaert is a vital element of this artistic legacy. 
 
Julius Caesar's backhanded compliment from De bello gallico might never have been used 
more ironically than in a letter written in 1924 by British musicologist Walter Fielding 
Holloway Blandford. Commenting on the capacities of Raymond Meert, the Belgian 
principal horn of the Hallé Orchestra in Manchester at the time, he wrote:  
‘The first horn is one Meert, a Belgian—quite good and with a fine command of the 
high register, though like other braves Belges he is overfond of the B-flat alto 
crook.’1  
By “Brave Belgians”, Blandford referred to the well-trained musicians that graduated 
from the Royal Conservatories of Brussels, Liège, and Ghent in the Belle Époque era (1870–
1914) and spread to the musical scenes of France, England and the United States.2 The 
 
 
1 Letter of W.H.F. Blandford to R. Morley Pegge of 29/11/1924 in Blandford/Morley-Pegge Correspondence. 
Oxford: Oxford University, Faculty of Music/Bate Collection (by courtesy of John Humphries). Raymond Meert 
(Ghent, 1884–Pwheli [UK] 1967) graduated with honors from Charles Heylbroeck’s class at the Royal Ghent 
Conservatory in 1903.  
2 The Belle Époque (literally, “Beautiful Era”) was a time of general improvement—cultural, social, and 
scientific—between 1870 and 1914. The high level of artistic migration to other countries was a result of the 
large output of highly skilled workers from the Belgian musical education system in combination with poor 
domestic working conditions. 
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playing skills of these Belgian-trained players apparently made them stand out from their 
contemporaries. They have undoubtedly influenced the generations after them through 
their performances as well as their teaching practices.  
Intriguingly, some of the most influential horn players of the Belle Époque Era seem to 
have been trained at the Royal Ghent Conservatory. Philip Farkas (1914-1992), by far the 
most important horn pedagogue of the second half of the twentieth century, cited his 
Ghent-trained teacher Louis-Victor Dufrasne (1878-1941) as ‘the single biggest influence 
in his life’.3 Ghent-related compositions such as Joseph Ryelandt’s Sonate in E opus 18 
(1897), Jane Vignery’s Sonata opus 17 (1942), Prosper Van Eechautte’s Night Poem (1938) and 
Robert Herberigs’ Cyrano de Bergerac (1912) have become seminal works for horn players 
worldwide. Even today, a majority of Belgian and many international professional horn 
players are trained by teachers that have their educational roots in this Ghentian 
pedigree. 
In a broader context, the Belle Époque can be regarded as the final transition era of the 
natural horn towards the modern valve horn, and —more importantly— of the romantic 
into the modern performance style.4 By the end of the nineteenth century the natural 
horn entirely disappeared as an orchestral instrument in favor of the (crooked) valve 
horn and —from 1893 onwards— the ‘modern’ double horn,5 resulting in massive changes 
in repertoire choice and sound texture, but also in educational methods. As will be made 
clear in the following chapters, the Ghentian reaction to these events was particular and 
exemplary for the framework in which artistic practices occurred. 
This artistic doctoral research highlights the small but essential contribution of the 
flourishing Ghentian Belle Epoque horn school to the evolution of horn playing in the 




3 Fako, Nancy. Philip Farkas and His Horn, a Happy, Worthwile Life. Elmhurst, Il: Crescent Park Music Publications, 
1998, 12. 
4 Haynes (2007: 32-47) 




Research into instrumental ‘traditions’ is often limited to the indexing of historical, 
biographical, or even anecdotal evidence.6 The present study does not intend merely to 
document a ‘player legacy’ of once-famous performers, the development of playing 
practices and instrumental design, nor to perform canonic works primarily in the context 
of historically informed performance practice. Although all of these fields are of foremost 
relevance in the context of classical music research, artistic legacies can be regarded as 
complex microsystems in which a large number of factors interacted.  
 
The current study uses a research model with three artistic interactors: 
 
• The performer — in this study: the Ghentian horn player,  
• music —represented by the composer/creator of music or his/her heritage in 
the shape of scores, writings and recordings,  
• musical instruments —represented by the instrument manufacturer  
 
 
Figure 1-2 ‘perspective of the performer’: a model for artistic interaction. 
 
 
6 Note that musicology traditionally focuses on the artistic developments instructed by composers, organology 
on those instructed by instrument builders. ‘Everyday’ performers —as horn players in the romantic era— are 
rarely well documented. 
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In the romantic idiom, all three interactors are essential for the accomplishment of the 
playing process. The instrument builder uses his art and craftmanship to conceive a voice 
for the performer. The performer will order an instrument that complies with his/her 
artistic ideas and desired expression style. The romantic composer creates repertoire as 
an expression of his/her musical ideas, often inspired by the individual art of a particular 
performer. As this thesis is intended primarily as an artistic study, the perspective that is 
presented here is that of the performer as a driving force behind artistic development, 
supported by the instrument builder and inspired by the composer. 
Research Goals and -Questions 
The aim of this study is to contextualize, perform and immerse:  
 
• to provide a historical study that defines and explores the loop between players, 
instruments and their preferred repertoire in the Ghent horn tradition.  
• to define the stylistic performing identity of the repertoire used in the Ghentian 
horn class during the Belle Époque era, leading to recommendations for 
performance of romantic horn repertoire from both a historical and 
contemporary performance perspective. 
• to discuss the effect of educational policies, social conditions, cultural context, 
important non-horn playing influencers on the players of the Ghent legacy, and 
the evolution of artistic and educational ideas in the Ghent horn studios of Jean 
Deprez, Charles Heylbroeck and Maurice Van Bocxstaele .  
• to clarify the loop between instrumental preference in the artistic processes of 
the Ghent horn class from a performer’s point of view. 
• to reflect on the importance, and possible revaluation of repertoire written for 
Ghentian performers and on the use of ‘historical tradition’ in a general musical 
context. 
• to present a research model that is applicable to future artistic research in (local 
and national) instrumental traditions. 
• to enhance the understanding of the educational system of the Belle Époque era 
and its common practices in the Belgian context. 
• to enhance and widen understanding of artistic practices in the current global 
horn playing world. 
 
This multitude of initial research goals called for a series of interconnected research 
questions that could only be answered by the use of a wide variety of sources, and through 
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a dedicated methodology. Both will be explained in the next paragraphs and are discussed 
in more detail in the relevant chapters of the dissertation corpus. 
 
What follows is a number of ‘departure questions’, issued from my own playing practice 




What were the achievements and importance of players and educators trained 
in the Ghent horn class during the romantic era? (biographical) 
 
What was the political, social, educational and artistic background in which the 
Ghent horn tradition was shaped? (contextual) 
 





What stylistic considerations apply when performing Ghentian romantic solo 
repertoire on the horn?  
 
What information can be provided by practice on historical instruments?  
 
How does instrumental and stylistic preference influence instrumental 
technique, and what are the consequences for the performance of romantic 
solo- and orchestral repertoire?  
 
Is the repertoire written under the Ghentian influence relevant to today’s 
performance or educational practice? 
 
How does the historical context of the Belle Époque Ghent horn school relate to 




What was the influence of the educational system on the creation, development 
and maintenance of a particular playing style? 
 
What were the incentives that led to an effective educational system for the 
horn classes of Ghent Conservatory and how did it integrate with the artistic 
world of its day?  
 
What do we know about educational practices of the Belle Époque era, and what 







What was the reason for the preference of Ghentian players for the horns of the 
Brussels manufacturer Van Cauwelaert, and how do the playing characteristics 
of these instruments relate to repertoire, educational context and development 
of playing style? 
 
What is the artistic value of these instruments and what technical requirements 
need to be added to master their pecularities?  
 
Meta-questions: Tradition & Legacy: 
 
Is the term ‘playing school’ appropriate, and if so, what defines the Ghentian 
school? 
 
How much of this history-based information is needed for current-day and 
future performance of Ghentian Romantic repertoire, and for the performance 
of seminal romantic horn works in general? 
 
Limitations 
The timeframe of the Belle Époque era —roughly 1870-1914— is the central point of 
focus, however it is not intended as an explicit limitation. Traditions, educational 
methods, instrumental use and repertoire choice were slowly evolving processes, and this 
was surely so in the Ghentian school. To fully understand this build-up, it was necessary 
to include events in the connecting ‘historical’ timeframes: the startup of Ghent 
Conservatory in 1835 up to the takeover by the Liège horn school in 1872, and from World 
War I up to the end of the professorship of Maurice Van Bocxstaele in 1962. Assimilation 
of the retrieved historical information from the perspective of a modern-day performer 





In the course of this multidisciplinary research project, a wide variety of sources was 
used. The importance of the Ghentian horn legacy was already discussed concisely in my 
postgraduate thesis 200 Years of Belgian Horn School.7 This text comprised a concise 
historical overview, fragmentary curricula of a selected number of players and a catalog 
of works based on information retrieved during a preliminary survey of the Ghent 
Conservatory archives in 2003.  
 
Seven types of sources have been used for the completion of this study: 
 
published historical sources 
published contemporary sources 
archival documents  
musical scores 
(playing practice on, and technical analysis of) musical instruments  
anecdotic/oral evidence 
historical and contemporary recordings by key performers 
a variety of artistic output produced during the research project 
 
Details and accountability for the use of these sources are given in the methodology 
sections below and in the different chapters of this dissertation. I will limit this section to 
a brief overview of these six source categories while explaining their purpose in the 
research process.  
Published historical sources 
Only a limited number of written sources explore local playing traditions, and those 
that exist seldom treat the subject in a multidisciplinary and practice-based artistic 
context.  
 
Existing published historical evidence on this particular episode in horn history is scarce, 
and a large amount of work was put into the retrieval of information from historical 
publications. Of particular use were Charles Bergmans’s monumental Le Conservatoire 
Royal de Gand (1901), Adolphe Samuel’s La Musique en Belgique (1880) as well as his highly 
revealing tribune L’Art libre et l’enseignement de la musique (1893), as they contained 
valuable information on the evolution of musical education in late-nineteenth century 
 
 
7 Billiet (2008: 40-53) 
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Belgium and in Ghent in particular. François-Auguste Gevaert’s Nouveau traité 
d’instrumentation provided a significant context on the instrument’s playing idiom and 
technique. Also, the yearly Programme des concours and Distribution des prix, i.e. the 
‘graduation yearbooks’ of the Ghent Conservatory and concert programs of orchestras 
employing Ghentian players found during field and archival research at numerous places 
in Europe were obvious starting points to retrieve information on performer’s 
movements, professional accomplishments and repertoire focus. Concert reports and -
announcements, exam reports, obituaries and contextual information found in historical 
press articles proved to be of particular interest, particularly those found in locally-issued 
newspapers as La Flandre Libérale and Le Journal de Gand, as well as in specialized musical 
newspapers as Le Guide Musical (Brussels) and Le Ménestrel (France).8 Concert reviews in 
foreign newspapers reporting on performances of migrated Ghentian players have 
contributed towards the creation of a solid contextual framework.  
 
Published contemporary sources 
A large number of recent publications bear on the subject of this research project. 
Publications on performance of romantic music that were consulted include various 
writings by scholars as Bruce Haynes (2007), Clive Brown (2008), George Kennaway (2011), 
David Milsom (2003) and Emily Worthington (2013). Publications by John Humphries 
(2000), Anneke Scott (2019) or Richard Seraphinoff and Linda Dempf (2016) served for the 
understanding of the broader framework of horn playing practices in the romantic era, 
as were journals series as the Historic Brass Society Journal, the Revue Musicologue Belge and 
the Horn Call. Recent studies tackling other local instrumental playing traditions include 
those of Kurt Bertels (2020) exploring the emergence of Saxophone playing and education 
at the Brussels Royal Conservatory and of Kathryn Bridwell-Briner (2014) who discusses 
the roots of horn playing in early America. Various other publications helped broaden my 
view on instrument building, particularly those by De Keyser (1995), Ver Eecke (2016), 
Myers (2004) and Grenot (2016).  
 
Many of the above stated authors have also contributed to this study as peers, whose 
input proved to be essential for the completion of this work. 
 
 
8 A large number of press titles were published in Ghent during the Belle Époque period. Belgian press was in 
those days largely based on denominational segregation between three major groups in society: catholic, liberal 




Horn players have never been at the centre of public attention, hence their under-
representation in published musical histories and encyclopedic works. As a result, 
archival research was crucial for documentation of the Ghent horn legacy. 
 
The Royal Ghent Conservatory possesses exceptionally well-preserved archives that were 
of crucial importance to this research project. Besides these, several other archives have 
intensively been consulted, as was the case for those of the Brussels (aB-Bc) and Liège (aB-
Lc) conservatories as well as the Ghent city archive (B-Gar). Less obvious, although 
extremely rewarding, were surveys of the historical funds of orchestras in the city 
archives of Pau, Rouen, Angers and Boulogne-sur-Mer in France, Glasgow and Manchester 
in the United Kingdom and the Washington Archive of Music and Musicians in the United 
States. Private archives, such as those of the Heylbroeck family in Ghent and the Meert 
family in Manchester (UK) gave more background information on the life and work of 
distinguished players of the past.  
 
Sources issued from archival research brought a wide variety of information on several 
topics handled in this study: 
 
• Enrollment registers and tokens 
• Employment files and payment lists 
• Information on the organization of concerts and section lists 
• Letters, correspondence 
• (in some cases): Pictures 
• Exam reports 
• Invoices for the purchase of musical instruments 
• Documents related to course organization 
• Miscellaneous documents 
 
A more comprehensive overview of archival sources used for the biographical 
information is contained in the Appendix pp 9-17.  
Music Scores 
A surprisingly large canon of pieces was written for Ghentian horn players. Reflection on, 
and possible re-evaluation of these works was one of the aims of this study, as the practice 
of this music in both a historical as a contemporary context enhances the understanding 
of stylistic and technical development in the Ghentian school. A complete list of 




Many of the original manuscripts could be retrieved from Belgian Conservatory libraries 
of Ghent, Brussels, Liège and Antwerp or in private music collections as the Dubois and 
De Koninck music collections.9 A majority of these works had never been published or had 
fallen into oblivion. A substantial number of these works have been subject of a new 
critical edition published at Golden River Music Editions in 2019 and are part of the output 
of this research project.10  
Musical Instruments 
The Royal Ghent Conservatory has preserved a total of seven historical valve horns 
acquired between 1851 and 1939 for the use of the Ghent Conservatory horn classes of 
Norbert Herteleer, Jean Deprez, Charles Heylbroeck, and Maurice Van Bocxstaele. Six out 
of seven instruments were produced by the Van Cauwelaert workshop in Brussels. The 
usage of these horns is documented by a large number of original invoices, notices of 
repairs, correspondence with teachers and manufacturers, reports, inventories, registers 
of use and much more, all preserved in an extraordinary condition in the school's 
comprehensive archives.  
Researching this time capsule revealed a highly detailed insight in brass instrument use 
during the romantic period. The combination of a ‘full service history’ for brass 
instruments with surviving specimen from the original collection makes a unique 
resource for scholars aiming to link everyday instrumental practice with manufacture, 
repertoire and pedagogy.  
The exploration of this unique collection also provided an essential source of information 
for the exploration of particular playing techniques and musical esthetics. These 
instruments could help us to provide more contextual information on this transitional 
era between natural and valve horn from both an artistic and an organological point of 
view.  
Besides the seven horns from the Ghent collection, a total of eleven other reference horns 
with construction years ranging from 1825 up to 2015 have been used in the artistic trials 
described in chapters III and IV. 
 
 
9 The music collections of Henri Dubois and Pieter De Coninck are currently in the posession of the author. 
10 Billiet, Jeroen, Jan Huylebroeck, and Steven Vande Moortele. Brave Belgians! Belgian Romantic Repertoire for the 




Figure 1-3 overview of the historical horn collection from Ghent conservatory 
Anecdotal evidence 
Anecdotal information can be entertaining and often represent information on the 
complexity of historical facts. In the case of the Ghent horn school, a large number of 
anecdotes exist on the legendary horn virtuoso Maurice Van Bocxstaele. Anecdotes 
retrieved from interviews and correspondence with several ‘witnesses’ of the offshoots 
of the tradition were mostly used as a tool to contextualize retrieved information.  
Recordings 
Recordings dating from the Belle Époque era in Belgium are extremely hard to find. As 
stated in previous paragraphs, by far the most important recording is the acoustically 
recorded 78RPM disk cut by the Ghentian horn teacher Charles Heylbroeck around World 
War I. Some other historical recordings of interest date from the interbellum and cover 
performances of migrated Ghent-trained players Louis-Victor Dufrasne and Raymond 
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Meert. Three post-war solo recordings by Maurice Van Bocxstaele survive and served as 
an important source to define the transition from the characteristic Belle Époque style 
towards modern playing. These recordings could be retrieved from digital archiving 
projects such as archive.org, private collections (Jones, author) and public institutions (B-
Gc, B-Br, GB-Bl, F-Pn, VRT). 
During the run of the research project a considerable number of recordings were made 
for project reflection and documentation, but also as illustrative material of recitals, 
experiments and concert performances; some were part of commercial recording 
projects. A reconstruction of the acoustic ‘Heylbroeck’ recording served as a final step in 
the project, merging past and present horizons. 





What follows is a general overview of the methodology used during this research 
project. Technical aspects of methodologies and details will be explained in the relevant 
chapters of the dissertation corpus.  
 
In a first phase, research was mainly aimed at gathering historical background 
information on the research topic. As previously mentioned, no specific sources 
document the Ghent horn tradition or any of its performers in a sufficiently 
comprehensive way. Contextual information was first assembled through a literature 
study of publications on a cluster of meta-topics: Belgian and international musical life, 
romantic performance practice, brass organology and educational development. 
 
Detailed information on the Ghent horn legacy had to be deduced almost entirely from 
archival research. Many sources were retrieved in the extensive historical archives of 
Royal Ghent Conservatory. This document fund, currently held in the basement of the 
HoGent de Wijnaert campus, turned out to contain a considerable part of the documents 
produced by the school’s administration over the period 1850-1950. It revealed a wealth 
of information on the horn class, its teachers and educational development in the form 
of registers, reports, letters, invoices, personnel files, newspaper clippings and 
miscellaneous administrative documents.  
 
At the start of the project in September 2015 the conservatory archives were inaccessible 
due to a previous relocation from several rooms on the top floor of the old Conservatory 
building at Hoogpoort to the current music library. Document containers and folders had 
been gathered in over thirty cubic meters of cardboard boxes piled up in the basement of 
HoGent campus de Wijnaert. The fund also lacked a detailed catalogue,11 yet the different 
folders had been left mostly untouched, and the complete pre-World War II archive had 
to be restored to its original historical structure by the author before a browsing of the 
folders could start. 
 
The page-by-page examination of this large volume of archival documents was time-
consuming but proved to be extremely revealing. A considerable number of previously 
unknown documents were found which helped to draft an outline of the most important 
moments in the Ghent horn tradition, as the assignment files for new teachers, history of 
instrumental purchases, discourses and correspondence. 
 
 
11 The only available catalogue was made by the author and concerns a part of the archive: the so called “green 




More information was retrieved from various other archives, libraries, private collections 
and online databases. Information on Ghentian players with careers abroad was in most 
cases first found through online research, followed by searches of the foreign archives 
cited in the previous paragraphs. 
The search for written historical sources was completed with a newspaper search in both 
online databases (RIPM, BelgicaPress, Liberas, BNF Gallica, British Newspaper Archive) as 
well as in physical press collections (B-Gu, B-Gar, B-Bmim, B-Br) and genealogy databases.  
These archival research actions resulted in the creation of a repository of over two 
thousand records, providing a thorough insight into the functioning of the Ghent horn 
studio. 
 
In a few cases, archival findings included both historical documentation as music parts. 
Most of the Ghentian solo repertoire that is listed in the Annex at the back of this volume 
only existed in manuscript, or in some rare cases as old, often out-of-print editions of 
debatable editorial and publication quality. All found manuscripts, apographs, printed 
orchestral parts and historical transcriptions were indexed and scanned for later use 
where they were compared, corrected, edited and eventually published in collaboration 
with experts in the field. A special case is offered by the historical music libraries of 
Belgian players that were acquired by the author in the run of the research project. 
Retrieved repertoire works also broadened insights into musical education practices and 
repertoire used in the Belle Époque era. A contextual historical research on the repertoire 
and a selection of non-Ghentian reference works was also performed and can be found in 
chapters III and IV of this volume.  
 
Historical recordings could be retrieved from several online databases, public library 
collections (B-Br, F-Pn) and private collections and were investigated for their stylistic 
particularities. Historical recordings of which no professional digital transfer existed 
were digitalized with a basic setup consisting of a regular 78RPM turntable in a simple 
transfer with an appropriate Shure N91ED-stylus attached to a Pioneer A331 audio 
equalizer and a USB audio import device. 
Historical horns from the Ghent collection were first checked and documented in their 
“museal” condition at the start of the project. As these horns had not been played for over 
sixty years and were —in some cases— even incomplete, most instruments received a 
restoration to playable condition at the workshop of Meister Daniel Kunst (Bremen, 
Germany) in the spring of 2016. On two horns (CG2, CG6), valves had to be replaced by 
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cast-iron replicas because of extensive wear-and-tear of the originals.12 The horns were 
documented with help of archival findings (invoices, repair bills, lending registers) and 
further investigated with the help of Dr. Hannes Ver Eecke (Oskar Walcker Hochschule, 
Ludwigsburg, Germany) and Dr. Markus Raquet (Musical Instrument department of the 
Germanisches Museum, Nürnberg, Germany). Construction setup and acoustic behavior 
was performed with visual checks, impedance measurement, X-ray fluorescence test and 
analog measurement tools. All instruments were professionally photographed by Bieke 
De Meyer. Along with the documentation found in the Ghent Conservatory archives, this 
provided a ‘passport’ for every instrument in the Ghent collection that linked it explicitly 
to repertoire and players.13  
In order to put the historical collection of seven horns and four mutes into a wider 
organological and artistic perspective, a series of eleven selected reference horns and 
three mutes from different eras and origins were added to this ‘pool’ of musical 
instruments and used throughout the research project. The instruments were then 
subjected to a large series of performance trial sessions, often recorded, in which as many 
as possible different setups and environments were applied. The goals of these trials were 
threefold: 
• enable acoustic analysis of playing characteristics, sound quality and artistic 
possibilities of every instrument in the ‘pool’. 
• merge contextual information retrieved in the archival and repertoire sections 
into the performance of period repertoire  
• empirically discover technical, stylistic and artistic information  
Four-dimensional recordings were performed on the entire batch of instruments in an 
acoustic neutral cabin in order to complete the documentation section of the historical 
collection. This resulted in a sound bank that documented the ‘naked’ playing qualities and 
sound color from different angles of the instrument of every individual horn, as well as 
visual Fourrier and Fast Fourier analyses of projection, amplitude and overtones.  
Besides this, a large number of trials took place in concert conditions, covering nearly the 
entire Ghentian repertoire on both historical as modern instruments.14 A final step into 
the search for qualitative performance methods of late-romantic horn repertoire was the 
implementation of the Ghent conservatory collection in several orchestral and (lecture-
)recital projects. Further empirical methods included use of alternative playing 
 
 
12 It is debatable if the change in sound produced by the improvement in air tightness caused by the new cast-
iron valves is desirable when performing in a historical context 
13 See the section on the collection in Appendix pp 124-176 
14 A final recording was postponed to January 2021 due to the corona pandemic. It will be made available for the 
final presentation of this research project.  
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techniques, including alternations in hand and embouchure position and fingerings. 
Permanent analysis of these practice-based findings completed the retrieved 
documentation and fed succeeding artistic experiments.  
 
As one will notice in chapters III and IV, the documenting phase already incorporated a 
large number of experiments and fundamental analysis of found data.  
Results from both source study and empirical findings were finally implemented into my 
own playing practice, writings, lectures and eventually also in an educational context, 
resulting also in a large amount of peer feedback. Hosting of the 51st International Horn 
Symposium ‘Moving Horns’ in July 2019, including the setup of an academic congress on 
historical horn playing “Moving Horns: Worldwide Migrations in Horn Playing” and an 
exposition of historical horns from private collections “the Early Horn” induced an 




Structure of the corpus 
The following corpus is intended to provide a complete overview of aspects related to the 
development of the Ghentian horn playing tradition and the artistic implementation of 
historical information into current-day performance practice.  
A first chapter will provide a chronological timeline of the evolution and main events of 
the Ghent horn studio in the perspective of the local, national and international cultural 
context of the Belle Époque. In a second chapter I will focus on the socio-cultural 
incentives, educational artistic practices and views that lead to a particular Ghentian 
situation and playing style. The importance of historical informed performance, and the 
use of specific material and artistic views (repertoire, musical instruments) as identity-
defining tools link to chapter three in which the accomplishments, artistic importance 
and emigrational flows of players from the Ghentian school are discussed. A fourth 
chapter handles the use of musical instruments and repertoire, and links retrieved 
observations to playing practice. The conclusions expressed at the end of this thesis are 






Figure 1-4 Group picture of the Royal Ghent Conservatory administrative and teaching personnel at the school's 75th 




 1 Chronicle of the Ghent horn classes 
during the romantic era 
Il est un reproche que l’on adresse souvent aux écoles 
d’art : c’est qu’elle jette une foule de gens dans une fausse 
voie, en offrant des facilités d’étude à des personnes sans 





17 Samuel, Adolphe. L’Art Libre et l’enseignement de La Musique. Brussels: Bulletin de l’Académie Royale, 1893. It is a 
criticism that is often addressed to artistic education: that it sets a number of people on a wrong track by 





1.1 Brussels, Liège and Ghent: three emerging horn traditions 
in 19th-century Belgium  
In the early 18th century, the crude hunting horn was transformed into an orchestral 
instrument. It was soon embraced by important composers of the German influence as 
Christoph Graupner, Johann-Sebastian Bach, Georg Philipp Telemann and Georg 
Friedrich Handel. By 1750, the horn had gained a permanent status in European 
orchestras and the proliferation of hand stopping technique by that time greatly 
enhanced the instrument’s melodic possibilities as a solo instrument.18   
 
The horn was first introduced in Belgium in the early days of the Austrian period.19 
Joseph-Hector Fiocco (1703-1741) prominently called for a pair of horns in his Missa pro 
Defunctis written around 1720,20 and Pierre-Hercule Brehy (1673-1737) experimented with 
obligato horn parts in a polyphonic Mass in 1729.21 Early performers were presumably of 
Austro-Bohemian origin, as was the case elsewhere in Europe, and they were likely to 
have trained local players of the second generation such as the famous Othon Van Den 
Broeck (1759-1832) and Jacques-Joseph Mengal (1753-1826).22  
Musical education in emerging musical centers such as Liège, Ghent, Antwerp, Mons and 
Brussels in the 18th century was mainly performed by Maîtrises attached to a clerical 
structure, or by private tuition. Secular counterparts of the church schools were active in 
some areas and would gain importance by the end of the century. 
 
Adolphe Samuel (1824-1898) deemed the musical art in the provinces that now shape 
Belgium during the 17th and 18th century as ‘obscure’ compared to the flourishing art at the 
 
 
18 Humphries (2000: 7-26) 
19 The region we now call Belgium was part of the Austrian Netherlands from 1715 until 1795. 
20 Recorded by the author on:  Canto LX, Frank Agsteribbe, and Ensemble de la Chapelle Saint-Marc. Flemish 
Requiem. CD. Et’Cetera KTC 1642, 2019. 
21 Ibid, CD liner by Stefanie Beghein 
22 The development of the horn in 18th century “Belgium” is mostly a blank field. Ypres-born Othon-Joseph Van 
Den Broeck had an impressive career as a horn player in the low Countries and France. In 1787 he performed as 
a soloist in the Parisian Concerts Spirituels, and was appointed as one of 12 horn professors at the Académie 
Impériale de Musique between 1794 and 1800. He is the author of two tutors for the horn. See Billiet (2008: 80-82). 
Jacques-Joseph Mengal  (Brussels 1753-Ghent 1826) was principal horn of the Ghent theatre from the early 1780’s 
onwards and father as well as  first horn tutor of his sons Martin-Joseph, Jean-Baptiste and Guillaume Mengal.  
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time of the 15th century Flemish masters.23 This biased vision24 is somehow approved by 
the British music critic Charles Burney, who wrote disdainfully that the horns of the 
Brussels opera house of la Monnaie were ‘bad and out of tune’ in his 1773 report of a 
performance of Grétry’s Zemire et Azor.25 Charles Bergmans (1901: 11-15) maintained in his 
introductory chapter on music education that the old-style music school network had 
been dismantled nearly entirely after the French revolution. On top of this, and despite 
such private initiatives as the music courses directed by Lecamus in Brussels, Beckers in 
Antwerp and Van Synghel in Ghent, local musical education came to a near standstill in 
the early years of the nineteenth century. 
 
It was only in 1827, in the final days of the Dutch governance, that two institutional music 
schools were founded in Brussels and Liège in order to comply with the rising demand for 
skilled musicians in both civil and military formations. This included the founding of the 
first ‘institutional’ horn courses in Belgium: in 1827 in Liège by Hubert Massart (1793-
1858) and one year later in Brussels in by Dieudonné Bertrand (1797-1845). Both Académies 
Royales de Musique26 prospered immediately and even managed to raise local interest in 
music while providing a solid educational base for young musicians. Unfortunately, this 
prolific awakening of the musical arts was trampled by the events that surrounded the 
Belgian independence disturbances in 1830. The resulting chaos caused the 
discontinuation of several courses in the Académies, and the existential relevance of both 
institutions was even questioned.  
However, the new Belgian king Leopold I acknowledged the importance of sciences and 
arts and the subsequent need for appropriate institutions to enhance their development. 
This led in November 1831 to the official founding of a new Liège music school, and a few 
months later to a similar one in Brussels, both initiatives replacing the former Académies 
that had been established under the Dutch government. Around the same time, a dense 
network of music schools and conservatories was established in the Belgian provinces.  
The first schools that were founded were those of Mons (1820), Tournai (1827), Spa (1830) 
and Ath (1834). Then, in 1835, the Ghent conservatory was founded with horn player 
Martin-Joseph Mengal (1784-1851) as its first director (see p 52).  
 
Most of these new music schools offered horn courses from their first year of existence. 
This proves the need at the time for professional tutoring of the instrument, presumably 
 
 
23 Samuel (1881: Tome III-20): Depuis le XVII° siècle jusqu’en 1830, la musique n’a rempli en réalité qu’un role effacé dans 
les provinces qui forment aujourd’hui la Belgique.  
24 Samuel’s goal was clearly to glorify the status of musical life and education at the time of writing. 
25 Burney, Charles. The Present state of Music in Germany, the Netherlands and the United Provinces. London: T. Becket. 
1773. 26 
26 In Liège: Ecole Royale de Musique Instrumentale et Vocale; in Brussels: Ecole Royale de Musique et de Chant. 
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led by rising demand for capable horn players in both civil and military musical 
formations.  
 
Soon, three important horn classes emerged from the musical scene of the ambitious 
Belgian nation. The Brussels teacher Dieudonné Bertrand was succeeded in 1843 by valve 
horn protagonist Jean-Désiré Artôt (1803–1887) after the personal intervention of 
director François-Joseph Fétis (1784-1871).27 At the Ghent conservatory, director Martin-
Joseph Mengal would also fulfill the function of horn teacher from 1835 until his death in 
1851. However, it was the class of Hubert Massart (1793–1858) at the Liège conservatory 
that became by far the most influential Belgian horn studio of the first decades after 
Belgian independence. In his 28-year-long professorship (1828-1856) Massart trained the 
lion’s share of mid-19th Century Belgian horn soloists, including his own successor 
Toussaint Radoux (1825-1889), Louis-Henri Merck (1831-1900),28 and natural horn 
virtuoso Alphonse Stenebruggen (1824-1895).29   
 
The leading position of the Liège tradition of horn playing is illustrated by the success of 
its graduates. By 1870, horn-player graduates from this tradition had not only obtained 
nearly all of the important teaching jobs in the country but also most of the principal 
horn positions, and Liégeois players were in high demand in ensembles, in Belgium and 
abroad.30 The reason for the success of the Liégeois, as will be further discussed in 2.1, 
undoubtedly was a combination of artistic superiority topped up with vision, persistence, 
good educational practices as well as strong networking skills. The early introduction of 
the valve horn in the Belgian educational system by Massart around 1840, as well as the 
introduction of a new lyrical and poetic playing style by his successor Radoux would be 
determining for the development of the Belgian horn playing tradition.  
 
Belgian players had embraced the valve horn from the late 1830s onwards, and the 
appointment of Jean-Désirée Artôt as horn teacher at the Royal Brussels Conservatory in 
1843 mentioned above had accelerated this process considerably. Contrary to France —
where the natural horn class and the valve horn class were two entirely different 
universes—31 Artôt and Fétis installed a system in which natural horn (classe de premier 
cor) and valve horn (classe de second cor) were both taught in the same class and by the 
same teacher. On the Brussels horn exams, the valve and natural horn students regularly 
 
 
27 On Bertrand, Artôt, and Massart, see Billiet (2008: 82-88)  
28 L.H. Merck succeeded Artôt as teacher at the Brussels Conservatory in 1866. 
29 See Billiet, Jeroen. De ‘style distingué’ van Alphonse Stenebruggen. Een artistiek onderzoek naar de interpretatieve 
uitdieping van het romantische hoornrepertoire. Forum+ 22:5 (November 2015): 30–41. 
30 Samples of 6 French orchestral listings (Pau, Angers, Tours, Boulogne-sur-Mer, Rouen and Aix-les-Bains) from 
the final decades of the 19th century all revealed names of Liège-trained horn players.  
31 Humphries (2000: 18-21) 
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performed together in accompanied duets or in horn ensembles.32 Also in the next 
generation of teachers, the natural horn remained a basic component of the educational 
system. Jean-Toussaint Radoux reintroduced the instrument to the Liège Royal 
Conservatory curriculum in 1863 whereas its use in the Liège horn class had been 
discontinued for nearly a decade. The natural horn would continue to play an important 
role in horn training into the twentieth century: the Ghent Conservatory purchased its 
last natural horn as late as 1903,33 and the Brussels Conservatory even required candidates 
for the premier prix to perform part of their recital program on the natural horn until 
1928!34 In real concert life however, the natural horn had already become obsolete by the 
beginning of the Belle Époque. An important observation in this context is that most 
Belgian players trained in this long transitional era had training experience on the 
natural horn at some point in their careers. 
 
How this artistic and educational evolution at Belgian conservatories happened will be 
explained in the following chapter. What follows in the section below is a historical 
overview of the horn class at the Royal Ghent Conservatory. 
1.2 Notes on the historical evolution of the Ghent horn class 
(1835-1962) 
1.2.1 The creation of a conservatory 
As cited above, the state of musical arts in Belgium in the first three decades of the 
nineteenth century was deplorable, and Ghent was no exception. A first ambitious 
attempt to enliven the deplorable state of the Ghentian musical scene was made in 1814 
by a group of prominent local musicians founding a musical chapter of the Société des 
 
 
32 The repertoire folders of B-Bc files ARC-M-019-021 show this practice in the applied repertoire, often by 
combining the students for natural horn with those for the valve horn.  
33 aB-Gc, Fin1903, Invoice Heylbroeck  
34 Exam regulations and Annuaire for the year 1928, B-Bc. See Interview Leloir in Billiet (2008: 156-157). Note 
that the last person to perform this épreuve du cor simple was Edmond Leloir (1912-2003), who graduated from B-
Bc in 1928. By 1975, Belgian natural horn pioneers as Francis Orval (1944), Petrus Dombrecht (1946) and Claude 
Maury (1956) had emerged on the growing scene of period performance. As a consequence, the gap that divides 
both the ‘historical’ legacy of natural horn playing and the ‘new tradition’ of this practice is considerably smaller 
than what is commonly thought.  
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Beaux Arts et de la Litérature. In a joint statement the intentions of the chapter were thus 
revealed: 
  
‘The chapter of Music of the Société des Beaux-Arts, whose intention is to spread in this city 
the taste for and education of music, has founded an academy in which the power of 
emulation (achievement, artistic inspiration) will be utilized as a tool to shape artists of 
excellence in the fields of composition, vocal and instrumental music’35  
 
However, and despite all the good intentions and encouraging results, the educational 
system that could be offered by the organization was incomplete and did not respond well 
to the needs of the time. Therefore, from 1818 onwards, the Académie would insist upon 
the creation of an institutional education center, where an official and complete 
curriculum could be offered. Nevertheless, it was only in 1835 that this Conservatoire 
would finally be established.  
 
As stated above, the Liège and Brussels Académies Royales had restarted their activities 
with governmental funding around 1832. This obviously created a musical buzz in Belgian 
provincial towns, which despite the presence of a concise number of good musicians had 
been deprived of a proper music education system since the disappearance of the 
Maîtrises. Especially in the musically developed province of Eastern Flanders, the zeal for 
this cause seemed prominent.36 In 1834-1835, the Société des Beaux-Arts renewed the 
demand to the Ghent city council for the founding of a new music school.  
‘The council of Mayor and Aldermen has addressed a proposal to erect in this city a 
music school, mainly aimed at the middle classes. 
The city of Ghent has a university, an athenaeum, free elementary schools, an 
industrial school, an arts academy, but no institution for the education of the 
Musical Arts. We regret that on this detail we are behind most of the cities in our 
Kingdom. 
The musical arts are neglected in such way that the shortage of good artists is 
already imminent. 
We advocate that the city of Ghent, already making considerable sacrifices for 
public instruction and the spread of sciences and arts, should not remain indifferent 
to the current abandon of an art with such positive effects on customs, and that 
provides such joy. 
 
 
35 Bergmans (1901: 3-5) “La classe de Musique de la Société des Beaux-Arts voulant propager dans cette ville le gout et 
l’enseignement de la Musique, vient de former une académie dans laquelle on emploiera utilement le grand resort de 
l’emulation, proper à former des artistes habiles tant dans la composition que dans la partie vocale et instrumentale” 
36 Bergmans (1901:6) states that Belgium counted 60 choral societies in 1841, half of which were located in 
Eastern-Flanders. In 1901 the province counted the largest number of subsidized music schools of all nine 
Belgian provinces. See also Van Driessche (1998: (vol.1) 22-26) 
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The founding of a school will undoubtedly encourage this art and will distinguish 
those who have talent. 
This school, subsidized by the city, will have various classes in which all possible 
aspects of the musical arts will be instructed free of charge.’37 
Three details of this report would define the further development of the Ghent 
Conservatory, and by extension its horn class. First of all, the courses were aimed at a 
middle-class public.38 This meant not only that the petitioners saw sufficient support base 
in this group of the Ghentian population, but also that the mission of the new school was 
not primarily to trigger social uprising, as would become more apparent in the final 
decades of the 19th century. Secondly, the training of good musicians was now a primary 
goal, whereas in the 1814 statement from the Société des Beaux-Arts the focus was 
principally on the improvement of musical knowledge and taste within the Ghentian 
population. As a third remark, the report shows that music was seen as something 
important and life-richening, and that the presence of musical life in the city was 
esteemed to be of major importance. 
The newly installed Commission de Surveillance39 proposed the creation of a school with 
courses for:40 
 
• Elementary principles of intonation and solfège  
• Singing 
• Piano 





37 The demand was treated in the city council meeting of 7 March 1835: ‘Le college des Bourgmestre et Echevins a 
soumis à notre rapport la proposition d’ériger, en cette ville, une école de musique principalement destinée pour les classes 
moyennes. La ville de Gand qui compte une université, un athénée, des écoles primaires gratuités, une école industrielle, une 
académie de dessin, ne possède pas une institution destinée à l’enseignement de l’art musical. Nous regrettons de devoir dire 
sous ce rapport elle est en arrière avec la plupart des villes du royaume. L’art musical est négligé au point que déjà le manque 
de bons artistes se fait sentir. Nous avons pensé que la ville de Gand, qui fait de si généreux sacrifices pour l’enseignement 
public et la propagation des sciences et des arts , ne pouvait voir avec indifférence l’abandon dans lequel se trouve un art qui 
exerce une influence heureuse sur les mœurs et procure de si douces jouissances. L’établissement d’une école de musique 
tendra inévitablement à l’encouragement de cet art et fera écoré des talents distingués. Cette école, subside par la ville, serait 
composée de diverses classes dans lesquelles toutes les parties de l’art musical seraient enseignées gratuitement’ 
38 in 1835 Ghent this would mainly have been people working in the traditional crafts (bakers, artisans, 
shopkeepers etc.) and ‘lower’ intellectual professions (clerks, non-executive state employees, …) 
39 Bergmans (1901: 8-15) describes how the Surveillance Committee was set up of representatives of the political 
leaders of the city, of the Société des Beaux-Arts and of the city administration. The committee had far-reaching 
powers over the organization of the school. A name in this committee that intrigues is the one of Jan-Frans 
Willems (1793-1846), partisan of the Flemish movement, who was at the time member of personnel at the Ghent 
city administration. 







• Harmony and composition 
 
The nomination of horn player Martin-Joseph Mengal as director and teacher of three 
courses —horn, harmony and composition— was a well-considered action, and the 
reasons go back a long time. In 1814, despite being a Parisian resident at the time, he had 
been one of the petitioners who had founded the music branch of the Ghent Société des 
Beaux-Arts. Mengal had kept close contact with his roots in Ghent, had been director of 
the Ghent city opera from 1825 until 1830 and had been active in different layers of 
musical life in the city. He was, in other words, part of an ‘old boy network’ with clear 
intentions for cultural development in the city. Bergmans describes him as an instructed 
and complete musician, who attached much attention to the artistic dimension of the 
training offered at the conservatory in his early years as a director.  
 
A crucial factor in Mengal’s appointment was certainly his wide-ranging experience in 
the musical field, and of the Parisian education system in particular. Due to the lack of a 
professional training system until the founding of the Brussels and Liège conservatories, 
the selection of competent staff for the newly founded music schools was a primary 
concern, and also a delicate matter. From a total of ten teachers appointed at the startup 
of the Ghent conservatory only two —Mengal and cello teacher François De Vigne41 (1793-
1865), had been ‘institutionally’ trained, both at the Paris conservatory. The other 
members of the teaching staff were mainly local musicians who had learned their skills 
in the old network of Maîtrises, private courses and the Société mentioned above. Two of 
them —clarinet teacher Louis Van Temsche (1786-1846) and oboe teacher Aimé-Lambert 
Istas (1799-1863)— had a background as a military musician.  
 
Mengal’s greatest challenge was the construction of a sustainable and coherent 
pedagogical system with teachers who despite their experience as musicians came from 
a wide diversity of artistic and educational backgrounds. A training system was installed 
in which compulsory attendance at three weekly two-hour instrumental classes was 
complemented with military-style musical drill-training42 in the courses of Solfège and 
 
 
41 François De Vigne-Van Santen was a student of Charles Baudiot (1773-1849) at the Paris conservatory and was 
a highly esteemed personality in Belgian and Parisian musical life. De Vigne’s indefatigable engagements for the 
vulnerable in society have undoubtedly been an influence for the conservatories policies See Bergmans (1901: 
400-401) 
42 The remark that the solfège system is in many ways derived from the military training was made by dr. Ignace 
Dekeyser on the occasion of the doctoral defense of dr. Kurt Bertels, Brussels, 4 May 2020. 
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Principes Elementaires d’Intonation. It was a schooling similar to that which Mengal had 
experienced himself in his study years at the Parisian Conservatoire Impérial, and that to 
some extent survives until today. This rigid system streamlined the different approaches 
of the professorial team into a solid, efficient and performance-orientated education.  
 
However, the resources that had been put at Mengal’s disposal did not allow for much 
frivolity. In the first forty-two years of its existence, the Conservatory would be housed 
in an annex of the city hall at Hoogpoort, in which only twelve rooms were designated 
for the music courses. Only three of these rooms were properly fit for educational 
purposes, four of these were small attic rooms and there was no waiting room, office or 
library. Samuel (1881: 312) describes how despite these spartan conditions and a very 
restrained budget, Mengal’s empathic personality and practical mind led to the creation 
of an artistic environment in which young talented musicians could fully develop.43 The 
instrumental and theoretical courses were complemented with weekly orchestral 
sessions under his lead, and a —novel—conservatory choir was created.44 These courses 
sustained the main goal of the conservatory: the training of sufficiently proficient 
performers for the local music scene. The 1835 Règlement Organique acknowledges that the 
implementation of musical practice outside of the regular classroom was the unique 
responsibility of the director:  
 
‘All that is related to the training methods, to the nature of exercises necessary to the 
training of good musicians and especially of good performers, is exclusively the task of 
the director of the institute. He will put his experience and talent at the disposal of the 
students so as to attain the unity and precision in performance that distinguishes the 
orchestras of good conservatories.’45 
 
The fruits of this practice-based approach soon became apparent and had as a pleasant 
side effect that a growing part of the Ghentian population developed an interest in music. 
The orchestral formations that were active in Ghent welcomed students and graduates 
from the new school with open arms, leading to an enhancement of musical life in the 
city.46 Mengal also installed a conservatory-based concert series in the Salle des Trônes of 
the historical City Hall, where students could develop stage experience as soloists or as 
 
 
43 Samuel (1881:312): Musicien essentiellement pratique 
44 The presence of a student choir was for a long time a particularity of the Ghent conservatory curriculum. 
45 B-Gc, Règlement Organique 1835, Art 22: ‘Tout ce qui est relative au mode d’enseignement, au genre d’exercices 
propres à former des bons musiciens, et surtout de bons exécutants, est exclusivement attribué au directeur de 
l’établissement. Il prendra telles mesures que son expérience et ses talents pourront lui suggérer à l’effet d’atteindre à cette 
unité et cette précision dans l’exécution qui distinguent les orchestres dans les bons conservatoires.’ 
46 Bergmans (1901: 16-17). Bergmans also states that the comeback of Karel-Lodewijk Hanssens (1802-1871) in 
Ghent would never have been as successful without the large number of conservatory-trained musicians on 
which he could rely for his concerts at the Casino or in the orchestra of the théâtre. Samuel (1881: 325-7) 
describes this as ‘une sorte de reveil artistique’  
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members of the accompanying orchestra. The rising interest in music of the Ghentian 
public, and the sudden appearance of a legion of trained young musicians also gave an 
impulse to the regular organization of musical performances in the new-built city Casino.  
 
It is in this setting that Mengal also created a horn class in Ghent. The following sections 
of this chapter will discuss the evolution of the class mainly from an administrative point 
of view, in order to provide a reference frame for the detailed analysis of the artistic, 
sociological and educational aspects of the Ghent horn class in the following chapters. 
1.2.2 Founding of a tradition: Professorship of Martin-Joseph Mengal 
(1835-1851) 
Mengal’s practice-based persistence combined with a broad pragmatic vision fuelled 
both his horn teaching and his capacities as a director. As one of the most distinguished 
pupils of Frédéric Duvernoy (1765-1838),47 he had been trained in the best conditions of 
his time during the most prosperous era of the virtuoso natural horn and had built a solid 
reputation as principal horn of one of the finest formations of the French capital.48 Given 
his apparent over-qualification, it is no surprise that the horn class soon became one of 
the most successful in the school. Concert programs of the school show how Mengal’s 
students performed as soloists at nearly all of the conservatory concerts in the first years 
after the founding of the institute in 1835.49 At the institute’s first public exam sessions in 
1838, Mengal’s student Pierre Van Haute (1823-1882) was mentioned as ‘the brightest 
student of the conservatory’,50 who obtained best results for the horn and was second best 
in the solfège class. Several other successful students followed, notably his own successor 
Norbert Herteleer (1829-1874) and others including Jean Gabriels, Charles Van Ruymbeke 
and Mengal’s own son Auguste (1828-1907). Despite these achievements, the small-scale 
focus and modest resources of the Ghent conservatory seem somewhat to have limited 
Mengal’s importance as a horn teacher. The quantity of horn students in the Ghent class 
during this era never equaled the level of the classes led by Hubert Massart in Liège, or 
Jean-Désiré Artôt in Brussels,51and Mengal was mostly remembered as a superb teacher 
 
 
47 Frédéric Duvernoy was teacher of horn at the Paris conservatory from 1795 to 1808. (see: Pierre, Constant. Le 
Conservatoire National de Musique et de Déclamation: Documents Historiques et Administratifs/Recueillis Ou Reconstitués. 
Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1900. 443) 
48 Van Driessche (1998: 281-312) 
49 B-Gc, concert programs 1835-1851 
50 Bergmans (1901: 22) l’élève le plus brilliant du Conservatoire était Pierre Van Haute 
51 An annotated list of students at these conservatories can be found in: Billiet (2008: 118-42). The Liège and 
Brussels classes counted on average between 8 and 15 students whereas in Mengal’s class there seem to have 
been no more than 5 to 8 students yearly.  
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in composition who trained two of the leading Belgian composers and educators of the 
second half of the 19th century: François-Auguste Gevaert52 (1828-1908) and Karel Miry 
(1823-1889).  
 
The results Mengal obtained with his horn students in a few years time seem to have 
been truly remarkable. Although it can be assumed that students like Pierre Van Haute 
had received some preliminary training on the horn before their entrance in the 
conservatory, students are reported to have played master-level repertoire at very young 
ages. However, more than his genius as an educator, it seems likely that Mengal’s position 
as director offered him the opportunity to select the most talented boys for his class upon 
their arrival similar to the common recruitment practices.53 It is clear however that the 
force of ambition present in the young kingdom and the need for approval through 
accomplishment in those early days after Belgian independence turned out impressive 
results. The list of highly influential musicians that emerged from the early era of the 
Belgian conservatories is certainly impressive.  
 
Although we can only guess what the educational practices in this early era of the 
Ghentian horn school were, the training in Mengal’s class obviously followed the French 
fashion in the spirit of the great days of the natural horn virtuosi like his own master 
Frédéric Duvernoy and the latter’s successors Heinrich Domnich (1767-1844) and Louis-
François Dauprat (1781-1868). Examination of the repertoire used in the Mengal era 
clearly shows a large preference for French-style repertoire, and in particular that of the 
master himself.54 Students regularly performed solo works by Mengal at the conservatory 
concerts, along with pieces by other composers from the French influence such as 
Jacques-François Gallay (1795-1864), and Charles Simon Catel (1773-1830). A significant 
illustration of this are works for the horn being part of the oldest batch of record numbers 
in the Ghent Conservatory library dating from the Mengal professorship. The Méthode de 
Cor redigée après les principes du conservatoire et suivie du doigté du Cornet à Pistons opus 18 
(1835) by Mengal’s younger brother Jean Baptiste (1792-1878),55 has visibly been used in 
an intense way through the years and even carries pencil remarks from Mengal’s hand. 
The historical collection of the library comprises a large number of solo repertoire, 
 
 
52 As will be described in chapter II, Gevaert would also be decisive for the further development of the horn in 
Belgium. 
53 See 3.1 
54 B-Gc, concert programs 1835-1851 
55 B-Gc A77. This interesting method is clearly intended for use during basic training, showing a different and 




methods and etude books for the horn from this era, as well as a comprehensive collection 
of duets, trios and quartets, nearly all by French composers.56 
 
Whereas the Liège and Brussels conservatories gradually introduced valve horn 
training from the early 1840’s onwards there is not a single trace of use of the new 
instrument at the Ghent conservatory before the end of the 1840’s. From 1848 onwards 
Mengal’s student Charles Van Ruymbeke became assistant (répétiteur) of the horn class, 
and in 1850 a first student, Schrans, obtained a 1° accessit for the valve horn. 57 As an 
exponent of the French hand horn tradition, Mengal is most likely to have been wary 
about the valve horn. Possibly the introduction of the valve horn at the Ghent 
conservatory was instigated by new demands in the professional musical field. In 1847 a 
reform of the Belgian army bands modernized their instrumental disposition, presumably 
resulting in a dramatic shortage of competent military musicians.58 Belgian conservatory 
education, with its focus on old-school musical instruments, did not respond to the 
sudden demand for musicians playing novel instruments like the saxophone or the valve 
horn. A letter from June 1848 by minister Charles Rogier (1800-1885) to the Ghent city 
administration addresses the lack of Belgian candidates for a job as military musician. 
‘At the reform of the army, the shortage of capable subjects in the military bands 
has required the admission of a large number of foreign musicians, mostly Germans, 
even if the development of the musical education in the governmental institutions 
has resulted in a sufficient number of Belgian musicians to allow the army to recruit 
within this network. Meanwhile, young people with talent for a certain instrument 
who have obtained a Premier Prix often do not find employment that allows them to 
survive decently from their art at the moment they leave the conservatory. The 
minister of war assures me that priority will be given to these young artists over 
their foreign competitors in all open positions in the future. 
[…] 
I therefore ask you to transmit to me a list of students with suitable talent and 
behavior capable of being admitted to the army in the quality of musician’59  
 
 
56 The parts are annotated and were reported in the late-19th century library catalogue. It is however unclear at 
what time they were acquired. No recital programs of the Mengal era exist; however, several are mentioned on 
repertoire lists used in Herteleer’s succession.  
57 Guide Musical, March 1850 ‘Conservatoire de Gand’ 
58 Pieters (1981: 14) relates that the first band to face this change was the band of the royal Guides under Jean-
Valentin Bender (1801-1873).  
59 Rogier, Charles. Letter. Charles Rogier to the Ghent City Adminstration. 8 June 1848. In ‘Correspondance avant 
1879’. aB-Gc. ‘Lors de la réorganisation de l'armée, le défaut de sujets capables à nécessité l'admission, dans les corps de 
musique militaire, d'un grand nombre de musiciens étrangers, presque tous allemands, mais le développement des études 




The underlying reason for the mass recruitment of German military musicians at the 
time seems clear. Most of the early-19th century technical improvements to woodwind 
and brass instruments, including the invention of valves, had originated under German 
cultural influence,60 and German musicians had been considerably faster in adapting to 
them than those of the French cultural influence that also prevailed in the young Belgian 
state. This represented an obvious advantage on the job market where demand for skilled 
players of the new ‘mechanised’ instruments had grown considerably since the reforms 
of the military bands.61 
 
The quintessential connection between brass education and the military is noticeable 
throughout the student lists of the Ghent horn class in the romantic era. Students active 
in military bands were represented in considerable numbers on nearly all pre-WW I horn 
class listings, an obvious reason being the gratuité (enrollment fee exemption) of the 
courses for military personnel.62 The oldest complete list of Mengal’s horn students dates 
from 1843 and mentions one member of the military out of a total of eight students from 
diverse backgrounds:63 
Aug. Mengal- son of the director (fils du directeur)  
Vanhaute, Bernard- Piano Class (classe de piano)  
Hartelaere (Herteleer n.b.) - theatre personel (attaché au spectacle) 
Heps -Coupure - his father prison employee (son père employé à la maison de force)  
 
 
musiciens belges pour que les corps de musique militaire puissent se recruter dans leurs rangs. Cependant, des jeunes gens 
qui ont requis un talent distingué sur l'un ou l'autre instrument et qui ont obtenu des premiers prix sont souvent très 
embarrassés de trouver une position de se créer une existence assurée au moment où ils quittent l'école. M. le ministre de la 
guerre à qui j'ai communiqué cette observation a bien voulu me donner l'assurance qu'a l'occasion, et à mérite suffisant, la 
préférence serait donnée désormais à ces jeunes artistes sur leurs compétiteurs étrangers pour tous les emplois qui 
viendraient à vaquer.[…] Je vous prie donc, Messieurs, de vouloir bien me transmettre dès à présence pour ce qui concerne le 
conservatoire de musique de la ville de Gand un état nominatif des élèves qui par leur talent et leur conduite se seraient 
rendus dignes d'être admis dans l'armée, en qualité de musicien.’ 
60 For example: the invention of valves, the improvements to the flute by Boehm etc.  
61 This evolution caused a large diaspora of German musicians to settle permanently in Belgium. Louis-Henri 
Merck, the later horn teacher at the Royal Brussels Conservatory (1831-1900) was a notorious illustration of this 
generation of German bandsmen. He joined the band of the 8° Régiment de Ligne after its reform as principal 
valve horn. Only after his appointment, he would enroll for the class of Hubert Massart at the Liège 
conservatory. See also: Klaus, Sabine. Valve. in Herbert et al. (2019: 430–39). 
62 This phenomenon is not restricted to the Ghent conservatory, but was similar in other music education 
institutes, such as the Brussels and Liège conservatories. Military personnel could follow conservatory courses 
for free as a measure to improve the general level of the regiment bands. Many of the early Belgian regiment 
bands were (partially) shaped by soldiers with little or no musical background at their appointment and their 
musical training was often outsourced to the conservatories close to the encampments of these recruits’ 
garrisons. 
63 B-Gar, fund CG “classe de cor”. The second chapter of this dissertation will analyze the sociological 
particularities of the Ghent horn class through the reference period. However, this list shows that already in 
the Mengal years, the Ghent music school aimed not just for local development of young musicians.  
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Porre- Musician’s son (fils de musicien) 
Verstraete-his father innkeeper near St-Sauveur (son père cabaretier près de St-
Saveur)  
Vanhuffel- student-musician et the 6° régiment de ligne (élève musicien au 6° 
Régiment de Ligne)  
Strobbe – elementary class (classe élémentaire) 
Marchand – violin class (classe de violon) 
The presence of an active military musician as well as two members of well-known 
Ghentian musician’s families, and of students following the horn courses as a 
supplementary course to their main instrument, suggests an approach aiming to offer 
serious incentives towards professional careers in music rather than an educational flou 
artistique. A fine example of this is that the school would commonly sustain the early 
careers of the students by subsidizing the purchase of material they would need in the 
professional world but could not afford themselves.64 In 1840 Mengal’s ‘most remarkable’ 
student Pierre Van Haute received a complete natural horn set as graduation present:  
 To be paid by the conservatory of Ghent to Durand, instrument manufacturer, Rue 
Haut-Port 35, the amount of a hundred francs for the delivery of a horn from Paris 
of 1st quality, with all crooks, delivered to mr. Pierre van Haute fils.65 
A similar benefit was awarded to Charles Van Ruymbeke in 1852, who had replaced 
Mengal as répétiteur of the horn class during several periods between 1848 and Mengal’s 
decease in 1851.66  
Mr. Van Ruymbeke addresses a demand to the commission of the conservatory to 
reclaim the horn that had been lent to him by the institute, or a sum of money in 
order to purchase an instrument himself […] 
Both examples show that the role of the Ghent conservatory, despite the mission 
statement expressed at its founding mentioned in 1.2.1, was not only the simple 
apprenticeship of musical skills, but also—crucially--the elimination of social and 
financial barriers that would hinder a possible success. In his fifteen years of professor- 
and directorship, Mengal had accomplished the start-up of a successful musical institute 




64 A note of the instrument shop Vandeneynden of 6 June 1850 mentions the repair of three horns of the school 
for a total amount of 25 francs. It was common that students, even at higher levels, did not possess a decent 
instrument. 
65 B-Gar, fund CG, file of expenses 1840. ‘Doit la commission du conservatoire de Gand à Durand, luthier rue Haute-Porte 
n° 33 la somme de cent francs pour solde d'un cor de Paris 1° choix avec tous ses tons, fourni à monsieur Pierre Vanhaute fils’ 
66 aB-Gc, report of the surveillance committee of 26 March 1852 ‘ 
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High-level musicians from Mengal’s class such as Van Haute and —importantly—
composition students F.A. Gevaert and Karel Miry rose to primary importance in the 
Belgian musical world of the second half of the century. The appeal of Mengal’s courses 
benefitted largely from his being a director who was in a unique position to spot students’ 
true talent at an early stage of their musical education. Also, the horn class was well 
represented in the programs of the conservatory concerts and several of its students 
would pursue professional careers, a possible indication that proficient children were 
actively recruited for his own horn studio.  
The death of master Mengal came as a surprise.67 However, a few days after the news 
had spread within the musical world, several proposals for his succession were sent to the 
Ghent city administration. In November 1851, violin teacher Jean Andries (1789-1872) was 
nominated as director. Five candidates sought the function of horn teacher, all closely 
related to the Ghentian musical sphere: Mengal’s former students Charles Van Ruymbeke 
and Pierre Van Haute, Norbert Herteleer, the latter’s father François Herteleer and even 
the deceased’s younger brother Jean-Baptiste.68 In the meeting of the Commission de 
Surveillance of 31 October 1851 Norbert Herteleer —at the time co-principal horn of the 
Ghent theatre orchestra— was appointed as the successor of Martin-Joseph Mengal as 
teacher of horn. 
1.2.3 Turbulent times: the Professorship of Norbert Herteleer (1851-
1872) 
It is unclear what led to the decision to nominate Herteleer as teacher of horn and not 
Pierre Van Haute who was the principal horn of the Ghent Grand Théâtre at the time and 
had been by far the most remarkable graduate of Mengal’s class in its 16 years of 
existence. As noted, Van Haute had been répétiteur of the horn class for one and a half 
years alongside Charles Van Ruymbeke.69 However, documents in the Ghent opera 
archives reveal how Van Haute became persona non grata in the closed-circuit Ghentian 
musical world, eventually leading to his departure to Paris in 1853. Already in 1844, a 
financial dispute with opera director Charles-Louis Hanssens (1802-1871) had caused 
quite a scandal, settled only after an intervention by the Ghent mayor in person. In the 
following years Van Haute often remained absent from the orchestra, resulting in a 
difficult relation with the management.70 
 
 
67 ‘La Mort de Mr. Joseph Mengal.’ Le Messager de Gand. July 6, 1851: 1. ‘Sa mort a été une douloureuse surprise car 
malgré son age déjà avancé, sa forte organisation promettait une carrière encore longue [...]’ 
68 B-Gar files conservatory 1851: Classe de Cor.  Jean Mengal also solicited the function of director. 
69 Van Ruymbeke had been teaching the lower classes for horn in the same period. 
70 B-Gar, fund conservatoire, classe de cor: Application letter of Norbert Herteleer: ‘d’avoir remplacé le cor solo 
titulaire pendant ses nombreux absences’ and file on Van haute in B-Gar fund AGO file 324. 
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The nomination of Herteleer obviously left a bitter taste for Van Haute who left the Ghent 
opera orchestra angrily in April 1852. In his resignation letter to the Ghent administration 
of 17 April 1852 he criticized the appointment of Herteleer as a denial of his qualities and 
of his rights.71 The extensive administrative documentation leaves no other conclusion 
than that of a political designation that would turn into a disaster some years later.72 
 
However, the reluctance to nominate Van Haute as successor to Mengal might also be 
explained by other factors: the new horn teacher would also have to teach cornet à pistons. 
Herteleer, whose father was a cornet player in the theatre orchestra, was well acquainted 
with natural and valve horn as well as with the cornet. He had played the instrument in 
the Ghent opera orchestra on several occasions from the 1840-1841 season onwards.73 His 
competitor Van Haute, on the other hand, was the son of the principal (natural) 
trumpeter of the opera and was also a true proponent of the natural horn.74 It is 
remarkable to see how clear and opposed the lines between the defenders of the old crafts 
versus those of the agile new types of instruments were in those days. Also, it is clear how 
the proliferation or inhibition of certain instruments was more a doctrinal or even a 
political choice than a matter of free artistic development.  
 
The new Ghent Conservatory director Jean Andries was a forward-looking man who 
initiated several changes to the education program in his first years of service. He 
enhanced the solfège courses, introduced ensemble classes,75 and strived to include more 
Germanic repertoire in the wind classes. This last factor would become important for the 
 
 
71 ‘letter of resignation of Pierre Van Haute’ of 17 April 1852. B-Gar fund AGO/ file 330-64. ‘Comme la place de 1° Cor que 
j’occupe actuellement au grand théâtre ne peut me suffire & ayant compté sur celle du conservatoire devenue vacante par 
la mort de Mr. Joseph Mengal,ayant les capacités requises pour la remplir, vu que j’avais pendant un an et demi dirigé la 
classe de cor et celle de solfège avant la nomination de Mr. Tourbé, ayant par l’obtention de la dite place des droits 
incontestables qui ont été injustement méconnus & refusés […].His reputation in Ghent would never fully recover: in 
1866, 1878 and 1879 he would perform as a soloist in Ghent and Brussels, however, was largely neglected by the 
direction of the Ghent conservatory. 
72 A remarkable fact is that Herteleer’s nomination was only discussed in the commission de surveillance on 31 
October 1851 (report of the surveillance committee meeting of 31 October 1851), although Herteleer demanded 
the purchase of a valve horn already two weeks earlier (ibid, report of 14 October 1851: ‘mr. Herteleer demande de 
procurer un cor à pistons pour sa classe’.  
73 Noted as trompette à pistons in Bergmans (1901: 500-501). Also Auguste Mengal is reported to have played the 
valve cornet during the 1844-1845 season. Many of the horn players from the early transitional era between 
natural horn and valve horn had been multi-instrumentalists, performing on natural and valve horn as well as 
on valve cornet. 
74 Van Haute’s further career in France and England was entirely orientated towards the natural horn: studied 
with Gallay in Paris, then became principal horn in important formations in France and England where natural 
horn playing was still in fashion. 
75 According to Bergmans (1901: 33) Ghent was the first conservatory to have these practice-based classes, in 
Brussels they were only introduced in 1853. 
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horn class: as the valve horn was widespread in Germany this action would automatically 
introduce valve horn repertoire in the Ghent conservatory. Andries expressed his 
favorable attitude towards valved brass and of the valve horn in particular— in his Aperçu 
théoretique de tous les instruments de musique, actuellement en Usage of 1856. 
 
 ‘[…] independently from the four notes obtained by the means of pistons or 
cylinders, the bad notes of the old [natural] horn have become as bright as the open 
notes. […]. The pistons or cylinders applied to brass instruments in general not only 
make playing in tune much easier, but also permit  composers to use all the notes 
of the chromatic scale, allowing more variety in their orchestral parts for these 
instruments’76 
Herteleer would ask the school administration for the purchase of a valve horn in the first 
weeks of his professorship.77 This request that was only partially granted: the school had 
to row with the oars it had, and converted one of the natural horns to a two-valve horn.78 
According to the 1857 inventory of instruments, this tinkered instrument was still the 
only valve horn available to the students a few years later.79 The class’s poor equipment 
and primitive working conditions were illustrated by another demand to the Commission 
de Surveillance in 1857.  
‘Mr. Herteleer asks for the purchase of a case for the valve horn; this instrument 
suffers greatly in its closet, where the available instruments are piled up one on top 
of the other’80 
The above quote also seems to suggest that the valve instrument was not lent to 
students but stayed in the class for use of all pupils, and that the training of both 
instruments was entirely mixed. Even if Herteleer’s intention was clearly to provide 
training on valve as well as natural horn, this meant that valve horn training was only 
possible for a limited number of students, unless they purchased their own instruments.81 
 
 
76 Andries, Jean. Aperçu Théorétique de Tous Les Instruments de Musique Actuellement En Usage. Ghent: Gevaert, 1856: 
28 ‘Indépendamment des quatre notes suivantes obtenues au moyen de Pistons ou Cylindres les sons défectueux de l’ancien 
cor sont devenus par ce nouveau procédé aussi éclatants que les sons ouverts. (...) Les Pistons ou Cylindres adaptés aux 
instruments de cuivre en général, les rendent non seulement plus faciles, plus justes et plus sonores ; mais permettent aux 
compositeurs d’employer indistinctement toutes les notes de l’échelle chromatique et d’introduire par là plus de variété dans 
leurs traits d’orchestre’ 
77 See footnote 54 
78 aB-Gc, FIN1851, report on the expenses, ‘pour mettre deux pistons neufs à un cor simple’ 
79 aBGC, D31-32: Inventaire du Mobilier et des Instruments pour 1857: ‘2 cors ordinaires sans embouchure avec 
9 tons pour chaque cor, 1 cor à pistons’ 
80 Report of the Commission de Surveillance, ‘Mr. Herteleer demande qu’on achète une caisse pour le cor à pistons, cet 
instrument souffre beaucoup dans son armoire attendu qu’il est force à les placer les uns sur les autres.’ 
81 This makes a considerable difference with the horn class systems in other conservatories, notably in Brussels 
and Liège where students in that era could enroll for either natural or valve horn.  
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As most of the students came from modest backgrounds, this last presumption is however 
very unlikely. 
 
The economic crisis of the late 1840’s had devastated the city’s finances, which was clearly 
reflected in the destitute situation of the conservatory. Also, in the first years of Andries’s 
directorship several irregularities occurred in the organization of the school and even the 
folding of the institution was discussed.82 In November 1855, an inspection committee 
decided upon an entire reorganization of the Ghent Conservatory. The institutional 
changes that were consequently applied to the Ghent conservatory were based on a 
report written by Mengal’s former student François-Auguste Gevaert in the spring of 
1856.83 With these actions Gevaert would have a determining impact in the further 
development of the Ghent conservatory and —indirectly— also on the development of 
horn playing in Belgium. The most important aspects of Gevaert’s proposals were the 
abolishing of the director’s function and its replacement by a Commission Administrative 
and an Inspecteur, and the introduction of a fixed system of public exams and diplomas. In 
reality, Gevaert would be the shadow director of the school and would dominate all 
important decisions, continuing during the first years of his Brussels directorship. During 
his years in Paris, he traveled to Ghent regularly to examine the institution’s public 
assignments and was a member of the Commission Administrative between 1856 and 1879. 
With his actions Gevaert paved the way towards the development of the Ghent 
conservatory into an institution of supralocal level.  
Herteleer’s brass studio flourished in the years following the 1856 reform. The set 
maximum number of six students in his class was even often exceeded with several élèves 
auditeurs.84 In 1860, the course was attended by eight students, compared to only two for 
the flute or bassoon, three for clarinet or trombone and four for the oboe.85 Also, a 
relatively large number of students trained in Herteleer’s class would move on into the 
professional field in Belgium and abroad.  
 
Despite this success, Gevaert showed several artistic reservations in a series of exam 
reports written between 1856 and 1861 for publication in Journal de Gand.  A comment on 
the 1859 horn exam reads: 
Mr. Herteleer, teacher of horn has presented one of his pupils, mr. De Groote, with 
Variations sur une Ancienne Romance by [Louise] Puget. Even if we acknowledge the 
 
 
82 Bergmans (1901:37-38) 
83 Bergmans (1901: 38) 
84 Auditeurs (listeners) followed the course ‘passively’ and did not have the right to play in the class or to attend 
the orchestral classes.. 
85 Bergmans (1901: 45) 
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potential of this student, a general impression is that the choice of presented 
repertoire is unfortunate. The stopped notes on the horn, however well played, will 
never sound really nice, and even if it is useful for the student to be able to produce 
them, one has to beware not to abuse them in order to preserve the instrument’s 
poetic character and not to convert it into something coarse and trivial. 
We can only recommend to the teachers of wind instruments to focus on the 
perfection of sound, breathing and perfect intonation. Without these qualities, all 
these instruments would be only of secondary importance. 86 
The above report might read as a backhanded comment on natural horn playing in 
general; however, it seems to be mainly a criticism of the inappropriate use of trivial 
repertoire. It also is an early reference to the poetic powers of the (natural) horn, an idiom 
that would become important later in the century. In the following 1860 exam series, 
Gevaert expressed his regrets about the performance on the valve horn. 
‘Mr. Herteleer has presented two remarkable students from his class. Nice sound, 
good performance. We had only desired to hear these two gentlemen on natural 
instead of the valve horn. The latter instrument has a certain hardness that makes 




86 Gevaert, Auguste. “Comptes Rendus des Concours 1856-1861,” n.d. ARCH 1. aB-Gc. ‘Mr. Herteleer, professeur de 
cor, nous a fait entendre un de ses élèves, Mr. De Groote, dans des variations sur une ancienne romance de Mr Puget. Tout 
en reconnaissant que cet élève donne des belles espérances, nous constatons une impression générale, c’est que le choix du 
morceau ne nous a pas paru des plus heureux. Les sons bouchés du cor, quoi qu’on fasse, ne seront jamais d’un effet agréable 
et s’il est bon que l’élève sache les produire, il faut se garder d’en abuser au point d’enlever à ce noble instrument son 
caractère poétique et y substituer ce je ne sais quoi de bouffon et de trivial. 
On ne saurait du reste trop recommander aux professeurs d’instruments à vent de perfectionner chez leurs élèves tout ce qui 
tient à la pureté du son, à la respiration, à la parfaite justesse. Sans ces qualités-là, tous ces instruments seraient d’une 
importance tout à fait secondaire. 
87 ‘M. Herteleer nous a produit dans la classe du cor deux élèves remarquables. MM De Grom et De Groote. Beau son, exécution 
convenable. Nous aurions seulement désiré entendre ces jeunes gens sur le cor ordinaire au lieu du cor à pistons ; ce dernier 
instrument a une certaine dureté qui le rend plus propre à une harmonie militaire qu’à l’orchestre.’ 
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In 1861 Gevaert interestingly refers to his former master: 
 
‘The horn class of Mr. Herteleer has shown satisfying results, even if no great 
distinction was awarded. In Mengal’s own land, we have the right to be 
demanding.’88 
Even if these remarks about Herteleer’s students might seem no more than slightly 
disdainful asides on a generally well-performing instrument class, Gevaert’s words are 
certain to have had a great effect on the teacher in question. Although Gevaert had no 
real executive power in Ghent, his influence was huge, and his comments were as 
effective as they could be merciless for those who did not follow his way of thinking. 
Teachers not complying with his ideas or standards were eliminated, as would happen in 
1859 with the former director Jean Andries, who had failed to apply the new principles of 
the violin training system of Pierre de Sales Baillot (1771-1842) and Charles-Auguste De 
Bériot (1802-1870) in his teaching.89  
 
In the following years Herteleer’s relationship with his superiors would deteriorate, 
leading to a problematic situation in the last years of the 1860’s. A large number of 
archival documents illustrate the decline of Herteleer’s mental health, resulting in stacks 
of penalties for not fulfilling his duties at the opera, arguments with the direction or even 
plain recalcitrant behavior. In 1868 inspector Van den Hecke de Lembeke complained in 
a letter to Conservatory secretary Léon De Burbure that Herteleer was ‘of an eternal bad 
will’.90 In 1869 he was cited in a letter to Adolphe Sax to be ‘in a precarious situation’ and 
‘regularly dealing in instruments with his pupils’.91 In November 1871, his conduct in the 
opera was again reprimanded.  
‘Penalty of five francs: given to mr. Herteleer, principal horn, for having,, despite 
the repeated observations expressed by the conductor during the rehearsal, played 
 
 
88 ‘La classe de cor de mr. Herteleer a donné des résultats satisfaisants, quoiqu’aucune grande distinction n’ait été accordée. 
Dans la patrie des Mengal on a le droit de se montrer exigeant.’ 
89 Gevaert’s Journal de Gand reports on the 1859 violin exams contained a scathing criticism on Andries’ class. 
The former director, who had been degraded to the function of ordinary teacher in 1856, was obliged to retire 
because of the said technical inferiority of his educational practices (see Bergmans (1901: 217).  
90 “Letter of Van den Hecke de Lembeke to Léon de Burbure” of 27 May 1868.” aB-Gc ‘correspondance avant 1879’: Cet 
homme est d’un éternel mauvais vouloir’ 
91 “Letter of Gustave de Burbure to Adolphe Sax, Facteur d’instruments à Paris” October 15, 1869. aB-Gc: D57 ‘ce professeur 
se trouve dans une position des plus précaires et a l’habitude de brocanter des instruments entre ses élèves’ 
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variations and any other part written in his part during the ballet -performance of 
20 November 1871.’ 92 
The situation got out of hand. In March 1872 Herteleer was replaced by the Brussels 
horn teacher Louis-Henri Merck during a concert of the conservatory orchestra.93 Around 
the same time, Herteleer's function in the opera was taken over temporarily by the 
Brussels’ player Louis Eemans, and the horn class by Charles Van Ruymbeke. In the 
summer of 1872 Herteleer was incarcerated in the Guislain institute. 94 After a visit to the 
hospital, the direction decided upon the honorable dismissal and the opening of the 
function of horn teacher.  
‘In the July meeting, our commission has verified the situation of Mr. Herteleer, 
who has been in a state of insanity for two weeks, and currently is incarcerated at 
the Guislain hospice. In the same meeting, colleagues have delegated me to 
personally check upon his current state. The result of my visit has given me the 
opportunity to hear the opinion of the doctor who observes the health of Mr. 
Herteleer. It is highly uncertain that he can be healed. Under these conditions it is 
necessary to proceed as fast as possible with the nomination of a new horn 
teacher.’95  
On 7 August 1872, the audition for the new horn teacher at the Royal Ghent Conservatory 
was won by a relatively young player from Liège: Jean Deprez (1844-1902). 
1.2.4 The Liège takeover: Professorship of Jean Deprez (1872-1902) 
The events leading to the dismissal of Herteleer seem to have happened in a 
concurrence of circumstances. The early 1870’s shaped a turning point in Belgian musical 
life, and the replacement of Herteleer is an interesting example of how this development 
was also driven by a doctrinarian force.  
 
 
92 “Amende 20/11/1871,” November 20, 1871. AGO333.‘Amende de Cinq Francs: Infligée à M. Herteleer, 1° cor pour 
avoir, malgré les observations réitérées du chef d'orchestre pendant la répétition joué des variations et toute autre partie 
écrite dans sa partie dans le ballet représentation au 20 novembre 1871’ 
93 Mentioned in le Journal de Gand , 16 March 1872  
94 The Guislain institute is a psychiatric hospital in Ghent founded by dr. Joseph Guislan (1797-1860). Guislain 
was a pioneer of humane treatment of the mentally ill. 
95 “Letter of Samuel tot he Commission Administrative.” 19 July 1872. B-Gc correspondence avant 1879 nr. 374. 
‘Dans la séance du mois de juillet courant, notre commission à pris la rectification d’affecter sur l’état de monsieur le 
professeur Herteleer, atteint d’aliénation mutati depuis une quinzaine de jours et colloqué par l'hospice à monsieur Guislain. 
Dans la même séance, des collègues m’ont délégué pour constater par soi-même l’état de M. Herteleer. Le résultat de cette 
visite m’a donné l’assurance de l’avis du médecin de l’Hospice qui réellement voit sur la santé de M Herteleer. Il est gravement 
incertain qu’elle est guérissable.’ Dans cet état des choses, le fonctionnement de l’école exige qu’il soit procédé le plus tôt 




Coincidentally, all three main Belgian musical training institutions appointed a new 
directeur (administrator) just after 1870: François-Auguste Gevaert in Brussels; Adolphe 
Samuel in Ghent in 1871, and only one year later Jean-Théodore Radoux in Liège. This 
triumvirate which had been trained in the early days of the Belgian conservatory system 
would lead the Belgian musical establishment with an iron hand and stay in charge for 
several decades, influencing musical life in every way imaginable. Simultaneously, a 
growing general interest in music occurred, alongside the development of an artistic 
mindset that would flourish during the entire Belle Époque. By 1870 Belgian audiences 
were demanding higher-quality performances. As will be explained in chapter two, this 
resulted into a massive change in repertoire choice and production, playing style, 
instrumental use and technique in the field of brass performance.  
 
The growing awareness of performance quality also reached Ghent around that time, as 
can be read from a retrospective article on the 1868-1869 season of the Ghent opera in the 
musical periodical Le Guide Musical, severely criticizing the old-style brass section of the 
Ghent opera with Herteleer as principal horn. 
‘The opera season opened on 24 September with great expectations. We notice that 
the old orchestra has been reintegrated as a whole, including the old brass section 
who have distorted the performances since several years. At the first doubtful note 
they will be reprimanded. We have been so well served on this behalf during the 
previous season that the public will not tolerate their ears to be butchered.’ 96 
It is only one of many examples from this era where ‘old practices’ in brass performance 
were questioned.97 Discussions of performance standards were not limited to questions 
on repertoire, style and use of techniques, but also induced far-stretching experiments, 
like the ones performed with Adolphe Sax’s instruments at the Ghent and Brussels 
conservatory between c1869 and c1895.98 
A first step in this modernization process of the Ghent Conservatory brass classes was 
made by the appointment of Toussaint-Célestin Sauveur (1840-19xx) as the first ever 
teacher of trumpet only a few months after the appointment of Adolphe Samuel as 
 
 
96 ‘Gand’ Le Guide Musical 6 May 1869:4. ‘La campagne Théatrale a été ouverte le 24 septembre sous les plus heureux 
auspices. Commençons d’abord par constater que l’ancien orchestre a été réintégré, presque tout entier, y compris les vieux 
cuivres, qui y faussaient depuis une série d’années. A la première note douteuse, les étrivières leur seront appliquées. Nous 
avons été si bien servis, sous ce rapport, durant la précédente campagne, que le public n’entend plus se voir mettre les oreilles 
en sang.’ 
97 “Le Son Du Cor.” L’Art Moderne, n.d. 1881 and “Examens 1877.” L’Artiste, July 29, 1877. See also 2.1.2.  
98 See: Billiet, Jeroen. “Adolphe Sax en de conservatoria van Gent en Brussel: de spraakmakende experimenten met 
koperblazers met onafhankelijke ventielen (1869-1895)”. Revue Belge de Musicologie/Belgisch tijdschrift voor 
Musicologie LXX (December 2016): 179–91. 
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director in October 1871. Up to that year, there had only been one teacher for high brass 
and another one for low brass.99 Sauveur’s nomination was a turning point in the history 
of the instrument classes of the Ghent conservatory. As a former student of Pierre-
François Everaerts (1816-1890)100 at the Liège Royal Conservatory, he was the first of a 
series of new teachers with roots outside of the city who brought new artistic ideas into 
the conservative and largely inbred Ghentian rampart.101 The nomination of Jean Deprez 
as teacher of horn —merely one year later in 1872— was another part of the same artistic-
educational project that strongly consolidated the Liègeois presence in the main 
provincial conservatory of that era.  
The recruitment of teachers trained in the Royal Conservatories of Liège or Brussels 
might seem a deliberate choice to improve the general level of the courses in the school’s 
transformation into a state institute the same level, and the Liègeois roots of the new 
director Samuel an obvious explanation for the takeover of (in particular) the wind 
classes by Liège-trained staff.102 However, analysis of the events that led to the 
nomination of Jean Deprez in the summer of 1872 reveals a slightly more complex story 
of how these changes were carefully put into position. 
After a public call for the position of horn teacher at the Ghent conservatory, five 
candidates had postulated for the assignment.103 Somewhat surprisingly none of the 
applicants was Ghentian: two candidates— Léopold Hartelier and Louis Eemans— had 
been trained in Artôt’s class in Brussels, and three had a premier prix from the Liège Royal 
conservatory: Jules Stenebruggen, Fernand Herbillon and Jean Deprez. Three of the 
candidates withdrew at the last moment. Herbillon stated that the advantages that came 
with the teaching position were insufficient.104  
Finally, only two candidates showed up for the audition on 9 August 1872: Deprez and 
Eemans. This turned the assignment into a full competition between two premium 
graduates, more or less the same age, from the Brussels and the Liège horn classes.  These 
 
 
99 Low brass classes were led by trombonists Charles Rogier (1816-1859) and Louis-Jean De Waele (1833-1892) See 
also Bergmans (1901): 371 and 412  
100 See: Macaluso, Rosario. ‘Le cours de trompette au Conservatoire royal de musique de Liège depuis 1826.’ Bulletin de la 
Société Liégeoise de Musicologie, October 1992. 
101 Before this event, the oboe teacher Franz Schidlik (1814-19xx) had been the only non-Ghentian born member 
of the Ghent Conservatory teaching staff.  
102 Also flute teacher Pierre-Joseph Hutoy (appointed in 1876) and oboe teacher Jules Lebert (appointed in 1883) 
besides brass teachers Sauveur (appointed in 1871) and Deprez (appointed in 1872). 
103 File “classe de cor – remplacement de 1872”. aB-Gc 
104 Ibid, letter of François Herbillon to Samuel of 6 August 1872 ‘les avantages attachés à la place de professeur de cor 
du Conservatoire Royal de Gand ne sont pas de nature à me décider à entrer en lieu pour l’obtention de cet emploi’. Possibly 
Herbillon partly referred to the job of principal horn of the Ghent opera, which at that time only provided 
resources for a limited time of the year.  
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two remaining candidates then had to compete in a four-part assignment as can be read 
in a detailed report of the exam that was submitted to the city administration on 30 
August 1872. It reveals a good deal of interesting information, of which a shortened 
version can be found below: 
The assignments imposed on the candidates have been the most difficult ones. They 
comprised: 
 
1. Performance of a piece of choice  
 
2. Sight-reading of a piece written especially by director Adolphe Samuel that 
included, apart from advanced challenges in musical reading and rhythm, the 
most important common difficulties of the valve system and using the 
complete range of high and low horn.105  
 
Reading of an air from Alcina by G.F. Handel, transcribed for the horn by F.A. 
Gevaert, offering ‘unaccustomed difficulties for the simultaneous use of the 
natural horn and the valves as transposing devices.’106 (15 minutes of 
preparation time was accorded to each of the candidates. 
3. A question founded on basic principles of the theory and practice of the 
horn.107 
 
These tests were so tough that they caused four (!) candidates to withdraw from the 
assignment. The two remaining postulants succeeded in a remarkable way.  
 
M. Eemans has shown eminent qualities as a virtuoso and as a musician, a fine 
quality of tone, a great audacity in his performance, a fine sensitivity and large 
intelligence. However, the extreme fatigue resulting from an assignment that is too 
long has prevented him from entirely playing the last reading exercise up to the 
end. The jury has found in Mr. Eemans a young artist with a prosperous future. 
Mr. Deprez on the other hand has proven an unquestionable superiority, whether 
one considers tone quality, technical proficiency, musical intelligence, accuracy, 
physical endurance and respiration, and also proved to have a profound knowledge 
of the instrument. Mr Deprez has fulfilled all tests entirely and has manifested 
himself as an accomplished master, having reached the full amount of his talent as 
one of the most distinguished horn players of this time.  
Although from this exam report the nomination of Deprez seems a logical choice, one 
important side remark is in order. Several documents give the impression of a 
 
 
105 See Billiet, Huylebroeck et al (2019), vol. 1: 78 
106 Ibid: 100. This piece had been presented at the 1871 horn exam in Brussels 
107 The list of questions figures on a separate note written by Charles Miry. The questions are very basic, which 
suggests that the fourth part of the exam was more an administrative obligation than a real test: name the 
harmonics of the natural horn, point the notes that are flat or sharp, explain how they can be adjusted, explain 
the working of the hand in the bell. 
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predestined exam. As a first observation, the decision to replace Herteleer had in reality 
been taken months before the official opening of the position in July 1872. A 
recommendation letter written by Toussaint Radoux, submitted with Deprez’s 
application, had been written already on 5 May of the same year, thus while Herteleer 
was still in charge. Radoux clearly was well-informed of the situation of the Ghent horn 
class:108  
‘I have been informed that your horn teacher will soon be leaving. I think it useful 
to point out an artist of true merit. It is one of my former students, named Jean 
Deprez. You will not buy a pig in a poke, he will present himself to you and you will 
acknowledge that you have rarely heard such a skilled horn player. He is not only 
an exceptional artist, but also a great musician. I have never heard any orchestral 
player more solid than him.’ 
 
 
Figure 1-1Recommendation letter for Jean Deprez by Toussaint Radoux (May 1872) 
 
 
108 aB-Gc “classe de cor –remplacement de 1872.” Letter of Toussaint Radoux of 5 May 1872 concerning a 
recommendation of Jean Deprez for the replacement of Norbert Herteleer. ‘J’apprends que votre professeur de cor 
va vous manquer. Je crois faire chose utile en venant vous signaler un artiste d’un mérite réel. C’est un de mes anciens élèves 
nommé Jean Deprez. Vous n’achèterez pas chat en sac, il se fera entendre de vous, et je suis persuadé que vous reconnaitriez 
avec moi que vous avez rarement entendu un corniste de cette habilité. Il n’est pas seulement un artiste hors ligne, c’est aussi 
un bon musicien. Je n’ai rien entendu de plus fort à l’orchestre.’  
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The recommendation written by Artôt for Eemans is less specific for the Ghentian 
situation,109 however was dated on 20 March, around the time Eemans replaced Herteleer 
as principal horn in the Ghent opera,110 and merely one week after Louis-Henri Merck had 
replaced Herteleer at a concert of the Ghent Société des Concerts du Conservatoire.111 Ghent 
Conservatory Director Adolphe Samuel had been a fellow student with the Liège horn 
teacher Toussaint Radoux and was through his roots well acquainted with the reputation 
of the Liège school of horn playing. Players from Radoux’s Liège Conservatory class had 
proved their superiority through a diaspora of a large number of high-profile musicians 
in important horn playing positions around the world. The cancellation of three 
experienced candidates at the last moment raises the suspicion that the outcome of the 
exam had already been known before the actual exam date.  
 
But there is more: the exam seems to have been tailor-made for players from the Liège 
school of playing. Both compulsory audition works were clearly written with a specific 
type of player in mind: Samuel’s andante sostenuto develops a simple Cantilène that—
although exploring the complete range of the instrument—prizes beauty of tone and 
artistic imagination above virtuosity, and the combination of this work as a sight-reading 
test with a transcription by François-Auguste Gevaert of the aria ‘Verdi Prati, Salve Amene’ 
from Handel’s opera Alcina highights the lyrical, poetic side of the instrument, a specialty 
of the Liège playing tradition.112 Deprez further presented as his chosen piece Franz 
Strauss’s Thema und Variationen opus 13, whereas Eemans played a solo of his own 
composition.  Although the parts of Eemans’s piece no longer survive, the above report 
of the assignment suggests that it was composed in the typical bravura style of the brass 
repertoire of that time, as is demonstrated in the audition pieces composed by his 
Brussels teachers Artôt and Merck.113 Deprez’s choice was much more in line with the 
melodic, soft and poetic style that was put forward in the compulsory pieces, and clearly 
was preferential for the exam jury. 
 
From a modern-day point of view, it might seem remarkable that Samuel’s audition 
piece does not imply any particular technical or sight-reading difficulties. Gevaert’s 
arrangement reveals the same sotto voce melodic style as the work written ad hoc by 
Samuel. However, the Handel arrangement is clearly intended to test more of the basic 
 
 
109 aB-Gc classe de cor – remplacement de 1872 – letter of Jean-Désirée Artôt of 20 March 1872 concerning the 
recommendation of Louis Eemans. It is odd that this letter is written by Artôt as Eemans had graduated under 
Merck. Eemans however had studied during four years under Artôt and would also become principal horn of 
the Quatuor Artôt a few years later. In 1873 Eemans would become horn teacher at the Mons conservatory. 
110 Payment lists in B-Gar fund AGO 333-5 
111 FIN1872: concert de xx? Mars 1872: ‘Mr. L. Merck, pour avoir remplacé mr. Herteleer’ 
112 See 2.1.3 
113 See 3.3.2.2 
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stylistic and technical skills that were particularly well mastered by players from the 
Liège school: profound knowledge of natural horn skills, rich display of sound colors, 
accuracy and musical imagination. In this very simple arrangement for the two-valve 
horn,114 Gevaert arranged the use of valves as a complex exercise in transposition, which, 
combined with stopping technique, results in a stunningly beautiful exposition of sound 
colors through the melancholiest of baroque melodies.  
 
One year earlier, in the summer of 1871, and merely a few months after his 
appointment as director of the Royal Brussels Conservatory, Gevaert had already dropped 
this colorful bombshell into the shallow musical world of Theme et Variations of the mid-
19th century brass playing world by imposing this Air d’Alcina at the Brussels horn exam. 
Its use at the Ghent assignment —obviously instructed by its arranger—was no less than 
a political statement of what the focus of horn playing for the coming decades should be. 
Even without being a member of the assignment jury, Gevaert had managed to make his 
imprint on the future of horn playing in Ghent. 
 
It is probably a little far-fetched to claim that Herteleer was ‘framed’ in order to make 
way for a hostile takeover by the Liège school of brass playing   However, the whole event 
seems to be influenced by a clear artistic-political agenda. A final note on the 1872 horn 
teacher assignment concerns the atmosphere of Liègeois patriotism surrounding the 
event. Deprez’s nomination was triumphantly reported in the Liège newspaper La Meuse. 
This went along with some fine augmented reality. 
‘He had to compete with a large number of other candidates’115 
Deprez’s professorship coincides nearly entirely with the directorship of Samuel that 
was by and large a period of stability and artistic expansion. The excellent reputation of 
the horn class was soon remarked by Le Guide Musical, which commented in a report on 
the conservatory exams of 1876 that  
‘All of the wind exams have been remarkable, although the best results were 
obtained by the classes of bassoon (M. Van den Heuvel), horn (M. Deprez) and 
 
 
114 See 4.3.1. The two-valve horn was used widely by soloists from the Liège school in the second half of the 19th 
century  
115 “Chronique Locale.” la Meuse. September 12, 1872, 17° année n°218 edition. ‘Le Conservatoire royal de Liège, qui a 
déjà fourni tant de professeurs de talent aux autres écoles de musique vient encore de voir un de ses élèves appelé au 
Conservatoire de Gand. M. Jean Deprez, élève de Toussaint Radoux et un des lauréats dans un des concours antérieurs, vient 
d'être nommé professeur de cor au Conservatoire précité. Il avait eu à lutter pour cette place avec un grand nombre de 
concurrents. Il est sorti victorieux du concours, de façon à faire le plus grand honneur à son honorable professeur d'abord et 
au Conservatoire royal de Liège. L'épreuve était des plus sérieuses. Elle consistait en un concerto étudié, lecture et 
transposition à vue et questions diverses sur l'enseignement technique. Nous félicitons vivement M. Jean Deprez de son 
billant succès et nous ne doutons nullement que son remarquable talent ne lui ouvre une fort belle carrière.’ 
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trombone (M. Dewaele). […] In the horn class the individual skills are subordinate 
to the excellence of the training. Mr. Deprez continues in Ghent the traditions of 
his master, Mr. Toussaint Radoux and is founding a school that is about to rival  its 
alma mater.’116   
Even if the above citation suggests otherwise, the Ghent horn class was not a clear copy 
of the Liège model but gradually went its own way in terms of educational line. This went 
hand in hand with the conversion of the school into a state institution that would be 
completed in 1879.  
 
In the first decade of the Belle Époque the population of the Conservatory boomed —
from approximately 200 students in 1870 to over 600 in 1880 (!).117 As a temporary solution 
to this expansion the city administration moved the conservatory in 1878 to a new 
location: the ancient school of the Kulders next to the bishop’s palace. This location was 
an old and stuffy building that provided considerably more room but was mostly unfit for 
its purpose as a music school. These changes had as a main goal to upgrade the school to 
the professional level of the Royal Brussels Conservatory. The 1877 Tableau de 
l’organisation des cours mentioned interestingly that:  
 
-the program of the courses is the same as that of the Brussels conservatory; the 
same pieces that are imposed at the exams in Brussels will also be imposed in Ghent. 
 
-The instrumentalists trained in the Ghent conservatory are in general excellent 
readers. When they present themselves at open auditions for orchestral positions 
—as was the case recently at the la Monnaie theatre orchestra in Brussels— they 
often triumph over their competitors because of their qualities, essential in an 
opera orchestra. 118 
 
 
116 “Concours du conservatoire de Gand 1876.” le Guide Musical. September 7, 1876, sec. Vol. 22 N°36 pp 220-221. […] 
L’ensemble des concours d’instruments à vent a été fort distingué, mais les meilleurs résultats ont été obtenus par les classes 
de basson (prof. M. Van den Heuvel), de cor (professeur M.Deprez) et de trombone (professeur M. De Waele). (...) Dans la 
classe de cor, c’est moins la distinction personnelle des élèves que l’excellence de l’enseignement qui a été remarquée. M. 
Deprez continue, à Gand, les traditions de son maître, M. Toussaint Radoux, et y fonde une école qui n’est pas loin de rivaliser 
avec l’école mère.’ 
117 Approximate figures based on counting of the enrollment registers. See 2.2.5 
118 aB-Gc, D3, “tableau de l’organisation et de la population des cours au 15 février 1871”. ‘le programme des cours est le 
même que celui du conservatoire de Bruxelles, les mêmes morceaux imposés pour les concours à Bruxelles, le sont également 
à Gand pour ces épreuves. […]2. les instrumentistes produits par le conservatoire de Gand sont en général d’excellents 
lecteurs. Lorsqu’ils se présentent à des concours ouverts pour l’obtention déplacés, comme cela a lieu par exemple à 
l’orchestre du Théâtre de la Monnaie à Bruxelles, ils l’emportent généralement sur leurs concurrents par cette qualité, la 
première de toute dans un orchestre d’opéra.’ 
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It is this wide and practice-based approach that distinguishes the educational line of 
the Ghent conservatory from that of its Brussels and Liège counterparts. Whereas the 
Brussels conservatory was a rigidly structured high-end institution led by Gevaert as an 
all-deciding director, the Ghentian approach seemed more pragmatic and based on the 
real-life needs of the largest purveyors of work to their graduates: the theatre orchestras 
and military orchestras. A fine example of this hands-on approach is the creation of an 
ensemble class for wind instruments on the proposal of Deprez in 1883. 
‘I have the honor to present you with a project to create a special course for wind 
instruments in general, for the interest of young graduates. 
It often happens that a student having obtained a premier prix in one of the wind 
classes is in difficulty when asked by the conductor to perform his part in the 
orchestra. These difficulties originate in the student’s inexperience and the fact 
that he often doesn’t possess sight-reading skills that can only be learned with time 
and effort. 
If we created a particular course for wind instruments, the students would find 
themselves familiar with this musical practice, and would find in the meantime, 
while learning, a welcome distraction, absorbing a plethora of interesting and 
instructive things.  
This course would also have as a goal to make the student a real artist by developing his 
playing style through the study of classical pieces, masterworks and opera excerpts. 119 
The performance-oriented focus of the Ghent conservatory is perfectly represented in 
the use of the natural horn at the three main Belgian conservatories. As previously stated, 
advanced knowledge of natural horn skills was one of the traditional ingredients of the 
Liège horn school. Whereas the Liège and Royal Brussels Conservatory exam rules 
explicitly mentioned the obligation to perform an exam piece on the natural horn, 
proving one’s skills on the valveless instrument did not appear on the public assignment 
curriculum in Ghent.120 Despite this absence of a formal obligation, there is clear evidence 
of the use of the natural horn at the conservatory throughout the Belle Époque era. 
However, the use of these instruments had by that time become a particularity of the 
 
 
119, “letter of Deprez to Samuel.” 10 July 1883. aB-Gc.  J’ai l’honneur de vous soumettre un projet à l’effet de former un 
cours spécial d’instruments à vent en général, dans l’intérêt des jeunes gens qui ont obtenu un premier prix. Il arrive 
fréquemment qu’un élève ayant obtenu un premier prix dans une classe d’instruments à vent se trouve très embarrassé pour 
exécuter sa partie dans un orchestre à la satisfaction de celui qui dirige, et éprouve de grandes difficultés à le faire. 
Ces difficultés émanent de son inexpérience et de ce qu’il n’a pas le plus souvent cette grande habitude à la lecture à vue qui 
ne s’acquiert qu’avec le temps et le travail. Si l’on créait un cours particulier d’instruments à vent, les élèves y trouveraient 
le moyen de se former à cette pratique musicale et y puiserait en même temps, tout en s’instruisant, une agréable distraction, 
en prenant connaissance d’une foule de choses intéressantes et instructives. Enfin ce cours aurait pour but de faire de l’élève 
un artiste véritable en développant son style et en lui faisant exécuter des œuvres classiques, des œuvres de maître, 
fragments d’opéras etc...’ 
120 B-Bc and B-Lc, règlements organiques 1870-1890: ‘pour les cornistes: exécution d’un morceau sur le cor simple’ 
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classroom, as in public performances their appearance was perceived as a rarity. Their 
‘rustic’ character would be noted on several occasions, as remarked in the report shown 
below, commenting on a performance of the Ghent Société des Concerts du Conservatoire in 
1875:  
‘The hunting choir from Euryanthe that preceded the Cavatine was sung by the 
students of our new class for adults, directed by Mr. Nevejans. […]The 
accompaniment by the horns, performed on the natural horn, has produced a 
particularly enchanting and freshly rustic impression.’121 
In reality most of the training would be ‘hybrid’: the valve horn in F was the standard 
instrument, although different crooks and a certain degree of stopping technique were 
commonly used on the valve horn depending on the occasion. The question arises if this 
was a clear artistic choice, or a result of the poor availability of good loan instruments 
which was a particular problem at Ghent conservatory.  
‘Concerning the instruments, the conservatory is of a poverty that borders on 
indigence. We cite only a fact: we only have one fully functional piano and are 
obliged to rent those that are necessary.’122  
The availability of a loan instrument was crucial for the attraction of new students, and 
the destitute state of the school’s finances was a particularly weak point in the system. 
The school had invested in horns with four independent valves from Adolphe Sax in 1869-
1870.123 These instruments had stayed mostly in the reserve in the first years of Deprez’s 
professorship, obviously a sign of the latter’s rejection of the system. In the autumn of 
1872, only a few months after Deprez’s appointment, Gevaert had recommended to trade 
the four-valve horns for the 6-valve model that was in use at the Brussels Conservatory, 
but this proposal was never carried out.124  
 
 
121 “Concert du conservatoire de Gand.”le Guide Musical. 18 March 1875. ‘Le choeur de Chasseurs d’Euryanthe qui 
succédait à la Cavatine du même ouvrage, était chanté par les élèves de notre nouvelle classe d’adultes, classe que dirige M. 
Nevejans.[…] L’accompagnement par les cors, exécuté sur le cor naturel, a produit une impression toute particulière de 
fraîche rusticité’ 
122 Observations sur le budget de 1881.’ aB-Gc FIN1881. ‘en ce qui concerne les instruments, le Conservatoire est d’une 
pauvreté qui touche à l’indigence. On ne citera ici qu’un fait : nous ne possédons qu’un seul piano en état de service, et nous 
sommes obligés de louer tous ceux qui nous sont nécessaires’ 
123 See: Billiet, Jeroen. “Adolphe Sax en de conservatoria van Gent en Brussel: de spraakmakende experimenten 
met koperblazers met onafhankelijke ventielen (1869-1895).” Revue Belge de Musicologie/Belgisch tijdschrift 
voor Muziekwetenschap, LXX (December 2016): 179–91. 
124 “De Burbure to Sax.” Letter of 5 November 1872 (also following correspondence of Sax of 7 November). aB-Gc 
correspondance avant 1879. ‘dans les renseignements que M. Adolphe Samuel, directeur du Conservatoire Royal de Gand, 
vient de recevoir de M. auguste Gevaert, pour échanger volontiers les cors à 4 pistons Gantois, ces derniers n’étant plus en 
utilisation ces derniers temps ocntre des instruments du même genre à 6 pistons.’ 
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Deprez had brought a clear instrumental preference for the valve horn from his Liège 
training, and for the instruments of Van Cauwelaert of Brussels in particular. These horns 
were an essential factor of the esthetic, technical and educational framework of the Liège 
horn tradition. Between 1878 and 1901 no fewer than seven instruments were purchased 
for Deprez’s class from Van Cauwelaert. This is also a surprisingly large purchase, given 
the low number of students. 
 
The average number of horn players in Deprez’s class never exceeded 5 students with at 
the lowest point only three enrolled for the year 1877 and two in 1895, in sharp contrast 
to the much larger classes of Merck in Brussels or Radoux in Liège that had commonly 
over 10 students. Even compared to the other two brass classes in the school, the figures 
were low, and even considerably lower than during the Herteleer professorship.125 An 
inspection report from 1878 addresses the low occupancy of the wind classes and 
mentions that many efforts have been made to improve this situation 
‘Everything that is humanly possible for the recruitment of the wind classes has 
been tried by the direction and the teachers. The same thing happened for the viola. 
The difficulties of this recruitment are also encountered in other conservatories.’126 
Was the expansion of the Ghent branch of the Liège horn tradition hindered by a lack of 
good available instruments? A possible explanation for the low number of horn students 
at the Ghent conservatory throughout the last three decades of the nineteenth century 
could be that students were dependent on loan instruments. The efforts mentioned in the 
citation above could possibly be the investments in instruments for the class. 
 
Despite this small number of students, Deprez’s educational model proved to be hugely 
effective. It would set the standard for the future development of the Ghent horn school 
under Charles Heylbroeck, and also trained a number of fine players that found their way 
into orchestral positions in Ghent and abroad. Despite the low occupancy of his studio, he 
soon became one of the most appreciated teachers in the school. Keeping him aboard 
even became a major concern of the Conservatory direction. As the horn was classified as 
a musical instrument of ‘second category’, Deprez’s wage was considerably lower —
approximately 40%— than those of the violin or piano teachers. In 1881 all ‘second 
category’ teachers addressed a petition to the government in which they asked for a wage 
 
 
125 Several documents state the number of students in each class fort his period, although the records for the 
years 1872-tot 1890 are not entirely clear. For the horn this figure ranges around three to five. This is fewer then 
f.e. the trumpet/cornet/bugle class of Sauveur (average 8-12 students) and the trombone class (4-7 students 
average).  
126, rapport d’inspection de 1878.” aB-Gc, D62. ‘Tout ce qui est humainement possible pour le recrutement des classes 
d’instruments à vent est tenté, tant par la direction que par les professeurs titulaires des cours. Il en est de même dans la 
classe d’alto. Les difficultés que rencontre ce recrutement est le même dans les autres conservatoires en Belgique. 
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that would provide them a reasonable standard of living.127 This resulted in a considerable 
pay rise in the following years,128 however still much below the wages of some other 
instrument teachers. The salary issue alarmed the commission de surveillance to such extent 
that it -despite the low occupancy of the horn class- proposed to raise Deprez’s salary to 
the maximum level. The motivation clausula in its 1888 budget expresses warm 
appreciation for the teacher’s artistic merits and educational qualities. 
‘Mr. Deprez is an artist of exceptional value. He is actually one of the best horn 
players alive, and without any doubt one of the best in this country. We would like 
to propose to this eminent virtuoso the maximal wage stipulated in article 40 of the 
institutional rulebook, which would be an act of justice ensuring the presence of a 
musician of the highest virtue to the city and to our conservatory. Without this 
action, we would almost certainly lose him.’ 129 
At the end of his career, from 1899 onwards, Deprez was afflicted with a serious lung 
disease.130 He was replaced temporarily by his former students, Alfred De Mulder and 
Charles Heylbroeck. On Deprez’s death in 1902, Heylbroeck was appointed as his 
successor.  
1.2.5 The flourishing era of the Brave Belgians: the Professorship of 
Charles Heylbroeck (1902-1939) 
Ghent underwent significant urban changes between 1890 and 1914 and attained much 
of its current beauty in those years. The linen industry that had developed strongly in the 
middle of the century was gradually pushed towards the northern and eastern suburbs, 
and ambitious urbanization projects created a cosmopolitan “little Paris”, with a 
“historical” city center and flamboyant yet eclectic architectural developments in both 
the newly built districts and in the city center. The general ambience was one of optimism 
and brightness, and the city’s cultural life flourished in the years leading up the World 
 
 
127 “Letter from the wind teachers of the Ghent Conservatory to the minister of internal affairs”, B-Bsa, file Ghent 
Conservatory T004/01 56-57 
128 aB-Gc FIN 1880-1883: Deprez earned 1600 to 2000 francs/year in 1883 
129 “observations sur le budget de 1888” aB-Gc D3. ‘M. Deprez est un artiste d’une valeur toute exceptionnelle. C’est 
actuellement l’un des plus habiles cornistes qu’il y ait, et sans conteste un des plus habiles de notre pays. On proposerait pour 
cet éminent virtuose le maximum exceptionnel prévu par l’article 40 du règlement organique, la Commission et le Directeur 
font un acte de justice, par lequel d’ailleurs ils sont certains d’attacher au conservatoire et à la ville de Gand un musicien de 
la plus haute valeur, qui, sans cet acte de justice nous échappera certainement.’  
130 This was remarked in the conservatory orchestra. The Ghentian newspaper Le Bien Public reported on 17 
December 1900 that ‘l’exécution des œuvres symphoniques a également bien marché, encore qu’elle ne soit pas à l’abri de 
toutes critiques. Les cors, principalement, n’ont pas eu la correction désirable à certains moments. Il y aura lieu d’aviser à 
l’avenir, tant que la maladie tiendra éloigné de son pupitre l’excellent artiste qu’est M. Deprez.’ 
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Fair of 1913, with painters like Théo Van Rysselberghe (1862-1926) and writers like 
Maurice Maeterlinck (1862-1949).  
Ghent also gained a renewed musical identity in those years. Due to the 
industrialization, the city population grew rapidly, and —as previously stated— the 
number of music and drama students at the Ghent Conservatory had exploded in the first 
decade of the Belle Époque era. Housing obviously had become a major problem not only 
of the city, but also of its Conservatory. On top of that, the upgrade to the status of Royal 
Conservatory put forward specific requirements in terms of course offerings and 
infrastructure, with which the old school of de Kulders simply could not comply. Several 
plans for a new conservatory were made but languished for lack of sufficient funds.131 
 
In 1897 the Conservatory finally found its new home in premises as particular as 
Ghentian nature itself: the Hôtel Van der Zickele, a quirky gathering of reimagined 
historical buildings right next to the city’s monumental cathedral. Music students who 
enter the school through its impressive Achtersikkel central court today might not realize 
the full extent of the symbolism contained in this quintessentially romantic building that 
was imagined by city architect Charles Van Rysselberghe (1850–1920) at the end of the 
nineteenth century. The “new” Ghent Conservatory presented itself not only as a symbol 
for the eternity of the musical tradition, but equally as an arts education and performance 
center at the heart of the city. In 1903 the premises were completed with the construction 
of a magnificent concert hall that received the name of one of the school’s most illustrious 
former teachers, Karel Miry, upon the completion of its restoration in 2001.132  
 
The Conservatory benefited enormously from its new status, and the level of classes 
finally reached full maturity around the turn of the twentieth century. By 1890 the school 
had started to show a clear sense of “independence” in matter of style and educational 
approach, and this was certainly so for the horn class. Although all three heritage lines of 
the Liège horn tradition in the Royal Conservatories of Brussels, Liège and Ghent 
flourished to a great extent, the largest number of relevant Belgian horn repertoire works 
of the Belle Époque era would be written in Ghent. 
 
The nomination of Charles Heylbroeck (1872-1945) as teacher of horn was a no-brainer 
for Samuel’s successor Emile Mathieu (1844-1932): this proficient horn player was 
 
 
131 A total of three studies of projects for the construction of a new conservatory were performed: a first on the 
current grounds of the state technical institute near Coupure (c1880-1883), a second on the grounds of the old 
Kulders school (c1893-1898). The third and final project was housing the school on the current historical site at 
Hoogpoort (completed in 1906). 
132 See: Billiet, Jeroen. Miry Concertzaal: een korte geschiedenis. published in “Miry Concertzaal - brochure 16-17.” 
Gent: HoGent School of Arts, 2016: 78-83 
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respected, the perfect age (30), Ghent-born and a graduate of the institution. Contrary to 
his own teacher Deprez —who had devoted his life mainly to the local music scene— 
Heylbroeck was the perfect synthesis of a multi-facetted musician of his era: he was a 
much-demanded soloist, a premium orchestral musician admired by the great and mighty 
of his time, a teacher on different levels of the educational system (Royal Ghent 
Conservatory; Kortrijk & Bruges City Conservatory) and also a respected band conductor 
of the Catholic music societies Het Volk in Ghent and St-Cecilia in Poperinge. He was also 
the first Belgian horn player to release a solo recording (see 3.2.1.1 ). He was obviously 
the best choice for the continuity of a successful horn tradition. 
 
The influence of Heylbroeck on the development of horn playing in Belgium is 
paramount. The basics of his training system were taken over from the educational model 
of Deprez: use of the Van Cauwelaert valve horn, mainly played in F,133 knowledge of the 
natural horn, use of highly melodic repertoire focusing on artistic development and basic 
skills for use in the orchestra instead of virtuosity. Already in the first years of 
Heylbroeck’s professorship, the average class occupancy was raised to an average of six 
to eight students, resulting in a larger number of graduates. In the meantime, a highly-
successful training center for orchestral musicians was established, and with the 
graduation of such premium players as Raymond Meert and Louis Dufrasne —of whom he 
had been the actual teacher in the latter’s years of graduation— the prestige of the class 
rapidly established itself in Belgium and abroad. When composer Robert Herberigs 
complained in a letter to the conservatory director Mathieu about the ‘peureuses sonorités’ 
(timid sounds) of horn players in esteemed German orchestras he heard during his prix 
de Rome -travels, Mathieu’s answer was as short as it was revealing. 
‘It is true that being Ghentian M. Herberigs is used to much more courage: everyone 
knows that the Ghent conservatory is home to a first-rank horn school.134 
Herberigs’ opinion of the horn as an instrument of superb capacities and his 
appreciation of the high quality of the Ghentian horn school culminated on 27 April 1912 
with the premiere of his Magnum Opus Cyrano de Bergerac with Charles Heylbroeck. The 
work features all of the values of the early 20th century Ghentian horn school, with its 
 
 
133aB-Gc, file ‘benoeming van een leraar hoorn 1938’, application letter of R. Watrice (s.d., 1938)  ‘Maintenant pour 
continuer le tradition et l’enseignement de l’excellent Professeur Heylbroeck qui a toujours joué et enseigné le cor en Fa. Je 
dois vous dire que je joue également le cor en Fa et non pas le cor en si b (instrument qui ne devrait se jouer qu’en musique 
militaire et non pas dans les grands orchestres symphoniques) à cause de la déformation de la sonorité par suite des 
changements techniques de l’instrument.’ 
134 Mathieu, Emile. “1° Rapport Sur M; R. Herberigs Sur La Période 15-05-1910 Au 15.08.1910,” December 8, 1910. B-Bsa 
N° 32762. ‘il assiste au premier concert du ‘Städtisches Orchester’ , concert Wagner’ […] ‘les peureuses sonorités du cor’. 
[…] Il est vrai qu’en sa qualité de Gantois, M. Herberigs est accoutumé à plus de vaillance: chacun sait que le conservatoire 
de Gand possède une école de cor de tout premier ordre.’ (courtesy to Marcel Lequeux for providing this information) 
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flamboyant lyrical expression, storytelling power and poetic approach. In the summer of 
the same year the school awarded a Premier Prix to the then-15 year old Maurice Van 
Bocxstaele (1897-1974), who would become the most important Belgian horn player of 
the 1920-1960 period. 
 
1912 would in many ways be a turning point for the Ghent horn school. In March of 
the same year, one of the best-ever graduates of the school, Hector De Smet,135 had 
drowned tragically during a boating accident on the river Maine near the French city of 
Angers, where he had been principal horn of the opera orchestra and the city’s Société 
Artistique. In 1913, Heylbroeck was expelled from his function for two months.136 In 1911, 
an inspection report had already criticized him not to have fixed course times.137 The first 
world war brought more bad news: the talented military student Oscar D’Hondt perished 
in the first weeks of the war. This was a particularly difficult time for the conservatory 
and the number of students in the wind classes dropped dramatically. Teachers’ wages 
were several times left unpaid and such traditional sources of income as seasonal 
orchestras had come to a standstill. However, director Emile Mathieu managed somehow 
to keep the school on track during wartime: Despite the arrêt général —a ban on public 
events by the German occupant— Mathieu was able to keep most of the courses open.  
 
Ghentian musical life —and the conservatory—resumed its drive from 1919 onwards.138 
However, for Heylbroeck’s horn class the war, followed by the devastating Spanish flu 
pandemic, was a turning point from which it would never fully recover.  
Only a few of the horn students had managed to keep focusing on the horn course 
during the war, while some only resumed their studies in the years following the 
armistice and it was only in 1922 that Heylbroeck could present a new batch of students 
for the exams. The initial positive climate towards the arts that initially followed the war 
changed dramatically with the continuing economic crisis of the 1920’s, and with the 
popularity of phonographs and radio. The existing crisis in classical music was 
accelerated by the introduction of sound in movie theatres, and by the demilitarization 
 
 
135 See appendix pp 51-53 
136 aB-Gc, file Heylbroeck. The file has no details on the nature of the incident that caused this suspension. As 
criticism about his punctuality had been given multiple times, this is most likely to have been the cause of the 
confict. 
137 aB-Gc, report of inspector Lagye 1911: ‘mr. Heylbroeck ne donne pas ses cours à des horraires fixes. Pourquoi?’ 
Countered by director Emile Mathieu that ‘les multiples occupations de mr. Heylbroeck l’empêchent à donner se scours 
à des horraires fixées’ 
138 De Sutter, Jules-Toussaint. “Quelques Notes Historiques Sur l’origine et le Développement Du Conservatoire Royal de 
Musique de Gand” 1936. Archive files De Sutter. aB-Gc.: Ce temps d’arrêt dans l’éclat de notre grande école de musique 
permit d’accumuler des forces pour reprendre en 1919 une vie intense et prospérité artistique remarquable. Ce fut l’époque 
ou la population du Conservatoire battit tous les records. Le nombre d’élèves augmenta dans une proportion inespérée. La 
musique fut introduite dans tous les milieux et une réaction fort salutaire aux arts put se percevoir. 
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that had reduced the number of active military orchestras. These events particularly 
affected wind players who had been much represented in these musical formations, and 
often depended of them for a large part of their income.139  
Director Martin Lunssens (1871-1944), who had succeeded Emile Mathieu in 1924, took 
radical actions to preserve the relevance of musical education.  
‘The crisis has arrived. The impoverished population more or less turns away from 
music as it is considered to be a luxury. Mechanization by means of radio and 
phonographs has expanded to an unforeseen level. The conservatory has had to 
adapt itself. Mr. Lunssens, backed by the Commission de Surveillance has reinforced 
discipline and upscaled the level of the training system. It was the best way to 
defend the Arts. He fought with all possible means against the seeming indifference 
of the government and the actual indifference of the public. […] 
On the other hand, considerable reshuffles have been established. […] 
By and large the rejuvenation of the artistic staff was welcome. […] We do not wish 
to minimize the value of the old teachers; however we needed young, combative 
and persistent elements to defend our music from the crisis it is going through.140 
The ‘reinforced discipline’ introduced by director Lunssens shook up the educational 
system. Its effects on the horn class were most apparent in a brusque change in repertoire 
style: the melodic lyrical pieces suddenly made way for a more international repertoire 
with greater technical challenges at the end of the 1920’s. 141 Also, there seems to have 
been a sudden rise in the age of the horn students. Whereas previously students who 
obtained their premier prix would typically be between 15 and 18 years old, the average 
graduation age of horn players would become over 20 after 1925. It is clear that the 
change towards a more modern-style performance level had been imposed by the school 
management. 
None of the wind teachers was replaced in the rejuvenation action described above, 
but all had to change their ways of working drastically to comply with the new modernist 
demands. Heylbroeck succeeded in changing the old Belle Époque training system into 
 
 
139 Ibid, 3. Appréciation générale sur le sort des laureats après l’achevement de leurs études. Rang social et état acquis states 
that the introduction of recorded sound in movie theatres has hit the musical scene at full force/ 
140 Ibid, 4. ‘La crise survint. Matériellement éprouvée la population se détourna un peu de la musique qui lui parut 
exclusivement un luxe. La mécanisation, Radio et Phono, prit une ampleur qu’on ne pouvait pas prévoir. Le conservatoire 
dut s’adapter. M. Lunssens, appuyé dans ses efforts par la Commission de Surveillance renforça la discipline. Il releva le 
niveau de son enseignement. C’était le meilleur moyen de défendre l’Art. Il lutta de toutes ses forces, contre l’indifférence 
apparent du Gouvernement, contre l’indifférence réelle du public […] 
D’autre part, dans le corps enseignant de profonds remaniements ont eu lieu. […] 
Dans l’ensemble ce rajeunissement des cadres a été salutaire. Non point que nous voulions diminuer la valeur des anciens 
professeurs, mais il fallait pour defender la musique dans la crise qu’elle traverse des éléments jeunes, combattifs et 
convaincus.  
141 See 3.3.2.4 
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one that complied more with the standards of the modernist era. This would however be 
the end of old educational practices such as group lessons, and the integration of natural 
horn playing in the training curriculum.142 The extinction of the romantic style in favor 
of modernism also terminated the purely melodic approach towards music that had been 
characteristic for sixty years of purely lyrical horn tradition in Ghent.143  
 
Though with this new approach Heylbroeck’s horn class recovered somewhat by the 
early 1930’s, the uncertain prospects of a career in music inhibited a full recovery to pre-
war levels. Heylbroeck reached the retirement age limit in 1938 and was succeeded by his 
student Maurice Van Bocxstaele (1897-1974). 
1.2.6 The third Ghentian school: professorship of Maurice Van 
Bocxstaele (1938-1962)  
As had been the case at Heylbroeck’s appointment in 1902, Maurice Van Bocxstaele’s 
nomination was no surprise. He was Ghentian-born and had established an impressive 
career through seasons as solo horn in the Ghent opera, the Ostend Kursaal, l’Orchestre de 
la Suisse Romande in Geneva, the Ensemble Orchestral de Paris and the Orchestre de Radio Monte 
Carlo where he had worked under some of the most prominent conductors of his time. 
Van Bocxstaele’s carnet included words of praise from Alfred Cortot, Igor Strawinsky, 
Richard Strauss and Ernest Ansermet. He had accepted a principal horn position in the 
newly founded Belgian Radio Orchestra (NIR-Orkest) in 1938. Still, some struggles 
accompanied his nomination in Ghent.  
 
On the 15th of August 1937 the position for teacher of horn at the Ghent conservatory 
was declared vacant. Director Jean-Toussaint De Zutter, eager to appoint Van Bocxstaele, 
wanted to proceed with his nomination without a call for an official audition. In April 
1938, an official demand by the ministry of education asked for an explanation why 
auditions had been called for the positions of flute, double bass and trumpet and not for 
the horn.144 De Sutter’s reply was as short as it was revealing. 
Reasons that made me decide not to call for an audition for the position of teacher 
of horn are subordinate to the possible application of Mr. Van Bocxstaele. 
 
 
142 See 2.2.5.5 
143 Also in the class of Théo Mahy in Brussels the integration of the natural horn, and the illustrious ‘épreuve de 
cor simple’ came to an end by 1928. (see: Interview Leloir in Billiet: 2008: 151-64)  
144 aB-Gc, vervanging Heylbroeck (1938), letter of the minister to J.T. De Sutter of 28 april 1938 and reply of 30 
April. ‘...redenen die mij aangezet hebben den wedstrijd voor de plaats van leeraar hoorn niet aan te vragen, ondergeschikt 




In the end, due to political pressure, an audition was held on 26 September 1938. A total 
of 5 candidates performed a threefold test consisting of a performance of the Concerto for 
horn opus 11 by Richard Strauss, a test concerning transposition, a question round about 
musical theory and history and a trial lesson. The audition was won by Van Bocxstaele, 
who was finally appointed in November of the same year.  
 
The new professorship would set off under bad omens. There were very few students 
for the horn in those years, and in the year of his assignment no public exam would take 
place. In the next year, due to the German invasion of May 1940, the exams were 
postponed to October. The war again had a large impact on the working of the 
conservatory. Van Bocxstaele could continue his courses although during the occupation 
a number of practical issues made the combination of his orchestral job and his 
professorship particularly difficult.145 Although the position of musicians —as was the 
case for most civilians— was precarious, musical life in Belgium did not come to a 
standstill under the occupation this time, and the creation and performance of works by 
Belgian composers was even encouraged.146 This led to a series of works written for and 
premiered by Van Bocxstaele, as the Concerto for horn by Arthur Meulemans and in 1942 
the sonatas by Jules Bouquet and Jane Vignery during wartime.  
Despite the fact that Van Bockstaele continued a complete renewal of the traditional 
repertoire and of the playing style of the Ghentian school, he did not neglect the essence 
of its artistic roots. Some important aspects of the old tradition would remain in this new 
setting: although the modern double horn would be gradually introduced, the use of the 
Van Cauwelaert single F-horn would still be promoted during the entire curriculum,147 
and a general soft and melodic concept of playing that carried aspects of the old Liège 
tradition was actively promoted. 
 
Van Bocxstaele’s professorship is especially marked by some superb students 
graduating from his class. In 1962 he would perform Schumann’s Konzertstuck for four horns 
and orchestra opus 86 during a legendary concert at the Ghent conservatory with three of 
 
 
145 Van Bocxstaele, Maurice. “Letter of Van Bocxstaele to De Sutter,” December 14, 1943. Recent archives-
correspondence 1940-1945. aB-Gc. in which Van Bocxstaele explains that due to the cancellation of trains he 
had to move his course to other days as other options were incompatible with his functions in the N.I.R. 
orchestra. 
146 See: Murray, Christopher Brent, Marie Cornaz and Vlérie Dufour (eds.). ‘Musical life in Belgium During the Seond 
World War’. Revue Belge de Musicologie Vol. LXIX. 2015. Brussels: Société Belge de Musicologie,  
147 A new -and last- Van Cauwelaert horn was purchased by the conservatory in 1939, in the months after Van 
Bocxstaeles appointment.  
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his graduates who on their turn would become heralds of the ‘new’ Ghentian school: 
Roger Boone, Camiel Sinnaeve and André Van Driessche.148 
Van Bocxstaele retired in 1962 at the conservatory, although he would continue to play 
as principal of the Antwerp Philharmonic (currently Antwerp Symphony Orchestra) for 
some more years. He was succeeded by his student Roger Boone who induced a similar 
training system. Boone was succeeded by Luc Bergé (°1956) in 1987, who, as a student of 
André Van Driessche is also part of the Ghentian legacy.  The current horn teacher of the 
school, Rik Vercruysse (°1961) is also a former student of Van Driessche. Luc Bergé is since 





Figure 1-2 Kamiel Sinnaeve, André Van Driessche, Roger Boone and Maurice Van Bocxstaele performing Schumann's 








 2 The paradigm of music education and 
the lyrical style  
L’enseignement dans les conservatoires est destinée à trois catégories de musiciens: les 
amateurs, les instrumentistes d’orchestre, enfin les artistes particulièrement doués, dont la 
vocation est de se consacrer entièrement à l’étude approfondie de la musique; La troisième 
catégorie comprend les virtuoses, ceux à qui la nature a donné un sens supérieur pour la 
musique et le génie de la composition; Ces doctors musici, comme on les appelle en Angleterre, 
ne peuvent pas se contenter d’études simplement techniques: l’enseignement supérieur qui 
leur reste destine doit être consacré surtout à développer leurs facultés intellectuelles par des 
exercices soigneusement choisis; à éclairer leur gout par l’étude des Maîtres dans tous les 
genres; enfin à affiner leur sensibilité par une sérieuse culture littéraire. Alors les artistes 
s’intéresseront à la lecture des ouvrages importants qui ont été écrits sur l’esthétique, et ils 








The urban, economic, and social changes caused by the Industrial Revolution hit the 
young Belgian state with full force around the middle of the nineteenth century and also 
had a noticeable impact on musical culture. General interest in music rose everywhere in 
Europe, and from the middle of the nineteenth century onwards music gradually became 
accessible to the lower social classes through the development of choral societies, wind 
bands, and community orchestras. Well-designed musical instruments became more 
widely available due to the introduction of industrial production methods, and the 
expansion of the professional musical field called for large numbers of trained musicians. 
As many of these developments included the founding of new orchestral structures, the 
need for skilled horn players rose to an all-time high in the last decades of the nineteenth 
century.  This had direct consequences for the working of the educational system.  
 
The topic of instrumental teaching in the past is a broad and interesting field. David Golby 
argues in his book Instrumental Teaching in Nineteenth Century Britain150 how this evolution 
was complemented by ‘a relatively high standard of practical instruction’. Wallace et al 
(1997: 193-206) describe in Playing, learning and teaching brass a historical overview of brass 
teaching practices. However, none of these scholars provides comprehensive information 
about real-life didactic practices.  
The development of horn playing in Belgium at the start of the Belle Époque era was 
seemingly backed by a complex educational system in which new artistic ideas blended 
with sociological and political incentives, new technical insights and the economic 
context of the time. How these didactic frameworks functioned in terms of daily teaching 
routine in the romantic era seems however difficult to determine as they have never been 
written down in detail.151 Retrieval of historical tuition practices is hence often subject to 
interpretation. Sources as method books, repertoire lists and miscellaneous 
administrative documents provide valuable information on the paradigm of the training 
system, but seldom provide a multifocal view on how the information on techniques, style 
and musical culture of the time was transmitted to the student. Haines (2007: 30) 
rightfully remarks that  
A received performing style has elements that cannot be written down; it is passed 
on not only by example and word, but in more subtle ways. Music students acquire 
it from their teachers and fellow students; they spend a considerable part of their 
energies trying to grasp it (it is sometimes transmitted by body language, 
 
 
150 Golby (2004: 229) 
151 See 2.2.5 
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sometimes by anecdote, sometimes by a teacher’s reaction to the student’s 
performing etc.) 
The lion’s share of historical literature on educational practices emphasizes information 
found in historical method books.  
Although instrumental methods often refer to tangible instrument-technical approaches. 
they were at their origin merely intended as handbooks, tools for making the 
instrumental lesson by a skilled teacher more effective. They are by no means a self-
learning tool, and only seldom express the full-scale didactic view and practices of an 
individual artist-teacher. Whereas today’s eminent teachers enthusiastically share their 
educational ideas and good practices with others,152 the most successful didactic practices 
of the past were often the “company secret” of a training line. As a result, in-studio 
practices are seldom described in instrumental tutorials. As a side remark, it should be 
noted that HIP practitioners often walk the slippery path of interpreting information 
from these purely pedagogical documents in a literal way to address stylistic questions. 
It is clear that this strict —and often dogmatic— interpretation of historical method books 
can lead to fallacies of biblical proportions if not carefully put into the perspective of an 
overall artistic-educational framework. 
 
A complete study of an educational system thus comprises not only the administrative 
evolution of the class as described in the previous chapter and of specific institutional 
regulations, repertoire and instrument-technical dogmas, but also — and importantly— 
the artistic background or ‘playing philosophy’ that underpinned the working of a 
particular tuition system. As a study on these perspectives of Belgian music education in 
the Belle Époque era has never been performed, it was essential to address the topic as a 
comprehensive chapter in this thesis. The intention is to unravel the structure of the 
educational, stylistic and artistic framework in use during the flourishing era of the 
Ghentian horn school in order to consolidate a clear view of the artistic-educational 
environment in which players of this legacy could operate. A first focus in this chapter 
will be on the evolution of the lyrical style and describe external incentives that created 
the conditions in which the Ghent horn studio could develop at the start of the Belle 
Époque era. From this perspective the evolution of pedagogic repertoire, style and 
instrumental technique will be discussed. A semi-hypothetical model of the particular 
educational practices of the Ghent horn school will be addressed in the conclusions at the 




152 For the horn, one of the most notable examples is Wekre, Frøydis Ree. 1994. Thoughts on playing the Horn well. 





Figure 2-1: 'Toussaint Radoux et sa classe'. Picture taken presumably 1857-8. B-Cl. The picture symbolizes the paradigm 
of horn teaching in Belgium in the second half of the 19th century, displaying the teacher as a thoughtful 
tutor, a superb storyteller for his attentive students. The horn is deliberately shown in an outdoor 
setting, showing off its beauty in the woodlands, although without an explicit reference to the hunt. The 
picture further provokes associations with style, elegance and poetry in a highly civic setting of well-




2.1 Souvenir de Liège: the poetic ‘lyrical’ horn playing style 
2.1.1 Development of the vocal idiom in horn playing (c1700-1865) 
Even if the development of a “lyrical” horn playing style in late-nineteenth century 
Belgium seems inextricably linked with the artistic climate of that time, its genesis is 
much older. While the instrument echoed its origin as a hunting instrument during most 
of the eighteenth century, examples of its use as an embodiment of the human voice can 
be found from the earliest days the instrument was used in the orchestra. Baroque 
composers such as Georg Friedrich Handel, Christoph Graupner and Georg Philipp 
Telemann have used the soft-voiced possibilities of the higher horn register intensively 
in their works, but also experimented with use in a concertante style as accompaniment of 
vocal music.153 W.A. Mozart made use of the expressive vocal character induced by the 
development of hand stopping technique in many of his works, and especially in the slow 
movements of his horn concertos. 
The French natural horn virtuosi of the early nineteenth century expanded the operatic 
approach further under the influence of opera in the style of popular composers as 
Gioachino Rossini or François-Adrien Boieldieu. The development of the lyrical idiom of 
horn playing, primarily reserved to the high register of the natural horn or cor-alto, 
gradually trickled down to the lower register with the expansion of the use of hand 
stopping technique. The shaded expressiveness of the hand horn was quintessential in 
the sustained melodic solos shown in the horn works of Antonin Reicha, Louis-François 
Dauprat and Jacques-François Gallay, and in those of the Franco-Belgian horn schools of 
J.D. Artôt and M.J. Mengal.  
 
The newly invented valve horn that gained importance in Europe from the third 
decade of the 19th century onwards introduced a new concept of ‘even’ tones and 
expressivity.  Its ‘dull’ appearance in melodic passages might have been one of the major 
issues causing aversion to the new instrument in France in the decades after its invention. 
Charles Gounod wrote as late as 1845 ‘that a frequent use of valves would deprive the horn 
of that pure and melancholy color which is natural to it’.154 Despite this, Gounod was one 
of the first composers to write significant singing-style compositions for the valve horn 
in a set of six Mélodies pour cor à pistons (c1840). A further landmark in the genre was set 
by Robert Schumann, who exploited the vocal style over the complete range of the valve 
 
 
153 Think of arias as Va Tacito from Handel’s Guilio Cesare HWV17, Rüste dich Seele! Mit Waffen des Glaubens from 
Graupner’s Cantata Die Nacht ist Vergangen GWV1101/22 and Telemann’s aria So stehet ein Berg Gottes from der Tod 
Jesu TWV5:6.  
154 Gounod, Charles. Méthode de Cor à Pistons. Paris: Colombier, 1845, p10 
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horn in his Adagio and Allegro opus 70 (1849). While this revolutionary work exploits the 
use of long demanding phrases covering the entire range of the instrument beyond any 
degree of previously written repertoire, it also introduced a great deal of poetic 
imagination to the horn playing world. As stated by Robert Evans in his article on the 
post-classical horn, Schumann more or less founded the tradition of ‘long line solo’-style 
that would become the mainstream idiom of horn repertoire.155 Schumann herewith 
concludes an evolution that started with the slow movements of classical horn concertos 
as those of W.A. Mozart and Joseph Haydn, later influenced by operatic styles as the one 
shown in Rossini’s overture to Semiramide of 1823. The expressive force of the horn 
reached full maturity in Schumann’s Konzertstück opus 86 for four horns and orchestra 
(1849) in which the association of an instrument that expressed a ‘thoughtful heroism’ 
was fully explored.  
The (valve) Horn concerto opus 8 by Franz Strauss (1822-1905) of 1865 is another 
intensely lyrical piece for solo horn written by one of the most important performers of 
that time. However, the most eloquent example of this new poetic-heroic approach in 
repertoire is Johannes Brahms’s Trio for natural horn, violin and piano opus 40 written in the 
same year.  
2.1.2 The run-up to a Belgian ‘lyrical’ style (c1840-c1870) 
The creation date of the Trio opus 40 coincides in an intriguing way with the emergence 
of the use of poetic horn repertoire by Liège-trained players. Presumably, the new 
approaches in horn style had already seeped into the Belgian horn world through 
contacts of Liège musicians with German colleagues in the decades before 1865. Most of 
the works in the canonic French-style horn repertoire that was in use in the Liège horn 
class of Hubert Massart can be regarded as reminiscent of operatic arias, preferring the 
slow and melodic solos in the works of J.F. Gallay or L.F. Dauprat and —after 1850— of 
seminal works by composers from the German influence. This is in contrast with a more 
technical and less expressive repertoire preference in Ghent or Brussels before the take-
over of the classes by Louis-Henri Merck and Jean Deprez. 
 
Liège was geographically close to the German influence and Liège musicians and music 
societies —such as Toussaint Radoux’s own choral society la Légia— had frequent contacts 
with music festivals ‘outre Rhin’. Through the immigration of considerable numbers of 
German (military) musicians in the early days of Belgian independence, the Liège 
conservatory had become an early adopter of the valve horn. Many eminent heralds of 
 
 
155 Evans, Robert. ‘The Post-Classical Horn.’ In The Cambridge Companion to Brass Instruments, 207–16. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997. 
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the Lyrical style emerged from the Liège conservatory at that time,156 and its horn class 
was no exception. Some graduates from the Liège horn school were internationally active 
influencers, and their occasional returns to Belgium were an important incentive to 
artistic cross-pollenization. The Liège-trained horn virtuoso Alphonse Stenebruggen 
(1824-1895), praised for his ‘stylistic distinction’157 even reportedly proofread Brahms’s Trio 
opus 40 at the composer’s summer house in Baden-Baden in 1865.158  
 
The overwhelming use of lyrical and associative idioms of music played in the late 19th-
century horn classes of Merck, Radoux and Deprez is paramount. This expressivity 
emerged from a simple and purely melodic approach, and is backed by a highly poetic 
undertone, often contrasting with the virtuoso mainstream movement of the time.159 
However, this change only occurred in the Belgian horn repertoire around 1870. Although 
the same style can also be observed in other instrument playing traditions in Belgium 
around the same time (e.g., violin, cello, and trumpet), the consequences for the horn 
seem far-reaching in terms of development of specific techniques and instrumental use, 
educational practices and repertoire. 
 
Not a lot of solo repertoire for the horn was written in Belgium in the transition period 
from natural to valve horn between roughly 1840 and 1870, and what little there is seems 
to have served a purely pedagogical purpose. Horn music in that era was largely limited 
to exam pieces (‘morceaux imposés’) for the conservatoire that were not intended for use 
in the concert hall. For the most part these pre-lyrical pieces follow the pattern of music 
written at the time for other brass instruments such as the cornet à pistons: easy melodic 
pieces and popular virtuoso Thèmes et Variations, often verging on the trivial. Did the horn 
lack appeal as a solo instrument because of the ongoing natural-versus-valve horn 
discussion, and maybe even because of quality issues in both valve horn production and 
performance? The absence of newly composed high-quality brass repertoire in mid-19th 
century Belgium is striking and even suggests a profound absence of artistic values in this 
branch of the musical world. A considerable number of these ‘utilitarian’ horn works 
written in this era were compulsory pieces for the exams at the Brussels Royal 
Conservatory, and simply had no other ambition than improving or measuring technical 
instrumental skills in a more or less pleasant way. They are reminiscent of the dominant 
 
 
156 César Franck (1822-1890), Eugène Ysaÿe (1858-1931), Adolphe Samuel, … 
157 “M. Stennebruggen.” Le Journal d’Alsace. February 26, 1882. ‘M. Stennebruggen [sic] a fait merveille avec la 
mélodieuse romance de cor de Mozart, qui n'était pas pour nous une nouvelle connaissance ; mais elle est toujours fraîche, 
gracieuse, admirablement construite en sa simplicité, cette cantilène à laquelle l'orchestre ajoute comme un parfum de plus. 
M Stennebruggen [sic] a joué, avec la distinction de style et de son dont il possède le secret.’ 
158 See Billiet, Jeroen. ‘De ‘style distingué’ van Alphonse Stenebruggen. Een artistiek onderzoek naar de interpretatieve 
uitdieping van het romantische hoornrepertoire.’ Forum+ 22:5 (November 2015): 30–41. 
159 See 3.3. 
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brass repertoire written by Jean-Baptiste Arban (1825-1889), Jules Demersseman (1833-
1866) and the Distin brothers in France and England around the same time, although they 
often lack the refinement of the latter works.  
 
In the Brussels horn exams, the valve and natural horn students often performed 
together in accompanied duets or in horn ensembles. One eloquent example of this 
practice is a series of pieces written by F.J. Fétis written for the horn assignments of 
Artôt’s class in Brussels between 1850 and 1867.160 The 1865 exam piece is written for two 
horns and accompaniment: the first horn part is a melodic part written for natural horn, 
the second a more technical supporting part for the valve horn (  JB5-A4). Fétis also 
composed a series of quartets and a horn quintet for a mixed natural and valve horn 
ensemble for exams during the 1850s, in which the same distinction in approach between 
natural and valve horn parts can be observed.  
 
Horn players have also been productive composers of horn works themselves, as is the 
case for pieces written by the Brussels horn teacher J.D. Artôt and of his successor L.H. 
Merck. Obviously, in the early days of the valve horn there was a serious lack of good 
recital pieces for the new valve instrument, and commonly teachers would write pieces 
for use in their own class. Artôt composed several series of etudes, horn quartets, and 
horn trios that were published after his retirement while Merck wrote a number of 
repertoire pieces that mostly follow the frivolous style of brass repertoire that is 
described above. Oddly enough, the substantial repertoire written by Artôt, very 
successful elsewhere in Europe,161 never became popular in the Belgian classes of the 
Liège branch.162  
 
Although the Liège-trained Merck was a protagonist of the new lyrical style, his writing 
sticks firmly to the patterns of the ubiquitous Thème et Variations sets of the time. Even if 
this ‘lighter’ repertoire disappeared gradually from exam repertoire lists of the three 
 
 
160 Morceaux Imposés in  B-Bc: ARCH-M-019-21 and published in Huylebroeck, Billiet et al. 20019 
161 ‘Trios pour cor de M .Désiré Artôt.’ Le Guide Musical. February 24, 1881, sec. Vol 27 N°8 p61. ‘Nous avons déjà dit 
tout le succès qu'obtiennent les compositions d'un de nos artistes renommées qui, pendant les trente années de son 
professorat au Conservatoire de musique de Bruxelles, a fourni à nos orchestres leurs meilleurs instrumentistes. M. Désiré 
Artôt reçoit de tous les côtés des compliments au sujet de ses trios et de ses quatuors pour cor. Tout récemment une lettre 
des plus flatteuses lui a été adressée de Vienne par M. Franz Doppler, le célèbre flûtiste, compositeur, professeur au 
Conservatoire et chef d'orchestre au théâtre an der Wien. "Vos Compositions, lui écrit-il, abondent en traits charmants et 
peuvent être proposées comme des modèles à suivre ; elles seront reçues avec reconnaissance non seulement par le 
Conservatoire de Vienne, mais par tous ceux qui jouent du cor." 
162 Although copies of Artôt’s publications are present in all conservatory libraries, the parts are often seemingly 
unused. Pieces by Artôt only seldom appear on the repertoire lists of other horn studios than his own, and nearly 
no records of use at exams were retrieved. 
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main Belgian conservatories after 1870 in favor of long-phrase lyrical works, some of the 
old pieces stayed in use for didactic purposes.  
 
This shows that the education system did not radically change in parallel to the writing 
style, and that the repertoire change preceded the stylistic changeover that occurred in 
the horn classes in the last two decades of the nineteenth century. 
The public of Belgian music connoisseurs that attended the conservatory exams clearly 
developed a more refined taste before the brass classes did and might have been a major 
incentive in the programming of more refined works in the Brussels horn class. L’Artiste 
judged the repertoire and techniques in brass performances upon the 1877 Brussels 
conservatory exams as obsolete, in which the ‘excessive’ use of stopped notes on the valve 
horn was admonished.163 The discussion peaked in 1881 when the influential artistic 
periodical l’Art Moderne would comment on the ‘unmusical’ and ‘grotesque’ assignment 
pieces performed at the brass exams of the same institution.  
First, we feel it is our duty to protest against the admission of certain pieces at the 
conservatory’s exams that do not belong to music, but touch the grotesque. It 
appears to us that the Director should have no mercy for this practice and should 
only allow pieces of a certain musical standard played in the house of Bach and 
Beethoven. The choice of exam pieces should be confined to him instead of being 
made upon the initiative of the teachers. 164 
The disconnection of the Belgian horn repertoire with this disparaged style of brass 
writing accelerated with the writing of early lyrical works by Ghentian composers like 
Adolphe Samuel and Henri Waelput (1845-1885) in the 1870’s, later followed by composers 
of the Brussels influence such as Auguste Dupont (1827-1890) and Léon Du Bois (1859-
1935).165 The citation above shows however that, even if this intentional volte-face of 
repertoire style was soon embraced by the conservatory classes of the Liège diaspora, it 
was fueled by the concepts of one man that fundamentally reset the balances of Belgian 
music education at the end of the 19th century: François-Auguste Gevaert.  
 
 
163 ‘Examens 1877.’ L’Artiste, July 29, 1877. ‘Nous ne pouvons approuver l’exécution d ’airs avec variations sur un 
instrument qui ne comporte pas ces traits. Ces morceaux peuvent être excellents comme étude, mais  ne devrait jamais les 
jouer en public. Dans les concours surtout, ils font mauvais effet et peuvent faire perdre à un élève une distinction méritée. 
Du reste, nous croyons savoir que M. Gevaert partage notre manière de voir et qu’il ne permettra plus les morceaux avec 
variations lors des concours de cor.’ See also “Le Son Du Cor.” L’Art Moderne, n.d. 1881 and “Examens 1877.” L’Artiste, 
July 29, 1877.  This will be further discussed in 4.3.1 
164 Maus, Octave (?). ‘Instruments de Cuivre.’ L’Art Moderne, June 26, 1881. ‘INSTRUMENTS DE CUIVRE. Nous devons 
avant tout protester contre l'admission dans les concours du Conservatoire de certains morceaux qui ne sont pas du domaine 
de la musique mais touchent au grotesque. Il nous semble que le Directeur devrait se montrer impitoyable à cet égard et ne 
laisser exécuter dans la maison de Beethoven et de Bach que des œuvres tout au moins musicales. Le choix des morceaux de 
concours devrait lui être soumis au lieu d'être laissé à l'initiative des professeurs.’  
165 See 3.3.2.3 
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2.1.3 ‘Un instrument essentiellent poétique: the paradigm of horn playing 
in late-19th Century Belgium 
Gevaert’s influence on the Belgian horn repertoire prized simple melody above virtuosity, 
natural harmonics above tones produced by the means of valves, and a variety of sound 
colors above technical complexity. Distrustful of the disadvantages brought by the 
‘conventional’ valve horn that had been introduced in the first half of the nineteenth 
century, he had actively promoted modernized possibilities that maintained the 
advantages of the natural horn. The use of Adolphe Sax’s Cor à Six Pistons Indépendants in 
his Société des Concerts during the 1870’s was a fine example of this reasoned approach.166  
Gevaert’s extensive description of the horn in his 1885 Nouvelle Traité d’Instrumentation 
places the instrument once mastered by his former teacher in composition Mengal amidst 
the essence of the romantic soul: ‘the horn is a quintessentially poetic instrument’.  
 ‘Après avoir durant des siècles fait retentir les montagnes de ses joyeuses 
fanfares et servi de signal à tous les acteurs du noble jeu de la chasse, le cor, 
transformé par l'art du virtuose et du facteur, est devenu une des voix les plus 
riches de l'orchestre moderne. Voix tour à tour énergique et douce, rude et 
moëlleuse, elle relie dans l'ensemble symphonique les sonorités opposées des bois 
et des cuivres ; isolée de la masse instrumentale, elle communique à la plus simple 
cantilène le charme de son timbre pénétrant. Le cor est un instrument 
essentiellement poétique, comme la harpe et la flûte ; mais sa poésie est plus intime, 
plus romantique. Il n'affecte pas le sentiment à la manière des instruments à anche, 
en reproduisant directement le cri de la passion modulé par l'organe humain ; les 
impressions qu'il procure naissent surtout d'associations d'idées. Aucun 
instrument peut-être n'agit aussi puissamment sur la fantaisie de l'auditeur. Les 
sons du cor transportent l'esprit au loin, dans les libres espaces, au sein des vastes 
forêts, sous l'ombrage des chênes séculaires, ou dans les pays charmants du rêve et 
de la féerie, aux bords des claires fontaines ou l'on entend par les belles nuits d'été 
résonner les notes mystérieuses du cor d'Obéron.’ 167 
The text reproduced above might seem a romanticized and vague description of random 
associations. However, it touches the essence of the musical world of Belgian Belle Époque 
horn players. It classifies the horn not only as a ‘quintessentially poetic’, ‘intimate and 
romantic’ and ‘honest and simple’ instrument, but also as one that possesses supra-
normal powers of association.  
 
 
166 Billiet (2016) 
167 Gevaert (1885: 210–211). Any translation of this text would bypass its true essence. 
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Surprisingly, Gevaert does not relate the instrument directly to the heroic idiom that was 
omnipresent in the German influence. When describing the instrument’s poetic and 
imaginative “affects” in orchestral and stage works, he associated it with a number of 
evocative mindsets, in which the horn is seen as ‘the perfect voice across all time and 
space’. 
hope for the future (…),  
reminder of the past (…),  
reminiscence of spoken words (…),  
moving words spoken on a solemn moment (…),  
memory of a loved object (…),  
call to an unknown and mysterious being (…),  
worried waiting for a loved one (…).  ’168 
This ‘perfect voice’ was matched in the capacities of a strong generation of players from 
the Liège school and by its protagonist Jean-Toussaint Radoux, teacher at the Royal Liège 
conservatory from 1856 onwards in particular. Radoux’s ‘vocal’ background as the 
successful director of the Choral Society of La Légia of Verviers and as a composer of 
mainly religious works blended perfectly with new ideas on musical esthetics. The Liège 
newspaper la Meuse described Radoux’s playing in 1889 as:  
‘In his hands, the horn became the most poetic instrument. Those who have heard 
him play will never forget the purity of tone and the stylistic supremacy he used to 
interpret any melody—no voice, however delicious it might be, could surpass this 
precious perfection’. 169 
The Belgian romantic horn repertoire of the Belle Époque era reflects this poetic focus as 
no other. Except for two examples by a single composer —Paul Gilson’s Suite for horn 
quartet (1889) and Cinq Préludes for horn and piano (1913)— horn works written for Belgian 
players between 1870 up to as late as 1940 seem to adhere rigidly to the associations 
outlined by Gevaert in his 1885 treatise. Some of these works —as for example Robert 
Herberigs’ monumental symphonic poem Cyrano de Bergerac (1912) on Rostand’s 
 
 
168 Ibid, 211 ‘Dans l’orchestre dramatique, qui s’attache à traduire non seulement de vagues aspirations, mais des états 
déterminés de l’âme, le cor (…) a pour domaine les sentiments et les situations où l’imagination intervient d’une manière 
active: espoir en l’avenir (...); rappel du passé (…), réminiscence de paroles (…), émouvantes prononcées dans un moment 
solennel (…), souvenir de l’objet aimé (…), appel à un être inconnu et mystérieux (…), attente inquiète du bien-aimé (…).  
Partout ici le cor est conçu comme une voix tout idéale, qui se fait entendre à travers le temps et l’espace’  
169 “Déces de Mr. Toussaint Radoux.” La Meuse, January 15, 1889. ‘Entre ses mains, le cor devenait l’instrument le plus 
poétique. Ceux qui l’ont entendu en jouer n’oublieront jamais avec quelle purété de son, quelle élévation de style, il 
entreprenait tout mélodie –Nulle voix, si délicieuse qu’elle fut, ne pourrait surpasser cette rare perfection.” 
(“Nécrologie/Funérailles de Toussaint Radoux,” La Meuse, 15/01/1889, p. 3). (“In his hands, the horn became the most poetic 
instrument. Those who have heard him play will never forget the purity of tone and the stylistic supremacy he used to 
interpret any melody—no voice, however delicious it might be, could surpass this precious perfection.’ 
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eponymous theatre play can even be regarded as theatrical works in their own right, 
ticking every single box in the affect list cited above. The overwhelming influence of 
Gevaert’s ideas on musical structure, implementation of ideas on period performance, 
musical style, and scenic ‘functions’ of the horn put the instrument into the position of 
true ambassador of the romantic soul.  
This associative and solemn use is strikingly reflected in Octuor pour Huit Cors Chromatiques 
by Léon Du Bois (1859-1935), written in three movements between 1885 and 1893 for the 
class of L.H. Merck at the Royal Brussels Conservatory. Du Bois’s work was one of many 
pieces that combined good yet severely conservative compositional qualities with an 
explicit lyrical character and soft, slow and solemn melodies. Its first movement largely 
relies on a joyful version of the Germanic heroic association as inspired by Schumann, 
while the second has a more reflective romantic character reminiscent of the staged 
works of Richard Wagner. A third movement is a solemn tribute to poetic lyricism, a 
dialogue between two horn quartets in which every available color, mindset or 
association is displayed in a setting that invokes aspects of Anton Bruckner’s symphonic 
works. Three other horn ensemble compositions in a surprisingly similar style were 
written around the same time by Johannes Hubert Schaeken (1832-c1904) in Brussels, and 
even the ‘modernist’ Suite by Gilson (1889) mentioned above refers to these ensemble 
works in aspects of instrumental writing, harmonic structure and idiom.  
The question remains whether the lyrical fashion originated through a sudden change in 
composition style, by a change in the playing style of a new generation of performers, or 
by external incentives. A clear line -as is so often the case in artistic matters - is hard to 
draw. To begin with, there are no or very few references to the soft and poetic playing of 
the Liègeois school before 1870, and the earliest Belgian piece written in a distinctively 
lyrical and non-virtuoso style is Gevaert’s hauntingly beautiful 1871 arrangement from 
Handels Alcina. Gevaert’s decision to program this work at the Brussels horn exam that 
year was surely a bombshell for a Belgian horn-playing milieu previously dominated by 
triviality, and -as discussed in chapter one- its use for the horn-teaching exam in Ghent 
one year later was a highly political act (see page 65).  
Adolphe Samuel’s Andante Sostenuto, the sight-reading piece at the same assignment, used 
a similar cantilena approach170 as shown in the series of arrangements Gevaert wrote for 
 
 
170 The term ‘Cantilena’ is issued from Gevaert’s above-cited text and refers to a musical form from the 15th 
century in which a predominant vocal top line is supported by less complex lines. (See: Sanders, Ernest H. 
‘Cantilena.’ In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online 2001. 
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.04773.) Many of the typological horn pieces written in the 
late romantic era are conceived as Cantilenas. Note that the use of a pattern from a former style period is highly 
intentional in Gevaert’s eclectic paradigm of the musical art. See also 2.2.2 
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the Brussels and Ghent exams in the first decades of his directorship. This cantilena 
pattern, originating from 15th century music, makes use of a long-line vocal-style solo 
accompanied by a minimal instrumental accompaniment, thereby demonstrating all of 
the expressive capacities of the solo part.  
The explicit use of these ‘historical’ vocal patterns in the training process of the 1870-
1890 period shows how the emergence of a new style of playing was largely influenced by 
Samuel’s and Gevaert’s fascination for ancient music. A few years later would see the 
appearance of two key repertoire pieces, both written for Louis-Henri Merck. Auguste 
Dupont used highly vocal horn writing in his lyrical Andante Barcarolle (1877), and the 
Ghent-trained composer Henri Waelput used the cantilena idiom in his Romance pour cor 
en Fa (1878). Toussaint Radoux’s own Méditation (presumably c1875) is another example 
of the new standards for horn repertoire of that era.  
Although a certain nostalgia for the influential works of Franz Strauss and Camille Saint-
Saens is still apparent in these ‘early’ lyrical works, it is at this point that the Belgian 
school of playing would attain its particularity. The combined stylistic ideas of Gevaert 
and the Liégeois school spread rapidly in the quickly-growing Belgian horn scene, and—-
through the diaspora of Belgian émigré musicians—also in orchestras abroad. As a side 
effect, the more serious approach towards the horn as a solo instrument made it stand 
out somewhat from other, more military, brass instruments. In the hands of the Liégeois, 
the horn was transformed into a soft and intimate brass voice, expressive of human 
sentiments and far from the virtuoso French approach and German heroism.  
The origin of the lyrical playing style lies in the combined influences of a powerful 
generation of players with determined ideas on musical development as well as in 
external incentives such as the revaluation of ancient music and the professionalization 





2.1.4 Tools for lyricism: the Van Cauwelaert horn as voice of the lyrical 
style. 
   A final word on the sound universe of the Belgian horn school in the Belle époque 
should address the continuous and generalized use of specific (and mostly Belgian-built) 
horns. As noted above, two main manufacturers entered the market around 1840 and 
established the sound of horn playing in Belgium for nearly a hundred years. The 
Mahillon company followed a more French small-bore concept of horn-building, whereas 
Van Cauwelaert produced piston horns specifically built for the lyrical style. These 
instruments were used by three generations of Belgian –and notably by Ghentian— 
players. The popular Gantois model of Van Cauwelaert’s company, originally designed by 
Charles Sax of Brussels around 1840, was very much outdated by 1900 but would 
nonetheless continue to be used in classes at the Ghent Conservatory up to 1970. A strange 
mixture of individualism, tradition and sheer stubbornness might explain this 
anachronism. As will be further discussed in chapter IV, the Van Cauwelaert horn had 
many disadvantages, and bad playability was probably the main reason for its 
disappearance. However, the compatibility of the instrument with the traditional 
repertoire, showing its darkish, solid yet vibrant colors and an amazing softness of tone, 
is the true reason for the instrumental preference of three generations of Ghentian 
players. A detailed survey of these instruments and their use in the Ghent horn tradition 




2.2 The Belgian artistic-educational framework  
2.2.1 Heralds of lyricism: the double triumvirate of Belgian (horn) 
education  
As stated in chapter I, the emergence of the ‘lyrical’ style in the Belgian horn classes 
coincided perfectly with the appointment of new directors for the three main Belgian 
conservatories at the start of the Belle Époque era. In 1871 the directorships of the Royal 
Brussels Conservatory and the (then still municipal) Ghent Conservatory were awarded 
respectively to F.A. Gevaert171 and Adolphe Samuel, and one year later Jean-Théodore 
Radoux was appointed in Liège. All three would lead their institutions with an iron hand 
for several decades,172 and had a determining influence on Belgian musical life.  
Gevaert and Radoux in particular held very specific ideas about the horn. Gevaert had 
studied composition and harmony in Ghent with natural-horn virtuoso Martin-Joseph 
Mengal and —as witnessed by his comments on the 1850s horn exams— had been 
immersed in the instrument’s sonorous world by his main master, while Radoux was the 
younger brother of Jean-Toussaint Radoux, one of the most important Belgian horn 
pedagogues of the nineteenth century. Gevaert and Radoux also shared more or less the 
same artistic ideas and pedagogical opinions, and both were active composers with a 
prolific output in an elegantly romantic, yet severely conservative, French-connected 
style.  
In order to implement their artistic and educational ideas they needed a professorial staff 
that thought the same way they did and that produced and played music in the 
appropriate style. The selection of conservatory teachers was thus of crucial importance, 
and those who did not meet the director’s standards were simply eliminated.173  Closson 
(1929: 21) describes how Jean-Hyppolyte Duhem (1828-1911), illustrious teacher of 
trumpet at the Brussels conservatory, was coldly set aside by Gevaert after a small 
incident during a rehearsal of the Brussels Société des Concerts du Conservatoire.  A teacher’s 
playing skills seemed as important as his pedagogic qualities, and the evaluations of the 
professorial staff often consisted of no more than an evaluation of their artistic merits 
within a limited spectrum of parameters. A report by Adolphe Samuel concerning the 
Ghent Conservatory cello teacher Joseph Lampens in 1892 shows that performance 
 
 
171 Bergmans (1901: 80) remarks that the position of director of the Ghent conservatory had been designed for 
Gevaert.  However, the death of François-Joseph Fétis on 26 March 1871 called Gevaert to Brussels. 
172 Samuel 1871-1898; Radoux 1872-1911; Gevaert 1871-1908. Closson (1929:19) states that Gevaert’s 
achievements were to some extent due to the continuity of his professorship. 
173 This is to a certain degree also the case with the replacement of Herteleer by Jean Deprez. 
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capacities were of primary importance for obtaining a teacher’s position, by far 
overruling other factors.174 In this perspective, the nomination of Liégeois horn teachers 
Louis-Henri Merck, Jean Deprez and Jean-Toussaint Radoux should be seen as not only as 
a deliberate choice for the Liège horn school ‘quality label’ but also for long-term 
development of a horn playing culture in the most important Belgian musical centres. 
It is impossible to disconnect the evolution of horn playing in Belgium in the early Belle 
Époque era from the achievements and artistic ideas of the double triumvirate formed by 
horn professors Merck, (Toussaint) Radoux and Deprez and directors Gevaert, Samuel and 
(Théodore) Radoux. Symbolically, five out of these six men were Liège-trained; however, 
the influence of François-Auguste Gevaert on Belgian musical life largely overshadows 
that of his Liège counterparts.  
2.2.2 F.A. Gevaert’s eclectic Conservatoire: Belgian musical education in 
the Belle Époque era  
ne les instruisez pas, ils souffleraient plus aussi bien175 
Gevaert had been the driving force behind the conversion of the Ghent Conservatory into 
a high-level state institution between 1850 and 1870. As a member of the Commission de 
Surveillance and much-consulted advisor of the Ghent city administration, he had been 
functioning as a shadow-president of the school for many years; and this influence would 
persist even after his nomination in Brussels.176 A clear example, related directly to the 
main topic of this dissertation, is that the then-new Brussels director interfered in the 
 
 
174 aB-Gc, LD: Report of the Commission de Surveillance of 23 May 1892: ‘Il est dans mon devoir de signaler le 
déplorable état dans lequel est tombé l’enseignement du violoncelle au Conservatoire Royal de Gand. Cet enseignement avait 
toujours compté parmi les meilleurs de l’établissement. Pendant le long professorat de feu mr. Rappé, il s’était constamment 
maintenu à un niveau très estimable, et s’il ne produisait pas beaucoup de brillants virtuoses, il fournissait à nos orchestres 
et à ceux de l’étranger des musiciens habiles et solides dont la plupart ont fourni ou fournissent encore des carrières 
honorables. […] Désireux de donner un peu de prestige au professeur intérimaire je lui ai proposé de se produire à l’un de nos 
concerts. Le résultat a été absolument contraire à mon attente. M. Lampens ne possédant pas de répertoire, a fait entendre 
un concerto fort démodé de F. Servais —le seul qu’il connait— et s’il y a fait prévue de qualités d’Ecole, d’une certaine habilité 
de la main gauche, il n’a dû donner à l’œuvre de Servais ni le relief, ni le brio, ni l’éclat qu’elle exige ; il a exécuté plutôt en 
élève bien enseigné , mais timide, qu’en maître et en chef d’école. L’essai n’a donc pas été heureux et a été pour tout le monde 
une déception. Toutefois il me restait encore un espoir : il s’est parfois trouvé des musiciens n’ayant pas une grande habilité 
technique, qui, doué à un haut degré des facilités de l’enseignement, parvenaient néanmoins à former d’excellents élèves. 
Après l’examen que je viens de faire de la classe de M. Lampens, ce dernier espoir doit aussi être abandonné ‘  
175 quote attributed to F.A. Gevaert reported by Closson (1929: 26) 
176 In the first years of the new directorships, Samuel would deliberately call in the advice of Gevaert, as was the 
case in a letter of 5 November 1872 of Jules Bernard (secretary of the Ghent Conservatory) to Adolphe Sax: 
‘d’Après les renseignements que Mr. Adolphe Samuel, directeur du Conservatoire royal de Gand, vient de recevoir de Mr. 
auguste Gevaert […] 
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infamous Ghent horn-teacher audition of August 1872 (described in 1.2.4) by 
implementing an atypical audition piece of high symbolic value: an arrangement of a 
vocal aria by Handel with explicit demands in terms of natural horn technique and 
musical intelligence.177  
Gevaert wrote a considerable number of similar historical aria arrangements for the 
instrumental classes of the Brussels conservatory in the final decades of the Nineteenth 
century.178 Obviously these pieces were intended to make students acquainted with the 
basics of Baroque and classical performance style at the time. The totality of Gevaert’s 
achievements for the reassessment of ancient music is monumental, and the integration 
of these ideas into the working of both the Ghent and the Brussels conservatories is —
surprisingly— still a mostly blank page. Malou Haine states in her article ‘Gevaert et la 
Musique Ancienne (2010)’179 that the latter’s interest in ancient music manifested itself in 
‘writings, editions of anthologies of historical works and in the organization of historical 
concerts.’ However, the influence of these ideas manifested itself also in the primary 
function of the conservatory: education.  
We know that several performers closely connected to the Belgian conservatory system 
of the Belle Époque were pioneers in the performance of historical music during the 
twentieth century. Arnold Dolmetsch (1858-1940) is the most famous example of 
Gevaert’s approach on the matter, and —as will be described in the next chapter—Belgian 
brass players were pioneers of the first baroque revival of the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century. This was also the case for some of the protagonists of the second Ghent 
horn school, notably of Charles Heylbroeck and Raymond Meert. But how did these 
players become interested, let alone skilled, in the performance of the often demanding 
parts of eighteenth-century music? The complex answer to this question is directly 
related to the educational framework of F.A. Gevaert. 
A strong bias present in Closson’s largely anecdotic 1929 biography of Gevaert insinuates 
that the latter showed no particular interest in musical education.180 If one considers 
Gevaert’s administrative involvement in the daily educational working of the 
conservatory, this might be true: the executive power of the Brussels conservatory was 
mostly into the hands of librarian Alfred Wotquenne (1867-1939), who functioned as 
factual headmaster of the school in the period between 1894 and Gevaert’s death in 1908. 
More than being a true ‘administrator’, Gevaert was an exquisite influencer, an artistic 
 
 
177 See 1.2.4 
178 B-Bc, series ARC-M-019 to 21 containing the compulsory pieces for the Brussels instrumental exams. These 
series comprise arrangements of historical arias for several instruments. 
179 Haine, Malou. “Gevaert et La Musique Ancienne.” Revue Musicologue Belge/Belgisch Tijdschrift voor 
Muziekwetenschap LXIV (2010). 
180 Closson (1929) 
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director who delegated daily practices to a staff he had personally selected and therefore 
trusted to fulfill their tasks with excellence. As stated before, instrumental teachers had 
to be of the highest possible artistic level and were responsible for high-quality musical 
performances in the orchestra of the Société des Concerts, where the canonic masterworks 
of the ‘old’ masters were to be executed in a near-religious atmosphere. A high level of 
‘practical skill’ instruction was a necessary, although not the only, goal of the 
conservatoire, as this mission should be the conservation of the musical tradition. In this 
system, musicians were merely servants to a higher —and near-religious— artistic 
purpose. They did not need to have theoretical knowledge, or even historical insight, but 
had to fulfill their tasks of ‘voice of the old master’ with great skill and devotion.  
According to Closson, Gevaert did not want performing musicians to be historically 
aware. It is true that the Brussels director strongly opposed the creation of a course in 
music history —recall his illustrious quotes ‘ne les instruisez pas, ils souffleraient plus aussi 
bien’ and ‘le Musicien est un Paysan, et il doit le rester’181— and it is possibly due to these ideas 
that courses in music history were introduced very late at the Belgian conservatories.  
Despite attempts by Samuel to introduce a similar course at the Ghent conservatory 
around 1896 with musicologist Maurice Kufferath (1852-1919), it would not be installed 
until 1936!  
Gevaert more or less considered musicology to be his own personal domain. The common 
fallacy is that Gevaert did not want musicians to be aware of historical perspective. What 
he really opposed, however, was a scholarly perspective of musical training in which this 
information was induced theoretically. For the students of the Brussels conservatory —
and to a lesser extent also those of the Ghent Conservatory— immersion into the 
historical perspective of musical practice should occur through a practice-oriented 
learning model in their current-day practice. The above-stated exam pieces for several 
instruments, on themes of old masters —incorporating advanced and often obsolete style 
and performance issues—are an example of how ideas on baroque and classical music 
were imposed on the music stands of the instrumental classes.  
Gevaerts Discours prononcé dans la séance publique de la classe des Beaux Arts (1876)182 
illustrates how Gevaert had designed the path for musical education in the first years of 
his professorship. The published version of this Discours is a transcription of his 
 
 
181 Closson (1929: 26) 
182 Gevaert, Auguste. Discours prononcé dans la séance publique de la classe des beaux-arts en présence de LL 
MM. le Roi et la Reine le 24 Septembre 1876. Annoot-Braeckman. Gent, 1876. ‘Nos conservatoires sont donc avant 
tout des écoles d’application, et accessoirement des écoles de haute théorie et de science musicales […] le principe essentiel 
de l’enseignement artistique est de montrer au disciple non pas ce qu’il faut savoir mais ce qu’il faut faire […] si on fait 
abstraction des études préparatoires de lecture et de théorie élémentaire –lesquelles n’appartiennent pas encore en réalité à 
l’éducation artistique– la première et principale partie de l’enseignement musical doit être consacrée à l’exécution’ 182  
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conference for an elite group of Brussels notables, and is probably the most important 
document on musical education in Belgium during the 19th century.  It was written at a 
crucial development stage of the Belgian education system, in the very year of the 
opening of the new eclectic Brussels Conservatory buildings on the rue de la Régence.183 In 
this extensive writing, Gevaert argues that the curriculum of musical education always 
has been subject to the values of their time and should above all be oriented towards 
performance.  
‘Our conservatories are above all schools of application, and incidentally schools of 
high theory and musical sciences […] the basic principle of artistic education is to show 
the student not ‘what he should know’ but ‘what he has to do’[…] if we abstract 
preparatory studies and basic theory —aspects that do not yet belong to the current 
field of artistic education— the first and most fundamental part of musical 
education should be devoted to performance. 184    
He concedes that ‘a certain knowledge’ of music history by the performer is somehow 
necessary, as the canon of performed works had been extended to music of a period of 
time of approximately two centuries. This should however not be interpreted in a 
scholarly, but in a highly practical way: 
‘It is however important that this education would be given to students of the 
conservatory, not in a dogmatic way —in the shape of lessons and lectures— but 
following the fundamental principal of artistic education, in a practical and active 
way, in other words it should be supplemented by auditions so musical history is 
not separated from the real and living knowledge of its monuments.’185 
The founding of a Société des Concerts, an extensive library and even a ‘musée sonore’186 was 
a full investment into the main task of the conservatoire. In Gevaert’s view this was much 
more effective than the installation of the disdained theoretical courses. This model is 
further compared to education programs in fine arts in his exposé:  
‘While schools of fine arts can close themselves off into technical training —leaving 
esthetic and historical education to museums, and to exhibitions the honor of 
presenting the young artist to a public—the conservatories have to take care of this 
 
 
183 The 1870’s were marked by the First School War (eerste schoolstrijd), a political battle in which Catholic and 
Liberal interests opposed.  
184 Gevaert (1876: 9-16) 
185 Ibid. 13 ‘Toutefois il importe que cet enseignement soit donné aux élèves des conservatoires, non sous une forme 
dogmatique, —c’est à dire au moyen de leçons et de conferences— mais d’après le principe fondamental de la pédagogie 
artistique, sous une form active et pratique; en d’autres termes, il faut qu’il soit accompagné d’auditions, et qu’ainsi l’histoire 
de la musique ne soit pas séparée de la connaissance réelle et vivante de ses monuments.’   
186 Vanhulst, Henri. ‘Le Musée Sonore de Gevaert.’ Revue Musicologue Belge/Belgisch Tijdschrift Voor 
Muziekwetenschap LXV (2011): 97–133. 
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threefold task by instructing on all these levels, as was the case in the middle ages 
when one learned at the same time astronomy, theology and literature. A healthy 
logic would demand a division of this multitude of functions between two types of 
institutions: the first dedicated to proper technical instruction where students 
should do no more than present scholarly exercises, the others investing in the 
superior education of artists and in public culture by means of musical 
performances, concerts and stage productions’187  
Gevaert concluded his text with a summary of the threefold conservatory mission: first, 
the creation of an ideal environment for artists to develop their artistic possibilities; 
second, to develop, preserve, and perpetuate a tradition of proper performance of 
classical works; and third, to propagate the love of the fine arts to the public. The 
instruction model he applied to the Brussels Royal Conservatory largely followed this 
framework in which advanced theoretical knowledge was considered to be unnecessary 
for the students of the instrumental classes.  
The central point in his Conservatoire system was the ‘conservation’ of the artistic 
tradition, represented in its purest shape by the vocal tradition of old masters such as 
Palestrina, Handel, Bach, and Mozart. From this historicist perspective Gevaert factually 
established an integrated model for musical education that was based on three pillars: 
 
1) the traditional teaching of the musical arts 
Eminent artists, preferably from a clear succession of teachers,188 instructed 
talented students in the profession of musical performance. This component is 
uniquely practical and should be undogmatic (‘teaching the students what they 
have to do’), however often refers to didactic principles and music of the past 




187 Gevaert (1876: 15) ‘Tandis que les académies de peinture et de sculpture peuvent se renfermer dans l’enseignement 
technique, —en laissant aux musées la mission de l’enseignement esthétique et historique, aux expositions l’honneur de 
produire le jeune artiste devant le public — il faut que les conservatoires assument cette triple tâche, et donnent l’instruction 
à tous les degrés, comme ces écoles du moyen âge où l’on enseignait à la fois l’astronomie, la théologie et la lecture. Une saine 
logique exigerait une répartition de ces fonctions trop multiples entre deux espèces d’établissements : les uns voués à 
l’enseignement technique proprement dit, et n’ayant à produire leurs élèves que dans des exercices scolastiques; les autres 
se consacrent à l’éducation supérieure de l’artiste et à la culture du public au moyen d’exécutions musicales, concerts, 
représentations dramatiques.’  
188 Closson (1929: 20): ‘Une institution fixe, durable, ayant par l’enseignement un moyen d’action permanent, est seule apte 
à devenir le point de départ d’une tradition, le centre autour duquel viennent se grouper tous les efforts individuels, où 
s’accumulent les acquisitions successives de plusieurs générations de professeurs, où le dépôt des doctrines se transmet non 
par la simple parole, mais par un exercice constant.’ 
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2) research in the arts (research library and instrument museum); 189 
 
Students are stimulated to visit the museum and library to explore instruments 
and music of the past and expand their knowledge, however there is no scholarly 
framework of courses, nor any obligation in the curriculum. The organization of 
these two pillars was entrusted to Alfred Wotquenne (1867-1939) and Victor-
Charles Mahillon (1841-1924)190 
 
3) musical performance and education of the public (Société des Concerts du 
Conservatoire).191 
 
The best students performed with their professors in the Société des Concerts, in 
which mainly canonic works were performed. The performances were in most 
cases not intended to be ‘historically correct’ but aimed to show the value of the 
fundamentals of Western musical culture. 
 
What Gevaert designed is de facto an integrated model for a School of Arts that is close to 
the new structures of some of today’s arts colleges. Gevaert’s model would determine 
musical education in Belgium during the entire Belle Époque era and beyond. Backed by 
an unseen unity and continuity in didactic practices, it would also encourage new and 
school-specific developments in playing style.192 Closson acknowledges that ‘Gevaert 
reorganized the education system of his own institution, he infused it with his own spirit 
and he was of major influence on musical education centers in the entire country’193 
The emphasis on performance of seminal works from old masters in the Société des 
Concerts and the tradition-based approach promoted in the classroom of the Brussels horn 
studio of Louis-Henri Merck also had direct consequences for the horn class in Ghent. 
 
 
189 Gevaert founded a museum of musical instruments within the conservatory in 1877, with instrument builder 
and acoustician Victor-Charles Mahillon as director. The collection of the Musical Instrument Museum of 
Brussels was originally housed in the conservatory building at the rue de la Régence and is since 2000 located in 
the historic “Old England” store at the Brussels Mont des Arts. 
190 Note that Gevaert applied the same human resources model for these functions as for the teaching staff: 
selection of eminent people in the field, who then could fulfill their tasks -within the limits of a strict 
institutional framework- had relatively large amounts of freedom. Closson (1929:19) states that Gevaert ‘savait 
admirablement choisir ses hommes. Il possédait même cette faculté rare, propre aux grands chefs d’état’ 
191 The Brussels Société des Concerts du Conservatoire was founded by Gevaert in 1871. Its orchestra consisted 
of teachers and graduates of (mainly) the Brussels conservatoire and was intended for the performance of music 
written by the old masters, often using period instruments and new editions by Gevaert. See Vanhulst 2011.  
192 Gevaert (1876: 20): ‘Le résultat d’une telle activité, œuvre du temps, sera la création d’un style d’exécution 
caractéristique.’ 
193 Closson (1929: 19) ‘Gevaert réorganisa l’enseignement dans l’établissement qui lui était confié, il le pénétra de son esprit 
et il agit, par repercussion, sur les établissements d’éducation musicale, conservatoires et écoles de musique, du pays entier’ 
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Gevaert’s influence on horn playing was however not limited to interventions on the 
institutional level and a strong emphasis on historical basics. He would personally canvas 
the high level of associative use that —with only few exceptions— would stay present in 
Belgian horn repertoire and playing style up to and beyond the middle of the twentieth 
century. 
2.2.3 The political dimension of Belle Époque musical education 
The center of gravity of the Belgian horn school in the second half of the nineteenth 
century lay principally in the two cities where a higher institution for music training was 
present: Liège and Brussels. Up to 1870, during the ‘first school’ professorships of Mengal 
and Herteleer, the Ghent conservatory only had a small but meaningful share in the 
history of the instrument. This would change gradually from the nomination of Jean 
Deprez in 1872 onwards, and although the horn class would always stay relatively small 
in number in comparison to its Brussels and Liège counterparts, it would train some of 
the most remarkable horn players of the next generation. It was also the Ghentian school 
that developed a considerable production of repertoire pieces for the horn in a 
distinguishable lyrical style.  
 
Gevaert had been the true architect of the Ghent Conservatory’s new structure during the 
1860’s in which he had laid the foundations of the school for the decades that followed. 
As was the case in Brussels, the regular courses in Ghent were supplemented by orchestral 
sessions and basic courses in musical theory, a Société des Concerts performing canonic 
works by mostly classical and baroque composers was installed, and the school library 
was extended considerably. Although the goal of the 1870’s conversion into a state 
institution was intended to create a practice-based ‘conservatory of the Flemish 
provinces’ there was an undeniable difference from its Brussels and Liège counterparts 
in terms of funding. This caused not only considerable discrepancies in teacher’s 
payments, but also for basic material acquisitions, such as musical instruments and 
printed music for use in the classes. Whereas in theory the level to obtain a degree in 
Ghent should have been equal to that in Brussels, reality proved otherwise and often 
students who had obtained a degree in Ghent had to study several supplementary years 
in order to obtain the Brussels equivalent diploma.  
 
Gevaert’s educational model, combined with Samuel’s efforts to improve the general level 
of the courses, proved to be successful.  However, the latter’s greatest achievement would 
be the integration of the school into the tissue of Ghentian society. The industrialized city 
of Ghent was a hotspot for social battles in that era, and education was an important topic 
for the administration. The Ghent city council had invested heavily in public education, 
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and the spectacular growth of the Ghent conservatory population mentioned above was 
the result of a wide-focus recruitment policy in close collaboration with the local schools 
and with large support of leading liberal politicians in the Belgian government.  
 
The political influences on musical education in 19th-century Belgium have never been 
subjected to any research. However, the growth of artistic education was mostly made 
possible by political decisions induced by the then-leading Belgian liberal party, and in 
particular of the Ghentian liberal Gustave Rolin-Jaequemyns (1835-1902). This politician 
was a music enthusiast, had been an active member of the Commission de Surveillance of 
the Ghent Conservatory from 1870 onwards and had a major influence in the Belgian 
government in those years. Between 1878 and 1884 he was minister of interior affairs 
(which also included the responsibility of arts education). Rolins-Jaquemyns was 
presumably the driving power behind the integration of liberal ideas into artistic 
education at a moment where the battle between the Catholic party and the liberal 
government of Frère Orban-Van Humbeek was at its peak.194  
The liberal values for education are included in a state-funded, non-denominational 
education system that is accessible to all layers of society, with improved access to 
education for girls, complemented by free scientific research (‘le libre examen’). 
 
Jan Verhas’ painting ‘the procession of the schools in 1878’195 is traditionally seen as a 
triumphant ode to the liberal achievements in their battle for a free and state-funded 
education system. The picture represents a march of approximately 23000 schoolchildren 
celebrating the wedding anniversary of king Leopold II in front of the royal palace in 
Brussels in 1878. A group of schoolgirls from state-funded schools figures prominently, as 
a symbol of the new civilian order standing up against the old church-controlled society. 
It pictures the ideal of future bourgeois Belgian civilians in a semi-patriotic context, with 
subtle presence of Belgian flags. Verhas’ painting has often been disdained because of its 
bourgeois, over-realistic and highly academic character; however, it symbolizes as no 
other the atmosphere and educational goals of the emerging Belgian state.  
Importantly, the painting also portrays some of the protagonists of the educational 
revolution: behind the cheerful and well-dressed girls marches a row of ministers, in 
which Gustave Rolin-Jaequemyns is easily recognizable. His presence on this visualization 
of the 1878 event is interestingly complemented by another key figure of Belgian musical 
education: François-Auguste Gevaert, posing prominently in the left corner of the 
 
 
194 1878 was the year of the Belgian school battle between the catholic and the liberal party (see: Tyssens, Jeffrey. 
‘Om de Schone Ziel van ’t Kind... Het Onderwijsconflict Als Een Breuklijn in de Belgische Politiek.’ Ghent: Provinciebestuur 
& liberaal archief, 1998. 
195 Verhas, Jan. ‘De Optocht van de Scholen in 1878.’ 1880. Painting, 241 x 423. Brussels, Museum of Fine Arts. 
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painting. It shows that musical education was an inseparable factor in the educational 
plans of the leading liberal-minded bourgeoisie. 
 
 
Figure 2-2 Jan Verhas: de Optocht van de Scholen in 1878 (Brussels, Museum of Fine Arts). The symbolic painting shows the civil 
mission of the new educational system, in which emancipation of girls was a crucial factor. Many of the leading personalities 
that were important for the development of education figure in the painting. Second on the left stands, clearly visible, F.A. 
Gevaert; behind the group of girls walks Gustave Rolin-Jaequemyns. 
Jacquemin-Rolins expressed his views on musical education in plain language on the 
occasion of a speech at the 1883 graduation ceremony of the Ghent conservatory. Besides 
his obvious praise for the professorial and administrative staff, he stresses the social 
importance and public function of musical education, and of a particular profile for the 
Ghent conservatory. 
‘What is important is that despite administrative reforms the Ghent conservatory 
stays Ghentian, Flemish, and maintains its well-defined characteristics, in 
accordance with the local traditions, that above all permit to be useful to all layers 
of society.  One of these traditions seems to be not to limit their task in preparing 
young people with a unique passion for the musical art for a career that can provide 
them with a living, but also to create an artistic haven that has an impact in the 
whole of Flanders.’ 196 
 
 
196 ‘Distribution Des Prix Aux Elèves Du Conservatoire Royal de Gand.’ Journal de Gand, December 23, 1883, 27°Année 
N°358. ‘Ce qu'il importe, c'est qu'en dépit des transformations administratives, le conservatoire demeure Gantois, Flamand, 
et conserve ses caractères propres bien tranché, conforme à nos traditions locales, et qui peut surtout lui permettre d'être 
utile à toutes les classes de la société. Une de ses traditions paraît devoir être de ne pas se borner à fournir une carrière aux 
jeunes gens qui se destinent exclusivement à la pratique de l'art musical et comptent y trouver des ressources, mais de créer 
un foyer de culture artistique qui rayonne sur la Flandre entière.’ 
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The above stated ‘double’ task of the conservatory, of a training center as well as a beacon 
of artistic proliferation, was entirely in line with Gevaert’s ideas. The particularity of the 
Ghent conservatory lay in the explicit civil role of the school, an aspect that already had 
been established during the Mengal era, and that Samuel would further develop. Note 
also that Rolin-Jaquemins places the conservatory at the same important level as other 
prestigious civil institutions ‘d’une utilité si générale' as the Academy of Fine Arts, the 
school for engineering, hospitals and public societies.  
 
But how did these ideas translate into practice, and how did they influence the playing of 
horn players from the Ghent legacy?  
Structurally, the Ghent conservatory did not differ much from the model as designed by 
Gevaert that was applied in Brussels. As will be described in the following sections, the 
difference was in the details: a highly peculiar artistic vision combined with dogmatic 
educational techniques.  
2.2.4 The Ghentian artistic climate: l’Art Libre and the historicist 
paradigm of Samuel’s musical education 
On Sunday 29 October 1893, Adolphe Samuel dropped an artistic bombshell in the salons 
of the Classe des Beaux-Arts of the Académie Royale de Belgique.197 In his razor-sharp 
conference address ‘l’Art Libre et l’Enseignement de la Musique’ Samuel pleaded for an 
educational system for the arts that was freed of any dogmatic thinking, but with an 
emphasis on practice-based knowledge of the historical tradition.  It is remarkable to 
discover that on the very same day as this gathering of notable gentlemen at the Classe 
des Beaux-Arts the influential Octave Maus (1856-1919) founded the artist association ‘La 
Libre Esthétique’ from the remains of the former influential artist grouping ‘les XX’. 
Samuel’s lecture seems to have been a counterreaction of the Belgian musical 
establishment to the ideas of the progressive Brussels artist association ‘les XX’.198 
 
In the weeks before these events, Maus had reacted personally to an artistic decision of 
the Ghent conservatory on the occasion of an assignment for teacher of piano in the 
superior division of the school. Samuel had demanded all candidates for this prestigious 
position to know both complete volumes of J.S. Bach’s Wohltemperierte Klavier (BWV 846-
893) by heart. Several candidates for the position had argued that six weeks were 
 
 
197 Samuel, Adolphe. “L’Art Libre et l’enseignement de La Musique.” Bulletin de l’Académie Royale, 1893: 405-414. Other 
members of the class that attended the session included F.A. Gevaert, Th. Radoux, Peter Benoit and G. Huberti. 
198 Further research on this topic could reveal the true meaning of these important events in Belgian art history. 
I will hereby limit to the aspects that are relevant for the research topic of this thesis. 
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insufficient to learn this massive work, and Maus had insinuated that the contest was not 
held in sincere conditions because of this obligation. Samuel revealingly replied that  
‘The objections concern the obligation for the candidates to know both volumes of 
Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier. […] Instruction of Bach is the most important aspect 
of the superior classes of piano, and whoever is not capable of teaching them should 
abstain from applying for this position. In order to teach Bach, one needs to have 
studied it, possess it as educational baggage and six weeks should be enough to 
review it for an assignment.’ 199 
The polemic was slightly more substantial than a traditional controversy between the 
bourgeois traditionalists of the Académie Royale and the progressive independent artist 
group les XX/la Libre Esthétique under the lead of Maus. At stake was clearly the tradition-
based approach towards musical education that had been established by Gevaert in the 
1870’s, represented here in the heavy emphasis of the assignment on works by Bach. The 
deification of Bach and his music contradicted strongly with the novel ideas on free 
artistic development expressed by les XX.  
 
In his discourse Samuel acknowledged that the arts scene had become so diverse that it 
did not correspond anymore to the unitarian view of the establishment. According to the 
Ghent director, the arts at the end of the nineteenth century only had one thing in 
common: ‘the predominance of the communicated impression’ (‘la preoccupation exclusive 
de l’impression communiqué’).200 The structure (‘la forme’) of art, however, had become 
subject to tendencies. 
‘The arts, after having gone through an evolution in recent years asserts now what 
is dictated through tendencies, initiated by a demand for reaction. […] the shape of 
an artwork becomes no more than a mode of expression. As such, art has broken its 
 
 
199 Bgc, LD, Report of the meeting of the Commission de Surveillance of Ghent royal conservatory of 27 October 
1893: ‘Il est parvenu à M. le directeur deux lettres e concurrents qui se plaignaient de ce que le délai fixé pour le concours 
est insuffisant, et un lettre de M.  O. Maus, intervenant je ne sais à quel titre, mais insinuant que le concours n’est pas sincere 
parce que les conditions seraient anormales pour ceux des candidats qui ne les airaient pas devinées en temps utile.’ And 
‘Ces récriminations portent sur la condition du concours qui exige des concurrents la connaissance des deux livres du ‘clavier 
bien tempéré’ de Bach (…) En effet, l’enseignement de Bach est le pain quotidien des cours supérieur de piano, et celui qui 
n’est pas capable de le donner ne doit point aspirer à la place dont il s’agit. Pour enseigner Bach, il faut l’avoir étudié, le 
posséder comme bagage d’école, et six semaines doivent suffire pour le repasser en vue d’un concours.’ 
200 Samuel (1893: 406) ‘L’art d’aujourd’hui ne saurait que difficilement se définir en une appellation globale; mais on peut 
dire que ce qui le caractérise, c’est la préoccupation exclusive de l’impression communiqué. ‘ 
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barriers and is now free, accepting no other rules than those needed by the author 
to express his emotions, and no others.’201 
He continued that the old educational model for the arts consisted of teaching students 
the traditions and habits of the time, and thus by definition did not result in art that was 
independent. Even the most daring or revolutionary had to learn the rules in order not 
to disturb the artistic production model.202 In a new artistic context their raison d’être 
might become invalid: 
‘The art schools prospered as a direct result of their uncontested usefulness: these 
schools, organized on solid foundations, still persist and their vitality is in full 
efflorescence. However, they are conceived for different art forms, and one can now 
ask if they respond to the needs of new artistic developments.’203 
Samuel acknowledges that it is utopian to change the training system fundamentally, but 
also denounced ‘Those who say great and mighty things, but become chimeras when 
these words have to be put in action.’204 He continues that ‘in an education system training 
real art cannot exist’.  
‘Undoubtedly, real art cannot be trained. To reach such a goal, one has to know at 
least the laws of esthetics, and what do we know on this matter? Nothing, absolutely 
nothing. Teaching the ways to create beauty or implement an expression is totally 
utopic. Methods and treatises in the arts, courses in literature and other 
educational works, despite their pretentions, rarely rise above the level of analysis 
or commentary. The prescribed rules, the tenets that are exposed are nothing but 
recipes for redoing what already has been done.’205 
 
 
201 Ibid. ‘L’art, après avoir traversé ces dernières années une période d’évolution, s’affirme maintenant d’une façon précise 
par la communauté des tendances, issu d’un besoin intense de réaction […] La forme devient un mode d’expression, rien de 
plus. Ainsi l’art a rejeté ses lisières, a rompu les entraves dont on l’avait chargé ; il n’admet plus d’autres règles que celles que 
l’auteur puise dans ses sentiments, et ne reconnaît pas celles établies à priori, ou résultant de la froide analyse d’œuvres 
antérieures, imposes comme modèles. Il se soustrait) la férule des rhétoriciens : l’art est libre désormais.’ 
202 Ibid, 407: ‘Ces entraves, que les traditions, l’usage, la mode avaient établies, il fallait nécessairement les connaître, il fallait 
y assouplir le cerveau, en sort qu’elles ne fussent plus une contrainte pour la production.’ 
203 Ibid. ‘Aussi, les écoles d’art prospéraient en raison immédiate de leur utilité sans conteste. Ces écoles, organisées sur des 
bases robustes, persistent toujours et leur vitalité est en pleine efflorescence. Mais, conçues en vue d’un art différent, on se 
demande à présent si elles ont encore leur raison d’être, si elles répondent à des besoins de l’art nouveau.’ 
204 Ibid. ‘ceux qui dissent des belles vérités et de la grande allure, mais qui, si on veut les mettre en application, se réduisent 
à chimères.’ 
205 Ibid 408. ‘Sans doute, l’art proprement dit n’est pas chose qu’on enseigne. Pour atteindre un semblable but, il faudrait 
tout au moins la connaissance des lois de l’esthétique ; et que savons-nous en cette matière? Rien, véritablement rien. 
Professer les moyens de réaliser le beau, ou de fixer une impression, n’est que simple utopic. Les traités d’art, les cours de 
littérature et autres ouvrages pédagogiques, malgré leur pretention, ne s’élèvent pas au dessus de l’analyse ou du 
commentaire. Les règles prescrites, les préceptes exposés ne sont que des recettes pour refaire ce qui a été fait.’  
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The idea of “free arts” does however not apply to instrumental training for Samuel. The 
next section in Samuel’s lecture excludes the technical formation of an instrumentalist 
or singer by default from a free arts educational system.  
‘I cite here the category of performers for whom the necessity of a good training 
program is so obvious, I think, that nobody will disagree.  
There is a way of holding an instrument, of placing hands and fingers, for singers a 
way to breathe, to produce sound. There are technical means and those that are in 
some way orthopedic that lead to the possibility of performing modern works of 
transcendent difficulty. It is only exceptionally that a musician acquires a sufficient 
level of virtuosity by himself, and these exceptions are too rare to prepare the 
contingent our orchestras need. Freedom in the arts should not result in a 
slackening of the education system, on the contrary: it consequently means the 
musical education has to be reinforced. This, I say, has hardly ever been discussed, 
and I’m talking especially about interpreters to show how much music differs from 
the other arts.’ 206 
 
In other words: in order to support a diverse system of free arts, it is indispensable 
to train performing musicians well in a technical and proven way. This is a 
considerable difference with other artistic disciplines. The idea of a rigid system of 
schooling might seem a heresy in the context of free artistic thinking; but music is 
a complex language that is different from other arts disciplines.207 Despite all 
independence, despite all liberty, all ways of expression will be those already 
discovered by those composers of the past. Composers should therefore know the 
existing resources, so they can use them freely, independently to express their 
state of mind. Courses of harmony should focus on basic principles to be used as 
expressive construction modules; courses in polyphony should be free in shape to 
enhance flexibility of mind instead of teaching rigid counterpoint, and 
orchestration should act as an enhancer of color and subtility.  
 
 
206 Ibid 410. ‘Je citerai d’abord toute la catégorie des interprètes pour laquelle la nécessité d’un enseignement est si évidente, 
que personne, je pense, ne peut songer à la contester. Il est un mode de tenir l’instrument, de placer les mains et les doigts ; 
il est, pour le chanteur, telle façon de respirer, d’émettre le son ; il est tels moyens techniques et d’autres en quelque sorte 
orthopédiques, par lesquels seulement s’acquiert la possibilité d’exécuter les œuvres modernes aux difficultés 
transcendantes. Livré à lui-même, ce n’est que bien exceptionnellement qu’un musicien arrivera à une virtuosité suffisante 
; et ces exceptions sont trop peu communes pour former le contingent de nos orchestres, auxquels il nous faut pourvoir. La 
liberté dans l’art, loin d’amener un relâchement dans l’enseignement à donner à l’exécutant, a pour conséquence, au 
contraire, un renforcement considérable de l’étude musical. Ceci, dis-je, n’est guère discuté, et je parle des interprètes surtout 
pour montrer un point de plus où la musique diffère des autres arts.’ 
207 Ibid, 411: ‘Cette langue n’est pas forgée d’un seul bloc; elle est due aux efforts successifs des maîtres passes, qui se sont 
complètes les uns les autres; Bach, Beethoven, Wagner en sont les titans créateurs.’ 
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Samuel’s ideas are strongly based on the idea that music is mostly a tool for individual 
expression. Even if the concluding passage of his discourse is mostly aimed at 
composition students, the ideas proposed would become fundamentally inherent to the 
Ghent training system. 
‘To shape an ideal environment for apprentice composers is the primary objective 
of the composition classes. It is the workshop where one unites to work together, 
and even more, to see others working, where learning happens through exchanges 
of examples or emulation and communion of ideas. Any scholastic, pompous or 
pedantic character should be removed rigorously. The master will only be the guide 
who shortens the path, the friend that stimulates and encourages or awakens the 
imagination if needed. There will be no prejudices, no bias, and only what denatures 
expression, distorts sentiments or violates good taste will be considered errors. He 
should teach that an artwork cannot be improvised; that in order to communicate 
emotion, artists should have the power to concentrate on it in themselves and hold 
it intact until the perfect finishing of the work, and that all details, even the most 
intimate ones, have to reflect this emotion and be drawn from it. And in the 
examination of ancient works and structures, he should repeat to himself: ‘do not 
imitate this, do better, or do something else’. This education should be given with 
the utmost tact, as the fear of misleading the young artist will always be present. 
[…] A (personal) nature is not trained, it is awakened. However, it can also easily be 
suffocated.’208 
 
In Samuel’s humanistic educational model all sorts of dogmatic thinking in the creative 
arts are vilified. The training of young musicians should be built on knowledge of musical 
foundations as they are represented in the work of the old masters. Any contemporary 
form of personal artistic expression should have these old principles as guidelines. The 
conservatory becomes a workshop, as in a sculptor’s studio where the teacher is a guide 
rather than a taskmaster. As already expressed by Gevaert (1876) the knowledge of the 
historical fundamentals should not be theoretical or dogmatic. A true artist should be 
 
 
208 Ibid 415. ‘Constituer pour chacun ce milieu propre au développement de l’apprenti compositeur, tel est l’objet principal 
de la classes de composition. C’est l’atelier où l’on se réunit pour travailler, mieux encore, pour voir travailler; où l’on 
s’entraine mutuellement par l’exemple, l’émulation et la communion des idées. Tout caractère scolastique, doctoral, 
pédantesque, en devra être rigoureusement écarté. Le maître ne sera, pour le disciple, que le guide qui lui abrège le chemin, 
l’ami qui le stimule, l’encourage et éveille, s’il le faut, son imagination. Il n’aura aucun préjugé, aucun parti pris, et ne 
reconnaîtra d’autres fautes que ce qui dénature l’expression, fausse le sentiment ou froisse le gout. Il pourra enseigner que 
l’œuvre d’art ne s’improvise pas; que pour que l’émotion se communique, il faut que l’artiste ait la force de la concentrer en 
lui, de la retenir intacte et puissante, jusqu’au parfait achèvement de l’œuvre; que tous les détails, même les plus intimes, 
doivent refléter cette émotion et en être issus. Et si des généralités il passe à l’examen des œuvres et formes anciennes, ce 
sera en répétant à satiété: “N’imitez point ceci, faites mieux ou du moins autre chose”. Le tact le plus délicat présidera à cet 
enseignement, la crainte d’égarer le jeune et confident artiste sera toujours présente.[…] On ne forme pas une nature, on la 
réveille; bien aisément, on l’étouffe.’ 
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trained with the practice-based principles of the tradition not to become a dogmatic 
follower of regulations, but to obtain true artistic liberty.  
 
Even if Samuel’s plea was mainly aimed at classes in composition, it somehow defines the 
climate of eclecticism that prevailed in artistic education in late-19th century Belgium. 
This artistic current stemmed from the same fascination for the esthetics of the past times 
as expressed by Gevaert during the 1870’s and was also prominent in other art forms such 
as architecture, painting and literature. Ghent in particular became a melting pot of 
highly aestheticist and eclectic ideas during the second half of the Belle Époque era. 
Whereas in Brussels new approaches to art and architecture became prominent alongside 
the bourgeois institutionalized eclecticism of the Conservatoire and the Académie Royale, 
the Ghentian artistic world would represent a sugar-coated historicism spiced with subtle 
dashes of symbolism, fantasy and esthetic imagination.  
 
A revealing example of the different artistic accents in vogue in the main Belgian cultural 
centers is an overview of curricula in Fine Arts listed in the 1889 Instruction Générale 
relative aux étudiants, aux artisans et aux marins militaires.209 This document lists the different 
courses regarded as professional training —giving right to a special regime in the context 
of military service— in the Académies Royales des Beaux-Arts of Ghent, Antwerp, Brussels 
and Liège. It is striking how the artistic emphasis of every city is represented in the 
keywords of this overview. Brussels has a focus on monumental art and decorative 
aspects; Liège offers specialties referring to general esthetics; and Ghent emphasizes the 




209 ‘Note indiquant les cours des académies royales des Beaux-Arts considérés comme des cours d’enseignement supérieur’  
in Ministère de la Guerre. “Instruction générale relative aux étudiants, aux artisans et aux marins militaires - Instruction 
générale relative aux facilités de service accordés aux miliciens, en vue de leur permettre, pendant leur séjour sous les 
drapeaux, de continuer leurs études ou de se perfectionner dans leur métier.’ Imprimerie Decquart-Arien, 1889. aB-Gc 






A. INSTITUT SUPERIEUR DES BEAUX ARTS 
Tous les cours indistinctement 
B. ACADEMIE PROPREMENT DITE 
 
Section de peinture et de dessin 
 
Peinture de figures d’après le modèle vivant ; 
Dessin de figures après le modèle vivant ; 
Peinture de paysage d’après nature ;  
Peinture de fruits, fleurs, nature morte et vivante (division supérieure) 
Peinture décorative : compositions d’ensemble 
Section de Sculpture 
Modelage de figures d’après le modèle vivant ; 
Modelage d’ornements d’après nature ; 
Sculpture décorative: compositions d’ensemble 
 
 
ACADÉMIE DE BRUXELLES 
 
A. ACADÉMIE PROPREMENT DITE 
Dessin d’après nature et composition ; 
Sculpture d’après nature et composition 
Peinture d’après nature et composition 
Architecture monumentale 
Paysage 
B. ECOLE DES ARTS DÉCORATIFS 
 
Dessin et peinture 
Composition monumentale ; 
Composition se rapportant aux industries qui dérivent de la peinture 
Composition d’ensemble de différents styles et études de détails d’après nature. 
 
Sculpture 
Étude simultanée de la figure avec l’ornement composé; 
Sculpture décorative d’après nature et composition 
Architecture  
Composition ornementale dans ses différentes applications 
Compositions d’ensembles décoratifs appliqués à l’architecture 
 
 
ACADÉMIE DE GAND 
 
Section de dessin 
 
Dessin d’après le modèle vivant 
Dessin d’après la figure antique 
Section d’architecture 
Composition architecturale 
Art romain gothique 
Section de sculpture 
Modelage d’après le modèle vivant; 





ACADÉMIE DE LIÈGE 
 
Peinture et sculpture 
Dessin d’après la statue antique et le modèle vivant ; 
Peinture d’après le modèle vivant ; 
Anatomie du corps humain ; 
Archéologie et histoire de l’art ; 
Composition historique et expression ; 




Application des ordres ; 
Composition relatives à toutes les parties du cours d’architecture ; 
Examen raisonné des principales parties d’édifices ; 
Disposition Générale des bâtiments, proportions, orientation, styles, etc. 
 
Construction 
Physique, chimie et hygiène; 
Comptabilité et législation relative aux constructeurs. 
Table 1. List of courses regarded as ‘professional training’ for military students. From ‘Instruction Générale Relative Aux 
Étudiants, Aux Artisans et Aux Marins Militaires’, 1889 
As another example of these differences, one can still remark these distinctive artistic 
belle Époque ideologies in Ghent and Brussels in the street view. While Brussels became 
a hotspot for such new tendencies as the Art Nouveau, Ghent chose an elegant fantasist 
historicism combined with a refined and eclectic style in its urban planning. Under the 
lead of city architect Charles Van Rysselberghe (1850-1920), university professor Louis 
Cloquet (1849-1920) and Edmond De Vigne (1841-1918), all strongly influenced by the 
views of Eugène Viollet-le Duc (1814-1879), the appearance of the city changed 
completely in the run-up to the 1913 world exhibition. In 1893 —the same year Samuel 
exposed his historicist paradigm to the Académie Royale and Octave Maus created his 
progressive arts group la Libre Esthétique—Edmond De Vigne founded the collective 
‘l’Oeuvre de l’Art Appliqué’. This influential group of Belgian architects aimed to transform 
the streets into picturesque and instructive museums.210 
 
The “new” housing of both the Brussels and the Ghent conservatories broadly 
represented these philosophies at the time of construction. Whereas the Brussels 
Conservatory was housed from 1876 onwards in an eclectic building in neo-renaissance 
style —perfectly symbolizing its purpose as a temple where the tradition of the old 
masters was preserved and worshipped— the Ghent conservatory found its permanent 
location in a historicist fantasy setting near the medieval cathedral, completed in several 
 
 
210See: Notteboom, Bruno. ‘Ouvrons Les Yeux!’: Stedenbouw En Beeldvorming van Het Landschap in België 1890-1940. PhD 




construction phases between 1897 and 1906. The new school premises were no less than 
an allegory for its purpose, and although Van Rysselberghe possibly never intended it to 
be a mirror of Samuel’s ideas on free arts, its appearance represents exactly the values 
described in the 1893 lecture on the free arts.  
 
 
Figure 2-3 Antiquity-inspired wall frescoes at the Ghent Museum of Fine Arts (C. Van Rysselberghe, 1900-1904). Paintings of 
similar historicist-realistic style were highly popular in Ghentian artistic infrastructure, as the Royal Academy of Fine Arts 
or the concert hall of the Conservatory (hall completed in 1903, paintings by Armand Heins completed in 1911). 
The new Ghent conservatory building was an augmented-reality version of the original 
estates from different eras from which it was assembled. It was as much the result of a 
combined effort of masters of the past as the musical tradition itself. Its new concert hall 
—a modern, rapid-construction building in a style as classical as the music for which it 
was intended— had the purpose of hosting concerts for all, with a ‘balcon peuplier’ built 
especially for the accommodation of popular performances. In 1911, at the peak of the 
symbolist movement, the Ghentian painter Armand Heins (1856-1938) would decorate its 
walls with mystic decorations representing scenes from ancient Greek mythology. 
Importantly, its location at the heart of the historical city also symbolizes the central 
point of music and the arts in Belle Époque society.  
 
It is in this artistic-educational framework that the Brave Belgians operated. The following 
section will discuss the impact of the above context on the training system as it was 




2.2.5 Teaching and learning in the Belle Époque era: particularities of 
the Ghentian system.   
Examination of educational practices at the Ghent conservatory during the Samuel and 
Mathieu directorships reveals some crucial aspects of how the meta-ideas described in 
sections 2.2 and 2.3 were applied. 
2.2.5.1 Population 
A first observation is the immense impact of a political force on the extension of musical 
education in Belgium in the early Belle Époque period. In just one decade, the number of 
enrolled students of the Ghent conservatory tripled.    
 
Year Boys Girls total students* Gender  
1856 103 24 127 81% M/19%F 
1857 113 33 146 77%M/23% F 
1858 97 33 130 75%M/25%F 









1861 104 43 147 70%M/30%F 
1862 124 38 162 76%M/24%F 
1863 113 25 139 81%M/19%F 
1864 109 46 155 70%M/30%F 
1865 80 38 118 68%M/32%F 
1866 137 35 172 80%M/20%F 
1867 119 55 174 68%M/32%F 
1868 109 37 146 75%M/25%F 
1869 144 61 205 70%M/30%F 
1870 103 45 148 70%M/30%F 
1871 103 45 148 70%M/30%F 
1872  104 92 196 53%M/47%F 
1873 108 105 213 51%M/49%F 
1874-1 151 141 292 52%M/48%F 
1874-2 108 118 226 48%M/52%F 
1875-1 141 133 274 51%M/49%F 
1875-2 144 127 271 53%M/47%F 
1876-1 244 223 467 52%M/48%F 
1876-2 176 140 316 56%M/44%F 
1877-1 207 260 467 44%M/56%F 
1877-2 228 170 398 57%M/43%F 
1878 244 223 467 52%M/48%F 
1879 318 299 617 51%M/49%F 
1898211 368 281 649 57%M/43%F 
Table2:  Number of active students at the Ghent conservatory as listed in the 1856 enrollment register (LD 
Régistres de Matricule 1856-1872 and 1872-1879). The numbers have been retrieved by counting, 
gender had for some years to be determined by the students first name. The figures given by 
Bergmans (1901):45, marked with * do not match those of the enrollment registers. The final 
number in the column of totals for 1860 is the corrected figure taking into account students 
who follow several courses.  
 
 
211 Bergmans (1901: 478). Total for all 20 music schools in the province of Eastern Flanders was 2626 pupils, with 
1584 boys to 1042 girls (60%M/40%F) 
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A side remark on this table is the remarkable fact that the conservatory reached gender 
equity around 1880, although girls were in reality still much underrepresented in the 
superior (professional) divisions. Surprisingly, the ratio of female students would also 
drop again by the end of the century.212  
Again, this is a subject that demands further exploration. It is clear that the importance 
of proper education for girls was one of the war-horses of the early Belle Époque liberal 
movement, and that much progress had been made. It should also be noted that Ghent 
had no institutional barrier whatsoever to the enrollment of girls in certain courses, as 
was the case in many foreign conservatories. However, cultural acceptance of women for 
many of the orchestral instrument courses and especially for those of brass and wind 
instruments was totally absent. The first woman to obtain a horn degree at the Ghent 
conservatory would graduate in…1989. 
2.2.5.2 The ‘double mission’ of the conservatory 
A second observation is that the ‘secondary mission’ of the conservatory —proliferation 
of musical art in society— was fulfilled in a different way in Ghent than it was in Brussels. 
The organization of concerts, performed by the Société des Concerts du Conservatoire, 
functioned as a window to the world of classical music with a large emphasis on canonic 
master works of the past, with star performers as soloists, as was also the case in the 
Gevaert model. However, in Ghent the situation was somewhat different.  
 
The school functioned at the start of the Belle Époque era still principally as a regional 
music school, a particularity that would change only in the interwar period.  As a result 
of this, the overwhelming majority of students was Ghentian.213 The role of the 
conservatory as an enhancer of cultural life was not only fulfilled by training local 
musicians, but equally existed as a creator of future music connoisseurs. In his discours at 
the 1883 graduation ceremony, Octave De Meulenaere (1840-19xx), liberal politician and 
 
 
212 Two possible reasons are that primary career opportunities for highly skilled female musicians were rare. 
Secondly, most of the female students would have studied only solfège or piano at elementary level. Women 
were not commonly accepted in orchestras, except for particular instruments as the harp or – to a lesser extent- 
the violin. The glass ceiling of the musical profession in those times seems to have encouraged girl students to 
continue their studies up to the obtention of a Diplôme de Capacité. Nine out of ten Diplômes de Capacité for the 
piano issued at Ghent conservatory in the Belle Époque era were awarded to women. A possible reason is that 
men had more job opportunities after the obtention of a Premier Prix and would not invest time in the obtention 
of a diploma with little or no financial effect. (source: Annuaires du Conservatoire 1890-1914). John Humphries 
remarked (email correspondence to the author on 15 December 2020) that also in British conservatories around 
that time, such as the Royal Academy of Music, the number of male and female students would have been even. 
Even so, the first woman to graduate for the horn at the Ghent conservatory was Mieke Ailliet, who obtained a 
Premier Prix in 1989. 
213 See: 3.1.1 
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president of the Commission Administrative of the conservatory, expressed that ‘the 
conservatory also served a higher, more general goal than providing musical instruction 
to the public’. 214 It should also enhance the knowledge of the musical art in the entire 
country and of the artistic level of the population. Therefor the accomplished musicians 
that graduated from the institute should be more than just ‘good performers’: 
An artist worthy of the name is no longer, we think, the one he used to be. It is 
insufficient these days to have certain technical skills and material qualities in 
order to be called by that name. We desire that this artistic sense be enlightened 
and guided by science. We want the one that handles the most sublime of all 
languages to be an instructed man, capable of contributing to the civilizing mission 
of the arts, and that his attitude in society be worthy of the task he has to fulfill. We 
want, in one word, that the virtuoso we admire be at the same time a man who 
respects himself, and who is respected.215 
The claim that musical education should have a positive effect on civil behavior is —
again—a typical value of the liberal political doctrine. In Ghent, this intended effect of 
public levy was to be obtained on three different levels:  
 
-through an advanced accessibility to musical education and active recruitment,216 
-through a system of public auditioning besides the regular conservatory 
concerts,217 and —surprisingly—  
 
 
214 ‘Distribution des Prix aux Elèves du Conservatoire Royal de Gand.’ Journal de Gand, December 23, 1883, 27°Année 
N°358: 1-2.  ‘Le conservatoire a une double mission. Il prodigue son enseignement à ses élèves, d'abord, et au public ensuite. 
Sous l'égide les pouvoirs publics, ce qu'on dit par un corps soigneusement recruté de professeurs distingués, sous la direction 
d'un artiste savant dans l'habilité n'a d'égale que l'étendue de ses connaissances, il instruit dans toutes les parties de l'art 
musical ceux qui viennent lui demander des leçons. Tous les ans, À cette époque, il convie le public à venir, comme 
aujourd'hui, acclamé les lauréats de ses concours est jugé par lui-même de la valeur de son enseignement. Mais là ne se borne 
point la mission du conservatoire. Il y en a un autre, plus générale et plus élevée. Le but essentiel de l'intervention des 
pouvoirs publics dans l'enseignement artistique, ce qui justifie cette intervention en matière musicale, c'est le développement 
des connaissances musicales dans le pays et l'élévation du niveau artistique de la population. Les grands concerts donner 
tous les ans dans cette enceinte, les auditions fréquentes des professeurs et des élèves au local du conservatoire, ont pour but 
de répandre dans le public la connaissance et le goût de toutes les œuvres musicales dignes de ce nom.’ 
215 ‘Distribution Des Prix Aux Elèves Du Conservatoire Royal de Gand.’ Journal de Gand, December 23, 1883, 27°Année 
N°358. ‘L'artiste digne de ce nom n'est plus, croyons-nous, c'est qu'il était autrefois. Il ne suffit plus, aujourd'hui, pour 
pouvoir se parer de ce nom, d'avoir une habilité mécanique et des qualités d'un ordre purement matériel. Nous voulons que 
le sens artistique soit éclairé et conduit par la science. Nous voulons que c'est lui qui manie le plus sublime de langages, soit 
un homme instruit, capable de contribuer à la mission civilisatrice de l’art et que son attitude dans la société est digne du 
rôle qui lui est réservé d'y remplir. Nous voulons, en un mot, que le virtuose qu'on admire soit en même temps un homme qui 
se respecte et que l'on respecte.’ 
216 The conservatory took part in a local school network that would delegate talented children for a basic 
education in music. It is however not entirely clear how these recruitment systems worked.  
217 Report of the meeting of the Commission de surveillance of 9 june 1883: ‘Il y a maintenant des auditions des 




-through the positioning of teachers as local heralds of the musical arts.  
 
Instrumental teachers were recruited to be not only instructors, but also active enhancers 
of public taste, with a large social impact. Samuel mentions at the occasion of the 1893 
assignment for the position of piano teacher that 
‘of all chairs at the Ghent Conservatory none has an importance higher than that of 
piano, because of its natural influence on the artistic taste of the population, not 
only by the teaching of the professor himself but also by the succeeding teaching of 
his numerous students, in a vast number of families.’ 218  
In this way, artistic and didactic ideas in the professorial staff were of primary 
importance, not only for the quality of instruction but also for the artistic development 
of the population. This aspect was enhanced by a linear hierarchy, ‘une direction unique’219 
as was common in 19th century music education, in which for every course a director 
appointed a head teacher who would actively and rigidly control the didactic line of 
possible assistants. This structure had several advantages, of which the most important 
was an improved coherence between the different courses.  
2.2.5.3 Coherence and the pupil-based approach:  
In 1897, Samuel introduced a yearly questioning round among his teachers to further 
improve the didactic quality of the conservatory.220 This ‘reporting system’ was intended 
to raise the general level of the courses as well as their substantive coherence. The 
teachers of the instrumental classes could address their suggestions for improvements of 
the didactic system to the director without any reservations.  
The report of the staff meeting of the same year in which the results of this survey were 
discussed shows a remarkable sense of open-mindedness, and some of the ideas expressed 
by the professorial staff would not be out of place in modern-day brainstorms on musical 
 
 
public est habitué à entendre des grands virtuoses. Par les concerts le conservatoire complète sa mission qui est non 
seulement de donner l’instruction musicale, mais encore de faire l’éducation du public pour les musiciens qu’il forme. Par les 
auditions l’école procure à ses élèves l’occasion de se faire connaître et les habituer à se produire en public.’  
218 Samuel, Adolphe. ‘Letter of Samuel to the Minister.’ November 5, 1893. aB-Gc D28 file piano. ‘De toutes les chaires 
du conservatoire de Gand, aucune n’a, en cette ville, autant d’importance que celle de piano, à cause de l’influence que le 
titulaire exerce naturellement sur le gout artistique de la population, étant à donner l’instruction musicale, par lui-même et 
par ses nombreux élèves, dans le plus grand nombre des familles.’ 
219 ‘De Meulenaere, discours (1883)’ published in Journal de Gand 23 december 1883. ‘D'une manière générale, et dans 
l'intérêt de l'unité comme de la solidité de l'enseignement, il nous a paru nécessaire de confier chacune des branches 
enseignées à une direction unique. Les professeurs des cours supérieurs en la direction et la surveillance des professeurs, 
répétiteurs et moniteur qui lui sont adjoints. Ils visitent leurs classes, se rendre compte des progrès des élèves ils s'assurent 
en tout temps que nul ne dévie des principes techniques qu'ils enseignent eux-mêmes. L'unité, la cohésion que nous 
obtiendrons ainsi, sont de puissants éléments de succès, et nous comptons bien qu’avant peu le public on aura la preuve.’ 
220 ‘Rapports annuels des professeurs,’ 1897. D62 file b. aB-Gc. 
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education, as they are remarkably revolutionary for that time. Teacher of voice Georges 
Bonheur (1828-1898) even called for the abolishment of all exams, a system that would be 
tested some years later at the Antwerp conservatory. 221 The same idea was also expressed 
for some of the piano classes by Edouard Potjes (1860-1931)— whereas the more moderate 
voices plead for a complete reform of the solfège system.  
 
The ideals Samuel had expressed in 1893 had turned into an exercise to rethink the 
system for the benefit of the practice-based individual development of the students. 
Respect for both students as teachers, an aspect one would not automatically connect to 
19th century music education, seems to have been a priority.222  
Although the educational climate and disciplinary demands were strict to twenty-first 
century norms, the conservatory system seems far less authoritarian then is commonly 
believed, and huge efforts were made for the well-being of existing students and lowering 
the threshold for new ones.  
 
But what do we know about the practical aspects of the teaching, of daily practices in the 
class and about the real-life didactic principles applied at the time? As said above, it is 
rarely noted in detail, and often very specific to a particular training line. Although no in-
class reports survive, some detailed reports of trial lessons at the Ghent Conservatory 
teacher recruitment assignments in the final decade of the nineteenth century give a clue 
as to what was considered important in a ‘good music lesson’.223 They reveal that the 
capacities of the instrumental teachers should be threefold: an impeccable instrumental 
technique, elaborate performance style and knowledge of advanced educational 
intelligence. The report of the 1893 piano teacher exam that is mentioned above shows 
that modern educational concepts such as advanced coaching practices (‘tuition in 




221 Ibid: ‘Mr. Potjs propose la suppression des concours de piano […] mr. Bonheur demande aussi la suppression de toutes les 
examens’; The Antwerp conservatory replaced all exams by pupil’s auditions around the turn of the twentieth 
century, but soon returned to a regular assignment system. 
222 Several documents show that the teachers of the school were actively surveyed on their behavior. In an 
internal note from 1912 (D62, file c) the surveillant of the school reports to the secretary on a conflict where 
solfège teacher Victor De Voghelaere had expressed abusive language to a student. The teacher in question was 
immediately reprimanded by the direction. Also, absences were not at all tolerated. The direction actively 
observed the teachers, their lesson times and their artistic output and the director would actively oversee the 
educational line in visits to the class.  
223 aB-Gc D26-28 contains numerous files for the assignment of teacher tenures of various classes. 
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2.2.5.4 The curriculum  
Students in Ghent enrolled mainly at a young age. In the Règlement Organique of 1856 it 
was stipulated that students should be between the ages of ten and twenty years old to 
be accepted at the conservatory and needed to be proficient in both reading and 
writing.224 During the second half of the nineteenth century several changes were applied 
to the internal regulations. What follows is a general description of the training system 
as it was applied in Ghent during the Belle Époque times. 
The base of the Belle Époque education system was pretty much equal to the one that was 
in use in Belgium up to the end of the twentieth century, it found its origins in the French 
conservatoire system. Young students started their training in the lower divisions, would 
follow the class of solfège and could choose an instrument from the moment they had basic 
music reading skills. The solfège course was organized in three levels: a three-year 
elementary course (Cours inférieur) tackling basic skills of musical notation and melodic 
comprehension, an intermediate course (Cours Moyen) that enlarged theoretical insight 
through advanced and practice based exercices and an advanced course (Cours Supérieur) 
that further enlarged general musical competences and provided notions into musical 
context and history.225 From 1874 onwards a course of individual solfège (Solfège Individuel) 
was organized for adult students in groups split between the instrumental (solfège 
Instrumental) and singing students (Solfège Vocal).  
The solfège courses for children were mostly organized very early in the morning, so the 
students could combine them with a regular school day. 226  
 
 
224 ‘Reglement Organique Du Conservatoire - Inrigtend Reglement Der Muziek-School (Conservatoor).’ Gent: Annoot-
Braeckman, 1856. B-Gc - C402-5. 
225 Bergmans (1901: 154-156).  
226 Report of the meeting of the Commission de Surveillance of 3 December 1888. ‘Quelques members de la 
commission estiment qu’il y a lieu de modifier l’horaire des cours, surtout en ce qui concerne les classes préparatoires. Il leur 
semble que ces cours qui sont fréquentés pour la plupart par de tout jeunes enfants et sont donnés à 7 heures du matin, 
pourraient aussi avoir lieu le soir et que par contre les cours supérieurs, qui sont suivis par des adultes, pourraient avoir lieu 
de préférence le matin.’  
En effet les élèves de l’athénée et des établissements d’enseignement moyen et supérieur seraient ainsi mis à même de 
compléter leur éducation musicale au conservatoire sans négliger en rien leurs études libérales ou professionnelles.  Monsieur 
le directeur, invité à assister à la séance, fait remarquer que cela existe, que quelques cours de solfège élémentaire se donnent 
le matin, mais que le plus grand nombre de ces cours ont lieu l’après-midi, à 4 ½ heures en hiver et à 4 ¾ en été. Les cours 
supérieurs, sauf ceux des instruments à vent qui ne sont fréquentés en général que par des musiciens de profession, ne 
peuvent être fixes autrement qu’ils ne le sont, notamment à cause du défaut des locaux et de la circonstance que 
l’enseignement ne peut convenablement se donner à des heures aussi matinales. M. Ligy déclare regretter qu’il en soit ainsi 
et qu’il n’y ait pas possibilité d’établir l’horaire de manière à permettre l’enseignement simultané de la musique et des 
branches littéraires.’   
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The elementary level solfège lessons were free of charge, and a small fee (called rétribution 
or minerval) had to be paid for the intermediate and proficient-level course onwards.227  
 
Students who had obtained a degree in the solfège course were entitled to enter the 
superior division. They would generally compete after one or two years of preparation in 
the yearly exams for the obtention of a ‘prix’ (diploma). In these exams a work designated 
by the director of the school (morceau imposé) had to be performed with one month of 
preparation time. Besides this, a supplementary repertoire work selected with the 
consent of the teacher had to be performed. For the superior division exams, 
accompaniments were played by a string quartet consisting of teachers from the school.228 
During the entire Belle Époque era, the shape and length of repertoire performed at the 
instrumental exams was not submitted to any restrictive regulation, and repertoire 
choice in the wind instrument exams even included performance of ensemble works. 
Exam regulations for “first category” instruments229 were considerably more demanding. 
It is clear that in the initial training of ‘second category’ instruments the focus was 
primarily on training competences in (orchestral) playing, and less on virtuosity and 
soloistic interpretation. 
 
Two supplementary courses were important as completion for the instrumental courses: 
chamber music (Musique de Chambre) and instrumental ensemble (Ensemble Instrumental). 
Also, the course in ensemble singing would be complementary to the educational 
environment shaped by this school.  
Chamber music courses, and especially string quartet playing, had been a particularity of 
the Ghent conservatory where they had started as an unofficial course of Jean Andries in 
1847. The course was further developed by Benoît Lagye (1818-1892) and Gustave Beyer 
(1845-1912). Chamber music studies were initially intended for the advanced students of 
the string and piano classes and gained importance as part of the curriculum during the 
interwar period, and a more extended repertoire was gradually introduced. An important 
remark however is that the chamber music course was mainly aimed at the Instruments de 
1° classe (string and piano players) and that only the very best wind players would be 
allowed to enroll, when their presence was necessary for the performance of a seminal 




227 However, it is clear from the enrollment registers that students from modest backgrounds often obtained 
exemptions to this enrollment fee.  
228 FIN1872-c1890 contains pay slips for these players 
229 Instruments of ‘première catégorie’ were violin, piano, organ, cello. The teachers for these disciplines had a 
considerable higher wage than the ‘seconde catégorie’. Also, different exam regulations applied. For the violin, 
the knowledge by heart of at least five different concerti was required for obtaining a premier prix. 
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Most students of the wind classes had to content themselves however with the ‘cours 
d’ensemble instrumental pour instruments à vent’ or ‘ensemble instrumental pour harmonie.’ 
This ensemble course for wind instruments was established in 1889 under the lead of horn 
teacher Jean Deprez. The latter had addressed the need for a practice-based course for 
advanced students already in 1883. In a letter to Adolphe Samuel, he petitioned for the 
implementation of ‘a course in the interest of young players who had obtained a premier 
prix, and who often failed to play orchestral excerpts to the satisfaction of the 
conductor’.230 Improving sight-reading skills, repertoire knowledge, stylistic 
development and ensemble playing proficiency were cited as the main goals of this 
course. However, when the ensemble finally began in 1889 the goals would be lowered to 
the intermediate and semi-advanced levels instead of the perfecting lessons first 
envisaged by Deprez.  
 
Ghent would be the first Belgian conservatory to establish such an instrumental ensemble 
for wind ensemble. Only five years later, in 1894, a brass-only form was founded at the 
Royal Brussels Conservatory by Henri Séha in the shape of the Fanfare Wagnérienne.231 The 
Harmonie was intended to enhance the routine of students in peripheral skills related to 
ensemble playing through the performance of (arrangements of) canonic classical works, 
operatic fragments and newly written ‘serious’ repertoire. As such, the ensemble course 
not only served as an ensemble where technical skills were integrated into practical 
routines, but also as a monitoring course for the general musical artisanship of the 
students before the final stretches of their curriculum. To a remark expressed by Deprez 
in 1897 that students often lacked basic reading skills, Samuel replied that the 
improvement of reading skills was the explicit aim of the instrumental ensemble course 
of which Deprez was professeur titulaire.232 Students could only compete in the 
instrumental exams of the superior divisions after having followed the ensemble course 




230 ‘Letter of Jean Deprez to Adolphe Samuel of 10 July 1883’ aB-Gc, D26 file 27 ‘fonctions enseignement: ensemble 
instrumental vents’ (1883): ‘J’ai l’honneur de vous soumettre un projet à l’effet de former un cours spécial d’instruments à 
vent en général dans l’intéret des jeunes gens qui ont obtenu un premier prix. Il arrive fréquemment qu’un élève ayant 
obtenu un premier prix dans une classe d’instruments à vent se trouve très embarrassé pour exécuter sa partie dans un 
orchestre à la satisfaction de celui qui dirige, et éprouve de grandes difficultés à le faire. Ces difficultés émanent de son 
inexpérience et de ce qu’il n’a pas le plus souvent cette grande habitude à la lecture à vue qui ne s’acquiert qu’avec le temps 
et le travail. Si l’on créait un cours particulier d’instruments à vent les élèves y trouveraient le moyen de se former à cette 
pratique musicale et y puiseraient, en même temps, tout en s’instruisant, une agréable distraction, en prenant connaissance 
d’une foule de choses intéressantes et instructions. Enfin, de cours aurait pour but de faire de l’élève un artiste véritable en 
développant sons style et en lui faisant exécuter des oeuvres classiques, des oeuvres de maître, fragments d’opéra etc. etc.  
231 Vertommen, Luc. Linking Two Missing Episodes in Brass History with Future European Band Repertoire.’ DMA 
Thesis, Salford University, 2011. Project two: ‘Paul Gilson (1865-1942) and the Fanfare Wagnérienne’.  
232 Samuel, Adolphe. Séance du 24 Juillet 1897 -aB-Gc D62 file b ‘raports des professeurs’ 
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Works for smaller formations, as for example horn quartet, had traditionally played a role 
in the instrumental education of the wind classes at all Belgian conservatories, but were 
prominent in the Ghent setting. These ensembles often played works composed or 
arranged by the teachers that did not fit into the traditional canon of works taught in the 
chamber-music courses. Of particular interest in this respect are a series of slow-
movement horn quartets arranged by Charles Heylbroeck on themes by Hanssens, 
Kreutzer and others that apparently had been in the horn class. They show how ensemble 
works were an integrated part of the work of the instrumental classes around 1900.  
2.2.5.5 Didactics in the Belle Époque: ‘Peer-Teaching’ avant la lettre? 
Edmond Leloir stated that during his student time in the 1920’s the horn lessons at the 
Brussels conservatory were mostly attended by all other horn players of the class.233 
Students would be called forward randomly and had to perform in front of the other 
students of the studio. Leloir stated that this was an excellent exercise in stage 
performance. According to the 1880 Reglement d’ordre Intérieur of the Ghent conservatory, 
students had to be present for the entire duration of the instrument courses, regularly 
five or 6 hours weekly, although it is not clear if this rule was put into practice at all 
times.234 In the entire Belle Époque era the horn classes were held twice weekly. In 1888 
Deprez’s classes were held on Tuesday from 9 until 11 and on Thursdays from 9 until 12.235 
This schedule was changed to a system with two hours on Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
afternoons around 1900, possibly to accommodate Deprez’s temporary substitutes 
Heylbroeck and De Mulder. In 1899 there were even three weekly courses of three hours 
scheduled. We can assume that these lessons were attended by a majority, if not by all of 
the horn students.  
 
The timing of the courses might seem to be a detail, but it illustrates several special 
features of the Ghent training system: class hours were such that they could not have 
been intended for students under the age of 12. Their expanding during the week might 
have had an educational purpose. The average time available for each student was quite 
large: the attendance of Deprez’s and Heylbroeck’s horn class rarely exceeded the number 
of six students, offering well over one hour of individual time to each student in most 
years. 
Chapter III will describe how the Ghentian system raised players from beginner up to 
professional level in five years or less; this seems only possible by means of several 
shorter lessons every week in which the students —who often were not allowed to take 
 
 
233 Edmond Leloir interviewed by Jeroen Billiet, June 28, 2002.  
234 ‘Conservatoire Royal de Musique de Gand - Arrèté Ministriel - Règlement d’ordre Intérieur - Extrait Du Moniteur Belge 
Du 17 Février 1880 N°48.’ Annoot-Braeckman, 1880. B-Gc 4599: 9-11 
235 ‘Horaire des Cours’ , years 1888; 1896; 1899; 1900; 1902. aB-Gc LD 
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the better loan instruments home— received a permanent and hands-on training. The 
system of multiple weekly sessions combined with peer presence obviously offered 
several advantages, particularly for beginning students who could advance much more 
quickly because of the continuous character of tutoring.  
 
Although there is no direct evidence that consolidates the assumption of group-attended 
instrumental lessons in the Belle Époque Ghent horn class, the inventories of the 
classrooms in this period, kept in all detail in the Conservatory archives, clearly indicate 
the presence of multiple chairs and music stands in classrooms intended for the 
instrumental classes. Jean Deprez was assigned room 13 of the old Kulders Conservatory 
building for multiple years between 1880 and 1895.236 This room, only used for individual 
courses, accommodated 11 chairs and four music stands. The horn class occupied class 8 
in 1898, where two music stands and twenty chairs were present. In the ‘new’ 
conservatory building Heylbroeck was assigned class 11, equipped with ‘14 new chairs’ 
and three music stands.237 At a time where equipment was costly, the presence of a 
multitude of chairs and stands in rooms only used for instrumental lessons obviously 
means that the courses were attended by several students at the same time.  
 
The format of group-attended lessons had several advantages over a purely individual 
approach:  
 
-Peer pressure: as students constantly had to perform in front of each other, this 
was an advanced method of ‘stage training’.   
-Repertoire knowledge and immersive learning: students were immersed in a 
consistent musical world and learned from each other. 
-Stylistic development: the system encouraged the development of playing style in 
particular classes. 
-Formation of group ensembles as part of the training program. 
 
It is unclear at what point in the twentieth century the educational focus moved to the 
modern default one-on-one situation. Interviewed students of Maurice Van Bocxstaele 
remember that attendance of other students’ classes was common practice, though far 
from institutional. The change to a more individual approach was possibly another result 
 
 
236 Conservatoire Royal de Gand- Tableau des classes 1888. aB-Gc LD. Room 13 was used by Jean Deprez om 
Tuesday and Thursday afternoon. Besides Deprez, the room was also used by Léopold De Porre (elementary 
violin class on Monday and Wednesday); Herman Bal (intermediate piano class on Monday and Friday); Marie 
Sauveur (elementary Piano class on Tuesday evening); Louise Acart (elementary piano class on Thursday and 
Saturday); Van den Bogaerde (Elementary Piano class on Saturday.  
237 aB-Gc, Inventaires 1888-1903, class inventories. All rooms used for music education had a number of chairs 
superior to six in 1912. 
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of the emergence of the modernist era, with its higher demands in terms of instrumental 
proficiency and reading skills, and rejection of romantic stylistic patterns through the 
availability of recordings with a main focus on soloistic playing skills.  
 
Figure 2.4: Inner court of Ghent conservatory in 1901 (Armand Heins, author’s collection). The opening towards the scenic 
Achtersikkel had been established in 1898, and two years later the current Miry concert hall would be added at the left of the 




 3 Learning and playing the horn in Belle 
Époque Ghent  
 
 
L’artiste vraiment nourri d’esthétique est celui qui crée le beau, ou qui sait le révéler dans 










Rediscovering aspects of past playing styles and ‘traditions’ is a slippery path. Playing 
traditions are complex microsystems in which artistic ideas are developed through a 
blend of technical particularities, educational practices and sociological conditions. 
Whereas the artistic achievements of the Ghentian school of horn playing can be defined, 
contemporary press reports discussing Ghentian players are loaded with bias and are 
often subject to a large amount of interpretation. Period music scores, another primary 
source for this study, exist in relatively abundant quantities but give surprisingly little 
information about real-life performance or educational practices. The only more or less 
‘neutral’ sources on the matter are the few earlier-mentioned recordings featuring 
Ghentian horn playing from around the first World War, recorded at the end of the 
reference period of this study. As explained in the general introduction, the case study of 
players, their preferred music, technique, style and educational practices requires a 
multifocal approach, in which the likeliness of assumptions is tested in artistic practice.  
This chapter will start with an overview of who the Brave Belgians were. It will focus on 
particularities in the world of Ghentian horn players, their background, education, 
diaspora and —above all— artistic achievements. A second part will analyze stylistic 
patterns in historical recordings and repertoire. A number of case studies will be 
discussed from a performer’s point of view, expressing ideas on historical, HIP and 
modern-day performance, concluding in an overview of stylistic development. The 
template of playing style that is recovered from this information will consequently be 
checked in artistic practice of this repertoire on both modern and historical instruments, 
concluding in an evolutive overview of stylistic patterns. The resulting framework will be 




3.1 Brave Belgians! : Ghentian horn players in the Belle 
Époque era 
Chapter II described the extent to which cultural currents quintessentially influenced 
musical education in late 19th century Belgium. This section will explain how the success 
of the Ghentian Belle Époque horn class was largely determined by these ideas in relation 
to the social context of the time.  
 
Recruiting players for ‘uncommon’ instruments like the horn is difficult. As stated in 
chapter I, the Ghent conservatory made serious efforts to involve more students in the 
classes of these wind instruments from the early Belle Époque onwards,239 but still the 
numbers of horn students remained remarkably small.  
André Van Driessche described in 2002 how he came to playing the horn when he was 
thirteen:  
 
‘I was very interested in music, however the only musical instrument available to 
me was an old piano that was sitting in the house. I thus made my first musical steps 
on the piano, which went quite well. One day in 1949 my stepmother took me to the 
Royal Conservatory in Ghent, close to where we lived. Neither she nor I had a clue 
what a Royal Conservatory really was. We went to see the director of the institute, 
Jules-Toussaint de Sutter, who immediately objected to my much-wanted 
enrollment in the piano class. ‘When you want to earn a living with music, play an 
instrument that no one else plays, the horn for example’.  I had no idea how a ‘cor’ 
looked like, but I soon found myself standing in the class of Maurice Van Bocxstaele 
trying out this mysterious coiled instrument. My mother-in-law asked the master 
how long it would take for me to be able to earn money from playing that thing. 
Maestro Van Bocxstaele replied that I could manage in anything between two and 
five years.240 
We can assume that the above story has been repeated many times. Young players seem 
to have been guided towards careers as horn players simply because the musical world 
needed horn players. Maurice Van Bocxstaele stated that ‘One hour after I was born, my 
father decided I would play the horn’.241 The choice for the horn in those days was often 




239 aB-Gc, D62, rapport d’inspection de 1878 
240 André Van Driessche interviewed by Jeroen Billiet, June 11, 2002. See Billiet (2008: 189) 
241 ‘Een Uur Nadat Ik Geboren Werd Besliste Mijn Vader Dat Ik Hoorn Zou Spelen.’ De Standaard, January 21, 1963. 
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It is impossible to rediscover the way the horn teachers in Belle Époque Ghent recruited 
young talented boys for their class. Nevertheless, analysis of their enrollment files 
provides a fascinating image of who the Brave Belgians were and why they started to play 
the horn.  
3.1.1  Social Background of Belle Époque horn players in Ghent 
The figure below indicates the residential background of the horn students in the classes 
of Jean Deprez (1872-1902) and Charles Heylbroeck (1902-1938) for whom information 
could be retrieved.242  
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Table 3: residential background of horn students in the classes of Jean Deprez and Charles Heylbroeck. The number 
between brackets [x] indicates the number of students who obtained a diploma. This chart only takes in 
account students of which a residential address at the time of their studies could be retrieved, which 
means that a large part of students who studied at the Ghent conservatory in the 1880’s were not included 
in these figures. The area indicated as ‘Centre North’ are the streets located at the north of an illusionary 
horizontal axis starting from Ghent Belfry, the area indicated as ‘Centre South’ covers all streets south 
of this axle. Details on the particular addresses of players taken into account can be found in the 
appendix. 
The city of Ghent underwent many transformations in that era, although as a general rule 
the North of the city center would typically be the most ‘popular’ area, with factories and 
workers’ housing, whereas the south had a more residential character. The suburbs were 
originally small villages around Ghent that gradually merged with the expanding city 
center. Surprisingly, students originating from outside the city did not come from nearby 
 
 
242 aB-Gc, enrollment lists and tokens, miscellaneous documents. See details in the Appendix pp19 -113. 
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towns like Zwijnaarde, Mariakerke, or Eke, but rather from more remote Flemish 
provincial cities as Aalst, Lokeren, Deinze, Ieper, Bruges and Kortrijk that had an 
operational public music school. 
 
A first note on the above list is that during the entire Belle Époque horn students mainly 
were locals, with a growing representation of the eastern suburbs from 1900 onwards.  
Most students lived in the Ghent city center, while only one in four students came from 
other locations. The ‘local’ character of the school population is in contrast to the horn 
class at the Brussels conservatory that recruited more than half its students from outside 
the capital agglomeration in the Merck and Mahy period.243 Surprisingly, the ratio of ‘non-
domestic’ students even diminished after 1900, rising again only during the Van 
Bocxstaele professorship. 
 
Another intriguing observation is the number of students recruited in the direct 
proximity of the residence of both teachers: in the Deprez period eight students come 
from the area of the teacher’s residence, of which four from neighboring streets of the 
latter’s residence at the Casinoplaats (Place du Casino). This ‘neighbor effect’ seems to be 
even larger for Heylbroeck: eleven of his students come from the direct area of 
Heylbroeck’s home in the Aannemersstraat (rue des Entrepreneurs) in Sint-Amandsberg, 
and none any more from the Casino area where Deprez used to live. Van Bocxstaele stated 
in 1963 that his father was at the time friends with Heylbroeck and that this connection 
lay at the base of his own horn playing career.244 This indicates that the recruitment of 
students was for a large part a matter of local networking. Several streets represented 
had clusters of horn players where players seem to have recruited among their neighbors. 
The recruitment campaigns went far outside the city: it cannot be a coincidence that both 
Ostend Belle Époque horn students —Prosper Lust and the eminent Louis Dufrasne— both 
lived a few houses apart in the Hospitaalstraat in Ostend around the time of Lust’s 
enrollment in Heylbroeck’s class.   
 
The number of students from Sint-Amandsberg in Heylbroeck’s own class is high in 
comparison with other newlybuilt residential areas. On top of this, the success ratio of 
students from the Sint-Amandsberg area is high, with 80% of enrolled students from this 
area obtaining a diploma, compared to just under 60% for students living in other areas. 
This raises the suspicion that both horn teachers actively had talent-scouted high-
potential candidates for their classes within their own social circle, even if the domestic 
aspect played a role in the didactic treatment. Also, it could mean that students from the 
residential area of the teachers could benefit from extra support from —for example— 
 
 




the possibility of private lessons at home, or even that they were selected on the base of 
particular physical criteria. 
Many of the enrollment lists and tokens mention the profession of parents of the Ghent 
horn students, revealing detailed information about their social position. The table below 
gives an overview of parent’s professions of the Deprez and Heylbroeck classes at the 
Ghent conservatory: 
 





7           [39%] 23           [44%] 30 
Unskilled workers246  
 








2           [11%]  4             [8%] 6 
Musicians 
 
3           [17%] 3             [6%] 6 









Table 4:  parents’ professions/social class overview of Ghentian horn students 1872-1938 
The table above shows that the lion’s share of students in the Ghent horn classes came 
from lower-class and lower-middle-class families, and that the ratios do not differ much 
within the entire reference period of 66 years. Especially conspicuous is the large number 
of children coming from skilled worker families. Also, the number of boys from musicians’ 
families is low, and representation of the higher classes is nearly inexistant.247   
 
An extensive number of horn students were supported by such sustaining measures as 
scholarship aids or exemption of enrollment fees.  
 
 
245 carpenters, bakers, butchers, tailors, printers, shopkeepers 
246 Factory and agricultural workers, weavers, foundry workers,  
247 Further research could reveal if this is a phenomenon limited to the horn classes. 
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Students could be exempted from paying the enrollment fees and apply for a bursary if 
their parents were destitute.248 This apparently was the case for many of them. In 1881 
most students from the horn class were exempted from paying the enrollment fee.249 The 
names of horn students Eduard Bracké, Polydore De Loof, Léopold De Porre, Isidore De 
Broe and Jean Speliers —close to Deprez’s entire class– are among the 30 conservatory 
students obtaining this exemption for that year. As the conservatory counted well over 
500 students for that year, it means that the proportion of horn students obtaining 
exemptions was astronomical compared to students of other classes. This phenomenon 
is less prominent in later years, although enrollment fee exemptions were granted to 
horn students in close to all study years between 1880 and 1914.  
 
Bursaries were awarded to students coming from precarious home situations who had 
exceptional abilities. The information on bursaries during the above reference period in 
the conservatory archives is unfortunately incomplete, yet bursaries were granted to 
such players as Raymond Meert, Alfred De Mulder, Hector Van Poucke, Edouard Bracké 
and Hector De Smet, who would all later be graduates with careers as orchestral players. 
A further observation is that students from lower-class households (with ‘worker’ 
parents) tended to be much more successful in their careers than the ones from middle- 
and higher-class backgrounds (state employees, industrial owners and even musicians). 
 
A particular category of students was that of the ‘ungraded military’ (militaires non gradés), 
in most of the cases students in their compulsory military service. They could follow the 
courses at the conservatory for free. The number of students making use of the exemption 
for military personnel is consistent in the horn classes, while their graduation ratio seems 
to be low. This could be an indication that the conservatory horn courses were not 
exclusively intended for those wishing to obtain a diploma —unnecessary in those days 
for those pursuing a career in military music—but that students could enroll to follow the 
courses for a certain period of time, even without entering a concours. It should be noted 
that among the number of centre-south residents mentioned in the first table are several 
military students.250 
 
The question of how and why these lower-class boys with no obvious other social links to 
music became passionate horn players remains to be answered. Most of them came from 
 
 
248 Règelment d’ordre intérieur 1880: 8 ‘Art 19. ‘Les élèves dont les parents sont dans le dénument peuvent obtenir 
l’exemption de la retribution annuelle’ 
249 Report of the meeting of the Commission de Surveillance of 8 November 1881, mentioning 30 students who 
obtain exemption of the enrollment fees.  
250 The south of the Ghent city centre hosted several baracks at the end of the 19th century. Military students 
had their residence mostly in the legion’s casern. 
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backgrounds where the horn would obviously not have been a personal career choice. We 
can only guess how the recruitment of students for the Ghent horn classes was done, 
however the above information leads to the following assumption: 
 
Good horn players were much wanted in the musical world of the Belle Époque; however, 
the instrument was little known and had an reputation for being ‘ungrateful’, causing a 
lack of interest from potential students.251 Samuel had appointed a respected player who 
in his first years as a horn teacher obtained good results, however he failed to attract new 
students, despite much effort. The class received important incentives: instruments were 
purchased and sustaining courses as the ensemble instrumental pour instruments à vent were 
created.  
The students for the horn class were recruited in three ways: some would have come by 
themselves, which obviously was the case for most non-Ghentian students. Secondly, the 
teachers recruited in their own social environment; and thirdly, young students from 
precarious backgrounds in popular areas of the city showing talent for music were guided 
to the conservatory —possibly even actively recruited in district schools—, then were 
incorporated in the horn class by the director. This system was sustained by exemptions 
of enrollment fees, bursaries and free use of instruments, lowering the threshold to a 
maximum. There was little pressure to complete exams or obtain grades, and the teaching 
system was hands-on and fast with a reasonable chance of success.  
 
Following a musical education meant to many an escape from the poverty trap imposed 
by their social class. It is remarkable how the educational model of ‘progress through 
education’ that was installed by the liberal Belgian governments at the beginning of the 
Belle Époque proved to be effective. Where these young working-class heroes ended up is 




251 L’Artiste, August 20, 1876. ‘Il parvient à obtenir du cor, cet instrument difficile et ingrat, une sonorité moelleuse que 
l’on entend rarement.’ 
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3.1.2 A legacy of elegance: the Ghentian diaspora  
3.1.2.1 The French connection 
The growing success of the Belgian musical education system had as a side-effect that it 
turned out far more graduate instrumentalists than were needed for the domestic musical 
scene. “Excess” graduates from Belgian conservatories would typically head south, to the 
much larger job markets of the French provinces. Although outbound artistic migration 
to France already existed on a smaller scale earlier in the nineteenth century,252 many 
regional orchestras in France around 1900 employed important numbers of Belgian 
musicians for all possible orchestral instruments —up to completely Belgian sections in 
some cases—, in the chorus and even as lyrical soloists. However, Belgian players seem to 
have been best represented in the wood and brass wind sections.253  
France had a centralized and strongly virtuoso-oriented conservatory training system, 
and music graduates from the main French conservatories traditionally intended to settle 
mostly in Paris or Lyon, where ample job opportunities for musicians existed.254 
Meanwhile, the old existing network of lyrical theatres in the French provinces was in 
constant expansion while new orchestral formations were also created for the 
entertainment of the rich in privately-owned casinos and thermal resorts.255  
Initially these orchestral formations were populated by local musicians, often of 
moderate proficiency. The access of Belgian professional musicians to this scene was 
obviously facilitated by their skills, but also by their familiarity with both the French 
language and French musical culture and a factual monetary union.256 However, they 
were also —as stated by Clair-Pondart in her book on the theatre orchestras of Nantes, 
 
 
252 Horn player Joseph De Grom was active in Angers (F) during at least the 1861 season, moving to the UK around 
1880. 
253 Orchestral listings, see Appendix pp 118-123 
254 Note also that most writings on the history of musical development in France focus mainly on the Parisian 
situation and only a few on the rest of the country. 
255 The study of the musical scenes in French and Belgian winter/summer/spa resorts is another interesting, but 
mostly blank, field in cultural history research. The information on this page is a resumé of the author’s personal 
findings, combined with information from the three main publications that exist on this subject: Clair-Pondart, 
Sylvie. ‘l’Activité Lyrique en province pendant l’entre-deux-guerres: le triangle Angers, Nantes, Rennes.’ Thèse de doctorat 
de musicologie, Université Rennes II Haute-Bretagne, 1996, as well as Casier, Ann. ‘Het muziekleven in het Kursaal 
te Oostende tussen 1852-1914. - Verhandeling tot het verkrijgen van de graad van licenciaat in de Oudheidkunde en de 
Kunstgeschiedenis.’ Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, 1984. Simon, Yannick. L’Association Artistique d’Angers (1877-
1893): Histoire d’une Société de Concerts Populaires, Suivie du Répertoire des Programmes des Concerts. Paris: Société 
Française de Musicologie, 2006. Was also of great help for retrieving contextual information on regional music 
centres in France. 
256 Through the ‘Union Latine’, several countries’ currencies had become interchangeable (see: Leconte, Jean-
Marc. Le Bréviaire des Monnaies de l’Union Latine 1865-1926. Paris: Cressida, 1994. 
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Rennes and Angers— considered to be a cheap and easily disposable workforce.257 In some 
cases musicians would do seasonal orchestral work in France before turning to orchestral 
positions in England or the United States, less hostile environments that often offered  
better-paid work.  
Although several horn players who graduated from Belgian conservatories before the 
Belle Époque era had had remarkable careers abroad,258 it is striking to see the rising 
number of Belgian immigrant musicians in French provincial orchestral listings from 
1880 onwards.259 
Another determination is that during the 1880’s and 1890’s principal horns of these 
formations tended to come mainly from the Liège and Brussels conservatories, Ghent 
taking the lead after 1900 with several of Charles Heylbroeck’s students obtaining 
principal chairs in the years before WW I.260 Even if a large deal of extra research is needed 
to fully map these movements, a considerable number of graduate Belgian horn players 
were found to have done seasonal work in France at some point during the Belle Époque 
era.  
3.1.2.2 L’union fait la force: networking “Brave Belgians style” 
Browsing through orchestral listings of the late romantic era prominently reveals the 
fascinating power of networks.  The Belgian diaspora clearly knew that l’Union fait la Force 
and collegiality was precious.261 At the peak of the Ghent tradition —the first decade of 
the Heylbroeck professorship— horn players were driving forces behind the Ghentian 
musician’s union. This was illustrated in a striking way by a support letter published in 
the union publication l’Artiste Musicien in 1903, signed by all fifteen professional horn 
players active in Ghent at that time.262 This translated into a culture of ‘calling in’ friends 
 
 
257 Clair-Pondart (1996: 100) ‘Notons, en effet, l'emploi d'instrumentistes non français, et plus spécialement de belges, gens 
de talent mais surtout main d'œuvre peu onéreuse.’ 
258 See Billiet (2008: 142-50) 
259 In the course of the research project, orchestral listings of over 15 French orchestras in the Belle Époque era 
were verified (see bibliography).  
260 It is surprising that so many of the relatively small numbers of Ghent Royal Conservatory graduates from 
Deprez and Heylbroeck’s classes at the Ghent Conservatory would make careers as acclaimed principal horn 
players: Joseph Bleye, Louis Tilleux, Jean Speliers (France), Jules Willems (France), Maurice Van Bocxstaele 
(Paris, Monte Carlo, Brussels), François De Kneef (France) etc.  
261Eendracht Maak Macht/l’Union fait la Force. ‘United we stand’: Military motto of Belgium  
262 ‘Gent.’ L’Artiste Musicien - Organe Mensuel de La Fédération Des Artistes-Musiciens Syndiqués de Belgique, 
December 1903. ‘Gand - wij maken met genoeg bekend het volgend schrijven, dat ons geworden is door den groep der 
hoorns:  Gent 24 oktober 1903 "de leden van de groep der hoorns hebben zondag 11 oktober vergaderd en met algemene 
stemmen besloten een jaarlijks inleggeld van zes Franken te betalen, te beginnen van 1 januari 1904.Dit besluit is genomen, 




as soon as a position became vacant. An anecdotic illustration of this force was the 
replacement of the Ghentian principal horn Hector De Smet at the Association Artistique of 
Angers (Maine et Loire, France) in 1912. On 5 March 1912, the 19-year-old De Smet had 
sadly drowned in the river Maine along with three other musicians of the Angers 
orchestra.263 Just one month later, his position was already taken by the Brussels 
conservatory graduate Ernest Léonard (s.d), who would stay in this chair until well after 
1920.  
3.1.2.3 Migration264 
Angers is a fine example of a provincial music center in which horn players were in large 
majority Belgian for most seasons between 1890 and 1914, hosting also such Ghentian 
players as Jules Willems and his father François Willems. The Belle Époque Ghentian 
diaspora of players in Angers was presumably called to this city in the West of France by 
conductor Édouard Brahy (s.d.), who had good contacts in Ghent in the final decades of 
the 19th century and would eventually become chief conductor of the Concerts d’Hiver 
between 1902 and 1913. Another example of this Belgian “comradery” was the line-up of 
Belgian principals in the orchestra of the Palais d’Hiver in Pau (Pyrénées Atlantiques): 
Désiré Ransy, Joseph Robert (Liège); Louis-Victor Dufrasne; Jean Speliers and Maurice Van 
Bocxstaele (Ghent). These players seem to simply have passed on the principal chair to 
one another as soon as they accepted a better position elsewhere. Mobility was an asset 
that largely enhanced professional opportunities. The 1924-1925 season line-up of the 
Cleveland Orchestra under Nicolai Sokoloff mentions Ghentian player Frédéric 
Goedertier alongside Louis Dufrasne.265 Both had been players in the Ghent Opera 
Orchestra and the Scottish orchestra before. As such, sections mingled and mixed often 
from season to season, obviously leading to interesting —and perhaps even game-
changing— artistic encounters. 
A special position is taken by military musicians in foreign army bands, in particular those 
involved in United States army bands. Joseph De Bleye had already toured in the Northern 
America just after obtaining the second prix in Deprez’s class in 1874, but he would come 
back to Ghent for some years to finish his studies in 1877. Like many graduates of the 
Ghent Conservatory, he first served in the orchestra of the Ghent opera for some years, 
 
 
hebt, ten tweede, met den wensch als dat de andere groepen ons voorbeeld zouden volgen, en daardoor het bestuur een blijk 
geven van sympathie, ter herkenning van haar heelzaam werk voor de leden van ons syndicaat.De Schrijver  Ern. De Vestel 
De Voorzitter Ch. Heylbroeck De Leden:Ed. Bracké, H. De Clerck, F. De Kneef, A. De Mulder, Gust. Glorieux, R. Meert, Ad. Neyt, 
Louis Seghers, Rich. Seghers, Louis Van Destel, L. Van Hyfte, Hector Van Poucke, Jules Willems.’ 
263 See Appendix pp 51-53 
264 Individual detailed biographical information can be retreived from Appendix pp 19-113 
265 Poster for the Cleveland Orchestra concerts in New Castle, 17 November 1924. Horn players: Louis Dufrasne, 
Robert H. Brown, A.J. Pelletier, Erwin Miersch, Frédéric Goedertier, Ernest Paananen  
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then moved to the United States permanently from 1885 onwards. Between 1895 and 1908 
he would be principal horn of the famous John Philip Sousa Band, a position taken up by the 
above-mentioned Frédéric Goedertier in the 1916-1917 season.266  
The US marine band employed Ghentian players Hector Van Poucke between 1904 and 
his early demise in 1919. Another player in the same formation was Louis Tilleux, a former 
student of Herteleer who also studied under Jean-Baptiste Mohr (1823-1891) in Paris and 
who served in the band between 1876 and 1906. Tilleux is said to have come to the United 
States after seasons in opera houses in France, Italy, Russia and Germany, and even served 
as a cornet player in the orchestra of Khedive Ismail Pasha in Cairo, Egypt, where he 
would have played in the premiere of Guiseppe Verdi’s Aïda. In 1871 he became principal 
horn in the opera of New Orleans, where he came to know the future leader of the Marines 
band. As one can notice from these exotic life paths, networking was the next most 
important skill after horn playing itself. 
Freedom of movement for musicians proved to be a crucial condition for the development 
of a flourishing musical scene. The orchestral listings that were browsed for this study 
confirm that players would alternate work in Belgium with seasonal work abroad. A 
combination often made by Ghentian players would be that of a winter season in a theatre 
orchestra with a summer season in the Kursaal orchestra of Ostend. A stunning example 
of this late-Belle Époque mobility is that Louis Dufrasne played winter seasons in Chicago, 
traveling back for the summer season in Ostend between 1909 and 1913. However, most 
musicians would eventually try to obtain job security in their new homelands, rather than 
returning to the closed-circuit Belgian scene. Some would find this certainty in the shape 
of a permanent orchestral position or teaching job after many years of seasonal work.  
From 1900 onwards French local authorities gradually closed the gates by restricting the 
employment of foreign workers.267 This was experienced by Ghentian horn player Jean 
Speliers, who -after serving for years in seasonal orchestras all over France- had obtained 
the position of principal horn of the casino and teacher at the music school of Boulogne-
sur-Mer (Pas de Calais) in 1908.268 In 1911, Speliers was dismissed from the orchestra for 
 
 
266 Bierley, Paul Edmund. The Incredible Band of John Philip Sousa. Urbana/Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 
2006: 198-204 
267 Commented by the Ghentian musician’s union in ‘De Syndicale Kamer Der Artisten-Muzikanten van Gent Aan de 
Gentsche Bevolking.” Komiteit der Syndicale Kamer der Artisten-Muzikanten van Gent, November 1913. ‘En dan 
zou men de Belgische kunstenaars hebben aangemoedigd, terwijl nu al dat geld is gekomen aan vreemde muzikanten, die 
door hunne nijdige werking er toe geraakt zijn hun land een wet te doen afvaardigen waarbij verboden wordt aldaar in een 
esubsidieerd orkest meer dan 10 vreemde muzikanten te gebruiken’   
268 ‘Nos Artistes.’ la Flandre Libérale, May 9, 1908: 2. Speliers had served in the Pau Orchestra up to 1907 and 
became principal horn of the Orchestra of the Boulogne-sur-Mer Casino from 1908 onwards. 
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the simple reason of not being a French national.269 Previously, officials had complained 
that ‘the orchestra of this fine municipal establishment was composed entirely —with a 
few exceptions— of Belgians’, whereas French musicians were said to be not allowed in 
Belgian orchestras.270  
Despite governmental attempts to limit the ‘invasion’ of foreign artists in France, the 
reputation of Belgian horn players spread rapidly among competing orchestral 
managements and fixers. Still, the breakthrough towards other international scenes came 
rather by chance for the Ghentians. An important incentive was given by a series of six 
concerts performed between 1 and 6 June 1905 by the orchestra of the Ostend Kursaal 
Orchestra in London’s Queens Hall. The quality of the Ghentian horn section was 
particularly remarked during these performances,271 and in the months following this 
tour several of the orchestra’s players were offered contract opportunities in England.272 
Whereas Ghent conservatory teacher and Kursaal principal Charles Heylbroeck refused 
an offer to become principal horn of the London Queens Hall Orchestra, second and third 
horn Raymond Meert and Louis Dufrasne were listed as section members of the Scottish 
Orchestra in Glasgow from November of the same year onwards.273 Program books of the 
Scottish Orchestra  mention Dufrasne and Meert successively as third horn.274 In the next 
seasons, a third Ghentian player, Frédéric Goedertier would join this orchestra.  
 
 
269 These ever more restrictive working laws would make the Belgian horn playing diaspora in France shrink 
considerably after World War I.. 
270 Archives de Ville de Boulogne-sur-Mer, file J118 (boîte 5638), letter of Dalemy to the mayor of Boulogne of 10 
March 1910. ‘l’orchestre de ce bel établissement municipal était composé à quelques exceptions près de belges.’ And ‘les 
musiciens Français ne sont pas bienvenues en Belgique.’ The statement on French musicians not being welcome in 
Belgian orchestras is however false. In general French musicians were simply not attracted to the Belgian scene 
because of the poorer conditions. 
271 ‘Nos Concitoyens.’ La Flandre Libérale, July 5, 1905. ‘M. Charles Heylbroeck, professeur à notre Conservatoire royal, 
vient d'être nommé aussi professeur à l'école de musique de Courtrai et directeur de la fanfare communale de cette ville. En 
adressant nos félicitations à M. Heylbroeck, nous aimons à rappeler que celui-ci faisait partie de la phalange musicale du 
Kursaal d'Ostende, qui a organisé récemment à Londres, le festival belge dont notre correspondant ostendais a entretenu nos 
lecteurs. Nous extrayons le passage suivant du compte-rendu d'un critique musical, relatif à l'un de ces concerts. Il s'agit de 
l'exécution de fragments du crépuscule des Dieux : "l'orchestre, sous la baguette de Léon Rinskopf, y a été supérieur à lui-
même, les cuivres notamment, et, parmi ceux-ci spécialement les cors, dont le premier, M. Heylbroeck a fait résonner 
triomphalement la célèbre et si périlleuse fanfare de Siegfried." 
272 “l’Orchestre Du Kursaal D’Ostende à Londres: Appréciations Des Principaux Journaux Anglais Sur Les Concerts Donnés à 
Londres Par l’Orchestre de Symphonie Du Kursaal d’Ostende,” Ostend: Editions Bouchery. June 1905.  
273 ‘Chronique Locale-Nos Artistes.’ l’Echo d’Ostende. March 6, 1906 mentions “la direction de l’orchestre de Queens Hall 
à Londres vient encore de faire des très brillantes propositions à notre excellent cor-solo, M. Charles Heilbroeck (sic), enfin 
de l’attacher définitivement au célèbre orchestre Londonien”. 273 
274 GB-Grnso -program books 1905-1925 (currently Royal National Orchestra of Scotland) consulted at the offices of 
the Royal Scottish National Orchestra on 3 April 2017 
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The second horn of the Kursaal quartet, François De Kneef, would continue to work 
mainly in Ghentian orchestral formations as the ones of the Société des Concerts du 
Conservatoire and the Concerts d’Hiver as well as taking engagements as principal horn in 
orchestras of the French Poitou-Charente Region as the theatres of la Rochelle, Poitiers 
and Angoulème. Unfortunately, it was not possible to find De Kneef’s whereabouts for the 
1905-1907 seasons. He was engaged as fourth horn in the Ghent Opera in 1907-1908, and 
as principal in the theatre of Angoulème (Charente) in 1909. 
For Meert and Dufrasne their above-mentioned 1905 British engagement would be the 
start of an Anglo-Saxon adventure that defined their entire further career, and eventually 
also influence the history of the horn further on in the century. Meert, who had graduated 
with honors from the Ghent Royal Conservatory in 1901, had succeeded Dufrasne as 
second horn in the Ghent opera orchestra upon the latter’s departure to Pau (Pyrénées 
Atlantiques, France). He would return from Glasgow to Ghent for some seasons between 
1907 and 1910, but settled in the UK permanently from 1911 onwards.275 In 1913 he became 
principal horn of the Scottish orchestra in Glasgow, and from January 1917 of the Hallé 
Orchestra in Manchester upon the retirement of the legendary Franz Paersch (1857- 
1921).276 Meert was a prominent horn soloist in Northern England and stayed active up to 
the end of the second World War.277  
It is curious to see that Meert’s career was actually boosted by the war climate in both 
world wars. Being a Belgian citizen resident in the United Kingdom during the 1914-1918 
war, he was not eligible for duty in the British Army while most of his direct 
“competitors” on the scene would have been called to serve, leaving open a wide array of 
job opportunities.278 Despite retiring from the Hallé orchestra in 1938, he would be called 
back in service by the Hallé Orchestra conductor Sir John Barbirolli in 1941, in order to 
fill in the spaces of younger colleagues serving in the army. Another pupil of Heylbroeck, 
Joseph Ghyoot (Bruges 1895-19xx),279 found himself in a similar situation. As member of a 
Belgian regiment band, he had been brought to London after ending up behind the lines 
of the British sector of the Flemish Yser front in 1914. As a result, Ghyoot could live 
through the war years in relative peace, earning well as a freelance player in the 
 
 
275 Meert family archives, Manchester, UK 
276 Interestingly another Ghentian player, Pierre Van Haute, a pupil of Mengal, had served in the Hallé orchestra 
for several seasons in the 1870’s and 1880’s (Hallé Orchestra archives, season brochures 1875-1882) 
277 Meert was one of the first horn players to perform live as a soloist on BBC radio, performing the third Mozart 
concerto KV 447 and the Brahms trio opus 40 on several UK broadcasts from 1927 onwards. 
278 One of Meert’s horn playing collegues in the Scottish orchestra during the 1915 season was Adolphe Anthony 
Goossens (1896-1916), son of the famous Belgian-British conductor Eugène Goossens (1867-1958).  Adolphe A. 
Goossens fell during the battle of the Somme while serving in the British army.    
279 Ghyoot was a former student of Heylbroeck at the Bruges conservatory. 
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entertainment scene of the British capital while his British counterparts were fighting an 
impossible war.280 
The most important Ghentian horn playing émigré of the Belle Époque period was 
undoubtedly Louis-Victor Dufrasne. After a season in Glasgow, he returned to the 
continent for one season to his position as principal of the Palais d’Hiver in Pau. Then, he 
was invited by Emil Paur (1855-1932) to join the Pittsburgh Orchestra for the 1907 
season.281 Dufrasne would however occasionally come back to Belgium, playing several 
summer seasons in Ostend between 1907 and 1913 while also performing winter seasons 
in New York.282 He continued in the Cleveland orchestra under Nicolai Sokoloff (1886-
1965) for some years in the 1920’s, then settled permanently in Chicago.  
Dufrasne’s legacy included the training of the lion’s share of mid-20 century US horn 
pedagogues: Philip Farkas, Frank Brouk, Helen Cotas and Clyde Miller. Another student of 
Heylbroeck, Maurice Van Bocxstaele, who graduated with honors from the Ghent 
Conservatory in 1912 was determinant for the further development of Belgian horn scene, 
becoming teacher of the Ghent Conservatory in 1938, after a career in Switzerland, France 
and Monte Carlo (Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Ensemble Orchestral de Paris, Orchestre de 
Radio Monte Carlo).  
Dufrasne, Meert and Van Bocxstaele all performed regularly as soloists, mainly with 
repertoire conspicuously reminiscent of the repertoire style of their Ghent Conservatory 
education. Dufrasne’s 1903 performances of Richard Strauss’s Concerto opus 11 with the 
Orchestre des Concerts d’Hiver in Pau was commented by the local newspaper Mémorial des 
Pyrénées as a ‘tour de force d’exécution.’ The writer of the concert report rightly pointed out 
‘that horn solos were a rare appearance on stage, and even more rarely so well 
executed’.283 Dufrasne would perform the same concerto several times in the United 
States during the interwar period, also adding Richard Wagner’s highly lyrical Albumblatt 
(arr. F. Gumbert) to his repertoire. Mozart’s concerto KV447 was another cherished 
canonic repertoire piece of the Ghentians and was performed several times by all three 
émigré protagonists of the Ghentian school. Raymond Meert was one of the earliest —
although not the first— to play this concerto live on BBC radio during a live broadcast at 
 
 
280 Personal conversation with grandson Jan Ghyoot, 2/2/2019 
281 Washington Archive of Music and Musicians, Dufrasne file consulted on 18/01/2014 
282 Ellis Island migration records, Concert programs Palais d’Hiver Pau, Scottish Orchestra. 
283 ‘Concerto de Strauss.’ Mémorial des Pyrénées. March 27, 1903. ‘M. Dufrasne a exécuté en 1° audition le concerto en 
mi bémol pour cor, de Richard Strauss. C'est un tour de force d'exécution. On entend rarement des soli de cor, plus 
rarement encore ils sont aussi bien rendus.’ 
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Manchester Free Trade Hall in 1928.284 Although all these pieces were part of the 
traditional canon used for the graduation exams of the Ghent horn classes, it is only 
Maurice Van Bocxstaele who is reported to have performed ‘Ghentian’ music abroad. His 
performance of Herberigs’ Cyrano de Bergerac on 10 May 1933 with the Monte Carlo radio 
orchestra conducted by Paul Paray at the Monte Carlo Casino hall was much acclaimed, 
although it did not provoke a further international breakthrough of this work.285  
The lion’s share of horn players’ work at the time was in the orchestra, and Ghentian 
players seem to have had a particular interest in performing opera. Dufrasne reportedly 
left the Cleveland orchestra in 1925 despite generous working conditions to return to a 
much more modest life as principal of the Chicago opera house. His widow stated that her 
husband was ‘an opera man at heart and he wanted to return to that life’.286  
Another particularity is the role of Ghentian players in performances of notorious 
baroque horn parts, as the Quoniam from Bach’s Hohe Messe BWV 232 and the latter’s First 
Brandenburg Concerto in F BWV 1046, or of Handel’s Water Music HWV 348-50. Meert, 
Heylbroeck and Van Bocxstaele were once famous for their performances of the 
prominent horn parts of these works during the first decades of the twentieth century. 
Note that also several Belgian trumpeters at the time, as Alphonse Goeyens (1867-1950) 
and Théo Charlier (1868-1944), experimented with “unplayable” trumpet parts, notably 
the second Brandenburg concerto.287  
Besides the previously discussed recordings of Handel’s water music, two concert reports 
are of particular interest as they suggest the use of ‘historical’ instruments in Bach’s B 
Minor Mass: a performance of the masterpiece in Antwerp in 1911, featuring Heylbroeck 
as a soloist, was mentioned as ‘an integral performance of the work, and with the musical 
instruments as prescribed by Bach’. On a 1926 performance of the same work the Hallé 
orchestra the Manchester Guardian commented that ‘Mr.Meert kept the horn unstopped in 
the bass solo Quoniam Tu solus sanctus.’288  Was the influence of Gevaert’s education model 
 
 
284 ‘Wireless Notes and Programmes- Manchester Music.’ The Manchester Guardian. February 2, 1928. An 
unpublished listing of horn solos in early BBC radio programs (by courtesy of John Humphries) mentions a 
performance of this same concerto by Walter Worsley on 11 December 1925. Radio broadcasts unfortunately 
were not recorded until the early 1930’s. 
285 Program notes of the concert of 10 may 1933 conducted by Paul Paray at the Monte Carlo Casino, enclosed in 
the original manuscript of Robert Herberigs’ Cyrano de Bergerac, Cebedem collection (currently B-Bc) 
B362/2711: ‘(author unknown) ‘L’esquisse symphonique Cyrano de Bergerac, rarement jouée à cause de la virtuosité 
qu’elle requiert de la part du cor-solo, date de 1912 [..]’ 
286 Bacon (2004) 
287 See: Herbert et al. (Wallace). 2019: 98. 
288 ‘Koncerten van Gewijde Muziek.” De Nieuwe Gazet, March 24, 1911, 1 on a performance of Bach’s B-minor Mass in Antwerp 




a preliminary incentive for ‘historical’ horn performance in the Belle Epoque? Ghentian 
players’ exceptional abilities in the high register, inherent to their particular 
embouchure position (see 4.3.2) might have been a reason for concert organizers to 
entrust particular Bach performances to them. The eloquent praise awarded by 
contemporary reviews for the tackling of high-virtuosity baroque horn parts is another 
proof of the outstanding skills of the Ghentian Brave Belgians Branch, however it would 
be reductive to speak of a developed historical informed performance practice.  
Despite these peculiarities, the Brave Belgian diaspora seems to have assimilated quickly 
to local fashions, at least in terms of instrument use. Meert, Van Bocxstaele and Dufrasne 
are known to have changed from the Van Cauwelaert horn to other horn types within the 
first years after their arrival in their new homelands. Meert would change to a 
Hawkes/Raoux-Millereau single F-horn, the standard professional instrument in those 
days in England.289 A photograph of the New York Barrere ensemble in 1915 shows 
Dufrasne holding a German-style horn.290 Dufrasne would change to American-built 
instruments during the 1920’s, promoting instruments built by Conn and Geyer in 
Chicago.291 Van Bocxstaele played horns by Lehmann (Hamburg) during his time as 
principal of the Ensemble Orchestral de Paris and the Orchestra of Monte Carlo although 
he would cherish his Van Cauwelaert single F for solo work throughout his career. The 
domestic branch of the school also seems to have been far more traditional in terms of 
repertoire choice, and new creations by Jeanne Vignery, Jules Boucquet, Léon Stekke or 
Raymond Moulaert strongly hold to a late-romantic and highly lyrical musical language, 
said to be ‘unbothered by an artless form of modernism’, until well into the second half 
of the twentieth century.292  All of Dufrasne’s students on the contrary developed a very 
different approach towards repertoire choice, embracing new creations.  
3.1.2.4 The home squad 





voorgeschreven.’ (‘the committee enabled the integral performance of the work, and with the musical instruments as 
prescribed by Bach”). Also, a highly interesting description of Raymond Meert playing the Quoniam from the same 
work is described in the Manchester Guardian. May 2, 1926:  ‘Mr.Meert kept the horn unstopped in the bass solo 
‘Quoniam Tu solus sanctus. He played with such marked discretion that one hardly found the instrument too lively’. 
However, this information does not prove the use of historical instruments as it is subject to interpretation. 
289 On multiple pictures of the Hallé Orchestra Meert plays this type of British/French instrument. 
290 ‘The Barrere Ensemble of Wind Instruments.’ Musical America, May 1915. 
291 A catalogue of Conn instruments around 1924 puts Dufrasne in the picure as a performing artist of this firm 
292 Fernand, Etienne. ‘Ontmoetingen Toondichter Jules Bouquet.’ West-Vlaanderen, 1957. ‘zich niet te storen aan een 
zekere kunstloze vorm van modernisme maar rechtzinnig een gezond moderne weg te kiezen’ 
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Playing opportunities for horn players in Ghent during the Belle Époque era were 
multiple: four players were employed by the opera or Théâtre during the yearly opera 
season, regularly lasting for six months every year during the winter times. Traditionally 
the principal wind players of the city opera orchestra were also the teachers at the 
conservatory, and the post of teacher of the conservatory would generally be attached to 
this orchestral position.293 This offered an important supplementary resource for these 
players. In the public call for the 1872 horn teacher audition was mentioned that the 
teaching position guaranteed an annual income of 1100 francs, increased by a monthly 
supplement of 140 francs during the opera season.294 The system created a strong 
connection between the conservatory and the most important musical institution of the 
city; however the link would be discontinued after 1900. Charles Heylbroeck, logically 
appointed for the joint position, skipped several seasons in the opera during the first 
decade of the twentieth century to prioritize other ensembles, leaving this important 
batch of work to other players from the Ghentian horn ‘brotherhood’. Heylbroeck’s 
combination of different functions — teacher at the conservatories of Ghent, Courtrai, 
Bruges and principal of the Concerts Ysaye (amongst others) meant already that he did not 
teach his classes at ‘regular’ timings.295  
 
The Ghentian branch of the Belgian Musicians Union ‘Syndikale kamer der Artisten-
Muzikanten’ had no fewer than fifteen horn players registered in 1903,296 of whom twelve 
were former graduates of the Ghent conservatory. The city directory ‘Dubbele Wegwijzer 
der Stad Gent en der provincie Oost-Vlaanderen’ mentions however only five of these union 
members as professional horn players in the city in 1906: the horn section of the opera 
house and Charles Heylbroeck.297 The other union members were possibly those who 
worked mainly as free lancers combining different jobs.298 The union member fee of six 
francs was obviously considered to be worth its price even for these players, which could 
be an indication that there was largely enough work in the city to make this investment 
 
 
293 ‘Grand Théâtre. Liste des professeurs du conservatoire qui font partie de l’orchestre en vertu de la resolution du conseil 
du 14 mars 1871.’ aB-Gc FIN1871. ‘Lagye 1° violon solo; Beyer 1° violon; Desmet alto solo; Rappé 1° violoncelle solo; Vuylsteke 
1re flute-solo; Schidlik Cor anglais & hautbois solo; Weber: Clarinette basse & clarinette solo; Vandenheuvel 1e  basson-solo; 
Herteleer Cor-solo; De Waele trombonne-solo; Miry 2° violon; Nevejans 2° violoncelle.’ 
294 ‘internal note by inspector De Meulenaere on the 1872 call for teacher of horn at the Ghent Conservatory.’ aB-Gc D13 
295 See 1.2.5 
296 ‘Ghent.’ L’Artiste Musicien - Organe Mensuel de La Fédération Des Artistes-Musiciens Syndiqués de Belgique, 
December 1903 mentions the names of horn players Ern. De Vestel, Ch. Heylbroeck,:Ed. Bracké, H. De Clerck, F. 
De Kneef, A. De Mulder, Gust. Glorieux, R. Meert, Ad. Neyt, Louis Seghers, Rich. Seghers, Louis Van Destel, L. Van 
Hyfte, Hector Van Poucke, Jules Willems. 
297 Dubbele Wegwijzer Der Stad Gent En Der Provincie Oost-Vlaanderen Voor Het Jaar 1906 - 44ste Jaar. 44° Jaar. 
Gent, 1906. ‘Cornisten: De Keef F. […], De Vestel E. […], Glorieux G. […], Heylbroeck K. […], Van Hyfte L. […].’ 
298 An open letter of the Ghentian Musicians Union from 1913 (see below) stated that musicians often were 
obliged to learn an extra profession to earn a living. 
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profitable. It is however likely that most of these musicians would have combined work 
as a cachetonneur (session musician) with other professions. 
 
The booming cultural interest of the late Belle Époque was possibly one of the largest 
incentives for the development of horn playing in Ghent. The opera had nearly 
exclusively dominated professional music performances in Ghent until well into the 
second half of the nineteenth century.299 Most musical performances were directly 
connected with the flourishing —non-professional— musical societies that only needed 
musicians for limited periods of time. The nomination of Adolphe Samuel and the 
creation of several classical concert series in the city had heralded a new impulse to 
musical life. Gradually the Ghentian public would open up its reluctant preference for the 
sugar-coated lyrical genre towards the symphonic genre and canonic music. The creation 
of the Société des Concerts d’Hiver, founded in 1895, induced a double competition between 
the latter organization and the Société des Concerts du Conservatoire: for public attention, 
but also, and not least, for the best musicians. Many supplementary playing opportunities 
were to be found in the field of musical entertainment: dance hall orchestras, concerts of 
lighter music, like the ones that performed frequently in the Casino or Waux-Hall, and —
from around the turn of the century onwards— cinema orchestras. Other important job 
opportunities for skilled musicians were offered by the military bands encamped in the 
city. In the last decades of the nineteenth century the city regularly hosted performances 
of foreign ensembles, like the acclaimed concert of Charles Lamoureux’s orchestra in the 
Ghent Casino hall on 28 October 1890.  However, Ghentian musical life would mostly stay 
a local microsystem until the beginning of the first world war.  
 
To what extent the Ghent world exposition of 1913 marked a break in this closed-circuit 
Ghentian musical world is made clear in a militant document published by the Ghent 
Musicians Union.300 With this open letter to the Ghentian audience, the union protested 
strongly against the import of so-called ‘superior’ foreign ensembles to the detriment of 
local musicians.  The document also gives an enlightening insight into the position of 
Ghentian orchestral performers at the end of the Belle Époque era.  
The direction of the 1913 World Fair had invited the French orchestra led by violinist 
Pierre Sechiari (1877-1933) for performances during the month of August of that year, 
after a long battle with the Ghent branch of the Belgian musician’s union. The Ghentian 
public had been delighted by this orchestra’s performances; however, the union did not 
 
 
299 Verriest-Lefert, Guy en Jeanne. Van Kreisler tot Cziffra, Geschiedenis van de Winterconcerten te Gent. Snoeck-Ducaju 
en Zoon. Gent, 1966. 12-16 
300 ‘De Syndicale Kamer Der Artisten-Muzikanten van Gent Aan de Gentsche Bevolking.’ Komiteit der Syndicale 
Kamer der Artisten-Muzikanten van Gent, November 1913.  
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appreciate the intrusion of a foreign party of musicians into its own well-defended 
territory.  
The union, acknowledging the general quality of Sechiari’s ensemble, nevertheless 
denounced the general disrespect of the Ghentian public, arguing that the working 
conditions of foreign groups were superior to the ones of local orchestras to an extent 
that it had serious consequences on artistic performance levels.  
 
‘And this is the real difference between the Parisian musicians of Mr. Sechiari and 
the Ghentian musicians. 
The first category obtained from the Exposition board 900, 825 or 750 Francs for one 
month. 
Whereas our own musicians had to unite and obstinately defend their case in order 
to obtain monthly wages varying between 90 and 190 francs in the Grand Théâtre, 
100 Francs in the Flemish Theâtre and 70 to 90 francs in the Waux-Hall […] 
The consequence of all this? Well, the most proficient people abandon their 
positions in their hometown, in their homeland and search a position…in 
orchestras like Sechiari’s! 
One cannot expect that one SOIRON, who is far better than any of the cellists in 
Sechiari’s group, that one MEERT, who deliberately beat the very best of London 
horn players (sic), one KIMPE, able to take one of the best positions in Sechiari’s 
orchestra and so many others, would torment themselves in Ghent for a pittance 
while their art is renumerated generously elsewhere. And if we had to list all those 
who left the city because they did not manage to have their art paid properly, we 
would have a number of performers large enough to constitute an entire Sechiari 
Orchestra. […] And what do we see? Mr. GADEYNE —who was called a virtuoso in all 
newspapers recently— recently succeeded in the audition for concertmeister at the 
Grand Théâtre. It appears that the management offers him a monthly wage of 180 
francs while he earns 300 francs in a movie theatre. He will have to leave the 
country when he wants his art to be valued.  
So, no, dear Gentlemen, you are entirely wrong when you state that such an 
ensemble of musicians cannot be gathered among Ghentian musicians. Our 
conservatory has trained a sufficient number of proficient musicians to do so, 
however they were chased away, or were obliged to learn another profession aside, 
or have to supplement their meagre pay with teaching, small gigs etc.301 
 
 
301 Ibid, 2 ‘’En dat is nu juist het verschil tusschen de Parijsche muzikanten van M. Sechiari en de Gentsche muzikanten. 
Aan de eersten betaalde het Comiteit der Tentoonstelling : 900, 825 en 750 fr. voor 1 maand. 
En onze muzikanten hebben zich moeten vereenigen en hardnekkig strijden om te bekomen dat zij in den Grooten 
Schouwburg aan loonen geraakten gaande van 90 tot 190 fr. per maand, in den Nederlandschen Schouwburg tot 100 fr., in 
de Waux-Hall van 70 tot 90fr.’[…] Het gevolg daarvan ? Wel, de puike elementen geven den brui om hunne moederstad, om 




Is paid/ Worden betaald: 
 
                      Per concert: 
To Parisian musicians 
Aan de Parijsche muzikanten 
 
To Ghentian musicians  
Aan de Gentsche muzikanten 
Soloists/Solisten:            20 fr. 
1° categorie     17 fr. 





      Per rehearsal 
Per Repetitie 
 
To Parisian musicians 
 
Aan de Parijsche muzikanten 
To Ghentian musicians  
 
Aan de Gentsche muzikanten 
Solisten:            10 fr. 
1° categorie       8 fr. 
2° categorie     7 fr. 
 




The writer of this opinion article continued that a more decent payment would not only 
make prominent musicians stay in Ghent, but also enhance the cohesion of orchestral 
formations by raising the number of rehearsals and avoiding constant section changes, 
apparently a sore point in the Ghentian musical world. Concert programs were rehearsed 
three to five times on average, with rehearsals of merely two hours, whereas Sechiari was 
said to have rehearsed for six months and for over three hours daily. 
 
 
opweegt tegen den besten cello van Sechiari’s orkest, dat een MEERT, die te Londen de beste cornisten klopte, dat een KIMPE, 
die in ’t orkest Sechiari eene der beste plaatsen zou kunnen innemen, en zoovele anderen, te Gent om een hongerloontje zich 
afbeulen, als elders hunne kunst royaal wordt betaald. En moesten wij de lijst opmaken van al diegenen welke de stad 
verlieten, omdat zij hier hunne kunst niet naar mate konden doen betalen, dan bekwamen wij eene lijst, groot genoeg om er 
een gansch orkest Sechiari mede te vormen. […] 
En wat zien wij nu gebeuren: M. GADEYNE — die in al de dagbladen onlangs als virtuoos werd vermeld — doorstond de proef 
als viool solo aan den Gr. Schouwburg. Doch toen het op betalen op aankwam bood het bestuur hem 180 fr. per maand aan, 
terwijl hij in eene cinemainrichting 300 fr. wint. Ook is hij veroordeeld om het land te verlaten, wil hij zijne kunst naar waarde 
doen betalen. 
Neen, mijne heeren, gij hebt het dus mis als ge beweert dat Gent niet zulk orkest zou kunnen vormen; onze muziekschool 
bracht genoeg elementen voort om zulks te doen, doch men heeft ze weggejaagd en zij die gebleven zijn zien zich verplicht 
ofwel om een bijstiel te leeren, ofwel om hun mager loon door lessen, cachetten, enz. aan te vullen.’ 
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The above argumentation shows the gap between the position of musicians in Ghent and 
the obvious reasons why a large artistic brain drain was reinforced in that era. Possibly 
the most interesting passage in the open letter of the Ghentian musician’s union is 
however a comment on the artistic merit of Sechiari’s performances.  
‘One said: ‘look, that styling, all bows go up and down at the same time!’ 
 That is, indeed, a fine effect. However, is it art? For us, these are gymnastics, 
routine, and no more. This does not add anything to the musical art. 
It’s eye-catching, which should not be the true function of musical art. Some will 
say that it is a merit for an orchestra; we consider it to be of secondary importance 
that has no connection with art, and we think all real musical artists will agree with 
us on this matter’302 
Was the attitude in the above excerpt a symbol of the ‘art libre’ ideal that had strongly 
taken root in the Ghentian music world? Was the artistic focus of the local music scene 
one that dismissed common routines in the classical music world, prioritizing a higher 
musical goal in the shape of expressiveness? Or was this simply a retarded reaction that 
would soon disappear in the waves of the globalizing music scene after World War I?  
3.1.3 Brave Belgians in action: historical comments on Ghentian playing 
style and technique. 
Examination of early 20th-century concert reviews reveal some more interesting facts 
about the artistic accomplishments of the Ghentian horn school.303  A first observation is 
that Ghentian players were praised at that time mostly because of their solid tone 
stability, high level of accuracy and ‘poetic’ musical approach. A 1904 press review on 
Louis-Victor Dufrasne’s performance of Mozart’s third horn concerto in Eb KV447 with 
the Pau orchestra stated that ‘M. Dufrasne knew to produce tones of a rare tenuity and of 
great purity.304 Similar praise was awarded some decades later to Maurice Van Bocxstaele 
for a solo appearance at the Ostend Kursaal, commented as ‘This eminent artist, pupil of 
the reputed professor Heylbroeck at the Royal Ghent Conservatory combines great 
 
 
302 Ibid ‘’Wij hoorden ook zeggen: ziet eens, die styleering; al die strijkstokken gaan gelijk op en neer! Zeer schoon van effekt, 
inderdaad. Doch, bestaat daar de kunst in? Voor ons is dit gymnastiek en routine, meer niet. Tot muzikale kunst brengt zulks 
iets niets bij. Het streelt het oog, doch dat is niet het doel der muziekkunst. Sommigen kunnen het als eene verdienste aanzien 
voor een orkest; wij achten zulks eene nevenkwestie, die met kunst niets te maken heeft en de eigenlijke muziekkunstenaars 
zullen wel allen van onze meening zijn denken wij.’ 
303 Only a few relevant historical press reviews have been included in this section. A full overview of retrieved 
press reviews on particular players can be found in the biographical notes in Appendix  
304 ‘Concert.’ L’Indépendant, January 29, 1904. Pau Archives file 2R/12-17 ‘M. Dufrasne a su filer des sons d'une ténuité 
rare et d'une grande pureté’ 
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intonation, accuracy and purity —qualities rarely associated to horn players— with  
delicate and delicious nuances.305  
 
Ghentian players stood out from many of their contemporaries in regional European 
music centers. Already in 1884, the leading Belgian musical magazine le Guide Musical had 
commented on a recital by Jean Deprez that he ‘had played the Mélodie by Gounod with 
a perfect distinction of style’ and that ‘it would be difficult to obtain more smoothness in 
terms of sound and a greater accuracy’. Importantly the critic continued that ‘this teacher 
had the talent to inculcate these fine qualities in the playing of his students’.306 Charles 
Heylbroeck was warmly applauded for the same reasons by the Antwerp critic of the 
newspaper het Handelsblad, commenting on the latter’s ‘astonishing security, allowing the 
audience to finally enjoy poetry on this brass voice when performed by such a true 
artist.’307 The reputation of the Ghent horn school rose to previously unknown heights 
around that time, as witnessed by Emile Mathieu’s above-mentioned comments on Robert 
Herberig’s reserve towards German horn playing.308 A comment on the graduation recital 
of Maurice Van Bocxstaele in 1912 mentions an ‘excessive purity of sound and an 
immaculate intonation’. 309 
 
A second playing aspect that stands out in period press reviews is the ‘artistic’ way in 
which players of the Ghent school interpreted soloistic passages. Heylbroeck’s numerous 
performances of Mendelsohn’s Nocturno from Midsummer Night’s dream were acclaimed for 
their singing-style phrasing and high artisticity.310 His premiere of Robert Herberigs’ 
 
 
305 ‘Concert du 18 Septembre (Matin).’ la Saison d’Ostende. September 22, 1929. On the occasion of  a performance of 
Guillemyn’s Chant d’Automne. ‘Cet éminent artiste, élève de M. Heylbroeck, le réputé professeur du Conservatoire de Gand 
- joint à la justesse, la sûreté et la pureté, qui sont autant de qualités rares chez le corniste, un nuance délicat et délicieux.’ 
306 ‘Audenarde.’ Guide Musical. December 6, 1884, sec. vol 30 N°24: 178 ‘M. Deprez a joué la Mélodie de Gounod avec 
une parfaite distinction de style; il serait difficile d’atteindre plus de souplesse de son et une plus grande netteté d’émission. 
Le professeur a le talent d’inculquer toutes ces belles qualités à ses élèves.’ 
307 O., L. ‘In de Harmonie.’ Het Handelsblad. May 26, 1911. ‘Wij, Antwerpenaren, staan verbluft bij zulk een verbazende 
zekerheid en voelen ons gelukkig door een lid van een plaatselijk orkest (de heer Heylbroeck is tijdelijk verbonden aan het 
orkest der Harmonie) eens ongestoord al de poëzie genoten te hebben, die 'onder bedwang van een zoo echten kunstenaar, 
in dien koperen mond opleven kan.’ 
308 See also 1.2.5. 1° Rapport au Gouvernement – Belgian state Archives nr. 32762 for the period 15-5-1910 to 15-
8-1910, with notes by Emile Mathieu (by courtesy of mr. Marcel Lequeux for passing me this information). ‘Il 
assiste au premier concert du Städtisches Orchester’, concert Wagner […]. The added personal remark of Emile Mathieu 
reads: ‘Il est vrai qu’en sa qualité de Gantois, M. Herberigs est accoutumé à plus de vaillance: chacun sait que le conservatoire 
de Gand possède une Ecole de cor de tout premier ordre.’  
309 ‘Conservatoire.’ Journal de Gand, November 18, 1912 B., H. ‘Concert du 18 Septembre (Matin). Nous avons apprécié 
dans "l'Adieu", mélodie pour cor de M. Joseph Van der Meulen, le jeu de M. Van Bocxstaele, premier prix avec distinction, 
élève de M. Heylbroeck; ce jeune homme a tiré de cet instrument, ingrat entre tous, des sons excessivement purs et d'une 
justesse irréprochable’ 
310 ‘Correspondances-Bruges.’ Le Guide Musical. March 13, 1910, sec. 203. ‘Il y avait encore le nocturne du Songe d:une 
nuit d'été, ou le chant du cor fut bien phrasé par M. Ch. Heylbroeck’ 
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symphonic poem Cyrano de Bergerac on 27 April 1912 was praised by le Bien Public to be ‘of 
a highly intellectual interpretation, of a profound emotion and of a superb sound 
quality’.311  The ‘delicate and subtle’ way of playing312 of the Ghentian school was however 
not universally appreciated. A critic of the Manchester Guardian quoted in 1925 that ‘Mr. 
Meert; though he lent to his melodious passages many stretches of refined tone and 
phrase, was often too much of a gentleman; his modesty occasionally went as far as a 
quietness that could scarcely be heard.’313 This shows that by the 1920’s the concept of the 




311 Le Bien Public, s.d., 1912: ‘Le grand artiste qu'est M. Heylbroeck en a donné une interprétation d'une haute intellectualité, 
d'une profonde émotion et d'une superbe sonorité.’ 
312 ‘Concert du 18 Septembre (Matin).’ la Saison d’Ostende. September 22, 1929. Oostendse Kranten. ‘Cet éminent 
artiste, élève de M. Heylbroeck, le réputé professeur du Conservatoire de Gand - joint à la justesse, la sûreté et la pureté, qui 
sont autant de qualités rares chez le corniste, un nuance délicat et délicieux.’ 




3.2 The sonorous world of the Brave Belgians  
3.2.1 Ghentian players on record, 1913-1962 
Early recordings have become an important source for artistic and musicological research 
in the past two decades, and of a large number of studies on this broad field. Emily 
Worthington includes a clear overview of landmark scholarly research on the aspects of 
expressivity, sound and phrasing as commonly heard in wind instrument playing on early 
20th-century recordings in her PhD dissertation, and  Vincent Andrieux addressed the 
topic of early horn recordings in France in his recent article published by the 
International Horn Society.314 The eloquent writings of Anthony Pay,315 David Milsom316 
and Bruce Haynes317 provide a clear terminology for the description of stylistic patterns 
that can be heard in early recordings. The general information on performance style that 
can be found in these texts eliminates the need to address the topic in detail here.  
 
David Milsom suggests ‘that expressive devices […] are not a musical end in itself but are 
used to communicate underlying ideas about the shape and form of the music, as well as 
its perceived character, narrative, or emotional content’.318This view largely follows the 
associative musical ideas of F.A. Gevaert that are described in chapter II.319  Following this 
clear scope, the expressive power of instrumental playing was the main research angle 
for the discussions of recordings studies below. 
In his article the French Horn School during the Belle Époque Vincent Andrieux reveals 
common aspects of the playing style of French players during the Belle Époque period.320 
The Ghent horn school is unfortunately not covered by such a wealth of ‘definable’ 
recordings from the early recording era as other playing traditions as discussed in the 
above-mentioned landmark article.321 The few available historical recordings comprised 
 
 
314 Andrieux, Vincent. ‘The French Horn School during the Belle Époque: Investigation into ‘Prehistoric’ Recordings.’ The 
Horn Call, February 2020: 32-44 
315 Pay, Anthony. ‘Phrasing in Contention.’ Early Music 24/2 (1996): 290–231. 
316 Milsom, David. Theory and Practice in Late-Nineteenth-Century Violin Performance: An Examination of Style in 
Performance, 1850-1900. Aldershot: Ashgate, 2003. 
317 Haynes, Bruce. The End of Early Music: A Period Performer’s History of Music for the Twenty-First Century. Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2007. 
318 Milsom, David (2003) cited in Worthington (2013:43) 
319 See 2.2.1 
320 Andrieux, Vincent. The French Horn School during the Belle Epoque: Investigation into ‘Prehistoric’ Recordings. The 
Horn Call, February 2020. 
321 The reason for this is simple: Belgium did not have ‘national’ record companies as they existed in France, the 
United Kingdom and the United States.  
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in this study were discovered almost by chance, however, and proved to be 
extraordinarily revealing.  
The most prominent example of the Ghentian Belle Époque playing style is the the earlier-
mentioned recording of two melodic arrangements of the Mozart Wiegenlied K350 and Leo 
Vander Haegen’s burlesque ‘le Passant’. These disks were cut by Charles Heylbroeck 
around the first World War (presumably 1913-1914) and issued around 1920 by the Disque 
Chantal label. Also, a set of hunting horn calls from the same recording series added 
important information. Two further series of orchestral recordings (1920 and 1925) in 
which the famous Ghent-trained players Raymond Meert and Louis-Victor Dufrasne can 
be heard as principal horns of two major foreign orchestral formations provided valuable 
information for this study.322 Some other historical recordings from later eras have also 
been analyzed, notably three solo recordings of Maurice Van Bocxstaele from his final 
performing years (c1955-1962). These recordings of four prominent players from Belle 
Époque Ghent provide primary evidence of how the horn sounded in both a soloistic and 
in an orchestral context over a timespan of fifty years.  
 
The original disk of the Heylbroeck recording was from a private collection and is 
currently in the writer’s possession. The soundtracks were put into a digital format using 
a simple setup of a modern 78 RPM turntable using a Shure MS78 phono cartridge, 
coupled to a standard Technics amplifier and an ART USB PhonoPlus PS analog-to-digital 




322 A list of the recordings discussed, and references to audio examples, can be found at the end of this volume  
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3.2.1.1 The c1913 Disque Chantal recordings  
HR-01®03 
This two-sided 78 RPM disk featuring Charles  Heylbroeck as a soloist was  issued around 
world War I323 by the Belgian Disque Chantal label under catalogue number 1632 and 
contains two highly melodic pieces for horn and piano played in a distinguished lyrical 
style.324 A first track consists of an arrangement of W.A. Mozarts famous Wiegenlied K350 
(mentioned as ‘Berceuse de Mozart’ on the record label), a second is a lush and colorful 
performance of the descriptive le Passant, Sérénade Nocturne pour Cor by the Ghentian 
composer Léo Vander Haegen (1870-1940).325 Both tracks are just over 3 minutes long, 
which is a few seconds short of the maximum capacity of the carrier, raising the suspicion 
that the piano arrangements were written especially for this recording.326 Both the 
instrumental preference and the repertoire choice are typical for the Ghentian horn 
legacy and are audibly represented in the historical recording. Heylbroeck uses a valve 
horn with the terminal crooks of E and A for the performance of these sugar-coated, 
lyrical and untechnical pieces destined for the record-buying conservative Belgian upper 
classes. 
The disk is part of a longer series of recordings with Ghentian musicians produced around 
World War I. Charles Heylbroeck figures as a soloist on at least two of these acoustic 
 
 
323 André Lange (1987: 234-5) states that the Ghentian Compagnie Chantal was founded in 1919 by Léon 
Moeremans (1861-1937). The recording of this disk is likely to have taken place as early as 1914. The financial 
archive of the Ghent Conservatory mentions in its records for 1913 “procuration de disques chez mr. 
Moeremans’ (archive of the Royal Ghent Conservatory, finances 1913, folder 4). This means that Moeremans 
could have been active on the lucrative market of recordings before the official founding of the Chantal label. 
Lange further claims that the Chantal disks were notorious for their bad production quality and premature 
deterioration, which is absolutely not the case for the Chantal records of the 1600-series consulted in the course 
of this study. Later numbers (2000 and higher) are clearly issued from a different manufacturing process. A 
possible explanation would be that physical disks were made in Moeremans’ workshop only from 1919 —
providing the alleged bad quality—, and that the older ones had been pressed at other production facilities.  
324 The Belgian national library holds Chantal nr. 1633 on which Heylbroeck can be heard in a series of hunting 
horn calls (KBR, fund Becko V/12/16 Mus). The Chantal Company produced over 4000 different titles during its 
operational years; a considerable number of them feature Ghentian musicians. 
325 The Sérénade is part two of Vander Haegen’s Petite Suite Flamande (1914), a gathering of four descriptive pieces 
for movie orchestra. “At midnight, the moon mysteriously lights a half-open window. A maiden is enchanted by the love 
song of her passing lover.” (B-Gc II13874, press clipping found with the orchestral score).  
326 The parts were retrieved in B-Gc under catalog numbers II17586 (Van der Haegen) and II17587 (Mozart). In 




cuts.327 Besides his solid reputation as a horn player, Heylbroeck was also well acquainted 
with the founder of the Chantal label, Léon Moeremans, a fellow teacher at the Ghent 
Royal Conservatory who ran a music shop in the city.328  
The recording surprises mostly on the matter of playing style as Heylbroeck explicitly 
uses rubato and rhythmical alteration, portamento-style legato and ‘inconsequent’ 
articulation as means of expression. At first hearing this sounds awkward —and even 
amateurish329— to our modern ears and make it hard to believe this player was one of the 
godfathers of the Ghentian playing tradition. However, the sound samples follow the 
common patterns displayed in recordings of vocal music of that time as already discussed 
by several scholars: abundant use of rubato and portamenti, an “aleatory-style” approach 
to phrasing and a general sense of imprecision: the horn tends to be ahead of the piano 
at all times, as if it is taking the lead .330  
However far Heylbroeck’s playing might seem from our current musical criteria, it is still 
of an amazing musicality, applying tempo and intonation changes and variations in tonal 
color in an extraordinary way. The poetic character of the music is enhanced by the use 
of mutes and changing crooks as a means of musical expression. The intuitive use of 
different articulations and temporal expressivity,331 the use of a haunting sotto voce-effect 
often used in Ghentian horn repertoire (see 3.3.2.5) further add to the narrative effect of 
the recording. Further stylistic details include the remarkable speed with which the lip 
trill at the end of the Mozart recording is played, the rapidity of the slurs in Le Passant and 
the shortness of ending notes, as if the player’s focus is on the start of the next phrase, 
rather than finishing the one before. Another observation concerns the use of 
instruments in this recording: the Berceuse, noted for horn in F on the manuscript, is oddly 
played on the darker and more intimate-sounding E horn, with the pianist transposing a 
semitone lower than what is marked on the score. The shorter and brighter-sounding A 
crook is used in Le Passant, a tonality used mostly for military music at that time. 
Presumably these are deliberate choices that were made in view of the character of the 
 
 
327 It is likely that more similar disks were produced, however, a sales catalogue of the Compagnie Chantal could 
not be retrieved. Heylbroeck was well acquainted with the great and mighty of his time, notably with world-
class violinist Eugène Ysaye (1858-1931) and composer Robert Herberigs (1886-1974). 
328 Moeremans was supplier of musical instrument to Heylbroeck, the Ghent Royal Conservatory and presumably 
Heylbroeck’s students (catalogue Moeremans c1914, fund Cools (Paris: Kampmann)) 
329 A premium horn player, after hearing these recordings, defined them to the author as ‘plain bad playing.’ 
330 See: Day, Timothy. A Century of Recorded Music: Listening to Musical History. New Haven, Conn.; London: Yale 
University press, 2000. 142-198 
331 Philip (1992: 37-93), cited by Worthington (2013:41) describes three kinds of temporal freedom: accelerando 
and rallentando; the use of tenuto and agogic accent; and what he calls ‘melodic’ rubato, consisting of the 
‘rhythmical independence of a melody from its accompaniment. The general tendency hereby is to lengthen 
long notes, hurry short notes and over-dot rhythms. 
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music, completely in line with the nineteenth-century tradition of using the crook system 
as a sound texture enhancer.332 A side remark is the novel use of a horn mute in this 
recording, producing a creamy and penetrating muted sound from the ‘Willems system’ 
mute that was used.333  
The poetic, declamation-style expressiveness in the Berceuse is reminiscent of Katherine 
Bergeron’s description in her writing on French Mélodie in the Belle Époque: an 
expressiveness ‘that grasps the nuances of the spoken tongue’.334 
Léo Vander Haegen: Le Passant, Sérénade Nocturne pour Cor  
‘At midnight, the moon discretely lights a partly-closed window; a beauty listens to 
the love song of a passing lover’335 
 ‘le Passant’ is the second scene from Léo Vander Haegen’s Suite Flamande for cinema 
orchestra. From the opening phrase of the recording onwards, several stylistic aspects 
that seem improbable to modern-day ears are displayed.  
The first note is played with a ‘pwa’-effect, seemingly to evoke a declamation at the 
beginning of the piece. Parts of this opening sentence (bars 3-11 of the score, see LHB vol. 
II 60-5) are emphasized with tongued accents, creating a more ‘story-telling’ effect. A 
little further the player merges seamlessly into the next phrase where a modern 
performer would start a new clause. Slurs, punctuation marks and accents seem to be 
added or left out randomly, and textual accuracy is very casual. Although the 
performance has no vibrato whatsoever, other sound effects obviously generated by 
mouth-cavity adjustments are abundant. The coda has a diminishing ‘fade out- effect’ (see 
5) that might have been created by the soloist turning away a little from the recording 
cone, but also is used to symbolically close this musical tableau by ‘walking out of the 
frame’.336 The rhythmical cell shaped by a dotted half-note combined with two eighth 
notes always falls over to the next bar, except at the ends of phrases. In some spots, as in 
bar 8, the notes are played so fast that they become muffled or nearly entirely disappear 
in a hasty-sounding effect. Several techniques that would be disdained as ‘unmusical’ in 
a modern-day context are deliberately used. Also, there seems to be a rush on every 
upward-moving line in the piece, most strikingly in the repeated concluding motive (bars 
33-37 and 43-47) where the last eighth-note of every bar is postponed to the first beat of 
 
 
332 See: Humphries (2000: 30-1) 
333 See 4.1.34.1.3  
334 Bergeron, Katherine. Voice Lessons: French Mélodie in the Belle Époque. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009. 
(quote from abstract) 
335 Quotation written on the manuscript of le Passant (B-Gc II13874); See LHB vol.2 pp 60-65 for score. ‘A Minuit, la 
lune éclaire discrètement une fenêtre mi-close; une belle écoute la chanson d’amour d’un amant qui passe’ 
336 The same style of ‘fade-out’ ending is applied to the majority of pieces particular to the Ghent tradition. 
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the next bar, creating an emphasis on the leading note. Is this a symbol for the longing of 
the lover who is described in the accompanying quote?  
 
The most important remark on this time document is that the artistic choices, however 
uncontrolled and intuitive they might sound, were clearly decided and consistently 
planned. This is shown in repeated passages, as in the da capo where the same pattern 
displayed in the exposition is meticulously followed. The expression is only changed by 
subtle variations in color, or by adjustment of the intensity of the applied effects. The 
result is consistent, highly expressive and lyrical, a true song without words which the 
storyteller sublimates into the horn. 
 
W.A. Mozart (arr. Heylbroeck): Berceuse pour cor  
 
The same stylistic patterns are applied in the sotto-voce arrangement of Mozart’s Berceuse.  
A plain sound with a portamento-style phrasing accentuates the tender atmosphere of 
this cradle song. The resolution notes in the first phrase are played too flat, supposedly 
to enhance the ‘sleepy’ effect of the melodic line, and the consequent shortening of the 
note leading to a resolution enhances the ‘rocking’ effect of the music. The 
interconnected, seamless phrasing is of an amazing expressivity. The fade-out effect that 
accompanies the ritenuto at the end of the thematic exposition is enhanced by the use of 
a mute. In general, the berceuse is of an incredible tenderness, literally ‘falling asleep’ in 
the last half minute.337  
 
Although Heylbroeck’s performance might seem much too sentimental for modern ears 
it is a rare sample of a horn practice that was bound to disappear in the decades 
afterwards. Also, the choice of ‘basic’ repertoire linked to the traditional canon of classical 
music perfectly fits Samuel’s line of education described in chapter II. The performer uses 
all available tools to find an expression suiting the narrative of the piece. 
 
Hunting Horn Calls  
A third record of interest in which Heylbroeck performs survives on another 78 RPM disk 
from the Chantal company, carrying the succeeding issue number 1633.338 In this example 
 
 
337 One hears the pianist picking up the tempo at the end, possibly while reaching the end of the recording disk. 
338 Humoresque. B-Bl. KBR-SYRACUSE. Becko V/12/16 Mus. Recorded on Disque Chantal 1633 (released 




the associative narrative is entirely absent, making place for a military-style playing with 
no noticeable expression, combined with a straight, clear sound and spotlessly clean 
articulation. The applied rubato seems to refer more to traditional hunting music than 
intended to enhance the expressive effect. Intonation and general basic technique —to 
modern-day standards— are far more ‘up-level’ in this recording than in the Vander 
Haegen and Mozart pieces, even if the sound and dynamics are much more compact than 
what we are used to today.  
The interest of this recording lies mostly in its incredible contrast with the expressive 
melodic pieces described above. It shows that the discussed particularities of the other 
recordings cannot be simply dismissed as ‘bad performance’ but were the product of 
deliberate expressive choices, unnecessary in the performance of ‘primitive’ hunting 
calls. An important preliminary conclusion is that style patterns we now consider to be 
bad taste were once important tools of artistic expression and not signs of a lack of 
technical proficiency.  
 
3.2.1.2 Orchestral recordings by Raymond Meert and Louis-Victor Dufrasne  
 HR-04®17 (Meert) 
 HR-18®19 (Dufrasne) 
A group of 1920s orchestral recordings featuring Ghent-trained players serves as further 
reference material in this discussion of historical audio examples. A first collection of 
interest is a series of acoustic recordings of the Manchester Hallé Orchestra conducted by 
Sir Hamilton Harty (1879-1941) and issued under the Columbia (UK) label between 1920 
and 1933; at the time Raymond Meert (1882-1967) was principal horn of the orchestra.339 
Most prominently, this early recording of Hamilton Harty’s own arrangement of Handel’s 
Water Music (  HR-04) shows a solid, accurate and sturdy horn section. The famous 
opening of the allegro is well articulated and full-bodied. Although the horn passages are 
played accurately in this acoustic (unedited) recording, the performance lacks 
refinement in terms of style and phrasing. The horn playing in the two allegro 
movements on this recording is very similar to that heard in Heylbroeck’s hunting calls 
(HR-03): a plain, stable and extremely compact sound, clear and effective articulations, 
and remarkably fast lip trills. A general stylistic aspect is a sense of “urgency” in fast 
passages and shortening of end-notes. Meert is obviously allowed to show more soloistic 
character in the following andante. The high G in the repeat of the theme is of great 
 
 
339 Jones, David Llewellyn Jones. Hallé Orchestra, Discography: Commercial Recordings, Indexed by Composer, Conductor 
and Soloist. GB-Mho, 2014: 1-25.  
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discretion and blends perfectly with the portamento-style strings. The most interesting 
moment from a horn player’s perspective is the horn quartet insert at the end of this 
movement (6’35”), reminiscent of the typical fade-out endings of the Ghent horn 
repertoire. Meert’s dolce, poetic approach is seemingly different from those of his more 
straight-forward playing colleagues, and the clash of styles displayed within the section 
in this fragment is utterly remarkable.   
 
Meert’s horn playing in other works, as in Debussy’s Prélude (  HR-06) is a little less 
accurate, with some imperfections in the horn solo at 0’20”  However, the longing 
character of the excerpt is of great poetry and refinement. Similarly, the player performs 
discretely and elegantly in the opening phrase of the suite of Ravel’s Ma Mère l’Oye.  The 
same ‘accurate discretion’ can be remarked in the horn solo of Strauss’s le Bourgeois 
Gentilhomme ( HR-10 at 4’35”). The near-filmic horn passages in Wagner’s 
Götterdämmerung and Meistersinger (  HR-11 & 12) are played in a distinguishably 
contained way that has nothing to do with the brass masses of our modern orchestras. 
The poetic, declamatory approach is again present in the opening phrase of Schubert’s 
Great Symphony (  HR-14).  
 
The power and dynamic range of the brass section is far more present and varied on the 
electric recordings then than on the acoustic ones of the years before. On the 1927 
recording of Dvorak’s New World Symphony (  HR-15), the horns sound controlled, with a 
warm and homogeneous sound and good accuracy, similar to later mainstream 
recordings. The horn solo at 3’50”is clearly played on the Bb alto crook. Although this 
fragment lacks some precision in intonation, the performance is refined, well-articulated, 
vivid and in style with the ensemble. Could it be that the absence of dynamic differences 
in the acoustic recordings was inherent to recording restrictions? It seems odd that there 
would be such a difference in level of a mostly identical orchestra  only a few years 
between these recording sessions. 
The horn solos in the fourth movement of the New World Symphony (from 7’30” and 
onwards) show that Meert was a player of great ability in the high register. Importantly, 
both playing style and the ‘compact’ tonal characteristics heard in this excerpt are very 
similar to those displayed in the recordings of Maurice Van Bocxstaele of later decades, 
including the —to our modern ears— strange abbreviation of ending notes. Oddly, the 
opening passage of Mendelssohn’s Italian Symphony nr.4 in A, opus 90 is played an octave 
lower than written in the part. A decision of the conductor to make this entrance more 
discrete? Another remarkable detail is that the horn solos in the Con moto moderato are 
the only passages in these late 1920’s recordings that make use of temporal expressivity, 
again in contrast to the acoustic recordings of some years earlier. Also, it is striking to 
hear that the tonal quality of the horns on these electric recordings is much more in line 
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with modern conceptions than that displayed by the entirety of the woodwind sections, 
notably the squeaky oboe and fuzzy clarinet passages.  
 
More or less the same stylistic patterns as described above occur in acoustic recordings 
of the Cleveland Orchestra under the lead of Nikolai Sokoloff, cut during the 1924-1925 
season at the time that Louis-Victor Dufrasne (1878-1941) was principal horn of this well-
known orchestra. The horn passages in these recordings are less prominent than in the 
Meert recordings; however, they clearly show the same compactness in sound and direct, 
straightforward articulation in orchestral passages.  
 
A few sidenotes about the above recordings should be made: first of all, it is not certain 
that the recordings used as examples here are a correct illustration of the stylistic 
parameters of the Ghent horn school. They were made at a time where artistic liberty of 
orchestral performers was already largely confined into early modernist boundaries. 
Also, the recordings date from two decades or more after the graduation of these players, 
when they were supposedly already immersed in the musical culture of their new 
homelands. Apart from Meert’s poetic horn- quartet escape in the slow movement of 
Handel’s Water Music and in Mendelssohn’s Italian Symphony, the playing style does not 
differ much from other Anglo-Saxon orchestral recordings of that time.  It is the compact, 
steady and controlled sound, technical accuracy and overall softness that seems to be 
particular when compared to the mainstream German or French recordings of the same 
era. Comparing these orchestral recordings by Ghentians with a 1929 Columbia recording 
of Strauss’s Till Eulenspiegel performed by the Brussels teacher Théo Mahy (1873-1951) 
shows that the musical approach in orchestral playing was more or less the same, 
although the sound quality and overall technical accuracy of horn playing is audibly 
better in the records performed by Ghentian players.  
3.2.1.3 1950’s solo recordings by Maurice Van Bocxstaele (#HR-17®20) 
 HR-20®22  
 
I will conclude this section on historical recordings with a brief discussion of three solo 
recordings of Ghentian repertoire works performed by Maurice Van Bocxstaele, the main 
Belgian protagonist of the horn in the middle of the twentieth century. Two are unedited 
live radio recordings of works written for this soloist: an incomplete recording (  HR-20)  
of Jules Boucquet’s Sonata (1942)340 performed with pianist Abel Matthys (1911-2011) and 
 
 
340 Van Bocxstaele, Maurice, and Abel Matthijs. Jules-Boucquet - Sonate Voor Hoorn En Piano. Tape, 1955. VRT (NIR). 
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Prosper Van Eechautte’s Night Poem (1938)341 performed with the Belgian Radio Orchestra 
in 1962 (  HR-21). Also, the most famous recording of Herberigs’ highly theatrical Cyrano 
de Bergerac (1912),342 recorded with the Belgian radio orchestra for the Decca label in 1958 
(  HR-22) gives an interesting view on the playing of this Ghentian performer trained in 
the last years of the belle Epoque. 
 
The three historical recordings were made at the end of Van Bocxstaele’s career, and 
there is a high risk of error if they are taken as a model for defining style aspects of Belle 
Époque performance. Van Bocxstaele’s former student Kamiel Sinnaeve stated that there 
was a large gap between the recording of Cyrano and the way Van Bocxstaele used to play 
the work in public or demonstrate in the classroom: the last version is seemingly more 
rhythmically free than the recorded version.343 It is hard, if not impossible, to compare 
recordings from different eras because of the evolving parameters of recording technique 
and playing equipment.  However, all three recordings, and especially the one of Cyrano, 
are a must-listen for horn enthusiasts, so I will simply make some general observations 
on Van Bocxstaele’s playing as shown on these three end-of-career recordings.  
 
All three recordings are sublimely expressive in every detail, even if they are set in a 
modernist ‘strict’ interpretation. Did conductors as Ernest Ansermet, Alfred Cortot or Igor 
Stravinsky divert him from the path of temporal and articulative expressivity of his 
former training? The difference between Heylbroeck’s playing style and that of Van 
Bocxstaele’s forty years later is exactly in line with the novelty of Ansermet’s ‘modernists’ 
and ‘mathematic’ performances at the start of the modernist era: 
Ansermet gives freely, indefatigable, mechanical, geometrical and schematical as a 
theorem.  No other conductor has in his performances more lucidity, logic and 
clarity then this mathematician of music. 344  
The tonal quality of the horn is less stable in Van Bocxstaele’s 1962 recording. Is this due 
to the soloist’s advanced age? The older takes show the same plain compactness as in the 
1920’s recordings by his Ghent-trained colleagues described above. Articulation is precise 
 
 
341 Van Bocxstaele, Maurice. Prosper Van Eechautte: Nachtpoëma Voor Hoorn En Orkest. Tape, 1962. VRT (NIR). 
342 Van Bocxstaele, Maurice, Leonce Gras, and Belgian National Orchestra. Robert Herberigs: Cyrano de Bergerac. 
LP. Brussels: Decca, 1958. 
343 Interview of the author with Kamiel Sinnaeve, Brussels, 18 June 2015. Sinnaeve was both horn player and 
percussionist and said himself to have been very receptive to the ‘rubato, declamatory’ approach of his former 
master. 
344 Vuillermoz, Emile. Excelsior. January 14, 1929. Fonds Vuillermoz, boîte 5-articles Excelsior 1911-1933. 
médiathèque Mahler. ‘Ansermet se prodigue, infatigable, mécanique, géométrique et schématique comme un théorème. 




but overall less direct and much more in a modern-day idiom than in the 1920’s 
recordings. Remarkably, Van Bocxstaele seems to stick to the ‘hasty’ ending of phrases 
and long notes reminiscent of the romantic style practices displayed in the recordings 
discussed above. 
The difference in color development between both radio recordings and the one of Cyrano 
is remarkable and makes the latter stand out by and large from the others in terms of 
expressivity. Is it because both the Van Eechautte and Boucquet pieces were performed 
on the double horn whereas Van Bocxstaele used the Van Cauwelaert single F-horn for 
his immortalization of Cyrano? Did Van Bocxstaele cherish the tradition of playing the old 
Modèle Gantois because of its expressive characteristics?345  
 
The most striking aspect of these recordings is how Van Bocxstaele ‘grabs’ our attention 
through solemnly expressive communication. The approach is colorful in every detail, 
highly imaginative, declamatory and scenic. His narrative in Cyrano’s slow movement is 
enchantingly poetic, in Van Eechautte’s Night Poem indulging and melancholic and in 
Boucquet’s sonata lush and lyrical. Every single note seems to be thoughtfully articulated 
in line with the expressivity of the piece. The beauty of the performance is in its 
imperfection: even if the technical outcome seems at some points below 21st-century 
performance standards, the artistic expression is of an amazing quality. The ending 
passage of Cyrano (19’11” and further) is a striking example of this associative approach 
of playing in which aspects of Belle Epoque playing style, with its ‘imperfections’ as an 
expressive tool, have discretely survived. The horn player concludes the work in a heroic 
cadenza- style, highly poetic declamation, with the confident ending Bb—in the horn’s 
highest register—painfully too low. Here, the imperfection of the player with his antique 
small-bore Van Cauwelaert horn might symbolize the limitation of heroism, or even the 
physical imperfection of Cyrano himself.  
 
In the hands of Van Bocxstaele, the horn became an epic storyteller, the voice of an actor 





345 Interviews Van Driessche (2002), Sinnaeve (2015), Maes (2016), Debuisson (2017) 
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3.3 Repertoire in the Ghent horn tradition 
This section intends to place repertoire evolution and use in the Ghent Conservatory horn 
classes in its broader context of stylistic development while clarifying its relation to 
repertoire development in parallel musical educational institutions. The information was 
drawn from a variety of sources, notably the exam programs published in the annual 
books of graduation (Palmarès) of the Ghent Conservatory. Repertoire lists and library 
listings provided additional information. Original manuscripts or their historical 
transcriptions were preferentially consulted over modern editions. Biographical 
information was mainly collected from Flavie Roquet’s Lexicon Vlaamse Componisten.346  A 
first section will present a series of twenty-nine case studies of horn repertoire used in, 
or relevant to, the Ghentian horn tradition over the five generations of horn teachers 
discussed in this dissertation. The second part of this section will provide an overview of 
repertoire evolution. Sound files can be found in the ‘media’ folders stated on page 18, 




It is advized to download all files and import them into a media player for quick referencing. 









3.3.1 Case studies: Ghentian repertoire in practice. 
The overview of twenty-nine repertoire pieces below illustrates the evolution of horn 
repertoire used at the Ghent conservatory over a period of approximately ninety years, 
coinciding seamlessly with the three central Ghentian professorships of this study. It 
provides a practice-based audio and video guide to the sonorous world of the Ghent horn 
school.  
 
Very few pieces from the extensive Belgian lyrical repertoire for the horn have found 
their way onto the international concert stage. There are several reasons for this:  
 
1.  Many of these works were simply unavailable in print, or were poorly published; 
2.  Others fell out of fashion due to a change in musical taste and the disappearance 
of the lyrical playing style; 
3.  The recording industry, vital to the evolution of musical preferences in the 
twentieth century and the determination of today’s musical canon, was not based 
in Belgium. 
 
It is not the musical or compositional quality of these works that has made them 
obsolete. The pre-World War I pieces by Ryelandt (1897) and Herberigs (1912) are 
supremely-written highlights of the main flourishing era of the Ghentian horn playing 
tradition, and in recent years the magnificent works of Bouquet and Vignery have found 
their way into the international horn canon.  
 
The case-studies below, classified in chronological order of composition date, represent 
short notes on history, characteristics and performance of typological works from the 
Ghentian canon of horn music as well as some works written by Brussels or Liège 
composers, intended to give a broader insight into the development of the lyrical style 
during the Belle epoque era. Many of these works have been published as part of the Brave 
Belgians volumes, a series of first or reworked editions of Belgian horn repertoire that 
was presented as an integral part of this research-project during the 51st International 
Horn Symposium in Ghent in 2019.347 The audio examples were mostly recorded in the 






347 Billiet, Jeroen, Jan Huylebroeck, and Steven Vande Moortele. Brave Belgians! Belgian Romantic Repertoire for the 
Horn. Brave Belgians. Dendermonde: Golden River Music, 2019. 
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3.3.1.1 Martin-Joseph Mengal: Sixième Duo (c1820) 
 JB5 
 JB5-A6 (recording) 
 JB5-LV2 (live) 
 
Original title: 6ième Duo pour piano et cor 
Composition: c. 1820 
Movements: 1. Grazioso; 2. Andante con Variatione (sic); 3. Final: Allegro  
Original instrumentation: French-style natural horn, pianoforte 
Dedication: dédié à Madame Euchetet348 
Source: printed edition (Frère s.a. à Paris), in B-Gc nr. II269 
Commercial recording:  Jeroen Billiet and Jan Huylebroeck. The Fall now blows its Horn. Phaedra 65  
(2010) 
Edition:  LHB vol. 1 pp 22-59 
 
Although Mengal’s horn repertoire dates from long before the start of the Belle Époque 
period, this piece is a perfect example of the horn repertoire performed in the Ghentian 
legacy during the Mengal and Herteleer professorships. Mengal wrote many horn works: 
concerti for horn and orchestra, soli for horn and piano and a large number of Duos and 
Fantaisies. However, his most important work for the horn was his Grand Octuor pour six 
cors et deux trombonnes (1817).349 Mengal’s Parisian educational background is crystal-
clear: solo works mostly follow the cor mixte-fashion of the first years of the nineteenth 
century and are reminiscent of those written by Mengal’s horn teacher Frédéric 
Duvernoy, whereas the Octuor has virtuoso horn parts inspired by his master-in-
composition Antonin Reicha.  
The Sixième Duo is a light-hearted work in three movements in a style closely connected 
to the French opera idiom of the time. Despite the lyrical character of the solo horn part, 
the melodic development is of average quality, and its musical expression is far from the 
normative works that would become popular in Ghent some decades later. The work 
proves somehow that a sense of elegance and gallantry was present in the flourishing 
natural horn tradition preceding the reference period of this study. The central Thème et 
Variations is a typical example of functional music that marked the final era of the natural 
 
 
348 No information could be retrieved on this dedication. The work was probably written on the occasion of a 
particular event on as a commission for a salon performance during Mengal’s Parisian years. 
349 Published as: Mengal, Martin-Joseph. Grand Octuor Pour Six Cors et Deux Trombones. ROM 217. Wernigerode: 
Ostermeyer, 2009. and recorded as Bergé, Luc, and Jeroen Billiet. The Royal Brussels Horn Sound. CD. FUG550. 
Fuga Libera, 2009. 
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horn, and the Courtois natural horn used for both present recordings perfectly brings out 
the bright musical colors of the old valveless instrument. 
3.3.1.2 Martin-Joseph Mengal (arr. Charles Heylbroeck): Adagio (c1820/1917) 
 JB5 
 JB5-A2  
 
Original title: Adagio du premier concerto pour cor en fa, de Mengal  
Composition: c. 1820 
Original instrumentation: French-style natural horn, orchestra 
Arrangement: Charles Heylbroeck, ca. 1917 
Source: manuscript in B-Gc nr.II 17587 
Commercial recording:  Jeroen Billiet and Jan Huylebroeck. The Fall now blows its Horn. Phaedra 65  
(2010) 
Edition:  LHB vol. 1 pp 60-4 
 
 
The takeover of the Belgian horn scene by players from Liège marked a break with the 
Ghentian hand horn tradition that had been installed by Mengal in 1835. However, on 
several occasions, works from the old Ghentian tradition would remain in the repertoire, 
possibly even for the training of hand horn skills. The horn playing world retained some 
interest in Mengal’s compositions: his first concerto was even listed as a Morceau Imposé 
for the horn exam of the Paris conservatory in 1887.350  
Given the estimated date of arrangement it is doubtful that the purpose of its writing was 
the training of proficient hand horn players, nor as a tribute to the old Mengal tradition. 
The short Romance highlights all of the strong points of the Belle Époque Ghentian players: 
the ability to carry a long lyrical line, moving lightly into the high register and allowing 




350  Liste des Morceaux de Concours in: Pierre, Constant. Le Conservatoire National de Musique et de Déclamation: 
Documents Historiques et Administratifs/Recueillis Ou Reconstitués. Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1900. 641 
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3.3.1.3 Adolphe Samuel: Morceau de concours (1872) 
 CG3  JB2 CG7 
 
 
 CG3-V1 (studio recording) 
 CG7-LV1 (live recording) 
 JB2-A1 (commercial recording) 
 
Original title: Concours pour la place de professeur de cor 1872 
Composition: 9 August 1872 
Original instrumentation: valve horn, piano 
Source: manuscript in B-Gc nr.II 1273 
Commercial recording: Jeroen Billiet and Jean-Claude Van den Eynden. Chants d’Amour. Terra Nova  
5 (2016).  
Edition:  LHB vol. 1 pp 78-87 
 
This minimalist but deeply lyrical Romance is the first known example of the lyrical 
style in Belgian horn music. Used as a prima vista exercise for the appointment of a horn 
teacher in Ghent in 1872, its symbolic value should not be underestimated. Liège-born 
conservatory director Adolphe Samuel was a pupil of François-Joseph Fétis and Joseph 
Daussoigne-Méhul (1790-1875). He also had lessons with Félix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy 
and Giacomo Meyerbeer, was a friend of Hector Berlioz, and even figures in Victor Hugo’s 
Memoirs.351 As teacher of harmony at the Brussels conservatory from 1861 onwards, he 
founded a concert series in Brussels comparable to the one that Jules Pasdeloup (1819-
1887) had founded in Paris a few years earlier. The popularization of classical music was 
one of Samuel’s main interests, a goal he would continue to pursue after his appointment 
as director of the Ghent conservatory in 1871.  Samuel’s role in the development of the 
Ghent horn tradition was paramount, and his Morceau de Concours can be regarded as the 
first original composition in the lyrical horn playing tradition. 
 
Three recordings of this landmark miniature work have been made in the course of this 
research project, and they largely reveal the differences between three types of Van 
Cauwelaert horns. Jean Deprez seemingly presented the 1872 assignment with a 2-valve 
horn; however, the piece calls for a three-valve instrument at several places. CG3, the 
earliest horn in the recording, provides the most intimate —or introverted?—  impression 
that is at some places on the edge of the asthmatic, whereas by far the most dynamic is 
 
 
351 Bergmans (1901: 371-381) and Roquet (2007: 615-6) 
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the ‘military’ JB2. CG7 seems overall less appropriate for this music, mainly because of its 
tonal instability.  
One wonders if the temporal expressivity documented around the beginning of World 
War I was also present in 1872. The piece reads like a melancholy vocalise for horn, a highly 
accessible evocation of sentiments that somehow stays between the solemn expression 
of Wagner’s Siegfried-Idyll and the ‘simplissime’ of Saint-Saens’s Romance opus 36.  
 
3.3.1.4 François-Auguste Gevaert: Arrangement of the aria “Verdi prati, selve 
amene” from Alcina by G.F. Handel (1871) 
CG2 Guichard c1840 
    CG2-LV3 (studio recording) 
 CG2-LV4 (live recording) 
 AS-1 (studio recording on Guichard 2-valve horn c1840) 
 
Original title: Air d’Alcina de Haendel, transcription pour cor 
Composition (orig.): Alcina (Handel), 1735 
Arrangement: F.A. Gevaert, 1871 
Original instrumentation: two-valve horn in F, piano 
Source: manuscript in B-Gc, nr. 1335 
Edition:  LHB vol. 1 pp 100-3 
 
Gevaert’s arrangement for two-valve horn originated as a ‘morceau imposé’ for the Brussels 
horn exams of in the summer of 1871, compulsory work at the 1872 horn-teacher 
assignment in Ghent and was re-imposed at the Brussels exams of 1874 and 1877. Merely 
a few months after his appointment as director, Gevaert set his seal on the educational 
system by imposing repertoire based on historical musical excerpts in the wind 
instrument exam programs. Several similar arrangements followed during that decade, 
such as a horn and string quartet arrangement of the aria Une fièvre brûlante, Un jour me 
terrassait from André Ernest Modeste Grétry’s Richard Coeur de Lion in 1875. Although 
Gevaert never composed an original work for the horn, his arrangements demonstrate 
his profound understanding of the instrument’s possibilities and of the virtues of the 
emerging Liège horn playing tradition. 
 
This also shows that the introduction of ancient music arrangements in the wind 
instrument courses was part of an all-encompassing approach. The simple lyrical lines of 
the old master’s arias served as ‘raw material’ for a versatile development of poetic 
musical expression, paving the path for a long-term development of the artistic level of 
late-19th century instrumental performers. The performance of operatic arias from old 
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masters fits into the tradition of Arie Antiche classes, a course for singers in which 
arrangements of baroque arias for voice and piano are performed as part of the training 
program.352 
 
Both my own recordings of this work are performed on the 2-valve Van Cauwelaert 
Gantois horn CG2. This instrument is possibly the same instrument as used by Jean Deprez 
for his audition in 1872,353 and the performance demonstrates the amazing expressive 
capacities of this horn. The melancholic lyricism of the work moves on every single note, 
evoking textures of a cornett or sackbut and moving the narrative between strident 
density and mellow tenderness. Gevaert turns this vocal music into a painting of shades, 
demonstrating ‘the purity of the drawing and the force of color’ of the old Flemish 
masters.354 
 
In September 2020, the British-Australian horn player Anneke Scott recorded the work as 
part of her CornoNotCorona Youtube project.355 As an experiment, the part was provided to 
her by the author along with extensive historical information but without any previous 
recording, in order to obtain an independent interpretation. Her performance on a 
historical horn with two Stoelzel valves, presumably built by the French manufacturer 
Guichard, not only shows how different the Van Cauwelaert horn is from its French 
contemporary counterparts, but also most importantly how this repertoire invites 
personal artistic choices, even when performed by players with a similar HIP background 
and even a common training line.356  
 
 
352 These courses still exist in some parts of the Anglo-Saxon sphere. The arias are mostly arranged and 
interpreted in a purely non-HIP context. 
353 See 4.1.2 
354 Le Guide Musical of 9 February 1871 (reproduced in Kufferath, Maurice(?). “Gevaert.” François-Auguste 
Gevaert. Accessed October 20, 2020. https://www.svm.be/content/gevaert-fran-ois-auguste.) 
 discusses Gevaert’s success as a composer in Paris and suggests that Gevaert is the true synthesis of a 
‘Flemish’ composer who expresses his art in pure lines and amazing colors. ‘je ne connais qu’un seul compositeur 
vraiment inspiré par ce génie-là, et qui écrive, à son insu peut-être, de la musique flamande ; ce compositeur, c’est Gevaert, 
la plus grande figure musicale que la Belgique ait produite depuis 1830. Quoiqu’il fasse, sa musique n’a jamais la légèreté 
facile de l’école française, ni les nébuleuses profondeurs des maîtres allemands, ni les grandes lignes mélodiques de l’école 
italienne, mais elle possède au premier chef les qualités qui caractérisent l’art flamand, tel que Rubens, Rembrandt et Van 
Dyck nous l’ont révélé : la pureté du dessin et la vigueur du coloris.’ 
355 Scott, Anneke. Anneke Scott Performs Gevaert’s Transcription of Handel’s Aria "Verdi Prati’ from Alcina. 
CornoNotCorona. London, 2020. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=COYP0XQZOBE. and Scott, Anneke. 
Anneke Scott on the Two Valve Horn and Gevaert - Brave Belgians! - Lyrical Repertoire for the Horn. CornoNotCorona, 
2020. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GB3knvZ4ZiI. 
356 Both the author and Scott had an important part of their training from Claude Maury, who had a major impact 
on their artistic development. 
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3.3.1.5 Auguste Dupont: Intermezzo-Barcarolle (1877) 
CG3 JB6 
 CG3-A1 (studio recording) 
 CG3-LV1 (live recording) 
 JB6-A2 (studio recording) 
 
Original Title: Intermezzo-Barcarolle pour cor en Fa 
Composition: 1877 
Dedication: Louis-Henri Merck 
Original instrumentation: Valve horn in F, orchestra  
Arrangement: author unknown, revised by Jan Huylebroeck 
Source: apographs in B-Ac 34646A, B-Bc ARC-M-019-021 (version with orchestra), apograph of 
the solo part by Henri Dubois (author’s collection)  
Commercial recording: Jeroen Billiet and Jean-Claude Van den Eynden. Chants d’Amour. Terra  
Nova 5 (2016).  
Edition:  LHB vol. 4 pp 30-43 
 
Auguste Dupont (1827-1890) studied at the Liège Conservatory and became teacher at 
the Brussels Conservatory in 1850. He was admired by many contemporaries (including 
Giacomo Meyerbeer) as both a performer and a composer.357 
Dupont knew the merits of the Liège horn school well and wrote this beautiful gem for a 
concert in the Waux-Hall in Brussels in 1877. The Iberian-inspired ‘sonnerie’ at the opening 
of the piece demonstrates the dynamic possibilities of the instrument and is followed by 
an elegant and delicate Barcarolle in a lyrical style. The cadenzas are similar to the 
Spanish opening scene and makes extensive use of écho-effects.  
The style of the Barcarolle is in many ways reminiscent of Lodewijk Mortelmans' Lyrical 
Pastorale of 1904 and obviously served as an example for the latter work’s writing.358 The 
idioms presented in Dupont’s work clearly also inspired the writing of a complete range 
of other pieces, such as the romances by Hendrik Waelput (1879) and Léopold Wallner 
(c1892) and also of Léon Du Bois’ iconic triptych of horn octets (1885-1894) previously 
mentioned. 
 
Performance of this stunningly beautiful work on both modern and period instruments 
was not only highly interesting from a stylistic, but also from a technical point of view. 
Performance on the small-rim Van Cauwelaert mouthpiece made the awkward leaps in 
the high register remarkably easier, lush and playful, while the curious blend of poetic 
 
 
357 Mathieu, Emile. Notice Sur Auguste Dupont. Brussels: Académie Royale de Belgique, 1905. 
358 Mortelmans’ Lyrical Pastorale was published as EM4228 by Metropolis, Antwerp, 1951. 
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sonneries and songlike melodic passages benefit greatly from the intimate variations of 
colors.  
3.3.1.6 Hendrik Waelput: Romance (1879) 
CG3 JB6 
 CG2-LV5 (studio recording) 
 CG3-A3 (studio recording) 
 JB6-A3 (studio recording) 
 
Original title: Romance pour Cor et Orchestre 
Composition: 1879, arrangement early 20th century 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F, orchestra (original 1 tone higher) 
Arrangement: Oscar Roels (1864–1938), Ghent, early twentieth century 
Source: manuscript from B-Ac, nr. MM-BH-WAELP-romance-2 
Commercial recording:  Jeroen Billiet and Jan Huylebroeck. The Fall now blows its Horn. Phaedra  
65 (2010) 
Edition:  LHB vol. 1 pp 88-99 
 
The work was first performed by Louis-Henri Merck at a concert organized in Ghent 
by Waelput in 1879 and later arranged for horn and piano by Oscar Roels (1864-1938) for 
the Ghent horn class, who transposed the Romance a major second lower, possibly to make 
the work more playable by student performers.359 Hendrik Waelput (1845–1885) studied 
composition in Ghent with Karel Miry (1823-–1889) and with François-Joseph Fétis, and 
Karel-Lodewijk Hanssens in Brussels. In 1867 he was awarded the Prix de Rome. He was 
an ardent Flemish nationalist, which troubled his initial position as director of the Bruges 
conservatoire (1869–1871). It was mainly because of his political position that he was 
barred from becoming director of the Ghent conservatoire. Peter Benoit appointed him 
as teacher of harmony, counterpoint and fugue at the Antwerp conservatoire, a position 
he kept until his death.  
 
Waelput is the first ‘Ghentian’ composer after Adolphe Samuel to write a substantial 
work for the horn, and it clear that his ideas were based on Auguste Dupont’s Andante 
Barcarolle. Waelput develops an untroubled song-like melody that highlights the colors of 
the F-horn. Roels’ piano arrangement sounds somewhat more melancholic due to its 
lower setting. Note that the typical ‘farewell-style’ ending, here marked by a declamatory 
fade-out using a mute, is present in most Belgian horn works from this era.  
 
 
359 Bergmans (1901: 441). 
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Merck’s preference for a horn manufacturer remains unclear. Mahillon sold the high-end 
versions of its popular 499-type as Modèle Merck; however, on the 1881 Vieuxtemps funeral 
picture he appears with a two-valve Van Cauwelaert. The performance on horn CG3 from 
1878 sounds more rustic and vibrant than the more fluent and polite 2011 recording on 
modern horn. 
3.3.1.7 Francis Thomé: Duo d’Amour from Les Noces d’Arlequin (c1880) 
JB1 
 JB1-A1 (studio recording) 
 
Original title: Duo d’Amour 
Composition: c. 1880 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F, violin, orchestra 
Arrangement: probably by L. Rinskopf, around 1885 
Source: manuscript, author’s collection (orig. Kursaal Ostend) 
Commercial recording: Jeroen Billiet, Jean-Claude Van den Eynden, Véronique Bogaerts and             
Vlad Weverbergh. Chants d’Amour. Terra Nova 5 (2016). 
Edition:  LHB vol. 1 pp 140-4 
 
Francis Thomé (1850–1909) was a French composer of mainly operettas and salon 
music. He was known for writing the musical accompaniment to works by romantic 
authors such as Victor Hugo, Théophile Gautier, and Sully Prudhomme. 
Les Noces d'Arlequin was one of the great successes of Francis Thomé, a Parisian 
composer of ballet music. From 1883 onwards the 'Duo d'amour', a lyrical duet between 
horn and violin from this suite, became a popular repertoire piece in the concerts of the 
Ostend Kursaal under the lead of Léon Rinskopf (in a version for string orchestra, horn 
and viola). It was performed dozens of times by the orchestra and its soloists between 
1883 and 1914: with Alphonse Stenebruggen, who was principal horn at the Kursaal 
summer concerts from 1874 until 1885, and also by the succeeding principal horns; 
Etienne Polain (principal from 1888 until 1895) and Charles Heylbroeck (from 1896 until 
1914). The atmosphere created in this recording is a true example of the somewhat 
conservative approach towards the horn in the last decades of the nineteenth century. 
The original instrumentation for ballet orchestra was reissued for this recording in a 
setting for horn, violin and piano with optional clarinet and recorded on Duo d’Amour 
(Terra Nova 005).  
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3.3.1.8 Léon Van Cromphout (1842–1911): Mélodie pour cor et piano (1882) 
JB2 
 JB2-A3 (studio recording) 
 JB2-LV01 (fragment-live recording) 
 
Original title: Mélodie pour cor et piano 
Dedication: à mon ami Louis-Henri Merck 
Composition: c. 1882 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F, piano 
Source: edition Schott, c1882, author’s collection 
Commercial recording: Jeroen Billiet and Jean-Claude Van den Eynden. Chants d’Amour. Terra  
Nova 5 (2016). 
Edition:  Léon Van Cromphaut: Mélodie Pour Le Cor En Fa et Piano’. Aachen: Ebenos Edition,  
2014.  
 
Van Cromphout's colorful and elegant Mélodie was first performed as an exam piece at 
the Brussels Conservatoire in 1882 in a version for horn and strings. The elegant work was 
subsequently performed in public several times by L.H. Merck during the 1880s and 1890s 
in concerts in the Belgian capital. Stylistically the Mélodie is very close to other Belgian 










Composition: c. 1870–1880 
Source: transcription (author’s collection) 
Original instrumentation: valve horns in F 
Dedication: Jean-Toussaint Radoux 
Edition: LHB vol.5 pp 68-75 
 
Jules Berleur (1837–1883) studied composition in Brussels and worked as a pianist, choral 
conductor, and teacher. He wrote mostly vocal works (choirs, operettas).  
The Andante for four horns was given its first performance at the June 1884 Ghent Royal 
Conservatory exam, and in the same month at a concert in Oudenaarde. The earliest 
example of a work that was probably written specifically for the Ghent horn class, this 
piece shows the typical style aspects of the works for the Liège-Ghentian horn class 
(D’Hulst, Ryelandt, Hanssens), including a slow pace and colourful “close” harmony.  




 ENS-V6 (total) 
 
Composition: c. 1880–1890 
Source: transcription in author’s collection  
Original instrumentation: valve horns in F 
Edition: LHB vol. 5 pp 76-81 
 
Adolphe D’Hulst (1851–1916) studied organ and composition in Ghent and became 
teacher at the Ghent Conservatory in 1879. He mainly wrote compositions for organ and 
religious works, as well as some chamber music. The harmonic concept of this quartet is 
reminiscent of similar ensemble works of the time, notably the Grand Octuor by Léon Du 
Bois and the Quintette, Sextuor and Septuor by Johannes Hubert Schaeken (1832-c1904) 
written in Brussels in the final two decades of the nineteenth century. The style of writing 
is also similar to the above-listed quartet by Jules Berleur. The harmony of this work 
seems conceived as a work for organ. 
The first horn part of this quartet requires an extreme endurance, leaving literally no 
space to rest in its seemingly endless lyrical phrases. This raises the possibility that these 
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quartets were intended as endurance-strengthening exercises, in which the principal 
part was reserved for the strongest players aiming for a solo horn position.360  
The first sound example, performed on historical horns, shows that the harmonic 
structure makes it very hard to obtain satisfying intonation, as players seem to get ‘lost’ 
in the dense chords of the organ-style harmony. In a second example, performed on a 
quartet of modern double horns comprising instruments by Willson, Alexander and 
Kruspe, this issue was easily solved. Note also that the issue was a particular problem to 
this piece as performance of the Berleur and Ryeland quartets seemed much more 
natural, possibly due to the presence of a more ‘leading’ solo voice.  
 
3.3.1.11 Jean-Théodore (?) Radoux: Méditation (c1892) 
JB2 
 JB2-A2 (studio recording) 
 JB2-LV02 (live recording) 
 
Original Title: Méditation pour cor en fa et cordes 
Composition: 1892 (?) 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F, string orchestra 
Source: autograph in B-Cl nr. CL 54057; transcription in fund Leloir, CH-Gc 
Commercial recording: Jeroen Billiet and Jean-Claude Van den Eynden. Chants d’Amour. Terra  
Nova 5 (2016). 
Edition:  LHB vol. 4 22-29 
 
 
Jean-Theodore Radoux (Liège, 1835–1911) was a bassoonist who succeeded Joseph 
Daussoigne-Méhul as director of the Liège Conservatory in 1872, a post he would keep 
until his death. Radoux had studied composition with Fromental Halévy (1799-1862) in 
Paris. He won the Prix de Rome in 1859 and would write a large number of symphonies, 
cantatas etc.  
The attribution of this Méditation to either Jean-Toussaint or his brother Théodore Radoux 
is ambiguous. Several references indicate that the piece was written by Toussaint, while 
the (probably transcribed) manuscript in the Liège Conservatoire Library is attributed to 
Théodore, and dated 1899, twelve years after Toussaint's death. The first performance 
record of Méditation was on the Ghent Royal conservatory exams in 1892, however, the 
audition program of that year attributes the work to horn player Toussaint Radoux. Many 
of the style aspects of other Belgian Belle Époque horn works are present in this work, 
 
 
360 This could be an indication that the educational doctrine distinguished ‘future soloists’ from the other 
students by differentiating repertoire. 
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expressing a darker mood then the other pieces discussed in his section. The ‘military’ 
style horn JB2 permitted an increase in dynamic expressivity, while still allowing a good 
blend of colors with the other two soloists. Temporal changes and declamatory 
articulation were applied in order to enhance the ‘lyrical’ effect of the music. 
3.3.1.12 Léopold Wallner: Romance (1892) 
CG1-2-6-7-8-10/JB1-JB2 
 CG6-A2 (complete recording)  
 CG6-LV4 (live recording) 
 CG1-A1/ CG3-A3/CG7-A1/ CG8-A3 /CG10-A1/JB1-A2/JB3-A1/JB4-A1/JB6-
A4 
 CG1-V1-3/CG2-V2-3/CG6-V1 /CG7-V1 /CG8-V3 /JB3-V1/JB6-V2 
 
Original Title: Romance pour cor en Fa 
Composition: 1892 
Source: transcription in B-Ac nr. 83049BH 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F 
Edition: LHB vol. 2 pp 22-29 
 
 
Léopold Wallner (1847–1913) was the son of an Austrian music publisher. He briefly 
studied composition with Fétis and Henry van Synghel in Brussels, but he had to interrupt 
his studies when his father died in 1867. From then onwards, he taught at the Brussels 
and Ghent conservatories and at several music schools. He wrote mainly chamber music 
works. His Romance was presumably written for the 1892 Ghent Royal conservatory horn 
exam around the time he was teacher of harmony in this institution. 
The work was the most popular choice for the exams at the Ghent conservatory for 
most of the Heylbroeck professorship, but it suddenly disappeared from the exam lists in 
the early 1930’s. It features the typical lyrical musicality of the Ghentian horn school in a 
basic but well-sounding melodic and harmonic shape, without imposing particular 
technical difficulties on the player.  
 
The exposition of the piece was used as a reference work for comparing the sound 
characteristics of the Ghent collection horns in a performance-based context. The 
exposition of the Romance was performed and recorded on all seven horns and three 
reference instruments in Miry concert hall in August 2018, in a uniform setup.  
The differences in terms of sound color and projection are striking and mark a clear 
and constant evolution from a narrow and vibrant color in horn CG2 towards a larger but 
less centered sound idiom with horn CG10. Other observations include the roundness of 
the 2-valve Mahillon JB3 and the darker, indirect sound produced by the Vienna horn JB4. 
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The modern horn JB6 is by far the most homogeneous, well-sounding and versatile 
although its expressiveness lies mainly in dynamic variations.  
3.3.1.13 Léopold Wallner: Nocturne (1904) 
CG6 (+mute) 
 CG6-A1 (complete recording) 
 CG2/3/6/7/8 + JB1/2/3/4 (fragment of exposition) 
 
Original Title: Nocturne pour le Cor en Fa avec accompagnement de quatuor 
Composition: 1904 
Source: B-Bc: audition repertoire series ARC-0-21 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F, string quartet 
Edition: LHB vol. 4 pp 72-81 
 
This piece is an extended and reworked version of Wallner’s Romance described above, 
which was used as a compulsory piece at the Royal Brussels conservatory for the 1904 
exam term. The intermediate original piece is expanded to a harmonically more 
developed version requiring a considerably higher proficiency. In the exposition an 
alternative melodic line is suggested: students aiming for the Premier Prix should play the 
version rising up to the high C whereas in the ossia version the range is limited to an A.  
The compulsory exam pieces for the Brussels conservatory around 1900 require 
considerably higher technical skills then those demanded in Ghent, which shows that by 
that time both schools walked individual paths with their own priorities.361 
3.3.1.14 Charles De Waele: A Travers Bois (1892) 
CG7 
 CG7-A2/V2 (complete recording)  
 
Original Title: A travers Bois, pour cor en Mi  
Composition (orig.): 1892 
Original instrumentation: Valve horn in E, orchestra 
Transcription: horn and piano by Jan Huylebroeck 
Source: manuscript B-Ac nr. 91839 BH 
Edition: LHB vol. 2 pp 30-39 
 
Charles De Waele (Ghent, 1859–?) was a trombone player and son of the Ghentian 
trombone teacher Louis De Waele (1859-19xx). He was active in orchestras in France 
 
 
361 Another interesting piece in this context is Louis Delune’s Concerto that was a compulsory piece for the  
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around the turn of the twentieth century. The manuscript of the work in the Antwerp 
conservatory library is dated by the composer ‘Boulogne sur Mer, 1892’. This highly 
descriptive work is set in the key of E, evoking a timid and intimate color in the dolce of 
the work’s andante sostenuto main theme and the following espressivo that contrasts with 
the long horn calls in the work’s multiple cadenzas.  
As can be observed in the related semi-live recording, intonation becomes notably 
unstable on the Van Cauwelaert horn when played in E, causing a ‘contained’ feeling in 
the player that demands a considerable higher amount of energy to sustain the melodic 
line.  
3.3.1.15 Charles Gaucet: Concertino (1893) 
CG8 
 CG8-A1/A2 (exposition) 
 CG8-V1/2  
 JPD-A1 (Complete live version, Gantois) 
 
Original Title: Concertino pour Cor chromatique en fa et piano 
Movements: (through-composed) Très Lent; Allegro Moderato; Andante; Final 
Composition: 1893  
Dedication: Mathieu Lejeune, professeur au Conservatoire Royal de Liège 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F, piano 
Edition: LHB vol. 4 pp 44-59 
 
Charles Gaucet (Liège, 1863–1922) studied trumpet at the Liège conservatory with 
Dieudonné Gérardy and composition with Jean-Théodore Radoux. He was assistant in the 
trumpet class and second trumpet in the Liège theatre orchestra. He composed some 
works for other brass instruments. His Concertino was written for the 1893 Liège horn 
exam. The Liège newspaper La Meuse commented upon the first performance that  
The piece uses new techniques in composition with boldness and conviction; […] 
guiding as well as misleading the listener […]. From the very beginning of the three-
movement piece the different thoughts are exposed one after another, develop and 
lead to the second movement “andante”, full of dreamy poetry of which the ever 
more intense expression evokes the troubled senses and the suffering of the soul. 
This andante ends in a finale “la chasse” with driving rhythms where the three 
themes return, melt together and end in a heart-warming finale. […] we 
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congratulate Mr. Lejeune for having introduced his student so well in the style of 
this new piece by a young Liègeois composer.362 
 
Gaucet’s marvelously bright concertino is an important musical landmark in the 
repertoire of the Liège horn school. It shows in the first place the musical maturity 
that had been obtained by this tradition of horn playing by the end of the 
nineteenth century through growing technical awareness and musical profundity, 
all within the idiom of lyricism largely represented in the Liège school of César 
Franck (1822-1890) and Eugène Ysaÿe (1851-1931). It also shows a development in 
the evaluation system that took place in the Liège Conservatory, also followed a 
little later by its counterpart in Brussels: a sudden move towards repertoire with 
higher demands in the field of technical proficiency, endurance and musical 
literacy.363  
 
Importantly, the form of this contest work moves away from the traditional concise 
pieces with crystal-clear melodic lines that had been in vogue for most of the 
decades before. The shape and length of the work is similar to that of typical 
through-composed French Morceaux de Concours as used in the horn class of the 
Paris conservatory in those years,364 although its lyrical and chromatic-expressive 
nature is mostly in contrast with the light-footed French Fantaisie style that 
characterizes most of these Parisian pieces. The Concertino also includes clear 
references to hunting idioms in its third movement —completely absent in most of 
the Belgian lyrical horn canon, although very popular in French repertoire works.  
 
The date of composition is approximately the moment of development of the 
Liégeois horn model by the Van Cauwelaert company in collaboration with the Liège 
horn teacher Mathieu Lejeune. This reworked version of an 1860’s Bb horn design 
 
 
362 Edmond Van den Boorn, ‘Examens du Conservatoire-COR’ La Meuse 7/1893, 5: ‘Ce morceau mérite qu'on s'y arrête 
quelque peu. Il recèle chez l'auditeur des tendances avancées. Les procédés d'école actuelle y sont mis à profit avec autant 
de hardiesse que de conviction musicale. La pensée dans cette école revêt diverses formes dont l'auteur tire d'heureux effets. 
Cette méthode employée à outrance peut égarer l'auditeur au lieu de le guider ; employée avec réserve, elle peut éclaircir 
toute l'œuvre musicale. C’est à cet ordre d'idées que s'est arrêté le compositeur. Dès le commencement du morceau, divisé en 
trois parties, les diverses pensées sont exposées successivement, se dessinent et amènent la seconde partie, andante, remplie 
de poésies rêveuses, dont l'expression, toujours plus intense, dépeint les sentiments troublés et souffrance de l'âme. Cet 
andante se termine par un finale ; la chasse, très entraînant de rythme, où les trois thèmes s'enlacent, se confondent et se 
terminent d'une manière chaleureuse.’ 
363 The Compulsory works in Brussels were comparable to those listed at the Ghent conservatory until 1903. 
From that year onwards more demanding pieces as Louis Delune’s Concerto, Wallner’s Nocturne and Gallay’s 
Solos became the norm for obtaining a premier prix 
364 A fine example of these pieces is: Brémond, François. 1ier Solo Pour Cor avec Accompagnement de Piano. Paris: H. 
Lemoine, 1895. That was the morceau imposé at the Paris Conservatory horn exam of that year. 
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of the Sax family would have been perfectly capable of performing this work, in 
contrast to the less agile Gantois. The documenting recordings provide excerpts 
performed on Liégeois CG8 in both F- and Bb-settings, as well as a complete live 
recording from a recital by the eminent Liège-trained horn player Jean-Pierre 
Dassonville on his personal Van Cauwelaert Gantois horn.  
3.3.1.16 Emiel Hullebroeck: Sur les Montagnes (c1897) 
Original Title: Sur les Montagnes 
Composition: c. 1897(?) 
Source: copy of manuscript, private collection B. Indevuyst 
Edition: LHB vol. 2 pp 84-95 
 
Emiel Hullebroeck (Ghent 1878–1965) was a composer, music teacher, and choir leader. 
He was a champion of the Flemish cultural identity and active in several music societies 
and unions. His “folk songs” and pedagogical works had a significant influence on Flemish 
cultural life. Presumably this is an early work written during his studies at the Ghent 
Royal Conservatory as it is not explicitly listed in Hullebroeck’s list of works.365 The 
composer displays in this work his feeling for simple, accessible melody in a pastoral-like 
setting. 
3.3.1.17 Joseph Vander Meulen: L’Adieu (1897) 
 
Original Title: l’Adieu, mélodie pour cor et accompagnement de piano 
Composition: 1897366 
Source: manuscript, private collection B. Indevuyst 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F, orchestra 
Edition: LHB vol. 2 pp 74-83 
 
 
Joseph “Jef” Van der Meulen (1869–1931) was a composer and conductor trained in the 
classes of Karel Miry and Adolphe Samuel at the Ghent Conservatory. He was a respected 
musician committed to making music available to the Ghentian working class. L’Adieu is 
a highly sentimental work in a melancholic romance-style, performed several times by 




365 Probably this is the work referred to in: Nuten, Piet. Hullebroeck en zijn betekenis, met een woord 
vooraf van Prof. Dr. Floris Van Der Meuren. Antwerpen: De Sikkel, 1939. p196: “Mélodie pour cor 
(onuitgegeven)”.  
366 Bergmans (1901: 309) 
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3.3.1.18 Joseph Ryelandt: Zomeravond for horn Quartet (c1897) 
JB2 JB6 
 ENS-A1 (studio recording, modern horns) 
 ENS-V1 (studio recording, historical horns) 
 
Original Title: Zomeravond, voor hoornkwartet 
Composition: c. 1897 
Source: apograph in collection Dekoninck (c1920, author’s collection) 
Original instrumentation: valve horns in F 
Commercial recording:  Jeroen Billiet and Jan Huylebroeck. The Fall now blows its Horn. Phaedra  
65 (2010) and youtube video Mengal Ensemble367  
Edition: LHB vol. 5 pp 24-29 
 
Joseph Baron Ryelandt (Bruges, 1870–1965) was one of the most important composers 
of his generation in Belgium. He was a private student of Edgard Tinel (1854–1912) and 
became teacher of counterpoint at the Ghent Royal Conservatory and later, from 1924 
onwards, director of the Bruges Conservatory. Ryelandt’s own catalogue of works does 
not mention this gem for horn quartet, yet stylistically it is very close to other works from 
his early period.368 Presumably the quartet was written for the same horn players of the 
Ghentian school who inspired him to compose his majestic Sonata in E opus 18. Zomeravond 
is an intimate poetic work that shows the quintessence of the Ghentian horn tradition in 
terms of style and form, largely displaying the ‘sensible lyricism’ that was proper to the 
earlier works of the composer. 
 
Zomeravond is conceived as a solo work for the principal horn accompanied by a three-
voice horn choir. The introduction is a typical example of Ghentian lyricism, with a freely-
playing highly melancholic solo voice sustained by pleasant and friendly harmonies. The 
second part is a choral-style cadenza in which the horn choir devoutly responds to the 
prayer-like chorales of the principal player.369 This then leads to a culmination point in 
which the initial melody rises up an octave higher. 
The principal part of this quartet is intended for a true soloist with high demands in 
range, endurance and musical imagination. On the other hand, it offers the soloist large 
interpretational freedom in temporal expression, articulation and color.  The solo part 
 
 
367 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mh2hTTQZqCg visited 11/11/2020 
368 The attribution to Ryelandt is based on the apograph and its authenticity was judged by pianist Jozef De 
Beenhouwer as ‘most probable’ (2006). However, musicologist and Ryelandt biographer David Vergauwen 
doubts that the work is originally from Ryelandt’s hand. 
369 Note the resemblance in style with the opening of Du Bois’ 3° Octuor! 
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dialogues freely with the more metered choir of three other horns, conversing, 
supporting, listening as pupils to their master.  
 
3.3.1.19 Joseph Ryelandt: Sonata in E, opus 18 (1897) 
JB6 CG6 
 CG6-A6 (complete version) 
 JB6-A5 (complete version) 
 
Original Title: Sonate pour cor en mi et piano opus 18 
Composition: 1897 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in E, piano 
Source: Cebedem-edition, transcription of the solo part by the composer in City Archives 
Bruges (fund Ryelandt) 
Commercial recording:  Jeroen Billiet and Jan Huylebroeck. The Fall now blows its Horn.  
Phaedra 65 (2010) and, Pieter-Jan Verhoyen and Jeroen Billiet. Romantic Music in Fin-de-Siècle  
Bruges. Et’Cetera KTC 1655 (2020). 
Edition: LHB vol. 3 pp 20-41 
 
Although Ryelandt never studied with Adolphe Samuel on an institutional basis, the 
Ghent Conservatory director seems to have had a large influence on the creation of the 
composer’s Magnum Opus for the horn. The Sonata for Horn in E opus 18 was written on the 
occasion of a meeting with Samuel, as described in Ryelandt’s Notices sur mes Œuvres. 
‘Written in 1897, this sonata has only two movements, a lento and an allegro. Mr. 
Solvyns of Ghent, who was interested in my work, organized a small recital in the office 
of master Adolphe Samuel, director of the Ghent conservatory. I played the sonata 
there with the horn player Seghers, and after that a trio with the violinist Smit and the 
cellist Jacob. After that, Samuel shared some excellent advice on musical form.’ 370  
Ryelandt, a life-long devoted Catholic, imagined his two-movement Sonata as a semi-
religious chant in dialogue with an intimate but powerful piano part. The work leads the 
listener through several mindsets, starting with a mourning, religious atmosphere in the 
minore introduction, through anger and excitement in the second movement, and finally 
to a conclusion in an atmosphere of trust and relief. The deeply melancholic character 
 
 
370 “Joseph Ryelandt, Notices Sur Mes Oeuvres. Avec Des Notes Supplémentaires Faites Entre 1952-1960 (Klanken door de 
Tijd: Bijdragen tot de Vlaamse Muziekgeschiedenis, 3, ed. Guy A.J. Tops and Kristin Van den Buys), (Antwerp: 
Studiecentrum Vlaamse Muziek, 2015): 43 The horn player in question is Louis Seghers, premier prix in the class 
of Jean Deprez in 1899. ‘Écrite en 1897, cette sonate n'a que deux mouvements, un Lento et un Allegro; Mr. Albert Solvyns, 
de Gand, qui s'intéressait à moi, organisa un petit récital dans le cabinet du maître Adolphe Samuel, directeur du 
conservatoire de Gand. J'y ai joué cette sonate avec le corniste Segers (sic) et ensuite un trio avec le violoniste Schmidt (sic) 
et le violoncelliste Jacob. Samuel a ensuite donné d'excellents conseils sur la construction musicale’ 
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and sparkling, yet slightly conservative harmonic language can best be described as a 
form of ‘sensitive lyricism’,371 using several of the typical idioms also present in other 
‘Ghentian’ repertoire works for the horn.  The highly poetic ending phrase alludes to 
many of the above-described musical ‘tableaux’. As was the case in the above-mentioned 
work by Charles De Waele, the choice for the horn in E is intentionally made for its more 
melancholic effect.372  
 
Ryelandt’s Sonata was at the time of creation by far the longest and most demanding 
piece written by a Belgian romantic composer, and also the first to be written in Sonata 
form.373 Its complexity and profundity is at a much higher level than the contemporary 
works of Van der Meulen and Hullebroeck and playing this work on the Van Cauwelaert 
Gantois horn in E was one of the most challenging practice tests of the entire research 
project. Almost ten years divide my initial recording of the work for the Phaedra label 
from this ‘HIP’ version, a time in which stylistic ideas on performance of this repertoire 
have surely evolved. Possibly, it is in this recording that the wide variety in low-dynamic 
colors and melodic poetry of the reluctant Van Cauwelaert horn and the musical context 
of its lyrical Belle Époque Ghentian players is best observed. In a live performance on the 
E-horn, the technical imperfections become part of a semi-religious experience. The 
Sonata is a masterwork that pushes the possibilities of the Van Cauwelaert horn to its 
very limits and makes its player suffer to reveal its fascinating beauty…an experience by 
coincidence or another double entendre by this prominently Catholic composer?  
 
Despite its high compositional qualities, public performances of Ryelandt’s sonata 
seem not to have taken place until the late 1920’s, where it was regularly performed in 
the chamber music courses of the Conservatory. Was it too technically demanding for the 
Belle Époque generation? Given the high-level programs (Brahms, Schumann, Beethoven) 
of the chamber music course for horn even in the Belle Époque era, this does not seem 
the case. The work most likely fell in between categories for a long time: for use in the 
horn class the work was too long, whereas in the chamber music class a canon of music 
from old masters was strictly maintained.  
 
 
371 David Vergauwen, program notes of: Verhoyen, Pieter-Jan, and Jeroen Billiet. Joseph Ryelandt. Romantic Music 
in Fin-de-Siècle Bruges. CD. Terra Nova Collective. Et’Cetera KTC 1655, 2020. 
372 See: Vergauwen, David. Joseph Ryelandt: Een Culturele Biografie van Een Romantisch Componist in Het Fin-de-Siècle 
Brugge. Brussels: Academic and Scientific Publishers, 2020. 72 
373 Intriguingly Constant Pierre (1900: 641) mentions the first appearance of a Sonata as a Morceau de Concours on 
the 1897 exam of the Paris conservatory. Despite its prominent role in the classical period, the sonata form 
seems to have been unpopular within the horn repertoire for most of the 19th century, regaining its popularity 
after World War I.    
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3.3.1.20 Jenny Van Rysselberghe: Rêverie (1904) 
CG3 CG6 
 CG3-V6(exposition) 
 CG6-V3 (exposition)  
 ADV-01 (complete version, modern horn E. Schmid) 
 
Original Title: Rêverie, mélodie pour cor en fa 
Composition: April 1904 (on authograph) 
Dedication: Charles Heylbroeck 
Source: manuscript, private collection J. Billiet 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F, piano 
Edition: LHB vol. 2 pp 40-49 
 
Jenny Van Rysselberghe (1879-1966) was an organ player and one of the first women 
to have a substantial career in music in Belgium before World War I. She composed over 
90 works for various instruments that were often played on exams at the Ghent 
Conservatory. The manuscript, containing several teacher’s remarks and corrections, is 
dated April 1904 and was consequently written while Van Rysselberghe was a student at 
the Ghent Royal Conservatory. The work was programmed for the 1906 Ghent 
Conservatory exam and was played in public by Heylbroeck several times in the first 
decades of the twentieth century. It is one of three ‘Ghentian’ romantic works written by 
a female composer during the romantic era, of which the oldest, another Rêverie by Maria 
Simonis de Berlaere (1860-1903) is probably lost. A third work, the Sonate opus 7 by Jane 
Vignery will be discussed below. 
 
 
Figure 3-1: Manuscript of 'Rêverie', J. Van Rysselberghe (1904). author's collection. 
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3.3.1.21 Charles Heylbroeck: Arrangements: for the horn (c1904-1907) 
Les Janissaires, for Horn Quartet, Berceuse de Mozart, Mme Butterfly de Puccini 
CG6 
 CG6-A3 (Mozart: acoustic recording) 
 Historical recordings: See: 3.2.1.3 
 
Composition: c1905-1913 
Sources: Les Janissaires: apograph, unknown transcriber (editor’s collection); Berceuse, 
Mengal excerpts: B-Gc II17586; Mme Butterfly: B-Gc II22245 
 
Of special interest to the research project were arrangements made by conservatory 
teacher Charles Heylbroeck for his students. These comprise a number of works for use 
in the class and provide insight into particular demands and focusses of educational 
practices in the Ghent horn class at the beginning of the twentieth century. Heylbroeck 
uniquely recycled slow movements from lyrical works that were particularly melodious 
and technically easy-going.  
3.3.1.22 Maurits Henderick: Nocturne (c1907) 
CG3 
 CG3-V3 (exposition) 
 CG6-V2 (exposition) 
 CG10-V2 
 
Original Title: Nocturne pour cor en Fa 
Composition: c. 1907 (?) 
Source: transcription of the manuscript, library of SAMWD Aalst 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F, piano 
Edition: LHB vol. 2 pp 97-101 
  
Maurits Henderick (Ghent, 1886–Rennes [France], 1970) studied with Paul Lebrun and 
Emile Mathieu in Ghent and was mainly active as a conductor. He wrote mostly vocal 
works. His only known repertoire piece for the horn is this slightly impressionistic and 





3.3.1.23 Robert Herberigs: Cyrano de Bergerac (1912) 
 HR-22 
 CG7-V4 (studio recording, andante) 
 CG6-LV1 (live recording @ IHS51) 
 
 
Original Title: Cyrano de Bergerac – Esquisse pour cor solo et orchestre 
Composition: April 1912 
Dedication: Charles Heylbroeck 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F, orchestra 
Source: original manuscript of the orchestral score in CEBEDEM-collection, Brussels Royal 
Conservatory Library 
Commercial Recording: Maurice Van Bocxstaele and Belgian National Orchestra dir. Léonce 
Gras, Decca (1960) 
Edition: LHB vol. 3 pp 42-81 
 
Le nom de Rostand restera indissolublement lié à celui de Cyrano. Afin de pouvoir lui prêter 
une faconde plus exubérante, de l'animer de ce tempérament combattif, gouailleur et fier 
jusqu'à la bravade, l’auteur moderne fit d'un Parisien, un Gascon. C'est sous cet aspect que le 
compositeur fait voir son héros dans la première partie de son Concerto. 
« Hé 1 voici Cyrano» chuchotent les petits vicomtes, à l’entrée d'un chevalier de haute taille, 
dont la rapière immense bat les maigres jambes, « tenons- nous coi 1 » Cyrano, dont la verve 
étincelle de mille facettes, passe par les groupes toisant tout le monde. Devant la glace aux 
larges biseaux, il s'arrête et proclame le fin, découpé de son visage. On baisse la voix, on se 
tait. Le comte contemple l’arabesque ciselée de sa tabatière ; le talon rouge du voisin attire le 
regard du tout jeune baron. Sur les causeuses, la miniature de l’éventail ne découvre que la 
haute chevelure poudrée, une mouche provocante, des yeux rieurs ; mais Cyrano, souple et 
galant, se dirige vers les belles moqueuses, fait la courbette et dit un madrigal charmant. 
Sous cet extérieur spirituel, un tantinet sceptique, se cache en réalité un cœur sensible. Nous 
entrons ainsi dans la deuxième partie du Concerto. 
L'âme du poète aspire à la tendresse, mais son physique peu séduisant n’allume pas, dans le 
cœur de l’aimée, le feu tant désiré. 
Dans l’œuvre de Rostand, la scène du balcon matérialise le mieux ce sentiment de continuel 
défit. Ici la note est plus noire, le désespoir navrant rend tragiques, les accents du désabusé 
de la vie. 
Parfois, au soir, drapé dans un large manteau, inconnu de tous et caché à lui-même, il vient 
presqu'heureux, sous la fenêtre de celle pour qui il briserait son épée. Exalté, il croit, dans son 
rêve, atteindre le bonheur. Soudain un rayon de lune indiscret et cruel projette sa silhouette 
implacable sur le mur blanc. Et comme la lune railleuse sourit, le pauvre Cyrano sanglote.... 
il sanglote.... 
Le siège d’Arras. Autour de la ville grouille l'activité guerrière. Le son des trompettes se mêle 
aux appels, aux ordres, aux grondements du canon. Dans l’air sec souffle une odeur de poudre 
qui grise et éveille les violences. 
Tout-à-coup, à la tête de ses fidèles Gascons, surgit Cyrano. L’amour du combat le grandit ; 
l’héroïsme le rend géant. Joyeux, le verbe imagé et brûlant, il se jette dans la mêlée. Par-dessus 
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les casques, on voit son panache tordu par le vent ; et parmi les dagues menaçantes, son épée 
redoutable se lève et s’abaisse. Les ennemis, en détresse, se sauvent ou tombent : à travers 
leurs rangs, Cyrano se fraie une route triomphale.374 
Robert Herberigs (Ghent, 1886–1974) was a multifaceted artist (composer, painter and 
writer) who studied composition with Leo Moeremans and obtained the Prix de Rome for 
his cantata La Légende de Saint Hubert in 1909.  He wrote in an eclectic style, ranging from 
late romanticism through impressionism to expressionism.  
Cyrano de Bergerac, ‘a horn concerto disguised as a symphonic poem’375 based on Edmond 
Rostand’s play of the same name, was created at the Ghent opera on 27 April 1912 during 
a special concert devoted entirely to Herberigs’ works, with Charles Heylbroeck as the 
soloist. The horn player acts the role of Cyrano, in a theatrical interpretation. Players will 
discover many details referring to the original theatre piece in the horn part and in the 
dialogue with the piano/orchestra. In an interesting commentary in the Flemish 
newspaper Het Volk of 30 April 1912, a critic commented that Heylbroeck ‘not only played, 
but truly lived the role of Cyrano.’376  A few months later, the work was reprised in Ostend 
under the lead of Léon Rinskopf; in 1913 it was also played in Antwerp, and it continued 
to be performed many times by Heylbroeck’s pupil Van Bocxstaele in the first half of the 
twentieth century.  
It seems clear that Heylbroeck collaborated at some point to the writing of Cyrano, as 
the work favors both the particularities of the Ghentian school and the advantages of the 
Van Cauwelaert horns that were used universally in Ghent at the time. An example is the 
“echo” passage in the second movement, which on this particular instrument can be 
played nearly entirely with the second valve down. The score avoids excessive virtuosity 
but gives the player an incredible freedom of expression, skillfully avoiding the 
instrument’s weak points.  
Cyrano was written when the Ghentian horn tradition was at its peak. It is a magnificent 
piece that should be discovered in the version with full symphony orchestra as well. A 
piano arrangement of Cyrano de Bergerac was published by Cebedem in 1961 following the 
success of Van Bocxstaele’s Decca recording with the Belgian National orchestra led by 
Léonce Gras in 1958.377  
 
 
374 ‘Audition d’Oeuvres de Robert Herberigs,’ April 27, 1912. Programmes. B-Gc. 
375 From: Janssens, Tom. ‘Cyrano de Bergerac.’ Studiecentrum Vlaamse Muziek. Accessed May 15, 2017. 
www.svm.be. 
376 ‘Concert Robert Herberigs’ Het Volk, 30/04/1912, p. 4 ‘De schets voor cor solo en orkest ‘Cyrano de Bergerac’ is 
insgelijks een meesterwerk. De solist, mr. Karel Heylbroeck, speelde de rol van Cyrano, of liever: hij leefde ze.’ (‘The sketch 
for horn solo and orchestra ‘Cyrano de Bergerac’ is also a masterpiece. The soloist, Mr Heylbroeck, not only played, but truly 
lived the role of Cyrano.’ (.). See also Deconinck, Thijs, and Jeroen Billiet ‘Cyrano de Bergerac van Robert Herberigs: 
samenspel tussen woord, beeld en klank.’ Master Thesis. HoGent-School of Arts, 2018. 
377 Herberigs, Robert, Leonce Gras, Jean Louël, J. B. Maurice van Bocxstaele, Richard de Guide and National 
Orchestra of Belgium. 1960. Cyrano de Bergerac. 33’LP. Brussels: Decca. See 3.2.1 
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3.3.1.24 Léon Vander Haegen: Le Passant, Sérénade Nocturne pour le cor 
 
 CG6 
 CG6-LV9 (acoustic recording) 
 HR-01 (historical recording) 
 
Original Title: Le Passant, Sérénade Nocturne pour le Cor  
Dedication: Charles Heylbroeck 
Composition (orig.): 1913  
Original instrumentation: valve horn in A, film orchestra 
Transcription: horn in A and piano (composer) 
Source: manuscript B-Gc nr. CGH906 
Edition: LHB pp 60-5 
…at midnight, the moon discretely illuminates a partly-opened window; a beauty listens to 
the love song of a lover passing by…378 
Léon Vander Haegen (1870–1940) was a singer and composer. His Flemish parents 
moved from Paris to Ghent a few years after his birth, and he started taking lessons of 
clarinet and composition at the Ghent Conservatory at the age of 13. As a composer he 
was a pupil of Adolphe Samuel. He would mainly have a career as a singer, and he is one 
of the first Belgian singers to be recorded. In 1901, he was appointed teacher of voice at 
the Conservatory. He mainly wrote vocal works: pieces for choir, songs, and stage pieces, 
but his oeuvre also includes some instrumental music from which this scenic miniature 
describing a lover moving by the window of his beloved is taken. The work was re-used 
in 1914 as the second scene from Vander Haegen’s Petite Suite Flamande for movie 
orchestra in which the fourth movement ‘Un Concert, le Soir, dans les Bois’ equally contains 
two prominent horn parts. Another movement of this suite, ‘Le Cygne et le Lys Blanc’, 
originally for English Horn and ensemble, was performed at the 1917 horn exam at Ghent 
Conservatory. 
The original version for horn and piano of le Passant was presumably written for a 
performance at the 1913 Ghent World Fair and recorded by Heylbroeck around the same 
time.379 The work was written for the valve horn in A, offering a brighter sound then the 
standard horn in F of the time. 380 
 
 
378Press clipping in the score of Léon Vander Haegen’s Petite Suite Flamande (B-Gc II13874): ‘A minuit, la lune éclaire 
discrètement une fenêtre mi-close; une belle écoute la chanson d'amour d'un amant qui passe…’ 
379 See 3.2.1.1 
380 See 4.5.5 
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3.3.1.25 Robert Guillemyn: Chant d’Automne 
 CG6  CG10 
 CG6-LV3 (live recording) 
 CG10-V1 (studio recording) 
 
Original Title: Chant d’Automne. “l’automne est triste comme un adieu.” 
Composition: 1928 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F, orchestra 
Dedication: Maurice Van Bocxstaele 
Source: First edition Aerts à Paris, c1930 in owner’s collection  
Edition: LHB vol. 2 pp 50-59 
 
Robert Guillemyn (1882–1945) was a violinist, conductor, and composer active in 
France (Nîmes, Paris) and Belgium (Ghent and various seasonal orchestras). Chant 
d’Automne was premiered by Maurice Van Bocxstaele with the Ostend Kursaal orchestra 
on 18 September 1928 and was the last ‘miniature’ lyrical repertoire piece written within 
this tradition.  
 
3.3.1.26 Prosper Van Eechautte: Night Poem (1938) 
 HR-19 (live historical recording) 
 HJ-01 (live recording) 
 
Original Title: Nachtpoëma/ Poème nocturne 
Composition: 1938 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F, orchestra 
Dedication: Maurice Van Bocxstaele 
Published: Metropolis, Antwerp (1963) 
 
Prosper Van Eechaute (1901-1964) was a composition student of Ghent Royal 
Conservatory directors Emile Mathieu and Martin Lunssens. It was in his last year that he 
composed his iconic Night Poem for horn and orchestra for the then freshly-appointed 
horn teacher Maurice Van Bocxstaele. However, it would take until 1962 for the work to 
be premiered. Although Van Eechaute’s style was mainly impressionistic, he would return 
to a more evocative lyrical style in the Night Poem, showing his capacities as an exquisite 
orchestrator that places the horn player as a lonely —and somewhat cumbersome— 
narrator in a world of wood-textured colors. Night Poem is a true masterpiece of the late-
romantic era and links the simple and melodious miniatures of the Belle Époque to the 




3.3.1.27 Jane Vignery: Sonata for Horn and Piano opus 7 (1942) 
Original Title: Sonata for Horn and Piano opus 7 
Composition: 1942 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F, piano 
Dedication: Maurice Van Bocxstaele 
Published: Brogneaux (1948), Andel; manuscript B-Gc nr. II5879 
Edition: Andel, Ostend (2008) -fund Brogneaux (new edition pending) 
 
The Sonata opus 7 by Jane Vignery (Ghent 1913-Luttre 1974) is undoubtedly one of the most 
intriguing compositions for horn and piano of the twentieth century. The work was 
composed in 1942 for the legendary Ghentian horn teacher Maurice Van Bocxstaele 
(Ghent 1897-Brussels 1974) and was awarded the prestigious Prix Emile Mathieu in the same 
year.381 
 
Vignery’s three-movement Horn Sonata has settled firmly in the canon of horn 
repertoire and today it is even the first and only canonic recital work for the instrument 
written by a female composer figuring on the repertoire list of the International Horn 
Society Premier Soloist Competition.382 Several international soloists have recorded or 
included the Sonata in their recital repertoire, and printed copies of the work are sold 
daily around the world.383 The rising popularity of the work in the last three decades is 
often attributed to gender equality having rightly become important both to classical 
music performance and music colleges. However, the performance frequency of this 
hauntingly beautiful work is primarily a result of its extraordinary compositional quality, 
its particularity in writing style and its overall playability, boosted by a call for 
programming more works by female composers from the international community of 
horn players, concert organizers and academic institutions. 
 
Jane Vignery was the only child of Ghent Conservatory piano teacher Palmyre Buyst 
(1875-1957) and studied from a very young age at the Royal Ghent Conservatory before 
being admitted in the class of violin at the Ecole Normale de Musique in Paris in 1930. She 
would also take lessons in music analysis with famous teachers Paul Dukas and Nadia 
Boulanger and harmony with Jacques de la Presle. Due to political events occurring in the 
 
 
381 see: Roquet, Flavie. Lexicon Vlaamse Componisten. Roeselare: Roularta Books, 2007 p892: “Vignery, Jeanne Emilie 
Virginie (‘Jane’) This source was also used for the biographical information in the “context” part.. 
382 see also: Dempf, Linda, and Richard Seraphinoff. Guide to the Solo Horn Repertoire. Indiana Repertoire Guides. 
Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2016 p323. The Premier Soloist Competition is the most important 
annual contest for prodigy horn players and has added Vignery’s Sonata opus 7 to its shortlist of compulsory 
recital pieces from the 2019 edition onwards. 
383 Soloists who recorded the Vignery sonata include Froydis Ree Wekre, Bruno Schneider and Tillman Höfs. 
Publishing figures from publisher Andel, email correspondence with the author on 9 february 2019: “Sonate van 
Jane Vignery wordt nu al wereldwijd, dagelijks, verkocht” 
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lead towards World War II she was forced to interrupt her promising career in the French 
capital. Upon her return to Ghent, she was diagnosed with an incurable muscular 
condition of the arm, abruptly ending her career as a violinist.  
 
Although this sense of doom thoroughly affected Jane throughout the rest of her life, she 
soon began taking classes in composition with Jules-Toussaint De Sutter (Ghent 1889-
Fréjus 1959), director at the Ghent Royal Conservatory. After only 18 months, in 1941, 
Vignery showed remarkable progress in composition by obtaining an honorable mention 
for her cantata “la Lumière Endormie” in the prestigious Prix de Rome contest. Eleven 
months later she would create her colorful Sonata opus 7 for Horn and Piano, presumably 
as a commission in De Sutter’s composition class.384 It marks her accomplishment as a 
composer at that time and would become her most important creative success. 
Inspection of the autograph of the Horn Sonata, originally submitted to the judging panel 
of the Prix Emile Mathieu, reveals much of the mindset of the composer.385 Vignery takes a 
classical approach in writing for the horn by using the instrument as a transmitter of 
associations. 
 
Attached to the score is a note that reads: “l’art est un jaloux, qui ne pardonne pas un 
moment d’oublie”.386 Although this message can be interpreted in many ways, it is obviously 
referring to the difficult times Vignery encountered in the three years preceding the 
writing of the sonata. It can also be seen as a metaphor for the key mindsets represented 
in the three movements of the work:  
 
Persistence (the years of hard work to become a skilled composer) 
Melancholy (for the lost career as a violinist)   
Joy (for succeeding to write the sonata).  
 
The composer developed these three sentiments with a colorful, slightly impressionistic 
musical language, reminiscent of the writings of the French composing collective Groupe 
des Six and of Eugène Bozza (Nice 1905-Valenciennes 1991). The opening phrase of the 
piano part even contains a reference to Eugene Bozza’s en Forêt, at that time a new work 
that had known instant success in France and Belgium.387 The writing style of the horn 
 
 
384 A second three-part horn sonata was also written by Jules Bouquet in the same year. Both the Bouquet and 
Vignery sonatas show striking similarities in style and are dedicated to Maurice Van Bocxstaele.  
However, the sonata by Bouquet was written from a more conservative and academic perspective and was never 
published. 
385 Ghent Royal Conservatory Library 
386 “Art is a jealous spectator, who does not forgive a moment of neglect” 
387 Eugène Bozza. en Forêt. Alphonse Leduc, 1941.  
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part seems particularly influenced by novel evolutions in playing style introduced by 
Maurice Van Bocxstaele, who premiered the piece in the summer of 1942.  
 
Vignery’s strength was to combine in her Sonata opus 7 the beauty and traditional 
‘associative’ aspects of the Ghentian horn playing style with a more modern, concise 
compositional style inspired by the mainstream artistic movements of her time. The 
result is a work for horn and piano that valorizes every possible tonal color of the 
instrument in a turbulent change of emotions.  
 
After a successful premiere in Ghent, the work was published by Edition Brogneaux in 
Brussels, whose publishing fund is currently in the hands of Andel Publications.388  
The work also attracted the attention of other horn players, like the much-esteemed Paris 
conservatory teacher Jean Devémy (1898- 1969).389 However, in the postwar period, Van 
Bocxstaele seems to have preferred to perform the more eclectic Sonata by Jules Bouquet 
to the flamboyant evocation of emotions written by Vignery, and by 1990 the work was 
almost forgotten until it was recorded by Froydis Ree Wekre in 1981.390  
 
 The specific attention to horn repertoire by female composers of the past three 
decades was a perfect incentive to save this exceptional work from oblivion. Upon 
performances of the work by New York Philharmonic horn player Leelanee Sterrett (s.d.) 
and the author at the 50th International Horn Symposium in Muncie, Indiana in August 2018, 
several scholars and performers have pointed out the need for a modern-day critical 
edition of this world-class composition that would rule out textual discussions as well as 
cover the current lack of historical and contextual information.391 The original autograph 
in the Ghent Royal Conservatory library has been digitalized and annotated during this 
research project, but cannot be published at this moment because of its uncertain 




388 Faulx, Jean-Baptiste 13/11/1942 ‘Letter of Jean-Baptiste Faulx, director of Brogneaux publishing company, to Jane 
Vignery’. B-Gc file nr. II16291. Faulx (Charleroi 1896-Brussels 1968) studied with Théo Mahy in Brussels and was 
also principal horn of the Belgian National Orchestra from 1936 onwards. 
389 Devemy, Jean. 1943. ‘Letter of Jean Devémy to Jane Vignery’ September 13, 1943 (postal stamp). II16291. aB-Gc 
390 First recording on: Wekre, Frøydis Ree, Jens Harald Bratlie, Johan Kvandal, Trygve Madsen, Marcel Poot, and 
Jane Vignery. 1981. ‘Contemporary music for horn and piano.’ Sarpsborg, Norway: Varèse International.  
391 IHS50, 30/7/2018 - 4/08/2019, remarks by Froydis Ree Wekre and Lilanee Sterrett on issues regarding average 
readability and textual discrepancies in the old Edition Brogneaux and Andel editions (1948 and 2007).  
392 Based on Ghent Royal Conservatory Library, autograph of the Vignery Sonata for horn and piano cat. nr. 
II5879. Donated to the library by Vignery’s nephew Pierre Van Melle in 1996.  
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3.3.1.28 Jules Bouquet: Sonata for Horn and Piano (1942) 
 HR-19 (live historical recording) 
 
Original Title: Sonate voor Hoorn en Klavier  
Composition: 1942 
Source: manuscript and M. van Bocxstaele’s personal apograph, Bruges City Conservatory library 
and collection B. Indevuyst 
Dedication: Maurice Van Bocxstaele 
Edition: LHB vol. 3 pp 82-117 
 
Jules Bouquet (1914–1995) studied composition with Joseph Ryelandt at the Bruges 
conservatory, counterpoint and composition with Jules-Toussaint De Sutter in Ghent and 
organ with Flor Peeters (1903-1986). In 1969 he succeeded Maurits Deroo (see below) as 
director of the Bruges City Conservatory. Bouquet’s compositions date mainly from the 
1940s and 1950s and follow a traditional late romantic style. 
His sonata was written in the same year as the famous Sonata opus 7 by Jane Vignery, 
while Bouquet was her fellow-student in the composition class of the Ghent conservatory. 
Presumably writing a horn sonata was an assignment by the Ghent conservatory director 
and composition teacher Jules-Toussaint De Sutter. The piece was premiered on 14 
September 1942 in a performance on the Belgian radio, with Maurice Van Bocxstaele, 
horn and Pieter Leemans, piano. Vignery’s colorful sonata won the Prix Emile Mathieu for 
composition in the year it was written, which somewhat put Bouquets more conservative 
lyrical-style creation in the shadow; Bouquet would have to wait until 1945 before being 
awarded the same honor. Both works are, however, closely related and clearly show the 
development of the Ghentian repertoire in a very lyrical, but also more technically 
demanding style near the middle of the twentieth century. A comprehensive list of 1940’s 
and 1950’s performances written in pencil on Van Bocxstaele’s personal copy of the 
manuscript shows his preference for the intimate lyricism of the Bouquet Sonate over the 
French-style flamboyance of Vignery’s work.393 
 
3.3.1.29 Maurits Deroo: Two Sketches 
Original Title: Twee Schetsen (Overweging – Vreugde) voor hoorn in fa met pianobegeleiding 
Composition: 1960 
Original instrumentation: valve horn in F and orchestra or piano 
Dedication: Maurice Van Bocxstaele 
Source: original manuscript, by courtesy of the Deroo family 




393 This might also be because the Vignery sonata was published, thus providing less exclusivity than the 
Boucquet piece that was only in the possession of Van Bocxstaele. 
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Maurits Deroo (1902–1988) was a violinist and composer who studied at the Royal 
Brussels Conservatory (Joseph Jongen, Mathieu Crickboom). He also studied with Joseph 
Ryelandt, whom he succeeded as director of the Bruges conservatory in 1946.  
The two contrasting movements of Deroo’s Two Sketches (Consideration – Joy) show the 
typically eclectic, academic style of Deroo that matched perfectly with Van Bocxstaele’s 
abilities. The harmony of the work is truly complex, with its wide diversity of augmented 
chords.  
3.3.2 The evolution of Belgian horn repertoire: overview 
3.3.2.1 before the ‘Liège take-over’: the French connection 
An old Belgian saying goes “rain in Paris, drizzle in Brussels”, referring to the historical 
liaisons and traditional economic, cultural and social relations between both countries. 
The French influence on all aspects of nineteenth-century Belgian cultural life was 
overwhelming. Since the most important horn teachers of the first half of the nineteenth 
century had been trained in the French tradition, as was the case for many of the directors 
taking the lead in the early Belgian conservatories,394 the horn repertoire in the early days 
of the Belgian independence was entirely French, including French teaching methods and 
the use of French-style instruments. 
Martin-Joseph Mengal himself was an important contributor to the ‘Belgian’ horn 
repertoire,395 and his pieces were exemplary for the take-off of the romantic playing 
tradition in our part of Europe. It is obvious that Mengal’s works for the horn were 
intensively used in the latter’s own class and student performances of his solos, duos, and 
fantaisies figure extensively on repertoire lists of the Ghent Conservatory concerts of that 
early era. The school owned a copy of the methods by Duvernoy, Dauprat and Martin-
Joseph’s younger brother Jean-Baptiste Mengal from this early era onwards.396 
A fine example of the typical repertoire used for the education of horn players in the 
Mengal is his Sixième duo pour piano et cor, probably written around 1820 in the typical 
French early-romantic style that was influenced by the great opera composers of the 
time. A pupil of Antonin Reicha in Paris, Mengal’s composition technique is impeccable, 
 
 
394 Martin-Joseph Mengal was trained at the Paris Conservatory, Jean-Désirée Artôt was Parisian-born. Also the 
Brussels Royal Conservatory director François-Joseph Fétis and the first director of the Liège conservatory, 
Louis-Joseph Daussoigne-Méhul (1790–1875) were first-generation graduates of the Paris conservatory. 
395 Most Mengal works are not Belgian in the strict definition of the word—they were written in France before 
the Belgian revolution of 1830 
396aB-Gc Library listings, 1851, 1857, 1860. No register of works owned by the school exists before 1851, however, 
the copy of Dauprat’s Méthode carries the name and signature of Martin-Joseph Mengal. .  
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and his works for the horn are reminiscent of contemporaries such as Louis François 
Dauprat. It is well-sounding music for the salons, perfectly suitable for performance for 
the eager Parisian public. Besides a sense of easy-going virtuosity, the piece also 
illustrates some then-popular evolutions: the use of the increasingly popular tonality of 
F and the rise of the cor mixte style.397 Mengal’s music was also used by following 
generations of Ghentian players, as was his highly lyrical Adagio from his first Horn 
Concerto, transcribed by Charles Heylbroeck around 1917. The latter piece illustrates the 
degree of lyricism already present in the writing style of horn-playing composers at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century which would be the esthetic basis of the poetic style 
that would emerge some decades later.  
 
Additional repertoire used in Mengal’s horn class included pieces and arrangements 
by other early 19th century composers as Johann Nepomuk Hummel (1778-1837), and the 
traditional French natural horn masters of the era: Mengal’s own master Frédéric 
Duvernoy, but also contemporaries as Louis-François Dauprat and Jacques-François 
Gallay. Gevaert’s explicit demand to introduce more Germanic repertoire into the 
curriculum (see 1.2.3) resulted in an extension of the repertoire used during the Herteleer 
professorship. An 1859 inventory of the conservatory library shows a considerable 
increase of the available repertoire over the Mengal era, although most works still seem 
to have come from the French influence.398 A receipt from 1859 listed the purchase of 
music for the horn class from different composers. Although diversity is surely improved 
the supremacy of works by Mengal’s master Duvernoy is still very clear.  
Six concertos le 1° par Eler 
  Le 2° par Georges F. Fuchs 
  Le 3° par Rosetti 
  Le 4° par Frédéric Duvernoy 
  Le 5° le premier concerto pour cor de Mozart399 
  Le 6° 3 concertos (unspecified) 
Huit concertos pour cor avec accompagnement de violon, alto, basse, hautbois et flute par 
Duvernoy.400 
It should be noted that all of the newly acquired repertoire on the above list were works 
written by a previous generation of composers. Was it the absence of good, newly-written 
music for horn that caused this return to old values? When Schumann’s eloquent works 
for the instrument are taken out of the equation, the mid-19th century was not the most 
 
 
397 A writing style that limited the range of the horn mainly to the middle two and half octaves. On the ‘cor 
mixte’ style: see Humphries (2000:19) 
398 aB-Gc, inventory 1859 
399 Probably the concerto nowadays assigned as the third horn concerto in E-flat KV447. 
400 aB-Gc, FIN1859, Herteleer 
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productive era for quality horn repertoire. Most of the horn repertoire written in Belgium 
between 1840 and 1870 period followed the templates imposed by more mainstream brass 
repertoire: simple arrangements of well-known melodies, themes and variations, dances, 
and other popular forms. Some traces of this “light brass music style” can be found in a 
series of exam pieces for the Brussels conservatory by F.J. Fétis, or bravura works by the 
Brussels horn teacher J.D. Artôt. As previously noted, these ‘ambiguous’ works figured in 
abundance on Conservatory repertoire lists and had been heavily criticized by F.A. 
Gevaert on the occasion of the 1859 and 1860 Ghent conservatory exams.401 The 
acquisition of classical concerti as described above might have been a direct result of 
these remarks.  
 
Only a few records of the repertoire used by the horn class in the following decade 
survive. In 1862 an undefined Morceau de Salon by Otto Nicolai served as a compulsory 
piece for the first division exam, and in 1865 J.F. Gallay’s 7° Solo was imposed for the same 
purpose. This shows that, even when some new works —notably Mozart’s horn concerto— 
found their way into the horn classes of the Ghent conservatory, the repertoire choice 
was still much in line with the French tradition that had been installed by Mengal at the 
founding of the school. 
3.3.2.2 Emergence of the lyrical style (1872-1880)  
Around 1870, at the start of the Belle Époque era, Belgian horn repertoire took a stylistic 
volte-face. As described in section 2.1, the joyful and elegantly ornamented world of the 
traditional French-style repertoire changed suddenly into a highly poetic and lyrical 
framework around 1870. A first benchmark of this new style was represented by two 
audition pieces for the position of horn teacher at the Royal Ghent conservatory, held in 
the summer of 1872: a Morceau de Concours by the Ghent conservatory director Adolphe 
Samuel and a transcription of the aria Verdi prati, salve amene from Handel’s opera Alcina 
by François-Auguste Gevaert. 
 
 




Figure 3-2 Front page of Gevaert's 'air d'Alcina' (1871) 
Samuel developed a simple cantilène that—while exploring the complete range of the 
instrument—privileged beauty of tone and artistic imagination. Gevaert’s Air d’Alcina not 
only reveals the same slowly developing melodic style as the work written ad hoc by 
Samuel but also marks the historical dimension of this lyrical repertoire. In this simple 
arrangement for the two-valve horn Gevaert arranged the use of valves as a complex 
exercise in transposition, which, combined with stopping technique, results in a 
stunningly beautiful exposition of sound colors. 402  
Gevaert’s ‘arie antiche’ arrangements of airs by old masters, written for the classes of the 
Brussels conservatoire, were programmed in Ghent on the exams of various instrumental 
classes during the 1870s. Apart from being intended to level the Ghent conservatory 
courses to the example of the Brussels Royal Conservatory, these arrangements also had 
a highly symbolic function as enhancers of ‘operatic’ thinking. The pieces enhanced the 
 
 
402 Two-valve horns were common in Belgium up to the end of the nineteenth century and were often seen as a 
good solution for soloists wanting a “hybrid” between the natural horn and the valve horn because they tended 
to have much less resistance in the air column than three-valve models. 
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understanding of pure vocal expression as shown in the works of the old masters. Other 
arrangements of works by old masters that served as compulsory repertoire pieces for 
the Brussels and Ghent horn classes during the 1870’s included transcriptions of airs from 
Beethoven’s Adelaïde, Mozart’s Nozze di Figaro and Rossini’s Zelmire. Gevaert’s arrangement 
of the duet ‘Une fièvre brûlante, un jour me terrassait’ from the opera Richard Coeur de Lion by 
Liégeois composer André-Modest Grétry (1741-1813) is another instance of the same 
preference for simple musical basics issued from the ‘grand tradition’: presenting no 
more than a fragile melodic line, it invites the horn player to show his artistic 
imagination, taste, and lyrical capacities rather than the shallow technicality common in 
brass music of that era. The latter aria was transcribed by Gevaert as a compulsory exam 
piece for the 1875 horn exams in both the Ghent and Brussels Royal Conservatories. A 
c1903 recording of the same aria by the tenor Charles Rousselière (  HR-23) displays the 
application of a large rubato, a mellow, sweet expressivity, and a nearly theatrical 
attention to the text in the tradition of the Mélodie Française.403 Can we simply assume that 
an early Belle Époque performance on horn would have been interpreted in a similar way 
as heard on this early recording? Was the predilection for vocal baroque and classical 
music the true ignitor of a further development of lyrical playing? Even if a 1903 vocal 
recording cannot be used to clarify this point, the Heylbroeck recordings show that the 
idiom of horn playing in early 20th century Ghent was much closer to that of the vocal 
mélodie then it was to other brass —or even wind— instruments. 
After 1880, the practice of the arie antiche suddenly disappeared in the brass studios of 
Ghent Conservatory, whereas in Brussels the obligation to play these arrangements was 
maintained up to the last years of the 19th century.404 The disappearance of the practice 
In Ghent intriguingly coincided with the dismissal of Gevaert as a member of the 
Commission Adminstrative of the Ghent Conservatory in 1879. By that time several domestic 
composers had already experimented with the vocal idiom of the mélodie, an idea that 
would be further developed in the following decades.  
3.3.2.3 The flourishing era of the lyrical style (1880-1914)  
Traditionally, Ghentian horn students also performed one work of their choice besides 
the compulsory work. Up to 1880, these pieces would typically be the cornerstones of the 
hand horn repertoire: various solos by J.F. Gallay or Mozart’s concerto for horn KV447 as 
 
 
403 Charles Rousselière and Alexis Boyer, ‘Une fièvre brûlante de Richard Coeur de Lion’ (A.M. Grétry) on 79,5 RPM 
disk. Paris: Gramophone and Typewriter GC-340, 1903.  
404 The Brussels exam program of 1876 mentions the transcription of an aria from Gluck’s Orphée et Euridice, in 
1891 of an an Air by Hasse, in 1892 by Boïeldieu and in 1893 by Rossini 
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well as a Fantaisie for horn  by Franz Strauss.405 In the 1880 exam an unspecified solo by 
Mengal was programmed —possibly the same work performed by the Ghentian Société des 
Concerts with Deprez as a soloist on the 1885 Cinquantenaire du Conservatoire.406 During the 
1880’s and 1890’s both the imposed and the optional works on the audition programs 
completely changed towards short and untechnical lyrical melodic pieces. 
Director Adolphe Samuel had introduced this new lyrical style to Ghent already with his 
melancholic Morceau de Concours for the 1872 horn teacher assignment. The idea of 
attributing colorful melodic solos to the instrument was followed by Auguste Dupont with 
his utterly lyrical Andante Barcarolle (1877), and the somewhat naïve-burlesque Romance 
by Hendrik Waelput (1878), both premiered by the Brussels horn teacher L.H. Merck. The 
Waelput Romance is a first true “Ghentian” piece in this new style, using operetta-like 
sweet harmonies and ending in a dreamy muted echo call. However, the most significant 
works of that decade characterizing the lyrical horn-playing style in Belgium would be 
written by composers from Brussels as the Mélodie (1882) by Léon Van Cromphaut (1842-
1911) or the Romance (1892) by Léopold Wallner (1847-1913);  Léon Du Bois’ majestic Trois 
Octuors pour cors chromatiques en Fa (1885-1892) and the Quintette, Sextuor and Septuor pour 
cors chromatiques (c1885) by Johannes Hubert Schaeken (1832-c1904). 
Wallner’s Romance is a striking example of how different the Ghentian approach to the 
horn repertoire had become around that time in comparison with its counterparts in 
Liège and Brussels. It is an early version of his Nocturne that would serve as a compulsory 
piece on the 1904 exam at the Brussels Royal Conservatory, except that the latter is 
considerably longer, requires much more virtuosity and lacks the easy-going simple 
beauty of the Ghentian manuscript. The indication ‘Avec un sentiment rêveur’ (“With 
dreamlike sentiment”), present only in the Ghentian version of the Romance, can be seen 
as the musical opposite of the high C-containing passage intended for ‘les élèves aspirant 




405 Presumably this is Franz Strauss’s arrangement of G. Vos’s Sentiments Romantiques that survives in the Ghent 
conservatory library (B-GcII2883) 
406 An audition of works by composers related to the Ghent conservatory took place on 20 july 1885. It would be 




Figure 3-3 Wallner, 'Romance' Ghent version, (c1892) published in LHB volume 4 pp 72-81 
 
Some non-domestic ‘new’ works in the late 19th-century Ghentian horn canon include 
German-style concerti by Karl Matys (1835-1908), as well as works by Carl Reinecke (1824-
1910) and —from approximately 1890 onwards— the (first) horn concerto opus 11 by Richard 
Strauss (1864-1949). A particular piece in the repertoire is the Duo d’Amour by Francis 
Thomé (1850–1909), a work often figuring on the concert programs of the Kursaal 
orchestra in Ostend during the orchestra’s flourishing period between 1883 and 1914. The 
piece was played by Alphonse Stenebruggen in 1883, by Kursaal principal horn Arthur 
Polain (s.d.) several times between 1888 and 1895, and certainly 9 times by Charles 
Heylbroeck on concerts between 1896 and 1914.  
Due to the admiration of a considerable number of Belgian composers for the 
accomplishments of players from the Liège horn legacy, the horn slowly regained its place 
as a valued solo instrument. The post-1890 Ghentian works are all surprisingly similar in 
shape and function: they can be defined as small filmic miniatures or tableaux: scenic 
images with the horn in the role of a singing storyteller. In Léo Vander Haegen’s Le 
Passant, the horn is the protagonist of one of four “scenes” of a Flemish Suite, written 
originally for film orchestra at the time of the 1913 World Fair in Ghent. Emiel 
Hullebroeck —who would later become a champion of Flemish folk song— gives the 
instrument a voice to a simple pastoral ballad in his Sur les Montagnes (c1897), whereas 
both the Nocturne (c1907) by Maurits Henderick and Désiré Boehme’s L’Attente (1914) are 
of a stunning simplicity comparable to Gevaert’s baroque aria-based exam pieces, written 
thirty years before. Joseph Vandermeulen’s L’Adieu (1914) and Robert Guillemyn’s Chant 
d’Automne (1928) use the same tools to describe a sentimental and melancholic goodbye 
scene. Finally, Jenny Van Rysselberghe’s slightly impressionistic Rêverie (1904) lets the 




Figure 3-4 Emiel Hullebroeck: ‘Sur les Montagnes’ (LHB volume 2 pp 84-95) 
 
Some important particularities in style are noticeable in nearly all of the above-described 
lyrical pieces from this era. All are written in slow movements: adagios and andantes, 
creating a dreamy, sugar-coated romanza atmosphere. The lines are all very sentimental, 
sustained and expressive. A characteristic, improvisation-style ending or “meditative” 
long-note fade-out, often augmented by the use of bouché,407 echo, or muted sounds, is 
present in nearly all of the above stated works.408 This last feature gives the impression 
 
 
407 A technique in which the horn player partly stops the bell of the horn with the hand, causing a more distant, 
nasal and penetrating sound color 
408 The use of mutes in solo repertoire is another novelty of the Belle époque. Before, mutes were mainly used 
for dramatic effect in baroque and classical opera and were seldomly used for solo repertoire in the era between 
1820 and 1870. See Smith, Nicolas E. “History of the Horn Mute.” The Horn Call Annual, 1992 vol. 2 pp 77-90 
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that the horn player gradually ‘walks out of the frame’ of the event, calling the listener 
goodbye before disappearing. Also, the preference for the tonalities of E and F—the keys 
recommended by Gevaert for having the “best poetic qualities”—as well as the range of 
the instrument are very similar through this repertoire, adding to the truly poetic spirit 
of the music.409 This poetic and evocative effect is also highly present in two ‘Ghent 
related’ masterpieces from that time: Joseph Ryelandt’s intimate Sonate en Mi opus 18 
(1897) and Herberigs’ effusively filmic Cyrano de Bergerac (1912). The influence of Adolphe 
Samuel on the young Ryelandt—compare, for instance, the atmosphere of Ryelandt’s 
opening movement with Samuel’s Morceau de Concours— is striking. Herberigs’ symphonic 
poem can be seen as a multi-disciplinary work of art in which the soloist becomes the 
main actor in an orchestral version of Edmond Rostand’s famous play.410 Herberigs cast 
the horn as a henpecked and sugar-sweet hero, a shaded version of Richard Strauss’s Till 
Eulenspiegel.  
 
Another tendency in the evolution of the repertoire is the practice of quartet playing that 
was seamlessly integrated in the horn studio. The use of quartets in the training system 
originated in the French conservatoire tradition of the early 19th century. David 
McCullough points out in his article on the historical evolution of the horn quartet that 
the writing of horn quartets was a pedagogical evolution.411 Most of this repertoire was 
written by horn players, often teachers who used the repertoire to train their students in 
the skills they would need as orchestral players, and thus filled the gap between training 
methods and real-life situations. This was certainly the case in the Belgian education 
system where horn ensembles were commonly played in the instrumental classes. During 
the second half of the nineteenth century, a tradition of homogeneous horn ensembles 
developed within the horn classes of the Belgian conservatories. Jean-François Fétis 
already wrote horn ensembles for several of the 1850’s exams of Artôt’s class at the 
Brussels conservatory, and Artôt would himself write a considerable number of horn trios 
and quartets for educational use. Belgian horn players would keep a particular attitude 
towards the genre, resulting in a small but consistent repertoire of specific compositions. 
Playing a horn ensemble as a morceau imposé at a conservatory horn exam might seem odd 
in the context of nineteenth-century European music education, but was an established 
practice in the horn classes of Brussels, Ghent, and Liège until the early 1900’s. The 
 
 
409 Gevaert 1885, p211: ‘Mais les qualités poétiques de l’instrument ne se déploient en toute liberté que dans les 
tons moyens, correspondant à l’échelle du contralto: ce sont les seuls auxquels on confie des phrases mélodiques 
de longue haleine.’ (However, the poetic qualities of the instrument are only released fully in the middle 
tonalities, corresponding with the range of the contralto: these are the only ones used for long-blowing melodic 
phrases.) 
410 On this, see Thijs Deconinck, Cyrano de Bergerac van Robert Herberigs: samenspel tussen woord, beeld en 
klank, Master’s thesis, HoGent-School of Arts, 2018. 
411 David M. McCullough, ‘The Horn Quartet: An Historical Perspective,’ The Horn Call Annual 3 (1991), pp. 31–48. 
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exclusion of most wind instruments from the chamber music courses stimulated the 
writing and use of skillful works that could be played by students in or around a classroom 
context. The most important examples are the works for large horn ensemble by Du Bois 
and Schaeken, written for Merck's class between c1880 and 1895, performed on exams 
and public occasions in the Belgian capital during the Belle Époque era. The Belgian 
interest in the horn quartet as a chamber music genre peaked around the turn of the 
twentieth century.  
 
 
Figure 3-5 Belgian Horn quartet playing instruments by Mahillon (player left) and van Cauwelaert (others). Possibly this is 
a picture of le quatuor Artôt (?), consisting of Brussels Conservatory Allumni Louis Eemans, E. Chatman, Alphonse Knith and 
Félix Degrave. (picture in Manuscript of Artôt Horn Trios (no cat. nr.), by courtesy of Royal Brussels Conservatory library) 
In 1897 four talented young players from the Brussels school formed the Quatuor Merck, 
after an example of the Quatuor Artôt of the previous generation.412 The Belle Époque 
offered abundant opportunities to perform at fairs, concerts, and kiosks, a factor that may 
have contributed to the success of the genre in combination with the internationally 
acclaimed high standards of Belgian horn playing around that time. Furthermore, and as 
 
 
412 ‘Quatuor Merck.’ Le Guide Musical 43/12 (1897), 233: ‘Quatre des meilleurs élèves de M. L. Merck, l'éminent professeur 
de cor au Conservatoire de Bruxelles, MM Théo Mahy, Servais, Heynen et Dubois, viennent de se constituer en quatuor et se 
proposent de prêter comme tel leur concours aux sociétés musicales. Par un délicat hommage à leur maître, ce quatuor a pris 
le titre de "Quatuor Merck."’  
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previously mentioned, quartets were actively used in the horn classes as educational 
material. 
 
While most significant works for horn ensemble were written for the Brussels horn 
class, Ghent had a particular history with the genre. The practice of performing horn 
ensembles at public assignments first coincides with the disappearance of the ‘arie 
antiche’ around 1880. A horn quartet often served as a work of choice: in 1880 an Andante 
by the Liège composer Jules Berleur, in 1884 an arrangement La Prière du Soir by C. 
Kreutzer was played by a quartet of students of whom the principal competed to win a 
premier prix. The practice of performing slow-movement horn quartets at exams was 
apparently abandoned in favor of a more international repertoire as Carl Reinecke’s 
Notturno opus 112, Richard Strauss’s Horn Concerto opus 11 or the Romance opus 36 by 
Camille Saint-Saëns in the late 1880’s and 1890’s However it resumed in Charles 
Heylbroeck’s class in the years 1905 to 1908 with arrangements of C.L.Hanssens’ les 
Janissaires, and a Hymne pour quatre cors by Théodore Radoux.  
 
More ensemble works linked to the Ghent horn class in that era notably include the 
beautifully evocative Zomeravond by Joseph Ryelandt, and Adolphe D’Hulst’s Invocation, 
which are similar in style and scope to the quartets mentioned above. All are set up 
uniquely in slow movements, often in a solemn and soft-voiced adagio or moderato and 
offer specific challenges in intonation, tonal quality, endurance, flexibility, musical 
imagination and ensemble playing. The principal horn part is in all works soloistic and 
physically demanding, with supporting second, third and fourth parts added. The works 
are harmonically colorful, but they stick to a highly conservative compositional 
framework reminiscent of the horn solo in the then-popular Nocturne from 
Mendelssohn’s Midsummer Night’s dream.  
 
Were these quartets intended specifically for the training of orchestral horn playing 
proficiency? The programs of Belle Époque horn assignments in Ghent seem to ask for 
little technical proficiency in terms of ‘virtuosity’; however the principal parts often do 
have high demands for the production of long lines, endurance and tonal quality. The 
works focus mainly on the development and measuring of basic technical skills and 
expressive playing capacities. It is important to note that —as explained in chapter II— 
the most proficient horn students were called to the chamber music class where they 
would perform canonic horn works of Brahms, Beethoven, Mozart, and Schumann. 
However, the regular exam repertoire covered most of the ‘artisan’ skills that were 
needed for orchestral performance. The only surviving overview of the horn course 
program around the turn of the twentieth century, published by Bergmans (1901:168) 





Méthodes par DUVERNOY  et GALLAY 
Cours Moyen. 
30 études par GALLAY et 40 préludes par CUGNOT 
Cours Supérieur 
2’ études et solos par GALLAY — concertos par MATHYS (sic)-MOZART 
Table 5: program of the horn course, 1901 (Bergmans) 
This basic course program is strikingly similar to the one used by Mengal and Herteleer 
several decades earlier and reflects mostly the educational idea that music education 
should be based on the study of musical basics. The system was practice-based in that it 
trained basic competences needed in the orchestra instead of aiming for concrete results 
in the performance of solo works- something only the ‘happy few’ would ever achieve. 
These techniques and musical patterns were taught in the instrumental courses and then 
practised in the ensemble course and could be raised to a fully artistic level in the 
chamber music course after the obtention of a premier prix. Students who graduated had 
a wide range of competences they could then further develop in the professional field. 
3.3.2.4 Repertoire choice in romantic ‘extra-time’, 1920-1960 
The Ghent horn class recovered slowly from the wounds of World War I. In the years 
directly after the war the typical ‘lyrical’ pattern remains  largely present in the audition 
programs of the horn class. The hegemony of characteristic romances and rêveries evolved 
in the years after the war toward more balanced concert programs, including the 
performance of études. The repertoire performed at the Royal Ghent Conservatory horn 
exams stayed mostly the same as the one used in the early years of the twentieth century 
however, drawing from a canon of roughly ten different works:  
 
 -L. Wallner, Romance  
 -C. Saint-Saens, Romance opus 36 
 -W.A. Mozart: Romance and Rondo from Horn Concerto nr. 3 in Eb KV447  
-W.A. Mozart: Concerto nr. 1 in D KV 412 
 -K. Mathys: Andante and Final from Konzertstück 
 -J. Van Rysselberghe: Rêverie 
 -J.F. Gallay: Solos  
 -J. Van der Meulen: l’Adieu 
 -A.Glazounov: Rêverie 




Section 1.2.5 described how the 1920s economic crisis triggered drastic changes in the 
organization of musical education at the conservatory. It is striking to see how from 1925 
onwards the audition programs of the horn exams were suddenly upgraded to a technical 
level that would be more or less acceptable in a modern-day Bachelor program. For the 
first time ever in the history of the Ghent horn class, and presumably at the request of 
the new, highly ambitious director Jules-Toussaint De Sutter, a complete Mozart concerto 
was imposed to candidates aspiring for a premier prix in 1926. In the same year Paul Dukas’ 
demanding Villanelle (1906) was finally introduced to the Ghentian canon of works.  
 
Although this ‘augmented’ program level did not prevent the premier prix candidate of 
that year from obtaining his degree, the compulsory piece for the next year would return 
to the traditional Wallner Romance. Between the lines of events, one can read a true battle 
between conservative and reform-oriented forces in the school. The next years would 
mark however the introduction of several new pieces of higher technical demand: Raoul 
Pugno’s Solo de Concours as a compulsory piece in 1927, E. Chabrier’s Larghetto in 1928, and 
the Beethoven Sonata opus 17 -formerly reserved for students in the chamber music 
course- in the same year. Heylbroeck’s 1929 Ghent Conservatory library card shows that 
around that time these new pieces were added to the horn class.413 From 1930 onwards a 
thorough renewal of the repertoire towards ‘conservative modernist’ music was 
completed: Victor Vreuls’ Fantasia for horns appears, as well as works by Paul Vidal and 
Henri Büsser. In 1930, the chamber music exam of horn player Auguste Serlippens finally 
programmed Joseph Ryelandt’s Sonata opus 18 as an exam piece — possibly due to the fact 
that Ryelandt had become a member of Ghent Conservatory staff in 1929. It is striking to 
see how the stylistic idioms of the old lyrical school sublimated into a more modern 
setting in a short span of time while maintaining a sense of tradition. 
 
The professorship of Maurice Van Bocxstaele from 1938 onwards terminated the use of 
the old mellow repertoire of the Belle Époque. The new horn teacher —obviously 
influenced by his career as an orchestral soloist in France and Monte Carlo— introduced 
a variety of new repertoire pieces that would shape the canon of repertoire in Belgium 
for the following decades. The emphasis of his repertoire choice was strongly on new 
tonal Belgian music: the concerti by Arthur Meulemans (1884-1966) and pieces by Albert 
Dupuis (1877-1967), Raymond Moulaert (1875-1962), Léon Stekke (1904-1970) and Maurice 
Schoemaker (1890-1964), along with recent French style contemporary compositions. A 
similar tendency towards repertoire can be noted in the other wind classes, notably in 




413 aB-Gc, LD: library lending registers. P295. 26-10-1929: Heylbroeck, Charles: II5156 Büsser: Piece en Re; II5166: 
Vidal: Pièce de Concert; Saint-Saens: Morceau de Concert 
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Only one typical Belle Époque piece was regularly performed on exams during the Van 
Bocxstaele professorship: Lodewijk Mortelmans’ Lyrical Pastoral, a work that also 
successfully made its way into international horn repertoire in the second half of the 20th 
century. Importantly, there is no trace of any ‘Ghentian’ piece in the 1938-1962 class 
repertoire. The only work with a clear link to the class is the 1st Horn Concerto by Arthur 
Meulemans, premiered by Van Bocxstaele in 1940. Even the magnificent Sonatas by Jules 
Bouquet and Jane Vignery, pieces deeply rooted in the tradition of the Ghent 
Conservatory, were not regularly performed before the mid-1960’s. Was the domestic, 
lyrical-inspired repertoire considered ‘unsuitable’ for the training of young horn players, 
or were these pieces the personal domain of the master himself, or was the decision taken 
by higher instances? The direction of the conservatory surely had a strong hold on the 
repertoire choice in the classes during these ‘modernist’ times, as repertoire was seen as 
an ultimate tool for stylistic and educational development.  
 
Many of these ‘new’ works written in Belgium in the middle of the twentieth century 
would, despite their advanced compositional structure, still be very reminiscent to the 
old patterns of lyricism that were in vogue in the Belle Époque era. The associative, soft-
voiced and vividly colorful lyrical lines of the ‘old school’ Ghentians are largely present 
in the mid-20th century works of Van Eechautte, Stekke, Vignery, Lonque and others.  
3.3.2.5 Conclusions: characteristics of ‘Ghentian’ Repertoire 
From the above case studies can be drawn some conclusions on ‘general’ characteristics 
of repertoire used in the Ghentian horn school.  
 
1. Dominance of slow movements 
Twenty-five out of twenty-nine works listed above are conceived as a slow 
movement, often in Romance style. The only exceptions are the longer works by 
Herberigs, Vignery, Bouquet and Deroo. Also, the clearly French-oriented music by 
Mengal and Gaucet, peripheral to the Ghentian tradition, make use of faster 
passages. 
 
2. Presence of a lyrical principal theme  
All works, except those of Gaucet and Vignery, have a highly lyrical melodic main 
theme. 
 
3. Range limitation 
The general range of most works is limited to the middle horn register (noted G3 -
A5). Typically, the more demanding pieces abandon this template only once or 
twice, notably Ryelandt’s Summer Evening horn quartet moving up to the C5, as well 




4. Presence of Echo or Con Sordino passages 
This characteristic is especially present in works written between 1880 and 1914. 
Sixteen of Thirty works discussed in the case studies make use of Echo effects, Con 
Sordino passages or both. 
  
5. Presence of a ‘Farewell ending’ 
A coda ending with a typical fade-out effect is present in no fewer then twenty-six 
of the twenty-nine reference pieces. In the Belle Époque works this is mostly a 
dolcissimo long-note, a ‘Farewell effect’, as if the horn player is slowly disappearing 
over the horizon.  
 
6. Presence of a (non measured or cadenza-style) ‘horn call’ 
The idiom of a poetic ‘horn call’, based on natural harmonics, occurs for the first 
time in the Belgian horn repertoire in Dupont’s Andante Barcarole, and is 
represented in various forms in around one third of the reference works, especially 
those with titles referring to scenic outdoor events. Well-known examples are 
Hullebroeck’s Sur les Montagnes, De Waele’s A Travers Bois, in which a heroic though 
soft-voiced call evokes an atmosphere of rural life, whereas the opening call of 
Guillemyn’s Chant d’Automne depicts the colors of autumn traditionally associated 
with the hunting season. 
 
7. Explicit use of expressive indications  
Most works make abundant use of expressive indications, (sotto voce, avec sentiment, 
avec poésie, molto espressivo e cantablite, lentement et expressif,…), although this is 
explicitly so in the Ghentian ‘miniature’ works. 
  
8. Explicit use of marked temporal flexibility and rubato 
Most works have indications on the pace of particular excerpts and require a highly 
variable tempo. Tempo marks are totally absent, except for the mid-20th century 
works. 
 
9. Scenic elements (title, musical references) 
The presence of storytelling elements, whether textual or musical, is present in 
most works. 
 
10. Key of the horn part 
All but three works are set in the key of F. The 1890’s works by De Waele and 
Ryelandt make use of the more introverted-sounding tonality of E; Vander 
Haegen’s le Passant is written for the direct-sounding horn in A.  
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Conclusions on musical style 
The above overview of common aspects in the Ghent horn school reveals that its most 
common characteristics can be defined as: 
 
-Good basic technical proficiency (intonation, high register, command, accuracy). A 
plain, velvety, compact, controlled sound without any vibrato, within a limited 
dynamic range.  
 
-Clear and direct articulation (except when not appropriate to the narrative of the 
repertoire) and a ‘discreet’ playing style in orchestral performances, imaginative, 
varied articulation and temporal expressivity in solo passages. 
 
-A soft-voiced, poetic and declamatory approach in solo repertoire, and a 
straightforward, solid style in orchestral playing. 
 
-Repertoire choices are uniquely ‘melodious’ between 1880 and 1925, after this date 
some aspects of the Belle Époque playing style continues in new works. 
 
Note that the obvious changes in musical scope in the four decades between 1920 and 
1960 also symbolize the thorough change of Belgian society and its cultural life. The 
stylistic gap between Heylbroeck’s 1910’s disks and those of Van Bocxstaele’s elegiac 
1955-1962 recordings is as large as the changes of the country itself: In 1913, Ghent hosted 
a world exhibition that displayed all the virtues of a highly productive industrial society 
in a refreshed and elegant ‘historical’ city. When Expo58 was hosted in Brussels in 1958, a 
modern country with a rich cultural tradition was displayed to the global public. Whereas 
the image of the country had changed unrecognizably, the underlying sense of 
conservative esthetical awareness, felt in all layers of the artistic world, had however 
largely survived. The way horn playing had changed was a result of the same events that 
had shaken up all other aspects of society. 
 
Knowledge of stylistic patterns appeared to be highly revealing in my personal 
exploration of the Ghentian sonorous world. As remarked in some of the case studies, the 
use of the historical horn collection of the Ghent Conservatory was a tool for achieving a 






 4 Powering the poetry: musical 
instruments and the Ghent horn tradition 
Les attestations des artistes les plus compétents du pays 
et de l’étranger reconnaissent la supériorité de la maison 
pour la sonorité, la douceur, la justesse et la bonne 





414 Van Cauwelaert. Manufacture Générale d’Instruments de Musique F. Van Cauwelaert. Van Cauwelaert frères et 





The people have long since died, the tradition has dissolved. What remains are the 
‘tools’ of the Ghent horn players as traces of their footsteps: their instruments and their 
music.  
 
This chapter will reflect on the usage of historical instruments and repertoire as ‘tools’ 
for performance practice.  
A first part will analyze available information on the instruments used by the Ghentian 
players, and in particular on the horns of the Brussels musical instrument manufacturer 
Ferdinand Van Cauwelaert that are present in the historical horn collection of the Royal 
Ghent Conservatory. It will first give an overview of their development and evolution and 
conclude on technical and musical particularities that shape the essence of these 
instruments’ character through analytical and artistic-practical findings. A second 
section of this chapter will discuss particular playing techniques, followed by some notes 
on implementation of these findings in a current-day artistic context.  
 
The flourishing era of the lyrical horn-playing tradition lies well over a century behind 
us. This chapter is intended mostly as a reflection on the musical, technical and 
educational implementation of the Brave Belgians research project into my own playing 




In section 1.1 it is described how the natural horn remained a solid component of the 
Belgian training system until well into the twentieth century.  The valve horn had 
however become the main instrument of most players by 1850. Two workshops in 
Brussels, founded by Charles-Victor Mahillon in 1836 and Ferdinand Van Cauwelaert in 
1846, would eagerly take advantage of this evolution and develop valve horn models that 
stayed in use with several generations of players. Belgian horn players seem to have 
preferred instruments built in the workshop of the above manufacturers, and the link of 
Ghentian school players with the horns of Van Cauwelaert is an established fact. As 
described in the previous chapter, the strong tradition of natural horn playing in the 
Belgian educational system played its role in the general development of expressivity 
during the Belle Époque era. Performing on exactly the same  material used by the 
original creator of the music can provide essential information on the core artistic 
message of a musical artwork.  
 
However, an instrument is merely the transmitter of the instrumentalist’s musical 
expression and the question of usage of historical instruments and their link to period 
repertoire remains a complicated one. In my article on the artistic implementation of 
lyrical style in works connected with the Liège horn player Alphonse Stenebruggen (2015) 
I have discussed how an excessive focus on the use of period instruments can lead to 
fallacies in modern-day ‘historically informed’ performances.415 For brass instruments in 
particular we often lack conclusive evidence of a particular instrument’s usage at the time 
it was built, possible modifications and specific playing techniques or style.  A keynote 
research presentation by Anima Eterna horn section players Ulrich Hübner and Martin 
Mürner, backed by research of John Manganaro presented at the 51st International Horn 
Symposium in 2019, rejected fundamentally the way we currently think of 18th century 
organology, revealing that our concept of baroque and classical horn organology and 
performance is to a great extent based on highly doubtful evidence.416   
Similar misconceptions are equally possible in the context of nineteenth-century music, 
nowadays widely performed on period instruments. Often these seem to follow purely 
modern-day stylistic recipes. This leads to what is essentially just another modernist 




415 Billiet, Jeroen. De ‘style distingué’ van Alphonse Stenebruggen. Een artistiek onderzoek naar de interpretatieve 
uitdieping van het romantische hoornrepertoire. Forum+ 22:5 (November 2015): 30–41  
416 Hübner, Ulrich. ‘Bells Up: The Way You Always Wanted to Play Mozart but Were Afraid to Do So.’ Keynote presented 
at the IHS51 Historical Horn Conference, Ghent, July 4, 2019. and Manganaro, John. ‘The Development of Hand 
Technique in the Latter Part of the 18th Century.’ Presentation presented at the IHS51 Historical Horn Conference, 
Ghent, July 4, 2019. 
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To what extent can a unique time capsule as the one provided by the Ghent horn 
collection, backed by the wide variety of retrieved information that was discussed in the 
previous chapters, avoid these traps and enhance new concepts in performance practice? 
The scope of the current and final chapter of this dissertation is the impact of use of 
‘historical tools’ —instruments, techniques, stylistic patterns—on music performance. 
 
A first phase consisted of gathering historical information on the instruments and playing 
methods. The current state of research on the horns produced by the Van Cauwelaert 
company in Brussels is fragmented and very limited. In order to get a comprehensive 
overview on production history, the existing literature was complemented with archival 
evidence mainly found in the well-preserved Ghent Royal Conservatory archives: 
invoices, repair bills and letters, mainly from the period between 1878 and 1939, as well 
as information from the school’s lending registers. Some iconographic evidence found 
during the research process and information from visual inspection of over forty 
instruments in private and public collections helped with the contextualization of 
findings.  
 
Next, scientific measuring methods were applied to develop a better perspective on Van 
Cauwelaert’s production processes, materials and design specifications. The acoustic and 
design analyses (overall design and dimensional study, wall strength, impedance and 
acoustic analysis) were collected at the Oskar Walker Hochschule in Ludwigsburg (Baden-
Württemberg, Germany) under the supervision of Professor Dr. Hannes Ver Eecke; the 
material-related X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) tests were conducted by the musical 
instrument department of the Germanisches Museum in Nürnberg (Bavaria, Germany) 
supervised by Dr. Markus Raquet.  
A series of acoustic tests were performed and recorded in a sound-proof facility at the 
Ghent School of Arts Nederpolder Campus with acoustic technician Patrick Housen.  
 
A third and most important step was a long series of artistic trials of which some footage 
has already been used for documenting the case studies in 3.3.1. These experiments 
allowed to proof-check a wide variety of assumptions on performance-based matters. 
This large practice-based experience allowed the loop between player, instrument and 





Figure 4-1: View on the Van Cauwelaert brass instrument production hall c1900, ã Museum of Musical 




4.1 The horns of the Van Cauwelaert workshop in the Ghent 




Around the middle of the 19th century, the industrial revolution stimulated a massive 
change in the production processes and business models of European wind instrument 
manufacturers. Small family-run businesses evolved into semi-industrial workshops, 
often specializing in a particular niche of instruments. As a side effect of this evolution, 
professional players began to express clear preferences for certain instrument brands, 
and in some cases the use of a certain type of instrument would become part of a national 
artistic identity.417 
 
Examples of this evolution are the valve horns made by the brass instrument workshop 
of Ferdinand Van Cauwelaert in Brussels. This manufacturer produced instruments 
between 1846 and 1955 that were preferred by almost all major Belgian-trained players 
throughout the Romantic era. Horns by Van Cauwelaert have been used by over four 
generations of players and survive in a large number of museums and private collections 
worldwide. These horns were particularly popular with players of the second and third 
Ghent horn school (1872-1962) and were the original instruments on which seminal 
Belgian horn works were first performed. Clearly, the use of the Van Cauwelaert horn is 
an essential component of the history of Belgian horn playing. 
 
Surprisingly, the instruments of Van Cauwelaert have never been subjected to any 
comprehensive research. Only one catalogue of this manufacturer, published in 1905, is 
known to have survived, and catalogue-style resources such as Waterhouse and Langwill 
(1993: 410) or Haine and Meeùs (1986: 415-6) give only some basic non-artistic 
descriptions of the company’s activities and achievements, and thus are of little use in 
HIP of 19th and early 20th century Belgian horn music. Case studies of musical instruments 
 
 
417 Examples in the horn playing world are very common: the Raoux-Millereau-type horn in early 20th century 
England, the Conn 8D in modern-day United States, the Alexander 103 in Germany are all clear examples of 
entire “schools” of players nearly exclusively oriented to one specific instrument type. 
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and scarce archive finds for this manufacturer were published in Billiet (2008: 203-14). In 
2019 a more comprehensive article on this matter was published by Larigot.418  
One explanation for this lack of attention could be the massive change towards the 
modern double horn that occurred from the 1920’s onwards, which rendered the specific 
playing techniques for mastering the Van Cauwelaert horns -and thus their artistic 
relevance- obsolete.  
4.1.1 Origin, development and use: 
The instrument manufacturer Ferdinand Van Cauwelaert (Brussels 1808-1884) 
established a workshop for brass instruments in Brussels in 1846. The company developed 
a complete range of brass instruments during its 109 years of existence in three 
generations of the same family: Ferdinand Van Cauwelaert (1846-1884), Van Cauwelaert 
frères et Sœur (1884-1914(?)) and R.&A. Van Cauwelaert (1914-1955).419 Despite the 
recognition of craftsmanship in the form of several exposition medals, the company 
never achieved the commercial appeal of its primary competitor, the Mahillon company 
of Brussels.420  
 
Van Cauwelaert provided instruments to all layers of musical life in Belgium, ranging 
from village wind bands to professional orchestras and soloists, which somewhat explains 
the wealth in surviving instruments from this workshop today. It is impossible to estimate 
the exact scale of horn production by the workshop, though the company seems to have 
flourished mostly during the Belle Époque period when it was led by the second 
generation of the family.421 A photograph of the production hall taken around 1900 shows 
a semi-industrial facility with fourteen craftsmen, far smaller than the workshop of 
competitors such as Mahillon (Brussels).  
 
Three different horn designs are known to have been built by van Cauwelaert.  
 
 
418 Billiet, Jeroen. Poetic Voices: The Horns of the Van Cauwelaert Brass Instrument Workshop in Brussels in the 
Ghent Royal Conservatory Historical Instrument Collection. Paris: Larigot, June 2019  
419 Waterhouse, William. The New Langwill Index. London: Tony Bingham, 1993: 410. 
420 The second generation of the Van Cauwelaert company was praised repeatedly for its craftsmanship at 
expositions in Brussels (1888), Paris (1889), Liège (1890, 1905), Charleroi (1895), Luxembourg (1898) and Ghent 
(1899) (Invoice of Van Cauwelaert to the Ghent Royal Conservatory, 1901. Finances 1901/lutherie. Archive of 
Ghent Royal Conservatory (aB-Gc)). See: De Keyser (1995) 
421 This is represented by the majority of instruments surviving in collections worldwide, and by the fact that 
the Belgian wind instrument industry flourished generally in this period due to the popularity of military music, 
civil wind bands and the booming musical education system. Numbers of music students, bands and concert life 
in Belgium multiplied during the Belle Époque era. 
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-A first design with three double-piston valves was described in a patent 
submitted to the Belgian Ministry of Economic Affairs in 1847. The valve design is 
similar to the one used by the Viennese manufacturer Uhlmann around 1830.422 The 
Van Cauwelaert valve system makes use of shorter connection rods than the 
Viennese version. The horn model allows for the use of changing crooks and has a 
distinguishable tuning slide placement. 
 
  
Figure 4-2: Belgian Brevet d’Invention for a valve horn nr. 4143 of 1847 ( Ministry of Economy, archives, Brussels) and 
reconstruction of this instrument type on base of original Van Cauwelaert components (Daniel Kunst, Bremen, 2013) 
 
Van Cauwelaert stated in his patent application that ‘This mechanism has been 
applied previously to perfection on other musical instruments, but it was never successfully 
applied to the horn. The merit of the invention made by the petitioner is that it applies the 
mechanism on the horn providing it with a broader and brighter sound, and also makes it easier 
to handle and to play.’ 423 
 
The use of a valve design based on an Austrian example is a special case in the 
history of brass instrument making in Belgium, where French templates were 
traditionally preferred throughout the 19th century. Presumably the idea of 
 
 
422 The introduction of the double-piston valve is attributed to Christian Friedrich Sattler in 1821. Herbert et al. 
(Klaus) 2019: 431 mentions this system as the “système Belge”, that was used up to the middle of the twentieth 
century in Belgium.  A catalogue of musical instruments by Riedl c 1830 shows a horn with three double action 
valves (reproduced in: Kovats, Krisztian. n.d. “Zwei Wiener Weiterentwickelungen der Klappentrompete.” In 
Romantic Brass 1. Ein Blick Zuruck ins 19. Jahrhundert, 4:71–91. Musikforschung der Hochschule der Künste 
Bern. Schliengen/Markgräferland: Argus.p61 
423 Ferdinand Van Cauwelaert. 9 August 1847. ‘Cette méchanique ayant appliqué antérieurement au perfectionnement 
dont il s’agit sur d’autres instruments, sans qu’on ait pu trouver le moyen de l’adopter au cor ; Le mérite de la découverte 
faite par le soussigné consiste, dans le moyen qu’il a employé pour pouvoir appliquer ce mécanisme sur le cor et par la donner 
à cet instrument un son plus large, plus clair et plus facile pour l’exécution et le maniement’ 
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producing a valve horn of this type was introduced by the large number of Prussian, 
Bavarian or Austrian musicians that had been employed in Belgian military bands 
after the Belgian independence of 1830.424 However, this system proved to be more 
successful in its application to trumpets and valve trombones, produced by the firm 
in substantial quantities up to the first World War.425 
A horn of this model figures on a recently discovered picture of the Tellin 




Figure 4-3: “Fanfare de Tellin” (province of Luxembourg, Belgium), dated September 1863 showing a van 
Cauwelaert horn similar to the 1847 patent alongside a natural horn. The picture illustrates the combined use of 
both valve (left) and natural (right) horn in the transition period between natural and valve horn in Belgium 
 
Van Cauwelaert’s “double action valve” horn design from 1847 can be regarded 
as his first attempt to satisfy a need for Belgian-built valve horns for the army bands 




424 See 1.2.2 
425 In the 1905 catalogue, pp 16-17, these instruments are mentioned as “à cylindres perfectionnés” 
426 A reconstruction of this horn model was made during my research project “horn playing in the lyrical style”, 
Antwerp Royal Conservatory, 2012-2015. 
427 Jean-Désiré Artôt was appointed as teacher of valve and natural horn at the Royal Brussels Conservatory in 
1843, and around the same time the valve horn was introduced in Hubert Massart’s class at the Royal Liège 
Conservatory. Natural horns were gradually replaced from the 1840’s onwards. Caecilia, 15/01/1849 pp13-14 is 
mentions that Belgian army bands employed “4 hoorns à Pistons”  
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-A second model existed in two versions: with a two- or a three Périnet-valve 
setup.  Both horns made use of a natural horn-style crook changing system. This 
horn type —commonly named "modèle Gantois" by players because of its immense 
popularity in the horn classes of the Ghent Conservatory after 1872— would become 
by far the most widely-used professional horn model in Belgium during the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.428 The Gantois model stayed in production 
with only minor changes to the initial design of Charles Sax from the 1840’s to the 
closing of the Van Cauwelaert company in 1955. The design is very simple, similar 
to French-style natural horns of the time with two Périnet valves added and 
allowing for the use of crooks. An uncommon detail is that the air runs backwards 
through the valve section, exiting the first valve for the bell! 
 
  
Figure 4-4: two-valve horns “Gantois” by Charles Sax, Ghent Royal Conservatory collection CG1 c. 1844 (left) and Van 
Cauwelaert CG2 c. 1860 (right) 
Initially, this very successful horn type was based on a two-valve horn that had 
been produced for some years by the Brussels workshop of Charles Sax (Dinant 1791-
Paris 1865). It is probably at the dissolution sale of the C. Sax company and its 
owner’s move to Paris in 1853 that Van Cauwelaert procured the tools and mandrels 
for its production.429 The two-valve horns by Sax and Van Cauwelaert in the Ghent 
conservatory collection are more or less identical in design, apart from the bell flare 
that is considerably narrower on the van Cauwelaert CG2 instrument. 
 
The growing chromaticism in mid-nineteenth century music encouraged the 
development of a three-valve horn. Nevertheless, the two-valve version stayed 
popular with many Belgian players into the second half of the century and is even 
still mentioned in the 1905 catalogue of the company as modèle de l’armée.430  
 
 
428 see Billiet, horn school pp 
429 This could not be proven. The variety in bell design between surviving Sax and Van Cauwelaert instruments 
is too large to prove this point. 




As said before, the three-valve “Gantois” model was the most widely-used 
instrument for nearly a century of Belgian horn playing. However, as will be 
explained in the next section, several important improvements to the instrument 
were made during the decades of production, most importantly changes in bore and 
the use of heavier sheet metal, drastically changing its acoustic identity. 
 
The rising standards of orchestral horn parts in the last decades of the 19th 
century led to growing use of horns in higher tonalities than the mid-range Eb, E 
and F-crookings for which the “Gantois” model was most appropriate. 
Consequently, a third horn model was added to the Van Cauwelaert horn catalogue 
around 1895, in collaboration with Liège Royal Conservatory horn teacher Mathieu 
Lejeune (1859-1935).431 This design—commonly named Liègeois by Belgian players— 
made use of a corpus with a fixed lead pipe and different conical tuning slides 
ranging from F to Bb, and was an exact copy of a horn type produced some thirty 
years earlier by Alphonse Sax (Brussels 1822-Paris 1874).432 It satisfied the demand 
for a well-functioning Bb horn for the Belgian market.433  
 
In his 1905 catalogue the Liègeois model or Modèle Lejeune was recommended because 
of its ‘superior and softer sound quality, its accuracy and invariable embouchure 
position’.434 For the ‘traditional’ Gantois horn model there are two different 
‘qualities’ of horns: one called modèle de l'armée, priced at 165 francs and another 
called cor d'orchestre (175 francs).435 Although both versions are shown with the same 




431 Van Cauwelaert, Frères et Soeur; Catalogue 1905 pp20-21 
432 Deprez, Jean. 1898. ‘Letter of Deprez to Samuel.’ January 10, 1898. aB-Gc: ‘J’appelle votre bienveilante attention sur 
un cor du Facteur Van Cauwelaert (système Sax), accordé en Sib alto, dont au besoin on peut jouer avec d’autres tons’ . An 
instrument of an identical design dating from the early 1860’s is owned by the author and is marked ‘Alphonse 
Sax/nouveau système à tube conique/Bruxelles. (see sound files JB7) 
433 The use of the Bb horn for solo parts was described as a regular practice by Mahillon in his 1907 monograph 
on the horn: ‘en adoptant définitivement deux cors chromatiques: le cor en Sib, avec les tubes additionnels accordés 
strictement en Sib pour les premières parties, le cor en Fa avec les tubes additionnels accordés strictement en Fa pour les 
autres parties’  
434 Van Cauwelaert (1905: 21) ‘Cor d’Orchestre , à 3 pistons, en si b aigu, tons de la, la b, sol, fa, montés sur la 
coulisse d’accord (240 fr). Système adopté par M. V. Lejeune, professeur au Conservatoire royal de musique de 
Liège. Les avantages de ce système sont: 1° Qualité de son supérieure et plus douce; 2° Grande sécurité d’attaque; 
3° Pose d’embouchure invariable. N.B. Cet instrument ne se construit qu’en un seul diapason. 
435 Ibid pp 20-21. It was a common practice in the 19th century to produce instruments of different specifications 




Figure 4-5: left: Alphonse Sax, horn (in Bb alto), author’s collection and right: Van Cauwelaert “Liègeois” model (in F), Ghent 
Royal Conservatory CG8, 1901. 
A conservative approach to instrument building seems to be notable in the horns built 
by the three generations that led the Van Cauwelaert workshop in Brussels between 1846 
and 1955. All three horn models produced by the company were copies of existing ideas, 
and the most popular wrap was produced without any major design changes over a 
timespan of (at least) 90 years. The 1847 patent was a clear attempt to claim an existing 
valve system for the Belgian market. Two other horn designs were derived from examples 
developed by the famous Sax family, a first and most successful one from an 1840’s design 
by Charles Sax and a second one from an 1860’s Alphonse Sax model.436In addition, due to 
the pace of modernization in instrumental manufacture techniques in the 19th century, 
these horn models seemed already outdated at the moment Van Cauwelaert started 
producing them.437 However, beneath the appearance of these seemingly outdated 
designs lay a world of custom-made artistic possibilities. Van Cauwelaert’s business 
model might have been as reactionary as the instrument types in his catalogue, but they 
fulfilled a specific demand for the local market. The main reason Van Cauwelaert’s horns 
became an essential part of many Belgian horn players’ identities was that the company 
built instruments these musicians wanted and needed. Van Cauwelaert’s instruments 
provided an ideal tool to perform the associative, anti-virtuoso musical poetry that made 
up the lion’s share of Belgian horn repertoire in the Romantic era. The instruments also 
connected successfully with the natural horn legacy that was still cherished in Belgium 
at the time. 
From the 1930’s onwards, the Belgian professional horn market was dominated primarily 
by foreign makers that provided more reliable instruments that could cope with new 
 
 
436 Counterfeit instruments had also been a huge problem for the most famous member of the Sax family, 
Adolphe. The vast number of instances where ideas from the Sax family were copied actually proves the 
superiority of their ideas. Alphonse Sax can be regarded as a pioneer in the development of the Bb horn, 
witnessed by two eccentric-styled instruments in the Brussels Museum of Musical Instruments collection dating 
from the 1850’s (cat. nrs. 1313 & 2753).  
437 Around the same time Van Cauwelaert started producing his 3-valve Liègeois model at the beginning of the 
1890’s, the German manufacturer Kruspe had designed a double horn (see Humphries (2000: 34-5) 
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musical challenges. Edmond Leloir recalls that at the founding of the Belgian National 
Orchestra in 1936 the order of new horns went to the German company Alexander.438 In 
1955 the Van Cauwelaert company went out of business, ending over a century of 
tradition of fine and customer-oriented craftsmanship. At the same time as the last 
generation of its makers and players, a large part of the impressive Belgian horn 
repertoire and the specific knowledge for mastering these special instruments gradually 
disappeared from the musical scene.  
 
The following case-studies on the historical collection of seven horns from the Ghent 
Royal Conservatory and some reference instruments that were used in the run of the 
research project will mostly focus on the relation between Van Cauwelaert’s production 




438 Edmond Leloir interviewed by Jeroen Billiet. Geneva, 2002. Leloir also stated that these instruments were 
delivered as part of the war damage compensations, however, this statement could not be verified. 
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4.1.2 Chronicle of the Royal Ghent Conservatory horn collection 
Until the middle of the twentieth century, Belgian conservatories commonly 
purchased musical instruments for students unable to afford good instruments 
themselves. Between 1835 and 1960 a total of sixteen horns were purchased by the Royal 
Ghent conservatory, seven of which survive in the current historical collection of 
instruments.439 All horns have a catalog number starting with the letters CG that is 
inscribed on the bell flare, marking their order of entrance in the collection.440  
 
It is unclear when exactly valve horns made their entry in the school courses: as stated in 
1.2.2, the Ghent horn class adapted the valve horn relatively late compared to other 
studios in Belgium. Liège offered valve horn courses as early as 1838 and Jean-Désirée 
Artôt would first introduce the instrument at the Brussels Royal Conservatory in 1843.441 
Ghent kept a strict focus on the natural horn until 1848, presumably due to the views of 
its founding director and natural horn virtuoso Martin-Joseph Mengal who led the horn 
class between 1835 and 1851. Symbolically, the first valve horn was acquired by the school 
merely three months after the death of Mengal, in October 1851. This date matches with 
the estimated production date of the Charles Sax horn numbered CG1 in the collection.442 
 
Until 1869, the Ghent Conservatory possessed only this one valve horn and two further 
unspecified natural horns.443 Three horns with four independent valves by Adolphe Sax 
were purchased in 1869-1870; however, this experiment was soon abandoned by the new 
horn teacher Jean Deprez upon his appointment in September 1872. The experimental 





440 The numbering of instruments started only in 1881 (aB-Gc, finances: “Gravure des Instruments”, Also, aB-Gc, 
Letter from Jean Deprez to Adolphe Samuel of 10/01/1898 mentions "numéros d'ordres". The letters mention 
also that n°s 1-2-5, à deux pistons, peuvent difficilement servir. 
441 In the March 1850 exams one student, Schrans, obtained an accessit for valve horn. This means the training 
on this instrument had started some years earlier, probably with the appointment of Charles Van Ruymbeke as 
répétiteur (associate teacher) of horn in 1848. 
442 Archives of the Royal Ghent Conservatory (aB-Gc), b31, note of 14/10/1851: “Mr. Hertelere (sic) demande de 
procurer un cor à pistons pour sa classe” 
443 Archives of the Royal Ghent Conservatory (aB-Gc), Inventaire du Mobilier et des Instruments 1857-1870, Box 32, 
doc 47. 
444 See: Billiet, Jeroen. 2016. ‘Adolphe Sax en de conservatoria van Gent en Brussel: de spraakmakende experimenten met 
koperblazers met onafhankelijke ventielen (1869-1895).’ Revue Belge de Musicologie/Belgisch tijdschrift voor Musicologie 
LXX (December 2016): 179–91. 
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purchase new instruments that were up to reasonable performance standards.445 Finally, 
in 1878 and 1879, two three-valve horns (GG3-CG4) were purchased from Van 
Cauwelaert,446 followed by an older two-valve horn (CG2) that was bought directly from 
Jean Deprez.  
In 1894, two new Van Cauwelaert horns were added to the collection (CG6 and CG7). 
Finally, a fifth three-valve horn of the Liègeois model was added to the collection in 1901 
(CG8), and a final one in 1938 (CG10). Besides this, Van Cauwelaert delivered a large order 
for 18 crooks for all possible tonalities in 1885.447  
 
The three-valve Van Cauwelaert instruments have been used intensively over a very long 
period. Several archival documents refer to the historical build-up of the horn collection 
and the problematic financial circumstances in which the collection served the 
educational goal. In 1878 Van Cauwelaert refused to deliver three horns to the school as 
the school could only pay for the instruments over the next years.448  A report written in 
1893 by César Snoeck (1834-1898) stated that ‘the Conservatory does not possess any horn 
complying with the exigencies that have been introduced nowadays’, suggesting the 
purchase of a three-valve horn like one he had seen from one of the students of the class, 
or a horn with rotary valves by Besson or a German manufacturer.449 Jean Deprez would 
state in a demand for a new instrument in 1898 that the purchase of a Van Cauwelaert 
‘Liègeois’ model  for the class should be of service for ‘students wanting to compete, but 
who only had a mediocre instrument and for use in the orchestra’.450  
Snoeck’s remarks on the purchase of horns ‘that were up to contemporary needs’ is in 





446 aB-Gc, FIN1878-1879, Achat d'Instruments de Musique 1878 , 1879/23 
447 ibid, FIN1894, 1901, 1938 
448 Van Cauwelaert, Ferdinand. Letter of Van Cauwelaert to Deprez July 1, 1878. Fin1878. aB-Gc. ‘Monsieur J. Deprez, 
Comme suite à votre honoré du 29 Juin dernier, je m’en[…] de vous informer que les conditions de payement pour les trois 
Cors à fournir au Conservatoire me sont fort onéreuses. Je veux bien faire crédit, mais les termes indiqués sont trop éloignés. 
Ne serait-il pas moyen de traiter ainsi : l’un serait payé à fin Décembre 1878, le deuxième fin décembre 1879, le troisième fin 
Décembre 1880. J’espère bien que ces conditions seraient acceptées.’ 
449 Snoeck, César. ‘Rapport Sur Les Instruments,’ July 15, 1893. aB-Gc. ‘Il n’existe pas au conservatoire un cor construit 
avec les perfectionnements introduits partout aujourd’hui’. Possibly Snoeck refers to the invention of the double horn 
as well as the use of horns that were more capable of virtuoso playing, as the popular Raoux-Millereau model 
or German instruments that became growingly popular around that time. A strange detail in the report is that 
Snoeck mentions rotary valve horns produced by Besson, whereas the company did not produce such 
instrument at that time. 
450 Deprez, Jean. Letter of Deprez to Samuel, January 10, 1898. aB-Gc. 
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Gantois horn model, marked symbolically by the purchase of other Gantois horns up to as 
late as 1939.451  
The 1905 Van Cauwelaert catalogue mentions a price difference of 10 Francs between a 
regular 3-valve horn (sold with 2 crooks for 165 fr.) and an ‘orchestral’ horn of the same 
model (175 fr.), whereas an orchestral horn of the Liègeois model was sold for 240 Francs 
including slides for Bb, A, Ab, G and F. This shows that the manufacturer was diversifying 
his products for the professional market. The 1901 invoice of the firm to the Conservatory 
(FIN1901) mentions a discount of 25% on the sales price; however, the base price of 240 
Francs is maintained. The two Gantois horns purchased in 1894 cost 170 francs each 
including two additional crooks and a halftone coupler, and although the invoice does not 
mention anything particular on the ‘production line’ of both Gantois instruments it seems 
presumable that these instruments were of the high-end ‘artistic’ range, especially as a 
Van Cauwelaert’s price quote written to Deprez on 14 November 1893 assures that ‘it is 
the instrument as we deliver it to you usually’.452  
 
Only in 1959, at the end of the Van Bocxstaele professorship, was a ‘modern’ instrument 
put at the service of the Ghentian horn students when a Knopf double horn was 
purchased. However, Van Cauwelaert’s instruments would stay in use in the Ghent school 
up to as late as the early 1960’s. Three former students of Van Bocxstaele confirmed that 
they were obliged to play the Van Cauwelaert horn —André Van Driessche even acquired 
one of the last produced Gantois in 1955, despite the instrument’s having become totally 
obsolete by that time in professional musical circles.453 ‘We had to play the Van 
Cauwelaert, whether we liked it or not’ was expressed by Sinnaeve (2015). Debuisson 
(2017) added that  
‘the Van Cauwelaert horn was definitely not a good instrument, and certainly had 
become an anachronism in the early 1960’s. Everybody knew that, but we were not 
allowed to say this openly. We had to like those instruments.’ 
Rather than being purely an expression of a highly conservative education system, the 
continued use of the Van Cauwelaert horn in the Ghent horn class was of a doctrinaire 
kind, intended to enhance the mastering of basic skills rather than providing bite-sized 
competences. In this respect, its long survival was surprisingly similar to the long-
continued use of the natural horn for educational purposes, described in chapter three: 
 
 
451 After Snoeck’s report a special budget was provided for the purchase of musical instruments for the 
Conservatory classes. The suggestion of Snoeck to purchase a rotary valve instrument and a ‘regular’ three-
valve horn was however not followed, as a budget of 340 Francs was spent on an order for two more Van 
Cauwelaert Gantois horns.  
452 aB-Gc FIN1894, Note of Van Cauwelaert to Jean Deprez of 14 November 1893, attached to invoice Van 
Cauwelaert of April 1894: ‘C’est l’instrument que nous vous le fournissons habituellement’. 
453 Interviews André Van Driessche, Jean Debuisson, Camiel Sinnaeve. e 
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the teachers considered them to be a part of the fundamentals of their horn playing 
tradition that a student should first master in order to acquire full artistic freedom after 
graduation.  
 










/ 09/1869 4 –valve  
(independent, Sax) 
F, Bb 250 fr Serial 32815 
/ 09/1869 4-valve (independent, Sax) F, Bb 250 fr Serial 35051 
/ 09/1869 4-valve independent F, Bb 0 (gift) Serial unknown 





F (cat 1879) / marked 'donné par le 
gouvernement au 
conservatoire de Gand'. 
Presumably acquired around 
1851. 
2 1879-1880 VC  
2-valve 
Gantois 
Eb, E, F, G, A, 
Bb  
85 sold by Jean Deprez to the 
Conservatory in 1879, invoice 
in 1880. Instrument 
presumeably older 
3 1878 VC 
3-valve 
Gantois 
Eb, F, G, A, Bb  135 Invoice 1878 not present, 
described in catalogue of 
acquisitions 1878  
4 1879 VC 
3-valve 
Gantois 




Sax   Changed from 4-valve Sax-
system horn to regular 2-valve 
horn 
6 04/1894 VC 
3-valve 
Gantois 
E, F, Ab, A,454 
halftone 
coupler  
170 Invoice 1894  
"a diapason normal" 
7 04/1894 VC 
3-valve  
Gantois 
E, F, Ab, A, 
halftone 
coupler 
170 Invoice 1894  
"a diapason normal" 
8 12/1901 VC 
3-valve 
Liégeois 
F, G, Ab, A, Bb 182 Invoice 1901 
 1885 VC 
crooks 





coupler, 2x Bb 
basso coupler 
mouthpiece 
112 Invoice 1885 
 
Present collection has 1x C, 1x 
D, 2x E, 1x Bb, 1x F, 1x Eb, 1x Bb 
coupler, halftone 
9 1903 Raoux 
natural horn 
all crooks 125 bought from Charles 
Heylbroeck 
not in current collection 
10 1939 VC 
3-valve 
Gantois 
F, A, mouthpiece  Entry 15 december 1939455 
 
 
454 Note with the instrument’s invoice of April 1894 (aB-Gc FIN1894) mentions E, F; A and halftone coupler 
455 “Livre Entrée Instruments”, record 95. LD. aB-Gc 
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11 1959 Knopf, double horn F/Bb 17500 Bought at the Van Engelen 
firm, Lier456 
not in current collection 
12 1966 Persy double horn F/Bb  Entry 255 november 1966457 
not in current collection 
/ 1923 4 Mutes, système Willems  80  
4.1.3 Mutes 
The Ghent Royal Conservatory collection also possesses four intriguingly elegant wooden 
mutes purchased in 1922. As stated in chapter II, the use of hand horn technique on the 
valve horn was common among Belgian horn players at the start of the Belle Époque: one 
of the special aspects of the Liège horn legacy was the use of the so-called en écho 
technique, 458 a narrative effect that enhanced the poetic appeal of the colorful Belgian 
repertoire of the Belle Époque era. In this world of hand-stopped colors, mutes were not 
a necessity, although some of the seminal Belgian repertoire pieces written for the 
Brussels horn teacher Louis-Henri Merck or his successor Théo Mahy call explicitely for 
their use in solemn sotto voce passages. Henri Waelput prescribed a mute as a faded 
farewell call in his Romance for horn and orchestra (1879). In Léon Du Bois’ Troisième Octuor 
pour cors chromatiques (1894) four muted horns respond to the melancholic chant of the 
principal quartet, provoking an enchanting poetic dialogue in which the atmosphere is 
reminiscent of Richard Wagner’s Tännhauser. Belle Époque music written for Ghentian 
players surprisingly neglects these poetic possibilities of the horn mute in favor of the 
abundantly-prescribed écho effect. 
 
 
Figure 4-6: Practice of écho-effects on the horn in a note presumably by Henri Waelput in the first edition of Gevaert's Traîté 
d'Instrumentation (1863) - Library Stedelijk Conservatorium Brugge 
 
 
456 Van Engelen & Zoon. Invoice reference Instr/59/FDR/CD of 9 January 1959. aB-Gc files finances 1959 
457 “Livre Entrée Instruments”, record 367. LD. aB-Gc 
458 The ‘en écho’ was commonly performed by applying a half-closed bouché effect. (see fig.  
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In his article on the history of the horn mute, Nicholas Smith points out that the use of 
mutes was revived by Wagner in the 1860’s after a period where they were considered 
unnecessary or unpractical.459 The mute enhances the effect of the écho, giving it a more 
stable and homogenous sound. He argues that even in the early twentieth century many 
horn players would play muted passages with hand stopping and that the use of mutes 
only gradually became general in the first decades of the twentieth century. Van 
Cauwelaert’s 1905 catalogue does not offer horn mutes, Mahillon offered a metal sourdine 
écho in his 1908 catalogue for the price of 8 francs, the same price as a changing crook. 
Was the Wagnerian tradition at the Brussels La Monnaie theatre the reason why Brussels 
horn players did use mutes, as reflected in their particular domestic repertoire?  
The first trace of the use of a mute in the Ghentian legacy is Heylbroeck’s 1913 Disque 
Chantal recording discussed in 3.2. In the repeat of Mozart’s Berceuse Heylbroeck uses a 
mute that is clearly of the same type as the ones present in the conservatory collection. 
and Ghent Royal conservatory purchased four non-transposing mutes in 1922. They were 
produced by artisan Maurice Vlaeminck —a flute player who had graduated from the 
Conservatory in 1905— after a system designed by the Ghentian horn player Jules 
Willems.460 
 
The mutes have an eye-catchingly elegant design and are made from varnished turned 
acacia wood.461 They have a removable lid and cork linings at the outside to protect the 
bell. Their profile is smaller than of modern mutes and suits the flare of the Van 
Cauwelaert bell. Their sound profile is particularly open and warm in the middle register 
as can be heard in  MU-PH-92®95.  
 
The Willems system mutes proved to enhance the poetic colors of the Van Cauwelaert 
horn; however, their intonation and homogeneity is problematic in the low and high 
register. Although the mute is conceived to be non-transposing, the pitch rises nearly a 
quarter-tone when it is inserted in the bell. The Van Cauwelaert horn is fundamentally 
designed to be played with some degree of hand technique, which is made impossible 
when a mute is applied. Deepening the resonance space of the mute by adjusting the lid 
 
 
459 Smith, Nicolas E. ‘History of the Horn Mute.’ The Horn Call, 1992: 83 points out that Meifred had called mutes to 
be no longer in use, as on the valve horn they could perfectly be replaced by the hand. He also states that Oscar 
Franz described mutes as ‘unpractical’ as they have to be held in place and tend to give intonation problems 
that only can be corrected with the lips, or otherwise ‘destroy the echo effect’.  
460 aB-Gc FIN1922, Note of Maurice Vlaeminck, December 1922. ‘Doit le Conservatoire royal de musique de Gand à 
Maurice Vlaeminck-Gand la somme de quatre vingts francs pour livraison de quatre sourdines pour cor Système Jules 
Willems’  
461 The wood was identified as acacia by Mark De Merlier. Acacia was commonly used at the time for wooden 
spokes of coaches and thus a widely available material. 
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solves this problem only partially. According to Ion Balu462  this issue is due to the absence 
of a central cone with flexible depth control that would make it stable in all 
circumstances. The design of the Willems mute cannot accommodate these additional 
devices. Another disadvantage of the Willems mutes is the tendency of the dried wood to 
crack at its thinnest point, in the neck of the mute.  
 
Using these mutes and their exceptional expressive qualities requires —in most cases— 
retuning the horn between the open and muted passages, which cannot be done in most 
concert situations. Questions remain as to how this problem was solved in the old days. 
Jean Debuisson recalls having to quickly pull out the tuning slide with these mutes, still 
in use at the Ghent conservatory in the early 1960’s.463 At the 46th International horn 
symposium the Mengal Ensemble performed the Léon Dubois Octets without lids, 
adjusting the sound with the hand.464 Although this technique worked well, there is no 
evidence either from marks on the mutes or from the players that they were ever used 
that way. In the acoustic recording experiment described in 4.5.5, the tuning slide was 
pulled out in the bar of rest between the open and muted passage. 
 
A project to reproduce these mutes was scheduled in the current research project. 
Practical observations on playability, technical production difficulties and possible high 
redevelopment costs have put this project on hold. Still, the Willems mute system is an 





462 Personal conversation with horn mute builder Ion Balu (Chicago, IL),  at the 50th International Horn 
Symposium in Muncie, Indiana, 2 August 2018. 
463 Interview Jean Debuisson, Moere, September 2017 
464 Mengal Ensemble. ‘Marché Opus’ horn octets by M.J. Mengal and L. du Bois. Performed at the 46th International 
Horn Symposium, London (UK), 14 August 2014. 
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4.2 Analysis of historical instruments 
4.2.1 Visual analysis 
All Van Cauwelaert horns in the Ghent collection have been used intensively for a very 
long period of time, as can be observed from the large amount of wear-and-tear on all 
surviving instruments. At the start of the research project in September 2015 the 
condition of some instruments ranged from fair (CG1, 2, 10) to (very) poor (CG3, 6, 7, 8). 
Besides the main horn corpora described in the above table, the collection also contained 
a box with over 40 loose parts, of which 36 were crooks of various tonalities and pitches. 
As most parts are interchangeable between horns, it appeared impossible to determine 
which part belonged to which horn.465 The instrument collection was completely restored 
in 2016 by Daniel Kunst Meisterwerkstatt in Bremen, and new cast-iron valves were 
produced for CG2, CG3 and CG7.466  
 
   
 
Figure 4-7: Bell flare profiles of CG1 (Sax), CG2 and the post-1884 ‘standard’ bell flare of CG6 next to the CG8 “Liègeois” bell 
flare 
Van Cauwelaert horns had a system of variable tubing that could be adapted through the 
change of terminal crooks (Gantois model) or tuning slides of variable length (Liègeois 
model). As previously described, most models could play in any tonality, however, the 
length of valve slides limited their flexibility to either the higher keys (F-Bb alto, mainly 
Liègeois models) or middle tonalities (Eb-Ab, mainly Gantois models).  
 
 
465 XRF-technology could revolutionize the matching of loose parts to certain instruments: the metal 
composition of brass sheets varied between production years, but a detailed analysis of metals could help to 
discover if an instrument is completely original or if certain loose parts were possibly original. 
466 The original valves were so worn that the instruments were not useable anymore. A danger of this approach 




The tubing length of the horn largely defines much of the instrument’s tone color, with 
the lower crooks adding rusticity and darkness to the sound, whereas the high crooks are 
reminiscent of the lush and bright sound of a bugle.467 The key in which a horn is tuned 
largely affects the atmosphere of the music. And the majority of solo repertoire was 
written for horn in F. The above-average wear-and-tear and various repairs to F-crooks 
in the collection seem to confirm that the instruments were most played in that key. The 
choice of a particular crook and its associated ‘mood’ was an important factor in the use 
of this type of instruments, as was already discussed in the case studies in 3.3.1.  
 
A visual analysis of measurements of the seven instruments in the Ghent collection 
reveals several important differences in terms of construction.468  
The bells of all three first-generation instruments CG1/2/3 were constructed of lighter 
sheet metal then the other horns in the collection, resulting in a lesser overall weight 
than the later horns. Also, the taper of the bell flares varies considerably between these 
three horns.469 The post-1884 (second generation) horns have a more standardized bell 
flare with fewer variances. Hannes Ver Eecke relates this difference to the possible use of 
steel mandrils in the later era.470 Curiously, the bell flares in use around 1890 match the 
taper of Viennese horn bells in use around the same time. They are very different from 
French-made horn bells produced at that time in terms of taper, weight and even 
diameter.  
Another observation was that the narrow flare, hand-hammered bell of Horn CG 2 has a 
considerably higher wall strength then the other two first-generation horns. The result, 
as will be further discussed in the analysis section below, is an instrument that offers 
great musical flexibility to its player in terms of (soft) dynamics, color and articulation, 
though it requires a large amount of energy to play in a controlled way. It is a horn that 
can only be played by an experienced player with the ability to regulate airflow and 
embouchure tension. In performance tests, it also appeared to be the most capable horn 
for ‘lyrical’ playing of the collection.  
Intriguingly, this same horn was also stated to be the best of the collection in the 1893 
report by César Snoeck mentioned above.471 Later horns, such as the 1894 CG 6, 7, 8 and 
 
 
467 See: Scott, Anneke. Natural Horn: An Introduction. The Historical Horns Handbook, I. London: Plumstead 
Peculiar Press, 2019. 24-28 
468 The CG1 horn by Charles Sax was included in this study because its similarity to the horns of Van Cauwelaert. 
469 Identification guidelines: Instruments built by the first generation (1847-1884) have a handwritten engraving, 
second generation of Van Cauwelaert (1884-1914) have a typeset marking with the word “Breveté’ added to the 
bell of the instruments. In the third generation, an oval stamp is added to the bells (1914-1955). 
470 Information provided by dr. Hannes Ver Eecke of the Oskar Walcker Fachhochschule für 
Musikinstrumentenbau (Ludwigsburg, Germany) tot the author, 12 december 2018. 




10 and other examples of horns from this era have bell flares that are nearly identical, 
indicating that manufacturing processes in the second generation of production had 
become more standardized. Even then, considerable differences occur between horns, 
even between those made within the same production year, as was illustrated by the 
analysis of horns CG6 and CG7.  
 
An X-Ray fluorescence (XRF) test indicated that the brass alloy of the second-generation 
horns contained considerably more zinc than those of the pre-1884 production years.472 
The introduction of higher-zinc brass by the end of the 19th century is possibly a means 
of enhancing the processing of brass sheets, making the manufacturing process less 
labor-intensive, but it also has an effect on tone quality and projection.473 On the 
instruments that were examined, all seams were hand-made using silver solder. This is 
remarkable, since cheaper machine-made tubing was already widely available by the last 
decades of the 19th century and was used extensively by more industrialized competitors 
such as Mahillon.474 Also, Van Cauwelaert mainly used tapered joints for both horns and 
crooks that were more expensive to produce.475  
 
 
Figure 4-8: zinc ratio in Van Cauwelaert horns, (visualization courtesy of dr. Hannes Ver Eecke) 
 
 
472 XRF test performed by dr. Hannes Ver Eecke and dr. Markus Raquet at the musical instruments facilities of 
the Germanisches Museum Nürnberg, 15 February 2017. 
473 Information provided by dr. Hannes Ver Eecke of the Oskar Walcker Fachhochschule für 
Musikinstrumentenbau in Ludwigsburg tot the author, 12 december 2018. 
474 Ibid 
475 The way tubing joints are fit influences the instrument’s inside sound reflection in a determining way. 




The instruments analyzed show considerable differences in weight, with two-valve horns 
ranging between 1000 grams (CG2, c1860) and 1130 grams (JB1, c1870), and three-valve 
horns weighing between 1410 grams (CG3) and 1620 grams (CG10). Later Van Cauwelaert 
horns are much heavier than copies from the 1870’s-1890’s. The three valve models of the 
Gantois model are on average 30% heavier than the two valve models, but even within the 
same model line differences of up to 15% apply. The Liègeois model in Bb (CG10) weighs 
exactly the same as the Gantois horn corpus (CG7) of the same era, however the latter 
would be heavier with its crook. The disparities are caused mainly through the use of 
much thinner sheet metal for the bells and lighter-built tubing of the first-generation 
horns (c1850-1884). 
4.2.2 Acoustic analysis 
 AV-solo/Soundbank 
 
Perception of sound is influenced mostly by the nature of the sound source and the 
interaction of sound with the space in which it is received. Performers often attribute a 
particular ‘sound’ to musical instruments, often related to determinable factors as origin 
or type, and assumptions on this matter are seldom put into a neutral comparative 
context. It is clear that acoustics of concert halls or recording settings can largely change 
the way the sound of an instrument is perceived. Instruments seem to ‘blend’, or not, with 
a certain acoustic setting. This makes neutral observations on this matter particularly 
difficult. 
 
In order to define the acoustic particularities of the horns from the Ghent horn collection 
in a neutral way, a particular methodology was applied. The acoustic characteristics of 
eighteen horns, of which fifteen from the Romantic period, were analyzed in a reflection-
absorbing facility at the HoGent Nederpolder campus in May 2017. The goal was to 
compare the acoustical properties of the Ghentian horn collection with other 
instruments in a standard setting and without interference of spatial factors. In this way, 
a large variety of data on instrumental differences was created by a multi-angle recording 
of short sound samples of a variety of historical and contemporary horns. The sound 
samples were consecutively analyzed in a Fourrier-model, resulting in a graphic overview 
of their dynamic range and overtones. All recordings can be found in the ‘soundbank’ 
sections of the instrumental audio documentation 
 
The selection of horns comprised all seven horns from the Ghent conservatory collection, 




-two instruments by F. Van Cauwelaert thought to have been used as (military) band 
instruments. 
-two modern double horns of the popular Alexander 103 model476 and a third double 
horn by C.S. Willson 
-Two instruments by Van Cauwelaert’s main competitor Mahillon: an early 2-valve 
horn and a common three-valve band horn, both of the 499 model. 
- a Raoux-Millereau with ascending third valve, the most common instrument type 
in France and England in the early twentieth century 
-a historical Vienna horn 
-a professional French-style natural horn by Courtois in Paris 
-a three valve horn by Alphonse Sax, the instrument model that was later copied by 
Van Cauwelaert as the Liègeois model 
 
The reflection-absorbing recording cabin at HoGent Nederpolder campus is container-
shaped and is approximately W200 cm x D300 cm x H220 cm. It is conceived not to receive 
any intervening resonances from outside, nor have sound reflections inside. As the cabin 
is hermetically closed and has no venting devices, recording sessions had to be limited to 
eight consecutive minutes to ensure sufficient oxygen supply.  
Nineteen different horns from the romantic era, of which eight by Van Cauwelaert, were 
submitted to acoustic and playability tests in a rigidly prepared setup. This consisted of 
four tripod-mount AKG c414 microphones in every corner of the cabin, each feeding one 
track of a cordless Nagra 7 field recorder. The choice for the Nagra field recorder was 
decided as the best way to avoid incoming cables into the cabin —thus affecting its 
soundproof characteristics— while at the same time achieving sufficient fidelity for this 
type of investigation. A microphone was put in every corner of the cabin. The horn player 
was positioned in the exact middle and all recordings were made in exactly the same 
position. Fragments were recorded into 256 kbs sound files and were further used for 
auditive comparison as well as spectral analysis. This enabled a neutral approach in 
defining acoustic differences and also ensured a clearer view on harmonic characteristics, 
projection, energetic response and intonation in relation to the projection angle of every 
single instrument (back, front, left and right). 
 
One single player performed eight fragments on every horn standing at a taped position 
that was perfectly central to the microphone setup. The list of fragments consisted of two 
run-throughs of the instrument’s harmonic series, a first with a standard modern 
 
 
476 The Alexander 103 is the most common professional orchestral horn in Europe  
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Maelstrom M/AC series mouthpiece and a second with a variable historical mouthpiece 
as well as six repertoire excerpts: 
 
-F. Mendelssohn-Bartholdy: solo from Nocturne of Midsummernight’s Dream     op. 61 
-W.A. Mozart: exposition of the first movement of 3rd Concerto in Eb KV447 
-J. Ryelandt: Sonata for horn opus 18, opening of second movement 
-J. Van Rysselberghe, Rêverie (opening phrase) 
-R. Herberigs, Cyrano de Bergerac (opening phrase) 
-A. Samuel, Morceau de Concours (opening phrase) 
 
The eleven instruments by other builders in the test served as reference material to the 
main line of tested horns. To reduce the number of variables the same F-crook was used 
on all of the Van Cauwelaert horns. The resulting sound bank folders consist of 4 tracks 
per recorded fragment, creating a comprehensive documenting sound bank of every 
instrument with transferable interest to researchers. A technical overview of 
instruments, their measurements, pitches, visualization of the applied Fourrier and Fast 
Fourrier analysis as well as an overview of recordings of all instruments can be found in 
detail in the overview of instruments in the Appendix to this thesis pp 124-207. 
 
I will limit the discussion of the acoustic properties of the Ghent conservatory horn 
collection in comparison to eleven reference horns to an overview of considerations on 
clearly audible characteristics as observed in both the sound cabin and in artistic 
performance conditions. Some considerations can also be found in the case studies in part 
3.3.1, and in the observations under 4.5 
 
Table 7: Brief overview of particularities/findings on the instruments used for artistic trials 
Horn Sound  
(color, dynamic range, 
projection) 
Definition and response 
(articulation, legato, flexibility) 
Intonation & Playability 
CG1  
 




Middle range sounds open and free, 
slightly dark. Higher range has 
restricted overtones and sounds 
contained. Low register lacks center. 
Projection is limited. Dynamics  
Articulation feels indirect and lacks 
crispness and response. Instrument feels 
heavy in legato passages and lacks 
flexibility however is very playable. Fast 
articulated excerpts feel sluggish. Works 
best with low crooks and parts that stay 
within the middle register.  
 
Intonation is natural, however tends 
to be sharp in the low range, and 
many notes have to be hand-
corrected. Horn is more ‘playable’ as 
the similarly designed horn CG2, 
however gives much less 
opportunities for expression 
CG2 
 





Beautiful, clear and slim ‘singing’ 
sound that is very even in all 
registers. An exceptional number of 
overtones display in the high register, 
producing a vibrant effect in the tonal 
color and excellent projection. The 
instrument is capable of extremely 
soft dynamics, whereas it has the 
quality of making accentuated notes 
‘jump out’ without having to play 
Response of this instrument is 
phenomenally direct. The horn allows to 
play with very soft articulations and 
dynamics. Legato is lush and extremely 
flexible. Accented playing makes the tone 
unstable, however changes of mouth 
cavity can evoke amazing effects in 
expressivity.  
The instrument tends to create a 
‘sharp’ effect which is barely noticed 
while playing. The player needs to 
put a high amount of energy into the 
instrument, however, when played 
with the original ‘small-rim’ 
mouthpiece the horn transforms in a 
masterpiece of elegance that is also 
perfectly playable as a natural horn. 
In combination with crooks below E 
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loud. Sound is singing in all dynamics, 
good projection. 
 
the horn lacks definition. The high 
crooks (A, Bb) are superb. 
CG3 
 






Clear, narrow and somewhat strained 
sound. This instrument lacks the 
‘singing’ overtones of CG2 and sounds 
a little muffled in its projection and 
lacks homogeneity throughout the 
register, possibly due to the extra 
valve. The horn has the same ‘silky’ 
feeling as CG2, however ‘talks’ in a 
more discrete way. Dynamic 
expansion is limited, as is overall 
projection. Low range sounds solid. 
 
The horn feels at best when played softly 
and becomes unstable in any dynamic over 
mezzo forte. Legato playing requires an 
advanced control of air speed, and often 
has a ‘portamento’ feel. Possibilities in 
articulation seem less pronounced then for 
CG2 
Intonation is much better than of the 
previous two-valve instruments. 
Playability is good, however the 
instrument feels limited in its 
capability, especially for the 
performance of faster excerpts.  
CG6 
 





Half-dark, penetrant and mostly 
homogeneous sound. The stability of 
this instrument is what makes it stand 
out from most other ‘Gantois’ 
instruments. The capacity soft 
dynamics are astounding. The horn 
has wide-range ‘epic’ qualities and 
feels not limited in the louder 
passages while maintaining the same 
silky feel as horn CG2. The sound is 
slightly mellow and less centered, 
giving it a particular expression.  
 
Articulation is controllable and flexible, 
accents sound surprisingly direct and 
imaginative, staying clear and tangy even 
in faster passages. A beautiful slender 
legato is where this instrument is at its 
best, helped by its even display of 
overtones over the complete register. High 
register, especially the notoriously 
perilous high A on other Van Cauwelaerts 
is solid on this instrument when played 
with an original mouthpiece. 
 
This is the most playable of all three-
valve horns in the test. It is well-
centered and gives the player a good 
combination of trustworthiness and 
expressive qualities. Intonation is 
good for a horn of this era, giving the 
player a large amount of control to 
adjust small imperfections without 
compromising the tone quality. 
CG7 
 





Sound is similar to CG6, however is 
slightly more contained and ‘dull‘. 
High register responds slightly better, 
possibly due to the smaller bore of the 
horn. The horn is clearly of the same 
breed as CG6, however feels and 
sounds less smooth. 
 
Instrument has some ‘rolls’ in the high 
register (E, F, A). articulation is less 
expressive than with horn CG6, although 
fairly good. 
Horn is very playable but feels 
slightly rigid. Intonation is centered.  
CG8 
 





Sound is bright and directional, 
although less stable and intense than 
is the case with the horns of the 
Gantois model. In the mid-high 
register the tonal color is reminiscent 
to that of a trombone. Projection is 
excellent.  
 
Articulation is crisp, although softer 
articulations seem to be particularly more 
difficult to produce. The horn is made for 
brightness and articulated notes are very 
present. Fast excerpts are agile, especially 
when applying the higher crooks (A, Bb).  
The hold of this instrument is 
awkward, forcing a more open bell 
position and not allowing hand 
stopping technique. This influences 
the tone. The tonality of F is possible, 
however the instrument feels best in 
the higher crooks (Ab,A, Bb).  
CG10 
 






Sound is wide and direct, very 
different to the one of the late-19th 
century instruments of the collection. 
The instrument imposes a slight sense 
of vibrato and the tone is much more 
directional and ‘modern’. 
Homogeneity between high and low 
register is best of all CG horns. 
Variations in color and expressive 
qualities are limited compared to CG2 
and CG6.  
This horn allows for quicker and more 
effective articulation then the late 19th 
century copies. Response is overall 
excellent but feels overall heavy and 
‘shallow’ in all registers. Real soft 
articulations are difficult to produce.  
The soft and gentle character that 
typical of the Van Cauwelaert horns 
is surely present, however this horn 
is less refined in tone and lacks 
expressive qualities that are present 
with horns C2-7. The weight of the 
horn makes it more stable than its 










Sound is slightly dark and 
straightforward and directional and 
has some impurities.  All registers 
work fine and are homogeneous, 
however there is little tonal color 
displayed. Projection is ok and loud 
dynamics work.  
 
 
Articulation lacks precision and there are 
little expressive possibilities. Legato is 
effective but slow. Definition of soft 
passages is ambiguous.  
 
Horn feels solid and trustworthy, 
however is limited to a monotonous 
expression and therefor lacks 
character. Loud passages can easily 
be played. It is a good horn for ‘duty’ 
but does not feel like an artistic tool.  
JB2 
 
The horn performs well in all registers 
however has less refinement in sound 
Articulation is less slender and precise 
than CG6-7 of the same production era. 
JB3 is a good allrounder and 
performs well for standard 
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of the Van Cauwelaert horns of the CG 
series: tone is slightly harsh and 
straightforward and lacks the 
overtones of GC2 or CG6. The 
instrument performs however better 
in loud dynamics than the latter and 
has a more ‘mainstream’, stable F-
horn sound.  
 
Legato is good but not exceptional, overall 
good flexibility and a great low register. 
Works best with middle crooks (Eb/E/F). 
Higher register (A-C) is unstable. 
orchestral repertoire however lacks 








Sound is more ‘rustic’, mono-
dimensional and is reminiscent to a 
trombone sound, very different from 
the Van Cauwelaert horns. The horn 
has less projection however works 
sufficiently well in all registers.  
Legato is more awkward and stiff then 
with the Van Cauwelaert instruments. 
Articulation is unrefined but functional. 
The horn works well for fast passages 
however does not feel at ease in high and 
lyrical passages. 
The horn is playable; intonation 
problematic, especially the notes 
played with the valves.   
JB4 
 
Erste Wiener Prod. 
Wiener Horn 
3- valve Viennese 
C1890 
 
The horn sounds very differently in 
the non-resonating sound cabin than 
in the concert hall: full-bodied, 
generous and even in the hall, and 
narrow, mono-directional in the 
cabin.  It is a horn with a poetic and 
imaginative sound, however with 
limited projection. Great tone stability 
and ‘poetic’ dark sound 
 
Good, although ‘greasy’ legato imposed by 
the valve system, and good response. 
Instrument tends to react with a slight 
delay.  
Very sensible and solid feeling and 
hold. Playability is good in orchestral 
Viennese romantic music, however 
far less for solo work. Lyrical 








Straight, bright, flexible sound. Good 
projection.  
Legato similar to 2-valve instruments. 
Ultra-precise performance. 








Narrow, clear and stable sound. 
Projection average with F-crook, 
better in higher crooks. Less 
trombone-like then CG8. Projection 
straightforward as CG8 
Very clear and precise articulation, 
instrument offers much more agility than 
the crooked instruments in the test. 
Legato good, but not particularly  
Horn JB07 has a more compact sound 
than its counterpart CG8, however, 
the directness and character are 







Very direct and ‘present’ bright 
sound, great projection and overall 
flexibility. Sound cabin recordings 
sound harsh. Little poetic 
qualities/capacities as color variety is 
difficult to obtain. 
The valve setup causes a particularly 
smooth legato, but limits ‘narrative 
expressiveness’ as ‘subtle’ articulation is 
not possible. Good accuracy. 
This is a well-performing horn for a 
large part of the late-romantic 
repertoire however offers a limited 








Sound is vibrant and direct, yet 
unrefined and brassy. Several notes 
have impurities, and louder dynamics 
move inti a ‘cuivré’ very easily. Softer 
dynamic seems hard to produce. 
Articulation ‘rolls’ on several notes. Horn 
performs well in the middle register and 
high register is unstable and lower sounds 
‘ 
The instrument feels solid, yet 
unrefined. Performs well for basic, 




Model 103 GM 
1998 
 
Sound is nice and even, however more 
discrete and ‘descant’ sounding than 
for BI02.  Softer dynamics work well, 
but the instrument is limited in the 
loud/high register where the sound 
becomes squeaky.  
Minor delay in articulation. Legato is good 
and clean but lacks character. Articulation 
is very precise.  
Intonation and playability are up to a 
very high standard. Horn feels like a 
well-balanced machine however 
does not give the response of the 
older horns in terms of expressive 





Model 103 M 
2012 
 
Sound seems to be contoured by 
overtones giving it its typical 
penetrating and bright color. 
Projection is great in all angles. F-
horn intended for low register. 
Minor delay in articulation. Legato is 
civilized however does not give the 
‘portamento’ feel of the older horns in the 
test. 
Great playing qualities, especially in 
an orchestral environment. This is a 







Resonating, bright, slightly hollow. 
Lacks color. Average projection. (not 
tested in sound cabin).  
Fine and subtle legato. Articulation has 
less delay (valve setup?).  
Performs well in chamber music and 
is predictable.  
 
A general auditive comparison revealed that differences in projection and overtones 
between the Ghent collection Van Cauwelaert instruments could be extreme.477 This 
seems to be mainly due to the uniqueness of the inner taper of every horn, as was also 
reflected in impedance tests with a BIAS device, performed by dr. Ver Eecke at the Oskar 
Walker Hochschule in Ludwigsburg in February 2017.478 Every single Van Cauwelaert horn 
in the collection seemed to have a unique acoustic profile that could not be identified by 
differences in valve compression or minor discrepancies in design. According to Dr. Ver 
Eecke, these variances can only be declared by a highly artisanal production process with 
several variables: bell flare taper, detailing, bore, length of the valve tubing and wall 
strength, resulting in a different kind of playability and acoustic perception. Three horns 
in the collection have a different overtone profile then the others that can perfectly be 
heard in the sound fragments: CG2, CG6 and CG8. These instruments were judged to 
enhance their expressive and poetic qualities by offering more possibilities in terms of 
softer dynamics, tonal color and flexibility in articulation. The other horns (CG1, CG3, CG7 
and CG10) have profiles reminiscent of the two ‘military’ Van Cauwelaert horns JB1 and 
JB2. The profiles of horns of the same wrap gave similar analysis results, as was notably 
the case with JB07 (Alphonse Sax, 1865) and CG8 (F. Van Cauwelaert, 1901). Differences 
between the two ‘military’ Van Cauwelaert Gantois horns JB1 and JB2 were considerably 
smaller than between the instruments of the historical Ghent collection, or even between 
CG7 and JB2 which share the same wrap and building era. All horns have a distinguishable 
character that translates very audibly in the performance tests comprised in the next 
section of this chapter.  
 
This raises the question of whether Van Cauwelaert had a separate production line of 
horns for ‘artistic’ purposes, to be used by professional players.  
Although a certain sense of standardization in the manufacturing processes occurred by 
the end of the 19th century —seen in for example the near-identical shape and diameter 
of the bells on horn CG6-7-8 and 10— it appears as if Van Cauwelaert implemented a wide 
range of variables in his production process to comply with the demands of a customer 
base with very specific demands. It is also clear from the above that these horns 
underwent an important evolution over their production years, although most 
adjustments were unnoticeable from their appearance.  
 
 
477 Research conducted at HoGent Soundlab, Campus Nederpolder, Ghent on 21 and 22 May 2017.  





This seems to be the case for the horns of the Liègeois type, a model that was further 
developed from an 1860’s design by Alphonse Sax with some minor adjustments to 
improve projection and ease of playability. The Gantois models in the test comprised a 
wide variety of different sounds. The Van Cauwelaert horns from the Ghent collection 
appeared to have a richer, more resonant and ‘full bodied’ tonal color than their historical 
counterparts by Mahillon and Raoux-Millereau in the test, however their dynamic 
potential seemed to be considerably smaller. Also, the visualized spectrum of the Vienna 
horn was surprisingly similar to that of the non-Ghentian —presumably military— Van 
Cauwelaert Gantois instruments JB1 and JB2, sharing also approximately the same larger 
bore of +/- 12 mm. Horns CG2 and CG6 produce audibly more overtones than the other 
horns in the collection. A final remark is that bore profiles of the Ghent collection 
instruments tend to be considerably smaller than those of the reference instruments.  
4.2.3 Pitch 
Pitch of the instruments CG2-3-6-7 is surprisingly high when played with the crooks in 
the conservatory collection. Tuning standards before 1870 were generally not 
standardized and pitches higher than A=440 were very common in 19th century Belgium, 
especially in military music. Three documented domestic pitches for the year 1859 speak 
for themselves: the official standard for the Guides military band was at A=455 Hz in 1859, 
Jean-Valentin Bender’s pitch for the Brussels Société Philharmonique was set to A=442 while 
the Liège Conservatory tuned at A=448. F.A. Gevaert set the pitch in Belgium to the French 
standard of A=435 upon his appointment as director of the Brussels Conservatory in 1871, 
possibly to facilitate the performance of early vocal music.479 Meeren’s 1876 proposed 
Concert Standard of A=432 in Brussels is nearly a semitone below Mahillon’s 1879 army 
standard of A=451.480 This indicates that there was a considerable lowering of pitch in 
orchestral music at the start of the Belle Époque era whereas the high pitch in military 
bands would be maintained.   
 
Pitch is difficult to measure on instruments requiring changing crooks, and even 
more on the horn: crooks got mixed up in collections or replaced over time —possibly by 
shorter or longer copies and the hand position of players can make considerable 
differences in pitch between players. Also, the pitch of brass instruments is relatively easy 
 
 
479 De Keyser (1996: 129) 
480 Ellis, Alexander J., and Arthur Mendel. Studies in the History of Musical Pitch. Monographs by J. Ellis & Arthur 
Mendel. Amsterdam: Frits Knuf, 1968: 51 and Swenson, Edward E. History of Pitch in Tuning the Piano. The Horn 
Call, May 2006.43-47 
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to change by adding or cutting tubing. Although none of the documents relating to the 
Ghentian horn collection refers to such adaptation, several interchangeable tuning slides 
are present in the collection. Ascertaining the original standard pitch is thus subject to 
speculation, as a Gantois horn could be played with added couplers and a wide variety of 
crooks. All we know is that around 1870 the conservatory had made a change towards a 
more modern pitch, presumably the French 1859 standard of A=435 Hz. In 1869 the school 
received a budget from the city for the purchase of ‘instruments à diapason normal’, and the 
1894 purchase of two Van Cauwelaert horns carried the same mentioning. 
 
The pitch tests in the sound cabin on the Gantois model were performed with one standard 
Van Cauwelaert F-crook for all instruments with both a Van Cauwelaert small-rim and a 
modern standard M/AC1 Maelstrom mouthpiece. The modern mouthpiece altered the 
pitch considerably in all tests, with difference of up to six Herz for larger-bore 
instruments.  
 
When played with F-crooks from the Ghent Conservatory collection, the Belle Époque ‘CG’ 
horns produce an above-average pitch of A=438-450 Hz, depending on the setting of the 
tuning slide, hand position and mouthpiece. CG10, the only instrument of which the 
original crook set could be determined, has a low to normal modern pitch ranging from 
A=431 Hz to A=443 Hz; whereas the instrument pitches similarly high as CG6/7 with the 
older F-crook. The only horn on which pitch can exactly be measured is CG8 that has a 
fixed leadpipe setup and long tuning slide, allowing flexible tuning settings ranging from 
A=432 Hz up to A=451 Hz.  
All crooks in the Ghent collection, except the ones belonging to CG10, showed 
considerably higher pitches then A=440 Hz. This level of pitch variation changes the tonal 
color of the instrument and its overtones considerably and also seemed to have a large 
impact on their playability. Pulling out the tuning slides in order to obtain pitches lower 
than A=442 Hz had important effects on playability and produced unwanted instabilities 
as ‘rolling’ and ‘uncentered’ notes.  The conservatory collection horns in the test seemed 
to perform best at pitches between A=441 Hz and A=445 Hz. An important observation is 
that the standardized pitch of A=435 Hz implied by Gevaert is difficult to obtain on the 
gathering of Ghentian instruments.  
Playability and expressive qualities of the horns were noticeably affected when tuned to 
lower pitches than A=438 by means of couplers or longer tuning slides, presumably due 
to the augmented disequilibrium between the cylindrical and conical parts of the 
instrument. A possible explanation is that Van Cauwelaert’s production process aimed 
mainly at military customers, expected to play at higher pitches up to the early twentieth 
century. The late 19th century reference instruments JB3, JB4 YM01 by other 
manufacturers show the same pattern —with the Alphonse Sax Conical system horn JB07 
displaying pitches up to A=460 Hz using an open hand position— whereas an early 
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twentieth century Mahillon band instrument had a standard to low pitch, barely reaching 
A=440 with an open hand position.  
 
The move towards a standardized lower pitch after 1910 coincides with the decline of the 
elegant lyrical repertoire that benefitted greatly from the abundance of overtones 
occurring when the instruments are played at higher pitches. In the same era occurs a 
considerable rise in bore profile —altering the tone towards a darker and more powerful 
idiom— coinciding with a considerable weight gain of the production line. It is clear that 
these evolutions were intentional and that these fundamental changes in instrumental 
construction had a large impact on musical expression.  
4.3 Playing style and instrumental technique: observations on 
instrumental playing methods  
Rediscovery of historical playing techniques has been a hot topic of the HIP-movement 
over the last few decades and has enabled scholars and performers to discover music in 
its depths and to evoke the intended esthetic concept of the composer. Technical mastery 
of old techniques can even be of primary importance for playability. It is by far the most 
practical issue players are confronted with when elaborating a framework for historically 
informed performance: ‘how did they do it back then?’ Are our modern-day, highly 
professionalized playing techniques appropriate to use in the context of music of the 
past? And what do we know about techniques back then and what was their impact on 
musical performance?481  
 
The development of playing techniques that enhanced the development of a lyrical and 
poetic style idiom surely was not restricted to the Ghentian school. As stated in the 
introduction to chapter II, sources that give insight into real-life playing techniques as 
used during the Belle Epoque times are near to non-existent. The modern-day performer 
investigating the historical context of instrumental playing often relies mostly on 
secondary sources with a large margin for interpretation. 
 
A widespread concept in the world of Historically Informed Performance is that the use 
of ‘historically accurate’ instruments ‘imposes’ a certain way of playing that evokes 
 
 
481 See: Hunter, Mary. ‘Historically Informed Performance.’ In The Oxford Handbook of Opera, 606–8. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2014. 
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authenticity. This ‘empirical’ approach has a high risk of fallacies if the stylistic context 
of musical performance is not taken into account. It is not uncommon to see good 
modern-trained instrumentalists taking up ‘historical’ instruments’, then persisting in 
imitating as best they can the sound and particularities of their modern instrument. The 
avoidance of Romantic style in many of today’s ‘HIP’ approaches to romantic music is 
more of a weird —but fascinating—experiment than a performance of museum-piece 
authenticity. But doesn’t that turn our musical practice into ‘an instructive and 
pitoresque museum’, similar to the eclectic streets that were created back at the end of 
the 19th century?482 As stated by Haynes (2007: 33), the romantic style is the one ‘that no 
one dares to play in’.  
 
The British-Croatian pianist and scholar Inja Stanovic compared current-day HIP with the 
‘lion of Gripsholm castle’.483 In 1731, King Frederick I of Sweden was presented with a gift 
of a lion by the Bey of Algiers. When the lion died, it was stuffed and mounted. Since the 
taxidermist had never actually seen a lion before, the result was hilarious in its inaccuracy 
and looked nothing like a lion. In a similar way, HIP often tries to reconstruct music 
‘authentically’ from ‘dead artefacts’ without ever having heard a real-life example.  
 
Therefore, the practice of historical instruments described in the next sections is not 
intended as a goal for obtaining authenticity, but as a tool for understanding and checking 
my own technical and artistic assumptions on playing practice. 
 
4.3.1 Natural horn technique and ‘hybrid’ techniques on the valve horn 
The Belle Époque interestingly coincides with the final era of the natural horn. Belgium 
had been a quick adaptor of the valve horn from the 1830’s onwards, although all three 
Belgian conservatories maintained the hand horn on the curriculum until well into the 
twentieth century. Although an ‘institutional’ obligation for natural horn use as in the 
Liège and Brussels conservatories did not exist in Ghent during the Belle epôque era, basic 
knowledge of the hand horn seems to have been an undeniable part of the Ghentian 




482 See: 2.2.2 
483 Inja Stanovic. lecture at the 19th Century Salon. Huddersfield: Huddersfield University 28 August 2018. See: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lion_of_Gripsholm_Castle accessed 20 November 2020. 
484 See 1.1 
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Nevertheless, evidence of use of the natural horn in Ghent during the Belle Epoque period 
is scarce. The Ghent conservatory had a hand horn in its possession throughout the Belle 
Époque era and the school even acquired its last natural horn as late as 1903 (!),485but there 
is no solid evidence if and how these instruments were used. The Brussels conservatory 
possessed two natural horns by Besson that were used mainly by students who were new 
to the class,486 and possibly also in the Société des Concerts du Conservatoire for the 
performance of canonic classical and baroque works. Henri Dubois, an 1893 graduate from 
Merck’s class in Brussels said that two natural horns by manufacturer Van Engelen were 
used in his class at the city conservatory in Mechelen up to the first World War.487 
Gevaert’s ‘historical concerts’ deifying music from old masters surely called for 
performance on the natural horn after the experiments with Adolphe Sax’s horns with 
six independent valves in the 1870’s had been abandoned.488  The Brussels director  would 
transcribe the horn solo of the Quoniam in Bach’s B-minor mass for horn in G instead of 
the original tonality of D in order to be more accurately played on the natural horn by 
Théo Mahy in a performance of the Société des Concerts in 1895.489  Also, it is clear that 
natural horn technique was mastered by Belgian-trained players until well into the 
twentieth century: Edmond Leloir (1912-2003) was the last Belgian to perform the 
dreaded ‘épreuve du cor simple’ in Brussels in 1928,490 but even without the incentive of a 
similar obligation the instrument also was part of the artistic repository of the Ghentian 
school. Were the Gallay études and solos on the repertoire lists of the Ghentian horn class 
to be performed on the natural horn? Not a single source approves or dismisses this 
assumption, however there is an abundance of —mainly anecdotical— evidence that 
points in this direction. The eminent American horn player Randall Faust (1947) reports 
his experience with this curious particularity of the Ghentian school through a lesson 
with Dufrasne’s student Helen Kotas:491 
 
 
485 The instrument was acquired from Karel Heylbroeck in 1903 (aB-Gc FIN1903), at the beginning of the latter’s 
professorship. Note that this is also the time at which the Paris conservatory switched from the natural horn to 
the valve horn.  
486 Archives of the Royal Brussels conservatory, document ARC-17 (lending register of the instruments) 
mentions two natural horns in use between 1877 and 1882. 
487 Dubois, Henri. Historique du Cor. ‘Recueil.’ Typewritten course material. Brussels, 1927. Collection Ulrich 
Hübner. The instruments were destroyed in the bombing of the city during the first World War. 
488 Billiet, Jeroen. ‘Adolphe Sax en de conservatoria van Gent en Brussel: de spraakmakende experimenten met koperblazers 
met onafhankelijke ventielen (1869-1895).’ Revue Belge de Musicologie/Belgisch tijdschrift voor Musicologie LXX 
(December 2016): 179–91. 
489 Library of the Brussels Conservatory, Fund Gevaert (n.n.): ‘Messe en si’ The original part of Gevaert’s 
transcription is curious in its detail as it gives a fine view on performance of historical music in the final days of 
the nineteenth century. 
490 This obligation to perform a piece on the natural horn survived into the Brussels conservatory regulations   
in reality up to as late as 1970, however was not applied anymore from the start of the modernist era onwards.  
491 Faust, Randall to the author. “Re: Few Questions for You...,” June 8, 2019. 
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 ‘Once, when I was taking a lesson from Helen Kotas Hirsch in Chicago. I played one 
of the Gallay Etudes for her.  She said-"very good Randy, now play it for me without 
the valves."  She then explained how her teacher Louis Dufrasne had required her 
to always play the Gallay Etudes without valves.  
It is obviously far-fetched to conclude from this that all horn students in Belle Époque 
Ghent received training on natural horn technique. However, some more indications 
point towards the approval of this assumption. First of all, the Ghent conservatory 
invested several times in the acquisition of horn crooks. In 1885, the school purchased 18 
crooks from the Van Cauwelaert workshop in Brussels.492 The odd thing about this order 
is that it included crooks in tonalities that cannot be used in combination with the valve 
system of the Van Cauwelaert horns in possession of the school, especially the tonalities 
of C, D and extensions for Bb basso.493 As there was no natural horn in the Conservatory 
collection, it seems obvious however that these crooks were to be used in combination 
with instruments from the collection, notably the Van Cauwelaert 3-valve horns CG3 and 
CG4 acquired in 1878. Many of these crooks are currently still in possession of the 
conservatory, and all have signs of extensive use.  
 
In his Traîté d’Instrumentation, F.A. Gevaert (1885: 274) criticizes the use of changing 
crooks on valved brass instruments, a concern repeated by Mahillon (1907: 47) in his 
treatise on the instrument’s acoustics. Despite these sound remarks, the practice of using 
changing crooks on the valve horn was a widespread practice, and the design of a majority 
of valve horns on the Belgian market in those days was explicitly intended to 
accommodate changing crooks. Both the pre-WWI-catalogues of the Mahillon company 
and Van Cauwelaert offered crooks in all tonalities to be combined with their valve horn 
models; however, the instruments were delivered with only one to three crooks as 
standard.494  It is clear that the practice of adapting the tonality of the horn to the 
performed repertoire would remain in use during the entire Belle Époque era. It seems, 
however, that the practice of performing on the lower crooks faded after 1900. Edmond 
Leloir argued in 2002 that the practice eventually died out in the interwar period: during 
the 1920’s the tonalities of F, A and Bb alto were still in use.495 He also recalled 
 
 
492 aB-Gc, FIN1885, invoice 19 of February 1885. (reproduced below) 
493 The valve slides of horns can be adjusted for use in combination with crooks. As will be described in chapter 
IV, Van Cauwelaert horns of the Gantois type can be used in combination with terminal crooks, howver, the valve 
system can only be used in combination with middle tonalities, typically ranging between Eb and Ab, or F and 
Bb alto. Valve insturments typically have only a limited ‘margin’ on their valve slides that allows for proper 
adjustment of the valve tubing when played with other crooks.  
494 Catalogue Van Cauwelaert. Manufacture Générale d’Instruments de Musique F. Van Cauwelaert.’ Van Cauwelaert 
frères et soeur successeurs, 1905. MIM: 21 
495 Interview with Edmond Leloir, 28-30 June 2002. Reproduced in Billiet (2008: 158). ‘Sure: the B flat, the A and the 
F. Not the G and so on. Those weren’t used anymore. The professional players always ordered those three crooks.’  
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performances with considerable use of hand stopping by his teacher Théo Mahy, who is 
said to have received part of his training on the natural horn in the 1880’s, ‘When he 
[Mahy] played on his [valve] horn in F in the high register, he put his hand in the bell, and 
the sound came out, as delicate as a flute’. Also, several old-generation players who had 
studied or worked with Maurice Van Bocxstaele described how the latter used ‘generous 
amounts of hand-waving’ in the bell for producing shadowed effects, taking out his hand 
of the bell for playing the —reluctant—A5 on the single F Van Cauwelaert piston horn.496 
 
 
4-9 Invoice for eighteen crooks in different tonalities, F. Van Cauwelaert in Brussels, February 1885 (a FIN1885/Lutherie/19) 
 
This ‘hybrid technique’ of using hand stopping technique on the valve horn, often in 
combination with changing crooks as described by Leloir, was a leftover practice from the 
middle of the 19th century in which composers called for the ‘special character’ and 
‘indefinable charm’ of the stopped horn in their compositions.497 The effect was famously 
called for in the revisions of the fifth movement of Hector Berlioz’ Symphonie Fantastique 
opus 14 (original 1830, revisions c1845), where the third horn part is marked ‘bouché avec 
les cylindres’ (stopped with use of the valves). The approach of using hand horn technique 
on the valve horn seemingly was a particularity of the Liège horn school in the second 
half of the Belle Époque era. Gevaert’s transcription of Handel’s Air from Alcina could only 
 
 
496 Interviews Sinnaeve (2015) and Maes (2016)  
497 Meifred, Pierre-Joseph. Méthode Pour Le Cor Chromatique Ou à Pistons. Paris: Richault, 1841: 4 (reprinted by 
Costallat, Paris in 1901)   
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be played by a player well acquainted with hand horn technique. However, when this 
work was set for the 1877 horn exam of the Royal Brussels Conservatory, this practice of 
hand stopping was heavily criticized by the press. The Brussels musical periodical l’Echo 
Musical498 argued that hand stopping on the valve horn, except for echo passages, had 
become completely useless in a ‘modern’ context. The same newspaper wrote in 1879 that 
‘Students of Mr. Merck sound excellent in tenuto passages, but lacked clarity in faster 
excerpts, possibly by the constant use of stopped notes.’499  As was stated in chapter II, the 
practice even led to a true polemic at the occasion the 1881 exams of the Royal Brussels 
conservatory when Octave Maus jumped into the discussion in a flamboyant press review 
in l’Art Moderne, condemning Merck for the ‘absurd’ practice of stopped notes on the valve 
horn.500 Merck defended his case by stating that the system offered not only superior 
intonation, but was also part of the character of the horn itself.  
‘Unfortunately, since the introduction of valves, it appears as if the horn should be 
played like the trombone, or the cornet, which would totally destroy its kind and 
sympathetic character’ […] It is similar for the enharmonics, that cannot be 
obtained with the valves only. It is precisely this detail that gives the horn a special 
nature.’501 
The above information shows that the usage of stopped notes in the Liège branch of the 
horn world was highly intentional. The ‘cohabitation’ of the natural and the valve horn in 
the classes of the Brussels, Liège and Ghent horn classes had resulted in a merged playing 
technique that was actively promoted in the education system. Terminal crooks were 
commonly used on valve horns for the performance of orchestral horn parts that were 
for a considerable part still written in natural horn style.502  
 
 
498 L’écho musical was published by Mahillon. 
499 Mahillon, Victor-Charles. ‘Concours Du Conservatoire Royal de Musique.’ L’Echo Musical, nR. 14 of July 5, 1879: 2 
‘Les élèves de Mr. Merck se signalent par une sonorité très-sympathique dans le tenuto, mais qui manque un peu de clarité 
dans le trait, probablement par suite de l’emploi presque constant de sons bouchés.’ 
500 Maus, Octave. ‘Instruments de Cuivre.’ L’Art Moderne, June 26, 1881. ‘Pourquoi donc apprend-on encore aux élèves à 
boucher le pavillon de leurs cors ? Cela avait sa raison d'être pour les cors sans pistons, mais actuellement quel but poursuit-
on ? En bouchant le pavillon on arrête les vibrations et on donne de l'instabilité au son ; l'élève fait de fausses notes alors 
qu'il n'en ferait pas si les vibrations se produisaient en liberté. De plus ces sons bouchés qui produisent des sonorités spéciales 
dans certains cas, sont désagréables quand on en fait abus. Que diraient les cornistes s'ils voyaient les chanteurs mettre la 
main devant la bouche pendant qu'ils chantent ? Ce ne serait pas cependant plus absurde que de boucher constamment le 
pavillon des cors.’ 
501‘Le Son Du Cor.’ L’Art Moderne, July, 1881. ‘Malheureusement, depuis l'adaptation des pistons, il semblerait que le cor 
dût se jouer comme le trombone ou le piston, ce qui serait vouloir en détruire absolument le caractère tendre et 
sympathique.’[…] Il en est de même pour les enharmoniques qui ne peuvent s'obtenir d'une manière satisfaisante avec les 
pistons seuls; et c'est précisément ce détail qui donne au cor un caractère tout spécial. […]  
502 This was mainly caused by the rigid education of composers, who would commonly have learned from 
instrumentation methods in which the natural horn was still the norm. 
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This generalized use of stopped notes on the valve horn for musical purposes was thus 
highly intentional and had two important consequences. First of all, Merck’s reply to 
Octave Maus’ criticism made it clear that horn players considered their instrument to be 
fundamentally superior to those other “vulgar” brass instruments.503 Secondly, the hybrid 
style of playing had an important effect on the design of instruments that were used in 
Belgium. 
As stated above, the most common appearance of the horn in 1870’s Belgium was a three- 
valve horn with terminal crooks produced by either the workshop of Van Cauwelaert or 
the Mahillon company. Although basically designed as a natural horn with a valve section 
inserted into the cylindrical part of the instrument, the response of a horn with three 
Périnet valves is entirely different from that of a natural horn. Test sessions with a large 
number of horns from this era revealed that the resistance of a horn with three Périnet 
valves takes away the ‘light and direct’ response of the natural horn and creates 
important changes to acoustic characteristics, even when the valves are not used.504 
Importantly, the third valve largely compromises the ‘feel’ of long line solos. This 
difference is by default less present in a two-valve horn: the airflow in the instrument has 
fewer bends and there is a considerable advantage in weight which make this instrument 
much more appropriate for hand horn use. As will be described in 4.2.2, three-valve 
instruments also respond fundamentally differently in terms of projection, sound color 
and general versatility than two-valve horns. Gevaerts ‘Air d’Alcina’ called for a two-valve 
horn with good reason: the lyrical capacities of the van Cauwelaert two-valve horn being 
far superior to conventional three-valve models. 
The current Ghent conservatory historical horn collection possesses five horns with three 
valves and two horns with two valves. By far the most ‘refined’ instrument of all in terms 
of playing capacities, versatility, sound color and build quality is a two-valve Van 
Cauwelaert with catalogue number CG2, sold by Jean Deprez to the conservatory in 1882. 
The instrument has two valves, the tubing of which is adapted for crooks ranging between 
F and B flat, and it combines the advantages of the natural and valve horn excellently. 
According to dr. Hannes Ver Eecke, horn CG2 is almost certainly a custom-made 
instrument that was intended for a high-profile player.505 The superiority of this horn in 
regard to the rest of the collection was confirmed by César Snoeck (1834-1898) in a report 
 
 
503 Ibid: Du reste, la question des enharmoniques ne semble pas, selon votre critique, devoir descendre jusqu'à un vulgaire 
instrument de cuivre. 
504 See 4.2.2 
505 Information provided to the author by dr. Hannes ver Eecke of the Oskar Walcker Fachhochschule für 
Musikinstrumentenbau in Ludwigsburg, Germany on 12 December 2018. 
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on the debatable state of the conservatory instruments to the Commission Administrative 
of the Ghent conservatory in 1893. 506.  
The popularity of two-valve horns in Belgium during the early Belle Époque period might 
seem slightly anachronistic: the three-valve design was the main appearance of the 
instrument from around 1850 onwards and offered many advantages for playing 
chromatically in the low register. Despite their slightly higher production and sales price, 
three-valve horns would constitute the lion’s share of horns used in Belgium in the 
second half of the nineteenth century.507 However, horns with two valves remained 
popular in Belgium up to the early twentieth century for two categories of players: those 
performing in military and civil wind bands, for whom the lower price and reduced 
weight of two-valve instruments were important advantages,508 and —surprisingly— at 
the other end of the market, for use by soloists because of their capacities as a ‘hybrid’ 
instrument.   
The most important Liège-trained soloists of the second half of the nineteenth century 
seem to have preferred two-valve horns over the more advanced three-valve version long 
after this technology had become obsolete.  
Three iconic visual testimonials of the practice of two-valve horn playing in Belgium 
during the second half of the nineteenth century exist. A first is the well-known picture 
of Toussaint Radoux’ Liège class from c1857, showing the entire class equipped with two-
valve instruments.509 A second is the painting by Willem Linnig of a horn player holding 
a similar instrument with Stoelzel valves, reproduced on the front page of this 
dissertation. An even more symbolic piece of evidence is to be found in the corner of a 
picture of the funeral procession for Henri Vieuxtemps in 1881 prominently portraiting 
the four most distinguished exponents of the Liège horn school of that time, proudly 
presenting their two-valve Van Cauwelaert horns to the unsuspecting photographer.510 
The protagonists of the Liège horn school on this picture did not play these horns as a 
budget choice, but regarded it as the most versatile tool for their artistic expression. 
 
 
506 Snoeck, César. ‘Rapport Sur Les Instruments,’ July 15, 1893. aB-Gc-D57. ‘Le meilleur dans l’arsenal de l’école est un 
vieux cor à deux pistons, qui a déjà subi de nombreuses réparations.’ Snoeck was a Ghentian notary and passionate 
instrument collector who was part of the Commission Administrative of the Ghent Conservatory at that time.  
507 It is impossible to retrieve production figures, and the exact ratio of two- versus three valve horns in Belgian 
brass manufacturing cannot be determined. The ratio of surviving instruments seems to indicate that the 
majority of production in Belgium during the second half of the 19th century would have been three-valve horns. 
508 Interview Leloir, 2002 
509 ‘Toussaint Radoux et sa Classe.’ 1857. B-Lc, reproduced in the introduction to chapter II. 
510 ‘Funérailles de Henri Vieuxtemps’. B-Bc P-2-830-(134). The original picture of this funeral procession show 
Eugène Ysaye walking aside the hearse, carrying Vieuxtemp’s violin on a cushion. This copy in Brussels 





Figure 4-10 Fig: four prominent horn players of the Liège school paying tribute to the deceased star violin player Henri 
Vieuxtemps in Verviers on 28 August 1881, holding 2-valve Van Cauwelaert horns. Left to right: Alphonse Stenebruggen, 
Louis-Henri Merck, Jean Deprez (?), Jean-Toussaint Radoux. Horns are in this picture crooked in E. The two players at the 
left carry a supplementary changing crook around their arm (A/F). Picture from B-Bc P-2-830-(134). 
The chromatic evolution of the orchestral and solo repertoire in the two final decades of 
the nineteenth century encouraged the use of a third valve, which was possibly the main 
reason why the usage of the two-valve horn faded out by the turn to the twentieth 
century. Also, improvements to the manufacturing process had improved the reliability, 
airtightness and playing qualities of Périnet and rotary valve sets. Hereafter, the practice 
of hand technique on both two- and three-valve horns mostly disappeared, possibly in 
favor of other means of expressivity as rubato, selected use of echo effects and the 
emerging use of mutes.  
Production of two-valve horns ceased however in Belgium by world War I. Van 
Cauwelaert’s 1905 catalogue still offered two-valve horns intended for military use.511 As 
stated before, aspects of hand use seem to have survived in the technique of twentieth-
 
 
511 Catalogue Van Cauwelaert. ‘Manufacture Générale d’Instruments de Musique F. Van Cauwelaert.’ Van Cauwelaert 
frères et soeur successeurs, 1905: 21. ’52: cor à 2 pistons, tons de Fa et Mi b, modèle de l’armée: 135 fr.’  
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century players and players as Lous Dufrasne and Maurice Van Bocxstaele. However, 
Henri Dubois mentioned explicitly in his 1927 overview of horn history and technique 
that ‘the hand also serves to adjust notes that are too low or too high’, even on the valve 
horn.512  
With this framework of instrument use in mind, I will now discuss some repercussions on 
playing technique, embouchure, phrasing and endurance. 
4.3.2 The Dufrasne/Van Bocxstaele Embouchure style  
The topic of embouchure style proved to be one of the most revealing aspects in the 
analysis of playing technique. Philip Farkas and André Van Driessche, both trained by a 
prominent Belle Époque Ghentian player, were world authorities on the functioning of 
the embouchure at both sides of the Atlantic in the second half of the twentieth century. 
Van Driessche was highly reputed for ‘correcting’ faulty embouchure technique, leading 
to the international reputation of ‘Brass clinic of Brussels.’513 Farkas employed a highly 
similar discourse on the other side of the Atlantic, although the latter’s approach seems 
to have been less doctrinaire. It seems likely that the knowledge of both eminent 
pedagogues was based on information they had received from their respective teachers, 
Louis Dufrasne and Van Bocxstaele… 
-or is it?  
Even if the opinions on embouchure technique promoted by both eminent horn 
pedagogues show many common features, can they truly be defined as Ghentian?  
Historical sources that document horn embouchure style in the Belle Époque are rare, 
and often only discuss mouthpiece placement, leaving open a large number of variables. 
The first scholar to have addressed the topic of brass players’ embouchures 
comprehensively was Donald S. Reinhard with his publications on the pivot system for 
brass instruments.514  Reinhard’s ideas are partly reproduced by Philip Farkas in The Art of 
French Horn playing’ (1956). This latter book is by far the most successful publication ever 
on horn technique, and tackles embouchure as an integrated system of playing.515 To what 
 
 
512 Dubois (1927: 22) ‘Bien tenir la main dans le pavillon es tune chose essentielle car ell influe sur la qualité du son. Elle sert 
aussi à ajuster tel ou tel son out rop bas out rop haut selon la gamme dans laquelle ils se présentent, et à produire les “sons 
bouchés.”’ 
513 Bergé, Luc, Rik Vercruysse, and Claudine Novikov. ‘André Van Driessche, Belgian Master of the Horn.’ Brass 
Bulletin, 1995. 
514 See: Dudgeon, Ralph. ‘Credit Where Credit Is Due: The Life and Brass Teaching of Donald S. Reinhardt.’ International 
Trumpet Guild Journal, June 2000. 
515 Farkas, Philip. The Art of French Horn Playing. Chicago: Summy-Birchard, 1956. 
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extent is the origin of Farkas’s and Van Driessche’s opinions on embouchure, used by a 
majority of horn players over the world nowadays, to be found in the Ghentian horn 
school?  
 
The aspect of embouchure style is related to developments in sound and playing 
characteristics. Farkas (1956: 22) describes how the traditional ‘Einsetzen’ (‘set-in’)516 
embouchure as mentioned in the theoretisch-praktsche Waldhorn-Schule by Oscar Franz517 
evolved into the contemporary system of ‘ansetzen’ (setting-on) while maintaining the 
same basic mouthpiece position. He argues that these changes in embouchure style 
occurred while mouthpieces gradually received wider rims and shallower cups, resulting 
in a ‘natural evolution’ towards a placement of the mouthpiece against the lips. He 
concludes that modern players place the lower lip around the rim, combining the best of 
both worlds of the old ‘an-and ‘einsetz’ methods. He also notes the amazing similarity in 
basic embouchure positions of professional horn players. He further explains that old 
method of ‘setting in’ embouchure placement had the advantage of producing a ‘smooth 
and gentle’ sound, crisp articulation and, if well trained, a good command in the high 
register, but no longer responds to the demands of the ‘modern’ orchestra518 In his later 
1962 and 1970 publications the Art of Brass Playing and a Photographic Study of 40 virtuoso 
horn players, Farkas’s views would be further refined. Although these books are now over 
half a century old and approaches towards embouchure functioning and remediation 
have largely evolved, they are still very relevant for understanding how standard horn 
player’s embouchures work.   
André Van Driessche stated in 2002 that the evolution towards standardized embouchure 
positions was a logical step in the move towards a more ‘documented’ professional 
training of horn players.519 According to Van Driessche, Van Bocxstaele cared little for 
embouchure technique in his lessons and focused mainly on five points: artisanship, 
artistic expression, accuracy, sound and intonation. This claim was however contradicted 
by other players from the Van Bocxstaele class, and notably by older-generation players 
like Edmond Leloir and Georges Carael who had both taken lessons with Van Bocxstaele 
in the early 1930’s.520 Carael even recalled a highly unpleasant lesson with Van Bocxstaele, 




516 A system where the mouthpiece is ‘set in’ the bottom lip, offering advantages for tonal quality, this in contrast 
with the ‘setting against’ method, that offers an easier high range. (see Farkas, 1956: 19-27)  
517 Franz, Oscar. Grosse Theoretisch-Praktische Waldhorn-Schule. Dresden: J.G. Seeling, c1880. 
518 Note that Farkas’s book is still in general use although it was published nearly 65 years ago. 
519 Van Driessche, André. André Van Driessche interviewed by Jeroen Billiet. Boortmeerbeek June 11, 
2002.Transcribed in Billiet (2008: 189-92) 
520 Leloir, Edmond. Edmond Leloir interviewed by Jeroen Billiet. Geneva (CH). June 28, 2002. and Carael, Georges. 
Georges Carael interviewed by Jeroen Billiet. Brussels. January 21, 2003. Transcribed in Billiet (2008: 151-75) 
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Unfortunately, Farkas does not describe the particular embouchure technique of his 
former teacher Louis-Victor Dufrasne in any of his publications. A portrait of the latter 
playing his Geyer horn c1940 clearly shows a particular way of ‘einsetzen’ in which the 
mouthpiece not only is set into the (stretched) bottom lip, but also entirely in the 











Figure 4-12 picture of Maurice Van Bocxstaele, in-lip embouchure, identical to that of Dufrasne? (picture by courtesy of 
Jean Debuisson) 
In the pictures above, one can see a striking resemblance between the embouchure 
positions of Belle Époque-trained protagonists Maurice Van Bocxstaele and Louis-Victor 
Dufrasne. Van Bocxstaele’s last student Jean Debuisson played with this double in-lip 
embouchure position throughout his career, however did not recall Van Bocxstaele 
mentioning anything in particular about this matter.521 The position shown is reminiscent 
to, although not identical to that of some other famous horn players of the 20th century, 
notably Dennis Brain (1921-1957) and Bruno Schneider (1957). The Dufrasne/Van 
Bocxstaele technique had faded out in favor of the ‘modern’ Farkas/van Driessche 
embouchure style by the end of the Van Bocxstaele professorship. 
 
 




Although Farkas did not mention at any point the origin of his extensive knowledge 
on the subject, it is plausible that part of the success of Dufrasne’s horn teaching in mid-
1920s Chicago was the development of a stable embouchure technique that relied on the 
basic position and principles later promoted by him and by other players like Van 
Driessche. It seems however unclear if — as would become the norm in the post-WW II 
horn studios of Van Driessche, or Erich Penzel (1930)— a uniform style of embouchure 
was instructed in a ‘technical’ and ‘corrective’ way, or if the ‘standardized’ embouchure 
position was a mere result of the search for a certain style of playing, and the resulting 
compliance to a certain musical standard, as was to some extent stated by Farkas. 
 
In this section I will mostly discuss the relation between embouchure technique and 
playing style. This will be performed through an assumptive research model that departs 
from iconographic and material evidence that will be further tested in musical practice.  
4.3.3 Dogma or intuition: embouchure style in the Ghentian legacy in 
practice. 
In the decades after Farkas’s main publications, views on horn player’s embouchure styles 
have been refined by performers, pedagogues and scientists. Today’s brass pedagogy 
differs three main embouchure styles:522 
 
1. The Farkas embouchure, named after Philip Farkas, used by most professional 
horn players: departing from the famous ‘pucker face’ with firm mouth corners 
and flat chin; this embouchure style uses vertical compression of the lips to cover 
the range. This embouchure type offers great flexibility and good command over 
dynamics and —through elaborate practice— high range.  
 
 
522 Woldendorp, Kees H.; Boschma, Hans; Boonstra, Anne M.; Arendzen, Hans J.; Reneman, Michiel F. December 
2016. Fundamentals of Embouchure in Brass Players: Towards a Definition and Clinical Assessment. In Medical Problems of 
Performing Artists’. 31 (4): 232–243. and the article ‘Embouchure’ on https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Embouchure 





Figure 4-13 the “Farkas(-Van Driessche)” Embouchure -graphic view 
2. The Maggio embouchure, named after trumpet player Louis Maggio (1878-1957), 
departs from a puckering (‘kiss’) embouchure, in which the player cushions the 
lips by extending them, after which the lips roll in and out. Long-duration and 
soft, gentle practice is recommended to develop flexibility in soft dynamics and 
range. This method gives a good endurance.  
 
Figure 4-14 : the “Maggio” embouchure 
3. Stevens-Costello embouchure, first described by trumpet player William Costello 
(s.d.) uses an embouchure position with rolled-in lips on which the mouthpiece is 
near-equally positioned using a fair amount of pressure. The advantage of the 
system is that it eliminates most of the ‘build-up’ process needed for the other 
embouchure styles, however practice will be needed to refine tonal quality, 





Figure 4-15 : the “Stevens-Costello” embouchure 
All three embouchure models work on a series of basic principles and that can vary 
according to physical characteristics of the player. The decision on which embouchure 
model works best depends largely on the physical structure of each individual. Despite 
this, brass instrument training lines tend to direct their students into a particular system. 
This is often done for reasons of standardization and is obviously not always in the 
interest of students who might, as Jeff Smiley remarks in the Balanced Embouchure, end up 
with an embouchure system that is incompatible with their physical nature.523  
Smiley strongly condemns the practice of forcing students to use a specific embouchure 
model. He even relates this practice to the low efficiency rates of many brass studios with 
an ‘unacceptable’ number of failures, and the turnout of many average players besides 
the few top-notch ones that are then promoted as the ‘success stories of a great education 
system’. 
Smiley’s views strongly suggest the use of embouchure development on an individual 
basis, based on musical principles and tonal quality instead of technical dogmas.  
 
The above implies that two types of brass education can be distinguished: the ‘dogmatic’ 
line, starting from clear —often visually-controllable— technical parameters, and the 
‘intuitive’ line, starting from musical aspects such as tonal quality, intonation and 
physical integrity. 
 
The dogmatic approach to embouchure formation has been a pillar of the lion’s share of 
successful horn studios in the past fifty years. The strength of these training lines has 
been in their unity of approach, developing a solid technical framework that then was 
musically further developed. Eventually, some of these training lines would even develop 
particular artistic characteristics in terms of sound, accuracy and articulation from this 
‘embouchure doctrine’, something that was notably the case in the successful late 20th 
century classes of Erich Penzel at the Cologne and Maastricht Conservatories.  
 
 
523 Smiley, Jeff. The Balanced Embouchure: A Dynamic Development System That’s Easy to Learn and Works for Every 
Trumpet Player. Garland, Texas: J. Smiley, 2001. 
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In rough lines, this pedagogical meta-concept (first technique, then artisticity) is identical 
to the one discussed in 2.2.4. To what extent the belle Epoque classes of Deprez and 
Heylbroeck or their contemporaries in other countries employed a standardized, 
dogmatic embouchure system in their classes is unclear. However, as will be described 
further in this chapter, the profile of outcome of the Ghent Belle Époque studios seems to 
follow entirely what is described by Smiley: a few top-notch players in every generation 
(5-10% of starters), a relatively large number of sufficient players who had to work hard 
to keep up with general playing standards (30-50%), and a relatively large number of 
dropouts (appr. 40%).524 These figures entirely match the success ratios of the Deprez and 
Heylbroeck classes displayed in section 3.1.1  
 
From a historical point of view, attention to embouchure functioning seems to have been 
a principal focus point of the Liège horn tradition. Semester reports of the Liège 
conservatory students of the Massart professorship (1829-1856) often mention 
‘corrections’ on student’s embouchure placement and functioning.525 There is little 
evidence however that embouchure working stayed a focus point of the Liège horn legacy 
under Radoux, as his reports are often very concise compared to those of his teacher 
Massart. The reports of the Lejeune era are more comprehensive, but focus almost 
entirely on sound and expression.526 
The only pre-war Belgian testimonial on embouchure working is described in the ‘Méthode 
préparatoire pour instruments de cuivre’ by Merck’s student Henri Dubois, where it was 
advised ‘to press the mouthpiece firmly on the lips to obtain high notes’, an observation 
which —as all modern-day brass players will acknowledge— is on the edge of the 
ridiculous.527 However, it is likely that part of the ‘success’ of the Belle Époque Ghent horn 
studio can be attributed to the use of a dogmatic embouchure training system in which 
in-lip embouchure was used in combination with small, sharp-rim mouthpieces on the 




524 The provocative efficiency claims made by Smiley seem arbitrary, but appear to be correct from the author’s 
point of view. It is amazing that this subject, hugely important for the development of brass teaching 
methodology,has never been subject to research. 
525 See Billiet (2008:37)  
526 The reason for this development might be that by that time students would mostly have received their 
elementary training in a local music school, and had to be technically proficient before entering the Royal 
Conservatories. 
527 Dubois, Henri. Méthode Préparatoire Pour Instruments de Cuivre. Brussels: Joseph Buyst, c1920. Preface ‘de 
l’embouchure’: ‘pour obtenir les sons aigus il faut appuyer fortement l’embouchure sur les lèvres, sur la supérieure 
principalement’ 
528 aB-Gc ‘Classe de cor-remplacement de mr. Heylbroeck’. Application letter of René Watrice  (s.d., 1938) to the 
director of the Ghent conservatory: ‘Maintenant pour continuer la tradition et l’enseignement de l’excellent professeur 
Heylbroeck qui a toujours joué et enseigné le cor en Fa’ 
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Farkas (1956: 22) describes how the ‘old school players’ used a narrow-rim/deep cup 
mouthpieces. This might be a reference to his own teacher. Ghent-trained players are 
known to have used similar mouthpieces up to up to as late as 1970—nicknamed ‘gillettes‘ 
because of their razor-sharp rim.529 Several original Van Cauwelaert mouthpieces, of 
which two carry the above characteristics were tested during the research project, and 
their effect on musical performance is paramount. As can be heard in CG3-LV1 and CG2-
V1 the original Van Cauwelaert mouthpiece makes a perfect match with the instruments 
from the Ghent collection. Brass mouthpieces have to be acoustically relevant with a 
particular instrument, and the use of the deep-funnel mouthpieces proved to perform 
excellently on the Ghentian Belle Époque instruments in terms of tone centering, 
intonation and general playability.  
 
Importantly, the mouthpieces are so small that they automatically require this historical 
set-in technique. The small rim-mouthpiece in combination with an in-lip embouchure 
technique transforms the horn into an instrument of amazing softness and largely 
enhances the lyrical character of expression. Once this technique was mastered, the van 
Cauwelaert horn transformed a crude and perilous, even defective,  instrument into a 
soft-voiced storyteller. 
 
Figure 4-16 : Van Cauwelaert mouthpieces used in this study. The (silver) mouthpiece at the left was mostly used and has an 
inner diameter of 15,54 mm and a rim of 3,50 mm. (modern WHF ‘small rim’ mouthpiece D/H3 with E2 rim measures 17,00 
mm and 3,58 mm). The mouthpiece at the right has an inner diameter of 16,22 mm and a rim width of 4,97 mm. (modern 
Both embouchures have a conical funnel and near to inexistent backbore. 
The most striking effects are in the portamento-style legato and flexibility for the high 
register, making the range between C5 and A5 extremely flexible, however disadvantages 
the low register in terms of openness and projection. Differences in flexibility and of 
articulation in legato-style passages are what strike a performer most, and the 
 
 
529 This information was confirmed by a wide range of musicians that have heard older generation Ghentian 
players perform: Ernest Maes, Camille Sinnaeve, Jan Huylebroeck, Petrus Dombrecht etc. Roger Boone, long-
time principal horn of the Ghent opera and successor of Maurice Van Bocxstaele as teacher at the Ghent 
Conservatory is reported to  
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mouthpiece also greatly enhances accuracy of the Van Cauwelaert horn—after 
considerable practicing— compared to playing with a regular, modern-style mouthpiece.  
 
Performing with this ‘Ghentian’ embouchure position provides several advantages that 
can clearly be distinguished in the recording takes of both the Sound Banks and the Case 
Studies (  AV) 
 
-above-average control of the softer dynamics,  
-steady, compact tone  
-exceptional legato and lyrical feel 
-enhanced possibilities for articulation  
 
However, there are also some disadvantages:  
A first ‘negative’ side effect of the technique is that this embouchure system seems to 
limit the dynamic range, so it becomes —as described by Farkas— unusable in a modern 
orchestral context. It also becomes near-impossible to play with a true ‘cuivré’ sound, 
although on the other side of the dynamic spectrum it greatly enhances the ability to play 
sotto-voce.  
Also, the thin rim cuts into the lips and even if the original mouthpieces give the 
advantage of centering all notes on the instrument very well, the physical pressure on 
the lips is much higher than in the ‘conventional’ Farkas system.  
Importantly, the experiments also showed that intensive practicing solves this issue by 
producing a ‘cushioning’ effect, comparable to the one used in the Maggio embouchure 
system. As discussed in the next section, this particular technique requires above-average 








Figure 4-17 : Original Van Cauwelaert mouthpieces- Liègeois model (small rim) versus Gantois model (large rim) that were 
used for the acoustic tests, as well as a visualization of in-lip mouthpiece placement. 
4.3.4 ‘Be a Slave to the Horn!’ : endurance and routines  
Several anecdotes document the excessive practice routines of the Ghentian horn players. 
Clyde Miller530 stated that Dufrasne was ‘a taskmaster that made you work’. Frank Brouk531 
added that Dufrasne once told to him ‘to be a slave to the horn’.532  Brouk also mentions 
that Dufrasne ‘had an endurance like no one else’.  
Maurice Van Bocxstaele was reputed to practice for over 6 hours daily,during which he 
was not to be disturbed under any condition,533 and for eating large steaks before a 
performance of Siegfried ‘because he needed the energy’.534 His student André van 
Driessche was reported to practice excessively, up to eight hours daily.535The workload 
and routines of the brave Belgians seems to have approached that of today’s professional 
athletes.  
 
Workforce in this generation was an evidence as well as a state of mind. It was possibly 
also an absolute need to provide sufficient endurance in combination with their 
embouchure style. These practice hours were filled with a combination of playing 




530 Clyde Miller (1917-2012) was principal horn of the Dallas Symphony orchestra and teacher at the university 
of North Texas from 1954 to 1983. 
531 Frank Brouk (1913-2004) was principal horn of the Chicago Symphony orchestra from 1961 until 1978. 
532 Bacon, Thomas. Dufrasne Routine for Horn in F. Edited by Thomas Bacon. Southern Music, 2004: 2-3 
533 Information communicated by André Van Drieessche to the author, 2004 
534 Anecdote reported by Gilles Rambach to the author, Paris, June 2005. The story was told to him by his teacher 
(s.n.), colleague of Van Bocxstaele in the Monte Carlo orchestra in the 1930’s. 




Horn practice routines are a highly personal matter, and there is no evidence of the 
existence of standardized routines in the Ghent horn class during the romantic era. The 
old-generation Ghentian players that were interviewed did not recall anything particular 
on this aspect, but stated that Van Bocxstaele would regularly propose technical routine 
exercises to solve particular issues.  
William Mercier’s ‘Tonal flexibility studies for the horn’ (1948) contains a series of technical 
exercises for the horn, said to be founded on Louis Dufrasne’s warm-up routine. Bacon 
(2004:3) states in the preface to his own edition of these exercises ‘that Dufrasne went 
through all of the exercises before every concert’ —a practice that takes over one and a 
half hour. John Ericson puts this quote into perspective in his critical review of the Bacon 
edition and argues that although [Dufrasne’s] studies comprise a large part of this book 
they cannot be regarded as a primary source as they probably were noted down by 
Mercier only years after Dufrasne’s death. 536 
He continues that, despite these observations, the routine offers a revealing and rare 
historic resource on practice routines before the publication of Farkas’ Art of French Horn 
Playing. 
 
William Manners’s (2016) discussion of the Mercier/Dufrasne exercises points out that 
many of the exercises presented in the book can be used ‘in whatever manner the teacher 
deems appropriate’. He also remarks that there is a clear emphasis on even tone and 
sound quality. 537 Mercier’s 1948 edition also contains basic information on posture and 
embouchure function. 
 
The aim for a top-level endurance seems to have been a crucial factor in the Ghentian 
education system. As discussed in 3.3.2, the traditional repertoire does not provide 
particular challenges in terms of endurance except for the principal horn parts of the 
slow-movement horn quartets that were used during many of the Belle Époque horn 
exams. Were these quartets intended as an endurance enhancer, or even an endurance 
test? Despite their non-virtuoso slow-pace nature, the much-performed andante by Jules 
Berleur (1837-1883) as well as the Invocation by the Ghentian composer Adolphe d’Hulst 





536 Mercier, William. Tonal Flexibility Studies for French Horn. 1948: author’s edition (presumed) discussed in 
Ericson, John. ‘Before Farkas: The Mercier (Dufrasne) Routine, Part I and II.’ Horn Matters, 2011. 
https://www.hornmatters.com/2011/02/before-farkas-the-mercier-dufrasne-routine-part-i/ accessed 23 
August 2020. 
537 Manners, William Alexander. ‘An Annotated Guide to Published Horn Warm-Up Routines, 1940-2015.’ Doctoral These, 
Arizona State University, 2016. 
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A final remark on horn technique is that all of ‘Dufrasne’s’ exercises are set up for the F 
horn. As previously described, the horn studio in Ghent had a preference for piston horns 
with changing crooks. The educational doctrine in the studios of Heylbroeck and Van 
Bocxstaele, and to some extent also still in the succeeding one of Roger Boone, was that 
students should use the F-horn during their study time up to the winning of a premier 
prix.538 Petrus Dombrecht, who studied with Boone in the late1960’s, recalls that although 
most students played on double horns by that time, the use of the Bb side was highly 
restricted by the teacher. André Van Driessche mentioned that in Van Bocxstaele’s class 
everything had to be played in F —without exception.539 It is curious to see that this same 
conservative attitude is advocated by Farkas (1956: 6-7) who strongly recommends the F 
horn for basic training. 
 
Again, a clear distinction between educational routines and professional reality can be 
distinguished. Van Driessche remarked that although Van Bocxstaele was very strict on 
the single use of the F-horn in the studio, he never prevented his students from 
developing their own system outside of the classroom. The backhanded title quote of this 
study, taken from W.F.H. Blandford’s letters, ridicules the excessive use of the B-flat horn 
by Raymond Meert and his contemporary Belgian players. Livia Golanzc (1920-2018) 
stated that in her early days as a horn player in the Hallé Orchestra —she was the first 
female principal horn of a UK orchestra— Meert would play fourth horn on a single Bb 
piston horn. Both Dufrasne and Van Bocxstaele would switch to double horns from the 
1920’s onwards. Van Bocxstaele consecutively played instruments by Lehmann in 
Hamburg and Knopf in Markneukirchen, and Dufrasne is linked with American 
manufacturers Carl Geyer (1880-1973) and Conn. However, the old Van Cauwelaert horn 
would stay the instrument of Van Bocxstaele’s choice through his entire career, which he 
would play whenever the occasion was appropriate.540 On the other side of the channel 
Raymond Meert would cherish his piston horn in the Hallé orchestra up to 1949, even 




538 Information retrieved from Petrus Dombrecht, 2007 
539 Billiet (2008: 189) 




Figure 4-18: Raymond Meert (left) in the Hallé Orchestra c1947, playing his Hawkes piston horn next to Lyvia Golanzc. 





4.3.5 Conclusions: horn technique & style in the Ghentian system 
One will notice that the above observations perfectly match previous determinations of 
style for the Ghentian school. The conclusions below compare technical and stylistic focus 
points of the ‘old’ Ghentian style with the ones advocated by the Farkas and Van Driessche 
educational lines in the second half of the twentieth century.  
 
Characteristics Heylbroeck/Dufrasne Farkas/Van Driessche 
   









































In function of expressivity (solo 
works) 
 




Narrow, focussed, vibrant 
 




Highly present in solo pieces. 










2/3 upper, 1/3 lower, in-lip setting in 
red zone’ of both upper and bottom 









Small, narrow rim, deep cup 
 














Hints are present on all 










2/3 lower and 1/3 upper,  
on-lip setting on upper lip 
(above red) and bottom lip 



































F-horn/crooked piston horn and 
natural horn for education; double 
horn for orchestra 
 







Lyrical, non-virtuoso and repertoire 
works (Strauss, Mozart,…) 
 
Gallay, Cugnot 
medium/large, regular to 
large rim, shallow cup 
 
double horn, stress on the 
importance of F-horn 
playing in training system 
 










Gallay, Cugnot541 diverse, 
with emphasis on 
modernist works 
 
Gallay, Cugnot, Koprasch, 
Maxime-Alphonse,… 
   
Didactic 
methods 
Immersive individual training, other 
students attending 
Individual training, 
individuals free to attend 





541 Farkas (1956: 85-95) lists fourteen etudes by Cugnot and Gallay. It is remarkable that both authors are also 
mentioned on Deprez’s repertoire list c1900 published in Bergmans (1901:168), listing exactly the volumes of 
the 30 études by J.F. Gallay as well as the 40 Préludes by Cugnot as course material.  
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4.4 Playing the Van Cauwelaert horn 
 Before moving to the concluding sections of this thesis I have listed some practice-
based observations on performing with the favorite ‘poetic voices’ of the Ghentian school.  
 
All Van Cauwelaert horns played during this study have issues that would simply not be 
acceptable in a modern-day world. The technical imperfections of these instruments 
include uncentered (‘rolling’) notes,542 debatable intonation, problematic accuracy and an 
overall reluctant playability. As witnessed by old-school players, the Van Cauwelaert 
horn proved to be a “devil to play”, and it is clear that modern horns, as used in the 
acoustic tests above, are light-years ahead in terms of technical refinement.  
Learning to play these instruments was a process of years, and the key to their mastering 
was found in a combination of understanding their philosophy, hard work and empirical 
experiment.  
 
Over the last fifteen years, I have included Van Cauwelaert horns in my own performing 
practice, both in solo performances and a large number of orchestral projects.543  Previous 
expertise in playing the natural horn helped greatly as a starting point for not only the 
technical, but also the artistic exploration of the Van Cauwelaert DNA. My experience of 
playing the natural horn had already opened up a different mindset towards playing, and 
performing on the Van Cauwelaert horns added multiple new dimensions to this 
perspective.  
 
There are three main scopes within the world of ‘historical’ music performance today: a 
first direction is a clean and clear search for authenticity; a second one an esthetical or 
‘puristic’ purpose; and a third is an in-depth search for hidden musical meanings that 
were possibly wiped out by organological evolutions.544 I would like to add a fourth angle, 
an ‘Olympic’ attitude that I have often noticed with myself and colleagues performing on 
historical —and often ‘impossible— instruments.  
My experiences with the Van Cauwelaert horn -and of my performance practice in 
general- can be catalogued in either four of these categories. In the run of the project the 
‘practical’ scope of Playing the Van Cauwelaert horn moved from an ‘Olympic’ phase 
 
 
542 ‘Rolling’ is a term commonly used by horn players to indicate a note that is hard to articulate clearly, often 
accompanied by a’rolling’ sound at the start of the note. 
543 Projects with l’Orchestre des Champs Elysees, Kölner Akademie, Concerto Köln, les Musiciens du Louvre-
Grenoble, Insula Orchestra, Orchestre Révolutionnaire et Romantique and others 
544 An interesting, yet slightly outdated read on this matter is Andriessen, Pieter. Authentiek of Fanatiek. Peer: 
Alamire Muziekuitgeverij, 1997.  
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(‘How on earth can I play that repertoire on this thing?’) over an authentic focus (‘What 
is THE single most appropriate instrument for playing this or that piece?’), a purely 
‘esthetical’ approach (‘How can I let this sound as elegant, nice and interesting as 
possible’?) to a method of reliving the poetic value of the Ghentian repertoire through 
sounding it on the original equipment.  
 
Moving into this final ‘deep performance experience’ not only meant a combination of 
the four approaches above. It also involved chipping away over a hundred years of horn-
playing evolution by questioning a wide range of ‘intuitive’ performance choices as 
intonation, articulation, sound concept, dynamic range or overall expressivity. The 
assumption of ‘tradition’ in music, of a clear line that tied my own 1990’s ‘Ghentian’ 
training to the sonorous world of the Brave Belgians met its limits in the experiment of 
reliving Heylbroeck’s 1913 recording in the last months of the research phase (see 4.5.5),  
 
In performances and recordings of period solo works for horn and piano from the 
repertoire lists of the Ghent, Brussels and Liège Royal Conservatory, the Van Cauwelaert 
horns revealed a remarkably soft, even and warm tone quality, clear articulation and an 
intriguing amount of previously undiscovered sound colors, particularly so when 
adjusting the instrument’s default intonation with a certain amount of hand horn 
technique.545 Recital audiences noticed and commented invariably on an amazing 
flexibility in legato playing, adding greatly to the lyrical style of the performances.  
A gentle, slow, long breath approach seemed to give the best results and evoked a large 
pallet of sound colors from the instrument. In general, the older Gantois Van Cauwelaert 
models CG2, CG3 seemed to produce a soft and silky sound, with a heavy portamento feel. 
The response of the CG8 Liégeois horn felt more like the typical “French-style” instrument 
and also proved to project a lot better in acoustic tests and proved to be ideal for 
orchestral principal horn use. The tonal color of the youngest CG10 horn was judged to 
be by far the least flexible of all and also came out as ‘undistinguished’ in the older 
Ghentian works. This 1939 Gantois was however the only Ghent collection horn that 
seemed capable to handle the higher technicality of Prosper Van Eechautte’s Night Poem 
(1938). This shows once more that the model’s characteristics evolved together with the 
general taste and requirements of the repertoire, until the limitations of the mid-19th-
century design were reached. This is also clear from the performance practice of post-
1940 pieces from the Ghentian canon of horn works, Meulemans’ 1st Concerto for Horn 
(1939-1940); Jane Vignery’s Sonata opus 7 and Jules Bouquet’s Sonata for horn in F (both 1942) 
that were always performed on the double horn by their first interpreter Maurice Van 






of earlier romantic works as Robert Herberigs’ Cyrano de Bergerac and in orchestral works 
as Tchaikovski’s 5th Symphony in E minor Opus 64. 546 For this eminent player, the added 
artistic value of the Van Cauwelaert horn seemed particularly important in the 
performance of soft-voiced poetic works.  
 
These soft-voiced poetic capacities seemed to be the common denominator of all Van 
Cauwelaert ‘artists’ horns through the different building eras. All Ghentian Van 
Cauwelaert horns perform surprisingly well if blown in a gentle and non-aggressive way. 
The instruments reveal their entire color palette with great conviction only when not 
pushed to their limits. The tiniest amount of overblowing results in problems of accuracy 
and intonation. The apparent lack of dynamic possibilities made these horns feel 
introverted, not only from a modern-trained player’s perspective but even when played 
by performers with a large experience in natural horn playing. The application of this 
soft-voiced ‘lyrical’ paradigm in which expressivity was obtained through variation of 
tonal colors and phrasing rather than dynamics largely improved performance quality, 
but the process to re-master the Van Cauwelaert horn also required technical 
adjustments in terms of embouchure placement, articulation, airflow and equipment 
choice. Most of these aspects followed ‘naturally’ from the stylistic thought frame and 
were discovered empirically, in the long course of the research project. 
 
The Ghent collection horns ‘force’ the player to play with considerably lower volumes of 
air, while a high precision in air speed is needed to keep the instrument resonating. Air 
speed is an important topic in brass playing in general, as vertical changing of notes547 is 
obtained mainly by variation of two variables: air speed and tension of the facial 
muscles.548 The modern-day approach is mainly to reduce the tension on the facial 
muscles as much as possible and use variable air speed to a maximum for sound 
production. However, compared to modern wide-bore instruments, the Van Cauwelaert 
horn needs considerably more precision in embouchure tension. This process is largely 
enhanced by the use of original narrow-rim mouthpieces. 
The use of original mouthpieces and experiments with the traditional in-lip setting 
resulted in improved accuracy and offered overall more balanced intonation when 
compared to modern mouthpieces. Original mouthpieces also allowed performers to 
 
 
546 Recordings Maurice Van Bocxstaele (1955-62), interviews A. Van Driessche (2002); C. Sinnaeve (2015). E.Maes 
(2016) recalled a performance of Tchaikowky’s 5th symphony with the Antwerp symphony orchestra in the early 
1960’s in which Van Bocxstaele performed on his Van Cauwelaert horn, for which the latter received a standing 
ovation from the audience. 
547 Vertical changing of notes: by adjusting lip tension and airflow; horizontal changing: by adding or removing 
tube length . 
548 See: Kruger, Mark, James McLean, and Jonathan Kruger. More Air, Less Air, What Is Air? International Trumpet 
Guild Journal, March 2012, 12–19. 
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achieve an even softer pianissimo, letting the sound of the horn elegantly disappear into 
the sound of the historical piano in “echo” passages, a feature adding much expressivity 












4.5 Becoming Brave Belgian 
In the previous sections it was shown how a wide variety of factors contributed to the 
creation of a particular artistic framework. It was further put into practice during a 
multitude of case studies in which historical solo repertoire was performed on both the 
horns from the Historical Ghent collection and modern instruments. The experiments 
were continued in several orchestral projects in which the Van Cauwelaert horns 
appeared to perform excellently as both a solo or as a tutti instrument.  
 
Several ensemble sessions using Van Cauwelaert horns had been conducted in the years 
before the start of the Brave Belgians project. These trials provided a broad base of 
performance expertise in the orchestra or in 19th century-style horn ensembles. A 
performance and publishing project on the horn octets of both Martin-Joseph Mengal and 
Léon Du Bois was conducted by Luc Bergé and the author at the Royal Brussels 
Conservatory in 2009,549 followed by several artistic productions with the Mengal 
Ensemble and other international orchestral ensembles. The role of the Mengal Ensemble 
as an expert partner organization of the Brave Belgians project was specifically intended 
to induce empiric research on instrumental technique in the context of a homogenous 
horn ensemble—some audio examples of which are included in the section above.550 
 
We can only guess of how Ghentian orchestras sounded during the Belle Époque era, and 
the illustrious quote of the Ghent Musicians union stating the ‘absurdness’ of 
synchronized bowings gives some idea on how different their orchestral culture might 
have been from our modern disciplines. It would have been fortunate to have been able 
to explore some of the wealth of orchestral music or lyrical plays produced in Belgium 
during the Belle Époque on a set of original horns. The colorful orchestral scores of 
Samuel, Waelput, Herberigs and Ryelandt would undoubtedly benefit from informed 
performances in which the use of instruments is properly addressed.  
 
The natural habitat of the horn is the orchestra, and I found it useful to add some 
additional notes on the usage of the Ghentian horn collection instruments during two 
internationally acclaimed orchestral productions performed in the summer of 2018. What 
follows is a report from a selection of artistic trials in which the findings of the Brave 
 
 
549 Research project ‘19th century Romantic Horn Ensembles’ at Royal Brussels Conservatory/Erasmushogeschool 
Brussels, 2007-2009. See: Bergé, Luc, and Jeroen Billiet. The Royal Brussels Horn Sound. CD. FUG550. Fuga Libera, 
2009. 
550 An additional ensemble project that included making a recording of Belle Époque horn ensemble music with 
the Prince Regent’s Band (UK) was put on hold due to the corona pandemic. 
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Belgians research project were put into a broader perspective than the solo repertoire 
discussed in the case studies that can be found in chapter III 
4.5.1 Van Cauwelaert versus modern horn  
 CG2  CG3  CG6  CG7 
 
 ENS-V7 (Mendelssohn: Nocturne) 
 ENS-V8/V9/V10/V11/V12 (Mathieu: Richilde)  
 
The first exploration of the orchestral qualities of the Van Cauwelaert instrument was 
performed during trial sessions playing some orchestral excerpts from Emile Mathieu’s 
opera Richilde (1887) and the Nocturne from Mendelssohn’s Midsummer Night’s Dream on 
instruments from the Ghent horn collection, compared with modern horns. The 
recordings display substantial differences in projection, sound quality, and —
unfortunately— intonation, and it is clear that from a modern point of view the 
recordings on modern horns sound more ear-pleasing and homogeneous. The texture of 
late-nineteenth century horn parts often consists of chords in a near-chorale setting and 
is much clearer when played on historical horns. The full-bodied sonority of the modern 
horns is much more efficient, but risks suffocating the other textures in this music. 
4.5.2 Use of four Van Cauwelaert 2-valve horns in Gounod’s la Nonne 
Sanglante 
 CG1  CG2  JB1  MDM2 
 
 ENS-V13 (live recording excerpts of horn section from orchestral pit) 
 ENS-V14 (fragments of the opera with audible horn parts) 
 
A particular and highly interesting case study was the use of a quartet of four two-valve 
Gantois model horns during performances of Charles Gounod’s la Nonne Sanglante at the 
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Paris Opéra Comique in June 2018.551 The quartet consisted of horns built in the era of the 
first performance of the opera (1854). Horns CG1 (C. Sax, c1851), CG2 (Van Cauwelaert, 
c1860) and JB1 (Van Cauwelaert, c1880), completed with a fourth Van Cauwelaert horn 
(c1870) of the same model from the De Merlier collection.552 
The intention of the experiment was to test-run a setting with two-valve horns making 
use of the paradigm of performance practice in second-half 19th Century Belgium. The 
Gounod opera has horn parts written with the natural horn in mind, although the 
chromaticism in the low horn parts clearly calls for use of valves. It was a perfect 
incentive for the creation of a one-month ‘artistic laboratory’ in which the practice of 
orchestral playing on these obsolete Belgian instruments was put into practice.  
 
The four horns were played using original mouthpieces and crooks as prescribed in 
Gounod’s score.  A solid stylistic framework was discussed with the horn team and the 
artistic direction of the production during several sectional sessions preceding the scenic 
rehearsals. This semi-empirical approach led to a better practice-based understanding of 
the way in which the 2-valve horn was used. The horns proved their capability as ‘perfect 
hybrid’ instrument, combining the advantages in terms of sound, blending of colors and 
natural intonation of the natural and the versatility of the valve horn, and were very 
capable instruments in the context of performance of French opera.  
 
The main stylistic qualities of the 2-valve Van Cauwelaert horns in this project were 
determined as:  
 
-the two-valve horns could serve perfectly in passages written for crooked natural 
horn or for valve horn, eliminating the need for a so-called Sauterelle (convertible) 
horn that was in vogue in France at that time.553 
-a ‘scenic’ variety of sounds (shades of dolce, and a mezzo-forte ‘cuivré’ sound) 
-the instrument’s typical ‘expressive articulation’ worked surprisingly well in an 
opera context  
-use of crooks worked similar to a natural horn, without noticeable extra resistance  
 
 
551 Insula Orchestra dr. L. Equilbey, Paris, Opéra Comique June 2018. ‘la Nonne Sanglante’ The orchestra mostly 
made use of period instruments. Compared to the three-valve version, these instruments respond differently 
because of the lower resistance imposed by the valve cluster. The only limitation is that the player is obliged to 
apply hand horn technique on the lower and higher crooks, since the length of the valve tubing on most of the 
horns is set to be used with a limited range of tonalities. 
552 Van Cauwelaert 2-valve Gantois horn, Collection Mark De Merlier (Maarkedal, Belgium) 
553 Natural horn performance stayed in use in France up to the dawn of the twentieth century. Gounod wrote 




-adjustments of tuning slides had to be assisted with hand stopping technique for 
crooks below Eb and above G. The use of changing crooks on a valve horn required 
a particularly flexible way of thinking, as had earlier been experienced when 
performing Gevaert’s arrangement of the Air d’Alcina (1872). 
-perfect blend with other instruments, particularly when merging colors into the 
woodwind section, soft and intimate sotto voce-passages 
-despite their small bore there is a good balance with other instruments. The 
formerly-observed dynamic limitations of the Van Cauwelaert horns did not feel 
restrictive.  
-intonation of the instruments was average, however proved to work well in the 
context of an orchestral quartet. Flexibility in intonation was easily obtained with 
the application of hand stopping technique 
-the four instruments all had a particular character and sound color that was 
decisive for their distribution in the horn group. Smaller-bore, brighter sounding 
instruments CG2 and MDM2 were used for the high parts 1 and 3, and the darker 
sounding horns CG1 and JB2 for the low-range parts 2 and 4. 
 
A supplementary observation raised by the Insula Orchestra horn group was that 
coherent thinking was equally —if not more— important for the artistic result than the 
use of a coherent and historically ‘correct’ set of instruments.  
 
 
Figure 4-20: Horn Players Jeroen Billiet, Yannick Maillet, Gilbert Cami and Pierre Rougerie playing 2-valve Van Cauwelaert 
horns for performances of la Nonne Sanglante, Charles Gounod with Insula Orchestra at the Paris Opéra Comique, June 
2018.(picture: Emmanuel Jacques) 
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4.5.3 Use of Van Cauwelaert three-valve horn CG6 in ORR Berlioz tour 
 CG6 
 CG6-LV8 (excerpt ‘les Troyens’ live recording) 
 CG6-LV9 (excerpt ‘Marche au Supplice’ - live recording) 
Horn CG6 was used during a tour in France, England, Holland and the United States of the 
Orchestre Revolutionnaire et Romantique featuring performances of works by Hector 
Berlioz.554 The horn section performed on original late 19th century horns, comprising 
three British-made piston horns of the Raoux-Millereau model comparable to horn YM1, 
whereas the author performed on Van Cauwelaert Gantois CG2. For some of the earlier 
works on the program, notably the arias from La Mort de Cléopâtre, a quartet of original 
Paris-built natural horns, comprising horn JB5, was used. 
 
In this project the Van Cauwelaert horn was set in the perspective of the ‘international 
mainstream instrument’ of the Belle Époque era. The balance with the other horns was 
good overall; however, the Van Cauwelaert horn demanded much effort to acquire 
sufficient projection. In the well-represented ‘scenic’ parts of the Berlioz works, notably 
the entrance of the Marche au Supplice  in the Symphonie Fantastique opus 14 and the ‘echo’ 
reply to the solo horn in the Chasse Royale of  Les Troyens the horn felt at its best.  
4.5.4 Implementation of repertoire and ‘Belle Époque techniques in an 
educational context 
To conclude this section I found it useful to share some thoughts on the use of findings 
from this research project in a modern-day educational context. Can artistic research 
provide incentives for a new, effective and personality-building style of music teaching? 
I have found the implementation of my findings particularly useful to students of all ages 
and abilities on three fields: repertoire choice, horn techniques and meta-ideas on 
education. Introducing uncommon repertoire was the most direct way of using research 
findings into the classroom. The pedagogical effectiveness of the Ghentian repertoire 
went beyond my expectations.  
Another way of introducing my research findings was to perform myself between my 
students during auditions, introducing them to pieces, instruments and technical 
solutions that were discovered during my research. It proved to be a great way of 
 
 
554 ORR Berlioz tour -September/October 2018 conducted by Sir John Eliot Gardiner. Horn section was Anneke 
Scott (principal); Joe Walters; Jeroen Billiet and Martin Lawrence. 
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introducing young horn players to unknown pieces and pushing them to a next level of 
understanding music, playing style, and the way their musical instruments work. I now 
use a repertoire in the classroom that is far more diverse and helps students become 
better players, and Belle Epoque Ghentian pieces gradually are finding their way back to 
the repertoire in other classes around the world. Many works have now reappeared in 
print after long periods of unavailability. The strength of the Ghent repertoire is that it 
enhances the development of proficient basic technique within the boundaries of a 
simple and easily digestible melody. The associative narrative also helped for the 
development of interpretational frameworks, especially when given to young students. 
The pieces and according techniques provided a solid base for the learning process of 
intermediate and advanced horn players. 
 







In the introduction to this dissertation is explained how a curious Belle Époque 
recording cut by Charles Heylbroeck around World War one was the starting point for an 
artistic research adventure whose findings can be read in the above chapters. In the run 
of the research project Heylbroeck’s intriguing  recording, with its uncommon 
expression, soft-sounding colors and extraordinary temporal flexibility, grew to a point 
that it became part of an artistic identity question: How does this recording, cut over a 
century ago by the ‘great-great-grandteacher’ of the ‘legacy’ to which I belong, relate to 
my own practice?  
 
As described in 3.2.1.1, a lot is known already about this recording. There is extensive 
information on the player; the arrangements played could be retrieved from the 
conservatory library; there is wide knowledge of the type of instrument, mute type and 
playing techniques of the era; and the recording gives an accurate view of stylistic 
parameters. All this is part of the DNA of the Ghentian horn tradition and provides a solid 
base for understanding —and evaluation— of the tradition’s most fundamental legacy, 




However, should I aim to play exactly as the Brave Belgians did? And if so, can it be 
done? Is this wealth of information and practice-based expertise sufficient to mimic the 
way Heylbroeck played over a hundred years ago? Can we accurately reproduce 
performances of the past in terms of musicality, style and sound if we possess detailed 
information on the techniques used, material, conditions and even an original audio 
example? In other words, can I, a player from the modern-day Ghent horn school, become 
a Brave Belgian simply by mastering, knowing and understanding? 
 
An acoustic recording truthful to the model of Heylbroeck’s early twentieth-century 
Disque Chantal recording was produced as a final artistic litmus test in this multifocal 
research project. Producing a recording today to standards of over a century ago might 
seem like a complete anachronism but it aimed to fulfill the role of an artistic ‘horizon 
merger’ in which a wealth of historical facts is interpreted in the context of my modern-
day artistic identity. The primary goal of this exercise was to produce an acoustically 
recorded 78RPM disk that would sound as the original disk in every possible aspect. Could 
revived particles of Brave Belgian DNA, retrieved in the run of this comprehensive 
research project, lead to a proper historical playing practice?  
 
The reproduction of an acoustic recording with the goal to sound exactly like Heylbroeck’s 
original showed several parallels to recent scientific experiments attempting to revive 
woolly mammoths.555 Cloning these extinct species is performed through introduction of 
mammoth DNA into genetically closely-related Asian elephants. But can the introduction 
of artistic DNA into a direct descendant of the Ghent horn tradition revive a true Brave 
Belgian? 
 
This experiment was a joint project with Huddersfield University research fellow Inja 
Stanovic,556and was conducted on 7 March 2020 in the early-music room of Huddersfield 
University, using a c1910 Broadwood upright piano557 in combination with horn CG6 and 
 
 
555 See: https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2017/07/woolly-mammoths-extinction-cloning-genetics/ 
visited 7 November 2020 
556 Inja Stanovic is a Croatian-British pianist and musicologist specialising in early recordings. She has received 
awards, prizes and scholarships around the world for her cutting-edge research, which combines historically-
informed performance practice with musicological research into the production of wax cylinders and early 
records. This website introduces some of her recent research and playing activities, with examples of her 
reconstructions of early recordings and publications. ((www.injastanovic.com.) This case-study was a joint 
experiment with the research project (Re)constructing Early Recordings: a guide for historically informed performance 
(Principal investigator: Dr. Inja Stanović, supported by Leverhulme Trust Early Career Fellowship and the 
University of Huddersfield (UK), 2017-2020).   
557 Collection of David Milsom 
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Willems-system mute nr. 3 of the Ghent horn collection.558 Rediscovery of the original 
parameters and conditions of the original recording as originally made was essential for 
its accurate reconstruction. Preceding the actual recording, the researchers focused on 
the following factors related to the original Disque Chantal cutting:  
 
-the artistic content (stylistic approach and concept, performance qualities) 
-hardware (recording facilities, musical instruments, sheet music)  
-conditions (in the case of acoustic recordings: close by, single-take recordings 
  
  
Figure 4-21: Mechanical Cutting of a 78RPM disk, University of Huddersfield, 7 March 2020. 
 
 
558 This horn, purchased by the school in 1894, was in use by Heylbroeck around the time of the original 
recording, and can be played with both E and an A crooks. Library lending registers of the Ghent conservatory, 
1910 (“CG6: en usage par mr. le professeur Heylbroeck”).  
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The first and second categories could be defined with reasonable certainty. Apart from 
the recording itself and the extensive information that was found, the exact 
transcriptions of both pieces could be retrieved from the Ghent Royal Conservatory 
library.559 Also, the horn was played with a small-rim original Van Cauwelaert mouthpiece 
at the original pitch and in the original keys, while making use of the characteristic in-lip 
embouchure position as shown on historical pictures of Ghentian players. Observations 
on style, as largely discussed in chapters III and IV of this dissertation, were integrated. 
  
Disque Chantal owner Léon Moeremans is known to have recorded the majority of their 
audio files in a contained backstage room of the Minard Theatre, around the corner from 
the Moeremans workshop at Waalse Krook in central Ghent.560 The piano present at that 
location in 1910 was most likely an upright French-style model from a local producer, 
which is clearly heard in the original recording. The date of publication of the original 
disc and its duration did not leave a lot of space for maneuvers when deciding which 
mechanical technologies to use. The assembly of mechanical recording equipment was 
achieved with generous help from Duncan Miller of Vulcan Records, using a traversing 
turntable disc recorder which he built in 2013. This machine records 10-inch discs, which 
was fortunate as the pieces we wished to record fit in the time scale of 10-inch diameter 
(slightly more than 3 minutes in length). The session required two recording funnels: a 
steel recording funnel (660mm by 203mm) and large zinc funnel (280mm by 1100mm), 
together with a sliding trunnion recorder (50mm diameter glass diaphragm). 
The horn was placed in order to play crosswise into the recording cone, next to the 
back of the piano and several trials were performed in order to obtain the right balance 
as shown on the original recording. Both pieces that figure on the original recording were 
then performed three times consecutively.561 The takes were also recorded digitally, for 
reference on possible distortion of artistic parameters through the old recording process. 
 
So, did we manage to revive a prehistoric recording from its ashes, and have we now 
fully succeeded in playing as Brave Belgians?  
 
A first observation was that the experience was fundamentally different from a 
modern setting. Even with twenty years of experience in historically informed horn 
performance, performing solo repertoire on a horn crooked in anything other than F 
 
 
559 Both parts are present as manuscripts under the succeeding numbers II17586 (Van der Haegen) en II17587 
(Mozart). Heylbroeck is mentioned as an arranger on the Mozart part. The text of both works completely 
complies with what is played on the recording.  
560 See: Bibliotheek Stad Gent. “Vinylpionier Op de Krook.” Accessed September 12, 2020. 
https://stad.gent/bibliotheek/dossiers/muziek-dans-en-film/vinylpionier-op-de-krook#vinylpionier. 
561 A more detailed report of this experiment will be published as a joint article of Jeroen Billiet and Inja Stanovic 
at a later date. 
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and/or Bb is difficult, something similarly observed during the orchestral trial sessions 
described earlier in this chapter.562 One-track performance, even of relatively easy pieces, 
seemed trickier than first thought. Applying the stylistic idioms of Ghentian Belle Époque 
playing to a maximum felt however surprisingly natural and truly allowed more focus on 
the melodic line of the music. From the pianist’s point of view, playing the 
accompaniment at an extremely high volume felt unmusical and odd. Everything needed 
to be performed significantly louder than intended, so that the performance would be 
registered in the wax. This is very tiring, and it significantly changes one’s perspective on 
the piece. Even if the piece is relatively short, like the ones recorded in this case study, it 
is challenging for the pianist's posture to play it with the  minimum dynamic being quite 
loud mf. Besides this, the personal expressional explorations are challenging, as how one 
plays is not necessarily what is heard recorded afterwards563. The pianist had previously 
recorded mechanically, and this influenced the perception of the expression and 
interpretational choices. The preparations for this recording session were extensive, and 
included a lot of mental exercises, including imagining ‘translations’ of the actual sound 
produced to recorded sound.  
 
 As seen from above descriptions, both recording musicians approached the artistic 
research conditioned by their own contexts. Stylistic approaches were modified 
throughout the session itself, where it became obvious that recording in certain 
conditions would definitely influence our interpretational choice no matter how much 
we mentally prepared for the session. The personal expressional explorations therefore 
became conditioned by the technicality of mechanical recording. The examples of this 
are include:  
 
1. the horn player being influenced by the physicality of horn resonating with the 
recording funnel, which in turn changed his technique and consequently his 
interpretational choices;  
2. the pianist changing the posture of the hand and body, as a result of playing both 
pieces loudly from beginning to the end;  
3. the ensemble communication in this context did not change significantly, as both 
musicians could see each other;  
 
 
562 Bb and F are the standard keys of the modern horn. And yes, I will adjust that term to something nicer. 
563 Although one has to play at an extreme amplitude in order to be registered on wax, resulting recordings are 
always at a much lower amplitude (relative to the amount of noise). More strikingly, dynamic contrasts (which 
may have been carefully controlled during the performance by the performing musicians) are substantially 
reduced and the recorded frequency balance will only partially reflect the range of frequencies that the 
recorded instruments are capable of producing; mechanical recording technologies are only capable of 
reproducing a limited dynamic range and mostly only manage to capture frequencies between 100 and 2000Hz.  
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4. the recording conditions seemed to enhance the effect of portamento slurs in the 
horn part and the asynchrony between the hands in the piano part;  
5. both musicians applied what they thought to be an exaggerated amount of rubato, 
which seemed not to register as much as they assumed it would.  
 
A simple comparison between the original and reproduction reveals a considerable 
number of interesting observations.  
 
First of all, yes, the reproduced recordings are pretty close to the original, both in terms 
of technical result as in musical concept. A measurable difference is the timing that is 
largely ten seconds shorter in the 2020 version than on the original record. As on the 
original recording, the sound differences between E and A crooks are easily audible, and 
the recording seems to enhance the effect of “portamento-style” slurs in the horn part.  
The above-stated distance/direction experiments revealed not only that the direction of 
the horn bell was far more determining for the result than the actual distance, but also 
created a notable effect on the perception of articulation. Tonguing sounded much more 
pronounced and direct in the ‘closer’ takes. In the original, the horn player seems to play 
a little more directly in the recording cone, however articulation seems to be softer than 
on the reproduction. The muted passage seems to confirm that the mute used was 
appropriate.  
However, whereas musical lines are generally conceived in the same way in both 
recordings, the sound production and intonation seemed to be less centered on the old 
one.  Our attempts to apply an intensive —and for modern ears even exaggerated—
amount of rubato faded somewhat when compared to the original. In general, the 2020 le 
Passant recording sounds quite natural to Belle Époque standards, however it is easily 
distinguishable from the original. The ‘new’ Mozart recording even has a vague ‘artificial’ 
feeling.  
 
So, has our attempt to reproduce a woolly mammoth from DNA samples produced a large, 
hairy… elephant? Cosmetically, and in terms of musical concept, well, yes. 
  
What this experiment proves is that even an extensive amount of performance research 
cannot erase intuitive practices and mindsets developed in the century dividing us from 
the original recording. Even if our reproductions turned out to be remarkably close to the 
originals, part of the artistic context turned out to be impossible to reproduce, even when 
an audio example could be used as a template.  
Although this case study was prepared with a large number of sources, mimicking the 
original recording in these particular circumstances was almost impossible: the 
differences between what was performed and what was recorded were significant, and 
one did not know how the disc would sound for days after the event. Both authors agreed 
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that stepping into a historical recording session influenced our performance not only in 
the session but also had further consequences, as this experience changed both authors’ 
understanding of early recordings in general. There is an important segment of 
experiencing the physicality of mechanical recording process; because it is not easy and 
one has to change a set of things in order to record (no matter how small these changes 
are), once this is experienced, it is as though one’s body recognizes what was done in 
order to produce the sounds that we hear. Therefore, the technical changes one has to 
conduct seem to have altered the perception of some of the musical parameters in 
historical recordings. Ultimately, the process of recording mechanically influenced both 
authors’ technical and artistic views on the pieces recorded as well as their views on 
historical recordings in general.  
 
This concluding case-study mostly proved how important it is to try to grasp all the 
contexts around historical sources. Researchers and performers interested in historical 
performance practices will continue to conduct their research using historical written 
and audio sources, treatises and various other forms of written evidence, leading to a 








This five-year long multifaceted case study of the Belle Époque Ghent horn legacy covers 
a mostly blank field in the history of the instrumental, artistic-educational practices and 
stylistic development in the Romantic era. A contextualizing framework was established 
through the application of a methodology that included the use of a wide variety of 
sources such as archival documents, music scores, musical instruments, peripheral 
writings and recordings as well as information retrieved through artistic practice. This 
information fed back to a comprehensive artistic output.  
 
The emergence of a successful horn legacy at the Ghent Royal Conservatory during the 
Romantic era occurred under the influence of a large number of social, educational and 
artistic incentives, and can be divided into three main periods, comprising a total of five 
different professorships: 
 
1835-1872: the first Ghentian horn school: A first consistent period of 37 years 
comprises the professorships of Martin-Joseph Mengal and Norbert Herteleer. The 
early days of horn instruction in Ghent were hands-on and practice-based, and 
generally relied on the French natural horn tradition. The Herteleer professorship 
can be regarded as a continuation of the class of Mengal, although the center of 
gravity gradually moved towards the valve horn around the middle of the 
nineteenth century. By the end of the 1860’s Herteleer’s class was in decay.  
 
1872-c1926: the second Ghentian horn school: This is the longest consistent period 
(54 years during) the playing legacy. A radical change in the training system 
occurred in the horn classes of the ‘long’ Belle Époque era comprising the 
professorships of the Liège trained player Jean Deprez as well as a large part of that 
of the latter’s student Charles Heylbroeck. Under the influence of François-Auguste 
Gevaert, new stylistic fashions and education methods, inspired by examples from 
the canonic tradition, were introduced. This soon led to a flourishing era of Belgian 
musical education that reached its peak in the first decade of the twentieth century.  
 
c.1926-1962: the third Ghentian horn school: Following the implosion of the 
traditional Belle Époque music networks and the decline of the romantic style, horn 
instruction evolved into a more modernist idiom while holding on to a series of 
traditional aspects. The appointment of Heylbroeck’s student Maurice Van 
Bocxstaele brought a more international style pattern to the Ghent horn class, 
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including a more demanding repertoire. Although the emphasis of the training 
system was still on the Van Cauwelaert F-horn, the modern double horn would 
gradually be introduced in the school. The retirement of Van Bocxstaele in 1962 was 
the end of ninety years of lyrical horn-playing at the Ghent conservatory, although 
aspects of this training line have undoubtedly survived in the courses of his students 
Roger Boone and André Van Driessche. 
 
All three Ghentian horn schools have turned out graduates with important and influential 
careers in the international music field.  However, the most eminent exponents of these 
‘Brave Belgians’ graduated in the second school. Players of the caliber of Louis-Victor 
Dufrasne, Maurice Van Bocxstaele and Charles Heylbroeck show that the ‘provincial’ 
Ghent Royal Conservatory was capable of training a relatively large number of musicians 
to international standards around the turn of the twentieth century. It is important to 
note that these ‘top level’ players were limited in number: in general only one or two per 
decade of a training line that had an average inflow of 2-3 players yearly. Despite their 
small number, the achievements of these players comprise the founding of successful 
training lines in Belgium and abroad and the development of technical, stylistic and 
educational paradigms of which aspects have survived until the present day. These 
players also inspired the creation of a wealth of horn compositions in lyrical style that 
are still of high artistic and educational relevance today. 
 
The new style in horn playing established at the start of the Belle Époque era seems to 
have begun as a reaction against popular playing styles that had found their way into 
European brass playing after the gradual introduction of valve instruments in the period 
between 1820 and 1860. In the first decades of the Belle Epoque era, the influence of 
François-Auguste Gevaert’s ancient music movement, symbolized by the continuous use 
of natural horn technique on the two-valve horn in Belgium, was decisive in the 
development of an evocative and highly expressive playing style. This idiom had 
developed into a fully lyrical narrative that called for instruments of exceptional 
expressive ability, exemplified in the horns manufactured by Van Cauwelaert of Brussels. 
Although new ideas on artistic freedom emerged under the influence of supporters of the 
art critic Octave Maus, the development of horn education and repertoire mostly 
followed the dogmas of the Académie Royale, emphasizing the importance of technical 
reliability and knowledge of the canonic tradition on the path towards the highest 
possible artistic goal: l’Art libre. 
 
The development of the Ghentian horn training system was the result of a unique 
combination of social, political, educational and artistic factors. Jean Deprez introduced 
a successful playing concept taken from the Liège Royal Conservatory and developed it 
further into a performance-oriented school for horn playing in the lyrical style. The 
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technical superiority of horn players from the second Ghentian horn school was built on 
hard work through a doctrinaire educational approach and was backed by a decisive 
political generation. Powered by the liberal educational policies of the 1870’s, the Ghent 
Royal Conservatory actively lowered the threshold of musical education by carefully 
selecting boys from lower social classes who showed musical ability. These recruits were 
then immersed into musical culture by skillful teachers in group lessons, ensuring a 
homogeneous supply of much-needed horn players for orchestras in Belgium and abroad. 
Technical supremacy, beauty of tone as well as solid endurance and accuracy in the high 
register were obtained through the use of particular embouchure technique and trained 
through the consistent use of a highly poetic and non-virtuoso solo repertoire. Musical 
refinement was obtained through the use of declamatory-style expression techniques and 
abundant flexibility in tempo, intonation, articulation and tonal color reminiscent of the 
French Mélodie tradition.  
 
Largely helped by rising standards and awareness of musical values, new compositions in 
a lyrical, highly eclectic and Bourgeois style became fashionable. This form of repertoire 
became first apparent in Brussels, and is represented in the horn works of Joseph Dupont, 
Léon Du Bois and Léon Van Cromphaut. The final decades of the nineteenth century also 
saw a small but consistent repertoire of horn ensembles with prominent and demanding 
principal horn parts. After 1890, new ‘tableaux-style’ works by Ghentians Louis De Waele, 
Joseph Van der Meulen and Emiel Hullebroeck marked a move towards a highly evocative 
musical genre based on simple, understandable lyricism. The fifteen-year period between 
the writing of Joseph Ryelandt’s intimate Sonata opus 18 (1897) and Robert Herberigs’ 
flamboyant Cyrano de Bergerac (1912) saw the high-point of the Ghentian tradition. The 
repertoire from that time, which includes a wealth of arrangements, symbolizes not only 
the merits of the Ghentian horn school at its peak, but also a point of existential change. 
The 1913 Ghent World Exposition opened the artistic eye of the city’s elite towards a new 
fashion of international artistic developments. Only one year after Herberigs’ eloquent 
tribute to the evocative lyrical horn tradition, Paul Gilson (1865-1942) would enter new 
paths with the writing of his elaborately non-lyrical Cinq Préludes (1913); however, these 
works seem to have been mostly neglected by players of the time. Then, the destructions 
of the artistic tissue that occurred during the First World War hit the poetic-style Ghent 
horn school with such force that it would never fully recover. 
 
As a result, the interwar period was notoriously unproductive in terms of horn repertoire 
in Belgium, though interest renewed with the appearance of Maurice Van Bocxstaele as 
the leading protagonist of the third Ghentian horn school. His close contacts with 
internationally acclaimed personalities such as Igor Stravinsky and Ernest Ansermet 
evoked a thorough rethinking of the old-school traditions. The lyricism used by the next 
generation of Ghentian composers would become one of a more modernist and 
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internationally connected —yet conservative— kind, as is shown in the works by Jane 
Vignery and Jules Bouquet.  
Epilogue 
To wrap up this dissertation, I want to address some more artistic conclusions on playing 
technique, stylistic expression, education and the resulting everyday impact of findings 
in the four preceding chapters.  
 
My respected horn teacher prof. Luc Bergé (1956), himself a true Brave Belgian gifted with 
eminent expressive abilities, trained me in the full paradigm of the old Ghentian school. 
The first thing to be done when I entered his class at the Ghent Royal Conservatory in 
September 1995 was ‘correcting my embouchure.’ The doctrine was to be fulfilled first, 
enabling the following years to be filled with pure music and expression. For me it turned 
out to be the right choice, and if I have eventually become an exponent of this Ghent horn 
diaspora myself, I am convinced this is largely due to this approach.  
Once, however when taking lessons with Froydis Ree Wekre (1941) at the end of the 
1990’s, she pointed at this doctrinal embouchure position as a cause for poor flexibility 
with a simple one-liner: ‘You learned the rules well. Now it’s time to break them’.564 After 
twenty years of experience as an international performer, teacher and researcher it was 
the second most valuable advice, apart from prof. Bergé’s training, that I ever received in 
my professional life. 
There is an obvious reason why doctrinaire education systems are particularly popular in 
the context of instrumental learning: they have clear rules and a known outcome when 
the student ‘gets it right’. In a next stage, a horn studio can become a sort of secret society 
in which all players share a common identity in sound and musical approach. The best 
players will obtain a star status and become the heralds of the tradition, as in the 
examples of Dufrasne, Van Bocxstaele or Meert. During this research project, the highly 
dogmatic ‘Van Driessche doctrine’ for embouchure technique I had received through my 
Ghentian training helped me to develop the in-lip embouchure setting that was used by 
the Ghentian players of the past. In some way, the rigid ‘rules’ helped me to eventually 
‘break free’ and to become a far more flexible player in terms of technique and 
expressivity.  
 
The Ghentian school was also a showcase for an inclusive education system, offering 
opportunities to children from the lower classes. Today’s conservatories do not have this 
social blend, nor do they serve in any way as institutions for social levelling. Crises even 
 
 
564 Masterclass with Froydis Ree Wekre, Riva del Garda, summer 1998. 
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larger than the one faced by the music profession today were subsequently tackled by 
these institutions, and eventually overcome. Although the social context of our societies 
has changed to great extent, and there is not a single reason why we should go back to 
practices of the past, we can obviously learn a lot about the present by studying the past.  
The success of the Brave Belgians was not uniquely defined by their elegant playing style, 
but also by their work ethics and their collegiality. They adapted easily to new situations 
and artistic concepts. Poor career opportunities and low wages forced the most proficient 
of these players to careers abroad, to the casino orchestras in resorts and provincial 
theatres in France, and then to the emerging musical markets of the Anglo-Saxon world. 
It is important to note that the most flourishing era of cultural life during the Belle 
Epoque were the years between 1890 and 1910, when freedom of movement was at its 
peak.  
The extent to which the Brave Belgian’s legacy is a basis for our current playing practices 
is however hard to determine. The remarkably poetic playing style as shown by Jean-
Pierre Dassonville at the 2019 51st International Horn Symposium in Ghent seems to be 
closely connected to the initial musical values of the “old” Belgian horn playing school.565 
Dassonville impressed the international public with an unheard sense of lyrical mastery 
in performances of Paul Dukas’ Villanelle, Ethel Smyth’s Elegie for horn, violin and orchestra 
and in various Belgian romantic works from the flourishing time of the Brave Belgians 
during his symposium recitals.566 At the same event, many of the North American players 
present were ‘direct descendants’ of the Dufrasne/Farkas-Miller-Kotas-Brouk branch of 
the Ghent horn school. Their approach to horn playing style displayed at IHS51 does not 
suggest any link between the delicate, elaborated playing of Dassonville and a beautifully 
robust, velvet-sound modernist style that was mainly represented by the American-
trained players.  
The link between the diverse playing styles of different branches of the 
Radoux/Heylbroeck/Dufrasne legacy might not be entirely clear to modern-day 
audiences. Dufrasne, Heylbroeck and Van Bocxstaele seem to have based their education 
on a system that privileged transferrable skills that were flexibly useable in different 
environments. Attention points as embouchure, a general lyrical approach towards music 
and for the standards of technical proficiency were adapted to new contexts, expressing 
 
 
565 Surprisingly, Dassonville’s ‘horn-pedigree’ has no direct connection with the Liège tradition of Toussaint 
Radoux: he studied with Francis Orval, who was a pupil of Adhémar Pluvinage, himself belonging to the Brussels 
branch of the school through his teacher Théo Mahy, student of Louis-Henri Merck. This could be an indication 
that the highly poetic approach of playing was a fashion that developped parallelly in Brussels, Liège and Ghent 
under the impulse of Gevaert’s reforms.  
566 Billiet, Jeroen, and Rik Vercruysse. International Horn Symposium. Moving Horns -IHS51 Ghent - Program 
Book. Ghent: KASKConservatorium/School of Arts Ghent, 2019. 
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common values in the shape of playing practices and techniques, repertoire preference 
and ideas on musical interpretation. Migration, mass-availability of recordings and a 
large variety of international events transformed these practices into those we know 
today. Successful traditions develop, flourish, are influenced, adapt, and eventually 
merge into new artistic paths. Without evolution, a tradition becomes a museum  
 
The declamatory expressivity of the late romantic Ghent horn tradition has now been 
wiped out by nearly a century of modernism. The precise reconstruction of an acoustic 
recording in the last months of this research project subject was utterly mind-blowing 
and disappointing at the same time. My attempt to bring to life a wooly mammoth from 
scrap pieces of an old tradition had —indeed— created a tall and hairy elephant. It shows 
that somewhere in the run of the twentieth century, some of this information dropped 
out of our artistic DNA. The expressive narrative of the Heylbroeck recordings had 
transformed into new paths, into the lush conservative modernism of Vignery, the 
associative use of the horn transformed into today’s epic film scores and new expressional 
fashions in a wealth of artistic currents. 
Hosting the 51st International horn Symposium in July 2019 in Ghent Royal Conservatory 
was an important part of this research project. The event was not only held at one of the 
most iconic places in the history of the horn but was also a celebration of the growing 
diversity of the horn playing world that will hopefully ensure the future of our fine 
instrument. 
The parallels between past and present are apparent and need not to be further 
explained. The past five years have overall been a quest of a lifetime in which I was able 
to investigate fundamental artistic questions and broaden views on educational practices 
rather than aiming for a strict reproduction of the past.  







Figure 4-22: ‘Being Brave Belgian’ Wet plate collodion photo made to the example mirroring W. Linnig’s 1876 portrait of a 
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I n t r o d u c t i o n  –   
g o a l ,  a c c o u n t a b i l i t y  &  l i m i t a t i o n s  
 
g o a l  
This volume serves as a reference guide on sources concerning 
players, instruments and music related to the Ghent Royal 
Conservatory horn class in the Belle Epoque period (1871-1914). It 
is a contextual appendix to the doctoral thesis Brave Belgians: an 
artistic analysis of the Ghentian horn tradition in the Belle Epoque that 
can also be consulted by scholars performing future research on 
a variety of topics.  
a c c o u n t a b i l i t y  
As stated in the introduction of the doctoral thesis, the existence 
of an important horn tradition emerging from the Ghent 
conservatory in the late romantic period was largely 
undocumented and anecdotal. The unavailability of information 
turned the search for archival material into a titanic work that 
nevertheless proved to be extremely revealing. Compiling and 
analyzing the major relevant sources on Ghentian Players 
originating from public and private archives, databases and 
collections, provided new awareness of the lives and artistic 
contexts of common musicians of the late romantic era. It is a 
time capsule documenting their social, educational, economic 
background, and offers a broader view on how these player’s 
artistic achievements were initiated and developed. 
l i m i t a t i o n s  
Artistic traditions rarely stay within the limits of a fixed 
historical time-frame. I have found it useful not only to focus on 
players active in the Belle Epoque period, but also briefly to 
discuss players active in Ghent from the founding of the 
conservatory in 1835 up to the end of the professorship of 
Maurice Van Bocxstaele (1897-1974) in 1962.  This volume thus is 
a source of information on the turbulent 37-year run-up to the 
founding of a Liège-system horn class in the Ghent conservatory 
in 1872, as well as the gradual disappearance of the traditional 
Ghentian education system and its merger with more 
internationally- based stylistic tendencies.  
 
 11 
A b b r e v i a t i o n s   
N o t e s  o n  s o u r c e s  
 
 
L i b r a r i e s ,  A r c h i v e s  &  I n s t i t u t i o n s  
 
Gc= Ghent (Royal) Conservatory 
Bc= Brussels Royal Conservatory 
Lc= Liège Royal Conservatory 
GO=Ghent Opera 
 
SdcC= Société des Concerts du Conservatoire 
One of the cornerstones of the Conservatoire system was the so-
called Société des Concerts du Conservatoire. These associations 
provided a series of concerts, often performed by an orchestra 
consisting of teachers and (mainly) graduated or advanced 
students. In some seasons and locations, these societies operated 
under different names. Brussels, Ghent and Liège had long-
running traditions of Société concerts led by their illustrious 
directors F.A. Gevaert, A. Samuel, J.T. Radoux, but municipal 
conservatories in Bruges, Namur or Mons also provided a yearly 
series of concerts. 
During the Belle Epoque era, the Sociétés devoted their programs 
mainly to canonic musical works, offering the fast-growing 
metropolitan concert audiences a high-end intellectual 
alternative to the booming Concerts Populaires. The Ghent-trained 
director of the Brussels conservatory, F.A. Gevaert, would 
transform the Brussels Société to a nearly-sacred place for music-
making, performing primarily major works by baroque and 
classical masters.2 The Sociétés can thus be regarded as a driving 




2 See: Vanhulst, Henri, ‘Gevaert, directeur du Conservatoire royal de Bruxelles et de sa 
Société de concerts’, Revue Belge de Musicologie/Belgisch Muziekwetenschappelijk 





A b b r e v i a t i o n s   
N o t e s  o n  s o u r c e s  
 
B-Gar= City Archive Gent (= Stadsarchief Gent) 
currently located at de Zwarte Doos, Dulle Grietlaan, Gentbrugge.  
B-Gar holds records of the conservatory in its early days (1835-
c1855) under its archive series U.III.6 ‘stukken betreffende het 
Koninklijk Muziekconservatorium’:  
 
III.6. 1. Inrichting en organisatie  
III.6.2. Directie en personeel  
III.6.3. Financiële administratie  
III.6.3.a. Begroting 
III.6.3.b. rekeningen 
III.6.3.c. subsidies en beurzen  
Various other files contain a large amount of information on the 
housing and construction projects of the school during the 19th 
century. 
 
AGO= Archives of Ghent Opera 
currently kept at B-Gar, containing 557 files coded AGO 1-557, 
comprising information on the workings of the opera from the 
late 18th century up to the  fusion of the Flemish Opera of 
Antwerp and Ghent opera houses in 1989.  
 
B-Gc = Music Library of the Ghent Royal Conservatory  
Since 2015 located at HoGent Campus de Wijnaert.  Since the 
founding of the school  the library has grown continuously and 
now has 4 main sections: 
 
-a historical/heritage library comprising manuscripts and 
printed works, with a focus on regional composers. 
-general musicological documentation, monographies, 




A b b r e v i a t i o n s   
N o t e s  o n  s o u r c e s  
 
 
-selected information on the history of the conservatory: 
exam and concert programs and graduation books 
(palmarès or annuaires), 1835-present 
-a sheet-music library intended for the use of 
conservatory students, also containing an important 
historical volume of works historically used in the 
institutes’ classrooms.  
-a modern-day wide-focus music library  
 
B-Gc is a member of the CaGeWeb association (www.cageweb.be), 
the joint catalogue project of the Ghentian Scientific libraries. 
 
aB-Gc = Old Archive of Ghent Conservatory 
Since 2015 located at HoGent Campus de Wijnaert, Geraard De 
Duivelstraat 1. 
The “old archives” hold most of the Conservatory’s 
administrative documents issued between 1852 and 1950. The 
structure of these archives has not been changed during the past 
hundred years, and there is currently no comprehensive catalog 
available. Many volumes in aB-Gc have never truly been explored 
and are a treasure trove for researchers working on a wide 
variety of subjects. However, due to its current partially unsorted 
status, there is no clear referencing system. To keep clear the 
origin of archival evidence cited in this volume, a simple DIY 
referencing system was developed. 
 
The different collections of aB-Gc are: 
 
Dxx : gathering of loose documents and correspondence 
relating to the daily functioning of the conservatory, 
contained in 67 green boxes. These include administrative 
files on many of the teachers and personnel, 
correspondence to and from the direction and relating to 
the artistic functioning of the school, as well an enormous 





A b b r e v i a t i o n s   
N o t e s  o n  s o u r c e s  
 
numbered D2 to D84. A concise index of their content was 
set by the author in 2003.3 Documents originating from  
this part of aB-Gc is referred to as D followed by the box 
number and, if retrieved, a historical file number or code. 
 
FINxxxx : Comptes: file containing information on the 
finances of the conservatory: payment lists of the 
teachers, purchase of instruments, concert accountancy, 
daily expenses, invoices for a specific year 
 
- LD: ‘loose documents’: 
 
-Procès Verbaux and reports of the Comité de 
Surveillance and Comité Administrative (years 1846-
1856 and 1879-1891) 
-Copies of letters written by the administration of 
the conservatory (years 1891-1896) 
-a small collection of historical pictures,  
-the complete collection of old library catalogue 
tokens of the former “drawer” catalogues, old 
library registers etc. 
-press article compilation books (Société des 
Concerts, 1900-1914 appr.) 
-player records from the Société des Concerts du 
Conservatoire, 
-documents relating to the library:  registers, 
accountancy, tokens, and many more 
miscellaneous documents relating to the daily 
working of the conservatoire between 
approximately 1850 and 1950. 









A b b r e v i a t i o n s   
N o t e s  o n  s o u r c e s  
 
A d m i n i s t r a t i v e  D o c u m e n t s  i n  t h e  ‘ o l d  
a r c h i v e s ’  ( a B - G c )  
 
RM= régistre de matricules.  
Although Ghent Royal Conservatory possesses detailed 
enrollment lists of most students from 1856 onwards, some of the 
19th-century years are incomplete: a first register ranges from 
1856 up to the reform of the conservatory into a state institute 
(Conservatoire Royal) in 1872.  Of those records relevant to this 
study, notably the years between 1872 and 1890 are incomplete. 
Full individual records (including detailed study curricula, home 
addresses and social details such as profession of parents) were 
kept on all enrolled students from approximately 1893 onwards.  
 
Fragmentary student lists occur in several loose administrative 
documents for the years 1849-1856, although often the Annuaires 
for those years can provide supplementary documentation on 
students studying at the school in those early times. The first 
complete Régistre de Matricule however is the one comprising the 
enrollment years 1856 to June 1872. Then, a new registration 
system, restarting the matricule numbers, is used from September 
1872 onwards. This particular numbering system is maintained 
up to the early 1950’s, thus including around 15000 student 
records documenting over half a century of musical education in 
Ghent. 
 
Although several other documents concerning the conservatory 
population before 1890 exist, detailed student tokens would be 
introduced only from the last decade of the 19th century onwards. 
Unfortunately, this also means that essential information on some 
significant players in the first two decades of the Deprez 









From approximately 1895 the Conservatory used a numbered 
Régistre de Matricule as a filing system, along with tokens to be kept 
in alphabetical order.  
Not only do they reveal much information on the curriculum, but 
important  information on the social positions of these students 
could be retrieved.  
 
The complete collection of cardboard tokens is currently (2020) kept 
at the archives of the School of Arts Ghent dean, Bijloke Campus. 
However, several thousands of tokens (mostly doubles, presumably 
used as temporary documents upon enrollment) and all Régistres de 
Matricule are kept in the old archives at Wijnaert Campus.  
 
Note: As a consequence of the new system starting over again with new 
enrollment numbers in 1872, some serials have been used twice by the 
administration. For transparency, the letters AM (Ancien Matricule) have 
been added to the serials occurring in the old filing system.  
 
A b b r e v i a t i o n s   
N o t e s  o n  s o u r c e s  
 
ExR= exam reports,  
Exam reports surviving of several years, Old Ghent conservatory 
archives.  (no index). Most exam reports are purely 
administrative and give little information on the concrete artistic 
achievements of the students. An exception to this is the 
document ARCH1 -Comptes Rendus des Concours Annuels, written by 
F.A. Gevaert.  This important document consists of a volume of 
critiques on the exams between 1856 and 1861. Gevaert, then a 
member of the school’s Commission de Surveillance, describes many 
aspects of the daily life and educational policies. Some of these 
critiques were also published in the local newspaper le Journal de 
Gand.  
Further exam reports were also published in the abundant 





A b b r e v i a t i o n s   
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information that can be retrieved from these reports seems too 
shallow for useful conclusions.  
 
Anxxxx= Annuaire or Palmarès of the year xxxx 
Honors lists, published yearly at the so-called distribution 
Solennelle des Prix décernés dans les Concours. In some years, the 
Annuaire is only published at the beginning of the next calendar 
year, hence the common discrepancy between graduation year 
and publication year of the annuaire. Kept in B-Gc. 
 
N o t e  o n  D i p l o m a s :   
The Belgian musical education system was closely based on the 
French conservatoire system of the mid-19th century. The issuing 
of grades and diplomas worked in the same way. The Ghent 
conservatory issued only ‘prizes’ for the instrumental courses in 
the higher (professional) classes, except for the years between 




Mention honorable: the jury acknowledges the merits of 
the student 
Accessit: (in some years divided between 1° and 2° 
Accessit):  
pupil has acknowledged possibilities for further 
development, but not enough mastering of skills to obtain 
a grade. 
2° Prix:  pupil is a good instrumentalist and could 
eventually work as a tutti player in orchestras 
1° Prix : pupil is fully developed as an artist and has the 
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UN: Prix discerné à l’unanimité (grade obtained with 
unanimous votes of the jury) 
DIST: Distinction Honors 
GR DIST: Grande Distinction Cum Laude 
+ GR DIST: la Plus grande Distinction: Magna Cum Laude  
 
N o t e  o n  A d d r e s s e s :   
The original street names as written in the original documents 
have been mentioned if retrievable.   
R e f e r e n c e  B o o k s  
See bibliography in main volume 
O r c h e s t r a l  L i s t i n g s  
Have been included at the end of part 1 as they might be valuable 
to other researchers. 
 
 




































1 . 1  T e a c h e r s  o f  H o r n  
a t  G h e n t  ( R o y a l )  
C o n s e r v a t o r y , 1 8 3 5 -





1. Martin-Joseph Mengal (1835-1851) 
2. Norbert Herteleer (1851-1872) 
3. Jean-François Deprez (1872-1902) 
4. Charles Heylbroeck (1902-1938) 













Ghent , 27 January 1784 – 4 July 1851 
Teacher of horn at Ghent Conservatory, September 1835-June 1851 
 
Three generations of Mengal family members were exceptional horn players. Father 
Jacques-Joseph Mengal (Brussels 1753-Gent 1826) was a horn player in the Ghent Opera 
orchestra. The younger brother of Martin-Joseph, Jean-Baptiste (Gent 1792-Paris 1878) 
became one of the first-rank players of his generation in the French capital. Martin-
Joseph’s son Auguste Mengal (1828-1907) was an acclaimed horn virtuoso obtaining top 
positions at  a young age, pursuing however an international career as a lyrical tenor from 
the 1850’s onwards. 
 
As a student of Frédéric Duvernoy (1765-1838), Joseph Mengal was trained in the same 
Parisian hand horn tradition to which also belonged the great and mighty players of the 
19th century hand horn tradition: Louis-François Dauprat (1781-1868) and Jacques-François 
Gallay (1795-1864). Like his above-mentioned brother, Martin-Joseph had a worthy career 
as a horn player and composer in Paris, before returning to the Low Countries in 1824. He 
then started as a theatre director, with seasons in Ghent, Antwerp and the Hague. 
At the founding of the Ghent Conservatory in 1835, Joseph Mengal was asked to become its 
first director, teacher in harmony, composition and horn. He succeeded in the startup of a 
successful horn and composition class, in which he trained important next-generation 
musicians like Pierre Van Haute, but importantly also such influential figures as 
composers as  François-Auguste Gevaert (1828-1908) and Karel Miry (1823-1889).  
 




Jacques-Joseph Mengal  
(home, c1792-1800) 
Frédéric Duvernoy  









S O U R C E S  —   
 
1796-1803 
Horn Player • GO 
1804-1808  
Horn Player • Garde Impériale, Paris 
1809-1812  
Principal Horn • Théâtre de l’Odéon, Paris 
1812-1824  
Principal Horn • Théâtre Feydeau (Opéra Comique), Paris 
1824-1824  
Principal Horn •Théâtre Feydeau (Opéra Comique), Paris 
1825-1829  
Director• Théâtre de Gand, Ghent 
1831-1833  




Bergmans (1901) pp 299-306 
Van Driessche (1998), pp 281-
332 
Billiet (2008) pp 83-86 
Director • theater ‘s Gravenhage, the Hague 
1835-1851  






S O C I A L  





Born in a family of musicians, Joseph Mengal was a true 
society figure and much-respected authority in Ghent and 
beyond. As director of the Ghent conservatory he became 
one of the most influential figures in Ghentian cultural 
life, along with Jan-Frans Willems (1793-1846) and Karel-






Ghent, 27 September 1829 – 26 March 18744 
 
Teacher of horn at Ghent Conservatory, September 1851-June 187 
 
Norbert Herteleer’s father was a pioneer of the valve trumpet. At the age of eleven, 
Herteleer jeune was playing second cornet next to his father in the Ghent opera orchestra. 
Around that time, he began lessons for harmony and horn in Mengal’s class, obtaining a 1° 
prix for the horn in 1843 and for harmony in 1846. Upon Mengal’s death in 1851 he obtained 
the position of teacher of horn and cornet à pistons at the Ghent conservatory. In 1852 he 
became principal horn of the Ghent theatre orchestra upon the departure of Pierre Van 
Haute. His initial position as a much-respected musician in the city, where he also 
conducted several wind bands, changed from 1860 onwards when Herteleer became 
involved into serious conflicts with both the directions of the conservatory and the opera 
house. In 1872 his position had become unsustainable and he was dismissed from the opera 
orchestra. In May 1872 he was incarcerated in the hospice Saint-Guislain. During the following 
months, the city council offered him an honorable retreat of his function, and organized an 
audition for a successor. He was succeeded in both his functions by Jean Deprez from 
September 1872 onwards. 5 
 
E D U C A T I O N  —  
C A R E E R  
O V E R V I E W  
 
Horn: 
Martin-Joseph Mengal  
(KCG c1837-1843) 
 
M A I N  S O U R C E S  —   
 
Bergmans (1901): 273, 500 




D13 personnel avant 1878 
correspondances avant 1878 




Concert & Exam Programs KCG 1841-
1872 
 
AGO:  files 330-333 
1840-1841 
2nd Valve Trumpet (cornet?) • GO 
10 August 1842 Plays symphonie concertante for 3 horns by J. M. 




Horn Player • GO 
 
20 December 1852 nomination as teacher of horn and cornet  
28 March 1858 soloist in Matinée Musicale CG at Sale de Trône 
 
1852-1872 
Principal • GO 
Principal • SdcC KCG 
Horn and Cornet Teacher • KCG 
7 September 1872 dismissed honorably (with a right to pension) 
 
4 Bergmans (1901): 273 mentions 1877, obviously a mistake as correspondence file regarding the 




S O C I A L  
B A C K G R O U N D  
 
Herteleer’s father was a cornet player in the Ghent opera. Sources reveal the image of a 




S E L E C T E D  B I O G R A P H I C A L  
C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  &  P R E S S  




Monsieur Herteleer est de nouveau venu me voir hier (.. ?..) entretien de ce dette. Il me 
semble que vous pourriez la répartir sur les 7 derniers mois de cette année ce qui ferait F. 
12.50 par mois. Il est vrai qu’il aurait du avoir satisfait cette dette mais puisqu’il ne l’a pas 
fait, et qu’il n’y a rien à en faire, il faut apprécier les gens tels qu’ils sont. L’été il gagne peu 
et il paraît bien qu’il a du mal à nouer les deux bouts. Veuillez régler cette affaire sur ce pied. 
Van den Hecke de Lembeke to J. Bernard. “Monsieur Herteleer” July 4, 1866. D13. aB-Gc. 
 
(…) Je prends donc cette voie pour vous adresser le poulet qui m’a été remis hier à charge 
de M. Herteleer.  
Cet homme est et restera d’un éternel mauvais vouloir. 
 
Van den Hecke de Lembeke to . “Herteleer” May 27, 1868. aB-Gc: D13-17 
 
Il s'en trouve un professeur dans notre établissement, entre autres, qui ait chargé à la fois 
de l’enseignement des classes de cor, de cornet à pistons, et de trompette. Ce professeur se 
trouve dans une position des plus précaires et depuis à l’habitude de brocanter les 
instruments destinées à ses élèves. 
 
Burbure, Gustave de. “Gustave de Burbure à Adolphe Sax, Facteur d’instruments à Paris” October 15, 1869. aB-Gc: Fin1869. 
 
‘Gustave  de Burbure à Jules Bernard.  
Monsieur de Burbure prie le cher Monsieur Bernard de ne point payer à Mr. Herteleer 
professeur au Conservatoire le traitement division de décembre 1869 et janvier 1870, celui-
ci ayant promis que la somme a toucher validerait sur une séance de 70 francs que mr. 
Oscar a chargé de Mr. Herteleer pour argent emprunté.’ 
 
Burbure, Oscar de. “De Burbure to Bernard” January 18, 1869. aB-Gc: D13-17. 
 
‘Amende de Cinq Francs: Infligée à M. Herteleer, 1° cor pour avoir, malgré les observations 
réitérées de chef d'orchestre pendant la répétition joué des variations et toute autre partie 
écrite dans sa partie dans le ballet représentation au 20 novembre 1871’ 
 
“Amende 20/11/1871” November 20, 1871. B-Gar: AGO333 
 
 27 
Dans la séance du mois de Juillet courant, notre commission à pris la rectification 
d’effectuer une enquète sur l’état de monsieur le professeur Herteleer, atteint d’aliénation 
mutati depuis une quinzaine de jours et colloqué à l’hospice de monsieur le docteur 
Guislain. Dans la même séance, des collègues m’ont délégué pour constater par soi-même 
l’état de M. Herteleer. Le résultat de cette visite m’a donné l’assurance de l’avis du médecin 
de l’hospice qui réellement voit sur la santé de M Herteleer. (…) 
Dans cet état de sein, l’entente du nouvel année scolaire exige qu’il soit procedé le plus tôt 
possible à la nomination d’un nouveau professeur de cor au conservatoire 




A R C H I V E :   
N o r b e r t  H e r t e l e e r  
 
 
Gevaert, François-Auguste. “Conservatoire de Musique de Gand – Comptes Rendus des concours 1856 à 1861,” 1861. 
aB-Gc: ARCH1.  
“Conservatoire Royal de Gand-Procès Verbaux Des Séances de La Commission de Surveillance Du Conservatoire de 
Musique de Gand, 1846-1856 ” 1856. aB-Gc: ARCH3. 
“Musique pour Cor-frais fait par mr. Herteleer” May 6, 1857. aB-Gc: Fin1857. 
Vandenhecke, Victor. “à Mr. Vandenhecke, Taymans et de Burbure” May 29, 1868. aB-Gc: D13 
de Burbure, Gustave“Letter of the Administration of the Conservatoire to the Maire of Ghent,” March 27, 
1872. AGO330  
“Amende à mr. Hertheler pour refus de services: 20 fr. (Faust)” January 21, 1871. aSG: AGO333.  
 de Burbure, Gustave. “de Burbure à Bernard” January 18, 1869. aB-Gc: D13-17 
de Burbure, Gustave “Lettre Au Collège - Herteleer” July 19, 1872. aB-Gc: D13 
“Classe de Cor: Nomination à faire en remplacement de Mr. Herteleer” 3 September 1872. aB-Gc D13 
“City Council to Conservatoire commission” August 16, 1872. aB-Gc: D13  








Liège, 3 March 1844 –Ghent, 28 May 1902 
 
Teacher of horn at Ghent Conservatory, September 1872-May 19026 
 
Jean-François Deprez studied the horn with both Hubert Massart (1793-1858) and Jean-
Toussaint Radoux (1825-1889) at the Liège conservatoire, where he obtained a premier prix 
for valve horn in 1859, the prix d’excellence in 1861 and a premier prix for the natural horn in 
1863. He served as principal horn of several orchestras and military bands in the Liège area, 
and notably in the resort of Spa through the 1860s.  
In September 1872 he succeeded Norbert Herteleer as teacher of horn at the Ghent 
conservatoire, after a successful audition. In 1889 he founded an ensemble course for brass 
ensemble. Deprez conducted the Grande Harmonie of Ghent (from 1873 onwards) as well as 
the Harmonie Municipale of Oudenaarde (from 1883 onwards. Around that time he also 
obtained the position of brass teacher at the city of Oudenaarde).  
As a player he was praised as a virtuoso with an exceptional tone quality and great accuracy, 
and for the performance of poetic repertoire as the Nocturne from Mendelssohn’s Midsummer 
Night’s Dream.  
It is obvious that Deprez’s training system was similar to what was practiced in Liège, and its 
impact was surprisingly similar. It was aided by the popularization of musical education in 
Belgium in the same decades, offering novel possibilities for recruiting students, and 
opportunities for graduates to move abroad and make a career in the fast-growing music 
scenes of France, England and the United States. Of particular interest in the Alumni list of 
Deprez figures Louis-Victor Dufrasne (1878-1941), who would become by far the most 
influential horn teacher in the United States during the interwar era.  
From 1898 onwards, Deprez was forced to reduce his activities in Ghent due to serious health 
problems.  
Deprez was a key figure in the development of the horn in Belgium. The introduction of the 
Liège horn-playing tradition to Ghent, including stylistic and instrumental preferences, 
paved the way for a further development of the lyrical style in Belgium. The success of his 
own horn class and that of his successor Karel Heylbroeck had an overwhelming influence 
on the creation of new music in the Belle Epoque. 
 
E D U C A T I O N  —  C A R E E R  O V E R V I E W   
Horn: 
Hubert Massart (B-Lc1854-1856 )  
Jean-Toussaint Radoux (B-Lc 1856-1863) 
1858: 2° Prix B-Lc (valve horn) 
1861: 1° Prix B-Lc (valve horn) 
1860-1872: Horn Player •Théâtre de Liège •  
principal from appr. 1865 onwards 
1864-July 1872: Principal • Orchestre de la Redoute 
de Spa 
1872-1898: Principal • GO 
 
6 Replaced by Charles Heylbroeck and Alfred De Mulder during several periods 
from 1898 onwards 
 
 29 
1863 1° Prix B-Lc (natural horn) 
M A I N  S O U R C E S  —   
 
Bergmans (1901): 481 
Billiet (2008) 46-51; 99-100 
 
aB-Gc:  
D13 personnel avant 1878 
D14 – f.14 “Jean Deprez” - personnel 
correspondances avant 1878 
D27 ensemble d’instruments à vent 
 
AGO:       personnel lists 1872-1898 
1872-1900: Principal Horn • SdcC CG 
16 August 1872: wins audition for the place of horn 
teacher, CG 
7 September 1872 : nomination as horn teacher CG 
23 November 1882 : nomination as teacher of brass 
instruments at the Oudenaarde Music school 
30 December 1884: Plays solo recital in Oudenaarde 
city hall 
20 July 1885: Plays Solo by Mengal with SdcC CG 
orchestra for the school’s cinquantenaire 
celebration 
19 December 1885: Schubert Serenade (2° Horn: 
Bracke) on SdcC CG concert d’abonnement 
8 January 1887: plays Mélodie by Van Cromphaut at 
a concert in the Salle des Auditions CG 
 
 
 S E L E C T E D  B I O G R A P H I C A L  S O U R C E S   




Il serait difficile d’atteindre plus de souplesse de son et une plus grande 
netteté d’émission. Le professeur [Deprez] a le talent d’inculquer toutes ces 
belles qualités à ces élèves. 
“Gand.” Le Guide Musical, June 12, 1884. 
 
Grâce au concours de plusieurs lauréats de votre conservatoire, nous avons eu 
dimanche dernier, un très beau concert, auquel assistait la plupart des 
habitants de notre commune. 
M. Deprez, corniste, nous a fait apprécier des qualités de sonorités et une 
grande facilité d'exécution. 
 
“On Nous écrit de Tilff.” La Meuse, December 1, 1870 
 
Le Conservatoire royal de Liège, qui a déjà fourni tant de professeurs de talent 
aux autres écoles de musique, vient encore de voir un de ses élèves appelé au 
Conservatoire de Gand. M. Jean Deprez, élève de Toussaint Radoux et un des 
lauréats dans un des concours antérieurs, vient d'être nommé professeur de 
cor au Conservatoire précité. Il avait eu à lutter pour cette place avec un 
grand nombre de concurrents. Il est sorti victorieux du concours, de façon à 
faire le plus grand honneur à son honorable professeur d'abord et au 
Conservatoire royal de Liège. L'épreuve était des plus sérieuses. Elle consistait 
en un concerto étudié, lecture et transposition à vue et questions diverses sur 
l'enseignement technique. Nous félicitons vivement M. Jean Deprez de son 
billant succès et nous ne doutons nullement que son remarquable talent ne lui 
ouvre une fort belle carrière. 
 









M. Desprez (sic), un de nos compatriotes, élève du conservatoire Royal de 
Liège et actuellement professeur au conservatoire de Gand, vient de se faire 
entendre dans un concert qui a lieu dernièrement à Mons. Nous enregistrons 
avec plaisir le brillant succès obtenus par notre compatriote, excellent 
corniste, élèves de M.Toussaint Radoux. 
 
“M. Deprez.” Le Meuse, December 31, 1872, 17° année n°237: 2 
 
‘L'ensemble des concours d'instruments à vent a été fort distingué; mais les 
meilleurs résultats ont été obtenus par la classe de basson (professeur M. Van 
den Heuvel), de cor (professeur M. Deprez) et de trombone (professeur M. De 
Waele). Le premier prix de basson, M. Désiré Van Erps, est déjà un 
instrumentiste d'un rare mérite. Pour la qualité de son et le style, ce n'est plus 
un élève, et il n'est peut-être pas beaucoup de bassonistes qui puissent lui être 
comparés. On peut die presqu'autant de M .Charles Dewaele, le fils du 
professeur, qui a obtenu le premier prix de trombone par acclamation. Dans la 
classe de cor, c'est moins la distinction personelle des élèves que l'exellence 
de l'enseignement qui a été remarquée. M. Deprez continue, à Gand, les 
traditions de son maitre, M. Toussaint Radoux et y fonde une école qui n'est 
pas loin de rivaliser avec l'école mère.’ 
 
“Concours du conservatoire de Gand 1876.” le Guide Musical. July 9, 1876, sec. Vol. 22 N°36: 220-221 
Sans être un instrument de concert, le cor, tel qu’en joue M. Jean Deprez, 
professeur au même Conservatoire et di recteur de l’Harmonie communale 
d’Audenarde, devient d’une audition extrêmement agréable. M. Deprez a joué 
la Mélodie de Gounod avec une parfaite distinction de style; il serait difficile 
d’atteindre plus de souplesse de son et une plus grande netteté d’émission. Le 
professeur a le talent d’inculquer toutes ces belles qualités à ses élèves. Nous 
avons pu nous en convaincre dans deux quatuors : une charmante 
composition de Berleur et une transcription par Ambroise Thomas d’un 
chœur du Songe d'une nuit d’été.  
“Audenarde.” Guide Musical. December 6, 1884, sec. vol 30 N°24 : 178 
 
n°15. M. Deprez est un artiste d'une valeur tout exceptionelle. C'est 
actuellement l'un des plus habiles cornistes qu'il y ait, et sans conteste le plus 
habile de notre pays. En proposant pour cet éminent virtuose le maximum 
exceptionnel prévu par l'art. 40 du Régelement organique, la commission et le 
directeur font un acte de justice, par lequel d'ailleurs ils sont certains 
d'attacher au conservatoire et à la ville de Gand un musicien de la plus haute 
valeur, qui, sans cet acte de justice, nous échappera certainement. 
 




(…) tout spécialement votre attention sur l'urgence qu'il y aurait à faire à M. 
Deprez & Lebert une position digne de leur talent et qui écarte le danger de 
nous voir enlever deux artistes dont le premier surtout serait impossible à 
remplacer. (…)1° d'augmenter de 400 fr les appointements de mr. Deprez.  
 
De Meulenaere, O. “Letter of the commité de surveillance to the minister concerning the wage of the 
teachers Deprez, Warlimont, Lebert and Sauveur” July 17, 1883 
 
(...) une romance de Van Cromphaut, pour cor, jouée d'une manière 
absolument remarquable par un professeur du Conservatoire de Gand, M. 
Deprez, dont le rare mérite était trop peu connu chez nous (...) 
 
“Chronique Musicale.” La Flandre Libérale, December 1, 1887 
 
Hier mercredi est décédé en notre ville M. Jean-François Deprez, professeur de 
cor au conservatoire. Né à Liége le 3 mars 1844, Deprez entra au Conservatoire 
de Liége en 1857 où il fut l'élève de Toussaint Radoux. Il obtint le prix 
d'excellence du cours de cor en 1861.  
De 1861 à 1872 il tint le pupitre de cor-solo dans les orchestres de Liége et de 
Spa.  
Lors de la démission du professeur Herteleer, Deprez, après un brillant 
concours, fut nommé professeur au Conservatoire de Gand en 1872. 
En 1873 il fut attaché en qualité de sous-directeur de l'harmonie communale. 
Depuis 1883 il dirige l'harmonie communale d'Audenaerde et fait partie du 
corps enseignant de l'école de musique de cette ville. 
Pendant de longues années, Deprez a occupé le pupitre de cor-solo au Grand 
Théâtre. Exécutant de première force, il n'a pas encore été remplacé. 
En août 1898 Deprez obtint la croix civique de 1re classe. 
L'arrête royal du 7 mai 1900 l'a nommé chevalier de l'ordre de Léopold. 
Sa mort est une perte considérable pour notre école de musique. 
 




A R C H I V E :   




“Deprez, Jean-François: Birth act” April 3, 1844. Naissances Liège 1844-nr. 1155. Archives de 
l’état à Liège 
“Deprez, Jean-François: Act of Decease” May 29, 1902. Gent – Register of Deaths record 1513. 
Accessed on 23 November 2016 on arch.be 
“Gand-Concert Du Conservatoire.” Le Guide Musical. March 18, 1875 
“City Council to Conservatoire Administration,” September 2, 1872. D13. aB-Gc 






Figure 5: Charles 
Heylbroeck ca 1910 (by 
courtesy of the 
Documantation Centre of 




Figure 6: the Catholic Music Society of Poperinge 
(province of West-Flanders), dir. Charles Heylbroeck, 9 
august 1931 (archive Heylbroeck family, Ghent) 
 
Figure 7: Charles Heylbroeck and Robert Herberigs, c 
1930 (archive Heylbroeck family, Ghent) 
 
 
Figure 8: Charles Heylbroeck and his students, c1935 




Figure 9: Charles 
Heylbroeck c 1900 (archive 





Charles (‘Karel’) Heylbroeck 
Ghent , 8 november 1872 – Sint-Amandsberg (Ghent) 26 January 1945 
Teacher of horn at Ghent Conservatory, May 1902 - September 1938 
 
Charles Heylbroeck was the most influential Belgian horn player and teacher of his 
generation. His impressive artistic curriculum is only surpassed by his accomplishments as 
a teacher, which had worldwide impact on the development of horn playing.   
 
Heylbroeck was trained in the last third of Jean Deprez’s professorship, in the flourishing 
era of the “poetic” Liégeois playing style. Faithful to his roots he would continue to 
develop this tradition throughout his career and inspire both the development the 
lyrical/poetic horn playing style and the creation of such new works as Robert Herberigs’ 
Cyrano de Bergerac and Van Rysselberghe’s Rêverie.  
 
By the time he inherited the Ghent horn class in 1902 he had already established an 
impressive career as principal horn of the Kursaal orchestra in Ostend, the Ghent opera 
orchestra and the Société des Concerts d’Hiver. In the first two decades of the twentieth 
century he was by far the most respected horn soloist active in Belgium, playing principal 
horn in the prestigious Concerts Isaÿe, and in several other formations in Ghent, Antwerp 
and Brussels. Although he received several offers for important playing positions abroad, 
he devoted his life to the development of the musical art in his own region. Next to his 
prestigious functions as teacher at the Royal Ghent Conservatory and in the above-
mentioned ensembles, he was teacher of horn at the Bruges and Courtrai City 
Conservatories and conducted the Ghentian wind band Het Volk. Of particular interest is 
that he was the first Belgian horn player to be recorded as a soloist. Heylbroeck was 
important for developing the standard set by his teacher into the sonorous world of the 
early twentieth century.  
During his 36-year professorship he would train a large number of players, of which some 
established important international careers.  
 
E D U C A T I O N  —  
L I F E  &  C A R E E R  





Class of Jean Deprez 1887-1892 
1889: Second prix 
1890: Premier Prix UN Dist 
1891: Mention speciale hors concours 
 
M A I N  S O U R C E S  —  
 
Malfeyt, A. “Het Muziek-Conservatorium te 
Brugge; Geschiedenis en Herinneringen (1847-
1897), vermeerderd met de levensschetsen van 
bestuurders en leraars (1898-1922)”. Brugge: A. 
Van Poelvoorde, 1922 215-216 
 
Bergmans (1901): 168 
Billiet (2008): 106 
 
Casier, Ann. “Oostendse Muziekgeschiedenis 
– XXXV Instrumentalisten in het 
Kursaalorkest vòòr 1914 (deel 4 en slot).” De 
Plate, Tijdschrift van de Oostendse Heemkring 




LD: Register Auxiliaires 
Fin 1899 26 
Fin 1902-1938 
D16 file Charles Heylbroeck 
“1910-1914: Presse Concernant 
Concerts Du Conservatoire,” 1914 




Heylbroeck, Charles. “Disque Chantal 1632 : Le 
Passant-Serenade Nocturne pour le cor/ Berceuse 
Orchestral Positions 
 
1892-1896 Principal • 2° Régiment de Ligne7    
1895-19xx (?): Principal • Concerts d’Hiver (Ghent)1896-
c1914: Principal • Kursaal Orchestra (Ostend)8 
1896-1909: Principal • GO 
1909-1921: Principal • Concerts Ysaÿe (Brussels) 
c1910-c1913: Principal • Concerts du Société Zoologique; & 
Harmonie (Antwerp) 




1899-1902 (fragmentary): replaces Deprez as teacher CG 
1902-1938: horn teacher CG9 
1905-1938: horn teacher • Courtrai City Conservatory10 
1910-1938: horn teacher • Bruges City Conservatory 




15 February 1896: Brahms trio opus 40, Concerts d’Hiver 
(Ghent)12 
26 May 1906: Mélodie, L. Van Cromphaut; l’Adieu, J. van 
der Meulen, Wauxhall (Ghent)13 
16 January 1910: Beethoven septet opus 20, Concerts Ysaÿe 
(Brussels) 14  
24 May 1911: Mélodie, L. Van Cromphaut, KV Harmonie 
(Antwerp) 
1912: Cyrano de Bergerac, R. Herberigs (premiere, Ghent) 
1912: Cyrano de Bergerac, R. Herberigs (Antwerp) 
1912: Cyrano de Bergerac, R. Herberigs (Ostend) 
12 May 1912: Hohe Messe, Société Bach (Brussels)15 
 
7 1892-02-11: Heylbroeck joins the 2ième régiment de Ligne, originally with a contract for eight years, 
of which he only fulfills four. See aB-Gc D16/Heylbroeck: “le 11 février 1892 engagé pour huit (8) ans un (1) 
mois vingt et un (21) jours comme volontaire au 2ieme régiment de ligne, Musicien gagiste le 11 Mars 1892 11 
chevron le 11 février 1896. En congé illimité le 3 Mars 1896 comme soldat de 2ième classe.” 
8 “Ostende.” le Guide Musical. November 6, 1911, 427 
9 Note of the Minister of education to Emile Mathieu, director of the Ghent Conservatory of 11 June 
1902: “j'ai l'honneur de vous faire savoir que j'approuve la proposition de charger à titre provisoire M. Ch. 
Heylbroeck, du cours de cor de M. Deprez, décédé.” (from aB-Gc D16/Heylbroeck). A confirmation of 
Heylbroeck’s nomination follows quickly, on 16 July 1902, with a starting wage of 1000 fr/year. This 
would rise during the next decades (1910: 1300 fr. ; 1917: 1600 fr; 1919: 3400 fr.; 1920: 4650 fr.; 1921:7200 
fr. In 1926, heylbroeck also earned 2478 fr. As teacher at the Courtrai Conservatory and another 2736 
fr. In the Bruges conservatory.  
10 Nomination on 19 June 1905 
11 Heylbroeck was suspended for two months in the autumn of 1913. On 7 November 1913 the 
ministery also refuses a payrise because of this sanction. 
12 Verriest-Lefert, Guy, Verriest-Lefert, Jeanne. Van Kreisles tot Cziffra, Geschiedenis van de Winterconcerten 
te Gent. Snoeck-Ducaju en Zoon. Gent, 1966: 50 
13 “Réunions, Conférences, Fêtes.” La Flandre Libérale, May 25, 1906 
14 Le Guide Musical, 26 December 1909  
15 Ibid, 21 april 1912 
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pour le Cor.” 78 RPM Schellak Disk. Ghent: 
Disque Chantal, 1913 
 
R E C I T A L  
P R O G R A M S  —  
 
1889: Romance from Concerto nr.3 KV 447, 
W.A. Mozart; Adagio & Rondo from 1° Solo 
L.H. Merck 
1890: Romance, L. Wallner; 2° Concerto, K. 
Matys 
1891: Romance, C. Saint-Saens 
 
A D D R E S S E S —  
 
1906: Noordkaai 43;  
1907-1908: Toekomststraat 100;  
1909: Rue des Architectes 
1912: Rue des Entrepreneurs 
 
13 November 1912: Horn Quintet KV407/386c, Quatuor 
Zimmer (Salle Nouvelle, rue Allard, Brussels)16 
6? February 1913: 1° Brandenburg Concerto BWV1046, Société 
Bach (Brussels)17 
31 December 1913: soloist, Société Zoologique (Antwerp)18 
25 March 1915: Panis Angelicus & l’Adieu, J. Van der 
Meulen, société des Mélomanes (Ghent)19 
Xx May 1915: Romance, H. Waelput 
21? November 1915: Serenade, Titl 
1916: Cyrano de Bergerac, R. Herberigs (Ghent) 
1 May 1917: Brahms trio opus 40, Vooruit (Ghent)20 
13/15 August 1916: Brahms Trio opus 40, Vooruit (Ghent)21 
S O C I A L  &  F A M I L Y  
B A C K G R O U N D    
The Heylbroeck family includes several artists. He married 
Alice Loore (°Ghent 24 July 1867) on 2 April 1898 and had 
three children. Charles Heylbroeck’s son Norbert was 
sculptor and teacher at the Ghent Royal Academy of Fine 
Arts (currently KASK), and several relatives still live in the 
Ghent region. Heylbroeck held several functions and 
would increasingly rely on teaching in his later years 
 





Het toonkundig gedeelte, dat op de voordracht volgde, liep tot aller voldoening af. De heeren L. Ysenbrant 
en K. Heylbroeck, eerste prijzen onzer Koninklijke Muziekschool, verleenden hunne medewerking. (...) Op 
zijne beurt verwierf de heer Heylbroeck ongewonen bijval met een concertstuk en eene melodij vor 
waldhoorn. 
 
“Willems-Fonds.” Het Volksbelang, November 25, 1893 
 
"le trio de Brahms: une merveille de fraîcheur et délicatesse."  
 
Le Guide Musical, 18/2/1896, on a concert at the Cercle des Concerts d’Hiver  
 
‘La troisième audition des Concerts d'hiver, consacrée à l'oeuvre de Johannes Brahms a eu lieu le samedi 
15 février. 
(...)il est, à propos de Brahms, une erreur qu'il convient de signaler. Beaucoup s'en vont répétant qu'il est 
l'apôtre de la théorie du son pour le son, qui ne prescrirait que de flatter agréablement l'oreille sans 
s'occuper du côté dramathique, passionnel ou simplement émotionnel de l'oeuvre. Cela n'est pas tout à 
fait exact. Depuis quelque vingt ans, le souci de la perfection de la [..]en littérature et dans les arts 
 
16 Ibid, 13 November 1912: “A 8 1/2 du soir, à la Salle Nouvelle, rue Ernest Allard, première 
séance du Quatuor Zimmer, Baroen, Ghigo et Gaillard, avec le concours de M. C. 
Heylbroeck, corniste, professeur au Conservatoire Royal de Gand, et de M. Armle Sheasby, 
altiste.” (also 3 November) 
17 Ibid, 9 February 1913 
18 Ibid, 12 October 1913 
19 Het Volk, 24 March 1915 
20 Vooruit, 26 April 1917 
21 Vooruit, 11 August 1916 
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plastiques. d'aucuns se hâtent de conclure que l'opulence de la forme a pour conséquence fatale et 
nécessaire la pauvreté du fond, crient à la décadence: (...) 
Mlle Suzanne Smit, pianiste, qui a rendu artistement deux brillantes Danses hongroises, et, avec MM Van 
der Syppen, violoniste, et Van (sic) Heylbroeck, corniste, un ensemble à souhait, le trio op 40, dont 
l'allegro est une merveille de fraîcheur et délicatesse.’ 
 
“Gand.” Le Guide Musical. February 23, 1896, 141. 
 
C'est ainsi que la Direction de l'orchestre de Queen's Hall vient encore de faire de très brillantes 
propositions à notre excellent cor-solo, M. Heilbroeck, afin de l'attacher définitivement au célèbre 
orchestre londonien. Nous espérons que M. Heylbroeck déclinera ces propositions, et qu'il préférera 
rester à son poste au Conservatoire royal de Gand, où il est professeur, ainsi qu'à l'orchestre du Kursaal 
d'Ostende, d'où son départ serait vivement regretté. 
 
“Chronique Locale-Nos Artistes.” l’Echo d’Ostende. March 6, 1906 
M. Edouard Brahy a obtenu son grand succès habituel pour l'intelligence avec laquelle il dirige l'orchestre. 
Son programme portait des fragments du songe d'une nuit d'été de Mendelsohn. rarement l'oeuvre a obtenu 
une interpretaztion plus vivante et plus fouillée dans ses détails. MM Radoux, professeur de flûte, et 
Heylbroeck, professeur de cor au Conservatoire de Gand ont été parfaits, le premier dans le scherzo, le 
second dans le nocturne. 
“Gand.” le Guide Musical. February 19, 1905, 137  
 
M. Charles Heylbroeck, professeur à notre Conservatoire royal, vient d'être nommé aussi professeur à 
l'école de musique de Courtrai et directeur de la fanfare communale de cette ville. 
En adressant nos félicitations à M. Heylbroeck, nous aimons à rappeler que celui-ci faisait partie de la 
phalange musical du Kursaal d'Ostende, qui a organisé récemment à Londres, le festival belge dont notre 
correspondant ostendais a entretenu nos lecteurs. 
Nous extrayons le passage suivant du compte-rendu d'un critique musical, relatif à l'un de ces concerts. Il 
s'agit de l'exécution de fragments du crépuscule des Dieux: "l'orchestre, sous la baguette de Léon 
Rinskopf, y a été supérieur à lui-même, les cuivres notammen, et, parmi ceux-ci spécialement les cors, 
dont le premier, M. Heylbroeck a fait résonner triomphalement la célèbre et si périlleuse fanfare de 
Siegfried." 
 
“Nos Concitoyens.” La Flandre Libérale, May 7, 1905 
 
La commission du Waux-Hall, fidèle à son programme, continue à faire apprécierpar ses nombreux 
abonnés et habitués nos compositeurs et artistes gantois.  
Hier, c'est M. Heylbroeck, le professeur reputé de cor au Conservatoire royal de musique, qui a rehaussé 
l'éclat de la soirée par son grand talent. 
 
“La Waux-Hall.” La Flandre Libérale, May 28, 1906 
 
Le concert organisé par E. Ysaye a fait grosse recette mercredi; ce succès n'est plus banal, ni à Liège, ni en 
beaucoup de villes. Plusieurs personnes avaient cependant rendu leurs places en apprenant que le 
maestro ne se produirait pas en soliste!L'ouverture d'Egmont, ainsi que le Chasseur maudit   et les fragments 
du Songe d'une nuit d'été, furent enlevées magistralement. Le nocturne de ce dernier permit au corniste 
solo, M. Heylbroeck, et le scherzo au flûtiste, M. Radoux de révèler tout leur talent (...)’ 
“Liège.” le Guide Musical. April 21, 1907, 305 edition 
(...) et on aura, cette fois, l'occasion d'applaudir, comme soliste, M. Heylbroeck, le brillant professeur de 
cor de notre conservatoire. 
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Notices d’Art - 1° C “La Soirée Vander Meulen Au Grand Théâtre.”  
Comme intermède nous avons eu le nocturne du "Songe d'une Nuit d'été" de Mendelssohn, où M. 
Heylbroeck a fait admirer le son moelleux de son bel instrument, dont il est un des virtuoses les plus 
distingués en Belgique. 
La Flandre Libérale 14-11-1909  
(...)Suivit le Nocturne du songe d'une Nuit d'Eté, le plus délicieux chef-d''oeuvre de Mendelssohn, que, malgré 
son aversion pour lui, Wagner qualifiait de "paysagiste de premier ordre". Dans l'oeuvre qui nous occupe 
il le reste, quoique d'une façon toute spéciale. Le songe est une véritable musique aérienne: elle a pour 
matière ce qui fait la nature propre, le caractère et la beauté de la musique elle même. 
Elle se détache complètement de la comédie de Shakespeare, ne fait aucun ensemble avec elle; elle 
paraphrase de la forme verbale dans la forme sonore, qui, seule, est suffisamment subtile pour rendre ce 
sujet matériellement éthéré. En entendant ce nocturne on a de vastes pelouses sur laquelle, tapis pâle, se 
repand et s'étale la blanche lumière en grade nappes; et où le mystère de la nuit se retranche dans les 
massifs noirs et fantasques, ça et là épais, ajoutant une note d'un tendre romanesque. Quel artiste mieux 
que M. Heylbroeck aurait pu faire vibrer ces sentiments? 
Journal de Gand 14-11-1909 
A 2 1/2 heures de l'après-midi, en la salle Patria, troisième concert d'abonnement Ysaye, sous la direction 
de M. François Rasse, avec le concours de M. Eugène Ysaye, violoniste. Programme: (...) 5. Septuor, pour 
violon, alto, violoncelle, clarinette, cor, basson et contre-basse (Beethoven). MM Eugène Ysaye, Van Haut, 
E. Doehaert, Jourdain, Heylbroeck, Vander Bruggen, Falen. 
 
Le Flandre Libérale, November 13, 1909“Bruxelles-Dimanche 16 Janvier.” le Guide Musical. December 26, 1909, 801  
Dans le "Nocturne" du songe d'une nuit d'été, de Mendelssohn, ce fut M. Heylbroeck, professeur de cor, 
qui nous fit apprécier des qualités de son et d'interpretation peu ordinaires. 
La Liberté! xx/01/1910 
 
“Notes Comme intermède, nous avons eu le nocturne du "Songe d'une Nuit d'été" de Mendelssohn, où M. 
Heylbroeck a fait admirer le son moelleux de son bel instrument, dont il est un des virtuoses les plus 
distingués en Belgique. 
 
“Concert Du Conservatoire.” La Flandre Libérale, January 17, 1910 
 
‘Le troisième concert du Conservatoire offrait aux amateurs brugeois un programme aussi varié que 
substantiel et de tendances modernes. (...) Il y avait encore le nocturne du Songe d’une nuit d'été, ou le 
chant du cor fut bien phrasé par M. Ch. Heylbroeck (...)’  
 
“Correspondances-Bruges.” Le Guide Musical. March 13, 1910, sec. 203 
(...) le 'nocturne' et le 'scherzo' du "Songe d'une nuit d'été de Mendelsohn. 
Ces derniers morceaux ont obtenu le plus grand succès, grâce à une exécution tout à fait remarquable des 
deux solistes MM Heylbroeck, professeur de cor et Strauwen, professeur de flûte. 
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“Au Conservatoire.” Le Journal de Gand, s.d. 1910 
(...) om reden der bijna onoverwinnelijke moeilijkheden, zoowel voor koor als voor sommige speeltuigen, 
word de mis zelden ten gehoore gebracht. Men moet over een keurkorps van zangers bezschikken, zooals 
dit der concerten van gewijde muziek, om dit reausachtig gewrocht tot goed einde te brengen. Het 
komiteit heeft gezorgd dat het werk in zijn geheel kon uitgevoerd worden en met de speeltuigen, door 
Bach voorgesqchreven. Met dit doel heeft het zich tot de beroemdste solisten gewend.De volgende 
artiesten werden aangeworven: Jw. Ohlhoff, soprano (Berlijn); J. Schunemann, alto (Berlijn), H. 
Plamondon, tenor (Parijs), H. van Oort, bas (Amsterdam), H. Cambyu, viool (Antwerpen), H. Theo Charlier, 
trompet (Brussel) H. Heylbroeck, hoorn (Gent). 
“Koncerten van Gewijde Muziek.” De Nieuwe Gazet, March 24, 1911, 1  
 
‘Het program van Woensdag deed onwillekeurig denken aan de geographische uitgestrektheid van het 
Fransch toon-genie. (...) 
Als solist trad op de heer K. Heylbroeck, leraar van hoorn aan het Conservatorium van Gent, wiens 
virtuositeit bij de uitvoering van Bach's Hoogmis reeds bewonderd werd. Wij, Antwerpenaren, staan 
verbluft bij zulk een verbazende zekerheid en voelen ons gelukkig door een lid van een plaatselijk orkest 
(de heer Heylbroeck is tijdelijk verbonden aan het orkest der Harmonie) eens ongestoord al de poëzie 
genoten te hebben, die 'onder bedwang van een zoo echten kunstenaar, in dien koperen mond opleven 
kan. Een werkelijke ovatie werd den hr. Heylbroeck gebracht, die slechts ophield nadat hij het slot der 
"Melodie" van Van Cromphaut hernam.’ 
 
O., L. “In de Harmonie.” Het Handelsblad. May 26, 1911 
 
(…) [Herberigs] a esquissé une délicate psychologie du caractère de Cyrano, que notre professeur de cor, 
M. Heylbroeck, a rendu, malgré toutes les difficultés, avec la maîtrise qu'on lui connaît  
 
Au Grand Théâtre - Festival Rob. Herberigs.” Journal de Gand, April 28, 1912, 36° Année N°119  
Quelle belle entrée pour sa "seizième" année d'activité qui s'est ouverte par une soirée Mozart, et quel 
Mozart!(...) il y en avait deux quintettes; l'un en mi bémol aussi, pour cor, violon, deux altos et violoncelle; 
composition d'un Mozart jeune, d'une fantaisie exquise, pleine de trouvailles sonores si 
harmonieusement établies entre le groupe plus mélodique du violon et du cor. et le fond, surtout 
harmonique, des altos et violoncelle. La partie de cor n'y est point commode et il faut un grand talent, 
comme celui de M. C. Heylbroeck (Gand) chargé de la partie pour en rendre toutes les finesses et les 
nuances. 
“Quatuor Zimmer -concert du 13 Novembre à la Salle Nouvelle.” Le Guide Musical, November 17, 1912, 667  
 
‘C'est surtout dans le genre descriptif que M. Herberigs excelle, et la fantaisie concertante qu'il écrite 
pour cor et orchestre sur Cyrano de Bergerac dénote une sensibilité très affinée. Le grand artiste qu'est M. 
Heylbroeck en a donné une interprétation d'une haute intellectualité, d'une profonde émotion et d'une 
superbe sonorité.’ 
“Correspondances - Gand.” Le Guide Musical. December 5, 1912 En toute justice on doit mentionner 
directement, à côté de la soliste, MM Hullebroeck (sic), professeur de cor, (...) 
Le Bien Public, s.d., 1912 
‘Le deuxième concert Bach a été un nouveau succès pour la vaillante société que dirige avec une si belle 
activité M. Albert Zimmer. Le beau programme composé par le directeur ne put malheureusement être 
exécuté intégralement, un des solistes s'étant trouvé subitement indisposé et n'ayant pu être remplacé. 
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Mais il y eut en compensation des pages exquises de Concerto Brandebourgeois en fa majeur - un imprévu 
qui fit plaisir à tous (...)A l'orchestre, le cor solo de M. Heylbroeck (Gand) faisait merveille! (...)’ 
“Société J.-S. Bach.” Le Guide Musical, February 9, 1913, 107 
 
‘Voor het laatste concert van dit jaar (Woensdag 31 dezer) heeft M. Keurvels een hoogst belangwekkend 
program samengesteld uit werken van Belgische meesters. M. K. Heylbroeck, leeraar voor hoorn in het 
koninklijk Conservatorium van Gent, verleent zijne medewerking aan dit concert. Deze artist is een 
merkwaardige uitvoerder en de virtuositeit waarmee hij een moeilijk en veeleer ondankbaar instrument 
bespeelt, is waarlijk wonderlijk. Voor hem schreef M. Rob. Herberigs het symfonisch gedicht voor hoorn 
en orkest, naar het stuk van Rostand "Cyrano de Bergerac", hetwelk Woensdag zal uitgevoerd worden. M. 
Heylbroeck zal ook eene "Droomerij" van Mevr. Jenny Van Rysselberghe spelen.’ 
 
“Dierentuin.” Het Handelsblad, December 29, 1913, 1  
 
Op oudejaarsavond was het de beurt aan Karel Heylbroeck, den zoo gunstig gekende hoornist van Gent. 
t'Scheen ons toe of hij niet al te gelukkig geweest was in de keuze der voor te dragen nummers, en 
hierdoor veel verborgen bleef van hetgeen hij als solist vermag. t'Valt buiten kijf dat zijn kwaliteiten als 
dusdanig van zeldzaam allooi zijn: hetgeen hij echter hooren liet was niet geschikt om den toehoorder 
lang te boeien. 
 
“Kunst- En Letternieuws.” Het Handelsblad, January 1, 1914 
Le concert de dimanche, au Théâtre Flamand, laissera à tous ceux qui y ont assisté un souvenir 
ineffaçable. Des plumes autorisézs ont décrit, ici même, et en détail, les différentes oeuvres exécutées; il 
nous suffira donc d'exprimer notre admiration pour les interprètes qui tous ont été généralement à la 
hauteur de leur tâche. Et notre appréciation se résume en deux mots: oeuvres superbes, oeuvres sublimes. 
rendues avec réel mérite.Nous avons eu l'occasion de parler des compositions de notre talentueux 
concitoyen M. Herberigs: la symphonie "aan de Leie" et l'esquisse pour cor et orchestre "Cyrano de 
Bergerac". Sous la direction de M. Ch. de Sutter, l'orchestre a magistralement fait ressortir notamment, 
dans la 3° partie de l'esquisse, écrite. Comme on sait, sous forme de concerto, la description brillante du 
siège d'Arras. Il y a là des sonorités inattendues, qui remuent littéralement l'auditoire. Dans cet oeuvre 
Herberigs fait montre d'un talent remarquable d'orchestration. Le soliste, M. Ch. Heylbroeck a eu -et 
c'était juste- sa part dans les acclamations enthousiastes de l'assistance. 
Concert de Dimanche au théatre Flamand,” s.d. , 1916, sec. le Bien Public 
Men schrijft dezer dagen veel over "l'Âme Belge" maar ik heb Zondag avond de Belgische, liever gezegd 
de Vlaamsch-Belgische ziel, in hare edelste, en hoogste uiting gehoord, in de opgevoerde toonwerken van 
Waelput. Hoe zijn vaderland zulk eene zuiver nationale toonkunstenaar zoovele jaren heeft kunnen 
vergeten is mij, als Noord-Nederlander, een raadsel. Was er iets banaals, iets ordinairs, iets middelmatigs 
in zijn muziek, men zou het tegenover den stroom van machtige buitenlandsche meesterwerken kunnen 
begrijpen. Maar dat is juist het frappantste, dat zijn muziek niets nagemaakts heeft, geen 
hoogeschooldressuur vertoont, men voelt: Zij is origineel zooals het eigenaardig cachet der Vlaamsche 
schilders.Die muziek moet een Vlaamsch hart sympathiek zijn, terwijl zij toch den vreemden machtig 
streelend aangrijpt.Het is een groote verdienste van de inrichters en leiders de heeren E. Mathieu, Oscar 
Roels en Jef van der Meulen dat zij  den te vroeg gestorven grooten Kunstenaar aan de vergetelheid 
ontrukt hebben.Het op voltallige sterkte gebrachte symphonisch orkest der artiest-muziekanten 
waarborgde eene sublieme uitvoering.(...)Tot afwisseling eene uiterst schoone Romance voor hoorn met 
niet geringe technische moeilijkheden, welke echter spelend door de vaardige meesterhand van den heer 
Heylbroeck overwonnen werden. 
“Gent-Kunstkronijk - Het Waelput-Concert van Zondag 1 Oogst in Ons ‘Feestlokaal’, St Pietersnieuwstraat.” Vooruit. 




A signaler encore un Concertino, de Van den Bogaerde, enlevé magistralement par toutes les clarinettes 
de l'Harmonie, et hors pair, une sérénade pour flûte et cor, admirablement joué par MM Heylbroeck et 
Van Gelder. 
 
“Ville et la Province, les concerts de dimanche au théâtre Flamand.” le bien public. August 17, 1915. opac.kbr.be. visited 
23/11/2015 
 
De Guchtenaere - Gadeyne -Ceulemans, van zondag 15 November, in het Koninklijk Conservatorium. (...) 
(...) Heer K. Heylbroeck, die als blaasinstrumentist eene moeilijke taak te vervullen had, wist door zuivere 
en juiste intonatie veel bij te dragen tot verhooging van de kunstwaarde der uitvoering van Brahms' trio. 
 
“1° Kamermuziek-Auditie.” Het Volk, November 19, 1925. 
 
‘(...) Comme soliste, M. Charles Heylbroeck, l'excellent corniste, dont il faut surtout louer la belle sonorité 
et le soin qu'il apporte à ses exécutions.’ 
 
Le Guide Musical, January 11, 1914  
 
We vernemen het plots overlijden in onze stad van den h. Karel Heylbroeck, eere-leerar bij het Koninklijk 
Conservatorium, te Gent, en bestuurder van de Kon. Harmonie Het Volk. 
Onze stadsgenoot had als hoornspeler groote vermaardheid verworven, zoowel in den vreemde als in 
België. Hij trad immers op als solist in de meest befaamde orkesten van Europa. De klas van hoorn die hij 
bestuurde, stond te Brussel hog in aanzien en in ons conservatorium vormde hij tal van leerlingen die 
later eerste plaatsen innamen, zoo werd een ervan eerste hoorn in het Opera Comique te Parijs. 
De overleden kunstenaar was ook een groot muziekkenner. Het was altijd uiterst interessant met hem een 
gesprek te houden over personaliteiten uit de muzikale wereld die hij, bij de menigvuldige reizen die hij 
ondernam, ontmoet heeft. Onder technisch oogpunt kende hij gelijk niemand het maaksel van zijn 
instrument. Componisten kwamen hem over de mogelijkheden van de "kopers" raadplegen.  
Hij besteedde zijn laatste krachten aan het groot kunstfeest dat heden moet doorgaan als hulde aan onze 
Poolsche bevrijders. 
 
B. “Karel Heylbroeck Is Niet Meer.” De Gentenaar. 28 January 1945. 
 
 
 A R C H I V E :   
C h a r l e s  ‘ K a r e l ’  H e y l b r o e c k  
 
“Cercle Des Concerts d’Hiver.” La Flandre Libérale, February 15, 1896  
Dubbele Wegwijzer Der Stad Gent En Der Provincie Oost-Vlaanderen Voor Het Jaar 1906 - 44ste Jaar. A. 
Vander Haeghen. Gent, 1906 p362 
“Correspondances-Ostende.” le Guide Musical. March 7, 1910, 503  
“Ostende.” le Guide Musical. November 6, 1911, 427 
“Arts, Sciences et Lettres.” Le Soir, January 29, 1912 
Herberigs, Robert. “Cyrano de Bergerac -Esquisse Pour Cor Solo et Orchestre,” April 1912. Fund Cebedem 
2711/1. B-BC. 
“Société J.-S. Bach.” Le Guide Musical, September 2, 1913, 107  
“Anvers.” Le Guide Musical. December 10, 1913  
“Gand.”Le Guide Musical, November 1, 1914 
“Algemeen Kunstverbond Voor de Beide Vlaanderen.” Het Volk, March 24, 1915 
“Het Guchtaenaere-Trio Te Gent.” Muziek-Warande, January 3, 1926 
aB-Gc LD: “Régistre D’emprunte/ontleenregister: Charles Heylbroeck (1929)  
Bergmans, Paul. Le Cercle Des Concerts d’Hiver Gand 1895-1935: Notice Historique, Repertoire Des 
Concerts, Liste Des Solistes, Composition de l’Orchestre. Imprimerie Van Dooselaere. Ghent, 1935, p5 






Sint-Amandsberg, 30 January 1897 –Elsene (Brussels) 22 January 1974 
Teacher of horn at Ghent Conservatory, September 1938 – August 1962 
Maurice Van Bocxstaele was by far the most influential Belgian horn player of his 
generation. He succeeded his own teacher at the Royal Ghent conservatory in 1938, after a 
succession of high-level principal horn positions in Belgium, France and Monte Carlo. 
After his return to Belgium, he combined his professorship in Ghent with the position of 
principal horn in the Belgian Radio Orchestra (NIR) and concluded his career with three 
seasons with the Philharmonie Antwerpen (currently Antwerp Symphony Orchestra). 
Van Bocxstaeles importance for the development of horn playing in Belgium cannot be 
overestimated. He successfully transformed the old lyrical horn playing style —instructed 
by his predecessors Jean Deprez and Charles Heylbroeck for nearly seventy years— into 
more contemporary international standards.  
He inspired a large number of composers to write new repertoire for the horn. Important 
repertoire pieces dedicated to Van Bocxstaele include Jane Vignery’s Sonata opus 11, Arthur 
Meulemans’ Concerto for Horn and Prosper Van Eechautte’s Night Poem. 
He was a colourful figure in the Belgian and French musical scenes for over 50 years. His 
students include his successors Roger Boone (Ghent Conservatory teacher 1962-1987) and 
André Van Driessche (Belgian Radio Orchestra principal 1962-1999).  
 
E D U C A T I O N  —  
L I F E  &  C A R E E R  
T I M E L I N E  
 
 
190722-1912: Class of Charles Heylbroeck  
1911: Second Prix UN Dist 
1912: Premier Prix UN Dist 
 
Also Double Bass (Peeters class, 1908, 1916) 
 
M A I N  S O U R C E S  —  
 





1910: Fourth horn • SdcC CG    
1912-1913: Co-Principal • Kursaal Orchestra 
(Ostend) 
1913-1914 Principal • Palais d’Hiver (Pau, F) 
1919-1922 Principal • 21° Régiment de Ligne 
1922-1924: Principal • GO 
1923-1930: Principal • Kursaal Orchestra (Ostend) 
1926-c1928: Principal • Orchestre de la Suisse 
Romande (Geneve, CH) 
1928-1931: Principal • Ensemble Orchestral de Paris 
 
22 2 RM tokens with the same number are present in the Conservatory archives. RM3526 (aB-Gc) 
mentions 7 October 1907 as date of entry, RM 3526 (Bijloke) says 1 december 1908 as date of entry in 
Heylbroeck’s class. Van Bocxstaele mentions in an interview A.N“Van Bocxstaele.” Mededelingen van de 
Koninklijke Academie Voor Wetenschappen, Letteren En Schone Kunsten van België, Klasse Der Wetenschappen, 
Volume 25,Nummers 1-3 25, no. 1–3 (1963) that he started to play the horn at the age of 10, which points 
to the first mentioned date. Presumably, also seen his young age of graduation, he took lessons with 




D16 file Maurice Van Bocxstaele 
Matricule 3526 
“1910-1914: Presse,” LD 
 
“De Hoornspeler J.B. Maurice Van Bocxstael.” Het 
Belgisch Muziekleven, 02 1972. 9-10 (see Press 
Overview) 
 
A.N. “Van Bocxstaele.” Mededelingen van de Koninklijke 
Academie Voor Wetenschappen, Letteren En Schone Kunsten van 
België, Klasse Der Wetenschappen, Volume 25,Nummers 1-3 25, 




Herberigs, Robert, Cyrano de Bergerac. Maurice Van 
Bocxstaele, Belgian National Orchestra dir. Léonce 
Gras. 1960. Brussels: Decca.  
 
Van Eechautte, Prosper, Nachtpoëma. Maurice Van 
Bocxstaele, NIR-Orchestra dir. Daniel Sternefeld. 
c1955. Brussels: Archives of the Belgian Radio. 
 
Bouquet, Jules, Sonate. Maurice Van Bocxstaele, Abel 
Matthijs. 8 July 1955. Archives of the Belgian Radio. 
1931-1932: solo horn • NIR Orchestra (currently 
Brussels Philharmonic) 
1932-1938: Principal • Radio Orchestra of Monte 
Carlo 
1938-1962: Principal • NIR Orchestra  
1963-c1965: Principal • Philharmonie van 
Antwerpen (curr. Antwerp Symphony Orchestra) 
 
Teaching: 




17 November 1912: l’Adieu, J. Van der Meulen  
31 October/3 november 192023: le Passant and les 
Nymphes et le Cygne, L. Van der Haegen in Théâtre 
Pathé, Ghent  
12 September 1924: Ouverture, F. Von Flotow24 
22 August 1930: Cyrano de Bergerac, R. Herberigs 
with Kursaal Orchestra (Ostend, live broadcast on 
NIR radio)25 
13 December 1930: Cyrano de Bergerac, R. Herberigs 
in GO (org. SdcC CG) 
16 August 1940: Trio opus 40, J. Brahms with Desclin 
(violin) and Pieter Leemans (piano). Live broadcast 
on Zender Brussel.26 
20  
20 October 1940: Concerto, A. Meulemans with 
Ochestra Zender Brussel dir. A. Meulemans 
(Brussels, Palais des Beaux-Arts)27 
15 February 1941: Concerto, Arthur Meulemans 
with Orchestra Zender Brussel (live Broadcast) 
23 February 1941: Serenade, Titl (Brussels, 
broadcast on Zender Brussel) 
14 September 1941: Sonate, J. Bouquet with P. 
Leemans, (broadcast on Zender Brussel) 
23? December 1941: Concerto opus 11, Richard 
Strauss with SdcC CG 
15 January 1943: l’Adieu, J. Van der Meulen; Rêverie, 
J. Van Rysselberghe. Recital broadcast on Zender 
Brussel 
30 April 1943: Septet in Es opus 20, L. Van Beethoven. 
Broadcast on Zender Brussel28 
 
23 Concert program in aB-Gc mentions Sunday 31 october and Wednesday 3 November (no 
year) as date, this could possibly be 1920 as well as 1926. My guess is 1920 as Van 
Bocxstaele played the season of 1920 in Geneva. 
24 “N’oubliez pas.” le Carillon. 21/09 1924, 29°Année n°223 
25 “Bruxelles (509 M.).” Comoedia, August 22, 1930 
26 “Radionieuws van Den Zender Brussel.” Vooruit, August 16, 1940. 
27 “Een Arthur-Meulemanskoncert in Het Paleis Voor Schoone Kunsten.” Vooruit, October 
11, 1940. 





30 September 1943: Concerto opus 11, R. Strauss with 
Orchestra Zender Brussel. (live Broadcast).  
29(?) October 1948: Trio opus 40, J. Brahms with H. 
Gazelle (piano) and Salomons (violin)  
R E C I T A L  P R O G R A M S  —  
 
1911: Adagio, Allegretto et finale du 1° solo, L. H. Merck; 
Romance opus 36, C. Saint-Saëns 
1912: Mélodie, L. van Cromphaut; Allegro from 1st 
horn Concerto opus 11, R. Strauss 
 
 
S O C I A L  &  F A M I L Y  
B A C K G R O U N D    
 
 
A D D R E S S E S —  
 
1906: Schoolstraat 6, St-Amandsberg 




Jules Van Bocxstaele, tailleur (tailor) 
Augustina Piersens 
 
Military Service: Musicien au 21° Régiment 
de Ligne 
 
 P R E S S  O V E R V I E W  




De jonge heer Maurits van Bockstaele (sic) verrukt het publiek door zijn heerlijk spel op 
den hoorn. 
 
“Letterkundige Afdeeling van Het Algemeen Nederlandsch Verbond.” Volksbelang, March 12, 1910 
 
M. Maurice Van Bocxstaele, corniste, est un jeune artiste de grande valeur; la façon délicate 
dont il a joué et interprète l'Adieu de Joseph Van der Meulen (une oeuvre ravissante, soit 
dit en passant), fait le plus grand honneur à l'école du Maître, M. Ch. Heylbroeck.  
 
“Conservatoire Royal de Gand - Distribution Des Diplômes. Audition.” Le Semaine Gantoise, November 
18, 1912 
 
Nous avons apprécié dans "l'Adieu", mélodie pour cor de M. Joseph Van der Meulen, le jeu 
de M. Van Bocxstaele, premier prix avec distinction, élève de M. Heylbreock; ce jeune 
homme a tiré de cet instrument, ingrat entre tous, des sons excessivement purs et d'une 
justesse irréprochable. 
 
“Conservatoire.” Journal de Gand, November 18, 1912 B., H. “Concert du 18 Septembre (Matin).”  
 
(...) Le concert de cette année devait nous faire entendre deux jeunes pianistes, une 
violoniste, et un joueur de cor. Pour apprécier en connaissance de cause, ses précoces 
talents il semble qu'il faudrait bien être un peu professeur soi-même; les résultats en effet, 
si brillants qu'ils puissent être, sont forcément relatifs à l'age des jeunes virtuoses, encore 
qu'ils peuvent très souvent être faussés par le manque d'assurance si préjudiciable à 
nombre d'artistes, lors d'une première grande exécution. M. Maurice Van Bocxstaele, élève 
de M. C. Heylbroeck, n'a besoin, lui, d'aucune espece de réserve, à ces divers points  de vue. 




“Au Conservatoire.” Le Bien Public, November 18, 1912 
Parmi les divers numéros de ce programme, un surtout méritait de retenir l'atrention, 
notamment le "Chant d'Automne" de Guillemyn, un compositeur gantois des mieux doués 
qui a à son actif pas mal d'oeuvres symphoniques, dramatiques et ballet.Cette page, très 
inspirée, est d'une mélancolie prenante et évoque à merveille cette saison calme et belle, 
où déjà un peu de mort se mêle à la vie. Le cor est l'instrument par excellence pour 
évoquer cette athmosphère et quand il est entre les mains de M. Van bocxstaele, motre 
soliste -que le programme eut tort de ne pas mentionner- on peut en attendre des effets 
admirables. Ce fut encore le cas.Cet éminent artiste, élève de M. Heylbroeck, le réputé 
professeur du Conservatoire de Gand - joint à la justesse, la sûreté et la pureté, qui sont 
autant de qualités rares chez le corniste, un nuance délicat et délicieux. L'artiste vient 
d'être engagé comme cor-solo à l'Orchestre Symphonique de Paris (rue du faubourg St. 
Honoré, 252). Cette désignation constitue un honneur et un homage mérité à son 
talent.Nous avons apprécié dans l'"Adieu", mélodie pour cor de M. Joseph Van der Meulen, 
le jeu de M. Van Bocxstaele, premier prix avec distinction, élève de M. Heylbroeck; ce jeune 
homme a tiré de cet instrument, ingrat entre tous, des sons excessivement purs et d'une 
justesse irréprochable. 
“Conservatoire. ”Journal de Gand, November 18, 1912 
In het Algemeen Handelsblad van Dinsdag 5 November, verscheen een interview, door hun 
muziek-kritieker , van den beroemden dirigent Willem Mengelberg afgenomen.Deze 
laatste werd te Parijs geroepen om het "Nouvel Orchestre de Paris" -waarvan Cortot, 
Ansermet en Monteux de ontwerpers zijn- te dirigeeren. Ziehier hoe Mengelberg zich 
uitdrukt en hoe hij op het einde de meest-vleiende beoordeeling over heeft voor een onzer 
stadsgenooten. "Te Denken", aldus Mengelberg, "dat een zoo jong orkest reeds zoo'n 
hoogte heeft bereikt, geeft redenen dat het weldra een voorname plaats onder de 
Europeesche orkesten zal gaan innemen. Het materiaal is prachtig, en het werk dt Monteux 
daarmee verricht heeft is mirakuleus, hetgeen ik ook niet anders verwacht had. Het 
spreekt van zelf dat de orkestleden zich aan mij moeten wennen, om tot een resultaat te 
komen, zooals wij bijv. in Amsterdam kennen, maar dit dient gezegd, zij zijn zeer volgzaam 
en reageeren met de meeste intelligentie op ijn intenties. Het is op Monteux' verzoek dat ik 
hier Ein Heldenleben dirigeer. Gezien het feit dat dit ingeveer het moeilijkste orkestwerk is 
dat er bestaat, dat het bovnedien de eerste maal is, dat deze menschen het spelen, moet ik 
zeggen, moet ik zeggen, dat het werkelijk bewonderenswaardig is, hoe zij het er afbrengen. 
Een voorkeur voor een der groepen heb ik niet, wel hebben sommige spelers, zooals bijv. 
de eerste hoornist, mijn bijzondere aandacht getrokken."De naam van dezen eersten 
hoornist is Mauritz Van Bocxstaele, gewezen leerling van ons Conservatorium.Onze 
hartelijke gelukwenschen voor een dergelijk compliment. 
 “Onze Kunstenaars in Den Vreemde.” Vooruit, December 17, 1929.  
La première œuvre est digne d'être au programme des plus grands concerts classiques. Peu 
de compositeurs belges ont à leur actif une page symphonique de cette valeur."Cyrano de 
Bergerac", esquisse symphonique pour cor-solo et orchestre de Robert Herberigs nous met 
en présence, dans la première et troisième partie, une orchestration d'un colorisme 
éblouissant .Dans la seconde partie, toute de poésie et de charme, mêlée d'une certaine 
mélancolie, le compositeur a parfaitement rendu lame spécial de Cyrano et, À certains 
moments, il atteint une portée très élevée.Le cor-solo, chargé de faire valoir tout le 
caractère chevaleresque du héros de Rostand, c'est acquitter de sa tâche ingrate avec une 
vaillance et sans défaillance d'un bout à l'autre. La sonorité étoffé et moelleuse de M. 
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Maurice Van Bocxstaele peux le classer parmi nos tout premiers cornistes. L'artiste, en 
vedette sur l'estrade, fut longuement ovationné. 
“Les Concerts Du Kursaal.” L’Echo d’Ostende, August 27, 1930 
 
Au huitième concert classique, M. Maurice Van bocxstaele, cor solo, se distingue en 
exécutant avec toute la virtuosité requise l'esquisse symphonique Cyrano de Bergerac de R. 
Herberigs. Cette œuvre, qui date de 1912 fut joué la même année au grand concert du 
Kursaal, mais elles figurent rarement au programme à cause de la difficulté d'exécution de 
la partie de cor-solo. Le mérite de M. Van Bocxstaele on est d'autant plus grand et le 
brillant succès qu'il a obtenu son trouve entièrement justifié. 
 
“Les Concerts de Cette Semaine.” Le Littoral, August 30, 1930 
 
M. J.B. Van Bocxstaele, die algemeen bekend staat als den besten hoornspeler van het land 
deed zich gelden in het lastig concerto in mi bemol groote terts, voor hoorn en orkest. Het 
is niet de eerste maal dat wij hem hier in Gent aanhoorden en laat ons hopen dat het ook 
niet de laatste was. 
 
F., A. “Het 3e Conservatoriumconcert Te Gent.” De Gentenaar. December 24, 1941 
 
Niet minder belangrijk was Mr. Van Bocxstaele die op vlekkeloze wijze het "KONCERTO IN 
MI B GR. T." voor hoorn en orkest vertolkte. De solist voerde het werk in de schitterendste 
voorwaarden uit. Indien we ons rekenschap geven van de technische moeilijkheden van 
het instrument en daarenboven de stijlgaafheid en de malsche toon in acht nemen 
waarmede het konstruktief zeer rationeel opgevatte koncerto werd uitgevoerd dan mogen 
we gerust zeggen dat het geheel de volmaaktheid nabij kwam.  
 
“Abonnementskoncert Gewijd Aan Richard Strauss.” Volk En Staat, December 23, 1941 
  
 
 A R C H I V E :   
M a u r i c e  V a n  
B o c x s t a e l e  
 
 
“Au Kursaal,”la Saison d’Ostende. September 22, 1929.  
“De Guchtenaere-Trio.” Muziek-Warande, April 1931 
“Bruxelles (509 M.).” Comoedia, August 22, 1930 
“1ste Abonnementsconcert in Den Koninklijken Franschen Schouwburg,” December 13, 1930. 
Programmes 
15h: Radiodiffusion du concert classique donné au Kursaal d'Ostende, sous la direction de M. F. Rasse, 
avec le concours de M. Maurice Maréchal, violoncelliste. Cyrano de Bergerac, poème symphonique 
(Herberigs). Cor solo: M. Maurice Van Bocxstaele, première exécution à Ostende. 
Duret, Albert. “Monte-Carlo.” Le Menestrel, January 6, 1934 
Van Bocxstaele, Maurice. “Letter of van Bocxstaele to Nevejans,” May 13, 1940. Recent archives-
correspondence 1940-1945. aB-Gc 
“Koninklijk Muziekconservatorium van Gent. Het Derde Koncert: Werken van Richard Strauss.” 
Vooruit. December 23, 1941 
Van Bocxstaele, Maurice. “Letter of Van Bocxstaele to De Sutter,” December 14, 1943. Recent archives-
correspondence 1940-1945. aB-Gc 
“De Hoornspeler J.B. Maurice Van Bocxstael.” Het Belgisch Muziekleven, 02 1972. B-Gc 
Casier, Ann. “Het muziekleven in het Kursaal te Oostende tussen 1852-1914. - Verhandeling tot het 
verkrijgen van de graad van licenciaat in de Oudheidkunde en de Kunstgeschiedenis.” Katholieke 






Figure 10: Maurice Van Bocxstaele with his 
Lehmann horn c1930 
 













1 . 2 :  O t h e r  K e y  F i g u r e s  
o f  t h e  
G h e n t i a n  H o r n  S c h o o l  
a c t i v e  i n  t h e  B e l l e  
E p o q u e  E r a  
 
1. Joseph De Bleye 
2. François-Joseph De Grom 
3. François De Kneef 
4. Hector De Smet 
5. Louis-Victor Dufrasne 
6. Raymond Meert 
7. Louis Tilleux 
8. Jean Speliers 






Joseph De Bleye 
Gent, 1856 – Montréal, after 1918 
Joseph De Bleye was the younger brother of artist Jules De Bleye (1846-1901), a 
painter, journalist and friend of the Ghentian pioneer of the socialist movement 
Edward Anseele (1856-1938) and the first of Jean Deprez’s students to pursue an 
international career as a horn player. Father De Bleye was a butcher in Ghent, 
wealthy enough to let his sons develop their artistic careers. De Bleye soon 
developed international contacts, moved permanently to North America in the 
last decade of the 19th century and became a Canadian resident on October 30, 
1918.  




1873-1877: class of Jean Deprez 
1874: 2° Prix 
1877: 1° Prix 
1874-1876: class of singing 
 
M A I N  S O U R C E S  —  
 Bergmans (1901): 168 
 






Bierley, Paul Edmund. The Incredible Band 
of John Philip Sousa. Urbana/ChicAGO: 
University of Illinois Press, 2006: 198-202 
 
Kenis, Paul. Het Leven van Edward Anseele. 
De Vlam, 1948: 54 
 
Naturalisation record 0011F of 30 October 
1918. 
 
R E C I T A L  
P R O G R A M S  —  
 
1874: US tour with appr. 15 musicians from Belgium and France 
1876-c1882: 1895-Horn Player, GO 
1882-1895: Seasonal work in USA, Belgium, United Kingdom? 29 
1895-1908: Principal horn, Sousa Band:30 
 
M. Bleye, premier prix de cor, et son concurrent M. Raphael 
Van Erps, deuxième prix par acclamation, méritent une 
mention extrèment honorable, (...) 
 
“Concours Du Conservatoire.” La Flandre Libérale, September 8, 1876 
 
Vader De Bleye kwam als beenhouwer goed aan de kost, zodat 
hij zijn jongens een meer verzorgde opvoeding kon geven dan 
dit voor de meeste arbeiderskinderen het geval was. Beiden 
mochten hun artistieke aanleg volgen, zodat de één een niet 
onverdienstelijk schilder werd en de andere jaren lang solist 
in het orkest van de Gentse schouwburg was.  
 
Kenis (1948): 74 
 
Hij (E. Anseelle, n.b.) vatte het voornemen op naar Londen te 
gaan, daar te trachten eene bediening op een schip te krijgen, 
en dan hooger op te klimmen. Kenis (s.a.: 54):  Hij was 
vertrokken in gezelschap van zijn vriend, Jozef De Bleye, een 
jongere broer van de schilder Jules De Bleye, die evenals zijn 
vriend een groot liefhebber van toneel was -hij werd later 
zelfs jachthoornspeler in het orkest van de Gentse 
schouwburg- had een kennis te Londen,31 misschien wel door 
zijn broer, en wou zien of er daar voor hem niets te vinden 
was. Maar hij legde minder volharding dan zijn vriend aan de 
 
29 “Conservatoire Royal de Musique de Gand, Grandes Fêtes Musicales Données à 
L’occasion du 50° Anniversaire de la Fondation du Conservatoire.” Ghent: Annoot-
Braeckman, Ad. Hoste successeur, 1885 p 19-20 quotes De Bleye to be “en Amérique”.  
30 Bierley( 2006): 202. Based on SB payrolls, 1895 & 1896; J.W. Pepper Musical Times and 
Band Journal, May 1898; SB/Grenadier Guards banquet seating chart of 17 Oct 1901; 
roster in New York Dramatic Mirror, 1 September 1908  
31 Presumably Joseph De Grom (see p49) 
 
 49 
1874: Transcription de l’Adelaide, L. Von 
Beethoven; 4° Solo, J.F. Gallay 
1875: Transcription d’un air des Noces de 
Figaro, W.A. Mozart; 2° Solo, J.F. Gallay 
1876: Transcription d’un Air de l’Opéra Alcina, 
G.F. Handel; Fantaisie sur la Norma 
dag; hij deed deze enkel uitgeleide tot Londen en keerde, reeds 
de volgende dag, stillekens naar het ouderlijke huis, de 
beenhouwerswinkel van vader de Bleye, terug. (…) 
 




François-Joseph De Gro(o)m32 
Leuven, 1838 – Camden (London), UK, January 1886 
 
E D U C A T I O N  —  C A R E E R  &  B A C K G R O U N D  
 
 
c1850-1855: class of J.D. Artôt (valve horn), B-
BC 
1855: 1° Prix, B-BC 
1859-1864: class of Norbert Herteleer   
1860: Second Prix (2° div) 
1862: Premier Prix (2°div), 1864 (1° div) 
Also: Chant d’Ensemble 
 
M A I N  S O U R C E S  —  
  
Bergmans (1901): 168 
 
An B-BC 1854-1855 
 
aB-Gc:   RM 1862-1863  
 
Musical Directory, Annual and Almanach 
London. 1880-1881  
 
De Grom, Joseph et al. “Réclamation des 
Artistes-Musiciens du Théâtre d’Angers,” 
January 1861. File 2R117 “Artistes.” Archives 
Municipales d’Angers. 
 
Gevaert, Auguste. “Comptes Rendus des 




A D D R E S S E S  —  
 
1862: rue de Bruxelles 79, Ghent 
1880-1886: Camden Town, London 
1857-1858: Part of a group of Belgian and German 
musicians arriving in the United Kingdom on 28 October 
1857. Mentioned as a player with the Jullien concerts.(12 
January 1858: Dublin; 15 January 1858: Belfast; 28 
January Devizes. 
1861: Horn Player, théâtre d’Angers 
1862: SdcC CG 
1880: listed as Player in London  
 
“Mr. Herteleer nous a produit dans la classe de 
Cor deux élèves remarquables, MM De Grom et 
De Groote. Beu son, exécution convenable. Nous 
aurions seulement désiré entendre ces jeunes 
gens sur le cor ordinaire au lieu du Cor à 
Pistons; ce dernier instrument a une certaine 
duret” qui le rend plus proper à une harmonie 
militaire qu’à l’orchestre” 
 
Gevaert, Auguste. “Comptes Rendus des Concours 1856-1861,” 
n.d. ARCH 1. B-Gc. 
 
Parents: 
Father: Pierre de Grom, musicien (musician) 
Mother: Cathérine Barthets 
 
32 From RM 1862 and onwards referred as “De Groom”, signs petition in 1861 




François De Kneef 
Ledeberg, 18 May 1861 – Gent, 14 November 1938 
 
E D U C A T I O N  —  
C A R E E R  &  
B A C K G R O U N D  
 
 
C1878-1882: class of Jean Deprez 
1882: Second Prix 
1884: Premier Prix DIST 
 
M A I N  S O U R C E S  —  
  
Bergmans (1901): 168 
 
An CG 1882 
  
Dubbele Wegwijzer Der Stad Gent En Der Provincie Oost-
Vlaanderen Voor Het Jaar 1906 - 44ste Jaar. A. Vander 
Haeghen. Gent, 1906 p362 
                                                                                                  
R E C I T A L  P R O G R A M S  —  
 
1881: Romance from 1st Horn Concerto, W.A. Mozart; 2° Solo, 
J.F. Gallay 
1882: Romance, H. Waelput; Andante pour 4 cors, C. Kreutzer 
1883: Mélodie, Van Cromphaut; Andante pour 4 cors, J. 
Berleur 
 
A D D R E S S E S  —  
 
1880: St-Elisabethgracht 6 (also 1906) 
 
 
1888-1890:  Principal SdcC CG 
1901: Third horn, GO 
1903: Second horn, SdcC CG 
1904: Principal, SdcC CG 
1905: Fourth horn, GO 
1906: Third horn SdcC 
1907: Horn Player ScdC CG (some concerts) 
1909: Principal, Théâtre Municipal de Poitiers 




Théâtre Municipal de La Rochelle, Direction 
Pierre Legros, Saison d’Opéra 1902-1903.” 
l’Echo Rochelais, April 4, 1903 
 
“AA Angoulême.” Comoedia. November 4, 1909 
 















Hector De Smet 
Ghent, 17 June 1893– Angers (Maine et Loire, F), 5 March 1912 
 
E D U C A T I O N  —  
C A R E E R  &  
B A C K G R O U N D  
 
 
1904: entry CG 
1905-1910: class of Charles Heylbroeck 
1908: Accessit UN 
1909: Second Prix DIST 
1910: Premier Prix DIST 
 
1911-1912: enrolled in the class of François Brémond, CNSM Paris  
 
Also double bass 
 
M A I N  S O U R C E S  —  
  
• RM 3266, RM3058 
• An CG 1908-1909-1910 
• Local Press, Angers, 1910-1912 
• Archives départementales de Maine et Loire, Théatre 
d’Angers, series 2R117-118-119 
• Nécrologie.” Le Menestrel, September 3, 1912, 73  
 
R E C I T A L  P R O G R A M S  —  
 
1908: le Janissaires. Quatuor pour Quatre cors, C.L. Hanssens; Mélodie, L. 
Van Cromphaut 
1909: Andantino et Scherzo, J. D. Artôt; Adagio et 1° Allegro from 1st Horn 
concerto, R. Strauss 
1910: Larghetto and Allegro, Concerto KV447, W.A. Mozart; Romance, 
C. Saint-Saens 
 
A D D R E S S E S  —  
 
1904: Rue Longue des Casernes 38, Gent 
1907: Rue de l’Incendie 28, Gent 
1912: rue Plantagenet 34, Angers 
 
B A C K G R O U N D  —  
Gustaaf De Smet, 1904: sans profession  (without profession); 1907: 
overleden  (deceased) 
Eugénie Claerman 
 
1904: Indigent (without resources, no enrollment fee) 
1908-1909: Bursary to study at CG 
 
 
1910-1912: Principal, Association 
Artistique d’Angers, Théâtre d’Angers 
 
M. Hector Desmet, lauréat des 
derniers concours du conservatoire, 
vient d’être engage à la suite d’un 
examen comparative, comme 
premier Cor Solo au Grand Théâtre 
et aux concerts classiques D’Angers. 
Monsieur Smet n’est âgé que de 17 
ans ce succès fait honneur à 
l’enseignement de notre distingué 
professeur, M. Charles Heylbroeck.  
 
“Nos jeunes artistes à l’étranger.” La 
Flandre Libérale, May 2, 1910 
 
Les concours d'instruments à vent 
sont suivis par un public peu 
nombreux, mais généralement très 
compétent, véritable jury à côté du 
jury, donc. Il a applaudi aujourd'hui 
M. Desmet, un excellent élève de la 
classe de cor de M. Heylbroeck, qui 
sera certainement très courtisé par 
les chefs d'orchestre à la recherche 
de corniste possédant le son 
mélodieux et délicat qui est si 
précieux pour la bonne sonorité. 
d'un orchestre. 
 
“Concours Des Classes de Chant et Des 
Instruments à Vent (cuivres).” La Flandre 
Libérale, June 25, 1910 
Lundi soir se répandait en ville une 
triste nouvelle que le temps et les 
recherches ont confirmée. Quatre 
 
 53 
Wij meldden eergisteren de noodlottige verdrinking te 
Angers van vier muziekanten, behoorende tot den 
schouwburg dier stad. Onder dezen bevindt zich een 
gentenaar, de jonge Hector De Smet, 1ste prijs van ons 
conservatorium en leerling van de uitmuntenden leeraar 
in cor, M. Heylbroeck. Hector De smet was als cor-solo in 
het orkest van Angers —na een kampstrijd —
aangeworven. Niettegenstaande zijne verbintenissen in 
den schouwburg en in de "Groote Concerten" van angers, 
had hiçj zich als leerling van het Conservatorium van 
PMarijs doen annnemen, na een kampstrijd waar een 
groot aantal leerlingnen aan deelnamen. 
Nog zeer jong zijnder —pas achttien jaar— koesterde 
men van hem de grootste verwachtingen. Hector De 
Smet heeft omtrent 2 jaren lid geweest der Harmonie 
"Vooruit", alwaar hij reeds op 16-jarigen ouderdom de 
partij van cor-solo tot eenieders voldoening hield. Ook 
trad hij verscheidene malen als solist op in de harmonie, 
die hij maar verliet om beroepsmuzikant te worden. 
Zijn vroegtijdig heengaan zal in de familie der 
muzikanten zeer betreerd worden, daar hij er niets dan 
vrienden telde. 
Aan de diepgetroffene familie bieden we onze innige 
deelneming aan. 
Het verschrikkelijk ongeluk te Angers.” Vooruit. March 9, 1912 
 
artistes, MM Dupuis et dumont, 
choristes au théâtre, M. vallon, 
première clarinette, et M. de Smet, 
premier cor, ont péri dans une 
partie de pêche, victimes de la 
bourrasque; leur bateau a été 
trouvé retourné, rames cassées. 
M./ Vallon, originaire de Boulogne 
sur-Mer, appartient depuis 1898 à 
l'orchestre de la Société des 
Concerts, où son grand talent le 
rendait aussi utile qu'appécié. Il a 
fait son service militaire au 
régiment de génie à Angers, et n'a 
plus quitté cette ville où il s'était 
marié; il avait trente ans et laisse 
une veuve et un petit garçon.M. de 
Smet, âgé seulement de 18 ans, est 
de nationalité belge et ne fait partie 
de notre orchestre que depuis deux 
ans. Premier prix de cor au 
Conservatoire de Gand, il avait été 
reçu, en novembre, second au 
concours du Conservatoire de Paris, 
mais n'avait pas voulu abandonner 
son poste. Ses frères sont pianiste à 
Gand et violoniste à Monte-Carlo. 
Ces deux sympathiques 
pensionnaires sont unanimement 
regrettés. Devant ce coup imprévu 
et terrible du destin, nous saluons 
avec émotion leurs mémoires et 
nous tenons à donner à leurs 
familles et à leurs camarades de 
l'orchestre une nouvelle preuve de 
notre solidarité en toutes 
circonstances et, particulièrement, 
dans le deuil et le malheur. 
Ollone, Compte Charles d’. “Assemblées 
Générales d’Avril 1912,” October 13, 1912 
“An  Angers Musical: Organe officiel de la 










“Louis-Victor Dufrasne was the single biggest influence in 






Figure 14: Admission token RM1893 for Louis-Victor Dufrasne, 16 June 1898 
 
 
33 Fako, Nancy. Philip Farkas and His Horn, a Happy, Worthwhile Life. Elmhurst, Il: Crescent Park 





Quiévrain 1 December 1877 – Evanston, (IL, USA), 1 July 1941 
Influencer of the 20th Century US Horn School, Educator, Premium Soloist 
 
America’s classical music tradition was built, to a great extent, by the thousands of immigrant 
musicians who arrived in search of a better life. Undoubtedly one of the most intriguing horn 
players of the pre- war US musical scene was Louis-Victor Dufrasne (1877-1941).  
Apart from an impressive orchestral career during his American years, the list of students 
Dufrasne trained reads like a “who’s who” of mid-20th century US horn playing: Helen Kotas, 
Frank Brouk, William Klang, Clyde Miller and of course Philip Farkas.  
E D U C A T I O N  —  C A R E E R  T I M E L I N E  
 
 
c1888-1893: Class of Emile Pierkot, Ostend 
Conservatory 
1893: Second Prix, high Honors 
1898-1902: Class of Jean Deprez and Charles 
Heylbroeck  
1899: Second Prix UN Dist 
1900: Premier Prix UN Dist 
1902: Second Prix UN DIST Chamber Music (Paul 
Lebrun) 
 
Also: piano (Victor De Voghelaere) 
 
M A I N  S O U R C E S  —  
 
• aB-Gc RM 1893 
• Billiet, Jeroen. “Teaching Farkas: Louis-
Victor Dufrasne and the Belgian 
Influence on 20th Century American 
Horn Playing.” The Horn Call, May 2015. 
92-99 
• The Washington Archive of Music and 
Musicians, file Dufrasne 
• Scottish Orchestra (now Royal Scottish 
National Orchestra), season programs 
1905-1913 
• Archives de Ville de Pau, files of the 
Palais d’Hiver, series 2R4 14-17: concert 
programs, season’s prospectuses, press 
articles. 
• Bacon, Thomas. Preface of: Dufrasne 
Routine for Horn in F. Edited by Thomas 




1896-1913: Horn Player (several chairs), Kursaal 
Orchestra (Ostend) 
1899-1903: second horn, GO 
1903-1905 and 1906-1907: Principal; Palais d’Hiver, Pau 
(F) 
1905-1906: Third Horn, Scottish Orchestra, Glasgow (UK) 
c1908-1917: Principal horn, New York Opera; Barrere 
Ensemble, Hammerstein Opera, Manhattan Opera 
company  
1917-c1938: Principal, Chicago Lyrical Opera 
1922-1925: Principal, Cleveland Orchestra 




4 January 1900: Rêverie pour cor , A. Glazounow. Audition 
d'élèves-laureats des concours de 1900 CG 
27 March 1903:  Concerto opus  11, R. Strauss, Orchestre 
du Palais d’Hiver Pau (dir. Brunel) 
27 January 1905: Concerto KV447, W.A. Mozart 
Orchestre du Palais d’Hiver Pau (dir Brunel) 
4 April 1905: Nocturne from Midsummernight’s Dream, F. 









R E C I T A L  P R O G R A M S  —  
 
1899:  
1900: Rêverie, A. Glazounov 
S O C I A L  &  F A M I L Y  





1902: (Chamber Music):  Adagio & Allegro opus 70, R. 
Schumann. Trio opus 40, J. Brahms  
A D D R E S S E S —  
 
1898: rue des Hospices 28, Ostend 
Parents:  




Military Service (1898-1899?): Musicien au 2° 
Régiment de Ligne 
 
 





(…) M. Dufrasne a exécuté en 1° audition le concerto en mi bémol pour cor, de Richard 
Strauss. C'est un tour de force d'exécution. En entend rarement des soli de cor, plus 
rarement encore ils sont aussi bien rendus. (Ph. A.) 
(…) Messieurs les solistes de l'orchestre ont eu leur part de bravos surtout mr. Dufrasne, 
l'excellent cor, qui a jonglé avec les difficultés dans le concerto en mi bémol de Richard 
Strauss (1° audition), et cela avec une aisance extraordinaire. 
 
Archives de Ville de Pau, files of the Palais d’Hiver, series 2R4 14-17: concert programs, season’s 
prospectuses, press article gatherings. (no publication specified) 
 
Gent- De leden van het orkest van den Grooten Schouwburg zullen twee afgevaardigden te 
kiezen hebben in vervanging van de heeren L. Dufrasne en G. Lefevre. 
  
“Gent.” l’Artiste Musicien - Organe Mensuel de La Fédération Des Artistes-Musiciens Syndiqués de Belgique, 
December 1903 
 
Le concerto en Mi-bémol pour cor nous a permis d'entendre un artiste de très grande 
valeur et un exécutant de haute marque. 
Je veux parler de M. Dufrasne. Il a fait rendre au cor des sonorités étonnantes. Le cor est un 
instrument ingrat, l'adaptation entre l'embouchure et le jeu des muscles de la respiration 
est telle que si les lèvres vibrent à faux ou si l'expiration de l'air n'est pas règlée en dose 
bien sure, le couac est fatal. Un vol de “canards” sélance du pavillon; M. Dufrasne a su filer 
des sons d'une ténuité rare et d'une grande pureté. Peut-être a-t-il eu peur de s'affirmer 
davantage et n'a t'il pas voulu forcer son beau talent. Il a remporté un réel succcès, qui a 
été très applaudi dans cette longue exécution qui a duré 16'23”.  
 
“Concert.” Recueil de Presse, Archives de Ville de Pau file 2R4-17,  January 29, 1904 
 
“I am honoured to say that Mr. Dufrasne is a first-rank horn player. In the Siegfried Idyll, and even 
more in Siegfried's Rhine Journey he skilfully overcomes all the difficulties. With perfect intonation, a 
sweet, velvet, yet vibrating sound, a playing style worthy of a great horn school and with great ease 
he let us hear the horn calls of Siegfried.”  
 
Mémorial des Pyrénées, March 25th 1905  
 
 
”...I want to quote, as an example, Mr. Dufrasne who performed a concerto in E flat major by Richard 
Strauss. This work, of extreme difficulty – read: extreme danger – is a snakepit for horn players, but 
Mr. Dufrasne plays it flawlessly, with a great sound. 
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I love the horn sound everywhere, even deep in the forest and even in the orchestra. It appears as a 
prominent, warm and calm voice of love that sings and swoons, yet only if the instrument is at the 
lips of a real artist. Mr. Dufrasne is one of them: he's a master of his instrument on which he plays the 
nicest effects of softness and virtuosity.” 
... 
 
Mémorial des Pyrénées, March 31st 1903 
 
 “Louis Dufrasne was the soloist of the first part of the program, playing the “album leaf” by Wagner. 
There may be some who insist the French Horn is not the ideal medium for expressing the silver lyric 
tones of the Wagner Piece, but Mr. Dufrasne played with exceptional clarity of tone, and his solo was 
a colorful bit of playing.” 
*** (Monday 11 December 1922) : “an accomplished player as Louis Dufrasne, who is at the head of the 
horn section. He disclosed a warm and resonant tone, excellent phrasing and notable facility in a 
concerto by Richard Strauss” 
 
The Cleveland Press (date unknown) 
 
Once, when I was taking a lesson from Helen Kotas Hirsch in Chicago played one of the 
Gallay Etudes for her.  She said-"very good Randy, now play it for me without the 
valves."  She then explained how her teacher-Louis Dufrasne had required her to always 
play the Gallay Etudes without valves. Interestingly, Helen's famous student-Lowell Greer-
was the first (maybe the only) American hornist to record the Mozart Concerti on the 
Natural Horn!  :)! 
 
Faust, Randall to the Author. “Re: Few Questions for You...,” June 8, 2019. 
 
 
 A R C H I V E :   
L o u i s - V i c t o r  D u f r a s n e  
 
 
Personal Correspondence with Norman Schweikert, 2014 and Randall Faust (email of 6 June 
2019) 
Dufrasne. “Geboorteakte Louis Dufrasne,” February 12, 1877. Quiévrain, état civil 
“Franko’s Concerts Drawing Big Audience to Willow Grove Park.” Musical America, April 6, 
1921 
Bacon, Thomas. Preface of: Dufrasne Routine for Horn in F. Edited by Thomas Bacon. Southern 
Music, 2004 






Figure 15: Louis Dufrasne & his Geyer Horn around 1925 (from Philip Farkas archive, 
Courtesy of Nancy Fako, ) 
 
Figure 16: le Palais d’Hiver in Pau, France, 1904 (courtesy of Archives de Ville de Pau) where 
Dufrasne started his international career, as well as other Ghentian players Jean Speliers, Maurice 





Gent, c1875 –  
E D U C A T I O N  —  
C A R E E R  &  
B A C K G R O U N D  
 
 
C1890-1894: class of Jean Deprez 
1894: Premier Prix  
 
M A I N  S O U R C E S  —  
  
Bergmans (1901): 168 
 
An CG 1892-1893-1894 
  
Scottish Orchestra Glasgow, programs 1913-1914 
Ghent Opera Archives, Programs 
 
Roster in “New York Musician and Knocker”, December 1916.  
 
Bierley, Paul Edmund. “Goedertier” in The Incredible Band of John Philip 
Sousa. Urbana/ChicAGO: University of Illinois Press, 2006: 198-204 
 
R E C I T A L  P R O G R A M S  —  
 
1892: Méditation, Toussaint Radoux 
1893: Romance, L. Wallner; 9° Solo, J.F. Gallay 
1894: Nocturne, C. Reinecke; Fantaisie sur la Norma de Bellini, J.F. Gallay 
 
 
1893-1894: Fourth Horn, GO, possible 
other years 
1913-1914: Second Horn, Scottish 
Orchestra, Glasgow (UK) 
1916-1917: Principal, Souza Band (US) 


















Figure 17 Cleveland Orchestra 
Advertising mentioning Dufrasne and 





Figure 18: Raymond Meert in Harrogate, c1950 
(courtesy of Meert Family) 
 
 
Figure 19: Marriage Picture of Raymond Meert and Malvina 
Vanhoucke, Gent, 1911 (courtesy of Meert Family) 
 
Figure 
20: Letter by Raymond Meert for the demand of a 
bursary for the year 1903, (CG-Bourses, 1903)  




Florimond (“Raymond”) Meert 
Gent, 10 March 1884 – Pwllheli (Caernarvon, United Kingdom) 20 January 1967) 
 
Raymond Meert was one of the first students to graduate from Heylbroeck’s class at the 
royal Ghent Conservatory. After the London summer concerts performed by the Ostend 
Kursaal Orchestra in 1905, he played the following season in Glasgow, and would become 
a permanent UK resident in 1911. From 1917 onwards he became principal horn of the 
Hallé Orchestra in Manchester, a position he would keep until 1934. During WWII, he was 
called back to serve in the orchestra by its conductor, Sir John Barbiroli. Meert was a true 
ambassador of the Ghentian school and an important player in the United Kingdom 
during the interwar period. Important to mention are his executions of Baroque and 
classical horn parts in many performances of Bach’s B-Minor Mass and 1st Brandenburg 
Concerto and  Handel’s Water Music in concerts in the UK Midlands. 
  
E D U C A T I O N  —  C A R E E R  T I M E L I N E  
 
 
October 1895: enrolls at CG 
1898-1903: Class of Jean Deprez and 
Charles Heylbroeck  
1902: Second Prix UN  
1903: Premier Prix UN Dist 
1904: Second Prix UN Chamber Music 
(Paul Lebrun) 
 
Also: piano (Victor De Voghelaere) 
and violin (L. De Porre) 
 
M A I N  S O U R C E S  
—  
 
• aB-Gc RM 1476 
• AGO356 
• program books Scottish 
Orchestra 1905-1919, Royal 
Scottish National Orchestra 
offices, Glasgow (UK) 
• program books Hallé 
Orchestra, 1917-1949, Hallé 




1905-1906, 1911: Third horn, Scottish Orchestra Glasgow (UK)  
1905, 1906: Principal, SdcC CG 
1905 summer season: Third Horn, Ostend Kursaal  
1905-1907: co-principal/third horn, SdcC CG 
1907-1908: Second horn, GO (possibly other preceding years) 
1913-1917: Principal, Scottish Orchestra  
1917-1931 and 1934-1938 Principal, Hallé Orchestra  
1931-1934: third horn Hallé Orchestra 
1933: principal Lincoln Orchestral Society 1933: Principal, 
William Rees Symphony Orchestra 
1934: Principal, Liverpool Philharmonic Society  




5 april 1903: Symphony nr. 9, L.Van Beethoven: fourth horn solo 
on opening concert CG Concert Hall (currently Miry Concert 
Hall) 
25 February 1917: Mentioned as “member of the Hallé 
Orchestra” on a wind quintet concert at Holdsworth Hall34 
27 March 1919: B-Minor Mass, J.S. Bach35 
1? March 1922: B-Minor Mass, J.S. Bach36 
 
34 “Concerts -Matinées Musicales.” Manchester Guardian. February 17, 1917 
35 Manchester Evening News n°15594, 26 March 1919 p1 






• Meert Family Archive, 
courtesy of Steven & Pipa 
Meert, Manchester, UK 
• “The Scottish Orchestra.” 
Daily Record. January 18, 
1915. BNOnline 
• John F. Russell. “The Hallé 
Orchestra 1858-1942,” n.d. 
7891 bb24.  
•  
A U D I O —  
 
Hallé Orchestra: the Hamilton Harty 
Recordings (1920-1933). Columbia 
records (UK). Full catalogue in Jones, 
David Llewellyn. Hallé Orchestra, 
Discography: Commercial Recordings, 
Indexed by Composer, Conductor and 
Soloist. Manchester, Hallé Archives, 
2014. 
26 March 1923: Octet in F, F. Schubert 
17 March 1924: Divertimento N° 17 in D, W.A. Mozart 37 
12 March 1925: B-Minor Mass, J.S. Bach  
4 February 1926: B-Minor Mass, J.S. Bach n38 
17 February 1927: 1st Brandenburg Concerto in F BWV1046, J.S. 
Bach39 
16 February 1928: Concerto nr. 3 KV447, W.A. Mozart with 
Hallé Orchestra (live BBC Broadcast)40 
0? October 1928: Octet in F, F. Schubert41 
30 October 1928: Trio Opus 40, J.Brahms42 
29 January 1929: Septet opus 20, L. Van Beethoven43  
25 October 1933: Concerto KV447, W.A. Mozart, (Lincoln, Corn 
Exchange)44   
R E C I T A L  
P R O G R A M S  —  
 
1901: Notturno, C. Reinecke 
1902: 9° Solo, J.F. Gallay; Douze Grands 
Caprices, J.F. Gallay  
1903:  
1904: (Chamber Music):  Adagio & 
Allegro opus 70, R. Schumann. Trio opus 
40, J. Brahms  
 
S O C I A L  &  F A M I L Y  
B A C K G R O U N D  
 
 
A D D R E S S E S —  
 
Parents: 
Jan Meert, meubelmaker (cabinet maker) 
Marie Ludovica Vandermeulen 
 
37 “Hamilton Harty Chamber Concerts -Free Trade Hall.” Manchester Guardian. March 17, 
1924 
38 announced in Manchester Guardian of 2/2/1926 p1 alongside “the famous Bach Trumpet 
player Herbert Barr” 
39 “The Halle Concerts.” Manchester Guardian. February 18, 1927 
40 ‘On February 16 a Hallé concert will be relayed from the Free Trade Hall. Listeners will hear 
Brahms's Fourth Symphony in E minor, Strauss's tone poem "Don Quixote" in which the cello solo will 
be played by Mr. Clyde Twelvetrees and Mozart's Third Concerto for horn and orchestra, the horn 
being played by mr. Raymond Meert. (...)’ 
“Wireless Notes and Programmes- Manchester Music.” The Manchester Guardian. February 2, 
1928 
41 C., N. “The Catterall Chamber Concerts.” The Manchester Guardian. October 11, 1928. 
42 Musical Times vol 69 n°1030 p1132 
43 “Concerts - Free Trade Hall.” The Manchester Guardian. January 29, 1923 
44 Program Book: “Grand Concert.” Lincoln Orchestral Society, October 25th 1933. Meert 
Family archive, Manchester. 
 
 63 
1895: Rue d’Or 13//1898: Rue d’Or 11, 
Gent 
1906-1907: Oudescheldestraat 8, Gent 
1911: Maryhill, Glasgow (UK) 
1924: 204 Moseley Road, Fallowfield, 
Manchester (UK) 
 
Indigent- Bursary for 1903 
 
Married to Malvina Vandenhouck (°Gent, 24 December 1890) 
Son Charles Meert (cellist, Hallé Orchestra) born 2 december 
1911 in Glasgow 
  





Mr. Meert, de la classe de cor, a joué avec correction et goût la romance en fa de Saint 
Saens, morceau remarquablement bien écrit pour un instrument difficile, dont le rôle dans 
la musique instrumentale ne cesse de grandir en importance. 
 
“Distribution Des Prix Aux élèves Du Conservatoire.” La Flandre Libérale, November 24, 1903 
 
’t Is niet aan te nemen dat een SOIRON, die ruim opweegt tegen den besten cello van 
Sechiari’s orkest, dat een MEERT, die te Londen de beste cornisten klopte, dat een KIMPE, 
die in ’t orkest Sechiari eene der beste plaatsen zou kunnen innemen, en zoovele anderen, 
te Gent om een hongerloontje zich afbeulen, als elders hunne kunst royaal wordt betaald’ 
 
“De Syndicale Kamer Der Artisten-Muzikanten van Gent Aan de Gentsche Bevolking.” Komiteit der 
Syndicale Kamer der Artisten-Muzikanten van Gent, 11/1913, AGO:  
 
Less happy was Mr. R. Meert whose horn-playing now and again had a doubtful outline 5...) 
 
C., N. “Rochdale Chamber Concerts.” Rochdale Chamber Concerts, July 12, 1921, Manchester Guardian, 9 
 
We thought the number with the great horn solo 'Quoniam tu solus Sanctus' was taken a 
little too quickly for a due solemnity or to allow either mr. Robert Radford, the bass,  or M. 
Meert, the horn player, their full scope.  
 
L., S. “The Hallé Concerts - Bach’s Mass in B Minor.” The Manchester Guardian. March 2, 1922 p8 
 
‘An opportunity of hearing the expert horn-playing of Mr. Raymond Meert was provided in 
Mozart's Concerto for Horn and Orchestra, though the work is not among the composer's 
best things, nor does it exploit to any extent the technique of the instrument.’ 
 
H., G.A. “New Mills Orchestral Society.” the Manchester Guardian. September 3, 1922  
 
‘Weber's "Oberon", with its delightfully delicate flitting phrases for flutes and clarinets, 
and the soft repeated calls of the horn, given out with ravishing beauty of tone, led to a 
performance of the work that will ever remain memorable.’ 
 
D., M. “Our Manchester Letter.” Musical Standard. March 24, 1923 
 
Mr. Meert; though he lent to his melodious passages many stretches of refined tone and 
phrase, was often too much of a gentleman; his modesty occasionally went as far as a 
quietness that could scarcely be heard 
 




(...) Mr.Meert kept the horn unstopped in the bass solo "Quoniam Tu solus sanctus" He 
played with such marked discretion that one hardly found the instrument too lively. 
 
“B-Minor Mass.” Manchester Guardian. May 2, 1926 
 
...the astonishing beauty and flexibility of mr. Raymond Meert's horn playing in the Mozart 
concerto. 
 
C., N. “The Halle Concert.” The Manchester Guardian. February 17, 1928 p13 
Mozart's "Concerto for Horn and Orchestra n°3 in E flat was favourably received. It does 
not present difficulties, and Mr. Raymon (sic) Meert was very happy in the solo work. 
Manchester Evening News, 17 February 1928 
(…) The performance of these works by Mr. Edward Maude (violin), Mr. Raymond Meert 
(horn), and Mr. Percy Richardson (pianoforte) was a finished one, if in so large a room it 
seemed somewhat reticent, Mr. Meert's colleagues evidently repressing themselves in 
order to give his unassertive instrument a due share in the ensemble. Mr. Meert's 
command of his instrument enabled him to negotiate successfully, and though it is 
impossible to remove entirely the impression of a cat on hot bricks when a horn player 
approaches a difficult episode, his certainty of execution gave one a confidence which was 
never misplaced. 
“Chamber Music by Brahms and Beethoven.” Manchester Courier, October 31, 1928 
 
(...) and Raymont Meert played as well. He was a character! He had come out of retirement 
having played first horn in the Hallé for years until 1938 and he really hated having two 
girls sitting above him in the section. He played on a peashooter with a B-flat crook - on 
fourth! (...) 
 
Humphries, John. “A Pioneer Lady Hornist.” The Horn Call, October 1991 
 
 
 A R C H I V E :   
R a y m o n d  M e e r t  
 
 
• “Bourses 19 -Meert,” November 11, 1903. Bourses 1903. aB-Gc LD 
• “1911 UK Census,” 1911. Archive.org accessed on 11 February 2017 
• “The Scottish Orchestra.” Daily Record. January 18, 1915.  
• L., S. “Manchester Chamber Concerts.” The Manchester Guardian. January 30, 1923 p9 
• Meert, Raymond. “Certificate of Naturalisation Raymond Meert,” December 18, 1924. 
archive Meert Family 
• “Music in the Provinces.” The Musical Times, January 12, 1928 
• “Chamber Music by Brahms and Beethoven.” Manchester Courier, October 31, 1928 
• C., N. “The Catterall Chamber Concerts.” The Manchester Guardian. November 10, 1928 p13  
• C., N. “The Hallé Orchestra Pension Fund Concert.” The Manchester Guardian. March 22, 1929 
• John F. Russell. “The Hallé Orchestra 1858-1942,” n.d. 7891 bb24.  
• “Battlefront Tour by Halle Orchestra.” Manchester Courier (?), September 1, 1945 









Gent, 3 May 1849 – Washington (US), 21 July 1912 
E D U C A T I O N  —  
C A R E E R  &  
B A C K G R O U N D  
 
 
10 May 1858: Entry CG 
1863-1865: class of Norbert Herteleer  
1864: Premier Prix (3° Division) 
1865: Second Prix (2° Division) 
1866?-1869: class of Jean Mohr, Conservatoire 
National de Paris 
 




Archives de Spa- Fund Body 348 
 
“Marine Bandsman Retires: Louis Tilleux, French Horn 
Player, Completes Thirty Years Service.” The Evening 
Star, January 14, 1906. 16 
 
Congressional Cemetary, record R121/201 
 
R E C I T A L  P R O G R A M S  —  
 
1864: 7° Solo de Gallay45 
 
A D D R E S S E S  —  
 
1858: 27 Rue Haute, Ghent 
1912: 809 Virginia Avenue s.e., Washington46 
Buried at Congressional Cemetary, Washington 
 
P A R E N T S  —  
 
Louis Tilleux, peintre (painter) 
Sophie Van Laere 
1869-1871: horn player, Khedive Ismail Pasha’s 
orchestra, Cairo (EG) 
1872: horn player, Orchestre de la Redoute de 
Spa47 
C 1872-1875: horn player, French Opera, New 
Orleans (US) 
1876-1906: horn player, US Marine Band  
Mr. Tilleux became a member of the Marine 
Band January 6, 1876. (…) He is one of the five 
famous Belgian musicians who served with the 
Marine Band. He was born in Ghent, where he 
began his musical career as a singer at the age of 
seven. He was graduated in 1869 from the 
Conservatory of Music in Paris. After that he 
traveled through France, Italy, Russia and 
Germany, playing in various opera houses. He 
went to Cairo and enlisted in the orchestra of 
the khedive, Ismail Pasha. He was a cornetist in 
the khedive's orchestra from 1869 to 1871. The 
orchestra consisted of sixty players. In the 
winter season they played at the palace in Cairo 
or at the Italian opera, which was supported by 
the khedive. While with this organization Mr. 
Tilleux played at the premier production of 
Verdi's "Aida." It took place in Cairo in 1871 at 
the request of the khedive. In 1871 Mr. Tilleux 
left Cairo,traveled around the world and landed 
in the orchestra of the French opera at New 
Orleans during the regime of Calabrazza. 
Schneider was then leader of the Marine Band in 
Washington, and he had known Mr. Tilleux in 
New Orleans, so that the latter's entrance to the 
Marine Band was easy.  
“Marine Bandsman Retires: Louis Tilleux, French Horn 
Player, Completes Thirty Years Service.” The Evening 
Star, January 14, 1906. 16 
 
 
45 exProg 1864 : “Tilleux: titre du Morceau. 7° Solo de Gallay/ à vue---- très bien - en public 
46 records 





Jean Speliers  
Gent, c1863– Boulogne sur Mer, after 193048 
E D U C A T I O N  —  
C A R E E R  &  
B A C K G R O U N D  
 
 
C1876-1882: class of Jean Deprez 
1880, 1882: Second Prix  
 
M A I N  S O U R C E S  —  
  





“Nos Artistes.” la Flandre Libérale, May 9, 1908 
 
Pau orchestra, programs 1890-1914 
 
Société Artistique d’Angers, programs 1890-1908 
 
Casino de Boulogne sur Mer, programs 1890-1912 
 
AGO347: Maubourg, Alexis. “Application letter adressed to the 
mayor of Ghent” March 23, 1889. AGO347 
 
Archives de Pau file 2R4/14-17 
 
Speliers, Jean. “Letter from the Artists of Pau to the City 
Council,” April 4, 1905. 2R4/14-17. Archives de Ville de Pau 
 
Indigent: bourse 1880 and further 
 
 
R E C I T A L  P R O G R A M S  —  
 
1880: Solo de Cor, M.J. Mengal 
1881: Romance du Concerto n°1 KV412, W.A. Mozart;  Fantaisie; F. 
Strauss 
1882: Romance pour Cor en Fa, H. Waelput; Andante pour Quatre 





c1885: horn player, casino de Royan (F)49 
1885-1887: second horn, GO 
1888: SdcC CG 
c1890-1896: horn player, Société 
Artistique d’Angers 
1896-1900: third horn, Palais d’Hiver, 
Pau 
1903 and 1906-1907: second horn, Palais 
d’Hiver, Pau (F) 
1905: principal/third horn, Palais 
d’Hiver, Pau 
1908: principal, Palais d’Hiver Pau 
1908-1911: principal, Casino de Boulogne 
sur Mer 
1908-19?: brass & solfège teacher, 
Conservatoire de Boulogne sur Mer 
1 december 1905: Nocturne from 
Midsummernight’s Dream, F. 
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (Pau) 
27 Mach 1908: Beethoven Septet opus 20 
(Pau) 
MM Bracke, Speliers, De Broe et De Knyf, 
élèves de M. Depré (sic), ont joué un 
andante pour 4 cors avec une pureté et 
une rondeur de son, dignes de leur 
professeur, qui, le sait, est un maître 
sous ce rapport. 
“Conservatoire Royal de Gand.” La Flandre 
Libérale, July 14, 1880 
 
Notre concitoyen, M. Jean Speliers, 
ancien premier prix du conservatoire de 
Gand vient d'être nommé comme 
professeur à l'Académie de Musique de 
Boulogne-sur-Mer. 
 
“Nos Artistes.” la Flandre Libérale, May 9, 1908 
 
 
48 Mentioned in newspaper le Temps, 7 september 1930 (context unclear) 
49 Mentioned as a player in the Royan Casino by conductor Maubourg (see: Maubourg, Alexis. 





Pierre Van Haute  
Ghent, 16 March 1823– Manchester (UK) xx June 1882 
E D U C A T I O N  —  
C A R E E R  &  
B A C K G R O U N D  
 
 
1835-1840: class of Martin-Joseph Mengal  
1840: Premier Prix 
1856-1857: class of Jacques-François Gallay (Conservatoire 
Supérieur de Paris)  
1857: premier prix + GR DIST 
 
M A I N  S O U R C E S  —  
  
Bergmans (1901): 168; 20-25 
 




Hallé Orchestra Programs, 1870-1882 
 




S O C I A L  B A C K G R O U N D —  
 




1839: second horn, GO 
1857: Principal, Paris Opera50  
1840-1852: Principal, GO (Bergmans, 
1901, p24)51 
1836-12-19: Van Haute is mentioned 
'avait révelé, sur le cor, des aptitudes 
rares à son age. 
1866: principal, Grand Théâtre de Lyon 
1867: Principal, Rivière Concerts, 
London (also Edinburg 1881) 
1872: third horn, Hallé orchestra 
C1875-1878: (possibly other years): 
principal, Covent Garden (London)  
1880-1882: Principal Horn, Hallé 
Orchestra 
 
17 January 1839: Solo by Mengal, 
Conservatory concert 
12 August 1840: Concerto, J.F. Gallay  
10 August 1842: Symphonie Concertante, 
C.S. Catel; Trio J.N. Hummel with P. 
Van Haute, A. Mengal and N. Herteleer  
25 (?) June 1866: Soloist at concert of 
the Société Royale des Choeurs 
(Brussels) 
1877 (s.d.): soloist in Beethoven and 
Hummel Septets, London 
10 April 1878: solo recital in Ghent 
 
 P R E S S  O V E R V I E W  
Pierre Van Haute 
 
  
La Famille Royale assistera le lendemain à une Matinée qui sera donnée par la Société 
royale des Choeurs. On parle d'une nouvelle ouvre que Gevaert a écrite pour cette 
circonstance.La même société donnera, le lundi suivant, un concert dans lequel on 
entendra M. Van Haute, cor-solo du grand théatre de Lyon. 
“Concert Par La Société Royale Des Choeurs.” Le Guide Musical, et 28/6 1866, sec. Vol 12 N°25 p190 
 
50 “Van Haute.” le Guide Musical, December 24, 1857 




M. Van Haute, 1° cor solo du Théâtre royal de Covent Garden, de Londres, a offert mercredi 
dernier à quelques-uns de ses amis une soirée musicale qui a obtenu beaucoup de succès. 
M. Van Haute aurait vivement désiré se faire entendre de ses concitoyens dans un des 
concerts du Conservatoire, dont il est lauréat, mais pour des motoifs que nous ignorons son 
offre n'a point été agrée. 
“Chronique Locale.” La Flandre Libérale, April 14, 1878 
 
Nous apprenons avec plaisir que notre concitoyen M. Van Haute, le célèbre corniste de 
l'opéra italien à Londres, viendra à Gand au mois d'août, il se fera entendre dans un brillant 
concert organisé au profit des pauvres de notre ville. 
 
“Van Haute à Gand.” La Flandre Libérale, July 8, 1879 
Nous apprenons avec regret la mort d'un artiste belge depuis longtemps en Angleterre, M. 
Pierre Van Haute, décédé à Manchester ces jours derniers. M. Van Haute avait été premier 
cor dans les meilleurs orchestre de Paris. En 1867, il se rendit à Londres où il fit partie, en 
dernier lieu, de l'orchestre de Monsieur Rivière à l'Alhambra. Ensuite M. Paque étant mort, 
il prit sa place à Her Majesties Royal Italian Opera, À Londres, et depuis quelques temps déjà il 
était corps solo de l'orchestre de Charles Hallé, à Manchester. Il y a un mois encore il faisait 
partie de l'orchestre de concerts de M. Rivière à Glasgow. M. P. Van Haute était élève de 
Joseph Mengal et a été longtemps cor-solo À l'orchestre du Grand théâtre de Gand.  
“Mort de M. Pierre Van Haute.” La Flandre Libérale, June 24, 1882 
 
 








1 . 3 :  O t h e r  G r a d u a t e d  
S t u d e n t s  o f  t h e  
G h e n t  C o n s e r v a t o r y ,   







Cornelius  Beeckman 
 
General Info: 
Place & date of birth 
Dendermonde, 6 April 1927 
 
Parents:  
Petrus Beeckman, workman  (laborer),  
Céline Stallaert 
 










Class of Maurice Van Bocxstaele  
 
Second Prix: 1948 
Premier Prix: 1950 
Date of entry (cons): 19 October 1945 
Date of Entry (horn): 19 October 1945 
Recital Programs: 
1948: Eroica, R. Moulaert; Cantecor, H. 
Büsser; Lyrische Pastorale, L. Mortelmans; 
2° Concerto in Es KV 417, W.A. Mozart; 
Romance, C. Saint-Saens 
1950: Ghetsemani, E. Marc; Humoresque, 
Sinigaglia; 3rd Concerto in Es KV 447,  W.A. 
Mozart; Prélude, Lied en Rondo, J. Clergue; 






Place & date of birth 
Sint-Amandsberg, 9 September 1926 
 
Parents:  
Polydoor Boone, Schrijnwerker 
(woodworker) 
Marie Van de Walle 
 
Occupation: Houtbewerker (woodworker) 
 
Military: 1952: army regiment in Germany 
 
Addresses:  
1943: Meerschstraat 59, St-Amandsberg 
1945: Princes Elisabethstraat 23, St-
Amandsberg 






Class of Maurice Van Bocxstaele  
 
Second Prix: 1946 dist 
Premier prix: 1948 gr. dist 
Hoger Diploma: 1953 dist 
Chamber Music: 1951 GR DIST 
Date of entry (cons): 27 September 1943 
Date of entry (horn): 27 September 1943 
Recital Programs: 
1946: 3rd Concerto in Eb KV447, W.A. Mozart; 
Preludium-Lied & Rondo, J. Clergue; 
Humoresque, Sinigaglia; Concert Rondo, W.A. 
Mozart  
1948: Eroica, R. Moulaert; Concerto nr. 1, R. 
Strauss; Vilanelle, P. Dukas; Lyrische 
Pastorale, L. Mortelmans; 2° Concerto in Es 
KV 417, W.A. Mozart 
1953:Poème Sylvestre, L. Stekke; 2nd 
Concerto, J. Haydn; 4rth Concerto in Es KV 495, 
W.A. Mozart; 2nd Concerto, R. Strauss; 
Concerto, K. Atterberg; Concerto, A. 
Goedicke; Concerto, P. Hindemith; Concerto, 
K. Mengelberg; En Forêt, E. Bozza. 
 
Career Info: 
c1950-1985: Principal, GO 








Place/date of Birth: °Berlare, 13 June 1865 
Education: 
 
Date of entry (cons): April 1877 
Date of entry (horn): s.d. 
Parents: Frédéric Bracké, agricultural 
worker 
 
Military: N  
Indigent: Y  
Bursaries: Y (1881 and further) 
 
 
Second Prix: 1880 
Premier Prix: 1882 








“Bourses1882-1890: Bracké,” February 14, 
1882.  
 
aB-Gc Proces Verbaux de la Commission de 




1882: Romance pour cor en fa, H. Waelput; 




19 December 1885: Mozart Sérénade in Es 
at conservatoire concert 
1888-1889: Moniteur du cours 
préparatoire de piano CG  
 
Press & Correspondence: 
(...) à la séance du samedi, deux classes instrumentales produisaient encore des élèves, 
celle de piano et de cor.MM Bracke, speliers, De Broe et De Knyf, élèves de M. Depré 
(sic), ont joué un andante pour 4 cors avec une pureté et une rondeur de son, dignes de 
leur professeur, qui, le sait, est un maître sous ce rapport. 
“Conservatoire Royal de Gand.” La Flandre Libérale, July 14, 1880 
 
Berlare le 14 Février 1882 
Le bourgemestre de la commune de Berlaere province de Flandre Orientale, 
arrondissement de Termonde, certifie que la famille de Bracké Frédéric père de Bracké 
Edouard élève au conservatoire royal de musique se trouve dans un état très précaire. 
Le père de l’élève Bracke n’a d’autres ressources pour nourrir sa famille se composant 
de huit enfants que le produit de quelques le cons de musique produit très minime et 
peu lucratif dans la campagne et se trouve dans un état voisin de l’indigence. La famille 
est honorable et honnête par dessus tout et la faveur allouée à cette famille sous forme 
de bourse par le gouvernement pour la continuation des études du jeune élève du 
conservatoire de musique de Gand serait une oeuvre de justice, en même temps qu’un 
secours et un soulagement pour cette famille qui en est digne sous tous les rapports.  
Le bourgemestre de Berlare, G. De Smet 
 









Place/Date of Birth: °Gent, 14 January 1899  
Place/Date of Decease: Gent, 21 March 1968 
Education: 
Date of entry (cons): October 1915 
Réinscrit               5 October 1931 
Date of entry (horn): October 1915 
 Accessit: 1918 
Parents:  Jules Braet , handelaars (traders) 
 Charlotte Bartholomeus  
Military: Régiment des Grenadiers à Bruxelles (1919) 
Second Prix: 1919 DIST 
Premier Prix: 1932 g DIST  
Date leaving (horn class):  October 
1919/October 1933 
Indigent: N / Bursaries: N  
Addresses: 




An1918-1919 and An1931-1932 
ExR 1920 
 
Bergmans, Paul. Le Cercle Des Concerts d’Hiver Gand 1895-1935: 
Notice Historique, Repertoire Des Concerts, Liste Des Solistes, 
Composition de l’Orchestre. Imprimerie Van Dooselaere. 
Ghent, 1935: 26 
Recital Programs: 
1932: Larghetto and Rondo from Concerto nr.3 
in Es, KV447, W.A. Mozart; 1st Movement from 
Horn Concerto, R. Strauss; Pièce en Re, H. 
Büsser; Solo de Concours, R. Pugno, 
Orchestral repertoire  
Career Info: 
Musician in the Belgian Army c1919-1950 
1931, possibly other years: Horn player, GO  
1935, possibly other years: Principal, 





Place & date of birth 
Aalst, 7 January 1938 
Parents:  
Adolf Callebaut, postbediende (post office 
worker) 
Celagie Van den Steen 
Military: N 
Addresses:  
1954: Stationsplein 4, Aalst 
?: Keizerlijke Plaats 10, Aalst 
1972: Binnenstraat 254, Aalst 
Sources: 
 
RM12135 (attached letter of J. Callebaut to 
the Director of the Conservatory of  6 
December 1988) 
Education: 
Class of Maurice Van Bocxstaele  
Second Prix: 1958 
Premier Prix: 1959 
Date of entry (cons): 22 September 1954 
Reentry (cons): 1 October 1971 
Date of entry (horn ): 22 September 1954 
Reentry: 1 October 1971  
Recital Programs: 
1958: 1St movement of concerto,  K. Mengelberg; Pièce en Re, H. 
Büsser; 3rd Concerto in Es KV 447, W.A. Mozart; Prelude, Lied & 
Rondo, J. Clergue; Piece for Horn, R. Maniet 1959: Chant Lointain, 
E. Bozza; Chassacor, R. Boutry; 2nd Concerto in Es KV 417, W.A. 
Mozart; 1st Concerto, R. Strauss; Eroica, R. Moulaert;  
Career Info: 
 









Place of birth: Ypres, s.d.  
Parents:  
François Buriau, fabricant de chicorée 
(chicory producer) 







Second Prix: 1876 
Date leaving (horn class):  1876 
Recital Programs: 
1876: Transcription de la Romance de Richard-Coeur-de-Lion, A.M. 
Grétry; Andante du 11° Solo, J.F. Gallay 
1877: Transcription d'un air de l'opéra Alcina G.F. Haendel; 2° 
solo en fa, J.F. Gallay 






Place/date of birth: Ghent, 7 January 1888 
Parents:  





Date of entry (cons):  16 April 1902 
Date of entry (horn): 5 October 1902 
Accessit: 1° 1905 UN  
Second Prix: 1907 UN  
Premier Prix: 1908 UN  
Also: course of double bass (Peeters) 
Military: N  
Indigent: N / Bursaries: N  
Addresses: 





1905: Les Janissaires, quatuor pour cors, K.L. Hanssens (arr. 
Heylbroeck); Romance, L .Wallner1906: Hymne pour quatre cors, 
Th. Radoux; Rondo et final du 1° solo de cor, L.H. Merck 
1907: La Prière du Soir, quatuor pour quatre cors; Mélodie, L. Van 
Cromphaut1908: Les Janissaires, quatuor pour cors, K. L. Hanssens; 






Place/date of birth: Andrimont, 14 January 
1894 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
Date of entry (cons):  7 October 1909 
Date of entry (horn): 7 October 1909 
Parents: x Croisier, Directeur de filature 
Marie Mieslay 
Second Prix: 1911UN 
 
Also: cello 
Military: Y  
Indigent: N / Bursaries: N  
Addresses: 







Adagio, Allegretto et finale du 1° solo,  L.H. Merck; Romance opus 









Place/date of birth: Ghent, 18 June 1893 
Place & date of decease: Tienen, 20 August 1914 
 
WW I victim – battle of the Ghete 
Parents: Jules D’Hondt, imprimeur (printer) 
Octavie Bauters 
 Addresses: 
1906: 7, Rue du Pays du Waes, Gent 
1914: Nieuwe Begijnhoflaan 21, Gent 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Date of entry (cons):  1 October 1906 
Date of entry (horn):  7 October 1907 Second Prix: 1911 
UN 
Recital Programs: 
1911: Adagio, Allegretto et finale du 1° solo, L.H. Merck; 





Belgian War Victims Archive ‘D’Hondt, 
Oscar’, on www.wardeadregister.be , 
consulted on 8 February 2020 
Career Info: 
1910: substitute horn, SdcC 
1914: Military Musician, Belgian Army 
 
 




Place/date of birth: Ostend, 27 september 
1911 
Place/date of decease: Ostend, 1 March 1989 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
1929: Premier Prix at Bruges Conservatory 
Date of entry (cons):  22 October 1929 
Date of entry (horn): 22 October 1929 
Parents:  




Occupation: Muzikant (musician)  
Military: N  
Indigent: N / Bursaries: N  
Addresses: 
 




Second Prix: 1930 UN 
Premier Prix: 1931 UN DIST  
Chamber Music: Second Prix 1933 UN 
Chamber Music: 1934 Premier Prix DIST 
Recital Programs: 
1931: Morceau impose, H. Busser; Fantasia, 
V. Vreuls; Pièce de Concert, P. Vidal; 3° 
Concerto in Es KV 447, W.A. Mozart 1933 
(Chamber Music): Sonate opus 17, L. Van 
Beethoven; Sonate opus 18, J. Ryelandt; 
Quintet in Es KV407, W.A. Mozart 1934 
(Chamber Music): Sonate opus 18, J. 
Ryelandt; Trio opus 40, J. Brahms; Quintet, 
N. Rimsky-Korsakov 
 Career Info: 
193x-1976 horn player, Belgian radio 
orchestra 









Place/date of birth: Gent, 24 December 1904 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Date of entry (cons):  1 October 1921 
Date of entry (horn): October 1921 
Parents: Alphons De Bock, ijzerdraaier (iron 
turner)  
Second Prix: 1924 dist 
Premier Prix: 1925 dist UN 
Other mentions: 1° mention 1923 
Military: N  Date leaving (horn class):  1926 
Indigent: N / Bursaries: N  
Addresses: 
1921: Brugschesteenweg 121, Gent 
Sources: 
ExR1922 





1923: Romance, C. Saint-Saens; Préludes 
nr.7, 16 and Etudes nr. 1 &5; J.F. Gallay; les 
Janissaires, K.L. Hanssens 
1923: Etude n° 5 & 22 from 30 etudes, J.F. 
Gallay, Andante Barcarolle, Joseph Dupont 
1924: Andante & Finale from Concertpiece,  K. 
Mathys; Rêverie,  A. Glazounov 
1925: Larghetto & Allegro from 3rd Concerto 
in Es KV447, W.A. Mozart; Andante & Allegro 
from 1st Horn Concerto, R. Strauss 
Career Info: 
1929-1944 (possibly other yrs): horn 









°Brugge, 16 november 1899  
 
Parents: Constant De Brabandere, 
houwersknecht (stone cutter’s aid); Stephanie 
Van Daele  
 
Military: Y -2° regiment de ligne  
 








Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Date of entry (cons):  3 October 1921 
Date of entry (horn): 3 October 1921  
2° Prix: 1934 
Date leaving (horn class):  1922 
   
Recital Programs: 
 
1934: Larghetto & Allegro from 3rd 
Concerto in Es KV447;  Andante and 1st 
Movement from  Concerto, R. Strauss; 









Place/Date of Birth: Gent, c1860-1865  
 
Military: N  
 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Accessit: 1880 UN  
Second Prix: 1881 
Premier Prix: 1884 UN 
Other mentions:   




An1882, 1880, 1881, 1884 
 
“Conservatoire Royal de Gand.” La Flandre 
Libérale, July 14, 188052  
Indigent: Y/ Bursaries: Y (1881 and 
further) 
Recital Programs: 
1880: Solo pour cor, M.J. Mengal.1881: Romance from 3rd Horn 
Concerto KV447, W.A. Mozart; Fantaisie , F. Strauss1881: 
(Musique de Chambre):  Quintet in Eb for piano, clarinet, oboe, 
horn and bassoon opus 16, L. Van Beethoven1884: Mélodie, L. 
Van Cromphaut, Andante pour quatre cors, J. Berleur  
Career Info: 
1881: Quintet, L. Van Beethoven on Distribution des Prix:  
1885: second horn, SdcC CG 
 




Place & date of birth:  
Sint-Amandsberg, 24 May 1891 
 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Date of entry (cons):  4 October 1909 
Date of entry (horn): 4 October 1909 
Parents:  Charles De Buck, maçon (builder) 
Miitary: Y -2° regiment de ligne 
 Indigent: N /Bursaries: N 
Addresses:  
1914: Kouterstraat 59, St-Amandsberg 
Sources: 
RM4153 
“Willems-Fonds.” Volksbelang, December 
21, 191253 
Second Prix: 1913 UN  
 
Recital Programs: 
1913: Andante and Final from Horn Concerto, F. Strauss; 
Larghetto from 3rd Horn concerto KV447, W.A.. Mozart 1919: 
Romance,  L. Wallner; Larghettp & Rondo from 3rd Horn Concerto 







52 (...) à la séance du samedi, deux classes instrumentales produisaient encore des élèves, celle de piano 
et de cor. MM Bracke, speliers, De broe et De Knyf, élèves de M. Depré (sic), ont joué un andante pour 4 
cors avec une pureté et une rondeur de son, dignes de leur professeur, qui, le sait, est un maître sous 
ce rapport. 
53 Het Willems fonds dankt ook mevrouw Goossens die zo gevoelvol verschillende liederen voordroeg, 
de heer Gassee, wiens kloeke stem en zeven uitspraak algemeen werd bewonderd, den heer De Buck 




Maurice De Buck 
 
General Info: 
Place & date of birth:  
Sint-Amandsberg, 24 May 1898  
Parents:  Charles De Buck, maçon (builder) 
                 Elisa Cotman 
 Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Accessit: 1917 UN  
Second Prix: 1918 UN 
Premier Prix: 1919 UN  
Military: Y -2° regiment de ligne  
Indigent: N / Bursaries: N 
Addresses: 





1917: Romance, Saint-Saens1918: Romance, Saint-Saens; 
Andante and Finale from Konzertstück, K. Matys; Etude nr. 2 
Kopprasch 
1919: Romance,  L. Wallner; Larghettp & Rondo from 3rd Horn 
Concerto in Es KV447 
1920: Concerto nr. 1 in D KV412, W.A. Mozart; Adagio, trio 
pour trois cors, F. Duvernoy (1st horn: F. Philips, second 






Place & date of birth 
 
Cognelee (Namur), 13 March 1943 
 
Parents:  












Class of Maurice Van Bocxstaele  
 
Second Prix: 1960 
Premier Prix: 1963 (Boone) 
Chamber Music: Premier Prix 1963 
Date of entry (cons):  1 October 1958 




1960: Siciliene et Allegro en fa, Y. Desportes; 
Prelude, Lied en Rondo,  J. Clergue; 3rd 
Concerto in Es KV447, W.A. Mozart; Cantecor, 
H. Busser; Variations sur un theme Populaire; 
A. Dupuis.  
1962: Nachtpoëma, P. van Eechautte; 
Concerto, P. Hindemith; 4rt Concerto in Es 
KV495; W.A. Mozart; Mon nom est Roland;R. 
Guillou; Allegro & Andante from 1st horn 




C1965-1995: principal, Belgian military 
bands (Marines etc.) 






Désiré De Groote 
 
 Education: 
Class of Norbert Herteleer 




RM 1857-1861  
ExR 1862 
 
Second Prix: 1861 (2° Division) 
Premier Prix: 1859 (2° division)  
Career Info: 
23 February 1862: Concerto (n.s.), W.A. Mozart 
1862-1869: third/fourth horn, SdcC CG 
1872: principal, SdcC CG 
1873-?: third horn, SdcC CG 
 




Place & date of birth:  
Gent, 21 July 1901 
 Parents: Arthur De Koninck, boodschapper 
(messenger); Philomène Bracke  
Military: N // Indigent: N /Bursaries: N  
Addresses: 





Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
Date of entry (cons):  7 October 1912  
Accessit: 1918  
Second Prix: 1919 UN dist/1920 rappel Dist 
Premier Prix: 1921  
Recital Programs 
1919: Romance in F,  C. Saint-Saens; Rpmance, L. Wallner; Allegro 
Maëstoso et Final du 11° Solo, J.F. Gallay1920: Rêverie, J. Van 
Rysselberghe; Adagio, trio pour trois cors, F. Duvernoy (1st horn: 
F. Philips, 3rd horn: M. De Buck1921: Venise, V.F. Verrimst; 
Mélodie, J. Van der Meulen; Etudes d’Orchestre, F. Gumbert 







Class of Norbert Herteleer 
Date of entry (cons):  c1866? 
Date of entry (horn): ca1866 
Raport séance de la commission 
administrative du conservatoire, 13 
janvier 1880 
Premier Prix: 1869 
Date leaving (horn class):  1869 
Reentry (horn class) c1878 
 Career Info: 
1869: principal, SdcC CG 
1873, 1889-1890: second/third horn, SdcC CG 
1894-1896: Principal, Théatre des Arts Rouen54  
1896: Principal, Théatre Municipal de Tours 
 
54 Deloof is mentioned in Rouen theatre programs present in Archives Municipales d’Angers, théatre, 
programmes. Deloof is however not mentioned as a player in the extensive list of contributors of the 
Rouen theatre present in Elart, Joann. Catalogue Des Fonds Musicaux Conservés En Haute-Normandie - Tome 
I - Bibliothèque Municipale de Rouen. Vol. 1-Fonds du Théâtre des Arts (XVIII° et XIX° Siècles). Mont -









Place & date of birth:  
Gent, 11 September 1904  
Parents:  
Leon De Meulemeester, meubelmaker en karrenverhuring 
(cabinet maker and carriage rental) 
Mathilde Kindt  
Military: N  
Indigent: N /Bursaries: N (year)  
Addresses: 




Bergmans, Paul. Le Cercle Des Concerts d’Hiver Gand 
1895-1935: Notice Historique, Repertoire Des Concerts, 
Liste Des Solistes, Composition de l’Orchestre. 
Imprimerie Van Dooselaere. Ghent, 1935 p26 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Date of entry (cons):  11 October 1919 
Date of entry (horn): December 1920 
1° mention 1923  
Second Prix: 1924 
Premier Prix: 1926 dist 
1927: auditeur 
Date leaving (horn class):  7 November 1927 
Recital Programs: 
1923: Romance, C. Saint-Saens; Préludes nr.7, 16 and 
Etudes nr. 1 &5; J.F. Gallay1924: Andante & Finale from 
Concertpiece,  K. Mathys; l’Adieu,  J. Van der 
Meulen1926: Romance, L. Wallner; Andante and 
Allegro from Concerto, R. Strauss.  
Career Info: 
1935: Second Horn, Orchestre des Concerts d’Hiver 
Gent 
 
Alfred De Mulder 
 
General Info: 
Place & date of birth: Gent, 6 January 1874 
Parents: Jean De Mulder, cordonnier 
(shoemaker) 
                Marie Bleys 
Education: 
Class of Jean Deprez 
Date of entry (cons):  21 November 1881 
Date of entry (horn): 18 November 1886 
Military: N 
 Indigent: Y/Bursaries: Y (1892-1893) 
Addresses: 
1907: rue de Courtrai 197 
Sources: 
RM592 
“Proces Des Scéances de La Commission 
Administrative Du Conservatoire de 
Musique de Gand,” n.d. ARCH 2. B-
Gc. 
 
mention honorable 1889  
Second Prix: 1890 UN/1891 (rappel) 
Premier Prix: 1892 UN 
Also double bass  
Recital Programs: 
1889: (hors concours) Fruhlingslied, F. Mendelssohn1892: 
Méditation, T. Radoux; Fantaisie, R. Strauss  
Career Info: 
21 January 1893: Romance Saint Saens 3 March 1894: salle des 
auditions, Andante et Menuet de la sérénade n°11 de Mozart 
(also 15 March 1895) 
1893-1896: second horn, GO 
1898: moniteur classe de cor, CG 
1904-1907: second/fourth horn, SdcC SC 
1909: third horn, GO 
1911: principal, GO 









Place & date of Birth 
 
Ronse, 19 December 1909 
 
Parents: 
Edouard Deschrijver, arbeider (worker) 
Marie Vinje 
 
Profession: stadswerkman  (city worker) 
 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Date of entry (cons):  1937 
Date of entry (horn): 1937 




Indigent: N /Bursaries: N (year)  
 
Addresses: 






1938: Andante & First Movement from 
Concerto, R. Strauss; Andante and Rondo 
from Concerto nr. 3 in Es KV447, W.A. 
Mozart; Pièce en Ré, H. Büsser; Romance, L. 








Place & date of Birth 
Ghent, 17 July 1916 
 
Parents: 
Julien De Smet, industriel  (factory owner) 
Ernestine Verplaetse 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Date of Entry (cons): 2 October 1925 
Premier Prix 1934 UN DIST  
 
Recital Programs: 
1934: 3rd Concerto in Es KV 447; W.A. Mozart; 
Andante & Allegro from 1st Horn Concerto, R. 
Strauss; Pièce en Re, H. Busser; Rondo in Es 
KV 371, W.A. Mozart 
 
Military:   
Indigent: N /Bursaries: N (year)  
 
Addresses: 














Place & date of decease: Ghent, 1909 
 
Education: 
Class of Jean Deprez 
 
Second Prix: 1892 
Premier Prix: 1893 
Military: N   
Indigent: N /Bursaries: N (year)  
 
Addresses: 






aB-Gc D27: file Devestel 
“Gent.” L’Artiste Musicien - Organe Mensuel de La 
Fédération Des Artistes-Musiciens Syndiqués de 
Belgique, December 1903. 
Dubbele Wegwijzer Der Stad Gent En Der Provincie Oost-
Vlaanderen Voor Het Jaar 1906 - 44ste Jaar. A. 




1892: Méditation, T. Radoux  
1893:; Romance, L. Wallner; Andante and allegro 




1898, 1906: second horn, SdcC CG 
c1895-1909: Librarian CG (name mentioned on 






Place & date of Birth 
Wetteren, 7 March 1907 
Parents: 
Georges Erard, vijlder (ironworker) 
Germaine Van Hoecke 
Occupation: laineur (linen worker) 
Indigent: Y  
Addresses: 




Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Date of Entry (cons): 27 September 1934 
Date of Entry (horn): 27 September 1934 
Second Prix: 1935 
Premier Prix: 1936 UN  
Recital Programs: 
1935: Concerto in Es KV447, W.A. Mozart; Pièce en Re, H. 
Büsser; Romance, L. Wallner; 30 Studies nr. 1-2-3-4-5, J.F. 
Gallay1936: Romance and Rondo from 4th Concerto KV495, 
W.A. Mozart; Andante & First Movement from Concerto, R. 
Strauss; Concerto in D (on A crook), W.A. Mozart; 








Class of Norbert Herteleer 











Class of Jean Deprez 




1884: Mélodie, L. Van Cromphaut; Andante 







Class of Norbert Herteleer 
Second Prix: 1870 (2° Division) 
Recital Programs: 
1870: Solo, J. Mengal  
Career Info: 
1869: fourth horn, SddC CG 
 




Place & date of birth:  
St-Amandsberg, 17 March 1919 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Date of entry (cons):  1 October 1931 
Date of entry (horn): 1925 
Parents: Robert Inghels, representant                        
(representative);  Anna Tonneau  
 
Military: N 
Second Prix: 1937 dist 




Indigent: N /Bursaries: N (year)  
Addresses: 




Examen d’Entrée 1925 
 
1937: Pièce en Re, H. Büsser; Romance & 
Rondo from 4th Concerto in Es KV495, W.A. 
Mozart; Larghetto & Rondo from Concerto 
nr.1 in D KV412, W.A. Mozart; Romance 
opus 36, C. Saint-Saens; Romance, L. 
Wallner 
1938: Andante & First Movement from 
Concerto, R. Strauss. Concerto nr. 1 KV412, 
W.A. Mozart; Cantecor, H. Büsser; Romance, 
A. Bruneau; Larghetto & Rondo from 












1848: Marché au Grains 20, Gent 







1914: Kouterstraat 59, St-Amandsberg? 
Education: 
class of Martin-Joseph Mengal  
 
Premier Prix: 1850 
 
Recital Programs: 
1918: Romance, Saint-Saens; Andante and 
Finale from Konzertstück, K. Matys; Etude 
nr. 2 Kopprasch 
1919: Romance,  L. Wallner; Larghettp & 
Rondo from 3rd Horn Concerto in Es 
KV447 
1920: Concerto nr. 1 in D KV412, W.A. 
Mozart; Adagio, trio pour trois cors, F. 
Duvernoy (1st horn: F. Philips, second 







Place & date of birth 
 




Omer Lemahieu, bediende (office worker) 










class of Maurice Van Bocxstaele / class of 
Roger Boone 
 
Date of entry (cons):  27 September 1960 
Date of entry (horn): 27 September 1960 
Second Prix: 1961 
Premier Prix 1964 DIST 
Premier Prix Chamber Music: 1964 
 
Recital Programs: 
1961: Ballade Normande, Y. Desportes; 
Humoresque,  L. Sinigaglia; 4th Concerto in Es 
KV495, W.A. Mozart; la Chasse de St-Hubert; 
H. Busser; Etude de Concert; le Chant des 
Veneurs, A. Mahy. 1962 (technical 
exam):Etude n° 6 and 10 from 30 Studies, J.F.  
Gallay; Etude n°1 from 12 Grandes Caprices, J.F. 




c1965-2000: co-principal, BRT-orchestra 








Place & date of birth 
St-Amandsberg, 13 July 1902 
 
Parents: 




Occupation:  Muzikant bij het 2de 
Linieregiment (military musician at the 2nd 
Régiment de Ligne) 
 
Addresses:  






Note: Daughter Lucienne Helderweirdt (St-




Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Date of Entry (cons):  October 1914 
Date of Entry (horn): 1915 
Reentry: 5 October 1931 
Mention 1923 
1° Accessit: 1924  
2° Prix: 1932 DIST 
Premier Prix: 1933 DIST 
Recital Programs: 
1923: Romance, C. Saint-Saens; Préludes nr.7, 
16 and Etudes nr. 1 &5; J.F. Gallay; ; les 
Janissaires, K.L. Hanssens 
1924: Andante & Finale from Concertpiece, K. 
Mathys; Rêverie, J. Van Rysselberghe  
1932: Larghetto and Rondo from Concerto nr.3  
in Es KV447, W.A. Mozart; Romance, L. 
Wallner; Rêverie, J. Van Rysselberghe 
1933: Romance and Allegro Vivace from 4th 
Concerto in Es KV 495, W.A. Mozart; Solo de 
Concours pour cor Basse, F. Ausseril; 12° Solo 
pour cor basse (adagio), J.F. Gallay; Rêverie, A. 















Class of Jean Deprez 
Premier Prix: 1876  
 
Recital Programs: 
1876: Transcription de la Romance de Richard-
Coeur-de-Lion, J.M. Grétry; 9ième Solo, J.F. 
Gallay 
 
‘Quant à la classe de cor, elle a donné lieu à 
un très beau concours. M. Loïst (sic) 
quoique ayant le son un peu gros, à 
remporté un premier prix bien mérité par 
sa virtuosité. Les deux autres élèves que 
nous avons entendus ont encore des 
progrès à faire, mais ils ont déjà de belles 
qualités, dont M. Depré (sic), leur 
professeur, saura tirer parti.’ 
 
“Concours Du Conservatoire.” La Flandre 








Place & date of birth:  
Ostend, 1 June 1890 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
 




Date of entry (cons):  7 October 1907 
Date of entry (horn): 7 October 1907 
Accessit: 1908UN 
Indigent: N /Bursaries: N (year)  Second Prix: 1909 UN 
Premier Prix: 1911 UN 
 
Addresses: 









1908: Quatuor pour quatre cors, K.L. Hanssens (arr. 
Heylbroeck); Rêverie,J. Van Rysselberghe 
1911: Andante and Allegro from Horn Concerto opus 11, R. 








Place & date of birth:  
Kortrijk, 12 June 1905 
 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Date of entry (cons):  5 October 1905 
Date of entry (horn): 1926 
 
Parents: Henri Mattelaer, meester-




Second Prix: 1927 dist 
Premier Prix: 1928 dist 
 
Date leaving (horn class):  October 1928 
Indigent: N /Bursaries: N (year)   
Addresses: 








1927: Solo de Concours, R. Pugno; Romance, L. Wallner 
1928: Vilanelle, P. Dukas; Concerto nr. 1 in D KV412, W.A. 
Mozart; Larghetto, E. Chabrier; First Movement from Sonata 











Place & date of birth 
Ghent, 11 November 1924 
 
Parents:  
George Minne, Kunst-en Bronsgieter (artist, 
bronze sculpturer)55 
Clotilde De Meester 
Military: N 
Addresses:  
1942: Coupure  127 bis 
Sources: 
RM10240 
Attached: letter of Georges Minne to Leon 
Torck of 30 june 1966 
Education: 
Class of Maurice Van Bocxstaele  
 
Date of entry (cons): 25 September 1942 






1946:  3rd Concerto in Eb KV447, W.A. Mozart; 
Rêverie, A. Glazunov; Humoresque, 
Sinigaglia; Concert Rondo, W.A. Mozart, 
Variations sur un theme Populaire,  A.Dupuis 
Career Info: 
Teacher at Girls Secondary International 
School, Armagh, Northern Ireland (UK), 
c1960-1990 
 




Place & date of birth:  
Maubeuge-sous-le-Bois (F) 24 August 1889 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Date of entry (cons):  1 October 1906 
Date of entry (horn): 11 October 1906 
 
Parents: Louis Paternotte, directeur de 
forges et aciéries (director of a foundry); 
Céline Depasse 
 
Military: Y-1° Régiment de Ligne 
 
Second Prix: 1908 dist 
Premier Prix: 1909 dist 
 
Also viola 








1908: Les Janissaires. Quatuor pour quatre 
cors, K.L. Hanssens (arr. Heylbroeck); 
Rêverie, J. Van Rysselberghe 
1909: Andantino et Scherzo from Quatuor pour 
Cors, J.D. Artôt; 12° Solo pour Cor basse, 
J.F.Gallay; Rêverie, A. Glazounov. 
 
55 Father George Minne  (°Zevergem, 1893) was the eldest son of the reknown sculpturer George 








Place & date of birth 
 










1941: Schaekenstraat 29, Kortrijk 
Education: 
Class of Maurice Van Bocxstaele  
 
Date of entry (cons):  2 October 1941 
Date of entry (horn): 2 October 1941 




1943: 3rd Concerto KV447, W.A. Mozart; Prelude, J. Clergue; 







Place & date of birth:  
Gent, 22 September 1900 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
Parents:  Désiré Philips, wever (weaver) 
Julia Van Holsbeke, huisvrouw en 
herbergierster (housewife and innkeepster) 
 
Second Prix: 1917 UN 
Premier Prix: 1918 dist 
 
Also viola 












1916: Premier solo, L.H. Merck; De Nymphen 
en de Zwaan, Leo Vander Haeghen 
1917: Romance in F, C. Saint-Saens; Adagio & 
Rondo final from 1st Horn Concerto, M.J. 
Mengal 
1918: Romance in F, C. Saint-Saens; Andante  
& Finale from Concerto in Es  nr3 KV447, W.A. 










Place & date of birth: Ypres (Ieper), c1855  
Military: Y 
Indigent: N /Bursaries: N (year) 
Education: 
Class of Jean Deprez 
Second Prix: 1873 
Premier Prix: 1874 




“Concours Publics Du Conservatoire 
Royal.” Journal de Gand, July 8, 1874, 
18°année N°219  
 
“Concours Publics Du Conservatoire Royal 
de Gand.” Journal de Gand, August 13, 1874, 




1873: Transcription d'un Air d'Alcine, G.F. 
Haendel; 11° Solo, J.F. Gallay 
1874: Transcription de l'Adélaïde, L.Van 
Beethoven; Fantaisie, F. Strauss  
Career Info: 
 
11 august 1874: Quintet opus 16, L. Van 
Beethoven 







Place & date of birth:  
Ghent, 2 October 1922 
 
Parents:  
Karel Schollaert, Autogeleider (cab driver) 










Class of Charles Heylbroeck  
 
Date of Entry (cons): 29 September 1936 




1942: Concerto in D KV412, W.A. Mozart; 
Variations sur themes populaires, A. Dupuis; 
Pièce en Re, H. Büsser; Romanze, N. Von 
Wilm; Romance opus 36, C. Saint-Saens 
 
 
56 (...) toutefois, il faut se hâter d'ajouter que la jeune artiste était parfaitement secondée par ses 
partenaires: MM Van Damme, De Poorter, Rhône et Van Erps. Il est rare de rencontrer parmi les 
instruments à vent —et même chez des musiciens faits— d'aussi sérieuses qualités de style et de 
diction, des intentions aussi fines, aussi délicates, aussi bien rendues, et, —serions-nous tentés 















Indigent: N /Bursaries: N ( 
Education: 
Class of Jean Deprez 
 
Date of entry (cons):  12 October 1896 
Date of entry (horn): 12 October 1896 
Second Prix: 1897 UN dist 
Premier Prix: 1899 UN dist 
 
Addresses:  
1896: Rue Van Houtte 62, Gentbrugge 









1897: first reading of Ryelandt, Sonata in E 
opus  







Place & date of birth: Gentbrugge, 5 
February 1886 
Military: N 
Indigent: Y /Bursaries: N (gratuité) 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck  
 
Date of entry (cons):  12 October 1896 
Date of entry (horn): 12 October 1896 
Second Prix: 1897 UN dist 
Premier Prix: 1899 UN dist 
 
Addresses:  
1896: Rue Van Houtte 62, Gentbrugge 
(no date): Kerkstraat 42, Gentbrugge 
Date leaving (horn class):  October 1901  
Sources: 
RM2607 
“Untitled.” l’Artiste Musicien - Organe 
Mensuel de La Fédération Des Artistes-
Musiciens Syndiqués de Belgique, July 190757 
“Audition Des élèves de La Classe de 
Musique D’ensemble de M. Lebrun.” La 




1905: Second Horn, SdcC CG 
1906-1907: Principal, SdcC CG  
1907-after 1912: Second-Third horn (after 
audition), GO 
 
57 Une soirée très intéressante a été consacrée le 7 février à l'audition d'élèves lauréats de notre 
conservatoire (...) 
Monsieur Richard Seghers c'est produit dans une rêverie pour cor, de Mademoiselle Van Rysselberghe. 










Place & date of birth: Ghent, 7 September 
1900 
Parents:  




Indigent: N /Bursaries: N (gratuité)  
Addresses:  
1916: Dendermondsesteenweg 209, Gent 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck  
 
Date of entry (cons):  30 September 1916 (1°); 5 October 
1926 (2°) 
Date of entry (horn): 1916 (1°); 1926 (2°)  
 
Accessit: 1927  
Second Prix: 1928 
Premier Prix: 1929 UN 
Other mentions: 1930: musique de chambre 2° prix à 3 
voix 






1927: Solo de Concours, R. Pugno; Rêverie, J. Van 
Rysselberghe1928: Villanelle, P. Dukas;  l’Adieu, J. Van der 
Meulen; Andante & Rondo from 2nd Horn Concerto in Es 
KV417, W.A. Mozart1929: Andante & Allegro from Horn 
Concerto, R. Strauss; Romance & Rondo from Horn concerto in 
Es (n.s.), W.A. Mozart; Andante Sostenuto, A. Samuel; 
Concerto nr. 1 in D KV412, W.A. Mozart 1930 (chamber 
music): Sonate in E opus 18, J. Ryelandt; Trio in Es opus 40, J. 






Place & date of birth 
Ieper, 3 June 1930 
 
Parents:  
Adolf Sinnaeve, klakkenmaker (cap maker) 











Class of Maurice Van Bocxstaele  
 
Date of entry (cons):  5 October 1945 
Date of entry (horn): 5 October 1945 
Second Prix: 1948 
Premier Pris: 1949 gr. dist 
Recital Programs: 
1948: Pièce en Re,  H. Büsser; Lyrische Pastorale, L. 
Mortelmans; 2° Concerto in Es KV 417, W.A. Mozart; Rêverie, 
A. Glazunov 
1949: Mijn naam is Roeland (Légende), R. Guillou; Concerto, A. 
Goedicke; Rondo, W.A. Mozart; En Forêt, E. Bozza; Variations 




c1950-1985: principal. Royal Guides Band 










Place & date of birth: Ghent, 1 July 1889 
 
Parents:  
François Smidts, cigarier (cigar maker) 




Indigent: N /Bursaries: N (gratuité) 
 
 Addresses:  





Prijsuitreiking Aan de Bekroonde 
Leerlingen van Ons Conservatorium.” 
Volksbelang, November 23, 190759 
 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck  
Date of entry (cons):  1 October 1902 
Date of entry (horn): 8 january 1904 
Second Prix: 1905, 1906 UN dist 
Premier Prix: 1907 gr Dist 
Other mentions: 1908: Musique de Chambre  
Recital Programs: 
1905: “Les Janissaires", quatuor pour cors, K.L. Hanssens (arr. 
Heylbroeck); Rêverie M. Simonis de Berlaere1906: Hymne pour 
quatre cors, Th. Radoux; Air de Suzanne  (Noces de Figaro), W.A. 
Mozart1907: Quatuor pour quatre cors La Prière du Soir. C. 
Kreutzer. Rêverie, mélodie pour cor,  J. Van Rysselberghe; 
Andante & Allegro form Concerto R. Strauss1908: Adagio et 
Allegro from horn Sonata opus 17, L. Van Beethoven; Moderato 
and Scherzo from Trio opus 40, J. Brahms 
Career Info: 
1906-1909: second/third horn SdcC CG 
1910: principal, SdcC CG 






Bergmans (1901) p168  mentions S. as initial 
Education: 
Class of Norbert Herteleer 
Date of entry (cons):  12 January 1864 
Date of entry (horn): 3 October 1864 











Class of Martin-Joseph Mengal  
Class of Norbert Herteleer 
Premier Prix: 1852 
Career Info: 
5 December 1852: Concerto, Lindpaintner60 
1873-1884: horn player, SdcC CG  
1885: “en Amérique” 
 
59 (...) Andante en Allegro van het concerto (Richard Strauss) voor hoorn en orkest, door den heer 
Edmond Smidts (...) 








Place & date of birth 
Ghent, 7 May 1935 
Parents:  
Hubert Van Den Borre, koster-organist 
(church organist) 
Alice De Causmaecker 
Military: N 
Addresses:  
1952: Meersstraat 104, Ghent 





Class of Maurice Van Bocxstaele  
Date of entry (cons): 29 September 1952 
Date of Entry (horn): 1953 
Second Prix: 1955 
Premier Prix: 1959 
Chamber Music: Second Prix 1960  
Recital Programs: 
1959: Chant Lointain, E. Bozza; En Forêt d’ïle de France, A. Block; 
4rth Concerto in Es KV 495, W.A. Mozart; 1st Concerto, R. Strauss; 1st 
Movement from Sonata opus 17, J. Vignery;  
Career Info: 
Governmental Inspector of Musical education c1965-1995 
 
André Van Driessche 
 
General Info: 
Place & date of birth 
Ghent, 22 September 1936 
Place & date of decease 
Hever, 19 September 2014 
Parents (step-parents):  
Gustaaf Hesters, Spoorwegwerkman (railway 
worker) 




1949: Kaatsspelplein 6, Ghent 




aury,  Maury, Claude. “André Van Driessche 22 
Octobre 1936-19 Septembre 2014.” Bulletin 
de l’Association Des Cornistes Français, n.d. 
 
Brass Bulletin, 199x  
Education: 
Class of Maurice Van Bocxstaele  
 
Date of Entry (cons): 10 September 1949 
Date of Entry (horn): 1952 
Second Prix: 1955 




1955: Sicilienne & Allegro,Y. Desportes; Variations sur un 
theme Populaire, A. Dupuis; Concerto in Es KV 447, W.A. 
Mozart; Ballade Normande, Y. Desportes; Gethsemani, E. 
Marc 
1959: Chant Lointain, E. Bozza; 4rth Concerto in Es KV 495,  
W.A. Mozart; Villanelle, P. Dukas; 1st Concerto, R. Strauss; 1st 




1957-1962: Principal Horn, Royal Antwerp Symphony 
Orchestra 











Place & date of birth: Gent, 2 March 1908 
 
Parents:  
Edouard Van Eeckhaute, verzekeringsagent 












Class of Charles Heylbroeck  
 
Date of entry (cons):  2 October 1920 (réadmis october 1930) 
Date of entry (horn): 2 October 1920 




1923: Romance, C. Saint-Saens; Préludes nr.7, 16 and Etudes nr. 1 
&5; J.F. Gallay; ; les Janissaires, K.L. Hanssens 
1925: Larghetto & Allegro from 3rd Concerto in Es KV447, W.A. 
Mozart; l’Adieu, J. Vander Meulen 
1926: Romance, L. Wallner; Solo de Concours, R. Pugno 
 
Career Info: 
Virtuosity diploma for singing (Flemish Language) in 1936 
 




Parents: Engelbrecht Van Erps, peintre 
(painter) 
Jeanette Polfliet 








“Concours Du Conservatoire.” La Flandre 
Libérale, September 8, 187761 
 
 Conservatoire Royal de Musique de Gand, 
Grandes Fêtes Musicales Données à l’occasion 
Du 50° Anniversaire de La Fondation Du 
Conservatoire. Gent: Annoot-Braeckman, 
Ad. Hoste successeur, 1885. 
Education: 
Class of Norbert Herteleer 
Class of Jean Deprez 
 
Date of entry (cons):  1870 
Accessit: 1876 




1876: Transcription de la Romance de 
Richard-Coeur-de-Lion, J.M. Grétry; Andante 
from 11° Solo, J.F. Gallay 
1877: Air d’ Alcina, G.F.Haendel; 2° solo en 








61 M. Bleye, premier prix de cor, et son concurrent M. Raphael Van Erps, deuxième prix par 









Place & date of birth:  
Brussels, 11 April 1920 
 
Parents:  













Class of Charles Heylbroeck  
Class of Maurice Van Bocxstaele  
 
Date of entry (cons): 13 November 1930 
Reentry October 1937 
Date of Entry (horn): 1937 
Second Prix: 1940 dist 
Premier Prix: 1942 
Recital Programs: 
1940: La Chasse de Saint-Hubert, H. Büsser; Humoreske, L. 
Sinigaglia; Sonate opus 17, L. Van Beethoven; Romance, N. 
Von Wilm; Variations sur Thème Populaire, A. Dupuis 
1942: Concerto in D KV412, W.A. Mozart; Dans la Montagne, A. 
Bachelet; Scherzo, N. von Wilm; St  and Second movement from 
Concerto, A. Meulemans; Cantecor, H. Büsser 
 
 




Place & date of birth: Gent, 23 August 1873 
 
Parents: Désiré Van Hyfte, décédé 
(deceased); 
Anna-Cathérine Vande Wiele, repasseuse 
(ironer) 
Indigent: N 
Military: Y -2° regiment de ligne 
Sources: 
RM209 
An1893, 1894, 1895 
 
“Concours Du Conservatoire.” La Flandre 
Libérale, September 8, 187762 
 
Dubbele Wegwijzer Der Stad Gent En Der 
Provincie Oost-Vlaanderen Voor Het Jaar 
1906 - 44ste Jaar. A. Vander Haeghen. Gent, 
1906 p362 
Education: 
Class of Jean Deprez 
 
Date of entry (cons):  21 April 1891 
Date of entry (horn): 21 April 1891 
Accessit: 1893 UN 
Second Prix: 1894 UN dist 
Premier Prix: 1895 
Recital Programs: 
1893: Romance, L. Wallner 
1894: Nocturne, C. Reinecke; Fantaisie sur la Norma, J.F. Gallay. 
1895: Transcription d'un air des Noces de Figaro, W.A. Mozart; 
Andante & Final from horn Concerto, R. Strauss 
 
Career Info: 
1899-1901: fourth horn, OG 
1903: Third horn, SdcC CG 
1905: Principal, SdcC CG 
1906: auxiliaire, SdcC CG 
1907: Principal, Second, Third Horn, SdcC CG 
 
62 M. Bleye, premier prix de cor, et son concurrent M. Raphael Van Erps, deuxième prix par 





Charles Van Ru(y)mbeke 
 




Rapports de la Commission de 
Surveillance 1848-1851 
Education: 
Class of Martin-Joseph Mengal 
Premier Prix: 1850 
Career Info: 
1848-1851: tutor of the horn class (répétiteur de la classe de cor) 
1854-1865: Second/third horn, SdcC CG 
 
Paul Van de Velde 
 
General Info: 
Place & date of birth: Lokeren, 8 January 
1907 
Parents:  
Frans Van De Velde, bakker (baker); 
Rosalie Van Driessche 
Military: Y (milicien 1928 
Addresses:  






Class of Charles Heylbroeck  
Date of entry (cons):  27 September 1923 
Date of entry (horn): 27 september 1923 
Accessit: 1926 
Second Prix: 1927 
Recital Programs: 
1926: Romance, L. Wallner; Largetto & Rondo from 1st Concerto 
KV412, W.A. Mozart 1927: Solo de Concours, R. Pugno 
Career Info: 
1928: n’a pas suivi les cours pour cause de son service militaire 
 
Hector Van Poucke 
 
General Info: 
Place & date of birth: Poperinge, 2 April 1881 
Place & date of decease: Washington, 27 
January 1919 
Parents:  
Joseph Van Poucke,63 musician gagiste 
(free-lance musician); Marie Jamar 
Military: Y (US Marine Band) 
Indigent: Y  (gratuité) 
Addresses:  
1895: Rue St-Amand 27, Gent 




Washington Congressional Cemetery 
records 
Education: 
Class of Jean Deprez 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck  
 
Date of entry (cons): 1° 11 October 1892 /2°: 12 December 
1903 
Date of entry (horn): 1°: 8 October 1895/ 2°: 12 December 
1903 
Accessit: 1899 UN 
Second Prix: 1900 
 
Career Info: 
1890: third horn, SdcC CG  
c1904-1919: US Marine Band 
Buried at Washington Congressional Cemetery 
 










Bergmans 1901 p 168 
Education: 
Class of Norbert Herteleer 
 
Date of entry (cons):  17 January 1864 
Date of entry (horn): 17 January 1864 








Procès Verbaux de la Commission 
Administrative 1856 
Education: 
Class of Norbert Herteleer 
 










Frans Van De Velde, bakker (baker); 









An 1906, 1908 
Interview Leloir 2001 
 
Education: 
Class of Charles Heylbroeck  
 
Second Prix: 1906 UN 
Premier Prix: 1908 UN 
Other mentions: 1909 1° prix musique de 




1906: Hymne pour quatre cors, Th. Radoux; 
Rêverie, J. Van Rysselberghe 
1907: Quatuor pour quatre cors La Prière du 
Soir. C. Kreutzer; Andante con moto & allegro 
ma non troppo, from 2nd Concerto,. Karel 
Matys 
1908: Les Janissaires. Quatuor pour quatre 
cors, K.L. Hanssens; Andante and allegro from 




c1930: Kursaal Orchestra Ostend 
 








Place & date of birth: Gentbrugge, 29 June 1891 
 
Parents:  






1906: 1903: rue des Tailleurs de Pierre 19, Ledeberg  






Bourses 1910. aB-Gc 
 
“Koninklijk Muziekconservatorium.” De Gentenaar, 
November 14, 190965 
 
Billiet, Jeroen. Louis Delune: Sérénade, Jules Willems: 




Class of Charles Heylbroeck  
 
Date of entry (cons):  28 April 
1903 
Date of entry (horn): 3 October 
1904 
Second Prix: 1907 UN 
Premier Prix: 1909 dist 
Other mentions:  1° prix 




1907: Quatuor pour quatre cors La 
Prière du Soir, C. Kreutzer; Rêverie, 
J. Van Rysselberghe. 
1909: Andantino and Scherzo, 
quatuor pour Cors, J.D. Artôt; 12° 
Solo pour Cor basse, J.F. Gallay; 
Rêverie, Glazounov. 
1910 (musique de chambre): 
Allegro from Sonata opus 17, L. 
Van  Beethoven; Moderato and 





1908-1910: fourth horn, SdcC  
1911-1912: second horn, 
Association Artistique d’Angers 
1913: third horn, Association 
Artistique d’Angers 
1919-1939: principal, Association 
Artistique d’Angers 





65 (...) M. Jules Willems deed ons als waldhoornspeler, in eene "Droomerij" van mej. J. Van 
Rysselberghe, met uitstekend onderricht van den leeraar, M. Heylbroeck, waardeeren; leerling en 








1 . 3 :  A n n o t a t e d  l i s t  o f  
n o n - g r a d u a t e d  h o r n  
p l a y e r s  f r o m  t h e  
G h e n t i a n  s c h o o l  1 8 3 5 -





Gustave Barbe  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
°Gentbrugge, 1 November 1890 
Parents:  




1905: 128 rue de l’Eglise, Gentbrugge 
 
Date of entry (Cons):  
2 October 1905 (1°) ; 7 October 1907 (2°) 
Date of entry (horn class): ibid 
Sources: RM3350 & RM3863  
Note: passenger on vessel sailing from Belgian Congo to 
Plymouth, 23/3/1917 
 
Rudolf Baronius  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
°Gent, 3 October 1901 
Parents: Gustaaf Baronius, dagbladenverkooper 
(newsagent); Prudence De Poorter 
Military: N 
Adresses: 
1920: Krijgshospitaalstraat 41 
 
Date of entry (conservatory): 2 October 1920 
Date or entry (horn class): October 1920 
1° mention 1923  
Sources: 
ExR 1922, 1923  
Recital Programs: 
1923: Romance, C. Saint-Saens; Préludes nr.7, 16 and Etudes nr. 
1 &5; J.F. Gallay; ; les Janissaires, K.L. Hanssens 
 
Michel Bellemans  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Gent, 17 January 1887 
Parents:  
Eugène Bellemans, musician (musician) , Huysman 
Louise 
Military: Y 
Adresses: 1896 43, Rue du Merle, Gent 
Date of entry (cons): 13 october 1896 
Date of entry (horn): 9 September 1903  
Also double bass (Peeters) from 1902 onwards 
Sources: RM1512 
 
Jacques Blazer  class of Jean Deprez 
 
 
Date of entry (horn class): 1872 (?) 
Sources: RM1872: Jacques Blazer: solfège, violon et cor 
 
Joseph Boone  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Gentbrugge, 8 February 1891 
 
 
Date of entry (cons): 21 Sept 1904 
Date of entry (horn): 1 October 1906  
Date leaving (horn class:  12 February 1907  
 
66 In 1907 (RM3863) mentioned as Commerçant (trader) 
67 Two registration files of Barbe exist: one (nr. 3350) mentions Josephine De Kneef as mother, a 
following enrollment of 1907 mentions Céline Minon. Entry 246 of the 1890 Ghent register of births 
RaG nr 25120 / 0_0006 confirms that Minon was Barbe’s lawful mother. Interestingly, the De Kneef 




Parents: Louis Boone, marchand de vieux 
vêtements (rag merchant); Philomène 
Praet 
Adresses: 
12, Rue Van Oost, Gentbrugge 
Sources: RM3210  
Notes: Changed to Clarinet (Vandergracht) from February 
1907 onwards 
 
Michel Bellemans  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Gent, 17 January 1887 
Parents:  
Eugène Bellemans, musician (musician) , 
Huysman Louise 
Military: Y 
Adresses: 1896 43, Rue du Merle, Gent 
Date of entry (cons): 13 october 1896 
Date of entry (horn): 9 September 1903  
Also double bass (Peeters) from 1902 onwards 
Sources: RM1512 
 
Achille Buriau  class of Norbert Herteleer 
°Gent c1849 
Parents: François Buriau, fabricant de chicorée 
(chicory producer); Thérèse Galle 
Date of entry (cons):  1858 
Accessit: 1862 (1° div)  
Sources: RM1858; ExR1862 
 
Richard Caese  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Gent, 20 December 1921 
Parents:  
Léonard Caese, brankardier bij het leger  
(stretcher-bearer in the army) 
Emma De Moor 
Military: N Indigent: Y 
Adresses: 1935: Olijfstraat 77, Gent 
Date of entry (Cons): 1 March 1935 





Albert Carael  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
°Gent, 4 March 1898  
 




1916: Stropstraat 99, Gent 
 
Date of entry (cons):  28 September 1916 




Jérôme Carette  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
°Comines, 6 November 1882 
 
Military: Y-1° Régiment de Ligne 
 
 
Date of entry (cons):  6 October 1902 









Maurice Claeys  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Kortrijk, 23 December 1897 
Parents: Leon Claeys, industriel (factory 
owner); 
Albertha Quartier 
Military: Y-22° regiment de ligne 
Date of entry (cons):  30 September 1920 
Date of entry (horn): 1920  




Pierre Clement  class of Jean Deprez 
°Izegem, 18 August 1874 
Parents: Hyppolyte Clément, organist (organ 
player) 
Louise Theys  
Addresses: 1892: Rue de Roulers, Izegem 
Date of entry (cons):  14 October 1892 
Date of entry (horn): 13 January 1893  
also piano, organ 
 
Hugo Coolsaet  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Scheut, 30 june 1921 
Parents:  
Robert Coolsaet, bediende (office worker) 
Clara Stevens 
Military: N 
Adresses: 1932: Kiekstraat 61, Lokeren 
Date of entry (Cons): 5 January 1932 






François David  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
°Gent, 15 June 1910 
 
Parents:  
Henri David, meestergast-vlasbewerker 
(foreman flax worker) 
 
Profession:  bookbinder  (bookbinder), military 
Military: Y 
Adresses: 1928: Karperstraat 3, Gent 
 
Date of entry (Cons): 16 October 1928 









Fernand D’Hondt  class of Jean Deprez (subst. Heylbroeck) 
°Gavere, 13 August 1876 
Parents: Désiré D’Hondt, employee (employee)68  
Military: Y -4° regiment des Lanciers  
Addresses:  
1899: 31, Rue de la Tour, Gent (Caserne des Lanciers) 
Date of entry (cons):  3 October 1899 
Date of entry (horn): 3 October 1899 
 
Sources: RM2564 (1900) ; RM2243 (1899) 
 
Charles De Gey  class of Jean Deprez (subst. Heylbroeck) 
°Brugge, 23 March 1897 
Parents: Charles De Gey, cafetier (barkeeper); 
Josephine Van Poelvoorde  
Military: Y- 2° regiment de ligne 
Addresses: 1899: Sint-Pieters-Gent 
Date of entry (cons):  3 October 1899 




Marcel De Jonghe  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Wetteren, 9 February 1907  
Parents: Léon De Jonghe, pasteibakker (pasty baker); 
Léonie Moreels  
Addresses:Nieuwstraat 38, Wetteren 
Date of entry (cons):  29 September 1922 
Date of entry (horn): 29 September 1922  
Date leaving (horn class):  1925 (?) 
Sources: ExR 1923; RM7344 
 
Sylvain De Kneef  class of Jean Deprez  
°Ename (Oudenaarde) 12 December 1874 
Parents:  
Antoine De Kneef, horticulteur (horticulturalist) 
Marie Pretz  
Addresses: 
1892: Rue d’Argile 89, Porte de Courtrai, Gent. 
Date of entry (cons):  18 October 1892 




Edmond De Loose  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
°Aalst, 23 November 1887  
 
Parents: Camille De Loose; X Van Den Broeck  
 
Military: Y – 1° reg de Ligne  
 
Addresses: 1908: Rue de l’île, Aalst 
 
Date of entry (cons):  28 November 1908 
Date of entry (horn): 28 November 1908  
 
Sources: RM4131 















Date of entry (horn): 1872? (also violin) 
Sources: RM1872 
Notes: 1872: ‘solfège, violon, cor’ 
 
Louis De Poortere  class of Norbert Herteleer 
 
 
Date of entry (cons):  1867 
Sources: RM1867, 1869 
 
Gustave De Porre  class of Martin-Joseph Mengal 
 
C           Conservatoire Royal de Musique de Gand, Grandes Fêtes 
Musicales Données à l’occasion Du 50° Anniversaire de La 
Fondation Du Conservatoire. Gent: Annoot-Braeckman, Ad. 
Hoste successeur, 1885. 
 
 
Sources: OrchR1872, Samuel 1885 
 
1885: ‘En Amérique’ 
 






Georges De Vos  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Gentbrugge, 31 December 1895 
 
Parents:  
Georges De Vos, meubelmaker (cabinet maker) 
Alice Callebaut  
Addresses: 
Rue du Bassin 13, Gentbrugge 
Date of entry (cons):  5 October 1905 








1° accessit 1856 
Date of entry (cons):  c1855 
Date of entry (horn): c 1855 
Sources: RM1858-1860, Procès des séances de la 
commission administrative, 1857 
 
Jacques Delfosse (aîné)  class of Martin-Joseph Mengal 
Addresses:  
Porte de Bruges, Gent 
 








Paul Denie  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°St-Amandsberg, 24 October 1891 
Henrie Denie, abatteur de chevaux (horse slaughterer; Emilie 
Pasture  
Addresses:1905: Rue de l’Entrepreneur 162, St-Amandsberg 
Date of entry (cons):  2 October 1905 
Date of entry (horn): 2 October 1905 
 
Ernest Dobbelaere  class of Norbert Herteleer 
 
Parents:  
Louis Dobbelaere, artiste musicien (musician) 
Sophie Lefevre 
Date of entry (cons):  1 May 1859 
Date of entry (horn): 25 August 1864 
Also cello (De Vigne) 
Addresses: 
Rue du Théâtre, 9, Gent 
Sources: ExR1865; RM 1859-1864 
 
Jules Dobbelaere  class of Norbert Herteleer 
 
 
Date of entry (horn): 1864?  
Sources: RM1864 
 
(?) Duclos  class of Martin-Joseph Mengal 
Addresses  Rue St-Marguerite, Gent Sources: RM1848 
 
Julien Ellegeest  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
°Gentbrugge, 23 April 1903 
 
Parents:  
Georges Ellegeest, overleden (deceased) 
Philomène De Smaele overleden (deceased) 
 
Addresses 
1921: Van Duyselplaats 6, Gent 
 
 
Date of entry (cons):  5 October 1921 
Date of entry (horn): 5 October 1921 
Date leaving (horn class):  1922  
 
Sources: Exr1922; RM7141 
 













Michel Fecheyer  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
°Gent, 25 February 1893 
Parents: Constant Ficheyer, daglooner (day laborer); 
Maria De Groote  
 
Addresses: 1905: Chaussée de Bruges 257, Gent 
Date of entry (cons):  2 October 1905 
Date of entry (horn): 7 October 1907  
Changed to trombone 1908– 2° Prix dist in 1911 
Sources: RM3265 
 
Jean Gabriels  class of Martin-Joseph Mengal 
 Sources: Orch1862-1867 
 
Arthur Geenens  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Gent, 23 September 1881  
Parents:  
Amédée Geenens, marchand (trader); x Cathérine 
Addresses: 1902: Plaine St-Pierre 47, Gent 
Date of entry (cons):  8 April 1902 





Jean Haentjens  class of Norbert Herteleer 
 
 
Date of entry (cons):  24 August 1864 




Auguste Hanssens  class of Norbert Herteleer 
 
°Tournai, s.d.  
 
Parents: Bernard Hanssens, militaire (military), 
Barthe Hoff  
 
Addresses: 
Rue de la Caserne 25, Gent 
 
Date of entry (cons):  October 1860 
 
Sources: ExR1860; RM1861 
 
Edmond Hanssens  class of Jean Deprez 
°Gent, 5 April 1879 
 
Parents:  
Florimond Hanssens, ébéniste (cabinet maker); Marie 
Bemindt 
Addresses: Rue des Prêtres, Gent 
Date of entry (cons):  11 October 1891 







Romain Helskens  class of  Jean Deprez 
°Gentbrugge, 22 March 1875  
Parents: Jean Helskens, décédé (deceased); 
Joséphine Vervanne, aucun 
Addresses: 
1895: rue Van Hecke 35, Ledeberg 
Date of entry (cons):  9 October 1895 
Accessit: 1897 (UN) 




Arthur Hubaut  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Roeselare, 31 october 1885  
Parents:  
Louis Hubaut, couvreur (slater) 
Military: Y -2° de ligne  
Addresses: Caserne du 2° regiment de ligne 
Date of entry (cons):  1 October 1906 
Date of entry (horn): 1 october 1906  
Accessit: 1907 UN  
Sources: RM3629, KLM6263508 
 
François Hutsebaut  class of Martin-Joseph Mengal 
Addresses: 
Rue Courte des Bateaux, Gent 
 Sources: RM1848-1856 
 
Michel Huygens  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Gent, 10 may 1890  
Parents:  
Jules Huygens, ajusteur (clothes adjuster) 
Valentine Van Imschoot  
Military: Y – 2° de Ligne 
Addresses: 1908: Rue St-Liévin 252 
Date of entry (cons):  5 October 1908 




Charles Kenninck69  class of Norbert Herteleer 
 
 
Accessit: 1857  
Sources: ExR1858 
 


















Georges Lootens  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Gent, 9 December 1901 
Parents:  
Camiel Lootens, schoenmaker (shoe maker) 
Marie Impens 
Addresses: Gasmeterlaan 11, Gent 
Date of entry (cons):  11 October 1913 
 
Sources: exR1920, RM4966 
 
Jules Louage  class of  Jean Deprez 
°Gent, 23 December 1873 
Parents:  
Jules Louage, tailleur (tailor) 
Nathalie Van Meldert 
Addresses: 1895: Rue longue des Demangeaisons 61, Gent 




Toussaint Masson  class of  Jean Deprez 
°Liège Date of entry (cons):  1875 











Gustaaf Neirynck  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Gent, 17 September 1915  
 
Parents: Alfred Neirynck, wever (weaver)  
Addresses 
1924: Appelstraat 7, Gent 
Date of entry (cons):  1924 (1°), 1 October 1931 
(2°) 
Date of entry (horn): 1925 (1°), 1931 (2°)  
Sources: RM8696 
Notes: Profession: bureauklerk (office clerq) 









François Prevost  class of Norbert Herteleer 
 Sources: RM1867-1868 
 
 
Albert Rabier  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Aalst, 10 March 1897 
Parents: 
Edmond Rabier, postbode (postman) 
Léontine Bombeeck 
Address: Pieter Couckestraat 112, Aalst 
Sources: RM4568 
 




Procès Verbaux des séances de la commission 
administrative, 1857 
 











Charles Schoonvliet  class of  Jean Deprez 
 Sources: RM1878 
 
Félix Seiffer  class of  Jean Deprez 
 
°Kaprijke, 24 August 187x 
 
Parents: Bruno Seiffer, voiturier (coach 
driver); Sofie Ronse 
 
Date of entry (cons):  9 November 1895 









Georges Lootens  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Gent, 20 September 1879  
Parents: Judocus Seys, cordonnier (shoemaker); 
Marie Meilander 
Addresses: Rue Gerard 9, St-Amandsberg 
Date of entry (cons):  21 October 1901 




Henri Stepman  class of Norbert Herteleer 
Addresses: 




Constant Stragier  class of  Jean Deprez 
°Gentbrugge, 26 October 1880  
Parents: Aloïs Stragier, boutiquier; Léonie De 
Decker 
Military: Y  
Addresses: 
1900: Chaussée d’Anvers 89, St-Amandsberg 
Date of entry (cons):  1 October 1900 
Date of entry (horn): 1 October 1900  
Date leaving (horn class):  March 1901 
Sources: RM2313 
 
Georges Swartelé  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Wachtebeke, 7 December 1889 
Parents:  
Ferdinand Swartelé, cultivateur (farmer) 
Marie Saralost 
Military: Y- 4° Lanciers 
Addresses: 1912: Snoekstraat 55 (Caserne des 4° 
Lanciers) 
Date of entry (cons):  10 October 1912 
Date of entry (horn): 10 October 1912  
Sources: RM4814 
 
Honoré Symays  class of Norbert Herteleer 
 Sources: RM1870 
 
Gustaaf Tomboy  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Gentbrugge, 17 April 1910 
 
Parents:  
Abel Bogaert, smid (blacksmith) 





1928: Brusselsesteenweg 23, Gentbrugge 
Date of entry (Cons): 29 September 1928 
Date of entry (horn class): 29 September 1928 
 








Jean Tytgat  class of  Jean Deprez 
 Sources:An 1886 
 






Victor Van Acker  class of Charles Heylbroeck 




Edmond Van Acker, fabriekswerker (factory worker) 
Julienne Bogaert  
 
Military: N 
Adresses: 1928: Hoppestraat 32 
Date of entry (Cons): 3 Oktober 1929 











Théodore Van Coppenolle  class of Norbert Herteleer 
 Sources: RM1870 
 
Leonard Van Daele  class of  Jean Deprez 
°Brugge, 6 November 1879  
 
Addresses:: Rue Courte au Lin 5, Gent 
Date of entry (cons):  9 October 1895 
Date of entry (horn): 9 October 1895 
Date leaving (horn class):  October 1896 
Sources: RM1340 
 
Edmond Van de Sompel  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Gent, 17 January 1895  
 
Parents: Alphonse Van de Sompel, Imprimeur 
(printer); Mathilde De Cock 
Indigent: Y (provisoire) /Bursaries: N (year) 
Addresses: 
1915: Begijnhoflaan 56, Gent 
Date of entry (cons):  29 December 1915 
Date of entry (horn): 29 December 1915 
2° Accessit:  1918  
 
 






Léon Van den Haute  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
° Nederbrakel, 31 October 1889  
 
Parents:  
François Van den Haute, tailleur (tailor) décédé 
(deceased); Louise De Meyer, veuve  (widow), tailleuse 
Military: Y- 4° regiment des lanciers 
Addresses: Caserne des 4° Lanciers, Gent 
Date of entry (cons):  25 November 1908 




Roger Van Driessche  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Overslag, 26 November 1914 
 
Parents:  
Emile Van Driessche, aannemer van openbare werken 
(public works contractor) 
Alice Martens 
Military: N 
Adresses: 1932: Kiekstraat 61, Lokeren 
Date of entry (Cons): 5 January 1932 
Date of entry (horn class): ibid 
 




Alphonse Van Hanswyck  class of Norbert Herteleer 
°Boom  
Addresses: 1858: Rue de Bruxelles, 54, Gent 
Date of entry (cons):  26 April 1858 
Sources: RM1858-1862 
 
Jacques Van Hende  class of Norbert Herteleer 
 Sources: RM1868 
 







Maurice Van Quickelberghe  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Ledeberg, 24 July 1898  
 
Parents:  
Leopold Van Quickelberghe, riemmaker (belt maker) 
Julie Van Royen, huishoudster (housekeeper) 
 
Military: Y  
Indigent: Y (1916)  
 
Addresses: 
Binnenweg 41, Ledeberg 
Date of entry (cons):  28 September 1916 
Date of entry (horn): 28 September 1916  










Alphonse Van Rockegem  class of Norbert Herteleer 
 RM1866-1867-18687 
 
? Vandergroene  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 ExR1920 
 
Anselme Vandewalle  class of Martin-Joseph Mengal 
Addresses: Vrije Matte Straete, Gent  Sources: RM1849 
 
Jean Van Lemberghe  class of Martin-Joseph Mengal 
Addresses: 
Rue des Contributions, Gent 
 Sources: RM1848-1856 
 
Charles Verbeke  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°St-Jans-Molenbeek 25 May 1885  
 
Parents:  





1902: St-Niklaas, Mercatorstraat 
 
Military: Y -3° regiment de ligne 
Sources: RM2760 
 







Verlinde  class of Norbert Herteleer 
 
 
1° Accessit 1856  
 
Sources:  








Jean Vertriest71  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
 
°Gent, 15 November 1890  
 
Parents:  
Hippolyte Vertriest, militaire; Maria Rega  
 
Military: Y -2° regiment de Ligne 
 
Addresses: Zandstraat 34, Gent 
 
Date of entry (cons):  9 October 1911 









Date of entry (horn): October 1921  
 
Sources: ExR 1922 
 
Pierre Willems  class of Norbert Herteleer 
°Ledeberg  
Parents:  
Jean-Baptiste Willems, garde champêtre 




François Willems  class of Norbert Herteleer 
°Zomergem 
 
Parents: Bernard Willems, musicien 
(musician); Jeanne-Cathérine Van Voorde  
 
Addresses: 
Rue des Anguilles 12 bis, Gent 
Date of entry (cons):  15 October 1859 





Norbert Woinet  class of Charles Heylbroeck 
°Roubaix (F), 21 February 1886  
 
Parents: Nicolas Woinet, ajusteur (adjuster); 




Addresses: Rue de l’Hôpital 75, Gent 
Date of entry (cons):  3 October 1904 
Date of entry (horn): 3 October 1904  
October 1905: bassoon 
 




71 Another pupil with the same name, same parents, but date of birth 4 July 1886 
figures in the Bijloke RM nr. 3640. The latter Jean Vertriest followed the trombone 
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Figure 23: ‘Toussaint Radoux et sa Classe’, c 1857 






Figure 24 Alphonse Stenebruggen c1865 (courtesy of 
Stadtisches Archiv Baden-Baden (D) 
 
Jean-Toussaint Radoux  
(Liège, 4 December 1825 – 12 January 1889)  
 
studied with Hubert Massart at the Liège 
conservatory, where he graduated in 1840 (natural 
horn). He became principal horn of the Liège opera, 
a position he would keep for over 30 years, and was 
director of the choral society La Legia of Verviers, at 
the time one of the best choirs in Western Europe. 
Radoux succeeded Massart in 1856 and would 
continue the successful teaching practices of the 
latter, training students who would shape the next 
generation of players such as Mathieu Lejeune and 
Jean Deprez. He re-introduced the study of the 
natural horn as part of the curriculum and set the 
pedagogic framework for the next generations. 
He had a significant influence on the development 
of the horn in Belgium by focussing on the poetic 
aspect of the instrument and by making an elegant 
Alphonse Stenebruggen  
(Liège, 4 March 1824 – Strasbourg (France), 5 
December 1895)  
 
was an international natural horn soloist from the 
class of Massart in Liège. After his graduation in 
1840 he spent some years in the musical scene of 
Brussels and undertook a year-long trip to the 
United States with Jullien’s Concerts in 1853–1854. 
Upon his return he accepted the position of teacher 
at the Strasbourg conservatory. 
As principal horn of the seasonal orchestra in the 
nearby spa town of Baden-Baden he came into 
contact with such musical personalities as Johannes 
Brahms —with whom he would do trials of the horn 
trio opus 40 in the summer of 1865— and Camille 
Saint-Saëns. He was a much-respected soloist 







Figure 25: Jean-Désiré Artôt c 1845 (B-Gc) 
 
fig   
Figure 26: L      Louis-Henri Merck c 1898 (from: la 
Reforme. 1900. “Mort de M. L-H Merck,” April 18, 
1900.) 
 
Jean-Désiré Artôt  
(Gray (F), 26 September 1803 – Brussels, 25 March 
1887)  
 
succeeded his father as principal horn of the La 
Monnaie theatre in Brussels in 1829 and soon 
became one of the leading players in Belgium of 
his generation. He would become a real 
protagonist of the valve horn during the 1830s 
and one of the main promotors of this instrument 
in Belgium. He was appointed by Fétis as teacher 
of horn at the Brussels conservatory in 1843, 
installing a particular training system in which 
valve horn (classe de deuxième cor) and natural 
horn (classe de premier cor) were taught side by 
side. Artôt composed a significant amount of 
music for the horn. Several volumes of solos, 
études, horn trios and quartets were published 




Louis-Henri Merck  
(Landau (D), 7 October 1831 – Brussels, 18 April 
1900) 
 
studied with Massart in Liège. Having obtained 
the premier prix for the valve horn in 1851, he 
became by far the most important horn player in 
Brussels in the second half of the nineteenth 
century. He was principal horn of the La Monnaie 
theatre for almost 45 years and replaced Artôt as 
teacher at the Brussels conservatoire in 1866. 
Under his lead, the Brussels horn class would 
flourish greatly and have an international 
diaspora. He had a major influence on horn 
playing in Belgium, both as a soloist and as an 














(Schaerbeek, 5 July 1873 – Brussels, 2 March 1951) 
 
was one of the best students of Merck, graduating in 
1889. In 1896 he was the first horn player to be 
awarded the Diplôme de Capacité for the horn at the 
Brussels conservatory. He was the logical successor of 
Merck at both the La Monnaie theatre and as teacher at 
the conservatory. Mahy kept the position of teacher in 
Brussels for nearly 40 years and became one of the 
most important musicians in the Belgian capital. He 
was director of the Grande Harmonie of Brussels and a 
personal friend of the Belgian Queen Elisabeth.  
 
 
Mathieu Lejeune  
(Liège 1859-after 1935)  
 
studied with Toussaint Radoux and obtained a premier 
prix in 1870 and the Médaille en Vermeil in 1871. He 
succeeded Jean Deprez as solo horn of the Liège opera 
and the orchestra of la Redoute in Spa in 1872 and 
became assistant professor of horn in Liège in 1884. He 
was principal teacher of horn in Liège from 1887 to 
1924 and of great importance for the development of 
the lyrical style in the Liège horn class. 
Figure 28: Mathieu Lejeune (picture from files 
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date institution name 1 name 2 name 3 name 4 
1838-08 CG-Mengal Van Haute, 
Pierre 
Gabriels Mengal, Auguste 
 
1840-08 CG-Mengal Herteleer Van Haute (jeune) Mengal, Auguste 
 
1840-1841 Ghent-Opera (GO) Van Haute, 
Pierre 
Gabriels, F Delportes Gabriels, C 
1841-1845 Ghent-Opera (GO) Van Haute, 
Pierre 
Gabriels, F Herteleer  Heisterhagen 
1845-1846 Ghent-Opera (GO) Van Haute, 
Pierre 
Gabriels, F Herteleer  De Porre 
1899-1900 Ghent-Opera (GO) Heylbroeck Dufrasne De Kneef Van Hyfte 
1900-1901 Ghent-Opera (GO) Heylbroeck Dufrasne 
  
1901-1903 Ghent-Opera (GO) Heylbroeck Dufrasne 
  
1911-1912 Ghent-Opera (GO) De Mulder Smits Seghers De Kneef 
1909 Ghent-Opera (GO) Heylbroeck Seghers De Mulder De Kneef 





1907-1908 Ghent-Opera (GO) Heylbroeck Meert De Mulder De Kneef 
1893-1894 Ghent-Opera (GO) De Kneef De Mulder Geuckert Goedertier 
1821-1822 Ghent-Opera (GO) Mengal fils Bauwens Mengal père 
 
1839-1840 Ghent-Opera (GO) Delport Van Haute, P 
  
1854-1855 Ghent-Opera (GO) Herteleer Gabriels, Jean Van Ruymbeke, 
Charles 
Deporre, Gustave 
1863 Ghent-Opera (GO) Herteleer Gabriels, Jean Van Ruymbeke, 
Charles 
De Groote, Désiré 
1889-1890 Ghent-Opera (GO) Deprez Van Destel Deloof De Kneef 
1885 Ghent-Opera (GO) Deprez Speliers, Jean Deloof, Paul Dooms 
1886-1887 Ghent-Opera (GO) Deprez Speliers, Jean Deloof Deporte 
1885 Liège Opera Lejeune, Mathieu Stennebruggen, 
Jules 
Ransy Dozin 




1895-1896 Pau-Palais d'Hiver Ranzy Anselme Pommiers, Ad Clergue 
1896-1898 Pau-Palais d'Hiver Ranzy Pommiers, Ad Speliers, Jean Anselme 
1898-1899 Pau-Palais d'Hiver Castelain, Gaston Pommiers, Ad Speliers, Jean Vandenbosch 
1911-1912 Pau-Palais d'Hiver Lamouret 
   
 
72 Sources: see biographies 
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1905 Pau-Palais d'Hiver Speliers 
   
1914 Pau-Palais d'Hiver Van Bocxstaele 
   
1909 Pau-Palais d'Hiver Robert 
   
1906-1907 Pau-Palais d'Hiver Dufrasne Speliers, Jean Pommiers, Ad 
 
1895-1898 Souza Band  De Bleye, Joseph 
   
1901-1908 Souza Band De Bleye, Joseph 
   
1902-1903 Souza Band  Crsz, Raymond 
   
1916-1917 Souza Band Goedertier, R. Paquai, Armand 
  
1919-1939 Angers Willems, fils 
   
1919-1924 Angers Willems, Jules 
   
1929-1932 Angers Willems, Jules 
   
1887-12-26 Brussels-concerts d'Hiver Rhône, Louis Tasnier Cabolet De Grom 
1903-04-05 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Heylbroeck De Kneef Van Hyfte Meert 
1862 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Bureau, Achille Hanssens De Grom, Joseph & 
François 
De Groote 
1927 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Van Eeckhoutte, 
Gustave 
Vande Velde, Paul Mattelaer, Antoine Serlippens, August 







De Bock, Firmin 
1924 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Helderweirdt, 
Georges 




1923 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De 
Meulemeester, 
Robert 




1920 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Braet, Edmond De Koninck, Pierre De Buck, Maurice Helderweirdt, 
Georges 
1921 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De Koninck, 
Pierre 




1928 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Van Eeckhoutte, 
Gustave 
Mattelaer Antoine Serlippens, August 
 





Vande Velde, Paul De Bock, Firmin 
1864-08 Spa-la redoute Deprez, Jean Bertrand, A 
  
1864-09 Spa-la redoute Deprez, Jean Thomas Bertrand (cor et trompette) 
1869-09 Spa-la redoute Deprez, Jean Bertrand, A Leichsering 
 
1860-10 Spa-la redoute Declerck Devillers 
  
1872 Spa-la redoute Deprez, Jean Gemenich Tilleux 
 
1859 Spa-la redoute Vanhautte Herbillon 
  
1857? Spa-la redoute Devillers Sody 
  
1866 Spa-la redoute Deprez Thomas 
  
1851-05 Spa-la redoute Devillers Sody 
  




1862-01-12 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Gabriels Ruymbeke 
  
1862 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Herteleer De Grom ainé De Groom De Groote, 5 (-), 6 
Gabriels 
1863- Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Gabriels Ruymbeke 
  
1864 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Gabriels Ruymbeke De Groote 
 
1865 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Gabriels Ruymbeke 
  




Housiaux, Emile Coppenolle 
1880 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Strobbe, Leopold 
   
1888-02-25 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De Kneef Speliers, Jean 
  
1888 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De Kneef 
   
1888-11-24 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De Kneef Speliers, Jean 
  
1889-02-23 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De Kneef Speliers, Jean 
  
1889-11-30 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De Kneef Van Poucke (père) De Loof 
 
1890-03-01 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De kneef De Loof Van Poucke (père) 
 
1916-03-16 Hallé Concerts Society Paersch, P Gaggs, A Bennett, G.A. Paersch, O 
1922-10-19 Hallé Concerts Society Meert, R Gaggs, A Paersch, O Sidell, F.W. 
1943-10-03 Hallé Orchestra Gollancz, Livia Dennis, J Roper, E.R. Meert, Raymond 
1943-10-01 Hallé Orchestra Gollancz, Livia Meert, R. Roper, E.R. Manners, J. 
1944-10-04 Hallé Orchestra Gollancz, Livia Roper, E.R. Meert, R. Smith, W. 
1944-04-25 Hallé Orchestra Gollancz, Livia Roper, E.R. Meert, R. Smith, W. 
1946-04-23 Hallé Orchestra Ayre, J. Roper, E.R. Meert, R. Dennis, J. 
1911-11-14 Scottish Orchestra Button, A.E. Sidell, F.W. Meert, R. Deichen, O. 
1913-1914 Scottish Orchestra Meert, R 
 
Spencer, R. Deichen, O. 
1913-11-11 Scottish Orchestra Meert, R Goedertier, F. Spencer, R. Deichen, O. 
1914-02-03 Scottish Orchestra Meert, R Goedertier, F. Spencer, R. 
1914-1915 Scottish Orchestra Meert, R Goossens, A. Probin, F. Deichen, O. 
1914-12-01 Scottish Orchestra Meert, R. Goossens, A. Probin, F. Wright, G. 
1915-1916 Scottish Orchestra Meert, R. Stephens, F.J. Carlton, B. 
 
1916-01-18 Scottish Orchestra Meert, R. Stephens, F.J. Yorke, W.S. Jackson, H. 
1919-12-02 Scottish Orchestra Meert, R. Cooke, A.G. Chapman, W. Ladley, F.A. 
1920-11-16 Scottish Orchestra Siddell, F.W. Wood, H. Chapman, W. Ladley, F.A. 
1905-1906 Scottish Orchestra Brain, A.E. Spencer, R. Dufrasne, L. Deichen, O. 
1905-11-14 Scottish Orchestra Brain, A.E. Spencer, R. Dufrasne, L. Deichen, O. 
1905-12-26 Scottish Orchestra Brain, A.E. Spencer, R. Meert, R. Deichen, O. 
1898-01-14 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Deprez, Jean De Vestel 
  




1903-12-20 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Heylbroeck? De Kneef 
  
1904-02-13 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De Kneef, F De Mulder, A 
  
1904-03-26 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De Kneef, F De Mulder, A 
  
1904-12-24 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De Kneef,F 
   
1905-03-04 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Van Hyfte Meert Seghers, R 
 
1906-03-03 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Seghers, R 
   
1906-04-07 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Meert De Mulder, A de Kneef Seghers R, Van 
Hyfte 
1906-12-23 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Seghers, R 
   
1907-02-23 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Seghers, R Van Hyfte De Mulder 
 
1907-03-17 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Van Hyfte De Mulder Meert, R. Seghers, L 
1906-11-16? Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Heylbroeck Smidts, Edm Seghers, R Wayenberghe, Edg 
1909-02-20 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Heylbroeck Couvreur Smidts, Edm Wayenberghe, Edg 
1908-11-08 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Heylbroeck Couvreur Smidts, Edm Willems, Jules 
1907-03-26 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Heylbroeck Van Hyfte De Mulder Meert, Seghers, De 
Kneef 
1907-02-23 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Heylbroeck Seghers Van Hyfte De Mulder 
1907-11-17 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Heylbroeck Wayenberghe Smidts, Edm Couvreur 
1906-04-07 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Heylbroeck Meert, R. De Mulder De Kneef, Seghers L., 
Seghers Rd, Van 
Hyfte L., De Vestel 
Ern.  




1906-04-08 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Heylbroeck Meert, R. De Mulder, Alf De Kneef, Fr.; Van 
Hyfte , Seghers L 
1905-04-15 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Van Hyfte Meert, R. 
  
1905-03-05 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Meert, R Van Hyfte 
  
1904-12-25 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Meert, R De Kneef, Fr. 
  
1904-03-27 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De Mulder De Kneef, Fr. 
  
1872-04-04 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De Groote De Porre 
  
1858 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Herteleer Gabriels, Jean Van Ruymbeke De Porre, G 
1869 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Gabriels, J De Groote, D 
  
1873-02-22 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Deprez, Jean De Loof, Polydore Strobbe, Leopold De Groote, Désiré 
1885-04-28 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Deprez, Jean De Broe, Isidore 
  
1888-02-25 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De Kneef, F Speliers, Jean 
  
1889-11-30 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) De Kneef, F Van Poucke, J 
(père) 
De Loof, Paul (Polydore?) 
1905 Ostend Kursaal Heylbroeck Dufrasne Meert, R. De Kneef 
1900 Pau-Palais d'Hiver Castellin Pommiers, Ad Speliers, Jean Van den Bosch 
1903 Pau-Palais d'Hiver Dufrasne Speliers, Jean Pommiers, Ad Hernoult, Henri 
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1940 Hallé Orchestra Coulston, Sidney Paersch, Otto Smith, W. Gaggs, A. 
1906 London Symphony 
Orchestra 
Borsdorf, A Vandermeerschen, 
H 
Busby, T.R. Brain, A.E. 
1919 London Symphony 
Orchestra 
Busby, T.R. Brain, A.E. Penn, A. Vandermeerschen, 
H. 
1901 Queens Hall Borsdorf, A. Vandermeerschen, 
H 
Busby, T.R. Brain, A.E. 
1905-12-19 Scottish Orchestra Brain, A.E. Spencer, R. Dufrasne, L. Deichen, O. 
1906-01-01 Scottish Orchestra Brain, A.E. Spencer, R. Meert, R. Deichen, O. 
1891 Brussels, Société des 
Concerts 
Merck Bayart Rhone Westphale, Gentsch, 
Lemal 
1901-03 Ghent-Opera (GO) Heylbroeck Dufrasne De Kneef Van Hyfte 
1852? Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Hutsebaut Verbeke Strobbe, Leopold 
 
1849 Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Van Ruymbeke Vandewalle Delfosse 
1848? Ghent-Conservatoire (CG) Van Ruymbeke Hutsebaut Langerock Van Lemberghe, 
Strobbe 
1905-12-26 Scottish Orchestra Brain, A.E. Spencer, R. Meert, R. Deichen, O. 
1919-10-30 Hallé Concerts Society Meert, R Gaggs, A Chapman, W. Paersch, O 
1918-10-31 Hallé Concerts Society Meert, R Gaggs, A Chapman, W. Paersch, O 
1917-10-18 Hallé Concerts Society Meert, R Gaggs, A Chapman, W. Paersch, O 
1916-10-19 Hallé Concerts Society Paersch, P Gaggs, A Meert, R. Chapman, E.A. 
1917-01-11 Hallé Concerts Society Paersch, P Gaggs, A Meert, R. Chapman, E.A. 
1917-01-18 Hallé Concerts Society Meert, R Gaggs, A Chapman, W. Buckley, B. 
1929-03-14 Hallé Concerts Society Meert, R. Gaggs, A Paersch, O Sidell, F.W. 
1931-10-15 Hallé Concerts Society Hyde, Alan D. Gaggs, Arthur Meert, R. Sidell, F.W. 
1934-10-18 Hallé Concerts Society Meert, R Gaggs, Arthur Paersch, O Taylor, F. 
1872-03-07 Charles Hallé's Grand 
Concerts 
Paquis Preatoni Du Bois (Van 
Haute) 
Bahr, F. 
1873-03-06 Charles Hallé's Grand 
Concerts 
Paquis Preatoni Jones, Ch. Bahr, F. 
1876-03-02 Charles Hallé's Grand 
Concerts 
Vanhaute Preatoni Reynolds, Th Bahr, F. 
1877-03-8 Charles Hallé's Grand 
Concerts 
Vanhaute Preatoni Reynolds, Th Bonnefoy 
1879-11-06 Charles Hallé's Grand 
Concerts 
Vanhaute Preatoni Reynolds, Th Callisto Beltrami 
1933-10-25 Lincoln Orchestral Society Meert, R Gaggs, Arthur Layton, F.A. 
 
1934-10-09 Liverpool Philharmonic 
Society 
Meert, R Gaggs, A. Paersch, O Simmons, J.J. 
1896? Théatre d'Angers Jamar Dooms Massardo Wairi 
1896-04-12 Théatre Municipal de 
Tours 
Paul Deloof Breval 
  
1861 Théatre d'Angers Joseph Degrom 
   




1842 Théatre d'Angers l'Albin Beaumann (artiste 
etranger) 
Duflot Sormani 




1869 Théatre d'Angers Longy fils Dehen Magneau aîné 
 
1893 Théatre d'Angers Jamar, Jean Dooms l'Hoest Beuland 
1898 Théatre d'Angers Jamar Dooms Massardo Bernard (F) 
1901-1902 Théatre d'Angers Jamar Bernard Lousberg Dooms 
1852 Théatre d'Angers Montulet Lalbin Sormani Aubers 
1887-1888 Théatre d'Angers Devillers (solo) Austruy Lhoest (solo) Hansotte 
1888-1889 Théatre d'Angers Ransy Austruy Lhoest (solo) Hansotte 
1889-1890 Théatre d'Angers Ransy Lhoest Austruy Hansotte 
1892-1893 Théatre d'Angers Jamar, Jean 
(solo- 
Austruy Lhoest (solo) Hansotte 
1913-1914 Théatre d'Angers Léonard Lousberg Willems fils Willems (père) 
1909-1910 Association Artistique 
d'Angers 
Jamar, Jean Lousberg Christophe Dooms 
1900-1901 Association Artistique 
d'Angers 
Jamar, Jean Bernard Lousberg Dooms 
1905-1906 Association Artistique 
d'Angers 
Jamar, Jean Christophe Lousberg Dooms 
1910-1911 Association Artistique 
d'Angers 
De Smet Lousberg Christophe Berruck (?) 
1911-1912 Association Artistique 
d'Angers 
De Smet Willems fils Culos (?) Willems père 
1912-1913 Association Artistique 
d'Angers 
Léonard Culos (?) Willems fils Willems père 
1889 Association Artistique 
d'Angers 
Henry 
   
1929-1944 Théatre de Rouen 
  
Firmin de Bock 
 
1902-1903 Théatre de la Rochelle De Kneef, F 
   
1912 Théâtre Municipal de 
Poitiers 
De Kneef, F 
   
1909 Théâtre d'Angoulème De Kneef, F 
   








2. HORN COLLECTION 
OF THE  
GHENT (Royal) 
CONSERVATORY 
Followed by a description of other reference horns 
used in the ‘Brave Belgians’ research project 
 
 
Figure 29: the Ghent conservatory historical horn collection analysed at the Germanisches 





( I I )  I n t r o d u c t i o n  – i m p o r t a n c e ,  
m e t h o d s  
 
a  t i m e  c a p s u l e  f r o m  t h e  r o m a n t i c  e r a              
Players from the classes of Jean Deprez (teacher CG 1872-1902), Charles 
Heylbroeck (teacher CG 1902-1938) and (partly) also Maurice Van Bocxstaele 
(teacher CG 1938-1962) preferred horns made by the brass instruments 
manufacturer Van Cauwelaert of Brussels. 73  
The Ghent conservatory archives have records of thirteen horns that once 
belonged to the school, of which a total of seven survive. Six of these were 
built by the Van Cauwelaert Company between c1870 and 1923.  
Besides the actual instruments in their more or less original condition, much 
information on these instruments survives in the extensive archives of the 
Ghent Conservatory, including most original invoices, inventories and 
correspondence on their purchase, maintenance and lending status.  
The available and unusually comprehensive documentation makes this 
collection a unique time capsule, offering many opportunities for artistic 
research. The horn collection and its related documentation provided 
detailed information on the links between instrument builders, players, 
particular repertoire and playing style of the Ghent horn tradition. 
 
The following section is intended to furnish detailed technical background 
information on the Ghent horn collection. Besides quantitative research data 
and pictures, it also provides a list of relevant audio and video reference 
material that has been gathered during over the research period. A 
comprehensive overview on the importance of the collection, and of the 
Manufacture Van Cauwelaert as a horn manufacturer was published in my 
article “Poetic Voices”, published in Larigot, June 2019  as well as in chapter 4 of 
the main volume.74 
I limited the introduction to this section to a historical summary of the Van 
Cauwelaert firm, as well as some notes on the technical terms and setup of the 
relevant organological information provided. 
The numbers (engravings) on the bell flares of the instruments mark the 
order of entrance of the instruments in the conservatory collection.75  
The three-valve Van Cauwelaert instruments were used intensively for over a 
very long period. They underwent various repairs for wear-and-tear over the 
years, indicating a very intensive use.  
 
73 Use of specific types of instruments was far less common in the other conservatoires: a picture of 
Toussaint Radoux' class at the Liège conservatoire (Library Conservatoire Royal de Liège) shows the 
use of French type 2-valve horns, probably by Mahillon. The Brussels conservatoire register of 
instruments ca1870-1900 (ARC17) shows the purchase of horns by Mahillon, Besson and Sax. A 
conclusion could be that  
74 Billiet, Jeroen. “Poetic Voices: The Horns of the Van Cauwelaert Brass Instrument Workshop in 
Brussels in the Ghent Royal Conservatory Historical Instrument Collection.” Larigot Spécial N°XXIX, 
June 2019 .  
75 aB-Gc, Letter from Jean Deprez to Adolphe Samuel of 10/01/1898 mentions "numéros d'ordres". The 
letters mention also that n°s 1-2-5, à deux pistons, peuvent difficilement servir. 
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( I I )  I n t r o d u c t i o n  – i m p o r t a n c e ,  
m e t h o d s  
 
S o m e  o b s e r v a t i o n s  o n  t h e  c o n d i t i o n  o f  t h e  
c o l l e c t i o n  
 
The horn collection was found to be in a fairly good, but "bulk" state: besides 
the corpuses described in the above table, the legacy consisted of a box with 
over 40 loose parts, among which 36 crooks of various tonalities and pitches. 
Van Cauwelaert kept most of his designs largely unchanged over a century of 
production, so a lot of loose parts like crooks, mouthpieces and even valve 
slides can be interchangeable. The horns were engraved only on the bell flare, 
which makes it in most cases impossible to find out which crooks belong to 
which horn. Due to typical characteristics as fixing joints or intake size some 
crooks could be attributed with certainty to Van Cauwelaert. In order to 
eliminate some of the "variables" in this research, the comparison testings 
between Gantois models have been made with one single crook. 
A second consideration concerns mouthpieces. No original mouthpieces were 
present in the Ghent horn collection, but several private collections have a 
variety of Van Cauwelaert mouthpieces. The selection of original mouthpieces  
As a third observation, Van Cauwelaert distinguishes in his 1905 catalogue76 
two different qualities of horns: one called modèle de l'armée, another slightly 
more expensive and called cor d'orchestre. We can presume that the 
instruments used in Ghent Conservatory were of the cor d'orchestre-type. 
 
P u r p o s e  
What follows are “technical reports” of the individual instruments present in 
the Ghent collection. Several scientific measuring methods have been applied 
to these instruments, under supervision of dr. Hannes Ver Eecke at the Oskar 
Walker Schule in Ludwigsburg, and dr. Markus Raquet at the Germanisches 
Museum in Nürnberg, Germany.  
 
In order to place the data of the instruments from the historical Ghent 
collection in a broader contextual frame, representative data on a total 
number of eleven reference instruments have been added to this volume. The 
results are discussed in several sections of the doctoral thesis. 
  
 
76 F. Van Cauwelaert, Frères et Soeur, Catalogue de Vente 1905 pp 20-21 
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( I I )  I n t r o d u c t i o n  – i m p o r t a n c e ,  
m e t h o d s  
 
R e f e r e n c e  i n s t r u m e n t s  
In order to define the specific artistic qualities of each horn, a number of 
eleven reference instruments were used as reference material: 
 
JB1: Van Cauwelaert Gantois, 2-valve “military” c1880 
 JB2: Van Cauwelaert Gantois, 3-valve “military” c1890 
 JB3: C. Mahillon 2-valve c1870 
JB4: Vienna Horn, Erste Produktiv, in F c1890 
JB5: Courtois Frère Natural Horn, c1825 
JB6: C.F. Willson double horn, 2011  
JB7: Alphonse Sax 3-valve horn in Bb 
YM01: Raoux-Millereau 3-valve horn with ascending third valve 
MDM01: Mahillon & Cie 3-valve horn c1910 
BI01: Alexander 103 double horn in F/Bb Gold Brass 
BI02: Alexander 103 double horn in F/Bb Messing 
 
s p e c i f i c a t i o n  o f  t e c h n i c a l  t e r m s  a n d  d a t a ,  
u s e d  i n  t h i s  o v e r v i e w  
Bore: average bore of conical instruments is always arbitrary. For the 
instruments of the Gantois model, it was measured at the main tuning slide. 
For horn CG9 (Liègeois model), the average bore was measured at the exit 
cylindrical part of the tuning slide. Bore was determined with a standard 
manual ISO-labeled caliper. 
  
Valve type: all instruments have a Périnet-style valve set except horns 
JB4/5/6 and BI1-2 
Corpus weight: all removable “extras” as crooks, couplers, mouthpieces have 
been removed in order to determine the instrument’s weight. Weight was 
determined with a standard Samsonite luggage scale. 
Bell diameter: measured to the outer extremities of the bell 
Reference pitch: Pitch of crooked instruments was measured with a standard 
Andreas Jungwirth classical F-crook. The figure shows the extremities from 
(lowest figure): tuning slide pulled out to the maximum and normal modern 
hand position to (highest figure) tuning slide pushed in to the maximum and 
hand out of the bell. 
Material data: of some instruments, the brass alloy was measured with an XRF 
measuring tool. NM = not measured 
Markings: are noted down as they figure on the instrument 
Audio Data:   





In addition, many live recordings comprise a ‘sound-passport’ of every 
instrument. They were made throughout the research process. All have been 
compiled in separate folders per instrument, and can be retrieved from a set 
of DOI-labeled open-source repositories that are listed in the main corpus of 
this dissertation, page 18. 
Fourrier-sound analysis: Based on a multidirectional recording of a harmonic 
series played on the instrument with an original mouthpiece, made in the 
above described May 2017 experiment at the HoGent sound lab77, the graphic 
analysis overview provides valuable information on overtones, range, sound 
levels and amplitude. For some instruments, the test was redone using a 
modern Maelstrom M/Ac1 mouthpiece, providing a second graphic. 
 
An amplitude comparison was also carried out on a sound sample of the first 
four bars of the solo of the Mendelssohn Nocturne from Midsummer Night’s 
Dream opus 61, performed on every instrument in the test..  
 
Notes: consists of observations on a specific instrument 
 
All CG instrument pictures taken by Bieke De Meyer. 
 
A b o u t  t h e  s o u n d  a n d  v i d e o  f i l e s  
 
This chapter contains an extensive overview of references to media files 
gathered during the research project. Three different sorts of media are 
distinguished: 
 
1. Sound bank (SB): Documenting audio files for sound analysis and 
comparison, recorded in ‘laboratory’ conditions.  
 
See section 3.3 of the main volume.  
 
A total of eighteen different instruments were documented in recording 
sessions conducted in laboratory conditions in the HoGent Nederpolder 
Campus Sound lab in May 2017.  
One single player performed eight fragments on every horn standing at the 
most central position of the sound-neutral cabin. A setup of four microphones 
recorded a number of excerpts on every instrument, taking into account 
several variables as mouthpiece and crook changes. This resulted in a large 
number of audio files, providing a complete overview of the sound of the 
specific instrument from different angles.  
 
Fragments recorded were: 
 
77 The tests were directed at the HoGent sound lab May 19-21 2017, and consisted in the 
recording of the same series of reference excerps and harmonic series on every 




Recording of the instrument’s common range of natural harmonics. 
 
On some instruments, the harmonic series was played on both a 
standard modern Maelstrom M/A series mouthpiece as with a 
(variable) historical mouthpiece 
 
On top of this, six repertoire excerpts were used for comparison of artistic 
playing capacities of the instruments: 
 
-F. Mendelssohn-Bartholdy: solo from Nocturne of Midsummernight’s 
Dream opus 61 
-W.A. Mozart: exposition of the first movement 3rd Concerto in Eb 
KV447 
-J. Ryelandt: Sonata for horn opus 18, opening of second movement 
-J. Van Rysselberghe, Rêverie (opening phrase) 
-R. Herberigs, Cyrano de Bergerac (opening phrase) 
-A. Samuel, Morceau de Concours (opening phrase) 
 
The eleven instruments by other builders in the test served as reference 
material to the main line of tested horns. To reduce the number of variables 
the same F-crook was used for all of the Van Cauwelaert horns. 
 
The sound bank folders consist of 4 tracks per recorded fragment. These are 
not listed in detail in the overview at the end of this volume. 
 
2. Documenting studio recordings 
 
An extensive number of non-commercial sound documents were recorded in 
the course of the research project. They provide documentation on the 
performance of historical Ghentian horn repertoire on a wide variety of 
instruments, with a focus on the historical horn collection of the Ghent 
conservatory. This category is intended to broaden understanding of 
(historically informed) performance practice, and to document the 
integration and evolution of new artistic ideas in an experimental 
environment. In most cases they consist of excerpts of Ghentian horn 
repertoire played on the instruments listed above. 
 
3. Live performances and commercial recordings 
 
Audio and video recordings of artistic public projects on the instruments of 
the Ghent conservatory and the reference instruments complete the media 












2 . 1  H o r n  c o l l e c t i o n  o f  
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Figure 30: Belgian military musician with a Van Cauwelaert Gantois horn, postcard issued 









Charles Sax,  
cor à deux pistons 
Brussels, c1851 
bore:                        11,2 mm 
valve type:              Périnet 
corpus weight:       1005 g 
bell Æ:                     292 mm 
ref. pitch:                A=420-431Hz 










donné par le gouvernement 
au 







First mention of a valve horn in the conservatoire collection was in 1851. The inscription on 
the bell mentions the horn been donated to the conservatoire, but it remains unclear when 
it became part of the actual collection. Charles Sax stopped his activities in Brussels in 1853, 
which implies a production date of this instrument of around 1850. Horn is in fair, however 
not excellent condition, and only received cosmetic restorations such as dent removal and 
soldering of loose joints. 
 
Archive material related to CG1: 
-Inventory of the Ghent conservatoire 1857 and further 
- Snoeck, César. “Report and letter of Snoeck to the President of the Surveillance Committee, 
and to the Minister of Interior affairs,” July 22, 1893. aB-Gc. 
 
 





(hrtz)   crook 
   
F vc E vc 
   
ts out ts in ts in/open ts out ts in 
mouthpiece Maelstrom M/Ac1 420 431   421 429 
L’olifant "Gallay" 416 427 438 412 425 




Musical References for CG1 
 
Audio & Video Files 
 
Rec code Composer recording 
location 
TITLE Pianist recording date 
CG1-SB  Soundlab SOUNDBANK  may/17 
CG1-A1  L. Wallner Miry Romance (pt) Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG1-A2 E. Weber Miry Duo (pt) Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG1-V1 L.Wallner Miry Romance (pt) Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG1-V2 E.Weber Miry Duo (pt) Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 





Miry Air d'Alcina Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 















La Nonne Sanglante, C. Gounod. Performances with horns of the Ghent conservatory horn 
collection. Insula Orchestra dir. Laurence Equilbey. Opéra Comique, Paris, 20/5 to 14/6/2018. 





Figure 31: Fig: Orchestral trials with CG1 and CG2, Opéra Comique, Paris, June 2018 
 





Figure 33: Fig: graphic analysis of CG1 harmonic series, played with a historical 
mouthpiece 
 










cor à deux pistons 
Brussels, c1860 
bore:                        11,6 mm 
valve type:               Périnet 
corpus weight:        1000 g 
bell Æ:                      281,5 mm 
ref. pitch:                 A=444-454 Hz 
XRF: (bell): Pb 0,70; Zn 31,00; Cu 68,15 






pitch range (hrtz)   crook 
   F vc E vc 
   ts out ts in ts in/open ts out ts in 
mouthpiece 
Maelstrom 
M/Ac1 438 450   429 444 




F. Van Cauwelaert/ 
À 
Bruxelles 






CG2 was presumeably Jean Deprez’s own instrument, and was sold on to the Ghent 
conservatoire in 1880. Dr. Hannes Ver Eecke, who analysed the horn in 2017, noted an 
exceptional wall strength in its construction, and a notable different quality level in its 
manufacturing process compared to other horns of the same model produced by the 
company. The bell flare of this horn is particular in terms of shape and construction 
methods.  Dr. Ver Eecke reckons it was very work-intensive to produce at the time, and 
might be the main reason for the specific and highly lyrical playing characteristics of this 
horn.  
The horn received 2 new cast iron valves by Hubert Kain, and several patches by Daniel 
Kunst.  
 
Archive material related to CG2: 
Note de frais Jean Deprez in aB-Gc-finances1880 
Inventaires aB-Gc 1880 and further 
 










Audio & Video Files 
CG2-SB  Soundlab SOUNDBANK  may/17 
CG2-V2 L. Wallner Miry Romance (pt) Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG2-V3 L. Wallner Miry Romance (pt) Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG2-
LV1 
 Oskar Walcker 




 Oskar Walcker 


































R. Herberigs, Cyrano de Bergerac, A. Samuel: Morceau de Concours, R. Guillemyn: Chant 
d'Automne. Miry Concerts Ghent, 27/01/2016 
 Brass Talks! Wat oude instrumenten ons écht kunnen vertellen’. Lecture-performance presented 
at the International Belgian Brass Academy 2017. SAMWD Harelbeke, 11/04/2017 
Brave Belges!/Dappere Belgen! Brussels, Artonov Festival. Institut Bruno Lussato, Ukkel: 15 
and 16 September 2018 (6 performances) 
Een Gentse hoorntraditie – Works from the Ghent horn tradition. Concerts planned in  
Bruges, Ghent, Lille, March-April  2020 (reported to 2021) 
La Nonne Sanglante, C. Gounod. Performances with horns of the Ghent conservatory horn 
collection. Insula Orchestra dir. Laurence Equilbey. Opéra Comique, Paris, 20/5 to 
14/6/2018. 






Figure 35: original discharge of CG2 to Jean Deprez, 1880, aB-Gc 
  































cor à trois 
pistons 
Brussels, 1878 
bore:                        11,5 mm 
valve type:               Périnet 
corpus weight:        1410 g 
bell Æ:                      272,5 mm 
ref. pitch:                 A=448-460 Hz 








(hrtz)   crook 
   F vc E vc 
   ts out ts in ts in/open ts out ts in 





F. Van Cauwelaert 
à 
Bruxelles 






CG3 is the first horn of the “standard” crooked 3-valve horn type that was purchased by the 
conservatory in 1879. Originally, three instruments of this type were delivered, however, as 
an agreement between the manufacturer and the school could not be arranged, only one was 
purchased.79   
This instrument was produced in the first generation of the Van Cauwelaert factory, and has 
a considerably lighter and narrower bell flare then the later horns of this production type.  
 
Archive material related to CG3: 
 
Original invoice, Fin1879 
Van Cauwelaert, Ferdinand. “Letter of Van Cauwelaert to Deprez,” July 1, 1878. Fin1878. 
aB-Gc. 




78 Royale (sic) 
79 Van Cauwelaert, Ferdinand. “Letter of Van Cauwelaert to Deprez,” July 1, 1878. 









Audio & Video Files 
 
CG3-SB  Soundlab SOUNDBANK  may/17 





Miry Romance (pt) Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG3-V1 A. Samuel Miry Morceau de Concours (pt) Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG3-V2 H. Waelput (arr. O. Roels Miry Romance (pt) Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG3-V3 M. Henderick Miry Nocturne (pt  apr/17 










CG3-V6 J. Van Rysselberghe Miry Rêverie 
 apr/17 




Andante Barcarolle Jan Huylebroeck sep/18 
CG3-LV2 A. Samuel Miry Morceau de Concours Luc De Vos jan/17 
ENS-V2 J. Berleur Miry Andante pour quatre cors (pt) Mengal Ensemble aug/18 














apr/17 modern versus Van Cauwelaert 







apr/17 Van Cauwelaert horns 
 












Mengal Ensemble, several programs and trial sessions 2015-2019 
‘Zuiderse Dromen’: J. Dupont, Andante Barcarolle; F. Mendelssohn: Nocturne; F. Thomé, 








Figure 40: letter dated 1 July 1878 of Van Cauwelaert to Jean Deprez, aB-Gc FIN1878 
 
 






















cor à trois 
pistons 
Brussels, 1894 
bore:                        11,7 mm 
valve type:              Périnet 
corpus weight:       1460 g 
bell Æ:                      271 mm 
ref. pitch:                 A=443-449 Hz 





(hrtz)   crook 
   F vc E vc 
   ts out ts in ts in/open ts out ts in 
mouthpiece Maelstrom M/Ac1 442 450   437 445 












CG6 was part of a delivery of a pair of horns to CG in 1894 (see also: CG7). Compared to CG3, 
the horns of this generation have a wider bell flare and make use of thicker brass sheets, 
resulting in a darker, more woody sound. The instrument was found in a deplorable state, 
and was beautifully restored by Daniel Kunst. A set of three cast iron valves was made in 
replacement of the worn-out originals. 
 
Archive material related to CG6: 
Original Invoice, 16 April 1894 (aB-Gc: FIN1894) 
Van Cauwelaert. “Letter of Van Cauwelaert to Jean Deprez,” November 14, 1893. FIN1893. 
aB-Gc. 
 










Audio & Video Files 
 
Rec code Composer recording 
location 
TITLE Pianist recording 
date 
 
CG6-SB  Soundlab SOUNDBANK  may/17 
CG6-A1 L. Wallner Miry Nocturne (Brussels version) Jan Huylebroeck 
aug/1
8 
CG6-A2 L. Wallner Miry Romance  Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 




Berceuse Inja Stanovic march/20 




Berceuse Inja Stanovic march/20 







Inja Stanovic march/20 
CG6-V1 L. Wallner Miry Romance (pt) Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG6-V2 M. Henderick Miry Nocturne (pt)  apr/17 
CG6-V3 J. Van Rysselberghe Miry Rêverie (pt) 
 apr/17 
CG6-V4 F. Mendelssohn-Bartholdy Miry 
Nocturne from 
Midsummernight'
s Dream  
 apr/17 
CG6-V5 R. Herberigs Miry Cyrano de Bergerac 
 apr/17 
CG6-LV1 R. Herberigs Miry Cyrano de Bergerac Jan Huylebroeck jul/19 
CG6-LV2 R. Herberigs Castle of Poeke 
Cyrano de 
Bergerac Jan Huylebroeck apr/18 
CG6-LV3 R. Guillemyn Miry Chant d'Automne Luc De Vos jan/17 
 
 154 














demo   march/16 




Chasse from "les 
Troyens", solo 
horn 

















demo   march/16 
ENS-V2 J. Berleur Miry Andante pour quatre cors (pt) 
Mengal 
Ensemble 

























RD3  Huddersfield University acoustic recording Inja Stanovic march/20 


















 R. Herberigs, Cyrano de Bergerac, A. Samuel: Morceau de Concours, R. Guillemyn: Chant 
d'Automne. Miry Concerts Ghent, 27/01/2016 
‘Zuiderse Dromen’: J. Dupont, Andante Barcarolle; F. Mendelsohn: Nocturne; F. Thomé, Chant 
d’Amour. Recital of the KASKConservatorium researchers in romantic music. Miry Gent, 
15/01/2018 
Brave Belges! Recital. Mengal: 6ième Duo and Romance; Herberigs: Cyrano de Bergerac, Gevaert: 
Air d’Alcina; Gounod: Mélodie, Saint-Saens: Romance, Beethoven: Sonate. Poeke, Kasteel, 
08/04/2018 
‘Brave Belgians, Noble Ghentians’. Lecture Recital presented at the 50th International Horn 
Symposium. Muncie, Indiana. 1 August 2018. 
Brave Belges!/Dappere Belgen! Brussels, Artonov Festival. Institut Bruno Lussato, Ukkel: 15 
and 16 September 2018 (6 performances) 
Berlioz Tour 2018: Symphonie Fantastique, excerpts from  les Troyens, etc.. Orchestre 
Révolutionnaire et Romantique dir. J.E. Gardiner, september-october 2019  
‘Brave Belgians”, keynote, presented at the 51st International Horn Symposium, Ghent, 
Belgium, 3 July 2019.  (short version: Huddersfield University, 5 March 2020) 
R. Herberigs: Cyrano de Bergerac. Performance of the New Edition on IHS51, 1 Juli 2019. 
Een Gentse hoorntraditie – Works from the Ghent horn tradition. Concerts planned in  
Bruges, Ghent, Lille, March-April  2020 (reported to 2021) 
J. Ryelandt: Sonate opus 18. CD Presentation of ‘Joseph Ryelandt, Romantic Music in Fin-de-siècle 
Bruges’. Sint-Lodewijkscollege, Brugge 8/3/2020.  
Reconstruction of  Disque Chantal nr. 1632 ‘Heylbroeck’ recording, Huddersfield 































CG 7 Ferdinand Van 
Cauwelaert 
breveté,  
cor à trois pistons 
Brussels, 1894 
bore:                       11,23 mm 
valve type:              Périnet 
corpus weight:       1460 g 
bell Æ:                     271 mm 
ref. pitch:                A=438-451 Hz 








(hrtz)   crook 
   F vc E vc 
   ts out ts in ts in/open ts out ts in 
mouthpiece 
Maelstrom 
M/Ac1 436,5 450,5   431 443 
















Although CG7 was acquired at the same moment as CG6, its dimensions are entirely 
different. This raises the suspicion that they had veen selected specifically for their 
contrasting characters, CG6 being smoother with a very nice sound and legato, whereas 
CG7 offers more precision in the middle and lower register. 
 
Archive material related to CG7: 
 
Original Invoice, 16 April 1894 (aB-Gc: FIN1894) 
Van Cauwelaert. “Letter of Van Cauwelaert to Jean Deprez,” November 14, 1893. FIN1893. 
aB-Gc. 




























Waele  Miry a Travers Bois Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG7-
LV1 A. Samuel Miry 
Morceau de 
Concours Luc De Vos jan/17 
ENS-
V2 J. Berleur Miry 
Andante pour 
quatre cors (pt) Mengal Ensemble aug/18 
ENS-













Simon heuting, Bart 








Simon heuting, Bart 









Simon heuting, Bart 
Cypers,Frank Clarysse  apr/17 
 
Projects: 
R. Herberigs, Cyrano de Bergerac, A. Samuel: Morceau de Concours, R. Guillemyn: Chant 
d'Automne. Miry Concerts Ghent, 27/01/2016 
‘Brave Belgians of the Belle Epoque: Exploring the Romantic Horn Tradition in Ghent, 1871-1914’. 
Lecture-Performance presented at the Second Doctors in Performance Symposium, Sep 7-9 
2016, Royal Irish Academy of Music, Dublin, Ireland, 09/09/2016; ibid School of Arts, Gent, 
3/10/2016 
Brass Talks! Wat oude instrumenten ons écht kunnen vertellen’. Lecture-performance 
presented at the International Belgian Brass Academy 2017. SAMWD Harelbeke, 
11/04/2017 
  Berlioz Tour 2019: Benvenuto Celini. Orchestre Révolutionnaire et    Romantique 





















CG 8 Ferdinand Van 
Cauwelaert 
breveté,  
cor à trois 
pistons 
Brussels, 1901 
bore:                       11,8 mm 
valve type:              Périnet 
corpus weight:       1460 g 
bell Æ:                     273 mm 
ref. pitch:                A=435-449 Hz 








(hrtz)   crook 
   F Bb alto 
   ts out ts in ts in/open ts out ts in 
mouthpiece 
Maelstrom 
M/Ac1 435 446   430 441,5 






F. VAN CAUWELAERT 
BREVETE 
BRUXELLES 
Conservatoire Royal  





CG8 is the only horn in the collection of the so-called “Lejeune” or “Liégeois”-model in the 
collection. The instrument was purchased in 1901, although Jean Deprez had asked for the 
acquisition of the instrument already in 1898.  
The horn was in fair condition, with only minor repairs needed to make it playable.  
 
Archive material related to CG8: 
 
Original Invoice, 31 december 1901 (aB-Gc: FIN1901) 
Deprez, Jean. “Letter of Deprez to Samuel,” January 10, 1898. aB-Gc. 
 







Audio & Video Files 
 
CG8-SB  Soundlab SOUNDBANK   may/17 
CG8-A1 C. Gaucet Miry Concertino (pt) Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG8-A2 C. Gaucet Miry Concertino (pt) Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG8-A3 L. Wallner Miry Romance Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG8-V1 C. Gaucet Miry Concertino (pt) Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG8-V2 C. Gaucet Miry Concertino (pt) Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG8-V3 L. Wallner Miry Romance Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
CG8-
LV1 
 Oskar Walcker 

















Figure 52: Invoice of 1901 for the purchase of a Van Cauwelaert “modèle Lejeune”, 31 






















Ferdinand Van Cauwelaert 
breveté,  
cor à trois pistons 
Brussels, 1939 
bore:                        11,3 mm 
valve type:               Périnet 
corpus weight:        1620 g 
bell Æ:                      270 mm 
ref. pitch:                 A=431-443 Hz 










(hrtz)   crook  
   
F E vc F vc (ref) 
   
ts out ts in ts in/open ts out ts in ts in/open 
mouthpiece 
Maelstrom 
M/Ac1 425* 440   425* 440  














CG10 was the last horn from the Van Cauwelaert company to be purchased by GC in 1939, at 
the beginning of the professorship of Maurice Van Bocxstaele. The instrument shows that, 
although the measured dimensions have remained nearly identical to those of CG7, the 
Gantois model had evolved to a much heavier instrument ((+180 grams). Although a different 
approach in manufacturing makes it a much more stable instrument, it lacks the refinement 
in both construction and sound of the earlier models. 
 
Archive material related to CG8: 
 
‘Livre d’Entrée d’Instruments’, LD: s.d. aB-Gc 
 














 Soundlab SOUNDBANK   may/17 
CG10-

















ENS-V2 J. Berleur Miry Andante pour quatre cors (pt) Mengal Ensemble aug/18 










Simon heuting, Bart 
Cypers,Frank Clarysse  









V12 E. Mathieu Miry 












R. Herberigs, Cyrano de Bergerac, A. Samuel: Morceau de Concours, R. Guillemyn: Chant 








































 Æ:      103mm 





Four numbered, identical wooden horn mutes, made after a model designed by the 
Ghentian horn player Jules Willems by Maurice Vlaeminck in Ghent in 1922 (invoice 
date 1 January 1923). The mutes consist of a hollowed cone in wood, presumably acacia, 
and a detachable lid. Placement in the bell is reinforced with cork strips.  
Sound is dark, vibrant and mainly changes the color of tone instead of the volume. This 
model of mute does not have any compensating device at the inner side as common 
with modern mute systems, resulting in a pitch rise of approximately a quarter tone 
compared with a normal hand position. 
 
Archive material related to CG8: 
 
Original Invoice of 1 January 1923 (aB-Gc, FIN1923) 
 
Other References 
Personal Conversation with Ion Balu, IHS50, Muncie, Indiana, August 2018 





SB   Soundlab 
SOUNDB
ANK   may/17 




Inja Stanovic march/20 
JB6-A6 W.A. Mozart 
Huddersfiel































2 . 2  R e f e r e n c e  H o r n s  
 
 














Cauwelaert breveté,  
cor à deux pistons 
Brussels, c1880 
bore:                       12,05 mm 
valve type:              Périnet 
corpus weight:      1130 g 
bell Æ:                      272mm 
ref. pitch:                 A=440-450Hz 
material XRF:          NM 






(hrtz)   crook  





   
ts out ts in 
ts in/open 




M/Ac1 440 450   439 455  












JB1 was acquired in 2016 from a private collection and was presumably a former 
military or band instrument. The horn looks similar to horns CG1 and CG2, but shows 
a less refined build quality and a wider bell flare.   
 
Audio & Video Files JB1 
 
 
JB1-SB  Soundlab SOUNDBANK   may/17 
JB1-A1 F. Thomé Amuz 
 Jean-Claude Van 





















Figure 59: graphic sound analysis of JB1 harmonic series, played with a modern mouthpiece 
 
 










Cauwelaert breveté,  
cor à trois pistons 
Brussels, c1890 
bore:                       12,10 mm 
valve type:               Périnet 
corpus weight:       1510g 
bell Æ:                      272 mm 
ref. pitch:                 A=441-459 Hz 
material XRF:          NM 







(hrtz)   crook 
   F vc E vc 
   ts out ts in ts in/open ts out ts in 












JB1 was acquired in 2004 from a former military collection. The horn is of the common 
Gantois type, as CG3, 6, 7 and 10, and would have been the popular instrument choice for 
horn players in Belgium.  
The horn was fully rebuilt by Daniel Kunst and has a set of new cast-iron valves. 
 
Audio & Video Files JB2 
JB2-SB  Soundlab SOUNDBANK   may/17 
JB2-A1 A. Samuel Amuz Morceau de Concours 
Jean-Claude Van 
den Eynden nov/15 
JB2-A2 T. Radoux Amuz Méditation Jean-Claude Van den Eynden nov/15 
JB2-A3 L. Van Cromphaut Amuz Mélodie 
Jean-Claude Van 






Cromphaut Amuz Mélodie (pt) 
Jean-Claude Van 
den Eynden nov/15 
ENS-




Zomeravond Mengal Ensemble aug/14 
 
For soundlab files: see JB1 soundbank 
 
 





Figure 62: Graphic Analysis of JB1 amplitude (Mendelsohn Nocturne) 
 
 









Charles Mahillon,  
cor à deux pistons 
Brussels, c1870 
bore:                        mm 
valve type:               Périnet 
corpus weight:       g 
bell Æ:                       mm 








(hrtz)   crook  





   
ts out ts in 
ts in/open 




M/Ac1 440 450   440 449,5  











JB3 is a typical band instrument of the Mahillon ‘model 499’ type.  
 
Audio & Video Files JB3 
JB3-SB  Soundlab SOUNDBANK   may/17 
JB3-A1 L. Van Cromphaut Miry Romance Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
JB3-V1 L. Van Cromphaut Miry Romance Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
JB3-
LV1 T. Radoux Amuz Méditation 








Figure 64: graphic sound analysis of JB3 harmonic series, played with a modern mouthpiece 
 


















bore:                        mm 
valve type:              Double Action 
corpus weight:       1590 g 
bell Æ:                      287 mm 








(hrtz)   crook 
   G Katte Oringal 
   ts out ts in ts in/open ts out ts in 
mouthpiece 
Maelstrom 
M/Ac1 448,5 460    444,5   













Standard professional Viennese horn. 
 
Audio & Video Files 













Figure 66: graphic sound analysis of JB1 harmonic series, played with a modern mouthpiece 
 
 

















Courtois Frère,  
natural horn 
Paris, c1825 
bore:                        10,6 mm 
valve type:               / 
corpus weight:        825 g 
bell Æ:                      280 mm 
ref. pitch:                 A=417-438 Hz 










(hrtz)   crook  





   
ts out ts in 
ts in/open 




M/Ac1 417 441   411 439,5  












Professional natural orchestral horn with crooks and painted bell.  
 
Audio & Video Files JB5 
JB5-SB  Soundlab SOUNDBANK   may/17 
 
JB5-A1 C. Saint-Saëns Amuz Romance opus 36 










Romance  Jan Huylebroeck march/11 
 
JB5-A3 E. Weber Amuz Duo  Marjan De Haer (harp) nov/15 
 
JB5-A4 F.J. Fétis Amuz Concours de 1865 
Jean-Claude Van den 




JB5-A5 J. Brahms Amuz Trio opus 40 

















Morceau de Concours Jan Huylebroeck sep/18 
 
JB5-LV2 M.J. Mengal Castle of Poeke 6° Duo Jan Huylebroeck apr/18 
 













Alphonse Sax,  
Système conique 
Brussels, c1865 
bore:                        mm 
valve type:              Périnet 
corpus weight:        g 
bell Æ:                      280 mm 
ref. pitch:                 A=417-438 Hz 




(hrtz)   tuning slide  
   F tuning slide (VC CG8) Bb tuning slide   
   
ts out ts in 
ts in/open 




M/Ac1 440 457   436 455  






















Professional horn by Alphonse Sax that served as model to the Van Cauwelaert “Liégeois” 
Model. 
Audio & Video Files 
 
JB7-SB  Soundlab SOUNDBANK   may/17   
 
 




Figure 71: Graphic Analysis of JB7amplitude -modern mouthpiece (Mendelssohn Nocturne) 
 











bore:                        11,5 mm 
valve type:              Périnet 
corpus weight:        1500g 
bell Æ:                      270 mm 
ref. pitch:                 A=417-438 Hz 




(hrtz)   crook 
   G   
   
ts out ts in ts 
in/open 
    
mouthpiece 
Maelstrom 
M/Ac1 434 443       









Fr. Du Conservatoire 






The Raoux-Millereau horn was the standard instrument for players of the French influence from 
c1900 to 1950. The most common shape was with an ascending third valve (see:  
 
Audio & Video Files 
YM01-
SB   Soundlab SOUNDBANK   may/17   
 
 





Figure 74:  Graphic Analysis of YM01 amplitude -historical mouthpiece (Mendelssohn Nocturne) 
 Fig:  
 
 















bore:                        11,8 mm 
valve type:              Périnet 
corpus weight:       1770 g 
bell Æ:                      280 mm 
ref. pitch:                 A=429,5-
437 Hz 




(hrtz)   crook  





   
ts out ts in ts 
in/open 




M/Ac1 429,5 437   425 433  















This horn is a standard band instrument, as used in Belgium 1890-1970. The Mahillon 499 type was by far the most common 
type of horn in Belgium. 
 
Audio & Video Files 
MDM01-
SB   Soundlab SOUNDBANK   may/17   
 
 









Markus Bonna Straight Mute -Tunable straight mute 
 
French Historical horn mute - collection: Pierre Vericel 
 
Mutes-SB   Soundlab SOUNDBANK   may/17 
 
Modern Reference instruments  
 
BI01: Gebr. Alexander (Mainz) model 103  
Gold Brass, c1998  
 





(hrtz)      
   F horn Bb horn  
   
ts out ts in 
ts in/open 




M/Ac1 439 447   441 450  
J. Klier W2 
BK 439 447 457 439 447 457 
BI01-SB  Soundlab SOUNDBANK   may/17   
 
BI2: Gebr. Alexander (Mainz) model 103  
Messing, c2012  
 
serial nr. 27613 
 
pitch range 
(hrtz)      
   F horn Bb horn  
   ts out ts in ts in/open ts out ts in ts in/open 
mouthpiece 
Maelstrom 
M/Ac1 438 449   440 451  
J. Klier W2 
BK 434 448 457 438 450 460 
 
BI02-SB  Soundlab SOUNDBANK   may/17 
ENS-V4 P. Gilson Miry Petite Suite, 1st movement (Scherzo) Mengal Ensemble aug/18 
ENS-V5 P. Gilson Miry 




Mengal Ensemble aug/18 

















Figure 78: Graphic Analysis of Alexander 103 amplitude (Mendelssohn Nocturne) 
JB6: C.S. Willson model 241 
 
Serial nr. 241033 
 
pitch range 
(hrtz)      
   F horn Bb horn  
   
ts out ts in ts 
in/open 




M/Ac1 438 446   439 448  
J. Klier W2 BK 436 445 454 435 449 460 
 
JB6-SB  Soundlab SOUNDBANK   may/17   
 
JB6-A1 C. Gaucet Miry Concertino Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 




Andante Barcarolle Jan Huylebroeck march/10 
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Romance Jan Huylebroeck march/10 
JB6-A4 L. Wallner Miry Romance Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 




Sonate opus 18 Jan Huylebroeck march/10 
JB6-V1 C. Gaucet Miry Concertino Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 
JB6-V2 L. Wallner Miry Romance Jan Huylebroeck aug/18 




Zomeravond Mengal Ensemble march/10 
ENS-V4 P. Gilson Miry Petite Suite, 1st movement (Scherzo) Mengal Ensemble aug/18 
ENS-V5 P. Gilson Miry 




Mengal Ensemble aug/18 

















































• ‘Finding the Unfindable.’ lecture for students MANAMA. School of Arts 
Gent-Koninklijk Conservatorium, 28/01/2016 
• ‘La pédagogie des cuivres en Belgique: historique et développement’. lecture 
for the students of the educational department. Arts2-Conservatoire 
Royal de Mons, 24/03/2016 
• ‘Workshop: Masterclass Belgische Hoornoctetten.’ Erasmushogeschool 
Brussel-Koninklijk Conservatorium, 12-04-2016 
• ‘Das Horn in Glücks Alceste: Tagungen einer Orchestermusiker.’ Presented 
at the Insbrucker Tage der Alte Musik, Insbruck (A), August 2016)  
• Billiet, Jeroen, and Nicole Van Opstal. ‘Radio-Interview: Klara Boetiek 
Klassiek - Presentatie Chants d’Amour’. VRT Brussels, 28-05-2016.  
• ‘ “Avis Aux Amateurs” Integrating Artistic Research Output into Elementary 
Music Education.’ Presentation at the ORCiM Seminar. Orpheus 
Instituut Ghent,  18/11/2015. 
• ‘Full Service History: the historical horn collection of the Ghent Conservatoire’ 
presented at the “Prepositions in Artistic Research”-conference. VUB 
Brussels, 14/12/2017 
• ‘How do I do it’, lecture at the HDWDI conference on artistic research. 
KASK Gent, 21-23/02/2018 
• ‘Brave Belgians, Noble Ghentians. The evocative style of horn playing at the 
Ghent Royal Conservatory in the Belle Epoque Era’ Lecture at the HucPer 
19th Century Salon. Huddersfield (UK), 29/08/2018 
• ‘Artist becomes researcher’. Yearly lectures for students of KASK 
Conservatorium and Royal Conservatory Antwerp, years 2015-2020 
• ‘Brave Belgians! Ghentian Horn Players and the ‘Lyrical’ Style, 1872-1962.’ 
Keynote presented at IHS51, Ghent, July 3, 2019. 
• The 51st International Horn Symposium -Moving Horns and festival Wake 
the Dragon. Billiet, Jeroen and Rik Vercruysse, Hosts; HoGent School of 
Arts, The International Horn Society and vzw Mengal Ensemble. 1-7 
July 2019. Ghent: HoGent Campus Grote Sikkel/Wijnaert and St-
Baafshuis.  
Orchestral/Chamber Ensemble projects  
• La Nonne Sanglante, C. Gounod. Performances with horns of the Ghent 
conservatory horn collection. Insula Orchestra dir. Laurence 
Equilbey. Opéra Comique, Paris, 20/5 to 14/6/2018. 
• Berlioz Tour 2018: Symphonie Fantastique, excerpts from  les Troyens, etc.. 
Orchestre Révolutionnaire et Romantique dir. J.E. Gardiner, 
September-October 2019  
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• Berlioz Tour 2019: Benvenuto Celini. Orchestre Révolutionnaire et 
Romantique dir. J.E. Gardiner, September 2019  
• Horn Ensembles with the Prince Regent’s Band, London, January 2020 
• Mengal Ensemble, several programs and trial sessions 2015-2019.  
• Billiet, Jeroen, Jan Huylebroeck, Peter Verhoyen and Kurt Bertels. 
‘Brave Belgians’ recording, concerts and streaming. Ruiselede: 
Concertzaal Maene and Ghent: Miry Concertzaal, 26-28/01/2021  
• Mengal Ensemble. ‘Belgian Romantic Horn Ensembles.’ Workshops, Live 
Concerts and Streaming. Brugge: Ryelandtzaal. 2-6-9 April 2021. 
 
Recitals & lecture performances:  
• R. Herberigs, Cyrano de Bergerac, A. Samuel: Morceau de Concours, R. 
Guillemyn: Chant d'Automne. Miry Concerts Ghent, 27/01/2016 
• Harfenklang. Concert program with Marjan De haer, Harp. Concerts in 
2014-2016 
• ‘Brave Belgians of the Belle Epoque: Exploring the Romantic Horn Tradition in 
Ghent, 1871-1914.’ Lecture-Performance presented at the Second Doctors 
in Performance Symposium, Sep 7-9 2016, Royal Irish Academy of Music, 
Dublin, Ireland, 09/09/2016 
• ‘Brass Talks! Wat oude instrumenten ons écht kunnen vertellen.’ Lecture-
performance presented at the International Belgian Brass Academy 
2017. SAMWD Harelbeke, 11/04/2017 
• ‘From Ghent with Love.’ Van Rysselberghe; Rêverie & Vignery: Sonate 
opus 7. Lecture-performance at the 1st international Women in Music 
conference. Bangor University, Wales, 5 september 2017  
• ‘Zuiderse Dromen’: J. Dupont, Andante Barcarolle; F. Mendelssohn: 
Nocturne; F. Thomé, Chant d’Amour. Recital of the 
KASKConservatorium researchers in romantic music. Miry Gent, 
15/01/2018 
• Brave Belges! Recital. Mengal: 6ième Duo and Romance; Herberigs: Cyrano 
de Bergerac, Gevaert: Air d’Alcina; Gounod: Mélodie, Saint-Saëns: 
Romance, Beethoven: Sonate. Poeke, Kasteel, 08/04/2018 
• ‘Brave Belgians, Noble Ghentians. Ghentian Players and the Lyrical Style’. 
Music by Mengal, Dupont and Vignery. Lecture Recital presented at 
the 50th International Horn Symposium. Muncie, Indiana. 1 August 
2018. 
• Braves Belges!/Dappere Belgen! Brussels, Artonov Festival. Institut 
Bruno Lussato, Ukkel: 15 and 16 September 2018 (6 performances) 
• Een Gentse hoorntraditie – Werk uit de Gentse hoornschool. Mengal 




• ‘Brave Belgians. presentation,’ Presentation of the publication project. 
Music by Ryelandt, Gaucet, Van Rysselberghe and Herberigs. Ghent: 
Miry Concertzaal, 1 July 2019. 
• ‘Een Gentse hoorntraditie/une tradition de cor Gantoise’ – Works from the 
Ghent horn tradition. Concerts planned in  Bruges, Ghent, Lille, 
March-April  2020 (postponed to 2021) 
• J. Ryelandt: Sonate opus 18. CD Presentation of ‘Joseph Ryelandt, 
Romantic Music in Fin-de-siècle Bruges’. Sint-Lodewijkscollege, Brugge 
8/3/2020.  
 




Publications & artistic Output  
• ‘Adolphe Sax en de conservatoria van Gent en Brussel: de 
spraakmakende experimenten met koperblazers met onafhankelijke 
ventielen (1869-1895)', Revue Belge de Musicologie/Belgisch 
tijdschrift voor Musicologie, LXX (2016), 179–91 
• 'Belgium, France and the Horn in the Romantic Era. Tradition, 
Influences, Similarities and Particularities', Musikforschung Der 
Hochschule Der Künste Bern (Schliengen/Markgräferland: Argus, 
2016), 328-339 
• Billiet, Jeroen, Jean-Claude Vanden Eynden, Véronique Bogaerts, 
Marjan De Haer, Mark De Merlier, Vlad Weverbergh, and Stoffel De 
Laet. ‘Chants d’Amour: World Premiere Horn Recordings of the Brahms Era.’ 
CD. Terra Nova, 2016.  
• ‘Avis Aux Amateurs” Integrating Artistic Research Output into Elementary 
Music Education’ Presentation at the ORCiM Seminar. Orpheus 
Instituut Ghent,  18/11/2015. Proceedings published Orpheus 
Instituut Gent, 2016. www.orpheusinstituut.be  
• ‘Miry Concertzaal: een korte geschiedenis’, Miry - brochure 16-17, 06-
2016, pp. 76–81 
• ‘Brave Belgians! IHS51.Ghent: Return to an Iconic Place in the History of the 
Horn.’ The Horn Call, February 2019. 
• Billiet, Jeroen, Jan Huylebroeck, and Steven Vande Moortele. ‘Brave 
Belgians! Belgian Romantic Repertoire for the Horn.’ Dendermonde: Golden 
River Music, 2019. 
• Osselaere, Isabel, and Jeroen Billiet. The Early Horn - Catalogue 
d’Exposition. Larigot, Larigot Spécial nr XXIX. Paris: Association des 
Collectionneurs d’Instruments de Musique à Vent, 2019. 
• ‘Poetic Voices. The Horns of the Van Cauwelaert Brass Instrument workshop 
in Brussels in the Ghent Royal Conservatory historical Instrument Collection.’ 
Larigot Spécial nr. XXIX. Paris: Association des Collectionneurs 
d’Instruments de Musique à Vent, 2019. 58-65 
• Billiet, Jeroen, and Rik Vercruysse. International Horn Symposium. 
Moving Horns -IHS51 Gent - Program Book. Gent: 
KASKConservatorium/School of Arts Gent, 2019. 
• Billiet, Jeroen, Steven Vande Moortele et al. Historical horn Conference, 
Ghent: HoGent Campus Wijnaert, 1-3 July 2019. 
• Billiet, Jeroen and Isabel Osselaere (curators). The Early Horn. 
Exposition of Historical horns from nine private collections. Ghent: Wijnaert 
Exposition room. 1-6 July 2019.  
• Billiet, Jeroen, and Pieter-Jan Verhoyen, Joseph Ryelandt: Sonate opus 18. 
CD. ‘Joseph Ryelandt, Romantic Music in Fin-de-siècle Bruges’. Etcetera 
KTC1655, March 2020 
• ‘Adolphe Sax’s Ultimate Masterpiece. The History, Design and Use of the Cor 
Sax à Six Pistons Indépendants.’  in ‘Das Saxhorn. Adolphe Sax’ 
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Blechblasinstrumente im Kontext Ihrer Zeit.’  Romantic Brass Symposium 
3. Herausgegeben von Adrian von Steiger, Daniel Allenbach und 
Martin Skamletz, Band 13:176–87. Musikforschung Der Hochschule 
Der Künste Bern. Schliengen/Markgräferland: Argus, April 2020. 
• Stanovic, Inja, Jeroen Billiet, Duncan Miller. Disque Chantal: 
Reconstruction of an Acoustic Recording. 78 RPM acoustic disk. 
Huddersfield/Gent: University & KASKConservatorium, 2020 
Pending publications: 
• Stanovic, Inja and Jeroen Billiet. ‘Reviving the Brave Belgians. Mechanical 
recording practices as a guide in historical perfromance.’ Accepted for 
publication in Music Performance Research Journal. 2021. 
• Vande Moortele Steven and Jeroen Billiet. ‘Beyond the lyrical. Paul 
Gilson’s compositions for the horn.’ In ‘Paul Gilson’ (publisher pending). 
Jan Dewilde and dr. Kurt Bertels, editors. Autumn 2021. 
• Billiet, Jeroen, John Humphries and Steven Vande Moortele (editors). 
’C. Jeanneret (series editor). ‘Moving Horns: Worldwide Migrations in Horn 
Playing. Proceedings of the IHS51 International Horn Conference 2019.. 
Turnhout: Brepols. Publication planned December 2021. 
 
 




A b o u t  t h e  A u t h o r  
 
‘Brave Belgian’. (ArtChapel Ghent 2020) 
Jeroen Billiet (°1977, Tielt) studied at 
the Royal Conservatories of Ghent 
and Brussels with Luc Bergé, where 
he graduated with great honors in 
2001. He completed his studies with 
lessons from Froydis Ree Wekre, and 
specialised in his great passion: 
historical instruments with teachers 
such as Claude Maury and Anthony 
Halstead. After this, a career began 
that took him through the most 
prominent formations for early 
music: Concerto Köln, Il Giardino 
Armonico, Il Fondamento and 
l'Orchestre des Champs Elysées. From 
2002 to 2009 he was solo horn with 
the Musiciens du Louvre-Grenoble 
conducted by Marc Minkowski and 
from 2012 to 2018 with the Insula 
Orchestra conducted by Laurence 
Equilbey. He is currently soloist with 
the Concert d'Astrée conducted by 
Emanuelle Haim, les Talens Lyriques 
conducted by Christophe Rousset 
and with B'Rock Ghent. In addition 
he regularly performs with other top 
ensembles. 
He has performed at almost all the major European music festivals and has made more 
than 70 CD and DVD recordings. The internationally acclaimed solo-CD "Fall now blows its 
horn" was released by the Phaedra label in 2010, once again putting the lyrical Flemish 
horn repertoire in the spotlight. In 2016 a second solo CD "Chants d'Amour" was released, 
with works from the Liège and Brussels romantic horn tradition on the Terra Nova label. In 
June 2008 Jeroen was awarded the title of "Laureate of the Orpheus Institute" con brio. 
Currently he is teaching at the Royal Conservatoire in Antwerp, as researcher and teacher 
at the Royal Conservatoire of the School of Arts in Ghent and as horn teacher at the Bruges 
City Conservatoire. In July 2019 Jeroen Billiet and his conservatory colleague Rik 
Vercruysse hosted the successful 51st International Horn Symposium IHS51-Moving horns 
with which he attracted more than 700 horn players from 40 different countries to the 
Ghent city centre. During the associated street festival Wake the Dragon, the world record 
for the largest horn ensemble of all time was broken during an impressive open-air concert 
on Sint-Baafsplein in Ghent. In 2019 Jeroen Billiet received the prestigious Punto Award 
from the International Horn Society, as a recognition for his international career as a 
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